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INTRODUCTION.

The International Code of Signals consists of twenty-six flags—one for each letter

of the alphabet—and a,Code Pennant.

Urgent and important signals are two-flag signals.

General signals are three-flag signals.

Geographical, Alphabetical Spelling Tables, and Vessels' Numbers are four-flag

signals.

The book is divided into three parts. The first part contains urgent and important

signals and all the tables of money, weights, barometric heights, etc., together with a

geographical list and a table of phrases formed with the auxiliary verbs.

The second part is an index. It consists of a general vocabulary and a geographical

indpx. It is arranged alphabetically.

The third part gives lists of the United States storm-warning, life-saving, time-

signal, and wireless telegraph stations, and of Lloyd's signal stations of the world. It

also contains semaphore and distant signal codes and' the United States Army and Navy
and Morse Wigwag Codes.
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INTEENATIONAL CODE OF SIGNALS.

MEANINGS OF FLAGS AND PENNANTS HOISTED SINGLY.

Signal.

B

Meaning.

B _I am taking in (or, discharging) explosives.
Kj —Yes, or, AfiBrmative.

—No, or. Negative.
—I have (or, have had) some dangerous infectious disease on board.
—I am about to sail ; all persons to report on board.
—I have a clean bill of health, but am liable to quarantine.
—I want a pilot.

MEANINGS OF FLAGS AND PENNANTS HOISTED WITH CODE FLAG.

Code Flag



SIGNALS OP DISTRESS.

INTERNATIONAL CODE SIGNALS FOR A PILOT.

(1) The International Code Pilot Signal indicated by PT

;

(2) Tlie International Code Flag S, with, or without the Code Pennant over it;

(3) The distant signal, consisting of a oone point upward, having above it two
balls or shapes resembling balls.



INTERISTATIONAL CODE OP SIGNALS.

PART L

SIGNALS MADE BY FLAGS OF THE CODE.
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PART I.

INSTEUCTIOITS HOW TO SIGNAL.

In the following instructions the ship making the signal is called A; the ship signaled to is called B.

HOW TO MAKE A SIGNAL.

1. Ship A, wishing to make a signal, hoists her Ensign with the Code Flag under it.

2. If more than one vessel or signal station is in sight, and the signal is intended

for a particular vessel or signal station, ship A should indicate'which vessel or signal

station she is addressing hy making the distinguishing signal {i. e., the signal letters)

of the vessel or station with which she desires to communicate.

3. If the distinguishing signal is not known, ship A should make use of one of the

signals DI to DQ {page 37).

4. When shipA has been answered hy the vessel she is addressing (see paragraph 9),

she proceeds with tTie signal which she desires to make, first hauling down her Code
Flag if it is required for making the signaL

5. Signals should always be hoisted where they can best be seen, and not necessarily

at the masthead.

6. Each hoist should be kept flying until ship B hoists her Answering Pennant
"close up" {see paragraph 10). .

7. When ship A has finished signaling she hauls down her Ensign, and her Code
Flag, if the latter has not already been hauled down {see paragraph 4).

8. When it is desired to make a signal it should be looked out in the General

Vocabulary {pages 143-451), which is the index to the Signal Book.

HOW TO AlfSWEK A SIGNAL.

9. Ship B (the ship signaled to), on seeing the signal made by ship A, hoists her

Answering Pennant at the '

' die.
"

{A flag is at the "dip" when it is hoisted about two-thirds of the way up, that is,

some little distance below where it would be when hoisted "close up.")

The Answering Pennant should always be hoisted where it can best be seen.

10. When A's hoist has been taken in, looked out in the Signal Book, and is under-

stood, B hoists her Answering Pennant "close up" and keeps it there until.A hauls

her hoist down.

11. B then lowers her Answering Pennant to the "dip," and waits for the next hoist.

12. If the flags in A's hoist can not be made out, or if, when the flags are made out,

the purport of the signal is not understood, B keeps her Answering Pennant at the

"dip" and hoists the signal OWL or WCX, or such other signal as may meet the case;

and when A has repeated or rectified her signal, and B thoroughly understands it, B
hoists her Answering Pennant "close up."

(11)



12 INSTRUCTIONS HOW TO SIGNAL. PAKT I.

NOTES ON SIGNALING.

1. Plurals.—To facilitate the translation of the Code into foreign languages, the

plurals of words given in the Signal Book have been omitted. The words should be

regarded as being used in the singular, unless the contrary is indicated by the context.

2. When making Signals for comparing Chronometers (page 58) or show-

ing the Mean Time vessel A is to hoist ±he signal denoting the hour {seepage 58),

and shortly after the signal has been answered by B dip it sharply to denote the precise

instant used for comparison. The signals denoting the minutes and seconds shown by

the chronometer at the instant of dipping are then to be hoisted. To insure accuracy,

a second comparison should be made.

3. In signaling Longitude or Time vessels should always reckon from the

meridian of Greenwich, except French and Spanish vessels, which will use the meridian

of Paris or Cadiz, respectively. If any doubt is entertained, the vessel to which the

signal is made should hoist NBL = "What is your first meridian ?

4. Meridians.—The British Meridian is that of Greenwich. The Meridian of Paris

(Observatory) is 2° 20' 15" east of Greenwich, or h. 9 m. 21 sees. The Meridian of

Cadiz (San Fernando Observatory) is 6° 12' 24" west of Greenwich, or h. 24 m.

49.6 sees.

5. Passing Vessels.—Ships passing one another or Signal Stations will do well to

hoist the following signals in the order shown

:

(1) National Colors with the Code Signal under them. {The Ensign should
be kept flying until all communication is ended; the Code Flag Tiiay be

hauled down if it is required for making a signal.)

(2) Ship's name (signal letters).

(3) Where from.

(4) Where bound.

(5) Number of days out.

(6) My longitude by chronometer is — .
*

The ensign should be dipped and rehoisted as a farewell.

When vessels are passing each other quickly, time will be saved if, instead of hoist-
ing the Answering Pennant, they exchange signals in the following manner

:

On rea,ding A's name (that is, distinguishing signal), B should hoist hers.
A should not haul down until she understands B's hoist, when both ships
should haul down together and proceed in the order suggested above.

6. Procedure when signaling Names and Addresses.—The following course
is to be followed when making a signal which contains the ship's name and the owner's
name and address

:

Ship A, wishing to obtain orders from her owner, will make

—

(1) Her distinguishing signal (signal letters).

(2) The signal SW = I wish to obtain orders from my owner, Mr. , at .

(3) The owner's name, by spelling it letter by letter {see page 13) or by using
the Alphabetical Spelling Table {pages 14-15).

(4) The owner's address, by spelling it letter by letter {see page 13) or by using
the Alphabetical Spelling Table {pages 14-15). Signals from the Geo-
graphical Table {page 89) can also be used in some cases. Figures
can be made by the Numeral Signals on page 32 or by the Numeral
Table on page 33.
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EXAMPLE.

Ship A wishes to get orders from her owner (say), Mr. C. Thomson, at 25 Broad
street, New York.

Having hoisted her national colors with the Code Signal under them, she makes
the following signals

:

1st hoist,

3d hoist,

3d hoist,

4th hoist,

5th hoist,

6th hoist,

7th hoist,

8th hoist,

9th hoist,

10th hoist,

11th hoist,

12th hoist,

13th hoist,

14th hoist,

15th hoist.

Her distinguishing signal (signal letters).

S'W=Iivish to obtain orders from my owner, Mr. , at .

Code flag over E= T/ie signals which follow are alphabetical. (Before this Hgnal
is made the Code Flag under the Ensign may be hauled down.)

c=o.

Code Flag over F=Dot between initials.

THOM)

SON )

= Thomson.

Code Flag over M=!r/ie signal which follows is a numeral signul, and is to be

looked out in the Numeral Table (page 33)

.

Code Flag over 'Ei=The signals ivhich follow are alphabetical.

BRO)

AD \

=Broad.

Code Flag over Qt^The Alphabetical Signals are ended.

WZ^ =Street.

AZOT=New Yorle.

AliPHABETICAIi (SPELLIT^G) SIGNALS.

Under the arrangement explained below, every flag hoisted after Alphabetical
Signal No. 1 has been made, and until Alphabetical Signal No. 3, or Numeral Signal
No. 1 {see page 33) is made, represents the letter of the alphabet which has been allotted

to it in the Code. As each of the 26 letters of the alphabet is now represented by a flag,

any word can be spelled by this system.

If the word to be spelled consists of more than four letters, two or more hoists must
be used, as no hoist is to contain more than four flags, and, if any letter occurs more
than once in the word, this letter must on its second occurrence begin or be in a second

hoist, and on its third occurrence must begin or be in a third hoist.

The following are the signals to be used

:

Signal. Meaning,

Code Flag over Flag E.

CoDE Flag over Flag F-

CoDB Flag over Flag G.

Alphabetical Signal No. 1, indicating that the flags hoisted after it

until Alphabetical Signal'No. 3 or Numeral Signal No. 1 is made do
not represent the signals in the Code, but are to be understood as
having their alphabetical meanings and express individual letters of
the alphabet which are to foim words.

Alphabetical Signal No. 3, indicating the end of a word made by
Alphabetical Signals, or dot between initials.

Alphabetical Signal No. 3, indicating that the Alphabetical Signals
are ended ; the signals which follow are to be looked out in the Code
in the usual manner.
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EXAMPLE.

Paet I.

= William.

To spell "William J. Perry:"

1st hoist, Code Flag over E=r/ie signals which follow are alphabetical.

WIL

LIAM'

Code Flag over F=End of the word (also means dot between initials)

3=J.

Code Flag over ¥=Dot between initials (also means end of the word).

PER

RY
*

Code Flag over Oi=Alphabetical Signals are ended.

An alternative method of spelling words is provided by the Alphabetical Spelling

Table on page 15.

3d hoist,

3d hoist,

4th hoist,

5th hoist,

6th hoist,

7th hoist,

8th hoist,

9th hoist.

=Perry.



ALPHABETICAL SPELLING TABLE.

This Table can be used, in communications between Vessels of all Countries employing the Soman characters,

A, B, C, etc. See also page 13 for alternative system of making Alphabetical Signals.
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CDGK
CDGL
CDGM
CDGN
CDGP
CDGQ
CDGB
CDGS
CDGT
CDGV
CDGW
CDGX
CDGY
CDGZ
CDHB
CDHF
CDHG
CDHJ
CDHK
CDHL
CDHM
CDHN
CDHP
CDHQ
CDHE
CDHS
CDHT
CDHV
CDHW
CDHX
CDHY
CDHZ
CDJB
ODJF
CDJG
CDJH
CDJK
CDJL
CDJM
CDJN
CDJP
CDJQ
CDJR
CDJS
CDJT
CDJV
CDJW
CDJX
CDJY
CDJZ
CDKB
CDKP
CDKG
CDKH
CDKJ
CDKL
CDKM
CDKN
CDKP
CDKQ
CDKR
CDKS
CDKT
CDKV
CDKW
CDKX
CDKY
CDKZ
CDLB
CDLF
CDLG
CDLH
CDLJ
CDLK

Apa
Apb
Ape
Apd
Ape
Apf
Apg
Aph
Api
Apj
Apk
Apl
Apm
Apn
Apo
App
Apq
Apr
Aps
Apt
Apu
Apv
Apw
Apx
Apy
Apz
Aq
Aqa
Aqb
Aqc
Aqd
Aqe
Aqf
Aqg
Aqh
Aqi
Aqj
Aqt
Aql
Aqm
Aqn
Aqo
Aqp
Aqq
Aqr

Aqt
Aqu
Aqv
Aqw
Aqx
Aqy
Aqz
Ar
Ara
Arb
Arc
Ard
Are
Arf
Arg
Arh
Ari
Arj
Ark
Arl
Arm
Am
Aro
Arp
Arq
Arr
Ars
Art

CDLM
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CPMK
CFML
CFMN
CFMP
CFMQ
CFMR
CFMS
CFMT
CFMV
CFMW
CFMX
CFMY
CFMZ
CFNB
CFND
CFNG
CPNH
CFNJ
CFNK
CFNL
CFNM
CFNP
CFNQ
CFNR
CFNS
CFNT
CFNV
CFNW
CFNX
CFNY
CFNZ
CFPB
CFPD
CFPG
CFPH
CFPJ
CFPK
CFPL
CPPM
CFPN
CFPQ
CFPE
CFPS
CFPT
CFPV
CPPW
CFPX
CFPY
CFPZ

CFQB
CFQD
CFQG
CPQH
CFQJ
CFQK
CFQL
CFQM
CFQN
CPQP
CFQR
CFQS
CFQT
CFQV

Bry
Ba
Bt
Bu
Bua
Bub
Buc
Bud
Bue
Buf
Bug
Buh
Bui
Buj
Buk
Bui
Bum
Bun
Buo
Bup
Buq
Bur
Bus
But
Buu
Buv
Buw
Bux
Buy
Buz
Bv
Bw
Bx
By
Bya
Bye
Byi
Byo
Byu
Bz

Ca
Caa
Cab
Cac
Cad
Cae
Caf
Cag
Cah
Cai
Caj
Cal
Cain
Can

CFQW
CFQX
CFQY
CFQZ
CFRB
CFRD
CFRG
CFRH
CFRJ
CFRK
CFRL
CFRM
CFRN
CFRP
CFRQ
CFRS
CFRT
CFRV
CFRW
CFRX
CFRY
CFRZ
CFSB
CFSD
CFSG
CFSH
CFSJ
CPSK
CFSL
CFSM
CFSN
CFSP
CFSQ
CFSR
CFST
CFSV
CFSW
CFSX
CFSY
CFSZ
CFTB
CFTD
CFTG
CFTH
CFTJ
CFTK
CFTL
CFTM
CPTN
CFTP
CFTQ
CFTR
CFTS
CFTV
CFTW
CFTX
CFTY
CFTZ
CFVB
CFVD
CPVG
CPVH
CPVJ
CFVK
CPVL
CPVM
CPVN
CPVP
CFVQ
CPVR
CPVS
CFVT
CFVW
CPVX

Cao
Cap
Caq
Car
Cas
Cat
Cau
Cav
Caw
Caz
Cay
Caz
Cb
Co
Cd
Ce
Cea
Ceb
Cec
Ced
Cee
Cef
Ceg
Ceb
Cei
Cej
Cek
Cel
Oem
Cen
Ceo
Cep
Ceq
Cer
Ces
Cet
Ceu
Cev
Cew
Cex
Cey
Cez
Cf
Cg
Ch
Cha
Chb
Che
Chd
Che
Chf
Chg
Chh
Chi
Chj
Chk
Chi
Chm
Chn
Cho
Chp
Chq
Chr
Chs
Cht
Chu
Chv
Chw
Chx
Chy
Chz
Ci
Cia
Cib

CPVY
CFVZ
CFWB
CPWD
CFWG
CPWH
CFWJ
CFWK
CFWL
CPWM
CFWN
CPWP
CFWQ
CFWR
CFWS
OFWT
CFWV
CFWX
CFWY
CPWZ
CPXB
CFXD
CFXG
CFXH
CFXJ
CFXK
CFXL
CPXM
CFXN
CFXP
CFXQ
CFXR
CFXS
CFXT
CFXV
CFXW
CFXY
CPXZ
CFYB
CFYD
CFYG
CFYH
CFYJ
CFYK
CFYL
CFYM
CFYN
CFYP
CFYQ
CFYR
CFYS
CFYT
CFYV
CFYW
CFYX
CFYZ
CFZB
CFZD
CPZG
CFZH
CFZJ
CFZK
CFZL
CFZM
CFZN
CFZP
CFZQ
OFZR
CPZS
CFZT
CFZV
CFZW
CFZX
CFZY

Cic
Cid
Cie
Cif
Cig
Cih
Cii

Cij
Cik
Cil

Cim
Cin
Cio
Cip
Ciq
Cir
Cis
Cit
Ciu
Civ
Ciw
Cix
Ciy
Ciz

Ci
Ck
CI
Cla.
Cle
Cli
Clo
Clu
Cly
Cm
Cn
Co
Coa
Cob
Coo
Cod
Coe
Cof
Cog
Coh
Coi
Coj
Cok
Col
Com
Con
Coo
Cop
Coq
Cor
Cos
Cot
Cou
Cov
Cow
Cox
Coy
Coz
Cp
Cq
Cr
Cra
Cre
Cri
Cro
Cru
Cry
Cs
Ct
Cu,

CGBD
CGBP
CGBH
CGBJ
CGBK
CGBL
CGBM
CGBN
CGBP
CGBQ
CGBR
CGBS
CGBT
CGBV
CGBW
CGBX
CGBY
OGBZ
CGDB
CGDP
CGDH
CGDJ
CGDK
CGDL
CGDM
CGDN
CGDP
CGDQ
CGDR
CGDS
CGDT
CGDV
CGDW
CGDX
CGDY
CGDZ
CGFB
CGFD
CGFH
CGFJ
CGFK
CGFL
CGFM
CGFN
CGFP
CGFQ
CGFR
CGFS
CGFT
CGPV
CGFW
CGFX
CGFY
CGFZ
CGHB
CGHD
CGHP
CGHJ
CGHK
CGHL
CGHM
CGHN
CGHP
CGHQ
CGHR
CGHS
CGHT
CGHV
CGHW
CGHX
CGHY
CGHZ
CGJB
CGJD

Cua
Cub
Cue
Cud
Cue
Cu£
Cug
Cuh
Cui
Cuj
Cuk
Cul
Cum
Cun
Cuo
Cup
Cuq
Cur
Cus
Cut
Cuu
Cuv
Cuw
Cux
Cuy
Cuz
Cv
Cva
Cve
Cvi
Cvo
Cvu
Cvy
Cw
Cx
Cy
Cya
Cyb
Cyc
Cyd
Cye
Cyf
Cyg
Cyh
Cyi
Cyj
Cyk
Cyl
Cym
Cyn
Cyo
Cyp
Cyq
Cyr
Cys
Cyf
Cyu
Cyv
Cyw
Oyx
Cyy
Cyz
Cz
Cza
Czb
Czc
Czd
Cze
Czf
Czg
Czh
Czi
Czj
Czk

CGJF
CGJH
CGJK
CGJL
CGJM
CGJN
CGJP
CGJQ
CGJR
CGJS
CGJT
CGJV
CGJW
CGJX
CGJY
CGJZ

CGKB
CGKD
CGKF
CGKH
CGKJ
CGKL
CGKM
CGKN
CGKP
CGKQ
CGKR
CGKS
CGKT
CGKV
CGKW
CGKX
CGKY
CGKZ
CGLB
CGLD
CGLF
CGLH
CGLJ
CGLK
CGLM
CGLN
CGLP
CGLQ
CGLR
CGLS
CGLT
CGLV
GGL"W
CGLX
CGLY
CGLZ
CGMB
CGMD
CGMF
CGMH
CGMJ
CGMK
CGML
CGMN
CGMP
CGMQ
CGMR

Czl
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CGEV
CGRW
CGRX
CGRY
CGRZ
CGSB
CGSD
CGSF
CGSH
CGSJ
CGSK
CGSL
CGSM
CGSN
CGSP
CGSQ
CGSR
CGST
OGSV
CGSW
CGSX
CGSY
CGSZ
CGTB
CGTD
CGTF
CGTH
CGTJ
CGTK
CGTL
CGTM
CGTN
CGTP
CGTQ
CGTR
CGTS
CGTV
OGTW
CGTX
CGTY
CGTZ
CGVB
CGVD
CGVF
CGVH
CGVJ
CGVK
CGVL
CGVM
CGVN
CGVP
CGVQ
CGVR
CGVS
CGVT
CGVW
CGVX
CGVY
CGVZ

CGWB
CGWD
CGWF
CGWH

Doq
Dor
Dos
Dot
Don
Dov
Dow
Dox
Doy
Doz
Dp
Dq
Dr
Dra
Dre
Dri
Dro
Dra
Dry
Ds
Dt
Du
Dua
Dub
Due
Dud
Due
Duf
Dug
Duh
Dui
Duj
Duk
Dul
Dum
Dun
Duo
Dup
Duq
Dur
Dus
Dut
Duu
Duv
Duw
Dux
Duy
Duz
Dv
Dw
Dx
Dy
Dya
Dye
Dyi
Dyo
Dyu
Dz

Ea
Eaa
Ea^
Eac

CGWJ
CGWK
CGWL
CGWM
CGWJSr
CGWP
CGWQ
CGWR
CGWS
CGWT
CGWV
CGWX
CGWY
CGWZ
CGXB
CGXD
CGXF
CGXH
CGXJ
CGXK
CGXL
CGXM
CGXN
CGXP
CGXQ
CGXR
CGXS
CGXT
CGXV
CGXW
CGXY
CGXZ
CGYB
CGYD
CGYF
CGYH
CGYJ
CGYK
CGYL
CGYM
CGYN
CGYP
CGYQ
CGYR
CGYS
CGYT
CGYV
CGYW
CGYX
CGYZ
CGZB
CGZD
CGZF
CGZH
CGZJ
CGZK
CGZL
CGZM
CGZN
CGZP
CGZQ
CGZR
CGZS
CGZT
CGZV
CGZW
eGZX
CGZY
CHBD
CHBF
CHBG
CHBJ
CHBK
CHBL

Ead
Eae
Eaf
Eag
Eah
Eai
Eaj
Eak
Eal
Earn
Ean
Eao
Eap
Eaq
Ear
Eas
Eat
Eau
Eav
Eaw
Eax
Eay
Eaz
Eb
Eba
Ebb
Ebc
Ebd
Ebe
Ebf
Ebg
Ebb
Ebi
Ebj
Ebk
Ebl
Ebm
Ebn
Ebo
Ebp
Ebq
Ebr
Ebs
Ebt
Ebu
Ebv
Ebw
Ebx
Eby
Ebz
Ec
Eca
Ecb
Ecc
Ecd
Ece
Ecf
Ecg
Ech
Eci.
Ecj
Eck
Eel
Eem
Ecu
Eco
Ecp
Eeq
Ecr
Ees
Ect
Ecu
Eev
Eew

CHBM
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CHXV
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CKFZ
CKGB
CKGD
CKGF
CKGH
CKGJ
CKGL
CKGM
CKGN
CKGP
CKGQ
CKGR
CKGS
CKGT
CKGV
CKGW
CKGX
CKGY
CKGZ
CKHB
CKHD
CKHF
CKHG
CKHJ
CKHL
CKHM
CKHN
CKHP
CKHQ
CKHR
CKHS
CKHT
CKHV
CKHW
CKHX
CKHY
CKHZ
CKJB
CKJD
CKJF
CKJG
CKJH
CKJL
CKJM
CKJN
CKJP
CKJQ
CKJR
CKJS
CKJT
CKJV
CKJW
CKJX
CKJY
CKJZ

Fot
Fou
Fov
Fow
Fox
Foy
Foz
Fp
Fq
Fr
Fra
Fre
Fri
Fro
Fni
Fry
Fs
Ft
Fu
Fua
Fub
Fuc
Fud
Fue
Fuf
Fug
Fuh
Fui
Fuj
Fuk
Fal
Fum
Fun
Fuo
Fup
Fuq
Fur
Fus
Fut
Fuu
Fuv
Fuw
Fux
Fuy
Fuz '

Fv
Fw
Fx
Fy
Fya
Fye
Fyi
Fyo
Fyu
Fz

CKLB
CKLD
CKLF
CKLG
CKLH
CKLJ
CKLM
CKLN

Ga
Gaa
Gab
Gao
Gad
Gae
Gaf
Gag

CKLP
CKLQ
CKLR
CKLS
CKLT
CKLV
CKLW
CKLX
CKLY
CKLZ
CKMB
CKMD
CKMF
CKMG
CKMH
CKMJ
CKML
CKMN
CKMP
CKMQ
CKMR
OEMS
CKMT
CKMV
CKMW
CKMX
CKMY
CKMZ
CKNB
CKND
CKNF
CKNG
CKNH
CKNJ
CKNii
CKNM
CKNP
CKNQ
CKNR
CKNS
CENT
CKNV
CENW
CKNX
CKNY
CKNZ
CKPB
CKPD
CKPF
CKPG
CKPH
CKPJ
CKPL
CKPM
CKPN
CKPQ
CKPR
CKPS
CKPT
CKPV
CKPW
CKPX
CKPY
CKPZ
CKQB
CKQD
CKQF
CKQG
CKQH
CKQJ
CKQL
CKQM
CKQN
CKQP

Gah
Gai
Gaj
Gak
Gal
Gam
Gan
Gao
Gap
Gaq
Gar
Gas
Gat
Gau
Gav
Gaw
Gax
Gay
Gaz
Gb
Gc
Gd
Ge
Gea
Geb
Gee
Ged
Gee
Gef
Geg
Geh
Gei
Gej
Gek
Gel
Gem
Gen
Geo
Gep
Geq
Ger
Ges
Get
Geu
Gev
Gew
Gex
Gey
Gez
Gf
Gg
Gh
Gha
Ghe
Ghi
Gho
Ghu
Ghy
Gi
Gia
Gib
Gic
Gid
Gie
Gif
Gig
Gih
Gii
Gij
Gik
Gil
Gim
Gin
Gio

CKQR
CKQS
CKQT
CKQV
CKQW
CKQX
CKQY
CKQZ
CKRB
CKRD
CKRF
CKRG
CKRH
CKRJ
CKRL
CKRM
CKRN
CKRP
CKBQ
CKRS
CKRT
CKBV
CKRW
CKRX
CKRY
CKRZ
CKSB
CKSD
CKSF
CKSG
CKSH
CKSJ
CKSL
CKSM .

CKSN
CKSP
CKSQ
CKSR
CKST
CKSV
CKSW
CKSX
CKSY
CKSZ
CKTB
CKTD
CKTF
CKTG
CKTH
CKTJ
CKTL
CKTM
CKTN
CKTP
CKTQ
CKTB
CRTS
CKTV
CKTW
CKTX
CKTY
CKTZ
CKVB
CKVD
CKVF
CKVG
CKVH
CKVJ
CKVL
CKVM
CKVN
CKVP
CKVQ
CKVR

Gip
Giq
Gir
Gis
Git
Giu
Giv
Giw
Gix
Giy
Giz
Grj

Gk
Gl
Gla
Gle
Gli
Glo
Glu
Gly
Gm
Gn
Go
Goa
Gob
Goc
God
Goe
Gof
Gog
Goh
Goi
Goj
Gok
Gol
Gom
Gon
Goo
Gop
Goq
Gor
Gos
Got
Gou
Gov
Gow
Gox
Goy
Goz
Gp
Gq
Gr
Gra
Gre
Gri
Gro
Gru
Gry
Gs
Gt
Gu
Gua
Gub
Guc
Gud
Gue
Guf
Gug
Guh
Gui
Guj
Guk
Gul
Gum

CKVS
CKVT
CKVW
CKVX
CKVY
CKVZ
CKWB
CKWD
CKWF
CKWG
CKWH
CKWJ
CKWL
CKWM
CKWN
CKWP
CKWQ
CKWR
CKWS
CKWT
CKWV
CKWX
CKWY
CKWZ

CKXB
CKXD
CKXF
CKXG
CKXH
CKXJ
CKXL
CKXM
CKXN
CKXP
CKXQ
CKXR
CKXS
CKXT
CKXV
CKXW
CKXY
CKXZ
CKYB
CKYD
CKYF
CKYG
CKYH
CKYJ
CKYL
CKYM
OKYN
CKYP
CKYQ
CKYR
CKYS
CKYT
CKYV
CKYW
CKYX
CKYZ
CKZB
CKZD
CKZF

Gun
Guo
Gup
Guq
Gur
Gus
Gut
Guu
Guv
Guw
Gux
Guy
Guz
Gv
Gw
Gx
Gy
Gya
Gye
Gyi
Gyo
Gyu
Gz

Ha
Haa
Hab
Hac
Had
Hae
Haf
Hag
Hah
Hai
Haj
Hak
Hal
Ham
Han
Hao
Hap
Haq
Har
Has
Hat
Hau
Hav
Haw
Hax
Hay
Haz
Hb
He
Hd
He
Hea
Heb
Hec
Hed
Hee
Hef

Heh

CKZG
CKZH
CKZJ
CKZL
CKZM
CKZN
CKZP
CKZQ
CKZR
CKZS
CKZT
CKZV
CKZW
CKZX
CKZY
CLBD
CLBF
GLBG
CLBH
CLBJ
CLBK
CLBM
CLBN
CLBP
CLBQ
CLBR
CLBS
CLBT
CLBV
CLBW
CLBX
CLBY
CLBZ
CLDB
CLDF
CLDG
CLDH
CLDJ
CLDK
CLDM
CLDN
CLDP
CLDQ
CLDR
CLDS
CLDT
CLDV
CLDW
CLDX
OLDY
CLDZ
CLFB
CLFD
CLFG
CLFH
CLFJ
CLFK
CLFM
CLPN
CLFP
CLFQ
CLFR
CLFS
CLFT
CLFV
CLFW
CLFX
CLFY
CLFZ
CLGB
CLGD
CLGF
CLGH
CLGJ

Hei
Hej
Hek
Hel
Hem
Hen
Heo
Hep
Heq
Her
Hes
Het
Heu
Hev
Hew
Hex
Hey
Hez
H£
Hg
Hh
Hi
Hia
Hib
Hie
Hid
Hie
Hif
Hig
Hih
Hii
Hij
Hik
Hil
Him
Hin
Hio
Hip
Hiq
Hir
His
Hit
Hiu
Hiv
Hiw
Hii
Hiy
Hiz
Hj
Hk
HI
Hla
Hie
Hii
Hlo
Hlu
Hly
Hm
Hn
Ho
Hoa
Hob
Hoc
Hod
Hoe
Hof
Hog
Hoh
Hoi
Hoj
Hok
Hoi
Hom
Hon

CLGK
CLGM
CLGN
CLGP
CLGQ
CLGR
CLGS
CLGT
CLGV
CLGW
CLGX
CLGY
CLGZ
CLHB
CLHD
CLHF
CLHG
CLHJ
CLHK
CLHM
CLHN
CLHP
CLHQ
CLHR
CLHS
CLHT
CLHV
CLHW
CLHX
CLHY
CLHZ
CLJB
CLJD
CLJF
CLJG
CLJH
CLJK
CLJM
CLJN
CLJP
CLJQ
CLJR
CLJS
CLJT
CLJV
CLJW
CLJX
CLJY
CLJZ
CLKB
CLKD
CLKF
CLKG
CLKH
CLKJ
CLKM
CLKN
CLKP
CLKQ
CLKR
CLKS
CLKT
CLKV
CLKW
CLKX
CLKY
CLKZ

Hoc
Hop
Hoq
Hor
Hos
Hot
Hou
Hov
How
Hex
Hoy
Hoz
Hp
Hq
Hr
Hra
Hre
Hri
Hro
Hru
Hry
Hs
Ht
Hu
Hua
Hub
Hue
Hud
Hue
Huf
Hug
Huh
Hui
Huj
Huk
Hul
Hum
Hun
Huo
Hup
Huq
Hnr
Hus
Hut
Huu
Huv
Huw
Hux
Huy
Huz
Hv
Hw
Hx
Hy
Hya
Hye
Hyi
Hyo
Hyu
Hyy
Hz
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CMSQ
;CMSR
CMST
CMSV
CMSW
CMSX
CMSY
CMSZ
CMTB
CMTD
CMTF
CMTG
CMTH
CMTJ
CMTK
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ONXZ
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CRKZ
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CTXK
CTXL
CTXM
•CTXN

1 CTXP
CTXQ
CTXB
CTXS
CTXV
CTXW
CTXY
CTXZ
CTYB
CTYD
CTYF
CTYG
CTYH
CTYJ
CTYK
CTYL
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CWDV
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CXKW
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CYQV
CYQW
CYQX
CYQZ
CYEB
CYED
CYRF
CYRG
GYRH
CYRJ
CYRK
CYRL
CYRM
CYRN
CYRP
CYRQ
CYRS
CYET
CYRV
CYRW
CYRX
CYRZ
CYSB
CYSD'
CYSF
CYSG
CYSH
CYSJ
CYSK
CYSL
OYSM
CYSN
CYSP
CYSQ
CYSR
CYST
CYSV
CYSW
CYSX
CYSZ
CYTB
CYTD
CYTF
CYTG
CYTH
CYTJ
CYTK
CYTL
CYTM
CYTN'
CYTP
CYTQ
CYTR
CYTS
CYTV
CYTW
CYTX
CYTZ
CYVB
CYVD
CYVF
CYVG
CYVH
CYYJ
OYVK
CYVL
CYVM
CYVN
CYVP
CYVQ
CYVR
CYVS
CYVT
OYVW

Voh
Voi
Voj
Vok
Vol
Vom
Von
Voo
Vop
Voq
Vor
Vos
Vot
Vov
Vow
Vox
Voy
Voz
Vp
Vq
Vr
Vra
Vre
Vri
Vro
Vru
Vry
Vs
Vt
Vu
Vua
Vub
Vuo
Vud
Vue
Vuf
Vug
Vuh
Vui
Vuj
Vuk
Vul
Vum
Vun
Vuo
Vup
Vuq
Vur
Vus
Vut
Vtiu
Vuv
Vuw
Vux
Vny
Vuz
Vv
Vw
Vx
Vy
Vya
Vyd
Vye
Vyi
Vyl
Vym
Vyn
Vyo
Vyr
Vys
Vyt
Vyu
Vyv
Vyx

CYVX
CYVZ

CYWB
CYWD
CYWF
CYWG
CYWH
CYWJ
CYWK
CYWL
CYWM
CYWN
CYWP
CYWQ
CYWR
CYWS
CYWT
CYWV
CYWX
CYWZ
CYXB
CYXD
CYXF
CYXG
CYXH
CYXJ
CYXK
CYXL
CYXM
CYXN
CYXP
CYXQ
CYXR
CYXS
CYXT
CYXV
CYXW
CYXZ
CYZB
CYZD
CYZF
CYZG
CYZH
CYZJ
CYZK
CYZL
CYZM
CYZN
CYZP
CYZQ
CYZR
CYZS
CYZT
OYZV
CYZW
CYZX
CZBD
CZBF
CZBG
CZBH
CZBJ
CZBK
CZBL

Vyz
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CZVN
CZVP
CZVQ
CZVR
CZVS
CZVT
czvw
czvx
CZVY

Yxa
Yxo
Yz
Yza
Yze
Yzi
Yzo
Yzu

CZWB
CZWD
CZWF
CZWG
CZWH
CZWJ
CZWK
CZWL
CZWM
CZWN
CZWP
CZWQ
CZWR
CZWS
CZWT
CZWV
CZWX
CZWY

Za
Zac
Zai
Zao
Zd
Ze
Zea
Zee
Zei
Zeo
Zi
Zia
Zie
Zio
Zl
Zla
Zlo
Zo

CZXB
CZXD
CZXF
CZXG
CZXH
CZXJ
CZXK
CZXL
CZXM
CZXN
CZXP
CZXQ
CZXR
CZXS
CZXT
CZXV
CZXW
CZXY
CZYB
CZYD

Zoa
Zoe
Zon
Zor
Zos
Zot
Zov
Zow
Zr
Zry

'

Zu
Zua
Zue
Zui
Zuo
Zv
Zva
Zvo
Zy
Zya

CZYF
CZYG
CZYH
CZYJ
CZYK
CZYL
CZYM
CZYN
OZYP
CZYQ
CZYR
CZYS

Zyd
Zye
Zyf
Zyi
Zyl
Zym
Zyn
Zyo
Zyp
Zyt

CZYT
CZYV
CZYW
CZYX



ITUMERAL SIGNALS.

Under the arrangement shown below, every flag hoisted after Numeral Signal No. 1

has been made, and until Numeral Signal No. 3 or Alphabetical Signal No. 1 {see page 13)

has been made, represents one or more figures^ as indicated in the Numeral Table below.

If the number to be signalled consists of more than four figures, two or more hoists

must be used, as no hoist is to contain more than four flags ; and if any figure occurs

more than once in the same number, the figure must on its sefcond occurrence begin or

be in a second hoist, and on its third occurrence it must begin or be in a third hoist,

unless use can be made of the signals K to Z in the Numeral Table below.

The following are the signals to be used

:

Signal.
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DECIMALS AKD FRACTIONS.

Part I-

BOO
BCP
BCQ
BCR
BCS
BCT
BCU
BCV
BCW
BOX

BOY
BCZ
BDA
BDC
BDE
BDP
BDG
BDH
BDI
BDJ

Decimal.
—.01, or, ^
—.02, or, T^, or, -^^

—.03, or, jh—.04, or, y^^, or,i^
—.05, or, T-fir. or, -^V

—.06, or, j^, or, ^\
—.07, or, -^hs
—.08, or, -jI^, or, ^%
-.09, or, ^
Fraction.—
tV. or, .1

"

-i, or, .2

—j%, or, .3

— f , or, A— i, or, .5

— I , or, .6

—A. or, .7

-4, or, .8

-1%. or, .9 J

. lOOths. Hundredths.

lOths. Tenths.

BDK
BDL
BDM
BDN
BDO
BDP
BDQ
BDB
BDS
BDT
BDU
BDV
BDW
BDX

BDY
BDZ

Fraction—Continued.

-7—XT
B

8

16ths. Sixteenths.

f i Bds. Thirds.



SIGNALS MADE BY ONE FLAG.

TO BE USED ONLY BETAVEEN VESSELS TOWIKG AND BEIKG TOWED.

The flag is to be held in the hand, and only to be shown just above the Gunwale.

Signals about—



URGENT AND IMPORTAIil^T SIGI*fALS.

TWO-FLAG SIGNALS.

ABANDON—ASSISTANCE.

AB
AC
AD

AE
AF
AG
AH

AI

AJ

AK

AL
AM
AN

AO

AP
AQ
AE
AS
AT
AU
AV
AW
AX

AY
AZ
BA
BC
BD
BE
BF

BG

BH

BI
BJ
BK

BL
BM

BN
BO
BP
BQ
BR
BS
BT

Abandon.
—Abandon the vessel as fast as possible.

—Do not abandon the vessel.

—Do not abandon the vessel until the tide

has ebbed.
—Do you intend to abandon 1

—I do not intend to abandon the vessel.

—I must abandon the vessel.

—I shall abandon my vessel unless you will
keep by us.

—I will not abandon you. I will remain by
you (or vessel indicated).

—I (or, They) wish to abandon, but have
not the means.

—Is she (or vessel indicated) abandoned?

Accident, or. Damage.
—Accident ; dangerouslywounded (or, hurt).
—Accident; want a surgeon (or, doctor).
—Are you (or. Is — , vessel indicated) in a

condition to proceed ?

—Are you (or. Is — , vessel indicated) mate-
rially damaged (or, injured)?

—Boat is capsized (bearing, if necessary).
—Boat is lost.

—Boat is stove.
—Boat is swamped.
—Boiler burst; —men killed.

—Boiler burst ; — men killed — wounded.
—Boiler burst ; no one hurt.—^Boiler burst ; no one seriously hurt.
—Boiler burst; number of killed and

wounded not yet known.
—Boiler burst ; several men killed.

—Boiler burst ; several men wounded.
—Can damage be repaired at sea ?

—Can damage be repaired by yom selves?
—Damage can be put to rights in — hours.
—Damage can be repaired at sea.

—Damage can not be repaired at sea. (orplace
indicated)

.

—Damage, or. Defects can not be repaired
without assistance.

—Damaged, or. Sprung mast ; can not carry
sail.

—Damaged rudder ; can not steer.
—Engines broken down ; I am disabled.—"Has any accident happened ? Is anything

the matter ?

—Have you lost all your boats ?

—How long will you (or vessel indicated) be
repairing damage ?

—I am very seriously damaged.
—I have lost all my boats.
—In case of accident (or, necessity).

Is your cargo much damaged ?

—Man overboard.
Met with an accident.
Want a boat ; man overboard.

BU
BV

BW
BX
BY
BZ
CA

CB
CD

CE

CF
CG

CH

CI
CJ
CK

CL
CM
CN

CO
CP
CQ
CR

CS

CT
cu
cv
cw
ex

CY
cz
DA

DB
DC
DB
DF

Accident—Continued.
—When did the accident happen ?

—Where will you go to repair damage 1

Afloat and Aground.

—Afloat aft.

—Afloat forward.
—Am afloat.

—Am aground.
—Am aground ; likely to break up ; require

immediate assistance.

—Are you afloat ?

—Can not be got off (or, afloat) by any
means now available.

—I am aground ; send what immediate as-

sistance you can.
—Lose no time in shoring up.
—May be got off (or, afloat) if prompt as-'

sistance be given.
—Vessel (or vessel indicated) ashore near —

(or, on — ).

—Was the tide high when you grounded?
—Was the tide low when you grounded ?

—When did you ground ?

Anchorage. (See Harbor. )

Assistance.
In Distress; Want Immediate Assist-
ance NC

Note. —See Distress Signals, page 7.—Am disabled ; communicate with me.
—Am drifting ; want assistance.
—Can I procure any assistance in the way

of— ?

—Can you assist — (vessel indicated) ?—Can not assist.

—Could not render assistance.—Do not require assistance (or, further
assistance).

—Do yoa require any assistance (or, help) of
(or, from)— ?—Do you require further assistance ?

—Do you require immediate assistance ?

—I require assistance from Lloyd's agent.
—Lighthouse, or. Light-ship at — wants

immediate assistance.
—No assistance can be rendered ; do the best

you can for yourselves.
—Render all the assistance possible—to .

—Requirehelp (or, assistance) of (or, from)-.
—Rudder disabled; will you assist me (into— port indicated, if necessary) 1

—Send immediate assistance.
—We are coming to your assistance.
—Will you assist me (or vessel indicated)''.
—With some assistance I shall be able to set

things to rights.

(86)
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ATTENTION—CAUTION.

DG
DH

DI

DJ
DK
DL
DM
DN
DO

DP

DQ

DR

DS
DT

DU

DV
DW
DX

DY
DZ

EA

EB

EC

ED

EP
EG
EH
EJ

i EK

Attention, or. Demand.
—Attend to signals.
—Attention is called to page —

, paragraph—
,
ofthe International Code.

N. B.—Tlie page to be signaled first and
then the paragraph. This signal should
be employed only between vessels using
the United States edition, as otlierwise
thepages referred to tcill not correspond.—CaZZsthe attention of the first (or, nearest)
ship on the bearing (from the person
signaling) pointed out by compass
signal.—Calls the attention of the second ship, etc.—Calls the attention of the third ship, etc.—Calls the attention of the fourth ship, etc.—Calls the attention of the fifth ship, etc.—Calls the attention of the sixth ship, etc.

—Calls the attention of the shore signal sta-
tion on the bearing (from the person
signaling) pointed out by compass sig-
nal.—Calls the attention of the vessel coming
into the anchorage on the bearing (prom
the person signaling) pointed out by
compass signal.—Calls the attention of vessel leaving the
anchorage on the bearing (from the per-
son signaling) pointed out by compass
signal.—Calls the attention of the vessel whose dis-
tinguishing signal follows.

—Look out. Pay attention.
—Pay strict attention to signals during the

night.
—Repeat ship's name

; your flags were not
made out.

—Show your distinguishing signal.

—Show your ensign.
—Vessels just arrived, show your distin-

guishing signals.

—Vessels just arrived, show your ensigns.
—Vessels just weighed (or, leaving), make

your distinguishing signals.

—Vessels that vnsh to be reported make
your distinguishing signals.

—Vessels wishing to be reported on leaving,
make your distinguishing signals.

—What ship is that (bearing to be indicated,

if necessary)i.

Bearings.

Note.— Unless otherwise indicated, bear-

ings in points and ipoints are to be
iinderstood as Compass bearings, i. e.,

bearings as shoivn by the Compass and
uncorrected for either local attraction or
variation. But bearings when given in
degrees are to be considered as Magnetic
bearings, i. e.. Compass bearings cor-

rected for local attraction due to the ves-

sel (deviation). Both are to be reckoned
from the vessel signaling the bearing.

-At—• (time indicated),— (place indicated),

bore — , distant — miles.

-Bestberth (or,anchorage) bearsfromme—

.

-Entrance bears —

.

i

-How did the land bear when last seen V
!

-How does the entrance bear ?
|

-Place indicated bears —

.

II

EL

EM

EN

EO

EP
EQ
ER
ES
ET
EU
EV
EW
EX
EY
EZ
FA
FB

FC

FD

FE
FG
FH
FI
FJ
FK
FL

FM

FN

FO
FP
FQ
FR
?S

FT
FU
FV

FW
FX

FY

FZ
GA
GB

GC
GD
GE
GF

GH

GI

Bearings—CoTi^mwed.
—There are moorings on — (bearing indi-

cated).

—There is a strange sail on—• (bearing indi-
cated).

—There is a telegraph cable on — (bearing
indicated).

—What are the bearing and distance of —
(ship or place indicated)'!.

Boats.
—Bank is encumbered by fishing boats.—Bar is impassible for boats on the ebb tide.—Boat, or Lifeboat, can not come.
—Boat in distress (bearingr, if necessary).
—Boat is coming to your assistance.
—Boat is going to you.
—Boat is on board {or, alongside).
—Can boats land ? Can landing be effected?
—Can not send a boat.
—Do not attempt to land in your own boats.—Do you want a lifeboat ?—^Have no lifeboat. No lifeboat here.
—Have you seen (or, heard) anything of my

(or, the) boat 1

—I shotild like to know the nature of the
sickness, if any, before I send my boat
(or, communicate).

—Let your boats keep to windward until
they are picked up.

Lifeboat is going to you.
No boat available.

—Send a boat (number, if necessary).
Send boats suitable for landing passengers.
Send lifeboat to save crew.

—Vessel indicated, wants boats.
—We have sent for a lifeboat.

Caution, or, Danger.
—Allow no communication. Allow no per-

son on board.
—Appearances are threatening ; be on your

guard.—^Are you in danger ?

—Bad weather is expected.
—Bar, or Entrance, is dangerous.
—Bar is impassible.
—Be very careful in your intercourse with

strangers.
—Caution is requisite ; take care.
—Channel, or Fairway, is dangerous.
—Dangerous to (or, Do not) come into less

than — feet of water.
—Do not attempt to make the harbor (or,

anchorage).
—Do not 1 isk an anchorage unless you have

very good ground tackle
—Do not trust to the weather ; it has not

done yet.

—Heavy weather coming; look sharp.
—Is there any danger—in — (of, or, from)?
—It IS dangerous to allow too many people

on board at once.
—It is dangerous to lose the wind.
—Prepare for a hurricane.
—Reef, or Shoal, stretches a long way out.
Shoal water, or Danger, in direction indi-

cated.

—Stranger (or vessel on bearing indicated) is

suspicious.
The attempt is dangerous.
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CAUTION—DAMAGE.

GJ
GK
GL
GM
ON

GO

GP
GQ
GR

GS

GT
GU

GV

GW
GX
GY
GZ
HA
HB
HC
HD
HE

HP

HG

HI
HJ
HK
HL

HM
HN

HO
HP
HQ
HR

HS

HT

Caution—Continued,
—Thick fog coming on.

—Wait until the weather moderates.

—We are in danger of parting.

—You are all clear of danger.

—You are in a dangerous {or, unsafe) posi-

tion. Your position is dangerous.

You are standing into danger JD

—You are within gunshot, or. You are with-

in reach of guns (or, of batteries).

Cheonometer.
—My chronometer gains daily —

.

—My chronometer has run down.
—My chronometer is fast on Greenwich (or,

first meridian) mean time.

—My chronometer is slow on Greenwich
{or, first meridian) mean time.

—My chronometer loses daily —

.

—Will you give me a comparison? Wish to

get a rate for my chronometer.
Note.—The vessel showing the mean time

will hoist the signal indicating the hour,

and dip it sharply shortly after it has
been answered, the minutes and seconds

' at the instant of dipping will immedi-
ately follow. To insure accuracy, a
second comparison should be made.

—Would like to have another comparison.

Coal.
—Are you (or, Is — , vessel indicated) in want

of coal ?

Can coal be had ^at — ?

—Can you spare me coal ?

—Coal — a ton at —

.

—Coal can be got at — {or, from — ).

—In want of coal (amount to follow).

—Indicate nearest place I can get coal.

—No coal to be got at —

.

—Owners desire me to inform you to coal

at —

.

—What quantity of coal have you left ?

Collision.
—Has the vessel with which you have been

in collision proceeded on her voyage ?

—Have you been in collision ?

—I have been in collision with —

.

—I have sunk (or, run down) a vessel.

—My ship has lost her headway ;
you may

feel your way past me.
—Vessel seriously damaged ; wish to trans-

fer passengers.

—With what vessel have you been in colli-

sion?

Combustibles.
—Have you any combustibles on board?
—I am loaded with combustibles.
—I have no combustibles on board,

—No combustibles (or, explosives) near the
fire.

—Vessels with combustibles not allowed in

Communicate. Communication.
—Ask stranger (or vessel indicated) if he

will communicate.

HU

HV
HW
HX

HY

HZ

lA

IB

IC

ID
IE

IF

IG

IH
IJ

IK

IL
IM

IN

10

IP
IQ
IR

IS

IT

lU
IV
IW
IX

lY

IZ

JA

JB

JC

Communicate—Continued.
.

—Can yoii forward my communication by
telegraph V

Come nearer, Stop, or. Heave-to; I have
something important to communicate.

Code Flag over h
—Do not have any communication with —

.

Do you (or. Does — , vessel indicated) call

anywhere (or, at —)?

FoUovring communication is confidential

(or, private).

Forwardmy communication by telegraph,

and pay for its transmission.

—Have no communication with the shore

(or vessel indicated).

Have received the following communica-
tion (or, instructions) from your ovraer

(or, agents).

—Have you any message (telegram, orders,

or, communication) for me?
—Have you had any communication with

infected vessels (or, places) ?

—Heave-to, or I vvrill fire into you.

—I am going to signal the contents of an
important telegram, to be communi-
cated to you.

—I can not stop to have (or, receive) any
communication.

—I have had no communication with —
(place or vessel indicated).

—Important to communicateby (or, vyith)—

.

—Unless your communication is very im-
portant, I must be excused.

—Will you forward (or, communicate) the

following signal for me ?

. —Will you leave a message for me ?

1 —Will you telegraph to — (ship or person

I

named) the intelligence I am about to

communicate ?

Company.
—Let us keep together (or, in Company) for

mutual support (or, protection).

—Parted company with — on the — (or,

at—).
—Shall we keep company ?

—What company do you belong to ?

—When did you part company from — ?

Convoy.
—Convoy to disperse and make for destina-

tion.

—Convoy to disperse and reassemble at

rendezvous (or place indicated).

—Connoy to keep ahead of escort.

—Convoy to keep as close as possible.

—Convoy to keep astern of leader (or, escort).

—Convoy to keep on port side of leader (or,

escort).

—Convoy to keep on starboard side of leader
(or, escort).

—Convoy to spread as far as possible, keep-
ing within signal distance.

—Do not go through (or, near)— (place indi-

cated) vnthout a convoy.
—Rendezvous at — (pori indicated or on

bearing indicated) from — (place indi-
cated) distant — miles.

—Rendezvous in latitude — , and longi-
tude —

.

Damage. (See Accident. )
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DAJIGEE—DISTRESS.

JD

JE

JF

JG
JH

Jl
JK
JL
JM

JN

JO

JP

JQ

JR
JS
JT

JU
JV
JW
JX
JY

JZ

KA

KB
KG
KD
KB

KF
KG

KH

KI
KJ
KL
KM
EN
KO
KP
KQ
KR
KS
KT
KCJ
KV
KW
KX

Danger. (See also Caution. )—You are standing into clanger.

Derelict.
Beware of derelict ; dangerous to naviga-

tion.

Derelict reported off — (or, in the vicinity
of-).

•Have you seen derelict ?

—Saw derelict in latitude — and longitude— on the —

.

Despatch. Despatches.
—Any letters (or, papers) from —

?

—^Despatch is necessary.
—Go for despatches.
—Had any letters (or, despatches) arrived

at—?
—Have (or vessel indicated has) despatches

for —

.

—Have (or vessel indicated has) despatches
from —

.

—^Have letters (mails, or, despatches) for
you {or vessel or person indicated).

—Have you letter (mails, or, despatches) for

me {or for vessel, person, or place indi-

cate!) ?—
^I am the bearer of important despatches.
—I have Government despatches {or, —).

—I shall make for the anchorage {or, —

)

with all despatch.
—Refer to my despatches {or letters).

—Refer to your despatches {or, letters).

—Send for despatches {or, letters).

—Telegraphic despatches arrived from —

.

—Will you take despatches {or, letters) 1

Directions fob Saving Crew. (See also

Abandon. )—^Boat should endeavor to land where flag

is waved {or, light is shown).
—Endeavor to send a line by boat (cask, kite,

raft, etc.).
—^Is the line fast ?

—Keep a light burning.
—Landing is impossible.

—Lights, or Fires, will be kept at the best

place for coming on shore.

—Look out for rocket-line {or, line).

—Loot-out will be kept on the beach all

night.
—Remain by the ship.

Directions to a Vessel at Anchor.
—Beach your vessel at all risks.

—Cut away your masts.

—Get steam up as fast as possible.

—Get steam up ; report when ready.

—Get under way as fast as you can.

—Hoist the blue-peter.

—Hold on until high water.

—Keep steam ready {or, up).

—Let go another anchor.

—Ride it out if possible.

—Shift your berth. Your berth is not safe.

—Veer more cable.

—Weigh and proceed as ordered.

—Weigh, Cut, or, Slip. Wait for nothing.

Get an offing.

—You will be aground at low water.

KY
KZ
LA
LB
LC
LD
LE
LF

L6
LH
LI
LJ
LK
LM
LN
LO
LP
LQ
LR
LS
LT

LU
LV
LW
LX
LY
LZ
MA
MB
MC
MD

ME

MF
MG
MH
MI
MJ

MK
ML
MN
MO
MP

MQ
MR
MS
MT

MU
MV
MW
MX
MY

MZ

Directions to a Vessel under way.
Anchor as convenient.

—Anchor Instantly.
Bar is not dangerous.

—Bear up instantly.

—Buoy, orMark, is not in its proper position.

—Channel dangerous without a pilot.

—Do not anchor on any account.
—Get her on the other tack {or, Get her head

round) or you will be on shore.

—Go ahead.
—Go ahead easy. Easy ahead.
—Go ahead full speed.

—Go astern.

—Go astern easy. Easy astern.

—Go astern full speed.
—Haul your wind on the port tack.

—Haul your wind on the starboard tack.

—Heave all aback. Go astern.

—Heave to ; head off shore.

—Heave to until —

.

—It is not safe to go so fast.

—Keep, or. Stand closer in, or. Keep under
the land.

—Keep in the center of the channel.

—Keep on the port side of channel.

—Keep on the starboard side of the channel.

—Keep the vessel under command.
—Keep to windward.
—Leave the buoy {or, beacon) to port.

—Leave the buoy (or, beacon) to starboard.

—Not room to wear.
—Open. Get farther away.
—Put your helm hard-a-port ; ship's head to

go to starboard.
—Put your helm hard-a-starboard ; ship's

head to go to port.

—Reduce speed. Ease her.

—Standoff. Get an offing. Put to sea at once.

—Stand on.

—Steady your helm.
—Steer more to port. ( To be keptflying until

course is sufficiently altered).

—Steer more to starboard. {To be kept fly-
ing until course is sufficiently altered.

)

—Stop her.

—Stop instantly.

—Tack instantly.

—Wear instantly.

Disabled Steamer. (See afeo Accident.)
—Engines completely disabled.

—Have broken main shaft.

—Have lost screw, or. Screw disabled.

—Have passed steamer with machinery dis-

abled.

—Have passed steamer with steering gear
disabled.

—Have you seen disabled steamer ?

—One screw disabled ; can work the other.

—Passed disabled steamer at —

.

—Ship disabled ; will you tow me ? (Into—
port indicated, if necessary. )

—Steering gear disabled.

Distress.
In Distress; Want Immediate Assist-
ance NC
Note.—See Distress Signals, page 7.

A vessel {or vessel indicated) ashore near—
{or, on —) CH
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DISTRESS—ICE.

NA

NB

NC

ND
NE

NF
NG
NH
NI

NJ

NK

NL

NM
NO

NP
NQ

NR

NS

NT

NU

NV
NW
NX
NY

NZ
OA
OB

OC

OD

OE
OF

OG

OH

Distress—Continued.
—Aground ; want immediate assistance.

Am aground ; likely to break'up ; require
immediate assistance - ca

Am drifting; ; want assistance cm
Boat is capsized {bedring, if necessary)-xv
Boat in distress (fieoriMgr, if necessary)..m,

—Can not save the ship; take people off.

Can not stop the leak qh
—In distress; want immediate assistance.

(See Distress Signals, page 7.

)

—Did you see a vessel in distress?

—Do you think we ought to pass a vessel in
this distressed condition 1

—Dying for want of water.
—Fire gains rapidly ; take people off.

—Fire, or, Leak ; want immediate assistance.
—Have lost all boats ; can you take off crew '?

Have you seen or heard of a vessel wrecked
or in distress zu

—I am attacked ; want assistance. Help, I

am attacked.
—I am dragging ; I can veer no more cable

;

no more anchors to let go.
—I am in danger (or, shoal water); direct

me how to steer.

—I am on fire.

—I am sinking (or, on fire) ; send all avail-
able boats to save passengers and crew.

—I am unmanageable.
—I have sprung a leak.

I must abandon the vessel ag—I want assistance
; please remain by me.

I will not abandon you ; I will remain by
you (or vessel indicated) ai—In distress ; want assistance.

In distress ; want immediate assistance.NC
Note.—i>'ee Distress Signals, page 7.—Is not vessel (bearing, if necessary) in dis-
tress ?

—Leak is gaining rapidly.
Light-house, or. Light-ship at — wants
immediate assistance cw

Rudder disabled. Will you assistnae? (into— port indicated, if necessary) da
' Ship disabled. Will you tow me ? (into—

port indicated, if necessary) my—Short of provisions. Starving.
—Vessel indicated in distress ; wants imme-

diate assistance.
—Vessel indicated appears in distress.
—With immediate assistance fire can be ex-

tinguished.

Draft of Water.
—Drawing too much water.
—I draw — feet aft and — feet forward.
What draft of water in feet could you

lighten to 1

What is your draft of water ?

Enemy.—^Enemy is closing with you, or, Vqu are
closing the enemy.

—Enemy is in sight.

—Enemy's cruisers have been seen to the—

,

steering to the —

.

—Enemy's fleet has been seen to the —

,

steering to the —

.

—Enemy's torpedo boats have been seen to
the— , steering to the —

.

OI
OJ

OK
OL

OM
ON
OP
OQ

OR

OS

OT
OU

OV
OW
OX

OY
OZ

PA
PB

PC
PD

PE

PF

PG

PH

PI

PJ

PK

Enemy—Continued.
—Have been chased by the enemy.
—Keep a good lookout, as it is reported that

enemy's war vessels are going about dis-

guised as merchantmen.
—Saw the enemy's fleet off —

.

—Vessel in sight is an enemy.

Engines.
Ease her. Reduce speed mf
Go ahead lg
Go ahead easy. Easy ahead lh
Go ahead full speed li

Go astern -U
1 Go astern easy. Easy astern lk
Go astern full speed lm
Stop her ml
Stop instantly mn

Fire.
—Are you on fire ?

—Fire can easily be got at.

—Fire difficult to get at.

—Fire gaining.
Fire gains rapidly; take people off ng

—Fire in hold amongst the cargo.
Fire, or Leak; want immediate assist-

ance NH
Heave to or I will fire into you id
I am on fire nm
I am sinking (or, on fire) ; send all available
boats to save passengers and crew. . .no—Is fire extinguished ?

No combustibles (or, explosives) near the
fire HK—Vessel indicated is on fire.

—Where is the fire V

With immediate assistance fire can be
extinguished ny

Harbor, or. Anchorage.
• Best anchorage (or, berth) bears from

me — EF—Best berth (or, anchorage) is in— fathoms.—Channel, or Fairway, is buoyed.
—Harbor, or Anchorage, is good enough

with winds from —

.

—Harbor, or Anchorage, is indifferent.
—Harbor, or Anchorage, is safe vpith all

winds.
—How does the harbor (or, anchorage) bear?—Is the anchorage (or, my anchorage) safe

with all winds (or, winds from —)?—Is the channel buoyed ?

—Permission is urgently requested to enter
harbor.

—Unsafe anchorage.

Ice.

—Have encountered ice between 30° and 35°
of longitude on the — *

—Have encountered ice between 35° and 40°
of longitude on the —

*

—Have encountered ice between 40' and 45°
of longitude on the —

*

—Have encountered ice between 45° and 50°
of longitude on the —

*

—Have encountered ice between 50° and 55°.

of longitude on the —

*

—Have encountered ice between 55° and 60°
of longitude on the —

*

*Date to be Indicated If necessary.
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ICE—NEWS AND NEWSPAPERS.

-PL

PM

PN

PO

PQ

PR

PS

PT

PU
PV
PW

PX

PY

PZ

QA

QB

QC

QD
QE

QF

QH
QI

QJ

QK
QL

QN

QO
QP
QR
QS

Ice—Cmitinued.
—Have encountered ice between 60° and 65°

of longitude on the —

*

—Have encountered ice between 65° and 70°

- of longitude on the —

*

—Have encountered ice between 70° and 75°

of longitude on the—

*

—Have encountered ice between 75° and 80°

of longitude on the —

*

—Have passed ice in latitude — and longi-

tude — on the —

*

—Have you fallen in with ice? (State
whether berg or field )—What latitude and longitude did you {or,

they) have ice in ?

Want a Pilot.
Note.—See Pilot Signals, page 8.

Land, Landmarks, and Lights.
—All the lights are out along the coast of —

.

—At — {tivie indicated) light bore —

.

—Can you give me a leading mark (or, di-

rection) for making the land hereabouts
(or at place indicated) ?

—Do not bring the light to the — (hearing
indicated) of — (bearing indicated).

—Do you, or. Did you get a good look at the

land to know exactly where we are 'I

—Had we not better run in and make the

land?
—I shall keep hold of the land (or, light), or,

I shall keepthe land ( or, light) bearing—

.

—Indicate the bearing of light (lighthouse,

or, lightship).

—Keep the light between — (bearing indi-

cated) and — (bearing indicated).

—Light is not to be depended on.

—The lightship at — is not at anchor on her

station, or. Lightship at — is out of

position.
—What bearing shall I keep the light (or,

landmark) on?

Latitude and Longitude. (Seepage 56).

Leak.
—Can you stop the leak ?

—Can not stop the leak.

—Do you consider leak dangerous ?

Fire, or Leak; want immediate assist-

ance NH
—Have you sprung a leak 1 Are you (or. Is

— , vessel indicated) leaking?

I am sinking (or, on fire) ; send all avail-

able boats to save the passengers and

crew ^^

I have sprung a leak nq

Leak is gaining rapidly nu
—Leak is stopped.

—Vessel indicated has sprung a leak.

feet water in the hold.

Letters, or. Mails. (See also Despatches).

—Has the mail arrived—(from — , if neces-

sary) 1

—Has the mail sailed— (for— i/ necessary/)?

—I will take mails for you.

—Send your letters.

_Tell — (person indicated) not to forward

any more letters for me.

QT
QU

QV
QW
QX

QZ
RA
RB
RC

RD
RE
RF
RG
RH

RI
RJ
RK

RL

RM
RN
RO
RP

RQ

RS
RT

RU
RV
RW
RX
RY

RZ

SA
SB

LettERS

—

Continued.
When does the mail leave ?

Will you forward my letters to— ?

Lifeboat.
Boat, or Lifeboat, can not come er
Do you want a lifeboat ez
Have nolifeboat. No lifeboat here fa
Lifeboat is going to you pe
Send lifeboat to save crew fj

W% have sent for a lifeboat fl

Lights.
—Do not show a light on any account.

—I will show a light to-night when I alter

course.

— I will show a light to-night when I tack.

—Keep a light at your bowsprit end.

Lights. (Masthead and Side. )

Your lights are out (or, want trimming).

Made by - - flashes or

blasts of a steam whistle. (Seepage 548).

Lighters.
—Lighter coming off.

—Lighter is adrift.

—There are no lighters available.

—Will you send ofE lighters as fast as possi-

ble?

Machinery. Boilers and Engineers.
(See also Accident. )—Anything wrong with the engines ?

—Boiler can not be repaired.

Boiler leaking seriously.

—Boiler tubes leaking (or- leaky).

—Can you supply me with anyone to take
charge (or., act) as engineer ?

—Hot bearings.
Machinery out of order.

I am going to stop; machinery requires

adjusting.
—The damage to the machinery is not seri-

ous, and is such as can be repaired by
the vessel's own engineers.

Navigation.
—Did you get good observations ?

—Have you a Book of Navigation Tables ?

—Have you a Book of Sailing Directions ?

—Have you a chart of coast (or place indi-

cated) 1

—Have you a Nautical Almanac for the cur-

rent year (or year indicated) ?

—May I depend on your time ?

—No recent observations. I did not get an
observation.

—Reckoning not to be depended on.

—What is my position by bearings 1

—What is the name of lighthouse (light-

ship, or, point) in sight ?

—When did you ^ee the land ?

—When were your last observations for

time ?

—Where am I? What is my present posi-

tion ? '

News and Newspapers.
—Are there any men-of-war about ?

j—Can you lend (or, give) me a newspaper?
I

* Date to be indicated if necessary.
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NEWS AND NEWSPAPERS—SIGNALS.

SO

SD
SE
SF
SG
SH
SI
SJ
SK
SL

SM
SN

SO
SP

SQ

SR

ST
SU
SV

sw

sx
GT

SZ
ta
TB
TO
TD
TE
TF
TG
TH

TI
TJ
TK

TL

TM

TN
TO

TP

TQ

News and Newspapers—Continued.
—Newspapers up to -^ {date indicated; state

where from, if necessary).

—No news of —

.

—What is the date of latest news from — ?

—What is the news from — '!

—When did you sail ?

—Where are you bound 1

—Where are you from ?

—Where is the admiral (or, senior of&cer) ?

—Where is the — fleet (or, squadron)?
—Would you like to see our newspapers 1

Orders :

—Have orders (or, telegram) for you.
—Have orders for you not to touch {or, call)

at —

.

—Have orders to telegraph your passing.
—Have received orders for you not to pro-

ceed without further instructions.
—Have received orders for you to await in-

structions from owners at —

.

—Have received orders for you to discharge
cargo at —

.

—Have telegraphed for your orders.
—Have you received any orders from — 1

—I will telegraph for your orders if you will
await reply.

^I wish to obtain orders from my owner,
Mr. — at —

.

N. B.

—

This signal is to be followed by—
1. Vessel's distinguishing signal, if not

already made.
2. Owner's name by Spelling.
3. Owner's address by Spelling, if not

in the Geographical Table.
—Keep oflf and on and await instructions.
—Owners desire me to inform you to dis-

charge cargo first at— {place indicated).
—Proceed in execution of previous orders.
—Proceed to — (port indicated).
—Shall I telegraph for your orders ?

—Telegraph instructions—to —

.

—There are no orders for you here.

—Wait for Orders.
—You are ordered to proceed to —

.

—Your orders are at — (or. will be at —).

—Your original orders are cancelled ; I am
directed to inform you to proceed to —

.

Pilot.
—Dangerous without a pilot.

—Have you seen a pilot vessel {or, boat) ?

—Pilot boat most likely

—

(on bearing indi-
. cated) (or, offl —).

Want a pilot pt
N. B.—See Pilot Signals, page 8.

—Where can I get (or, look for) a pilot ?

Port.
—Wish to enter port or dock.

Provisions.
—Are you in want of provisions ?

—I have only — days' provisions.

Quarantine and Pr.^tique.
Am, or. Is in quarantine. {Number of days

to he indicated, if necessary.

)

—Clean bill of health—from —

.

TR

TS
TU
TV
TW

TX
TY
TZ
UA

UB
UO

UD
UE

UF

UG
UH

UI

UJ

UK

UL
UM
UN

UO
UP
UQ
UR
US
UT
uv
uw
ux

UY
UZ
VA
VB
VC
VD

VE
VF
VG

VH

VI

VJ

VK
VL

Quarantine and Pratique—Continued.
—Do you come from any port putting yoa

in quarantine ?

—Have (or vessel indicated has) pratique.
—Have you a clean bill of health 2

—Hoist a quarantine flag.

—You have pratique.

Reply.
—Wait for answer (or, reply).

—What was the answer (or, reply)?
—Will await answer (or, reply).

—Will you await answer (or, reply) ?

Report.
—Do you wish to be reported ?

—Report me by post to my owners (or, to
Mr. —) at —

.

—Report me by telegraph to Lloyd's.
—Report me by telegraph to owners {or. to

Mr. — ) at—.

.

—Report me by telegraph to "Shipping
Gazette."

—Report me to Lloyd's.
—Report me (or, my communication) to

Lloyd's agent at —

.

—Report me to '

'New York Herald " Office,

London.
—Report me to "New York Herald" Office,

New York.
—Report me to "New York Herald" Office,

Paris.

—Reportme to the Borsenhalle at Hamburg.
—Report me to —

.

—Report (the vessel indicated) all well, in
latitude — and longitude— (indicated)

,

on the — (date indicated).

Sea.
—Calm sea.

—Considerable sea.

—Heavy sea. Much sea.

—Much swell on.

—Not much sea.

—Rollers. Rollers setting in.
—Too much sea. •

—Very heavy sea.

—What is the sea like ?

Sick. Sickness.
—Any sickness at — ?

—Can I land my sick ?

—Is the sickness contagious ?—Sickness is contagious.
—Sickness is not contagious.
—What is the sickness ?

Signals.
—Annul the last hoist; I will repeat it.—Annul the whole signal.
—What is the name of ship (or, signal sta-

tion) in sight ?

—I am going to repeat signal from— (hoist
indicated.

)

—Repeat your signal, or Repeat your signal
from — (hoist indicated.

)

—I wish to signal; will you come within
easy signal distance ?—Signal IS answered.

—What is the date of your signal book ?
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SIGNALS—TOWING AND TUGS.

VM
VN

vo

VP
VQ
VR

vs
VT

VU

VW
VX

VY
VZ
WA
WB
WC

WD
WE

WF
WG
WH
WI

WJ

WK
WL
WM
WN
WO
WP

WQ
WR
ws
WT
wu
wv
wx
WY

SiaisA.LS—Continued.
—Can not distinguish your flags; come

nearer, or, make distant signals.
—Will you repeat the signals being made to

me?
—You may work the semaphore.

Soundings.
N.B.

—

Depth of water is always to be
shown in feet.

—I am in — feet of water.
—What is the depth of water on the bar ?

—What is the least depth of water we shall
have {or, ought to have)?

—What soundings have you got ?—You will have water enough over the bar
{depth in: feet to follow).

-r-You will not have less than — feet of
water.

Spaes.
—Can you rig a jury mast?—Have you any spars that will do for — ?

Steam. {See also KL and KM.)—How long will you be getting up steam ?

—Is steam up ? Are you at full speed ?

—Shall I get up steam ?

—Steam is not ready ; will be up in —

.

—Steam is ready.

Steam Whistle, or. Siren.
—Blow steam whistle {or, siren) at inter

vals.

—Will signal with steam whistle {or, siren)

during fog {or, darkness).

Steer. {See also Directions to a Vessel
UNDER WAY. )—Alter course to — {point indicated)

.

—My helm is hard-a-port ; ship's head going
to starboard.

—My helm is hard-a-starboard ; ship's head
going to port.

—Port your helm. Ship's head to go to

starboard.
—Starboard your helm. Ship's head to go

to port.

Surgeon, or. Doctor.
—Have you a surgeon ?

—May I send a sick person to see your sur-

geon?
—No surgeon available.

—Surgeon will come immediately.
—Want a surgeon ; send me one from the

nearest place.
—-Will your surgeon come on board ?

Telegraph and Messages.
—Answer by telegraph.

—Can telegram be forwarded from — ?

—Communication by telegraph is stopped.

—Forward reply to my message by tele-

graph to—

.

—I have picked up telegraph cable.

—In anchoring look out for telegraph cable.

—Open telegram for me and signal its con-

tents.

—Send following message by post to owners
{or, to Mr. — ) at —

.

WZ

XA

XB

XC

XD

XE

XF
XG
XH
XI
XJ
XK

XL

XM

XN

XO
XP

XQ
XR
XS

XT

xu
XV
xw
XY
XZ

Telegraph and Messages—Continued.
—Send following message by post to owners

{or, to Mr. — ) at — by signal letters

instead of at length in writing.
—Send following message by telegraph to

owners {or, to Mr. —-) at —

.

—Send my message through the telegraph
by signal letters.

—Shall I open your telegram and signal its

contents ?

—Telegraph following message to — {ship
or person named) at —

.

Tide.
—Asks precise time of high water and min-

imum depth at that time.
Note.—Reply will be—

1. By time signal.
3. A numeral signal indicating number
of feet.

—How is the tide ? What tide have we now ?

^Keep out of the tide, or. current.
—What is the rise and fall of the tide ?

—When will the tide ebb ?

—When will the tide flow ?

—When will the tide turn ?

Time.
—My Greenwich {or, first meridian) mean

time is —.*

^When will be the best time for crossing
the bar?

—Will you show me your Greenwich {or,

first meridian) time?*
*In signaling longitude, or time, vessels

should always reckon from the merid-
ian of Qreenwich, except French ves-

sels, which will use the meridian of
Paris, and Spanish vessels, which will
use the meridian of Cadiz. If any
doubt is entertained, the vessel to
which the signal is made should hoist
NBL (What is your first meridian?)

Note.—The vessel showing the mean
time will hoist the signal denoting the
hour {see page 58) and dip it sharply
shortly after it has been answered;
fhe minutes and seconds at the instant
of dipping will immediately follow.
To assure accuracy, a second compari-
son should be made.

Torpedoes and Mines.
—Beware of torpedo boats.

—Beware of torpedoes; channel {or, fair-

way) is mined.
—Channel, or Fairway, is not mined.
—Have you seen torpedo boat {or, boats)?
—Is there danger of mines {or, torpedo

boats)?
—Saw torpedo boat {or, boats) {number, if

necessary) at — {or, near — ).

Towing and Tugs.
—Can you take me in tow?
—Can not take you in tow.
—I wish to be taken in tow.
—Shall I take you in tow?
—There are no tugs available.
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•TOWING AND TUGS—WRECK.

YA

YB
YC
YD
YE
YF
YG

YH

YI
YJ

YK
YL
YM

YN
YO
YP

YQ
YR

YS
YT
YU

YV
YW
YX

YZ
ZA

Towing and Tvas—Continited.
—Tug is going to you.
Want a tug ._ YP
Note.—For Signals between ships toiv-

ing and being towed, see page 35.

Want.
—Want a cable (size to follow).
—Want an anchor.
—Want an anchor and cable.

—Want assistance.

—Want assistance ; mutiny.
—Want a boat immediately {if more than

one, number to follow).
—Want a chart of channel {or, harbor,

etc. )

.

—Want coal immediately.
—Want hands.
Want immediate assistance NC

(See Distress Signals, page 7.

)

—Want immediate instructions.
—Want immediate medical assistance.

—Want a lighter immediately. (If more
than one, number to follow.

)

Want a pilot -.- _ pt
(See Pilot Signals, page 8.

)

—Want police.

—Want provisions immediately.
—Want a tug (if more than one, number

to follow).
—Want warp run out.

—Want water immediately.

War and Peace.
—Armistice has been arranged.
—Is peace proclaimed?
—Is war declared?- or. Has war com-

menced?
—Peace is proclaimed.
—War between — and —

.

—War is declared (or, has commenced).

Water. (See also Soundings. )—Are you in want of water?
—I have only — days' water.
Want water immediately yr

ZB
ZC
ZD
ZE
ZF
ZG

ZH
ZI
ZJ
ZK

ZL

ZM

ZN
ZO

ZP

ZQ
ZR
zs

ZT

ZU

ZV

zw

zx

ZY

Weather.
—Bad weather.
—Foggy weather.
—Gale is expected from —

.

—I do not like the look of the weather.
—Moderate weather.
—No weather report (forecast).

Prepare for a hurricane gd
—Squally weather ; blowing hard.
—Stormy (boisterous) weather from the—

.

—Thick weather.
—What is the meteorological forecast for

to-day?
—What is the meteol-ological forecast for

to-morrow? .

Weighing.
—Are you (or. Is-— , vessel indicated)

aweigh?
—I am aweigh.
—I shall weigh as soon as weather per-

mits (or. moderates).
—I shall weigh immediately (or at time

indicated).
—Prepare to weigh.
—Ready for weighing (or, to weigh).
—Weigh immediately (or, ,at time indi-

cated).

—When do you propose sailing?

Wreck.
—Have you seen or heard of a vessel

wrecked or in distress?

—Passed a wreck (date, latitude, and
longitude to follow, if necessary),
but could not render any as.sistance;
people still on board.

—Passed a wreck (date, latitude, and
longitude to follow, if necessary),
but was unable to ascertain whether
any people were on board.

—Passed a wreck (date, latitude, and
longitude to follow, if necessary);
no one on board.

—Will you go to the assistance of wreck?
(Bearing to follow, if necessary.)



COMPASS IN DEGREES.
(magnetic bearings.)

THREE FLAG SIGNAXS.

Note.—Unless otherwise indicated, bearings when given in degrees are to be understood as being

magnetic bearings, i. e. , compass bearings corrected for deviation.

Signal.
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signal.



MONEY TABLE.

PKINCIPAL MONEYS IN USE THROUGHOUT THE WOKI.D.

(See also page 49. )

Signal.

ASU

ASV

ASW

ASX

AST

ASZ

ATB

ATC

ATD

—Money.
—Bank Note, or. Paper Money.

—Coin.

Coin. Country.

—Anna- ( East Africa.
( India.

—Argentine Argentina.

—Bolivar Venezuela.

—Candareen, or. Fun -.China.

—Cash, Le, or, Sapeque.China.

Canada.
Ceylon.
China.
Mauritius.
Netherlands.
Newfoundland.
Straits Settle-
ments.

United States.
Zanzibar.

—Cent

^TE

ATF

ATG

ATH

—Centavo

.

' Centesimo

.

Centime

Centime

—Condor

.

—Conto -

.

Argentina.
Bolivia.
Chile.

Colombia.
Costa Bica.
Ecuador.
Guatemala.
Haiti.
Honduras.
Mexico.
Nicaragua.
Paraguay.
Peru.
Santo Domingo.
San Salvador.
Uruguay.
Venezuela.

Italy.

Belgium.
France.
Tunis.
Spain.

Bolivia.

Chile.
Colombia.

( Brazil.

j Portugal.

Signal.

ATI

ATJ

ATK
ATL

ATM

ATN
ATO

ATP
ATQ

ATE,

ATS

ATU
ATV
ATW
ATX

ATV

Coin.

-Dime
Dinar (see Leo) aub

-Dollar

.

-Doubloon.

-Drachma .

-Ducat

Cowniry.

United States.
Servia.
Argentina.
Bolivia.

Canada.
Chile.

China.
Colombia.
Costa Rica.
Ecuador.
Guatemala.
Haiti.

Honduras.
Mauritius.
Mexico.
Newfoundland.
Nicaragua.
Paraguay.
Peru.
Santo Domingo.
San Salvador.
Straits Settle-

ments.
United States.
Uruguay.
Venezuela.
Zanzibar.
Chile.

Mexico.
Greece.
Austria-Hungary.
Netherlands East

Indies.
United States.

Egypt.
Great Britain.
Austria-
Hungary.

Netherlands.
Belgium.
France.
Tunis.

Fun, or, Candareen
ATB China.

Guilder, Gulden,/ ^^*"^' „
Ploriii ATO i

Hungary.
a lorin atq

[^ jjetherlands.
-Heller... ...Austria-

Hungary.
-Imperial Russia.
-Keran, or, Kran Persia.
-Kopeck Russia.
-Kreutzer Austria-

Hungary.
Krona ,. Sweden.

(Austria-
Hungary.

Denmark.
Norway.

Kroner ..znk Germany.

-Egyptian Pound, or.

Lira..
-Farthing

-Florin, Guilder,
Gulden.

-Franc

Note.—The name aloue is commou to two or more couBtriee, the value may differ.

(47)
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Signal.

ATZ

AUB

AUG
AUD

AUB
AUF
AUG
AUH
AUI
AUJ

AUK

AUL

AUM

AUN
AUO

Coin. Oowntry.

—Lac ...India.

Le, Cash, or, Sapeque
ATC China.

Leang, or,Tael-.AVC China.
'Leo, or, Leu Eoumania.

or
Dinar Servia.

or
Lev, or. Lew Bulgaria.

—Lepton Greece.
—Lira Italy.

Lira egiziana, or,

Egyptian Pound
ATO Egypt.

—Lira turca Turkey.
—Louis, or. Napoleon- -France.
—Mace, or, Tsin -China.
—Mark Germany.

j Brazil.

I
Portugal.

—Mithkal Morocco.
Napoleon, or, Louis

AUF France.
Ochr-el-guerch

)
or

\
Egypt.

Ushr-el-ghirsh )
«

'

( Denmark.
—Ore \ Norway.

( Sweden.
fEgypt.

—Para J
Servia.Para

i Tripoli.

L Turkey.—Penny-pence Great Britain.
—Peseta Spain.

rChUe.

Peso, on Dollar-AT.j Colombia.

t Venezuela.

-Milreis

AUP

AUQ

AUE
AUS
AUT
AUV
AUW
AUX

AUY

AUZ
AVB

AVC
AVD

AVE
AVF

AVG
AVH
AVI
AVJ

Coin. Cowntry.

-Pfennig Germany.
( Egypt.

-Piaster --. < Tripoli.

( Turkey.

-Pie. or. Pice -
| f,^|L^^"''^-

-Pound, or, Sovereign.Great Britain.

-Beal-reis \f^^%^.
-Rin --.- Japan.
-Rouble {paper) Russia.
-Rouble {silver) Russia.

i Ceylon.
-Rupee < East Africa.

( India.
Sapeque, Cash, or, Le

, ATC China.
-Sen Japan.
-Shilling Great Britain.
Sol, or. Dollar- -ATJ Peru.
Sovereign, or. Pound

jlus Great Britain.
-Tael, or, Leang China.
-Thaler Austria-

Hungary.

-'I'-i- -iiir^-
-Toman Persia.
Tgin, or. Mace -AUG China.
Ushr-el-ghirsh

j

or UuK Egypt.
Ochr-el-guerch

]

Venezolano, or. Dol-
lar ATJ Venezuela.

-Yen Japan.

Note.—The name alone ia common to two or more countries, the vahie may differ.



PRINCIPAL MONEYS OF THE CHIEF MARITIME NATIONS OF THE WORLD
ARRANGED UNDER THE NAMES OF THE COUNTRIES

IN WHICH THEY ARE USED.
(For list of moneys arranged alphabetically, see page 47.

)

United States.
10 cents (ATD) = i dime (ATI)
100 cents = 1 dollar (ATJ)
10 dollars = 1 eagle (ATN)

Argentine Republic.
100 centavos (ATE) = 1 dollar (ATJ)
5 dollars = 1 Argentino (ASY)

Austkia-Htjngary.
100 kreutzer (ATX) = 1 florin, or, gulden

(ATQ)
3tV florins = 1 thaler (AVD)
4i florins = 1 ducat (ATM)

and
100 teller (ATS) = 1 krone (ATY)

Belgium.
100 centimes (ATF) = 1 franc (ATE)

Bolivia.
100 centavos (ATE) = 1 -ioUar (ATJ)
10 dollars = 1 condor (ATG)

1,000 reis (AUT)
1,000 milreis

Brazil.
= 1 milreis (AUI)
= 1 conto (ATH)

Bulgaria.
Lev, or, lew (AUB)

BURMAH.
Tical (AVE)

Also currency of British India.

Canada.
= 1 dollar (ATJ)

Ceylon.
=1 rupee (AUY)

100 cents(ATD)

100 cents (ATD)

100 centavos (ATE) — 1 dollar, or, peso(ATJ)
5 dollars = 1 doubloon (ATK)
10 dollars = 1 condor (ATG)

China.
10 cash, le, or, sapeque = 1 candareen, or, fun

(ATC) (ATB)
10 candareens = 1 mace, or, tsin(AUG)
10 mace = 1 tael, or, leang (AVC)

and
100 cents (ATD) =1 dollar (ATJ)

Colombia.
100 centavos (ATE) = 1 dollar, or, peso(ATJ)
10 pesos = 1 condor (ATG)

Costa Rica.
100 centavos (ATE) = 1 dollar (ATJ)

100 ore (AUL)
. Denmark.

= 1 krone (ATY)

East Africa (British and Germar territories).
The same as British India.

Ecuador.
100 centavos (ATE) = 1 dollar (ATJ)

10 ochr-el-guerch
)

(AUK), or, [

40 paras (AUM) )

100 piasters

Egypt.

= 1 piaster (AUQ)

= 1 Egyptian poand, )

or, [ (ATO)
Lira egiziana )

Prance.
100 centimes (ATF) = 1 franc (ATR)
20 francs = 1 Louis, or. Napoleon

(AUF)

Germany.
100 pfennigs (AUP) = 1 mark (AUH)

Great Britain.*
4 farthings (ATP) = 1 penny (AUN)
13 pence = 1 sjiilling (AVB)
30 shillings = 1 pound, or, sovereign

(AUS)

100 lepta (AUG)
Greece.

= 1 drachma (ATL)

Guatemala.
100 centavos (ATE) = 1 dollar (ATJ)

100 centavos (ATE)
Haiti.

.= 1 dollar (ATJ)

Honduras.
100 centavos (ATE) = 1 dollar (ATJ)

. Holland (see Netherlands).

Hungary (see Austria-Hungary).

India (British).
13 piej, or, pice (AUR) = 1 anna (ASX)
16 annas = 1 rupee (AUY)
100,000 rupees = 1 lac (ATZ)

Italy.
100 centesimi (ATF) = 1 lira (AUD)

10 rin (AUV)
100 sen

100 cents (ATD)

Japan.
= 1 sen (AUZ)
= 1 yen (AVG)

Mauritius.
= 1 dollar (ATJ)

76564—09-

*This system Is used by tlie British Colonies in Australasia and South Africa.

f491
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Mexico.
100 centavos (ATE) = 1 dollax (ATJ)
16 dollars = 1 doubloon (ATK)

Morocco. '

Mithkal (AUJ)

Netheelands.
100 cents (ATD) = 1 guilder, or, florin

(ATQ)
5f gulden = 1 ducat(ATM) (used in

NetherlandsEast Indies)

Newfoundland.
100 cents (ATD) = 1 dollar (ATJ)

Nicaragua.
100 centavos (ATE) = 1 dollar (ATJ)

Norway {see Sweden and Norway).

Paraguay.
100 centavos (ATE) 1 dollar, or, peso(ATJ)

10 kerans (ATV) = i toman (AVE)

100 centavos (ATE) = 1 dollar, or, sol (ATJ)

"POT?TTTO A T

1,000 reis (AUT) = 1 milreis (AUI)
1,000 milreis = 1 conto (ATH)

ROUMAKIA.
Leo, or, leu (AUB)

Russia.
100 kopecks (ATW) = 1 rouble (AUX)
10 roubles = 1 imperial (ATU)

Santo Domingo.
100 centavos (ATE) = 1 dollar (ATJ)

San Salvador.
100 centavos (ATE) = 1 dollar (ATJ)

Seevia.

100 paras (AUM) = 1 dinar (AUB)

SlAM.
Tical (AVE)

Spain.

100 centimos (ATE) = 1 peseta (ATJO)
5 pesetas (AUO) = 1 peso (ATJ)

Straits Settlements.
100 cents (ATD) = 1 dollar (ATJ)

Sweden and Norway.
100 ore (AUL) = 1 krona, or,krone(ATY)

Tripoli.
40 paras (AUM) = 1 piaster (AUQ)

Tunis.

100 centimes (ATP) = 1 franc (ATR)

Turkey.
40 paras (AUM) = 1 piaster (AUQ)
100 piasters = 1 lira turca (AUE)

Uruguay.
100 centavos (ATE) = 1 dollar (ATJ)

Venezuela.
100 centavos (ATE)

)

or,
J.

= 1 Venezolano, dollar,

5 Bolivars (ASZ) ) or, peso (ATJ)

Zanzibar.

100 cents (ATD) = 1 dollar (ATJ)



MEASURES AND WEIGHTS OF DIFFERENT COUI^TRIES.

MEASURES OF LENGTH,

Sigma.

AVK
AVL
AVM

AVN

AVO

AVP
AVQ
AVR

AVS

AVT

AVU

AVW
AVX

AVY
AVZ
AWB

AWC
AWD
AWE
AWP

AWG

Country or System.Measure.—Measure op Length.

Alen -. i Denmark.
(Norway.—Arcnine Russia.

Archine (or, Meter)
Awj Turkish Metrical.

Cable *
\
United States and

^ "( Great Britain.
Centimeter ..Metrical.

or
Daktylas .'. Greek Metrical.

or
Duim Etotch Metrical.
or

.Khat Turkisli Metrical.
—Chang, or, Cheung...China.—Chih China.—Cho, or, Tcho Japan.
Daktylas (or. Centi-
meter) AVO Greek Metrical.

Decameter Metrical.
or

Roede Dutch Metrical.
Decimeter .Metrical.

or
Palame Greek Metrical.

or
Palm Dutch Metrical.
or

_Parmak Turkish Metrical.
Egypt.
Morocco.

—Draa, or. Pike -i Tripoli.
Tunis.

(^Turkey.
Duim(or, Centimeter)

AVO Dutch Metrical.
El (or, Meter) -AWJ Dutch Metrical.

•pQ+»,r.vr, i United States and
^ ^^'^°^ 1 Great Britain,

j Denmark.
) Norway.
I United States and
( Great Britain.

—Fot Sweden.
•i?„„i„„™ ( United States and-Jjurlong ..

-j Q.j,gg^^ Britain.
Gramme {or. Milli-

meter) AWP Greek Metrical.
( Guz --India.

( Guz, or, Zer Persia.
—Hectometer Motrical.

T „, ( United States and
—^^'^>^--

-j Great Britain.

—Ken Japan.
Khat (or. Centimeter)

AVO Turkish Metrical.
fKilometer Metrical.

or
Mijle - Dutch Metrical.

or
Mil Turkish Metrical.
or
Stadion Greek Metrical.

7'
.ii

-Fod.

-Foot

AWH
AWI

AWJ

AWK
AWL
AWM
AWN

AWO

AWP

AWQ

AWR

AWS
AWT
AWU

AWV

Knot, or, Nautical
Mile AWO

—League

Country or System.

( United States and
i Great Britain.
( United States and
j Great Britain.

—Li China
'Meter Metrical.

or
Archine Turkish Metrical.

or
El -..Dutch Metrical.
or

. Pecheus Greek Metrical.
Mijle (oj", Kilometer)

AWG Dutch Metrical.
Mil (or-, KUometer,)

AWG Turkish Metrical.
—Mil Denmark.

]yjil j Norway and
I Sweden.—Mile (German) -Germany.

-Mile, Statute \
United States and

'
. I Great Britain.

. ""or'fl^S^t jUmted^Statesand

Knot -..1-3 Gicat Britain.

'Millimeter ., Metrical.
or

Gramme .'.Greek Metrical.
or

Nokta —Turkish Metrical.
or

[Streep ..Dutch Metrical.
( Myriameter Metrical.

j
07-

( Skoinis Greek Metrical.
Nokta (or. Millime-

ter) AWP
Palame {or. Decime-

ter) AVT
Palm (or, Decime-

ter) AVT
Parmak (or.Decime-

ter) AVT
Pecheus (or. Meter),

AWJ

TurkishMetrical.

Greek Metrical.

Dutch Metrical.

Turkish Metrical.

Pike, or, Draa, avu.

-Ri
Roede (or. Decame-

ter) AVS
-Saading, or, Toung...
-Sagene, or, Saschene.
-Shaku
Skoinis (or, Myria-
meter AWQ

Stadion (or, Kilome-
ter AWG

-Stopa
Streep, or. Millime-

ter .._AWP

Greek Metrical,

fEgypt.

I
Morocco.

] Tripoli.

I
Tunis.

[Turkey.

Japan.

Dutch Metrical
Burmah.
Russia.
Japan.

Greek Metrical.

Greek Metrical.
Russia.

Dutch Metrical.

(51)
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Signal.

AWX
AWY

AWZ

AXB

Memare. Country or System,

-Sun Japan.
Tcho, or, Cho- . _avr Japan.
-Tomme Denmark.
Toung, or, Saading,

Aws Burmah.
-Tsun China.

f Argentina.

-Vara

Brazil.

Chile.
Mexico.
Peru.
Portugal.
Uruguay.

Signal.

AXC
AXD

AXE
AXF

Country or System.

-Vershok Russia.

-Verst Russia.

ST f, j United States and
-^^^°- —

-
j Great Britain.

-Yin China.
Zers, or, GUZ...A-WC Persia.

For list ofcountries in which the Metrical
System is used, and for Tablefor Con-
vertingMetrical Measures and Weights
into their American Equivalents, see

page 55.

SQUARE OB SURFACE MEASURES.

Signal.

AXH
AXI

AXJ

AXK
AXL
AXM
AXN
AXO

AXP

AXQ
AXR

Meajiure. Country or System.

-Squaee, or, Surface Measure.
. „_„ j United States and
-Acre -

^ Great Britain.
Are, or, Sq. Decameter -Metrical.

or
Deunum Turkish Metrical.

or
Stremma Greek Metrical

.

Bunder (or, Hectare)
AXP Dutch Metrical.

•Centiare, or.Sq. Meter-Metrical.
-Cho Japan.
-Decare --.: Metrical.
Declare Metrical.
-Dessatine Russia.
Deunum( or,Are) axj Turkish Metrical.
Djerib {or, Hectare)

AXP Turkish Metrical.
Hectare, or, Sq. Hec-

or [tometer-- Metrical.
Bunder Dutch Metrical.

or
Djerib Turkish Metrical.
-Mou --China.
-Square Centimeter-. Metrical.
Square Decameter (or
Are ) AXJ Metrical.

Signal.

AXS
AXT

AXU

AXV

AXW
AXY
AXZ

Measure. Country or System.

—Squaje Decimeter Metrical.

-Square Foot -------
jUmted States a^^

SquareHectometer(or,

Hectaire) axp Metrical.

-T^l--^-^- r'GrSrS'
—Square Kilometer Metrical.
Square Meter (or, Cen-

tiare ) AXK Metrical.

-Square Mile
j ^St'Sin"'

—Square Millimeter -.-Metrical.

-Square Yard \
United States and

^
I Great Britain.

Stremma (or, Are)
AXJ Greek Metrical.

For list of countries in which the Me-
trical System is used, and for Table
for Converting Metrical Measures and
Weights into their American Equiva-
lents, see page 55.

MEASURES OF CUBIC CAPACITY OR SOLID MEASURES.

Measure. Country or System.

-Measure of Cubic Capacity, or. Solid
Measure.

Cubic Centimeter
ZNM Metrical.

-Cubic Foot \
United States and

/ Great Britain.

-Cubic Inch - - \
United States and

( Great Britain.
Cubic Meter znp Metrical.
Cubic Millimeter

ZNO Metrical.

-Cubic Yard - \
United States and

/ Great Britain.
-Decastere : Metrical.
-Decistere ---Metrical.
-Stere -Metrical.
-Ton (ship measure-

J United States and
ment.) \ Great Britain.

-Measure of Capacity.

-Almuda.- -IS'?!"^- 1
( Portugal.

Country or System.

—Ardeb Egypt.

-Arroba i
Chile.

j Spam.

_Bale \
United States and

j Great Britain.

Barrel \ United States and"" """
j Great Britain.

Bushel \
United States and

1 Great Britain.

—Butt - --Great Britain.

'Centiliter Metrical.
or

Mystron Greek Metrical.
or

Vingerhoed Dutch Metrical.
or

.Zarf --Turkish Metrical.

For list of countries in which the Met-,
rical System is used, seepage 55.
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Signal.

AYS

AYT

AYU

AYV

AYW
AYX

AYZ

AZB

AZC

AZD

AZE

AZF

Measure. Cmmtry or System.—Chtof Russia

Cronchka, or,Krushka
AZD Russia.

Decaliter ..Metrical.
or

Kile Turkish Metrical.
or

Schepel Dutch Metrical.

Deciliter Metrical.
or y

Kotyle Greek Metrical.
or

^ Maatje Dutch Metrical.

Firkin 5
United States and

/ Great Britain.

Gallon i
United States and

j Great Britain.

QjU j United States and
I

Great Britain.

f Hectoliter Metrical.

I

or

I
Kileh -Turkish Metrical.

-{ or
Koilon Greek Metrical.

I

or
[Mud, Vat, or, Zac Dutch Metrical.

-Hogshead \
United Statesand

( Great Britain.
Kan, or, Kop (or. Liter)

AZF Dutch Metrical.
Kile (or. Decaliter)

AYT Turkish Metrical.
Kileh (or. Hectoliter)

AYZ Turkish Metrical.
—Kiloliter Metrical.

Koilon (or. Hectoliter)
AYZ Greek Metrical.

Kop, or,Kan (or. Liter)

AZF Dutch Metrical.
Kotyle (or, Decil.ter)

AYU Greek Metrical.
—Kruschka, or, Cron-

chka Russia.
Kybos (or. Milliliter)

AZG Greek Metrical.
—Last Netherlands.

Liter Metrical.
or

Kan, or, Kop Dutch Metrical.
or

Ser --- --India.

or
Sultchek Turkish Metrical.

AZG

AZH

AZI

AZJ

AZK

AZL

AZM

AZN

AZQ

AZR

AZS
AZT
AZU
AZV

AZW

Measure. Country or System.

Maatje (or. Deciliter)

AYU Dutch Metrical.

Milliliter Metrical.
or

Kybos Greek Metrical.

-Minim ...A United States and
I

Great Britain.
Mud, Vat, or, Zac (or.

Hectoliter) . - . ayz Dutch Metrical.
Mystron(or, Centiliter)

AYR Greek Metrical.
-Oxehoved ---_ Denmark.

-Peck \
United States and

( Great Britain.

_pjjj.^ ( United States and
.j Great Britain.

-Puncheon _ Great Britain.

Quart ' --United States and
or Great Britain.

Sheng China.

OnartoT- ( United States and-Quarter
-j ^^^^^^ Britain.

Schepel (or. Decaliter)
AYT Dutch Metrical.

-Seer India.
Ser (or. Liter) - _azf India.
Sheng(or, Quart)azm China.

-Shoo Japan.
Sultchek (or, Liter)

AZF Turkish Metrical.

-Tierce Great Britain.
-Tonde Denmark.
-Tou . China.
-Tschetwerik Russia.
Vat, Mud, or, Zac (or,

Hectoliter) --AYZ Dutch Metrical.

Vedro Russia.
Vingerhoed (or. Cen-

tiliter) AYR Dutch Metrical.
Zac, Mud, or. Vat (or,

Hectoliter) . . . ayz Dutch Metrical.
Zarf (or. Centiliter) .

AYR Turkish Metrical.

For list of countries in ivhich the Metrical
System is used, and for Table for Con-
verting Metrical Measuresand Weights
into their American Equivalents, see
page 55.

MEASURES OP WEIGHT.

Signal.

AZX

AZY

BAG

Measure. Country or Sytdem.

—Measures of Weight.

f Argentina.

A -u I
Brazil.-Arroba

j Portugal.

[ Spain.
Batman (or, Miria-
gramme) bay Turkish Metrical.

—Berkovitz Russia.
Boughdais (or, Deci-
gramme) BAJ Turkish Metrical.

signal.

BAD

BAE

BAF

BAG

Country or System.

-Cantar
{ ^^y^

Carat i United States and
I Great Britain.

—Catty, or. Chin China.

f Centigramme Metrical.

I

or
-j Habbe Turkish Metrical.

I

or

I Kokkos Greek Metrical.
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Signal.

BAH

BAI

.BAJ

BAK

BAL
BAM

BAN

BAO

BAP

BAQ

BAR

BAS
BAT

BAU

—Drachm

—Grain

Measure. Country or System.

-fipntner i
Denmark,

-t^entner
j Sweden.

Centner, or, Quintal
Bci United States.

Chin, or. Catty . .bap China.
Decagramme Metrical.

or
Drachma Turkish Metrical.

or
Lood Dutch Metrical.
Decigramme Metrical.

or
Boughdais Turkish Metrical.

or
Korrel Dutch Metrical.

or
Obolos Greek Metrical.
Denk {or. Gramme)

BAN Turkish Metrical.
Doppelzentner..zNL Germany.

j United States and
I

Great Britain.
Drachma {or, Deca-
gramme) -BAI Turkish Metrical.

Drachme {or. Gramme)
BAN Greek Metrical.

Funt Russia.
( United States and
( Great Britain.

Gramme Metrical.
or

Denk Turkish Metrical.
or

Drachme Greek Metrical.
or

"Wigtje Dutch Metrical.
Habbe {or. Centi-
gramme ) BAG Turkish Metrical.

Hectogramme Metrical.
or <

Onze - Dutch Metrical.
Hundredweight (cwt. ) Great Britain.
Kan tar {or, Quintal
Metric) bcj ' Turkish Metrical.

Kilogramme Metrical.
or

Ock, or, Oke. Turkish Metrical.
or.

Pond Dutch Metrical.
or

Ser India.

—Kin Japan.
Kokkos {or. Centi-
gramme) BAG Greek Metrical.

Korrel {or. Decigramme)
BAJ Dutch Metrical.

—Kvint Denmark.
—Kwamme Japan.,

f Argentina.
J Chile.
1 Portugal.
[ Spain.

Lood {or. Decagramme)
BAI Dutch Metrical.

-Libra

Signal.

BAV

BAW
BAX

BAY

BAZ

BCA
BCD

BCE
BCF
BCG

BCH

BCI

BCJ

BCK

BCL

BCM

BCN

Measure.

Millier

Country or System.

-Metrical.

Tcheki Turkish Metrical.
or

Ton United States and
or Great Britain.

Tonne German Metrical.
—Milligramme Metrical.
—Mna Greece.
rMyriagramme Metrical.
I or

(_Batman Turkish Metrical.
Obolos {or. Decigramme)

BAJ Greek Metrical.
Ock, or, Oke {or. Kilo-
gramme) BAQ Turkish Metrical.

Onze {or. Hectogramme)
BAO Dutch Metrical.

( United States and
j Great Britain.

Pecul, or, Tan--BCM China.

r>„„«„™„,-™i,j-//i™4- ^ ( United States and-Pennyweight (dwt.
)

^ (. ^.^^^ ^^^^^^
—Pfund Austria-Hungary.
Pond {or. Kilogramme)

BAQ Dutch Metrical.

—Pound ah ^ i
United States and

i-ouna (ID.;
-j Q^^^^ Britain.

—Pud, or. Pood Russia.

-Pund Denmark.

—Ounce -

-Quarter .

-Quintal

Sweden.
United States and
Great Britain.

'United States.
Argentina.
Brazil.

Chile.
Portugal.

l_ Spain.

f Quintal Metric Metrical.
j or
[Kantar Turkish Metrical.

-Rottoio jf^ypt^

Ser {or, Kilogramme)
BAQ India.

—Stone Great Britain.

—Tan, or.. Pecul China.
Tcheki {or, Millier)

BAV Turkish Metrical.
Ton {or, Millier) ( United States and

BAY
j Great Britain.

Tonne {or, Millier)

BAV German Metrical.
Wigtje {or. Gramme)

BAN Dutch Metrical.
—Zolotnick Russia.

For list of countries in which the Met-
rical System is used, andfor Table for
Converting Metrical Measures and
Weights into their American Equiva-
lents, see page 55.
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LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL COUNTRIES IN WHICH THE METRICAL STSTEM
IS USED.

United States (permissive)

.



DEGREES OF LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE.

Vessels other than those of Spain or France use the meridian of Greenwich.

Spanish and French vessels use the meridians of Cadiz and Paris, respectively. In case

of doubt, the vessel to which the signal is made should hoist the signal NBL = What

is your First Meridian ? Which can be answered by one of the following

:

TBL = My first meridian is Paris, east of Greenwich 3° 30' 15" = h. 9 m. 31 sees.

HSI = My first meridian is Cadiz, west of Greenwicli 6° 13' 34" = li. 34 m. 49 sees.

CODE FLAG OVER TWO FLAGS.

LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE.

Code
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Code



DIVISIONS OF TIME, ETC.

HOURS OF TIMK, AND MINUTES AND SECONDS OF TIME AND ABC.

Civil time is to be understood unless the signal PHW (astronomical) is made.

Code



BAEOMETER
[Id inches and millimeters.]

The readings in inches and millimeters are approximate but are not equivalent to
each other.

signal.



THERMOMETER.

Signal.
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signal.

Code Flag
OVEli

Fahren-
heit.

YU
YV
YW
YX
XZ
ZA
ZB
ZC
ZD
ZE
ZF
ZG
ZH
ZI
ZJ

Centigrade.

90°

91°

91° 4
93°
93°

93° 3
94°

95°

96°

96° 8
97°

+81°
+31°
+33°
+33°
+ 33°

+33°
+33°
+33°
+34°
+34°
+35°
+35°
+36°
+36°
+36°

Reaumur.

+34°
+35°
+35°
+35°
+36°
+36°
+36°
+37°
+37°
+37°
+ 38°

+38°
+38°
+38°
+39°

Signal.

Code Flag
OVER ZK

ZL
ZM
ZN
zo
ZP
ZQ
ZR
ZS
ZT
ZU
zv
zw
zx
ZY

rahren-
helt.

98° 6
99°

100°

100° 4
101°

103°

103° 8
103°

104°
105°

105° 8
106°

Centigrade. Etoumur.

+37°
+37° 3
+37° 8
+38°
+38° 3
+38° 9
+39°
+39° 4
+40°
+40° 6
+41°
+41° 1

+39° 6
+39° 8
+30° 3
+30° 4
+30° 7
+31° 1

+31° 3
+31° 6
+33°
+33° 4
+33° 8
+33° 9



AUXILIARY PHEASES.

(i. e.. Phrases containing the Auxiliary Verbs, or forming sentences or parts of sentences in

frequent use.)

N. B.—Many of the following phrases can not be translated into foreign languages.

They must therefore be used with great discretion when communication is being

held with ships or signal stations not using the English language.

AM—ARE.

BEA
EEC
BED
BEF
BEG

BBH

BEI

BEJ
BEK
BEL
BEM

BEN
BEO
BEP
BEQ
BER
BES

Am. I AM.
Ami?
Am I not ?

—Am I to?
—Am, Are, or, Is not.

Am, Are, or. Is not to be bpd
Am, Are, or. Is nottohave.-i bqd

—Am, Are, or. Is to.

Am, Are, or. Is to be bfc
Am, Are, or. Is to have bqc
How am I? bxg

—I am not.
If lam BYX
If lam not-- byz
What, or. Which am I? Cpv
When am I to? C(jv

Where am I (or, are we)? CSQ
Where I am (ur, we are) ctg
Why ami? cuy

Are.
—Are, or. Is his (her-s, it-s).

—Are, or. Is my (mine).
—Are, or, Is ours, or. Are we ?

Are, Am, or. Is not beg
Are, Am, or. Is not to be bfd
Are, Am, or, la not to have bqd
Are, Am, or. Is to beh
Are, Am, or. Is to be bfc
Are, Am, or. Is to have bqc

—Are, or, Is the.

—Are, or. Is theirs, or. Are they ?

—Are, or. Is there—any ?

—Are these (or, those)?
—^Are, or. Is with —

.

—Are, or, Is you-r-s.

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) done (oj-,. is,

or, are doing) bul
He, She. It (or persons or thing s indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) not done
(or, is, or, are not doing) bup

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) for bur
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) from bus
He, She, It (or persons or thing s indi-

cated) is (or, are) I-But
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) able to- buv
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) not buw
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) not able to bux

BET
BEU
BEV
BEW
BEX

Are—Continued.
How are they? bxh
How are you? bxi
How is (or, are) he (she, it, or persons

or things indicated) ? bxg
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) \s (or, are) byl
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) able to bym
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) not byn
If he (sho, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) is (or', are) not able to byo
If they are caf
If they are not CAG
If we are Oax
If we are not Oay
If you are cbq
If you are not cbr
Is, or. Are, he, (she, it, or persons or
things indicated)^ bvy

There are (or, is) Cmg
There are (or, is) not CMH
They are for Cnm

—They are from.
—They are.

—They are not.

—We are.

^We are not.

What, or. Which are (or, is)? CFW
What, or. Which are(or', is)you-r-s ?-0PY
What, or, Which is (or, are) he (she, it,

orperson-s or things indicated) I.CPX
When are (or, is)? -- CQW
When are we? CQX
When are you? CQY
When he (she, it, or persons or things

indicated) is (or, are) cej
When is (or, are) he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated)?--- CRN

When they are csi
When we are CSL
When you are csn
Where am I (or, are we)? cSQ
Where are (or, is)? CSR
Where are they ? csT
Where are you from ? si

Where he (she, it, or persons or things
indicated) is (or, are) ctd

Where I am (or, we are) ctg
Where is (or, are) he (she, it, or persons

or things indicated) ? cth
Where they are cua
Where we are (or, I am) - _ctg

(62)
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ARE—BE.

BEY
BEZ

BPA
BFC
BED
BPE
BEG

BFH

BFI
BFJ

BPK

BEL

BFM

BEN

BEO

BEP
BEQ

BER
BES

BET
BFU
BEV
BEW

AEe—Continued.
Where you are _ _ cufWho are {or, is)?....: .V.V.cuiWhy are (or, is)V cuzWhy are you? .._ cvaWhy are you not?.. cvB—You are.

—You are not.

Be. Been. Being.
—Am, Are, or, la to be.
—Am, Are, or. Is not to be.
—Be the.

—Can, or May be.
Can, or May do (or, be done) blt—Can, or. May have been.
Can,orMayhavedone (or,beendone) blv
Can, or. May he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated) be? btk

Can, or. May he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated) have been ? btl

Can, or, Maylbe? bkh
Can, or. May it be done? blw—Can, or. May there be ?—Can not, or. May not be.
Can not

,
or

, Maynot do ( or,be done ) .blx—Can not, or'May not have been.
Can not, or May not have done (or, been
done) BLZ

Can not, or May not he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) be ?. -\ _ btm

Can not, or. May not he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) have been ?

BTN
—Could, or. Might be.

Could, or. Might do(or, be done) ...bma
—Could, or, Might have been.

Could, or. Might have done (or, been
done) BMC

Could, or. Might he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) be ? bto

Could, or. Might he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) not be ? btp

—Could, or. Might not be.
Could, or, Might not do (or, bedone)BMD

—Could, or. Might not have been.
Could, or Might not have done (or, been
done) BME

Could, or. Might there be ?

—Had, Has, or Have been.
Had, Has, or, Have done (or, been
done) bmb

Had. Has, or Have, he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) been?--BTU

Had, Has, or. Have, he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) not been?

BTX
Had, or. Have I been ?

Had, Has, or, Have not been.
Had, Has, or, Have not done (or, been
done) i.--BMS

Had, or, Have they been ?

—Had, or, Have we been ?

Had, or. Have you been ?

—Having been.
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) can (or, may) be BUC
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) can not (or, may not) be.-BUE
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) been__-BUK

BEX
BEY
BEZ
BGA
BGC
BGD
BGE
BGE
BGH
BGI
BGJ
BGK
BGL
BGM

BGN

BGO

BGP

BGQ

BGR

BGS

BGT

BGU

BGV

BGW

Be—Continued.
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

eafed) had (has, or, have) not been.Buo
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) must be buz
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) must not be bvc
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) ought to be BVF
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) ought not to be bvg
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) be , bvi
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) not be bvk
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) be bvm
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) do (or; be
done) BVN

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) should (or, would)not be. bvq

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) should (or, would) not do (or,
be done) bvh

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) was (or, were) to be bvw

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) was (or, were) not to be. . .Bvx

—I can (or, may) be.
—I can not (or, may not) be.
—I could (or, might) be.
—I could (or, might) not be.
—I had (or, have) been.
—I had (or, have) not been.
—I must be.

—I must not be.
—I shall (or, will) be.
—I shall (or, will) not be.
—I should (or, would) be.
—I should (or, would) have been.—I should (or, would) not be.—I should (or, would) not have been.

If it can (or, may) be done. bzr
If it can not (or, may not) be done, .bzs
Is, etc. (See Am.

)

Is it not to be done? bni
Is it to be done? bnj
It, etc: '(See He.)

—It can be.
It can (or, may) be done _-BNK—It can not be.

It can not (or, may not) be done bnl
It could (or, might) be done bnm
It could (or, might) not be done.-.BNO—It had (or, has) been.
It had (or, has) been done bnp—It had (or, has) not been.
It had (or, has) not been done bnq—It ought to be.
It ought to be done bnr—It ought not to be.
It ought not to be done bns

—It shall (or, will) be.
It shall (or, will) be done bnt—It shall (or, will) not be.
It shall (or, will) not be done i.BNU—Let her be.

Let him be bxe
—Let them be.
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BE.

BGX

BGY
BGZ

BHA

BHC
BHD

BHE
BHF
BHG
BHI
BHJ
BHK

BHL

BHM

BHN

Be—Continued.
—Let us be.

May, etc. (See Can.

)

Might, etc. (See Could.)
Must be OEM
Must do (or, be done) cen
Must have been Cep
Must not be.-- cev
Must not do {or, be done) cbw

—Need be.

—Need not be.

Not be (been, being) cen
Not to be cen
Not to be done CGI
Not to be had - cgj
Ought not to be -Chs
Ought to be CHY
Ought to do {or, be done) chz

—Shall, or. Will be.

Shall, or, Will do {or, be done) bnw
Shall, or. Will have done {or, been done)

BNX
Shall, or, Will he (she, it, or, persons
or thing-s indicated) be ? bwe

Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) do (or, be done)?

BWP
Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons

or things indicated) not be ?. bwi
Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons
or thing s indicated) not do (or, be
done)? -.-Bwj

—Shall, or. Will I be?
—Shall, or. Will not be?

Shall, or. Will not do (or, be done) -BNY
Shall, or, Will not have done (or, been
done) BNZ

—Shall, or. Will there be?
—Shall, or. Will they be ?

—Shall, or. Will we be ?

—Shall, or. Will you be ?

—Shall, or, Will you not be ?

—Should, or. Would be.

Should, or. Would do (or, be done) .bop

—Should, or. Would have been.
Should, or. Would have done (or, been
done) --- 1 BOG

Should, or. Would he (she, it, or, per-
sons or things indicated) be bwn

Should, or. Would he (she, it, orpersons
or things indicated) do (or, be done)?

BWO
Should, or. Would he (she, it, orpersons
or things indicated) have been ?-BWQ

Should, or, Wouldhe(she, it, orpersons
or things indicated) not be ? . ..bws

Should, or, Would he (she, it, orpersons
or things indicated) not do (or, be
done)? bwt

Should, or. Would he (she, it, orpersons
or things indicated) not have been ?

bwv
—Should, or. Would not be.

Should, or. Would not do (or, be done),
BOH

—Should, or. Would not have been.
Should, or. Would not have done {or,

been done) -.BOi

BHO

BHP
BHQ
BHE
BHS
BHT
BHU
BHV
BHW
BHX
BHY
BHZ
BIA
BIC
BID
BIE
BIF

BIG
BIH
BIJ
BIK
BIM
BIN
BIO
BIP
BIQ
BIR
BIS
BIT
Bltr
BIV
BIW

Be—Continued.
—Should, or, Would there be ?

That, or. This can (or, may) be ckr
That, or, This can not (or, may not) be

OKT
That, or. This could (or, might) be-CKv
That, or. This could (or, might) not be

CKW
That, or. This had (has, or, have) been

CKY
That, or. This had (has, or, have) not
been aiKZ

That, or. This must be Clj
That, or, This must not be Clm
That, or, This shall (or, will) be---CLN
That, or. This shall (or, will) not be.CLO
That, or. This should (or, would) be.CLP
That, or. This should (or, would) not be,

CLQ
There can (or, inay) be..- cmj
There can not (or, may not) be CMli
There could (or. might) be CMC
There could (or, might) not be caap
There had (has, or, have) been ome
There had (has, or, have) not been.CMS
There shall (or, will) be CMV
There shall (or, will) not be CMX
There should (or, would) be cmz
There should {or would) havebeen-pNA
There should (or, would) not be cnd
There should (or,would) not have been,

ONE
—They can (or, may) be.
—They can not (or, may not) be.

—They could (or, might) be.

—They could (or, might) not be.

—They had (or, have) been.
—They had (or, have) not been.
—They must be.

—They must not be.

—They ought to be.
—They ought not to be.
—They shall (or, will) be.
—They shall (or, will) not be.—They should (or, would) be.
—They should (or, would) not be.
—They were to be.

—They were not to be.

To be CNP
To be at ^ cnq
To be done onr
To be had.. . .CNS—Was, or, Were to be.

—We can (or, may) be.
—We can not (or, may not) be.
—We could (or, might) be.
—We could (or, might) not be.
—We had (or, have) been.
—We had (or, have) not been.
—We must be.

—We must not be.

—We shall (or, will) be.—We shall (or, will) not be.
—We should (or, would) be.
—We should (or, would) not be.—We were to be.

—We were not to be.
When shall (or, will) be' crs
When shall (or, will) it be done?..ORX
When shall (or, will) you be ? csd
Where shall (or, will) be? ctl

I
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BE—CAN.

BIX

BIY
BIZ
BJA
BJC
BJD
BJE
BJP
BJG
BJH
BJI
BJK
BJL
BJM
BJN
BJO
BJP

BJQ
BJR
BJS
BJT
BJU
BJV
BJW
BJX
BJY
BJZ
BKA
BKC
BKD

BKE

BKF
BKG
BKH

BKI

BKJ
BKL
BKM
BKN
BKO
BKP

Be—Continued.
Where shall {or, will) you be'
Will, etc. (See Shall.)

—Will it be -i

Would, etc. (SeeSho'uld.)—You can {or, may) be.
—You can not {or, may not) be.
—You could (09', might) be.
—You could (or, might) not be.
—You had {or, have) been.
—You had {or, have) not been.—Yoii must be.
—You must not be.
—You ought to be.—You ought not to be.
—You shall {or, will) be.'
—You shall {or, will) not be.
—You should (or, would) be.
—You should {or, would) not be.—You were to be.—You were not to be.

By.
—By him (his, her-s, it-s).

—By me (my, mine.

)

—By that {or, this.)

—By the.

—By them (their-s).

—By there.
—By these {or, those).
—By us (our-s).

—By what {or, which).
—By whom {or, whose).
—By you-r-s.

—Me by.
Not by...

-CTU

-CPO

Can {or. May). bke
—Can.
Can, or. Maybe bfg
Can, or. May do {or, be done) blt
Can, or. May do it blu
Can, or. May have bqe
Can, or. May have been. bfh
Can, or. May have done {or, been done)

BLV
Can, or. May have had bqf
Can, or. May he (she, it, or person s or
things indicated)'! btj

Can, or, May he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated) be? btk

Can, or. May he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated) have been? btl

—Can, or. May his (hers, it-s)?

—Can, or. May I (my, mine) ?

—Can, or, May I be ?

Can, or, May I have— some— ? bqg
Can, or. May it be done? BLw

—Can, or. May that {or, this) ?

Can, or. May the ? hue
Can, or, May there be? bpi

—Can, or, May these (or, those) ?

—Can, or. May they (their-s) ?

—Can, or. May they not ?

Can, or. May we (our-s) ?

Can, or, May you-r-s ?

—Can not, or. May not ?

Cannot, or. May not be bfj
Can not, or. May not do {or, be done) .blx
Can not, or. May not do it bly
Cannot, or, May not have bqh

BKQ

BKR

BKS

BKT

BKU

BKV

BKW

Can—Continued.
Can not, or, May not have been bfk
Can not, or. May not have done {or,

been done) blz
Can not, or. May not have had bqi
Cannot, or. May not he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) be ? btm

Can not, or, May not he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indieaied) have been ?

BTN
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) can {or, may) bua
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) can {or, may) be buc
He, She. It {or persons or things indi-

cated) can not {or, may not) bud
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) can not {or, may not) be ..bue
How can {or, may)? ... bxj

—I can {or, may).
I can (or, may) be bpx
lean (or, may) have bri
—I can not {or, may not).

I can not (or, may not) be bfy
I can not (or, may not) have brj

—I shall (or, will) if I can.
I will do it if I can..^ lip'
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) cun {or, may) byd
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) cannot {or, may not) bye
If I can {or, may) bza
If I can not {or, may not) bzc
If it can {or, may) be done bzr
If it can not {or, may not) be done. .Bzs
If they can (or may) cah
If they can not {or, may not) cai
If we can {or, may) _ ...caz
If we can not {or, may not) cba
If you can {or, may) cbs
If you can not {or, may not) cbt
It, etc. (See He.)
It can be bgn
It can {or, may) be done bnk
It can not be _ boo
It can not {or, may not) be done bnl
No, I can not huz
Nothing can {or, could) skb
That, or, This can (o)', may) ckq
That, or, This can {or, may) be-..-CKR
That, or, This can not (or may not) .CKS
That, or, This can not (or, may not)
be cKT

There can {or, may) cmi
There can (or, may) be .' cmj
There can not {or, may not) cmk
There can not {or, may not) be cml

—They can (or, may).
They can (or, may) be bhp
They can (or, may) have bsp

—They can not (or, may not).
They can not (or, may not) be bhq
They can not (or, may not) have ...bsg
—We can {or, may).
We can (or, may) be bih
We can {or, may) have bsn

—We can not {or, may not).
We can not (or, may not) be ...Bij
We can not (or, may not) have BSO
What, or. Which can {or, may)?...cpz
When can {or, may)? CQZ
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CAN-DO.

BKX

BKY

BKZ

BLA
BLC
BLD

BLE
BLF

BLG
BLH
BLI
BLJ

BLK

BLM

Can—Continued.
When I can {or, may) CKM
Where can (or, may)? CSV
Who can (or, may)? CUJ
Why can (or, may)? huf
Why can not {or, may not) cvd
Yes, lean hug

—You £an, {or, may).
You can (or, may) be biy
You can {or, may) have bsy

—You can not {or, may not).

You can not {or, may not) be biz
Yon can not {or, may not) have Bsz

Could {or. Might) bkz
—Could.
Could, or. Might be bfl
Could, or. Might do {or, be done)--BMA
Could, or. Might have bqj
Could, or, Might have been bfm
Could, or. Might have done {or, been
done) .-- BMC

Could, or. Might have had bqk
Could, or, Might he (she, it, orperxon-s
or things indicated) be? bto

Could, or. Might he (she, it, or persons
or thihgs indicated) not be ? btp

—Could, or. Might his (her-s, it-s) ?

—Could, or. Might I (my, mine)?
—Could, or. Might not.
Could, or, Might not be bfn
Could, or, Might not do (or,be done)-BMD
Could , or. Might not have bql
Could, or. Might not have been bfo
Could, or. Might not have done {or, been
done) BME

Could, or. Might not have had bqm
—Could, or. Might that {or, this) ?

—Could, or. Might the ?

Could, or, Might there be ? bfp
—Could, or. Might these {or, those)?
—Could, or. Might they (their-s) ?

—Could, or, Might we (our-s)?
—Could, or. Might you-r-s ?

He, She, It {or persons or things indi-
cated) could {or, might) buf

He, She, It {or persons or things indi-
cated) could {or, might) not bug

How could {or, might)? bxk
—I could (or, might).

I could (or, might) be bfz
I could (or, might) have bek

—I could {or, might) not.

1 could (or, might) not be bga
I could (or, might) not have brl
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) could (or, might) - , byf
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) could, or, might not byg
If I could (or, might) bzd
If I could (or, might) not bze
If they could {or, might) caj
If they could (or, might) not cal
If we could (or, might) cbd
If we could (or, might) not cbe •

If you could (or, might) CBu
If you could (or, might) not cbv
It, etc. (See He.)
It could {or. might) be done bnm
It could (or, might) not be done bno
Nothing could Skb

BLN

BLG

BLP

BLQ

BLR

BLS

BLT
BLU
BLV
BLW
BLX
BLY
BLZ

BMA
BMC

BMD
BME

BMF

BMG
BMH
BMI

BMJ
BMK
BML
BMN
BMO
BMP
BMQ
BMB,

BMS

BMT
BMU
BMV
BMW
BMX

Could—Continued.
She, etc. (See He.)
That, or This could (or, might) Cku
That, or This could (or, might) be. -Cxv
That, or This could (or, might) not be,

CKW
There could (or, might) cmn
There could (

or, might) be CMO
There could {or, might) not be cmp

—They could {or, might).
They could (or, might) be bhr

-^They could (or, might) not.
They could (or, might) not be bhs

—We could (or, might).
We could ()pr, might) be.- bik
—We could {or, might) not.
We could (or, might) not be bim
What, or. Which could (or, might) ?-CQA
When could (or, might)? cea
Where could ( or, might) 1 -J csw
Who could {or, might)? cum
Why could (or, might)? cve
Why could (or, might) not? cvp

—You could {or, might).
You could (or, might) be bja

—You could (or, might) not.
You could (or, might) not be bjc

Do. Dobs. Did. Doing. Done-.-bmf
—Can, or. May do (or, be done).
—Can, or, May do it.

—Can, or, Mayhave done (or, been done).
—Can, or. May it be done?
—Can not, or. May not do (or, be done).
—Can not, or, May not do it.

—Can not, or. May not have done (or,

been done).
—Could, or, Might do (or, be done).
—Could, or. Might have done (or, been

done).
^Could, or. Might not do (or, be done).—Could, or. Might not have done (or, been

done). '

—Do, Does, Did, Doing, Done.
Do, Does, or. Did he (she,.it, or persons
or things indicated) ?.. btq—Do, Does, or. Did his (her-s, it-s)?—Do, Does, or. Did I (my, mine)?

-Do, Does, or, Did not.
Do not let him (her, it, orpersons indi-

cated) have BTR
—Does, or. Did that (or this)?—Do, Does, or. Did the?—Do, Does, or. Did there?—Do, or. Did these (or, those)?—Do, Does, or. Did they (their-s) ?—Do, Does, or. Did we (our-s) ?—Do, Does, or. Did you-r-s?—Had, Has, or. Have done (or, been

done)

.

Had, has, or. Have not done (or, been
done).

•Had, or. Have I done?—Had, or. Have they done?—Had, or. Have we done?—Had, or. Have you done?
Having done.
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) does (do, or, did) buh
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) does (do, or, did) not bui
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DO.

BMY
BMZ
BNA
BNC
BND
BNE
BNF
BNG

BNH
BNI
BNJ

BNK
BNL
BNM
BNO
BNP
BNQ
BNR
BNS
BNT
BNU
BNV

BNW
BNX

Do

—

Continued.
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated)- had (has, or, have) done (or,

is, or, are doing) bul
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) not done
(or, is, or, are not doing) bup

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) should (or, would) do (or, be
done) BVN

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) should (or, would) not do [or,

be done) bvr
How do (does, or, did)? bxl
How do (or, did) you?. bxm
-I do (or, di^.
-I do (or, ai«) not.

-I had (or, have) done.
-I had (or, have) not done.
—I shall (or. will) do.
—I shall (or, will) not do.

—I should (or, would) do.
—I should (or, would) not do.

I will doit if I can lip
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) does (do, or, did) byh
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) does (do, or, did) not ^.byi
If I do (or, did) 1 bzf
If I do (or, did) not- bzg
If I were you I should not do it liq
If it can (or, may) be done bZe
If it can not (or, may not) be done.-BZS
If they do (or, did) cam
If they do (or. did) not can
If we do (or, did) cbf
If we do (or, did) not cbg
If you do (or, did), cbw
If you do (or, did) not CBX

—Is it done?
—Is it not to be done?
—Is it to be done?

It, etc. (See He.)
—It can (or, may) he done.

—It can not (or, may not) be done.

—It could (or, might) be done.

—It could (or, might) not be done.

—It has (or, had) been done.

—It has (or, had) not b^en done.

—It ought to be done.

-It ought not to be done.

—It shall (or, will) be done.

-It shall (or, will) not be done.

—It will do.

May, etc. (See Can.

)

Might, etc. (See Could.)

Must do (or, be done) CEN

Must not do (or, be done)-- cew
Not doing cfp

Not done - cpQ
Not to be done CGi

Oughtl to—do? CHQ
Ought to do (or, be done) .'. chz

—Shall, or. Will do, (or, be done)

.

—Shall, or.Will have done (or, been done).

Shall, or, Will he (she, it, or persons or

things indicated), do (or, be done)?
BWF

Shall, or.Will he (she, it, or,persons or

things indicated), not do (or, be done)?
BWJ

BNY
BNZ

BOA
BOC
BOD
BOE
BOF
BOG

BOH
BOI

BOJ
BOK
BOL
BOM

BON
BOP
BOQ
BOE
BOS
BOT

BOU
BOV

BOW
BOX
BOY
BOZ

Do

—

Continued.
Shall, or. Will not do (or, be done)

.

—Shall, or. Will not have done (or, been
done)

.

Shall, or.Will they do it ?

— Shall, or,Will they not do it ?

—Shall, or,Will you do it ?

—Shall, or.Will you not do it ?

—Should, or.Would do (or, be done).
—Should, or. Would have done (or, been

done).
Should, or.Would he (she, it, orpersons

or things indicated) do (or, be done),
BWO

Should, or,Would he (she, it, orpersons
or things indicated) not do (or, be
done) BWT

—Should, or,Would not do (or, be done).

—Should, or. Would npt have done (or,

been done)

.

—They do (or, did).

—They do (or, did) not.

—They had (or, have) done.
—They had (or,have) not done.
To be done - one
To do --- CNT
—Was, or,Were done (or, doing).

—Was, or,Were not done (or, doing).

—We do (or, did).

—We do (or, did) not.

—We had (or, have) done,

—We had (or, have) not done.
What, or.Which do (does, or, did) ?. .cqb,

What, or,Which does(do, or, did)he (she
it,orperson-sorthingsindicated)1.cqD

What, or,Which do (or, did) they (we,

or,you)? — CQE
What, or.Which shall (or, will)I (or, we)
do? -- --CQL

What, or.Which shall (or, will) they (or,

you) do? CQN
What, or. Which should (or, would) I

(or, we) do? cqr
What, or.Which should (or,would) they

(or.you) do? CQS
When do (does, or, did) ?- Ckb
When does (do, or, did) he (she, it, or,

persons or things indicated) 1—ced
When do (or, did) I (or, wej? ore
When do (or, did) they (or, you) ?- - -Crf
When done with ceg
When shall (or, will) I (they, we, or, you)
do? CEV

When shall (or, will) it be done ?. - -CEX
Where do (does, or, did) ? CSX
Where do (or, did) I (or, we)? ..---. CSY
Where do (or, did) they (or, you) ?. - -CSZ

Who do (does, or, did) ? CUO
Why do (does, or, did)?-- CVG
Why do (does, or, did) not ? .- CVH
Why do (or,did; you? -CVi
Why do (or, did) you not? CVJ
Will, etc. (See Shall.)

—Will it do ?

—Will not do.

Will you doit? owe
Would. (See Should.)

—You do (or, did).

—You do (or, did) not.

—You had (or, have) done.—^You had (or, have) not done.
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FOR—HAD, HAS, HAVE.

BPA
BPC
BPD

BPE
BPF
BPG
BPH
BPI
BPJ
BPK
BPL
BPM

BPN
BPO

BPQ
BPE
BPS
BPT
BPU
BPV
BPW
BPX
BPY
BPZ
BQA

BQC
BQD
BQE

BQF

BQG
BQH

BQI

BQJ

BQK
BQL

Fob BPA
—For.
—For all.

—For him (his, her-s, it-s, or persons or
things indicated).

—For me (my, mine).
—For that [or, this).

—For the.

—For them (their-s).

—For these (or, those).

—For lis (oTir-s).

—For what {or, which).
—For whom, (or, whose).
—For yoTi-r-s.

He, She, It {or persons or things indi-
cated) is (or, are) for bur

Not for CFR
They are for cnm
Was, or,Were for i cop
Where for? cta

From bpn
—From.
—From him (his, her-s, it-s, or persons or

things indicated).
—From me (my, mine).
—From that {or, this).

—From the.

—From them (their-s).

—From there.
—From thi-se {or, those).
—From us (our-s).

—From what {or, which).
—From whence (or, where).
—From whom (or, whose).
—From you-r-s
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) from bus
Not from cfs
They are from bet
Was, or. Were from coq
Where are you from? si

Had, Has, or. Have bqn
—Am, Are, or. Is to have.
—Am, Are, or. Is not to have.
—Can, or, May have.
Can, or. May have been bph
Can, or, May have done {or, been
done) - blv

—Can, or. May have had.
Can, or. May he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated) have been ? btl

—Can, or. May I have—some — ?

—Can not, or. May not have.
Can not, or. May not have been bfk
Can not, or. May not have done (or,been
done) ,BLz—Can not. or. May not have had.

Can not, or. May not he (she, it, or
persons or things indicated) have
been? ... btn

—Could, or. Might have.
Could, or. Might have been bpm
Could, or. Might have done {or, been
done) BMC—Could, or. Might have had.

—Could, or. Might not have.
Could, or. Might not have been bpo
Could, or. Might not have done (or, been
done) BME

BQM

BQN
BQO

BQP

BQR
BQS

BQT
BQU

BQV
BQW
BQX
BQY
BQZ
BRA

BRC
BRD

BRE
BRF

BEG

BRH

Had, Has, or. Have —Continued.
—Could, or. Might not have had.
Do not let him (her, it, or persons
indicated) have btr

—Had, Has, or. Have.
—Had. Has, or. Have any.
Had, Has, or. Have been bfq
Had, Has, or. Have done (or, been
done) bmr

—Had, Has, or. Have had.
Had. Has, or. Have, he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) bts

Had, Has, or. Have, he (she, it, or per-
son-s or things indicated) been _ .btu

Had, Has, or. Have, he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) had - . _btv

Had, Has, or, Hsive. he (she, it, or .per-

sons or things indicated) not btw
Had. Has, or. Have, he (she. it, or per-
sons or things indicated) not been,

BTX
Had. Has, or. Have, he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) not had-BTY

Had, Has, or. Have, his (her-s, it-s).

Had, Has, or, Have, I (my, mine) ?

Had, or. Have I been ? bpe
Had, or. Have I done? bmt—
"Had, or. Have I had ?

—Had, Has, or. Have not. x
Had, Has, or. Have not been bfs
Had, Has, or, Have not done (or, been

done) bms
—Had, Has, or. Have not had.
—Had, Has, or. Have that (or, this).

—Had, Has, or. Have the.—Had, Has, or. Have there.
—Had, or. Have these (or, those) ?

—Had, Has. or. Have they (them, theirs) ?

Had. or. Have they been ? bft
Had, or. Have they done ? bmu

—Had, or. Have they had ?

—Had. Has. or. Have we (our-s)?
Had, or. Have we been bpu
Had, or. Have we done bmv—Had, or. Have we had V

—Had. Has, or. Have you-r-s.
Had, or. Have you been ? bpv
Had, or. Have you done ? bmw

—Had, or. Have you had ?

Having qpi
Having been... bfw
Having done bmx—Having had.
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has. or, have) . buj
He. She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have been)._.BUK
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) done (or, is,

or, are doing) bul
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) had . ..bum
He, She, It (orperson-s or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) not bun
He, She. It (or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) not been.Buo
He, She, It (orperson-s or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) not done (or,
. is, or, are not doing) bup
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) not had.BUQ
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BRI
BRJ
BRK
BRL
BRM

BRN
BRO

BRP
BRQ
BRS
BRT
BRU

BRV

BRW

BRX
BRY
BRZ

BSA

Had, Has, or, KArrE—Continued.
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) should [or, would) have-..BVO
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should {or, would) not have.BVS
How had (has, or, have)? bxn
—I can {or, may) have.
—I can not {or. may not) have.
—I could {or, might) have.
—I could {or, might) not have.
—I had {or, have).

I had (or, have) been bgc
I had {or, have) done ---^ bna*

—I had {or, have) had.
—I had {or, have) not.

I had {or, have) not been bqd
I had (or, have) not done bnc

—I had (or, have) not had.
—I shall {or, will) have.
—I shall {or, will) not have.
—I should {or, would) have.
—I should {or, would) not have.

I should {or, would) have been bgk
I should (or, would) not have been.-BGM
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) .. byj
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have; not byk
If I had {or, have) bzh
If I had {or, have) not bzi

If they had (or, have) . cao
If they had {or, have) not cap
If we had {or, have) cbh
If we had {or, hav3)not cbi

If you had {or, have) cby
If you had {or, have) not cbz
Is, etc. (See Are.

)

It, etc. (See He.)
It has {or, had) been bgp
It has (or,'had) been done bnp
It has {or, had) not been bgq
It has {or, had) not been done bnq
Let him (her, it, or persons or things

indicated) have bwa

—Let them have.
May, etc. (See Can.

)

Might, etc. (See Could.)
Must have -CEO
Miist have been cep
Must have had ceq
Not to be had , cgj

Ought not to have cht
Ought to have cia

—Shall, or. Will have.
Shall, or, "Will have done {or, been done)

BNX
Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons or

things indicated) have ? bwg
Shall, or, Will he (she, it, or persons or

things indicated) not have ? bwk
—Shall, or. Will I have ?

—Shall, or. Will I not have ?

—Shall, or. Will not have.

Shall, or, Will not have done (or, been
done) BNZ

She, etc. (See He.)
—Should, or. Would have.
Should, or, Wouldhave been bhl
Should, or. Would have done {or, been
done) bog

BSC

BSD

BSE

BSF
BSG
BSH

BSI
BSJ

BSK
BSL
BSM

BSN
BSO
BSP

BSQ
BSR

BST
BSU
BSV
BSW
BSX

Had, Has, or, Have—Continued.
•^Should, or. Would have had.

Should, or. Would he (she, it, orpersons
or things indicated) have 1 bwp

Should, or, Would he (she, it,, orperson-s
or things indicated) have been . -BWQ

Should, or,Wouldhe(she, it, orperson-s
or things indicated) not have---Bwu

Should, or. Would he (she, it, persons or
things indicated) not have been ?-bwv

—Should, or. Would not have.
Should, or. Would not have been ?_bhn
Should, or. Would not have done {or,

been done) boi
—Should, or. Would not have had.

That, or. This had (has, or, have).CKX
That, or, This had (has, or, have)been,

OKY
That, or, This had (has, or, have) not
been ckz

There had (has, or, have) CMQ
There had (has, or, have) been cmr
There hadjhas, or, have) not been-CMS
There should (or, would) have been.CNA
There should {or, would) not have been,

, .
ONE

—They can {or, may) have.
^They can not {or, may not) have.
—They had (or, have).
They had {or, have) been.., bht
They had (or, have) done bol
—They had {or, have) had.
—They had {or, have) not.

They had {or, have) not been bhu
They had {or, have) not done bom

—They had {or, have) not had.
—They should {or, would) have.
—They should {or, would) not have.

This, etc. (See That.)
To be had cns
To have cku

—We can {or, may) have.
—We can not {or, may not) have.
—We had {or, have).
We had {'or, have) been bin
We had {or, have) done BOS

—We had {or, have) had.
—We had {or, have) not.

We had {or, have) not been bio
We had {or, have) not done bot

—We had {or, have) not had.
—We shall {or, will) have.
—We shall (or, will) not have.
—We should {or, would) have.
—We should {or, would) not have.
What, or, Which had (has, or, have)?

CQP
What, or. Which shall {or, will) I {or,

we) have? cqm
What, or. Which shall {or, will) they

{or, you) have? CQO
When had (has, or, have)? ._ ckh
When had {or, have) you? CRi
When shall {or, will) I have? crw
When shall (or, will) they {or, you)
have? --.CEZ

When shall {or, will) we have? csa
Where had (has, or, have)?.- ctb
Where shall {or, will) I have? cto
Where shall {oj; will) they {or, you)
have? CTQ
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BSY
BSZ
BTA

BTC
BTD

BTE
BTF
BTG
BTH
BTI

BTJ

BTK

BTL

BTM

BTN

BTO

BTP

BTQ

BTR

BTS

BTU

BTV

BTW

BTX

BTY

BTZ
BUA

BUG

BUD

L

Had, Has, or. Have—Continued.

,
Where shall (or, will) we have ? cte
Which, etc. (See What.)
Who had (has, or, have)? cup
Why had (has, or, have) 1 CVK
Why had (has, or, have) not? CVL
Why had {or, have) yoti? cvm
Why had (or, have) you not?-.. cvn
Will it have? -,cwd
Would, etc. (See Should.)

—You can (or, may) have.
—You can not (or, may not) have.
—You had (or, have).
You had (or, have) been bjd
You had (or, have) done boy

—You had (or, have) had.
—You had (or, have) not.

You had (or, have) not been bje
You had (or, have) not done boz

—You had [or, have) not had.
—Yoti shall (or, will) have.
—You shall (or, will) not have.
—You should (or, would) have.
—You should (or, would) not have.

He BTZ

He, She, It, or. Persons, or. Things.
Are, or, Is, etc. (See Is.)

—Can, or. May he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated) ?

—Can, or, May he (she, it, or persons or
thing s indicated) be ?

—Can, or. May he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated) have been ?

—Can not, or. May not he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) be ?

—Can not, or. May not he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) have been?

—Could, or, Might he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) be ?

—Could, or. Might he (she, it or persons
or things indicated) not be ?

—Do, Does, or. Did he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) 1

—Do not let him (her, it, or persons indi-
cated) have.

For him (his, her-s, it-s, or persons or
things indicated) bpd

From him (his, hers, it-s, or person s
or things indicated) ._ bpo

—Had, Has, or. Have, he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) 1

—Had, Has, or. Have, he (she, it or per-
sons or things indicated) been ?

—Had, Has, or. Have, he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) had ?

—Had, Has, or, Have, he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) not ?

—Had, has, or, Have, he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) not been.

—Had, Has, or, Have, he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) not had ?

—He.
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) can (or, may).
—He, She, It (or persons or thiiigs indi-

cated) can (or, may) be.

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) can not (or. may not).

BUE

BUF

BUG

BUH

BUI

BUJ

BUK

BUL

BUM

BUN

BUG

BUP

BUQ

BUR

BUS

BUT

BUY

BUW
BUX

BUY

BUZ

BVA

BVC

BVD

BVE

bYf

BVG

BVH

BVI

BVJ

BVK

BVJ.

He, She, It—Continued.
—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) can not (or, may not) be.

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) could (or, might).
—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) could (or, might) not.

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) does (do, or, did).

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) does (do, or, did) not.

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) had (has, or, have).

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) h%d (has, or, have) been.

—He, She, It (or person-s or things indi-
cated) had (has, or, have) done (or, is,

or, are doing)

.

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) had (has, or, have) had.

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) had (has, or. have) not.

—He, She, It (or perso^i-s or things indi-
cated) had (has or, have) not been.

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) had (has. or, have) not done
(or, is, or. are not doing).

—He, She, It (or person -s or things indi-
cated) had (has, or. have) not had.

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) is (or, are) for.

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) is (or, are) from.

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) is (or, are).

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) is.(or, are) able to.

.—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) is (or, are) not.

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) is (or, are) not able to.

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) may. (See Can.

)

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) might. (See Could.)—He She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) must.

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) must be.

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) must not.

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) must not be.

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) ought to.

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) ought not to.—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) ought to be.

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) ought not to be.—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) shall (or, will)

.

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) shall (or, will) be.—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) shall (or, will) not.—He, She, It {or persons or things indi-
cated) shall (or, will) not be.—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) should (or, would).
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HE, SHE, IT.

BVM

BVN

BVO

BVP

BVQ

BVR

BVS

BVT

BVU

BVW
BVX

He, She, It— Continued.
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should {or, -would) be.
—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) do (or, be
done).

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) should (or, would) have.

—He, She, It (or persons, or things indi-
cated) should (or, would) not.

—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) should (or, would) not be.

—He, She, It (or persons or, things indi-
cated) should (or, would) not do (or,

be done).
—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) not have.
—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) was (or, were).
—He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) was (or, were) not.

—He, She. It (or persons or things indi-

cated) was (or, were) to be.

—He, She, It (or person s or things indi-

cated) was (or, were) not to be.

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) will, etc. (See Shall.

)

He, She. It (or persons or things indi-

cated) would, etc. (See Should.

)

How is (oi , are) he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated)"! bxo

How shall (or, will) he (she, it, or per-

sons or things indicated)^ -.s^?

If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) can (or, may) byd
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) can not (or, may not)-,---BYE
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) covild (or, might) byf
If he (she. it. or persons or things indi-

cated) could (or, might) not byg
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) does (do, or, did) byh
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) does (do, or, did) not byi

If he (she, it. or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) byj

If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) not. ..byk

If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) -.byl

If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) able to bym
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) is. (or. are) not byn
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) not able to byo

If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) -BYP

If he (she, it, or personsor things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) not byq

If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) byr

If he(she, it, or persons or.thing-s indi-

cated) should (or, would) not bys

If he(she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) was (or, were) byt

If he(she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) was (or, were) not byu
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) will, etc. (-See Shall.

)

BVY

BVZ
BWA

BWC
BWD
BWE

BWF

BWG
BWH
BWI

BWJ

BWK
BWL
BWM
BWN
BWO

BWP

BWQ
BWR

BWS

BWT

BWU
BWV

BWX
BWY

He, She, It—Continued.
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) would, etc. (See Should.

)

—Is, or. Are he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated) 1

—It.
—Let him (her, it, or persons or things

indicated) have.
May he (she, it, etc.)? (See Can.)
Might he (she, it, etc. ) ? (See Could.

)

Must he (she, it, or persons or things
indicated)'!. cek

Ought he (she, it, or persons or things
indicated) to? chn

—Person-s, or, Thing-s indicated.

—Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated)"!

—Shall, or. Will he, (she. it, or persons
or things indicated) be?

—Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) do (or, be done)?

—Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or person-s
or things indicated) have?

—Shall, or. Will he (she, it,. or person-s

or things indicated) not?
Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or person-s

or things indicated) not be?

—Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) not do (or, be
done) ?

—Shalli or. Will he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) not have?

—She.
—Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-

sons or things indicated) 1

—Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-

son-s or thing-s indicated) be?
—Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-

son-s or things indicated) do (or, be
done)?

—Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-

son-s or things indicated) have?
—Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-

son-s or thing-s indicated) have been?
—Should, or. Would he (she, it, er per-

son-s or things indicated) not?

—Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-

sons or thing-s indicated) not be?
—Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-

son-s or things indicated) not do (or,

be done)

?

—Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-

sons or thing-s indiaated) not have?
—Should, or Would he (she, it, orperson-s

or things indicated) not have been?
That he (she, it, or person-s or things
indicated) cla

—Was, or Were he (she, it, orperson-s or

thing-s indicated)^

—Was, or Were he (she, it, orperson-s or
things indicated) not ?

What, or Which does (do, or did) he
(she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated)"! CQD
What, or Which is (or are) he (she, it,

orperson-s or things indicated) ? - _cpx
When does (did, or do) he (she, it, or
person-s or thing-s indicated)'^ crd

Wlien he (she, it, orperson-s or thing-s

indicated) is (or are) - crj
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I—IF.

—Continued.
I shall (or, -will) if I can bks
I shall (or, will) not -CIP
I shall (or, will) not be bgi
I shall (or, will) not do _-.bne
I shall (or, will) not have brs
I should (or, would) cjm
I should (or, would) be bgj
I should (or, would) do. bnp
I should (or, would) have ..brt
I should (or, would) have been bgk
I should (or, would) not - ...CJN
I should (or, would) not be bgl
I should (or, would) not do bng
I should (or, would) not have bru
I should (or, would) not have been.BGM
I was ---COH
I was not coi
I will, etc. (See Shall.

)

I will do it if. I can lip
I would, etc. (See Should.

)

If I (my, mine)- byw
If lam -\ BYX
If I am not byz
If I can (or, may) bza
If I cannot (or, may not)' bzc
If I could (or, might) bzd
If I could (or, might) not bze
If I do (or, did) bzf
If I do (or. did) not bzg
If I had (or, have) bzh
If I had (or, have) not -_.BZi

If I must bzj
If I must not -BZK
If I ought to — --.BZL
If I ought not to BZM
If I shall (or, will) bzn
If Ishall (or, will) not ...bzg

If I should (or, would) bzp
If I should (or, would) not bzq
If I was- -BZT
If I was not Bzu
If I were you I should not do it liq

May, etc. (See Can.

)

Might, etc. (See Could.)
Must I (my, mine)? get

Needl (my,mine)? -.geh

No, I can not Huz
Not I (my.mine) Cfu
Ought I (my, mine)? CHP
Ought I to—do ? CHQ
Shall, or, Will I (my, mine)? CIT

Shall, or, Willi be? bhc
Shall, or. Will I have? brx
Shall, or. Will I not have bry
Should, or, Would I (my, mine) ? --CjQ

That I (my, mine) old

Was, or. Were I (my, mine) ? cos

Was I? COT

Was I not? cou

What, or. Which am I? cpv

What, or. Which shall (or, will) I ? - -CQK

What, or. Which shall (or, will) I (or,

we) do?- -WCV?'^^
What, or. Which shall (or, will) I (or.

We) have? cqm
What, or. Which should (or, would) I

(or, we) do? CQ^

When am I to? CQV

When do (or, did) I (or, we)? ore

When I (my, mine) c^l

BYC

BYD

BYE

BYF

BYG

BYH

BYI

BYJ

BYK

BYL

BYM

BYN

BYO

BYP

BYQ

BYR

.BYS

BYT

BYU

BYV
BYW
BYX
BYZ
BZA
BZC
BZD
BZE
BZF
BZG
BZH
BZI
BZJ
BZK
BZL
BZM
BZN

I

—

Continued.
When I can (or, may) crm
When shall (or, will) I (or, we) ?.-CEU
When shall (or, vrill) 1 have ? crw
When shall (or, will) I (they, we, or, you)
do? -. CRV

Where am I (or, are we)?-- csq
Where do (or, did) I (or, we)? csy
Where I (my, mine) ---CTf
Where I am (or, we are) ctg
Where shall (or. will) I (or, we)? -.CTN
Where shall (or, will) I have ? CTO
Why am I? CUY

If.

Ishall, or, I will if lean , bks
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are). (See Is.)

—If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-
cated) can (or, may).

—If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-
cated) can not (or, may not).

—If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-
cated) could (or. might).

—If he (she, it, or persons or thing s indi-

cated) could (or, might) not.

—If he (she, it, or person s or things indi-

cated) does (do, or, did).

—If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) does (do, or, did) not.

—If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have).
—If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) not.

—If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are).

—If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) able to.

—If he (she, it, or person s or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) not.

—If he (she, it, or person s or thing s indi-

cated) is (or, are) not able to.

—If he (she. it, orpersons or things indi
cated) shall (or, vnll).

—If he (she, it, orperson-s or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) not.

—If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would).
—If he (she, it, orperson-s or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) not.

—If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) was (or, were).
—If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) was (or, were) not.

—If he (his, she, her-s, it-s).

—If I (my, mine).
—If I am.
—If I am not.

—If I can (or, may).
—If I can not (or, may not).

—If I could (or, might).
—If I could (or, might) not.

—If I do (or, did).

—If I do (or, did) not.

—If I had (or, have).
—If I had (or, have) not.

—If I must.
—If I must not.

—If I ought to.

—If I ought not to.

—If I shall (or, will).
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IS-MIGHT.
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MUST—NOT.

CEJ

CEK

CEL

CEM
CEN
CEO
CEP
CEQ
CER

CES
CET
CEU
CEV
CEW
CEX
CEY
CEZ
CFA
CFB
CFD
CFE

CFG

CFH

CFI

CFJ

CFK

CFL

CFM

Must.
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) must BUY
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) vanat he -- -BUZ
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) must not BVA
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) must not be --- BVC
How must? BXP

—I must.
I'must be bge

—I must not.

I must not be bgf
If I must - BZJ
If I must not BZK

—Must be.

—Must do {or, be done).
—Must have.
—Must have been.
—Must have had.
—Must he (she, it, or persons or things

indicated) 1

—Must his (her-s, it-s) ?

—Must I (my, mine) ?

—Must not.

—Must not be.

—Must not do {or, be done).
—Must that {or, this)?
—Must the?
—Must there be?
—Must these {or, those)?
—Must they (their-s) ?

—Must we (our-s)?

—Must you-r-s?
That, or. This must CLI
That, or. This must be clj
That, or. This must not clk
That, or. This must not be «. clm

^They must.
They must be bhv

—They must not.

They must not be bhw
—We must.
We must be bip

—We must not.

We must not be biq
What, or, Which must? cqh
When must? cro
Where must? ._ --.CTI
Who must? CUQ
Why must? _.- cvo

—You must.
You must be bjf
—You must not.
You mustijotbe bjg

Not.
Am I not? - BED
Am, Is, or. Are not beg
Am, Is, or. Are not to be bpd
Am, Is, or. Are not to have bqd
Can, or. May they not? bkm
Can not, or. May not bkp
Can not, or. May not be bfj
Can not, or. May not do {or, be done)BLX
Can not, or, May not do it J bly
Can not, or, May not have - _ _ bqh
Can not, or. May not have been bfk
Can not, or, May not have done {or, been
done) BLz

Not—Continued.
Can not, or. May not have had bqi
Can not, or. May not he (she, it, orper-
sons or things indicated) be? btm

Can not, or. May not he (she, it, or
persons or things indicated) laAve
been? btn

Could, or. Might be (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) not be? btp

Could, or. Might not bld
Could, or. Might not be bfn
Could, or. Might not do (or, bedone)-BMD
Could, or, Might not have bql
Could, or. Might not have been bpo
Could, or, MBght not have done {or, been
done) „--BMC

Could, or. Might not have had bqm
Bo, Does, or. Did not bmi
Do not let him (her, it, or persons or

things indicated) have btr
Had, Has, or. Have, he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) not? --BTW

Had, Has, or. Have, he (she, it, orpersons
or things indicated) not been? --.btx

Had, Has, or. Have, he (she, ii,orperson^s
or things indicated) not had? bty

Had, Has, or. Have not bqu
Had, Has, or. Have not been bfs
Had, Has, or. Have not done (or, been
done) BMS

Had, Has, or. Have not had bqv
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) can not {or, may not) BUD
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) can not {or, may not) be - -BUE
He. She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) could (or, might) not bug
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) does (do, or, did) not bui
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) not bun
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) had(has, or, have) not been.BUO
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) not done {or,
is, or, are not doing; bup

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated)had (has, or. have ) not had - -BUQ

He, She, It {or persons or things indi-
cated) is {or, are) not buw

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) is (or. are) not able to bux

He, She, It, etc., may. (See Can.)
He, She, It, etc., might. (See Could.)
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) must not BVA
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) must not be bvc
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) ought not to _-Bve
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) ought not to be bvg
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) shall {or, will) not -- bvj
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) shall {or. will) not be bvk
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should {or, would) not bvp
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) should {or, would) not be-.BVQ
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NOT.

Not—Continued.
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) should {or, would) not do {or,

be done) : bye
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or,would) nothave.Bvs
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) was {or, were) not Bvu
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) was {or, were) not to be ---Bvx
I am not bei
I can not {or, may not) bkr
I can not {or, may not) be bfy
I can not {or, may not) have brj
I could {or, might) not blm
I could (or, might) not be bga
I could {or, might) not have bel
I do {or, did) not bmz
I had {or, have) not beo
I had {or, have) not been bgd
I had (or, have) not done bnc
I had (or, have)nothad bkp
I must not CEI
I must not be _-BGF
I ought not to __. CHM
I shall {or, wil i not Cip
I shall {or, will) not be bgi
I shall {or, will) not do '_--BNe
I shall {or, will) not have brs
I should (or, would) not cjn
I should {or, would) not be bgl
I should {or, would) not do bng
I should (or, would) not have bru
I should (or, would) not have been. -BGM
I was not -Cqi
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) can not (or, may Aoi) bye
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) could (or, might) not byg
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) Aoes (do, or, did) not byi
If he (she, it, orperson-s or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) not byk
If he (she, it, orperson-s or things indi-

cated)iB (or, are) not byn
If he (she, it, orperson-s or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) not able to byo
If he (she, it, orperson-s or things indi-

cated) shall (or. will) not -— byq
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) should {or, would) not bys
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) was {or, were) not --- byu
If I am not byz
If I can not (or, may not) BZC

If I could (or, might) not - - - bze

If I do {or, did) not bzg
If I had {or, have) not bzi

If I must not— - BZK
If I ought not to BZM
If I shall {or, will) not bzo

If I should (or, would) not bzq

If I was not Bzu

If it can not (or, may not) be done.-BZS

If not -- BZV

If they are not Cag
If they can not (or, may not) cai

If they could (or, might) not cal
If thev did (or, do) not -CAN

If they had (or, have) not-- cap
If they shall (or, will) not car

CFN
CFO
CFP
GFQ
CFR
CFS
OFT
CFU
CFV
CFW
CFX
CFY
CFZ
CGA
CGB
CGD
CGE
CGF
CGH
CGI
CGJ
CGK
CGL

Not—Continued.
If they should (or, would) not cat
If they were not cav
If we are not cay
If we can not {or, may not) ---Cba
If we could (or, might) not CBB
If we do (or, did) not --CBG
If we had {or, have) not _.cbi
If we shall {or, will) not cbk
If we should {or, would) not Obm
If we were not cbo
If you are not cbr
If you can not (or, may not) cbt
If you could {or, might) not cbv
If you do {or, did) not Cbx
If you had (or, have) not Cbz
If you shall (or, will) not cdb
If you should {or, would) not cdf
If you were not cdh
Is, etc. (See Are.

)

It can not be bgo
It can not {or, may not) be done _ _ -Bnl
It could {or, might) not be done-..BNO
It had {or, has) not been done bnq
It ought not to be - bgs
It ought not to be done bns
It shall (or, will) not be bgu
It shall (or, will) not be done bnu
May, etc. (See Can.

)

Might, etc. (See Could.)
Must not CEU
Must not be -.CEV
Must not do (or, be done) CEW
Need not be ---bgz
Not OFM

—Not be (been, being).
—Not by.

—Not doing.
—Not done.
—Not for.

—Not from.
—Not his (her-s, it-s).

—Not I (my, mine).
—Not in.

—Not of.

—Not on.

—Not our-s (us)

.

—Not that (or, this).

—Not the.

—Not there.

—Not these {or, those).
—Not they (their-s).

—Not to.

—Not to be.

—Not to be done.
—Not to be had.
— Not with.
—Not your-s.
Ought not to - ...CHR
Ought not to be chs
Ought not to have cht
Person-s, or, Thii}g-s, etc. (See He.

)

Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated) not ? - . bwh

Shall, or. Will he (she, it, orperson-s or
things indicated) not be 1 --.^.-.bwi

Shall, or. Will he (she, it, orperson-s or
things indicated) not do (or, be done) 1

BWJ
Shall, or. Will he (she, it, orpersons or

s indicated) not have 1 bwk
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NOT.

Not—Continued.
Shall, or. Will I not have 1 bry
Shall, or, Will not.- ciu
Shall, or. Will not be bHD
Shall, or. Will not do (or, be done)lBNY
Shall, or. Will not have bbz
Shall, or. Will not have done (or, been
done) - - -BNZ

Shall, or. Will they not ? ciz
Shall, or. Will they not do it ? boc
Shall, or, Will we not? cjb
Shall, or. Will you not? CJE
Shall, or. Will you not be ? bhj
Shall, or. Will you not do it? boe
Should, or. Would he (she, it, orpersons
or things indicated) not ? _ .bwr

Should, or. Would he (she, it, orpersons
or things indicated) not be ? bws'

Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) not do (or,

be done)? bwt
Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) not have ?

BWU
Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-
son s or things indicated) not have
been? bwv

Should, or, Would not cjr
Should, or. Would not be bhm
Should, or. Would not do (or, be done)

boh
Should, or. Would not have BSD
Should, or. Would not have been.-BHN
Should, or. Would not have done (or,

been done) .-- boi
Should, or. Would not have had bse
That, or. This can not (or, may not)-CKS
That, or, This can not (or, may not) be

CKT
That, or. This could (or, might) not be

CKW
That, or, This had (has, or, have) not
been Ckz

That, or. This is not clf
That it is not clh
That, or, This must not clk
That, or. This must not be clm
That, or. This shall (or, will) not be-CLO
That, or. This should (or, would) not
be _ CLQ

That, or. This was not :cls
There are (or, is) not cmh
There can not (or, may not) cmk
There can not (or, may not) be cml
There could (or, might) not be cmp
There had (has, or, have) not been.cms
There is nothing cmt
There shall (or.'will) not ...CMw
There shall (or, will) not be CMX
There should (or, would) not cnb
There should (or, would) not be .._cnd
There should (or, would) not have been

ONE
There was (or, were) not .-_ cng
They are not bev
They can not (or, may not) bku
They can not (or, may not) be ---BeQ
They can not (or, may not) have -..bsg
They could (or, might) not blo
They could (or, might) not be bhs
They do (or, did) not bok

Not—Continued.
Thev had (or, have) not bsj
They had (or, have) not been bhu
They had (or, have) not done bom
They had (or, have) not had bsk
They must not cfh
They must not be bhw
They ought not to cir
They ought not to be ...bhy
They shall [or, will) not cjg
They shall (or, will) not be bia
They should (or, would) not cjz
They should (or, would) not be bid
They should (or, would) not have._BSM
They were Sot . cok
They were not to be bif
Was, or. Were he (she, it, orpersons or

thing s indicated) not—to? -Bwy
Was I not—to? cou
Was, or Were not-- J cov
Was, or,Were not done (or, doing).bop
We are not--' bex
We can not (or, may not) bkw
We can not (or, may not) be Bij
We can not (or, may not) have bso
We could (or, might) not--! blq
We could (or, might) not be bim
We do (or, did) not bor
We had (or, have) not bse
We had (or, have) not been bio
We had (or, have) not done bot
We had (or, have) not had ---BSt
We must not ^ CFJ
We must not be biq'
We ought not to cih
We shall (or, will) not CJl
We shall (or, will) not be ...bis
We shall (or, will) not have bsv
We should (or, would) not --Ckb
We should (or, would) not be biu
We should (or, would) not have bsx
We were not cpf
We were not to be biw
Were they not ? -_ -CPi
Were we not? cpk
Were you not? cpm
Why are you not? cvb
Why can not (or, may not) ? CVD
Why could (or, might) not? CVF
Why do (does, or, did) not? CVH
Why do (or. did) you not? cvj
Why had (has, or, have) not? cvl
Why had (or, have) you not ? ovn
Why not? cvp
Why shall (or, will) not? cvs
Why should (or, would) not? cvu
You are not bez
You can not (or, may not) bky
You can not (or, may not)be biz
You can not (or, may not) have bsz
You could (or, might) not bls
You could (or, might) not be BJC
You do {or, did) not box
You had (or, have) not btd
You had (or, have) not been bje
You had (or, have) not done _-.boz
You had (or, have) not had bte
You must not qfl
You must not be bjg
You ought not to '. ciK
You ought not to be .". bji
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NOT-SHALL.

CGM
CGN
CGO
CGP
CGQ
CGR
CGS
CGT
CGU
CGV
CGW

CGX
CGY
CGZ
CHA
CHB
CHD
CHE
CHF
CHG
CHI
CHJ

CHK

CHL
CHM

CHN

OHO
CHP
CHQ
CHR
CHS
CHT
CHU
CHV
CHW
CHX
CHY
CHZ

Not—Continued.
Yon shall (or, will) not ojl
You shall [or, will) not be bjl
Yon shall (or, will) not have - . . btg
Yon shonld {or, would) not cke
You should (or, would) not be bjn
You shonld (or, would) not have bti
You were not cpo
You were not to be ....bjp

Op
Not of

—Of.
—Of him (his, hers, it-s).

—Of me (my, mine).
-^Of our-s (us).
—Of that (or, this).
—Of the.

—Of them (their-s).

—Of these (or, those).
—Of what (or, which).
—Of whom (or, whose).
^Of you-r-s.

What, or, Which of the — ?..

. COM
-OFW

-CQI

.CGX
-CPX

On
Not on

—On.
—On him (his, her-s, it-s).

—On me (my, mine).
—On our-s (us).

—On 'that (or, this).

On the.

—On them (their-s).

On these (oj", those).
—On what (or, which).
—On whom (or, whose).
—On you-r-s.

Ought to.

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) ought to bvd

He. She, It, (or persons or things indi-
cated) ought not to bve

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) ought not to be byg

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) ought to be BYP

How ought? -.BXQ
—I ought to.

—I ought not to.

If I ought to ---BZL
If I ought not to -- BZM
It ought not to be bgs
It ought not to be done bns
It ought to be BGR
It ought to be done bnr

—Ought he (she, it or persons or things
indicated) to ?

—Ought his .(her-s, it-s) ?

—Ought I (my, mine) 1

—Ought I to—do ?

—Ought not to.

—Ought not to be.

—Ought not to have.
—Ought that (or, this) ?

—Ought the ?

—Ought these (or, those)?
—Ought they to ?

—Ought to be.

—Ou^ht to do (or, be done).

CIA
CIB
CID
CIB
GIF

CIG
cm

CIJ
CIK

CIL

CIM

cm

CIO

Ought to—Continued.
—Ought to have.
—Ought we (our-s) to ?

—Ought you-r-s to ?

—They ought to.

—They ought not to.

They ought not'tobe bhy
They ought to be bhx—We ought to.

—We ought.not to.

What, or. Which ought to ? cqj
When ought? crp
Where ought?.. otj
Who ought? CUE
Why ought? cvQ

—You ought to.

—You ought not to.

You ought not to be bji
You ought to be bjh

OUR-S-SBLVES CIN—After our-s (us, we).
Are, or. Is our-s, or. Are we ? bem—Before ours (us).

By our-s (us) bjy
Can, or. May we (our-s)? bkn
Could, or. Might we (our-s)? bli
Do, Does, or. Did we (our-s)? bmp
For our-s (us) bpj
From our-s (us) bpw
Had, Has, or, Have we (our-s)? brd
If we (our-s) caw
In ours (us) ..cdl
Is, etc. (See Are.

)

May, etc. (See Can.)
Might, etc. (See Could.)
Must we (our-s)? cpd
Not our-s (us) ...^_ CPY
Of our-s (us) .- CGP
On ours (us).. cha
Ought we (our-s) to? ciB

—Our-s-selves.
Shall, or, Will we (our-s)?... .cja
Should, or. Would we (our-s)? CJW
Than we (our-s) ckj
That we (our-s) CLW
To our-_s (us) COB
Was. or. Were our-s (we)?. ...cpa
When we (our-s) csk
Where we (our-s) cud
Why we (our-s) cvY
Will. etc. (See Shall.)
With our-s (us) '. cwm
Would, etc. (See Should.)

Shall (or Will) cie
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) bvh
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) be bvi
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) not bvj
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) not be .bvk
How shall (or, will) I? bxs
Howshall (or, will)he (she, it, orpersons
or things indicated) 1 bxr

How shall (or, will) we? bxt
How shall (or, will) you? bxu

—I shall (or, will).

I shall (or, will) be ...bgh
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SHALL.

CIP

CIQ

CIE

CIS
CIT

CIU

CIV
CIW

CIX
CIY

CIZ

Shall—Continued.
1 shall (ok, will) do end
I shall {or, will) have beq
I shall (or, will) if I can bks

—I shall (or, will) not.

I shall (or, will) not be bgi
I shall (or, will) not do __- bne
I shall (or, will) not have brs
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) byp
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) not byq
If I shall (or, will) bzn
If I shall (or, will) not bzo
If they shall (or, will) caq
If they shall (or, will) not car
If we shall (or, will) - cbj
If we shall (or, will) not - Cbk
If you shall (or, will) cda
If you shall (or, will) not cdb

—It shall (or," will).

It shall (or, will) be bgt
It shall (or,, will) be done bnt
Itshall(or, will) not be bgtj

It shall (or, will) not be done bnu
—Shall.

Shall, or. Will be bha
Shall, or. Will do (or, be done) bnw
Shall, or, Will have bew
Shall, or. Will have done (or, been done)

BKX
Shall, or, Will he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated) '? bwd

Shall, or,Will he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated) be? bwe

Shall, or. Will he (she, it, orpersons or
things indicated) do (or, be done)?

BWF
Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated) have? bwg

Shall, or. Will he (she, it, orpersons or
things indicated) not ? bwh

Shall, or, Will he (she, it, orpersons or
things indicated) not be? bwi

Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated) not do (or, be done)?

bwj
Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated) not have? bwk

—Shall, or. Will his (hers, its) ?

—Shall, or. Will I (my, mine) ?

Shall, or, Will I be?. bhc
Shall, or, Willi have? brx
Shall, or. Will I not have bry
Shall, or. Will it ? (See He.

)

—Shall, or. Will not.
Shall, or. Will not be bhd
Shall, or, Will not do (or, be done) .buy
Shall, or, Will not have . - brz
Shall, or. Will not have done (or, been
done) --- bnz

Shall, or. Will that (or, this) ?

—Shall, or. Will the?
Shall, or, Will there be? bhe

—Shall, or, Will these (or, those) ?

Shall, or, Will they (their-s) ?

Shall, or, Will they be? bhf
Shall, or. Will they do it ? _ boa

—Shall, or. Will they not?
Shall, or. Will they not do it? boc

CJA

CJB
CJD

CJE

CJF

CJG

CJH

CJI

CJK

CJL

Shall—Contimied.
—Shall, or. Will we (our-s) ?

Shall, or. Will we be? bhq
—Shall, or, Will we not?
—Shall, or. Will you-r-s 1

Shall, or, Will you be ? bhi
Shall, or, Will you do it? bod

—Shall, or. Will you not ?

Shall, or. Will you not be? bhj
Shall, or, Will you not do it? boe
That, or, This shall (or, will) be.--CLN
That, or, This shall (or, will) not be.CLO
There shall (or, will) _ _-CMU
There shall (or, will) be CMV
There shall ^or , will ) not CMW
There shall (or, will) not be ._ cmx

—They shall (or, will).

They shall (or, will) be bhz
—They shall (or, will) not.

They shall (or, will) not be bia
—We shall (or, will).

We shall (or, will) be bir
We shall (or, will) have .- bsu

—We shall (or, will) not.

We shall (or, will) not be bis

We shall (or, will) not have bsv
What, or. Which shall(or, will) I?.-CQK
What, or. Which shall (or, will) I (or,

we) do? CQL
What, or. Which shall (or, will) I (or,

we) have cqm
What, or. Which shall (or, will) you (or,

they) do? oqn
What, or, Which shall (or, will) you (or,

they) have? '. CQO
When shall (or, will)? crq
When shall (or, will) be? CRS
When shall (or, will) he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) ? crt

When shall (or, will) I (or, we)?__.CRTj
When shall (or, will) I have? CRW
When shall (or, will) I (they, we, or, you)
do? JcRV

When shall (or, will) it be done?---CRX
When shall (or, will) they? cry
When shall (or, will) they (or, you)
have? cRZ

When shall (or, will) we have? csa
When shall (or, will) you? CSB
When shall (or, will) you be ? csd
Where shall (or, will)? ctk
Where shall (or, will) be? ctl
Where shall (or, will) he (she, it, or
persons or things indicated)^ ctm

Where shall (or, will) I (or, we)?-__CTN
Where shall (or, will) I have ? OTO
Where shall (or, will) they?-_. ctp
Where shall (or, will) they (or, you)
have? cTQ

Where shall (or, will) we have ? ctr
Where shall (or, will) you? CTS
Where shall (or, will) you be? CTU
Who shall (or, will)? zef
Why shall (or, will)? cvR
Why shall (or, will) not ? cvs—You shall (or, will).
You shall (or, will) be bjk
You shall (or, will) have btf
You shall (or, will) not.
You shall (or, will) not be ...bjl
You shall (or, will) not have btg
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SHE—SHOULD.

CJM

CJN

CJO

She. (See He, She, It) bwl

Should {or, Would) cjo

He, She, It {or persons or things indi-
cated) should {or, -woulcl) bvl

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) should {or, would) be bvm

He, She, It, {or persons or things indi-
cated) should {or, would) do {or, be
done) BVN

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) should (or, would) have.. -BVO

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) should {or, would) not Bvp

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) not be -Bvq
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) not do (or,

be done) bvr
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or,would) not have.BVS
How should (or, would)? Bxv
—I should (or, would).

I should (or, would) be bgj
I should (or, would) do bnp
I should (or, would) have bet
I should {or, would) have been bgk
—I should (or, would) not.

I should (or, would) not be bgl
I should (or, would) not do bng
I should (or, would) not have bru
I should (or, would) not have been.BOM
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) byr
If he {she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) not Bvs
If I should (or, would) bzp
If I should (or. would) not bzq
If I were you I should not do it . . - liq

If they should ( or, would) - - - cas
If they should (or, would) not cat
If we should (or, would) cbl
If we should (or, would) not cbm
If you should (or, would) cde
If you should (or, would) not cdf
It, etc. (See He, She, It.)

She, etc. (See He, She, It.)

-Should (or, Would).
Should, or. Would be bhk
Should, or Would do {or, be done).BOF

Should, or. Would have bsa

Should, or, Would have been bhl
Should, or, Would have done (or, been

done) - BOG
Should, or. Would have had bsc

Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-

sons or things indicated)'! bwm
Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-

sons or things indicated) be?-. _bwn
Should, or. Would he (she. it, or per-

sons or things indicated) do (or, be

done)? Bwo
Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-

sons or things indicated) have-.BWP
Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-

sons or things indicated) have been?
BWQ

Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-

sons or things indicated) not?--BWR

CJP
CJQ
CJR

CJS
CJT

CJU
CJV
CJW
CJX

CJY

CJZ

CKA

CKB

CKD

CKE

Should—Continued.
Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) not be ?-BWS

Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated,) not do (or,

be done)? bwt
Should, or. Would he (she. it, or per-

scm-s or things indicated) not have ?

BWU
Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) not have
been? bwv

Should', or, Would his (her-s, it-s) ?

Should, or. Would I (my, mine)?
Should, or. Would not.

Should, or. Would not be bhk
Should, or. Would not do (or, be done),

BOH
Should, or. Would not have bsd
Should, or. Would not have been _-Bhn
Should, or. Would not have done (or,

been done) Boi
Should, 01% Would not have had.... bse
-Should, or. Would that (or, this)?

—Should, or, Would the?
Should, or^ Would there be?. bho
Should, or. Would these (or, those) ?

—Should, or. Would they (4heir-s)?

—Should, or. Would we (our-s)?

—Should, or. Would you-r-s ?

That, or. This should (or, would)be-CLP
That, or, This should (or, would) not be

CLQ
There should (or, would) . - --CMT
There should (or, would) be. CMZ
There should (or, would) have been.CNA
There should (or, would) not cnb
There should (or, would) not be CND
There should (or, would) not have been

ONE
—They should (or, would).
They should (or, would) be bic

They should (or, would) have bsl
—They should (or, would) not.

They should.(or, would) not be bh)

They should (or, would) not have, -,bsm
—We should (oj-, would).
We should (or, would) be bit

We should (or, would) have bsw
—We should (or, would) not.

We should (or, would) not be biu
We should (or, would) not have bsx
What, or.Which should(or, would)? cqp
What, or.Which should {or, would) I (or

we) do? CQR
What, or.Which should (or, would) you

(or, they) do? cqs
When should (or, would)? CSE
Where should (or, would)? CTV
Where should (or, would) the— ?--OTW
Where should {or, would) they (their-s) ?

CTX
Who should (or,would)? cuv
Why should (or, would)? Ovt
Why should (or, would) not? cvu

—You should [or, would).
You should (or, would) be bjm
You should (or, would) have bth

—You should (or, would) not.

You should (or, would) not be bjn
You should (or, would) not have.—bti

76564—09-
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THAN—THERE.

CKF
CKG
CKH
OKI
CKJ
CKL
CKM

CKN
CKO

CKP
CKQ
CKR
CKS
CKT
CKU
CKV
CKW
CKX
CKY
CKZ
CLA

CLE
OLD
CLE
CLF
CLG
CLH
CLI
OLJ
CLK
CLM
CLN
CLO
CLP
CLCJ
CLR
CLS
CLT
CLU
CLV
CLW
CLX
CLY
CLZ
CMA

Than : ckf
—Than.
—Than the.

—Thau these (or, those).

-r-Than they (their-s).

—Than we (our-s).

—Than which (or, what).
—Than you-r-s.

That .-.ckp (or, This cma)
—After that (or, this).

—Before that (or, this).

By that (or, this) J

_

bjt
Can, or. May that (or, this) ? bki
Could, or, Might that (or, this)? ble
Does, or. Did that (or, this) ? bmj
For that (or, ttis) _• bpf
From that (or, this) bpr
Had, Has, or. Have that (or, this) BQW
If that (or, this) bzx
In that (or, this) cdm
Is that (or, this) CDV
May, etc. (See Can.

)

Might, etc. (See Could.

)

Must that (or, this)? CEX
Not that (or, this) _CFZ
Of that (or,thi8) CGQ
On that (or, this)-- chb
Ought that (or, this)? chu
Shall, or,Will that (or, this) ? civ
Should, or,Would that (or, this) ? cjs

—That.
That, or. This can (or, may).
That, or. This can (or, may) be.—That,,or, This can not (or, may not).—That, or. This can not (or, may not) be.—That, or. This could (or, might).
—That, or. This could (or, might) be.—That, or. This could (or, might) not be.—That, or. This had (has, or, have).
—That, or. This had (has, or, have) been.—That, or. This had (has, or, have)notbeen.
—That he (she, it, or, persons or things

indicated).
—That his (her-s, it-s).

—That I (my, mine).
—That, or. This is.

—That, or. This is not.
—That it is.

—That it is not.
—That, or, This must.
—That, or, This must be.

That, or. This must not.
—That, or, This must not be.

That, or. This shall (or, will) be.
—That, or. This shall (or, will) not be.
—That, or, This should (or, would) be.

That, or. This should (or, would) not be—That, or. This was.
That, or, This was not.
That the.

—That these (or, those).
That they (their-s).

—That we (our-s).

That which (or, what).
That with.

—That you-r-s.

This.
To that (or, this)-- coa
Was that (or, this)-- coz
With that (or, this) cwj

CMB
CMD

CME

CMF
CMG
CMH
CMI
CMJ
CMK
CML
CMN
CMO
CMP
CMQ
CMR
CMS
CMT
CMU
CMV
CMW
CMX
CMY

The -- --- CME
—After the —

.

—And the —

.

Are, or, Is the —.-- - ben
Be the — bpe
By the— -- --- bju
Can, or. May the — ? hue
Could, or, Might the— ? blf
Do, Does, or. Did the — ? bmk
For the — bpg
From the — bps
Had, Has, or. Have the — bqx
If the— BZY
In the— CDN
Is, etc. (See Are.)
May, etc. (See Can.)
Might, etc. (See Could.)
Must the — ? CET
Not the — -- CGA
Of the — CGE
On the — CHD
Ought the — ? •_ chv
Shall, or. Will the — ? ciw
Should, or. Would the — ? cjt
Then the— ckg
That the — CLT

-The.
To the — CNX
Was, or. Were the— cow
What, or, Which of the— ? CQi
When the— CSP
Where should (or, would) the — ? .CTw
Where the — cty
Will, etc. (See Shall.)
With the— cwi
Would, etc. (See Should.)

Them. Their-s. (See They) cnl

There cmf
Are, or, Isthere^any? bep
By there ". bjw
Can, or, May there be bfi
Could, or. Might there be ? bfp
Do, Does, or. Did there? bml
From there bpu
Had, Has, or. Have there. --BQy
If there. cab
Must there be? cez
Not there cgb

,
Shall, or, Will there be ? bhe
Should, or, Would there be ? bho

—There.
—There are (or, is).

—There are (or, is) not.
There can (or, may).
—There can (or, may) be.
—There can not {or, may not).—There can not (or, may not) be.
—There could (or, might).
There could (or, might) be.

—There could (or, might) not be.
•There had (has, or, have).
There had (has, or, have) been.
There had (has, or, have) not been.
There is nothing.
There shall (or, will).
There shall (or, will) be.

—There shall (w, will) not.
There shall (or, will) not be.—There should (or, would).
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THERE—THEY.

CMZ
CNA
CNB
CND
CNE
CNF
CNG

CNH

CNI

CNJ

CNK

There—Cmitinued.
—There should (or, would) he.
—There should (or,.would) have been.
—There should (or, would) not.
—There should (or, would) not be.
—There should (or, would) not have been.
—There was (or, were).
—There was (or, were) not.
Was, or, Were there? cox

These. Those _ cni
—After these (or, those).
Are these (or, those) beq
By these (or, those) ._ bjx
Can, or. May these (or, those) ? bkj
Could, or, Might these (or, those) ?-Blg
Do, or, Did these (or, those)? bmn
For these (or, those) bpi
From these (or, those) bpv
Had, or. Have these (or, those) ? . . -BQZ
If these (or, those) cad
In these (or, those) Cdp
May, etc. (See Can.)
Might, etc. (See Could.)
Must these (or, those)? cpa
Not these (or, those) cgd
Of these (or, those) CGT
On these (or, those) chp
Ought these (or, those)? CHW
Shall, or. Will these (or, those)? ...cix
Should, or. Would these (or, those)? -CJU
Than these (or, those) ^okh
That these (or, those) clu

—These, Those.
To these (or, those) Cnz
Were these (or, those) cpg
When these (or, those) CSG
Will, etc. (See Shall.)

With these (or, those) cwl
Would, etc. (See Should.)

They. Them. Thehis cnl
—After they (them, theirs).

Are, or. Is thetr-s, or. Are they? ._-Beo

—Before them (their-s, they).

By them (their-s) ^ .'....bjv

Can, or. May they (their-s)?- bkl
Can, or. May they not? bkm
Could, or. Might they (their-s)? blh
Do, Does, or. Did they (theirs)? bmo
For them (their-s) bph
From them (their-s) --Bpt

Had,Has, or,Havethey(them, their-s)BRA
Had, or , Have they been ? bft
Had, or. Have they done ? - - - -bmu
Had, or, Have they had? -.- bec
How are they? bxh
How will they?- bxy
If they (their-s) cae

If they are cap
If they are not cag
If they can (or, may) cah
If they can not (or, may not) Cai

If they could (or. might) caj

If they could (or, might) not cal
If they do (or, did) - CAM
If they do (or, did) not can
If they had (or, have) cao
If they had (or, have) not cap
If they shall (or, will) -Caq

If they shall (or, vidll) not CAR

CNL
CNM

They— Continued.
If they should (or, would) gas
If they should (or, would) not cat
If they were cau
If they were not- - oav
In them (their-s) -- cdo
Is, etc. (See Are.

)

Let them be bgw
Let them have brv
Most of them -- sax
Must they (their-s)? cfb
Not they (their-s) cgb
Of them (their-s) -..cos
On them (their-s) chE
Ought they to? - cnx
Shall, or. Will they (their-s) ? CIY
Shall, or. Will they be? bhf
Shall, or. Will they do it ? boa
Shall, or, Willtheynot? ciz

Shall, or, Will they not do it? boo
Should, or, Would they (their-s) ?.-CJV
Then they (their-s) ---OKI
That they (their-s) clv

—They. Them. Their-s.

—They are for.

They are from... bet
They are beu
They are not bev
They can (or, may) -BKT
They can (or, may) be bhp
They can (or, may) have bsp
They can not (or, may not) --BKU
They can not (or, may not) be bhq
They can not (or, may not) have---BSG
They could (or, might) bln
They could (or, might) be bhr
They could (or, might) not BLO
They could (or, might) not be bhs
They do (or, did) boj
They do (or,did) not bok
They had (or, have)--- bsh
They had(or, have) been bht
They had (or, have) done bol
They had (or, have) had bsi

They had (or, have) not bsj
They had (or, have) not been bhu
They had (or, have) not done bom
They had (or, have) not had bsk
They must cpg
They must be .- bhv
They mu^t not Cph
They must not be bhw
They ought to CIE

They ought not to eip

They ought to be -—bhx
They ousht not to be / bhy
They shall (or, will) CJP
They shall (or, will) be bhz
They shall (or, will) not CJG
They shall (or, will) not be bia
They should (or, would) cjy
They should (or, would) be bio
They should (or, would) have bsl
They should (or, would) not cjz
They should (or; would) not be bid

They should (or. would) not have. --BSM
They were,.. coj
They were not.. cok
They were to be. .. -- - bie

They were not to be bip

To them (their-s) cny
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THEY—WAS.

CNO
CNP
CNQ
CNR
CNS
CNT
CNU
CNV
CNW
CNX
CNY
CNZ
COA
COB
COD
COE
COF

COG

They—Continued.
Was, or, Weretbey (their-s) coy
Were they? cph
Were they not? CPi
What, or. Which do {or, did) they (we,

or, you) ? -- CQE
What, or, Which shall (or, will) they

{or, you) do? cqn
What, or. Which shall {or, will) they

{or, you) have--- CQO
What, or, Which should {or, would) they

{or, you) do? CQS
When do {or, did) they (or, you) ?..crf
When shall (or, will) I (they, we, or, you)
do? CRV

When shall {or, will) they ? cry
When shall {or, will) they {or, you)
have? CRZ

When they (their-s) CSH
When they are. CSI
Where are they ? CST
Where do {or, did) they {or, you) ?--CSZ
Where shall {or, will) they ?- - ctp
Where shall {or, will) they (or, you)
have ? 1 CTQ

Where should (or, would) they (their-s) ?

CTX
Where they (their-s) ctz
Where they are cua
Why they (their-s) ? cvw
With them (their-s) _cwk

This. (See That) cma

Those. (See These) cni

To — -CNO
Am I to? BEP
Am, Is, or. Are to beh

-To.
—To be.

—To be at.

—To be done.
—To be had

.

—To do.

—To have.
—To him (his, her-s, it-s).

—To me (my, mine).
—To the.

—To them (their-s).

—To these (oi; those).
—To this (or, that).

—To us.(our-s).

To which (or, what).
To whom (or, whose).

—To you-r-s.

Me to cef
Not to CGF
Not to be CGH
Not to be done -.CGI
Not to be had ' cgj

Us. (See Ours. )

Was {or, Webte) com
He, She, It (or persons or things-s in-

dicated) was (or, were) bvt
He, She, It (or persons or things in-

dicated) was (or, were) to be bvw
He, She, It (or persons or thing s in-

dicated) was (or, were) not Bvu

COH
COI

COJ
COK

COM

COP
COQ

COR
COS
COT
COU
COV

COW
COX
COY
COZ

CPA
CPB
CPD
CPE
CPF

CPG
CPH
CPI
CPJ
CPK
CPL
CPM

CPN
CPO

Was—Continued.
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) was (or, were) not to be.-BVX
How was (or, were) ? bxw

—I was.
—I was not.

If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) was (or, were) byt
If he(she, it, or person-s or things indi

eated) was(o?-, were)not byu
If I was bzt
If I was not Bztj

If they were cau
If they were not cav
If we were cbn
If we were not cbo
If you were cdg
If you were not cdh
That, or, This was clr
That, or. This was not CLS
There was(or, were) -_ cnf
There was (or, were)not cng

—They were.
—They were not.
They were not to be bif
They were to be bie

—Was, or. Were.
Was, or. Were done {01; doing) bon

—Was, or. Were for.

—Was, or. Were from.
Was, or. Were he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated) ?. bwx

Was, or. Were he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated) not ? bwy

—Was, or, Were his (her-s, it-s)?

—Was, or, Were I (my, mine)?
—Was I?
—Was I not ?

—Was, or, Were not.
Was, or. Were not done (or, doing) . -BOP

—Was, or. Were the.

—Was, or, Were there.
—Was, or. Were they (their-s).

—Was this (or, that).
Was, or, Were to be big

—Was, or. Were our-s (we)?
—Was, or, Were with.
—Was, or. Were you-r s.

—We were.
—We were not.
We were to be-.. biv
We were not to be biw

—Were these (or, those).
—Were they ?

—Were they not ?

—Were we ?

—Were we not ?

—Were you ?

—Were you not ?

What, or, Which was (or, were)?...CQT
When was (or, were)? csj
Where was (or, were)? cub
Who was (or, were)? cuw
Why was (or, were)? cvx
Why were you? ovz

—You were.
—You were not.
You were to be .- bjo
You were not to be bjp
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WE—WHAT.

CPQ

We. (See aZso Ours) cpq
After we (our-s, us) -".V.V-.cil
Are, or, Is our-s, or, Are we? bem
Can, or. May we (our-s)? bkn
Could, or. Might we (our-s) ? bli
Do, Does, or. Did we (our-s)? bmp
Had, Has, or, Have we (our-s)? brd
Had, or. Have we been? -.bfu
Had, or, Have we done? bmv
Had, or. Have we had? bee
How shall {or, will) we ? bxt
If we (our-s) caw
If we are _.. cax
If we are not cay
If we can (or, may) caz
If we can not (or. may not) cba
If we could (or, might) cbd
If we could {or, might) not cbe
If we do {or, did) .-. cbf
If we do {or, did) not ---CB«
If we had {or, have) cbh
If we had {or, have) not cbi
If we shall {or, will) cbj
If we shall {or, will) not cbk
If we should {or, would) cbl
If we should {or, would) not cbm
If we were cbn
If we were not cbo
May, etc. (See Can.

)

Might, etc. (See Could.)
Must we (our-s)? cpd
Ought we (our-s) to? cib
Shall, or, Will we (our-s)? cja
Shall, or, Will we be? bhg
Shall, or. Will we not? cjb
Should, or. Would we (our-s)? cjw
Than we (our-s) ckj
That we (our-s) ^ CLW
Was, or. Were our-s (we)? cpa

—We.
We are bew
We are not , hex
We can {or, may) bkv
We can {or, may) be bih
We can {or, may) have bsn
We can not {or, may not) - - . .bkw
We can not {or, may not) be bij
We can not {or, may not) have bso
We could (or, might)' blp
We could {or, might) be bik
We could {or, might) not blq
We could {or, might) not be -Bim
We do {or, did).. boq
We do {or, did) not bor
We had {or, have) bsp
We had {or, have) been bin
We had (or, have) done - bos
We had {or, have) had bsq
We had {or, have) not bsr
We had {or, have) not been bio
We had {or, have) not done bot
We had {or. have) not had -.bst
We may, etc. (See Can.

)

We might, etc. (See Could.

)

We must CPi
We must be bip
We must not cfj
We must not be -^ biq
We ought to -CIG
We ought not to cm
We shall (or, will) -.cjh

CPR

OPS
CPT

CPU
CPV
CPW
CPX

CPY
CPZ
CQA
CQB
CQD

We—Continued.
We shall {or, will) be --.bir
We shall {or, will) have .bsu
We shall {or, will) not CJI
We shall (or, will) not be bis
We shall (or, will) not have --.bsv
We should (or, would) cka
We should (or, would) be .- bit
We should (or, would) have bsw
We should (or, would) not ckb
We should (or, would) not be biu
We should (or, would) Viot have bsx
We were cpe
We were not cpf
We were not to be biw
We were to be biv
—We who.
Were we? cpj
Were we not? cpk
What, or. Which do (or, did) they (we,

or, you)? - OQE
What, or. Which shall (or, will) I (or,

we) do? CQL
What, or, Which shall (or, will) I (or,

we) have? cqm
What, or, Which should (or, would) I

(or, we) do? --- cqr
When are we? -CQX
When do (or, did) I (or, we)? ore
When shall (or, will) I (or, we)? ---CRU
When shall (or, will) I (they, we, or,

you) do? CRV
When shall (or, will) we have? csa
When we (our-s) CSK
When we are csl
Where am I (or, are we)? CSQ
Where do (or, did) I (or. we)? OSY
Where I am {or, we are) ctg
Where shall (or, will) I (or, we)?---CTN
Where shall (or, will) we have? ctr
Where we (our-s) .cud
Why we (our-s) cvy
Will, etc. (See Shall.)

Would, etc. (See Should.)

Were. (See Was) com

What cpu (or. Which cuo)
—After what (or, which).
—Before what (or, which).
By what (or, which) bjz
For what (or, which) bpk
Prom what (or, which) bpx
Of what (or, which) cau
On what (or, which) ohg
Than what (or, which) ckl
That what (or, which) clx
To what (or, which) .. cod

—What.
—What, or, Which am I?

What, or. Which are (or, is)?

—What, or, Which are (or, is) he (she, it

or persons or things indicated)"?

—What, or. Which are (or, is) you-r-s?
What, or. Which can (or, may)?

—What, or. Which could (or, might)?
What, or. Which do (does, or, did)?
What, or. Which does (do, or, did) he

(she, it, or persons or things indi-
cated)'!
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WHAT—WHICH.

CQE

CQF

CQG

CQH
CQI
CQJ
CQK
C.QL

CQM

CQN

CQO

CQP
CQR

CQS

CQT

CQU
CQV
CQW
CQX
CQY
CQZ
CRA
CRB
CRD

CRB
CRF
CRG
CRH
CRI
CRJ

CRK
CRL
CRM

CRN"

CRO
CRP
CRQ
CRS
CRT

CRU
CRV

CRW
CRX
CRY
CRZ

What—Continued.
—What, (or, Which do (or, did) they (we,

or, you)?
—What, or, Which had (has, or, have)?
What, or, Which is? {See Are.

)

—What, or, Which is it?

What, or. Which may? {See Can.

)

What, or, Which might? {See Could.)—^What, or. Which must?
—What, or. Which of the — ?

—What, or. Which ought to?
—What.'oj-, Which shall {or, will)—I?
—What, or. Which shall {or, will) I {or,

we) do?
—What, or, Which shall {or, will) I {or,

we) have?
—What, or. Which shall {or, will) they

{or, you) do?
—What, or. Which shall {or, will) they

{or, you) have?
—What, or. Which should {or, would)?
—What, or. Which should {or, would) I

{or, we) do?
—What, or. Which should {or, would)

they {or, you) do?
—What, or. Which was {or, were)?
What, or. Which will? (See Shall.)
What, or. Which would? (See Should.

)

Which i CUG
With what {or, which)? own

When cQU
—When.
—When am I to?
—When are {or, is)?

—When are we?
—When are you?
—When can (or. may)?
—When could {or, might)?
—When do (does, or, did) ?

—When does (do, or, did) he (she, it, or
persons or things indicated)?

—When do {or, did) I {or, we)?
—When do {or, did) they {or, you)?
—When done—with.
—When had (has, or, have)?
—When had {or, have) y..u?
—When he (she, it, or persons or things

indicated) is {or, are).

—When his (her-s, it-s).

—When I (my, mine).
—When I can {or, may).
When is? (See Are.)—^When is {or, are) he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated)?

When may, etc. ? {See Can.

)

When might, etc. ? (See Could.

)

—When must?
—When ought?
—When shall {or, will)?

—When shall {or, will) be?
—When shall {or, will) he (she, it, or per-

sons or things indicated)?
—When shall {or, will) I {or, we)?
—When shall {or, will) I (they, we, or,

you) do?
—When shall {or, will) I have?
—When shall {or, will) it be done?
—When shall {or, will) they?
—When shall {or, will) they {or, you)

have? '

CSA
CSB
CSD
CSE
CSF
CSG
CSH
CSI
CFJ
CSK
CSL

CSM
CSN

cso
CSP
CSQ
CSR
CST

CSU
CSV
CSW
CSX
CSY
CSZ
CTA
CTB
CTD

CTE
CTF
CTG
CTH

CTI
CTJ
CTK
CTL
CTM

CTN
CTO
CTP
CTQ

CTR
CTS
CTU
crv
CTW
CTX
CTY
CTZ
CCJA
CUB
CUD

CUE
CUF

CUG

When—Continued.
—When shall {or, will) we have?
—When shall {or, will) you?
—When shall {or, will) you be?
—When should {or, wonld)^
—When the—

.

—When these (or, those).

—When they (their-s).

—When they are.

—When was {or, were)?
—When we (our-s).

—When we are.

When will, etc. ? (See Shall.

)

When would, etc. ? (See Should.

)

—When you-J-s.

—When you are.

Where cso
From whence {or, where) bpy
•Where.
Whereabouts.
—Where am I {or, are we)?
-Where are {or, is)?

-Where are they?
Where are you from?.-.^ si

-Where are you going?
-Where can {or, may)?
—Where could {or, might)?
-Where do (does, or, did)?
-Where do {or, did) I {or, we)?
—Where do {or, did) they {or, you)?
-Where for?
-Where had (has, or, have)?
—Where he (she, it, or persons or thing s

indicated) is {or, are).

-Where his (her-s, its).

—Where I (my, mine).
—Where I am {or, we are).
—Where is {or, are) he (she, it, or per.

sons or things indicated)?
Where is, etc. ? (See Are.

)

Where may, etc. ? (See Can.

)

Where might, etc. ? (See Could.

)

—Where must?
—Where ought?
—Where shall {or, will)?
—Where shall {or, will) be?
—Where shall {or, will) he (she, it, orper-

sons or things indicated)?
—Where shall {or, will) I {or, we)?
—Where shall (or, will) I have?
—Where shall (or, will) they?
-Where shall (or, will) they (or, you)

have?
Where shall (or, will) we have?
Where shall (or, will) you?

—Where shall (or, will) you be?
—Where should (or, would)?
—Where should {or, would) the—

?

—Where should (or, would) they (their-s)?—Where the.
—Where they (their-s).—Where they are.
Where was (or, were) ?

-Where we (our-s).
Where we are -- ctg
-Where you-r-s.
-Where you are.

Which. (See What.)
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WHO—YOU.

CUH
GUI
CUJ
CUM
CUO
CUP

CUQ
CUR

CUV
CUW

CUX
CUY
CUZ
CVA
CVB

CVD
CVE
CVF
CVG
OVH
CVt
CVJ
CVK
CVL
CVM
CVN

cvo
CVP
CVQ
CVR
CVS
CVT
CVU
CVW
CVX
CVY
CVZ

CWA

CWB

Who. Whom cuh
By whom (or, whose) bka
For whom (or, whose) -.. bpl
From whom (or, whose) bpz
Of whom (or, whose) -_ cGV
On whom (or, whose)-.- chi
To whom (or, whose) -. --coe
Wewho .-- oPB

—Who. Whom.
—Who are (or, is)?
—Who can (or, may) ?

—Who could (or, might) f

—Who do (does, or, did) ?

—Who had (has, or, have)?
Who is, etc. ? (See Are.

)

Who may, etc.? (See Can.)
Who might, etc.? (See Could.)

—Who must?
—Who ought?
Who shall (or, will)? zep'

—Who should (or, wotild) ?

—Who was (or, were)?
Who will, etc. ? (See Shall.

)

Who would, etc. ? (See Should.

)

Whose? ZDU
With whom (or, whose)? cwo

Why --- CUX
—Why?
—Why am I?
—Why are (or, is) ?

—Why are you?
—Why are you not?
Why can (or, may)? hup
—Why can not (or, may not)?
—Why could (or, might)?
—Why could (or, might) not ?

—Why do (does, or, did) ?

—Why do (does, or, did) not ?

—Why do (or, did) you ?

—Why do (or, did) you not ?—^Why had (has, or, have)?
—Why had (has, or, have) not ?

—AVhy had (or, have) you ?

—Why had (or; have) you not ?

Why is, etc. ? (See Are.

)

Why may, etc.? (See Can.)

Why might, etc. ? (See Could.

)

—^Why must ?

—Why not ?

—Why ought ?

—Why shall (or, will)?

—Why shall (or, will) not ?

—Why should (or, would) ?

—Why should (or, would) not ?

—Why they (their-s)?

—Why was (or, were)?
—Why we (our-s).

—Why were you ?

Why will, etc. ? (See Shall.

)

Why would, etc. ? (See Should.

)

—Why you-r-s.

Will. (See Shall.)
How will they?— - bxy
It will do - - BNV
Will - CWB
Will it be ? - BIX

Will it do? BOU

CWD

OWE

CWF
CWG
CWH
CWI
CWJ
CWK
CWL
OWM
OWN
CWO
CWP

CWE

cws

Will Continued.
—Will it have ?

Will not - ciu
Will not do BOV

—Will you do it ?

With -- - cwp
Are, or. Is with— bee
Me with CEG
Not with CGK
That with cly
Was, or. Were with— cpb
When done^with org

—With.
—With him (his, her-s, it-s).

—With me (my, mine).
—With the.

—With that (or, this).

—With them (their-s).

—With these (or, those).
—With us (our-s).

—With what (or, which).
—With whom (or, whose).
—With you-r-s.

Would. (See Should) -Cjo

YoU-R-S -CWT
—After you-r-s.

A.re, or. Is, you-r-s bes
—Before you-r-s.

By you-r-s bko
Can, or. May you-r-s? -BKO
Could, or, Might you-r-s ? blj
Do, Does, or, Did you-r-s? bmq
For you-r-s - -_bpm
From you-r-s bqa
Had, Has, or. Have you-r-s? brp
Had, or. Have you been? bfv
Had, or. Have you done? bmw
Had, or. Have you had? brg
How are you? - BXl
How do (or, did) you? bxm
How shall (or, will) you ? ._- -BXU
If you-r-8 CBP
If you are CBQ
If you are not cbr
If you can (or, may) Cbs
If you can not (or, may not) - - cbt
If you could (or, might) cbu
If you could ( or, might not ) - Obv
If you do (or, did) CBw
If you do (or, did) not cbx
If you had (or, have) cby
If you had (or,have)not cbz
If you shall (or, will) Oda
If you shall (or, will) not cdb
If you should (or, would) cde
If you should (or, would) not cdp
If you were -- cdg
If you were not cdh
In your-s Cdr
Is, etc. (See Are.

)

May, etc. (See Can.)
Might, etc. (See Could.)
Must you-r-s? cpe
Not you-r-s --- —-CGL
Of you-r-s CGW-
On you-r-s chj
Ought you-r-s to? cid
Shall, or. Will you-r-s?-— cjd
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YOU.

YoD

—

Continusd.
Shall, or, Will you be ?. BHI
Shall, or, Will you do it?-- bod
Shall, or, Will you not ? cje
Shall, or, Will you not be? Bflj

Shall, or, Will you not do it? boe
Should, or. Would you-r-s? CJX
Than you-r-s -- -__ckm
That you-r-s -- --CLZ
To you-r-s --COF
Was, or. Were you-r-s cpd
Were you? cpl
Were you not? cpm
What, or. Which are (or, is) you-r-s?. cpy
What, or, Which do (or, did) you (they,

or, we)?---' CQE
What, or. Which shall (orr will) you

{or, they) do? CQN
What, or. Which shall (or, will) you

{or, they) have? -CQO
What, or. Which should {or, would)
you (or, they) do? CQS

When are you? CQY
When do {or, did) you {or, they)?--CRF
When had {or, have) you? cki
When shall {or, will) I (you, they, or,

we) do? CRV
When shall {or, will) you?- CSB
When shall {or, will) you be? CSD
When shall {or, will) you {or, they)
have? CRZ

When you-r-s csm
When you are csn
Where are you from? ---Si

Where are you going? - csu
Where do {or, did) you (or, they)?-csz
Where shall (or, will) you? cts
Where shall {or, will) you be? CTU
Where shall {or, will) you {or, they)
have? CTQ

Where you-r-s cub
Where you are CUF
Why are you? ---.. Cva
Why are you not? CVB
Why do {or, did) you? cvi
Why do(or, did) you not? cvj
Why had (or, have) you? cvm
Why had {or, have) you not? cvn
Why were you?- cvz
Why you-r-s? cwa
Will you do it? cwb
With you-r-s cwp

CWT
You—Continued.
—You-r-s.
You are bet
You are not bez
You can (or, may) bkx
You can {or, may) be biy
You can {or, may) have bsy
You can not {or, may not)-!-- bky
You can not {or, may not) be biz

You can not {or, may not) have BSZ
You could {or, might) blk
You could {or, might) be bja
You could {or, might) not -.-BLS

You could {(rr, might) not be bjc
You do (or,»did) bow
You do (or, did) not box
You had (or, have) bta
You had {or, have) been bjd
You had {or, have) done boy
You had (or, have) had btc
You had {or, have) not btd
You had (or, have) not been bje
You had (or, have) not done boz
You had (or, hafve) not had bte
You may, etc. (See Can.

)

You might, etc. (See Could.

)

You must CFK
You must be-.- bjp
You must not cfl
You must not be bjg
You ought to --Clj

You ought not to CIK
You ought to "be- bjh
You ought not to be bji

You shall(or, will) .„cjk
You shall (or, will) be bjk
You shall (or, will) have .btf
You shall (or, will) not cjl
You shall (or, will)not be bjl
You shall (or, will) not have- btg
You should (or, would) ckd
You should (or, would) be- --BJM
You should (or, would) have bth
You should (or, would) not--- Cke
Yoti should (or, would) not be bjn
You should (or, would) not have bti
You were cpn
You were not cpo
You were to be bjo
You were not tobe - bjp
You will, etc. (See Shall.)
You would, etc. (See Should.)



GEOGEAPHICAL SIGNALS.

NAMES OF PLACES AERANGED ACCORDING TO THEIR GEOGRAPHICAL
POSITIONS.

B. Bay.
C, Cape, Capo, Cap.
Ch. Channel.
G. Gull.
F. Fort.
Hd. Head.

Notations.

Hr. Harbor.
I. Island.
Lt. Light.
Lt. V. Light vessel.
Mt. Mount, Mont.
P. Port, Porto Puerte.

Pt. Point, Pointe.
R. Riter.
Sh. Shoal.
Str. Strait.

The System of Orthography is that adopted by the Board of Geographic Names.

ARCTIC OCEAN.
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SKAGERRACK. SWEDEN AND DENMARK.

ABUP
ABUQ
ABUR
ABUS
ABUT
ABUW
ABUX
ABUY
ABUZ
ABVC
ABVD
ABVE
ABVF
ABVG
ABVH
ABVI
ABVJ
ABVL
ABVM
ABVP
ABVQ
ABVR

ABVT
ABVW
ABVX
ABVZ
ABWC
ABWE
ABWF
ABWG
ABWI
ABWJ
ABWK
ABWM
ABWN
ABWO
ABWQ
ABWR
ABWS
ABWU
ABWV
ABWX
ABWY
ABWZ
ABXO
ABXD
ABXE
ABJ^F
ABXG
ABXH
ABXI
ABXJ
ABXL
ABXN
ABXO
ABXP
ABXQ
ABXS
ABXT
ABXV
ABXW
ABXY
ABYC
ABYD
ABYE
ABYG

, ABYH
ABYI
ABYK

Flekkefiord.
Hittero.

Lister.

Stave, d
OsthaSBelstranden. d
Kvilio. d
Farsund.
Katland.
Lindesnees (The Naze).
Svinor.
Eemesvigen.
Hatholm.
Mandal.
Riso Bank.
Kleven.
Mannefjord.
Ryvingen.
Songvaar Lt.

Hollen.
0x6. ace
Gronningen.
OdderS.

Chhistiansand.
Vestre Havn.
Topdals Fiord.

Lillesand.
Homborgsund.
Grimstad.
Arendal.
Torungen.
Naresto.
Ydre Mokkelaa.
Tvedestrand.
Lyngor.
Risor.

Kran Fiord.

Kragero.
Helle.
lomfruland.
Langesund.
Langotangen.
Brevik.
Stathelle.

Porsgrund.
Skien.
Helgeraaen.
Nevlunghavn.
Skagerrack.
Fredriksvsern.
Stavsernsodden.
Laurvik.
Svenoer.
Sandefiord.

Tonsberg.
Fserder. a e

Vrsengen.
Vallo.

Fulehuk.
Aasgaardstrand.
Basto.

Horten.
Carljohansvsern.
Holmestrand.
Dramraen.
Svelvik.
Rodtangen.
Fildtvedt.
Christiania. 6 c

Sandviken.

ABYL
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EAST AND SOUTH COASTS BALTIC SEA.

AOTN
ACTP

ACTQ
ACTR
ACTS
ACTV
ACTW
ACTX
ACTY
ACUB
ACUD
AGUE
ACUF
ACUH
ACUI
ACUJ
ACUL
ACUM
ACUO
ACUQ
ACUR
ACUS
ACUV
ACUW
ACUX
ACUZ
ACVB
ACVE
ACVF
ACVG
AOVI
ACVJ

ACVL
ACVM

AOVP

ACVQ
ACVR
ACVS
ACVT
ACVW
ACVX
ACVY
ACVZ
ACWB
ACWD
ACWE
ACWP
ACWG
ACWH
ACWJ
ACWK
ACWL
ACWN
AOWO
ACWP
ACWQ
AOWR
ACWS
ACWT
AOWU
ACWV
ACWX
ACWY
ACWZ
ACXB
ACXD

"Wormso. d
Hapsal.

Saxbi Ness.
Takhkona Pt.
Dago, d

0. Dagerort. a c

Tiefen Hafen. d
Osel.

Filsand. d
Arensburg.
Swalfer Ort. d
Moon.
Kino, d
Pemau. acd
SalUs(AltSalis).(i
Dwina R. d
Riga, a 6 erf

Diinamund I.

Runo I.d
Messaragotsem Pt. d
Domesness. a d
Kourland.
Michael (Pissen).
Lyser Ort. a c

Windau. acd
Backofen Lt.

Steinort C. d
Libau. c df
Dunamund Fortress.
Kowno.
Wilna.

Poland.
Warsaw.

Germany.

Prussia.
Bohemia.
Bavaria.
Saxony.
Wiirtemberg.
Berlin. "

Munich.
Strasburg.
Leipzig.
Dresden.
Nimmersatt. c d
MemeL acdf
Melnera^en. d
Konig Wilhelm CanaL
Windenburger. c

Russ.
Memel R.
Tikit.

Labiau.
Schwarzort. cd
Rositten. d
Nidden. acd
Cranz.crf
Briister Ort. cf
Kraxtepellen. d
Palmnicken. c

Pillau. aed
Fischausen. a c

Tenkitten. d
Grossbruch. d
Konigsberg.

ACXE
AOXG
ACXH
ACXI
ACXJ
ACXK
ACXL
ACXM
ACXN
ACXO
ACXP
ACXQ
ACXR
ACXS
ACXT
ACXU
ACXV
ACXW
ACXY
ACXZ
ACYB
ACYD
ACYE
ACYF
ACYH
ACYI
ACYJ
ACYL
ACYM
ACYN
ACYO
ACYP
ACYQ
ACYR
ACYS
ACYT
ACYU
ACYV
ACYW
ACYX
ACYZ
ACZB
ACZD
ACZE
ACZF
ACZG
ACZH
ACZI
ACZJ
ACZK
ACZL
ACZM
ACZN
ACZO
ACZP
ACZQ
ACZR
ACZS
ACZT
ACZU
ACZV
ACZW
ACZY
ADBC
ADBE
ADBG
4DBH
ADBI
ADBK
ADBL

Balga. a c
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DENMARK.
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NORTH SEA. HOLLAND.

ADRH
ADRJ
ADRK
ADRL
ADRN
ADRO
ADRP
ADRS
ADRT
ADRU
ADRV
ADRX
ADRY

ADSB
ADSC
ADSE
ADSG
ADSH
ADSK
ADSL
ADSM
ADSO
ADSP
ADSQ
ADSR
ADST
ADSU
ADSV
ADSW
ADSX
ADSY
ADSZ
ADTB
ADTC

ADTE
ADTF
ADTG
ADTI
ADTK
ADTL
ADTM
ADTN

ADTO
ADTP

ADTQ
ADTS
ADTU
ADTV
ADTW
ADTX
ADTY
ADTZ

ADUB
ADUC
ADUE
ADUF
ADUG
ADUH
ADUI
ADUJ
ADUK
ADUL
ADUM
ADUN
ADUO

Mors.
Nykidbing.
Lemvig.
Bovbierg. d
Sondervig. d
Nyminde Gab. d
Blaavand Ft.cdf
Horn ReefBLt.V.c/
VylLt.V.c
Ssedenstrand.
Graa Deep
Fan6.
Esbjei^. c

North Sea.
Rom I.cd
Lister Deep.
Kirkeby. d
Sylt l.iicd
Ellenbogen. c d
Hoyer.
Rothe Kliff. af
Kampen. d
Amrum I.acd
NebeL
Pelworm I. c

Fohrl.
Wyk.c
Nordstrand I.

Ording Pt. d
Husum. c

Hever R.
Eider R.
Suderboft. c d
Outer Eider (Eider) Lt.

Y.acf
Eider Galliot Lt. V. a c

Tonning. c

Eider Canal.
Fredrichstadt.
Norder Piep.
Busum. c d
Neufeld. d
Suder Piep.

Elbe R.
Outer Elbe, or Elbe No.

1 Lt. V. df
Elbe Pilot Galliot, d
ElbeNo. 2Lt. V.d
Elbe No. 3 Lt. V.
Elbe No. 4 Lt. V. d
Duhnen. d
Vogelsand.
Cuxhaven. ahcdef
Oste Reef (Oste Riff)

Lt. V. c

Neuhaus.
Brunsbiittelkoog. acef
Brunsbiittel.

Kaiser Wilhelm Canal.

Bosch.
StorR.
Freiburg.
Gllickstadt. c

Ki-aut Sand Lt. V.
Pagen Sand.
Brunshausen. c

Stade.
Griinendeich.

ADUQ
ADUR
ADUS
ADUV
ADUW
ADUX
ADUZ
ADVB
ADVC
ADVP
ADVH
ADVJ

ADVK
ADVL
ADVN
ADVO
ADVP
ADVR
ADVS
ADVT
ADVM^
ADVX
ADVY
ADWB
ADWC
ADWE

ADWG
ADWH
ADWI
ADWJ
ADWK
ADWL
AD-WM
ADWO
ADWP
ADWQ

ADWS
ADWT
ADWU
ADWX
ADWY
ADWZ
ADXC
ADXE

ADXF
ADXI
ADXJ
ADXL
ADXM
ADXN
ADXP
ADXQ
ADXR
ADXS
ADXT
ADXU
ADXV
ADXW
ADXZ
ADYB
ADYE
ADYF
ADYG
ADYI

Schulau Lt. V.
Blankenese.
Neuenfelde.
Hamburg. 5 c

Altona. c

Wandsbek.
Finkenwerder.
Harburg. c

Hanover.
Luneburg.
Neuwerk. d

Helgoland, acdef

Weser R.
Weser Lt. \.f
Rothersand. ace
Salzhorn.
Wremen Tief . d
Bremerbaven. abcdf
Blexen.
Nordenham. c

Geestemiinde. c

Brake, c

Elsfleth.

Vegesack. c

Bremen, abcef
Kaiser Harb., or Kaiser-

hafen.

Meyers Legde. a
Eversand. a
Hohe Weg Plat, ace
Fedderwarder Siel. d
Jade R.
Mellum Flat, d
AuBsen Jade Lt. V. a df
Minsener Sand Lt. V. a
WUhelmshaven. abcdf
Heppens.

Oldenburg.
GeUen.
Varel.

Ems Jade Canal.
Vareler Siel.

Schillighom. acd
Genius Bank Lt. V. d
Minsener Old Oog (Res-

cue Bn.).

Wangeroog I.acdf
Spiekeroog I. d
Langeoog I. d
Friedrichsschleuse. d
Carolinensiel. c

Neuharrlingersiel. c d

North Friesland.
Baltrum l.d
Norderney I.c d
Norddeich.c df
Juist l.d

Aurich.
Papenburg.
Norderney Lt. V.
Weener.
EmsR.
Borkum I.acdf
Norden.
Emden. c d
Leer.

ADYJ
ADYK
ADYM
ADYN
ADYO
ADYP

ADYQ
ADYR
ADYS
ADYU
ADYV
ADYW
ADYX
ADYZ
ADZB
ADZC
ADZF
ADZG
ADZH
ADZI
ADZJ
ADZK
ADZL
ADZN

ADZO
ADZP
ADZR
ADZS
ADZT
ADZV
ADZW
ADZX
AEBC
AEBD
AEBF
AEBH
AEBI
AEBJ
AEBL
AEBM
AEBN
AEBP
AEBQ
AEBR
AEBT
AEBU
AEBV
AEBX
AEBY
AEBZ
AECD
AECF
AECG
AECI
AECJ
AECK
AECM
AECN
AECO
AECP
AECQ
AECR
AECS
AECU
AECV
AECW
AECY
AECZ

Netherlands,
Delfzyl. c

Pilsum.
Campen.
Watum.
Borkum Flat (Borkum

Riff)Lt. V.ac/
Schiermonnikoog. acd
Lauwerzee.
Zoutkamp.
Groningen.
Ameland. ac(i
Hallam.
Terschelling Bank Lt.V.
Terschelling. acd
Brandaris.
Harlingen. c

Vlieland. a c

Eijerland. ac
Texel I. d
Schilbols Nol.
The Texel. a
Helder. d
Nieuwe Diep. bed
Great North Holland

Canal.

Alkmaar.
WUlemsoord.
Wieringen./
Medemblik.
Enkhuizen./
Hoom.
Edam.
Zaandam.
Marken I.

Amsterdam. 6 c

Hoek. e

Muiden.
Naarden.
Utrecht.
Harderwijk.
Elburg.
Kampen.
Zuider Zee.
Schokland.
Urk.
Kragchenburg.
De Lemmer. c

Stavoren. cf
Kykduin. a
Dirkoomsduin.
Zanddijk. c

Haaks Lt. V.
Egmond aan Zee. acd
Ymuiden. acd
North Sea Ship Canal.
Zandvoort. c d
Haarlem.
Leyden.
Scheveningen. acdf
The Hague.
Maas Lt. V.
Maas R.
-New Rotterdam Canal.
Noorder Hoofd.
Rhine R.
Hook of Holland, acdf
Rotterdam, b

Schiedam.
Delfshaven.

a aigal&ea an International Signal Station; 5 a Time Signal Station; c a Weather, Tide, or Ice Signal Station; d a Life-Saving Station:
e a, Lloyd's Signal Station; / a Wireless Telegraph Station.
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NORTH SEA. ENGLAND.

AEDB
AEDF
AEDG
AEDH
AEDJ
AEDK
AEDL
AEDN
AEDO
AEDP
AEDR
AEDS
ABDT
AEDU
AEDW
AEDX
AEDY
AEDZ
AEFC
AEFD
AEFG
AEFH
AEFI
AEFJ
AEFK
AEFM
AEFN
AEFO
AEFQ
AEFR
AEFS
AEFU

AEFV
AEFW
AEFY
AEFZ
AEGB
AEGD
AEGF
AEGH
AEGJ
AEGK
AEGL
AEGN

AEGO
AEGP
AEGQ
AEGS
AEGT
AEGU
AEGV
AEGX
AEGY
AEGZ
AEHD
AEHF
AEHG

AEHI
AEHJ
AEHK
AEHI.
AEHM
AEHN
AEHP

Vlaardingen.
Maasluis. c

Nieuwe Maas.
Brielle. d
Goeree.
Goedereede. a c

Molenpolder.
Yzeren Baak.
Hellevoetsluis. c d .

Voorne Canal.
Middelharnis.
Ooltgensplaat. ^

Willemstad.
Stryensas.
Moerdyk.
Dordrecht, c

Schouwen. a c

RenesBe.
Brouwershaven. c d
Hook of Schouwen.
Scheldt.
Schouwen Bank Lt. V.
Zierikzee. c

Tholen.
Bergen-op-Zoom.
Goes.
Dombnrg.
Walcheren.
Veere.
Westkapelle. a c

Zoutelandc.
Flushing (Vlissin-

gen). bcde
Middelburg.
Arnemuiden.
Ellewoutsdijk.
Breskens.
Hoedekenekerke

.

Hanswest (Hanaweerd).
Temeuse (Neuzen).
Bath.
Doel.
Zeeland.
Nieuwe Sluis. c

Sluis.

Belgium.
Knocke. c d
LiUo.
Antwerp (Anvers). 6

T6te de Flandre.
Burght.
Boom.
Tamise.
Ghent.
Brussels.

Wielingen Lt. V.
Wandelaar Lt. V.
North (Noord) Hinder

Lt. V.

West Hinder Lt. V.
Heyst. ade
Blankenberghe. cd
Bruges, e

Ostende. c d
Nieuport. c df
La Panne, or Adin

Kerke. c d

AEHQ

AEHR
AEHS
AEHU
AEHV
AEHW
AEHX
AEHZ
AEIB
AEIC
AEID
AEIF
AEIG
AEIH
AEU
AEIK
AEIL
AEIM
AEIO
AEIP
AEIQ
AEIR
AEIS
AEIT
AEIU
AEIW
AEIX
AEIY
AEJB

AEJC
AEJD
AEJG
AEJS
AEJI
AEJL
AEJM
AEJN
AEJP
AEJQ
AEJR
AEJT
AEJU
AEJV
AEJX
AEJY
AEJZ
AEKC
AEKD
AEKF
AEKH
AEKI
AEKJ
AEKL
AEICM
AEKN
ABKO
AEKQ
AEKR
AEKS
AEKU
AEKV
AEKW
AEKX
AEKY
AEKZ
AELB
AELC
AELD

Great Britain.

England.
English Ch.
Thames R.
London.
Westminster.
The City.

Windsor.
Maplin Sands.
Tongue Lt. V.
Mouse Lt. V.
Edinburgh Ch.
Prince's Ch.
Nore Lt. V.
Girdler Lt. V.
Garrison Pt. 6

Shoeburyness.
Southend. rfe

Tilbury Docks.
Gravesend.
Northfleet.

Black Deep Lt. V.
Greenhithe.
Purfleet.

Erith.

Woolwich.
Blackwall.
Greenwich.
Greenwich Obser-

vatory. 6

Deptford.
Royal Albert Docks.
Royal Victoria Docks.
East India Docks.
West India Docks.
Millwall Docks.
Commercial Docks.
London Docks.
St. Katharine Docks.
Grand Surrey Canal.
Medway, The.
Sheemess. b c

Queenborough.
Port Victoria.

Stangate Creek.
Chatham.
Strood.

Rochester.
Whitstable. c

Margate, c d
North Foreland, cf
Broadstairs. d
Ramsgate. cd
North Goodwin Lt. V.
Goodwin Sands.
Deal, bed
Downs, The.
Gull Lt. V.
East Goodwin Lt. V.
South Goodwin Lt. V.
South Foreland.
Dover, bcde
Dover Harbor Lt. V.
Varne Lt. V.
Folkestone, cd
Sandgate Road, ede

. Dungfeness. de
Hastings, c d
Royal Sovereign Lt. V.

AELF
AELG
AELI
AELJ
AELK
AELM
AELN
AELO
AELP
AELR
AELS
AELT
AELV
AELW
AELX
AELY
AELZ
AEMB
AEMC
AEMF
AEMG
AEMH
AEMJ
AEMK
AEML
AEMG
AEMP
AEMQ
AEMR
AEMS
AEMT
AEMU
AEMW
AEMX
AEMY
AENB
AENC
AEND
AENG
AENH
AENI
AENK
AENL
AENM
AENP
AENQ
AENR
AENT
AENU
AENV
AENX
AENY
AENZ
AEOC
AEOD
AEOF
AEOH
AEOI
AEOJ
AEOK
AEOL
AEOM
AEON
AEOQ
AEOR
AEOS

AEOT
AEOU
AEOV

Beachy Hd.c«
Newhaven. cd
Brighton, c d
Shoreham. d
Owers Lt. V.
Worthing, d
Selsea BUI. d
Chichester.
Langston Hr.
Spithead.e
Portsmoutli.6 c

Nab Lt. V.
Warner Lt. V.
Southampton.6 c

Solent, The.
Calshot Lt. V.
Ryde.c d
Osborne.
Cowes.c
Lymington.c d
Hurst Caslle.c

Needles, The.e
Isle of Wight.
Bembridge.d
St. Helens.
St. Catherine Pt.c d ef
Christchurch.d
Poole. c df
Swanage.d
Anvil Pt.c

St. Alban's Hd.d
Weymouth.c d
PORTLAND.6 d /
Bill of Portland.c e

Shambles Lt. V.
Bridport.
Lyme Regis.d
Exmouth.c d
Teignmouth.c d
Torquay.d
Tor Bay.
Brixham.d
Dartmouth.d
Start Pt.
Pmwl Pt.c d e

Salcombe.d
Bolt Hd.d
Eddystone.d
Plymouth.c d
Stonehouse.
Cattewater.
Devonport.c
Mt. Wise (Deyonpoi:t).6
Keyham.
Cornwall.
WTiitsand B.
Fowey.
Dodman Pt.
Falmouth. 6 c d
Manacle Rks.
Lizard, The.c def
Penzance, c d e

Mount's B.
Longships Lt.d
Land's End.d
Wolf Rock.

Scilly IS.fi/

St. Mary's I.c d
St. Agnes.d

a Signifies an International Signal Station; 6 a Time Signal Station; c a Weather, Tide, or Ice Signal Station: d a Life-Savine Station'
« a Lloyd's Signal Station; / a Wireless Telegraph Station.
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WEST COAST ENGLAND. WEST COAST SCOTLAND.

AEOW
AEOY
AEOZ
AEPB

AEPD
AEPF
AEPG
AEPI
AEPJ
AEPK
AEPM
AEPN
AEPO
AEPR
AEPS
AEPT
AEPV
AEPW
AEPX
AEPZ
AEQB
AEQC
AEQF
AEQG
AEQI
AEQJ
AEQK
AEQM.
AEQN
AEQO
AEQR
AEQS
AEQT
AEQU

AEQV
AEQW
AEQX
AEQZ
AERB
AERC
AERD
AERF
AERH
AERJ
AERK
AERL
AERN
AERO
AERP
AERS
AERT
AERU
AERW
AERX
AERY
AESB
AESC
AESD
AESP
AESG
AESH

AESI
AESK
AESL
AESM
AESO

Bishop Rock.d
St. Mary's Road.
Round I.

Seven Stones Lt. V.

St. Ives.c d.

Hayle.c d
Godrevy \.cd
Padstow.rf
Trevose Hd.d
Hartland Pt.c

Lundy I.c d e

Bideford.
Appledore.c d
Barnstaple.

c

Bull Pt.c

Ilfracombe.c d
The Foreland.
Watchet.d
Bumham.c d
Bridgewater.c
Flatholm.rf
Bristol.
Portishead.
Avon R.
Avonmouth.
King Road.
Severn R.
Sharpness Docks:
Gloucester.
Monmouth.
Chepstow.
Newport.
Usk.
English and Welsh
grounds Lt. V.

Wales.
Cardiff, c

Bute Docks.
Penarth.crf
Barry Docks.e
Breaksea Pt.

Breaksea Lt. V.
Nash Pt.c

Porthcawl.rf
Scarweather Lt. V.

P. Talbot.
Neath.
Briton Ferry.
Swansea.?*
Mumbles.crfe
Heiwick Lt. V.
Worm's Hd.
Burry Port.rf

Llanelly.c
Caermarthen.
Caldyl.crf
Tenby .d

Old Castle Hd.
St. Ann's Hd.de
Milford Haven.
Neyland.
Pembroke Dock.

St. George's Ch.
Smalls, if

St. Bride's B.
Bishops & Clerks.

Fishguard.

d

AESP
AESQ
AESR
AEST
AESU
•AESV
AESX
AESY
AESZ
AETC
AETD
AETF
AETG
AETH
AETI
AETJ
AETL
AETN
AETP
AETQ
AETR
AETU
AETV
AETW
AETY
AETZ
AEUB
AEUC
AEUD
AEUF
AEUG

AEUI
AEUJ
AEUK
AEUL
AEUM
AEUN
AEUO
AEUQ
AEUR

AEUS
AEUV
AEUW
AEUX
AEUZ
AEVB
AEVC
AEVD
AEVF
AEVG
AEVH
AEVJ
AEVK
AEVL
AEVN
AEVO
AEVP
AEVR
AEVS
AEVT
AEVU
AEVW
AEVX
AEVY
AEWB
AEWC
AEWD
AEWG

Newjport.cf

Cardigan.^
Cardigan B. Lt. V,
Aberaeron.
Aberystwith.d
Aberdovey.d
Barmouth.d
P. Madoc.
Pwilheli.d
St. Tudwall Rds.d
Bardsey I.

Carnarvon.c
Carnarvon B. Lt. V.
Porth Dinlleyn.d
South Stack.cd
Anglesea.
Holyhead.cd/
Skerries.d
Menai Str.

Bangor.
Conway.
Beaumaris.
Lynus Pt.c
Great Orme Hd.
Abergele.
Flint.

DeeR.
Dee Lt. V.
Air Pt.d
Connah's Quay.c
Saltney.

Chester.
North West Lt. V.
Hoylake.d
Bar Lt. V.
Leasowe.
Bidston.
Crosby Lt. V.
North Wall (Mersey).
Formby Lt. V.

Mersey.
Liverpool.rf

Garston.
Manchester Ship Canal.

Widnes.
Runcorn.
EUesmere Pt.

Prince's Landing Stage.

Prince's Dock.
Queen's Dock.
Brunswick Dock.
North Dock.
Birkenhead.
Morpeth Dock, ft

Southport.crf

Ribble R.
Lytham.crf
Preston.
Manchester.
Birmingham.
Blackpool,cd
Fleetwood.crf
Wyre R.
Lancaster.
Morecambe B.c
Piel Hr.d
Walney I.c

Barrow.c

AEWH
AEWI
AEWK
AEWL
AEWM
AEWN
AEWO
AEWP
AEWQ
AEWS
AEWT

AEWU
AEWX
AEWY
AEWZ
AEXC
AEXD
AEXF
AEXH

AEXI
AEXJ
AEXL
AEXM
AEXN
AEXP
AEXQ
AEXR
AEXT
AEXU
AEXV
AEXY
AEXZ
AEYB
AEYD
AEYF
AEYG
AEYI
AEYJ
AEYE
AEYM
AEYN
AEYO
AEYQ
AEYR
AEYV
AEYW
AEYZ
AEZB
AEZC
AEZF
AEZG
AEZH
AEZJ
AEZK
AEZL
AEZM
AEZN
AEZO
AEZP
AEZR
AEZS
AEZT
AEZV
AEZW
AEZX
AFBC
AFBD
AFBE

Cumberland.
Duddon R.
St. Bees Hd.
Whitehaven.cd
Harrington.
Selker Lt. Y.
Workingtoh.c
Maryport.cd
Solway Firth.d
Silloth.c

Carlisle.

Isle of Man..
Ayre Pt.c

Calf of Man.
Chicken Rock.
Castletown.crf
-Lang Ness.

Douglas,cd
Bahama Bank.

Scotland.
Dumfries.
Southerness.
Little Ross.
Kirkcudbright.
Wigton.
Burrow Hd.
Mull of Galloway.c
P. Patrick.^
Corsewall Pt.c

Loch Ryan.c
Stranraer.

Ailsa Craig.

Girvan.d
Turnberry Pt.c?

Clyde.
Ayr.d
Troon, rf

Irvine.d
Ardrossan.cd
Cloch Pt.

Gourock.
Toward Pt.

Rothesay.c
Cumbraes.
Greenock, c

P. Glasgow.
Glasgow.c
Dumbarton.
Gare Loch.
Helensburg.
Loch Fyne.
Inverary.
Arran.
Lamlash.c
Pladda.d
Kildonan Pt.de
Campbelton.cd
Sanda.
Mull or Cantyre.c
Islay.c

P. Ellen.

P. Charlotte.

Jura Sound.
Loch In Dail.

Oversay I.

McArthur Hd.
Rudha Mhail.c
Islay Sound.

a Sienifles an International Signal Station; 6 a Time Signal Station; c a Weather, Tide, or Ice Signal Station; d a Life-Saving Station
» oigmiit, o

^ ^ Lloyd's Signal Station; / a Wireless Telegraph Station.
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IRELAND. NORTH COAST FRANCE.

AFNM
AFNP
AFNQ
AFNR
AFNS
AFNT
AFNU
AFNV
AFNX
AFNT
AFNZ
AFOC
AFOD
AFOE
AFOH
AFOI
AFOJ
AFOL
AFOM
AFON
AFOQ
AFOR
AFOS
AFOU
AFOV
AFOW
AFOY
AFOZ
AFPB
AFPD
AFPE
AFPG
AFPH
AFPI
AFPJ
AFPK
AFPL
AFPM
AFPN

AFPO
AFPR
AFPS
AFPT
AFPV
AFPW
AFPX
AFPZ
AFQB
AFQC
AFQE
AFQG
AFQH
AFQJ
AFQK
AFQL
AFQN
AFQO
AFQP
AFQS
AFQT
AFQU
AFQW
AFQX
AFQY
AFRB
AFRC
AFRD
AFRG
AFRH

Hunstanton,d
Wells.d
Cromer.d
Haisborough Lt. V.
Bacton.d
Would Lt. V.
Winterton.d

.

Leman and Ower Lt. V.
Smiths Knoll Lt. V.
Yarmouth, erf

Cockle Lt. V.
St. Nicholas Lt. V.
Gorton Lt. V.
Newarp Lt. V.
Cross Sand Lt. V.
Lowestoft.c d
Pakefield.

Southwold.rf
Aldborough.rfe
Orford Ness. erf

Shipwash Lt. V.
HoUesleyB.
Harwich.rf
Orwell R.
Ipswich.
Manningtree.
Dovercourt.
Outer Gabbard Lt. V.
Felixstowe.
Cork Lt. V.
Long Sand Lt. V.
Sunk Lt. V.
Gunfleet. c

Wivenhoe.
Colchester.

Kentish Knock Lt. V.
Swin Middle Lt. V.
Maldon.
Galloper Lt. V.

Ireland.
C. Clear.

Fastnet. c ef
Crookhaven. df
Brow Hd. c ef
Bantry B.
Mizen Hd.
Berehaven. 6

Ardnakinna Pt.

Roancarrig I.

Glengariff Hr.
Bull Rock.
Kenmare.
Ballinskellig. d
Skelligs.

Valentia. rf

Dingle B.rf

Castlemaine.
Tearaght I.

Tralee. c

Shannon R.
Loop Hd. c

Kilcradan Hd.
Scattery I.

Foynes Hr.
Tarbert.
Clare.

LiMBBICK. c

Liscanor.
Inisheer.

AFRI
AFRK
APRL
AFRM
AFRO
AFRP
AFRQ
AFRT
AFRU
AFRV
AFRX
AFRY
AFRZ
AFSC
AFSD
AFSE
AFSH
AFSI
AFSJ
AFSL
AFSM
AFSN
AFSP
AFSQ
AFSR
AFSU
AFSV
AFSW
AFSY
AFSZ
AFTB
AFTD
AFTE
AFTH
AFTI
AFTI
AFTL
AFTN
AFTO
APTP
AFTQ
AFTR
AFTS
AFTU
AFTV
AFTW
AFTY
AFTZ
AFUB
AFUD
AFUE
AFUG
AFUI
AFUJ
AFUK
AFUM
AFUO
AFUQ
AFUR
AFUS
AFUV
AFUX
AFUZ
AFVB
AFVD
AFVE
AFVG
AFVI
AFVJ
AFVK

Eeragh I.

Galway. e

Arran Is.

Slyne Hd.
Killary B.
Clare I.

Inishgort.

ClewB.
Westport.
Achifl Hd.
Blacksod B.
Mayo.
Eagle I.

Broadhaven. !
^ ;

Killala.

Ballina.

Sligo.

Ballyshannon.
Donegal.
Killybegs. c

Rathlin O'Birne I.

Bloody Foreland.
Arranmore (Aran I.), rf

Tory I. c e

Lough Swilly.
Fanad Pt. c

Buncrana.
Rathmullan. c

Malin Hd. e ef
Inishtrahull. ef
Lough Foyle. c rf

Inishowen Hd.
Londonderry.
Moville.
Coleraine.
Rathlin I.

Altacary Hd.
Ballycastle. c

Tor Pt. e

Maidens.
Lame.
Bemast.
Black Hd.
Carrickfergus. rf

Bangor.
Mew I.

Donaghadee. c

Skulmartin Lt. V. rf

South Rock Lt. V. rf

Strangford.

Ardglaes Hr.
St. John's Pt.

Dundrum B. rf

Carlingford. rf

Greenore. rf

Newry.
Dundalk.
Boyne R. rf

Drogheda.
Balbriggan. rf

Rockabill.
Howth Bailey, c rf

Kish Lt. V.
Dublin. 6 c rf

Poolbeg.
Liftey R.
Kingstown, c rf

Wicklow. rf

Codling Bank Lt. V.
Arklow. rf

AFVM
AFVN
AFVO
AFVP
AFVQ
AFVR
AFVS
AFVU
AFVW
AFVX
AFVZ
AFWB
AFWC
AFWE
AFWG
AFWH
AFWJ
AFWK
AFWL
AFWN
AFWO
AFWP
AFWR
APWS
AFWT
AFWV
AFWX
AFWY
AFXB

AFXC
AFXD
APXG
APXH

AFXJ
AFXL
APXM
AFXN
AFXP
AFXQ
AFXR
AFXT
AFXU
APXV
AFXY
AFXZ
AFYB
AFYG
AFYI
AFYJ
AFYK
AFYM
AFYN
AFYO
AFYQ
AFYR
AFY8
AFYU
AFYV
AFYW
AFYZ
AFZB
AFZC
AFZE
AFZG
AFZH
AFZJ
AFZK
AFZM

BlackwaterBank Lt.V.rf

Lucifer Lt. V. rf

Wexford, rf

North Arklow Bk. Lt. V.
Rosalare. df
South Arklow Bk. Lt. V.
Tuskar Rk. c

Carnsore Pt. rf

Barrels Rock Lt. V.
Coningbeg Lt. V.
Saltees.

Bannow B.
New Ross, c

Waterford.
Hook Pt.

Duncannon.
Dunmore. c rf

Dungarvan. c

Mine Hd. c

Ardmore. rf

Youghal.crf
Ballycottin I.

Cork. 6 c

Queenstown. 6 c rf

Haulbowline I.

Roche Pt. a ef
Daunt Rock Lt. V.
Kinsale. c

Old Head of Kinsale.
e rfe

Clonakilty.
Galley Hd. e

Glandore. rf

Baltimore, rf

France.
DUNKBRQUK. ah cd
Lisle.

Bergues.
Zuydcoote. a c

Ruytingen Lt. V. rf

Snouw Lt. V. rf

Dyck Lt. V. rf

Gravelines. acd
Walde. rf

Calais, acd
C. Blanc Nez.
C. Gris Nez. acde
Boulogne, c rf

C. Alprech. a
Etaples.
Pt. du Touquet. a
Berck. rf ,

•

P. d'Abbeville.
Somme R.
St. Valery. d
Cayeux. o rf

Le Tr6port. a rf

Dieppe, a df
Pt. d'Ailly.a
St. Valery-en-Caux. a rf

F6camp. a rf

Pagnet Pt.

Etretat. a rf

Cf d'Antifer. a
C. la Hfeve. a
Havre (Lb Havre), erf

Harfleur.

Seine R.
Fatouville.

oSignifles an International Signal Station; b a Time Signal Station; c a Weatlier, Tide, or Ice Signal Station; d a Lite-Saving Station;
e a Lloyd's Signal Station; /a Wireless Telegraph Station.
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NORTH AND WEST COASTS FRANCE.

AFZN
AFZO
AFZQ
AFZR
AFZS
AFZU
AFZW
AFZY
AGBC
AGBE
AGBF
AGBH
AGBJ
AGBK
AGBL
AGBN
AGBO
AGBP
AGBR
AGBS
AGBT
AGBV
AGBW
AGBX
AGBZ
AGCB
AGCD
AGCF
AGCH
AGCI
AGCK
AGCL
AGCM
AGCO
AGCP
AGCQ
AGOS
AGCT

AGCU
AGOW
AGOX
AGCY
AGDB
AGDO
AGDE
AGDH
AGDI
AGDJ
AGDL
AGDM
AGDN
AGDP
AGDQ
AGDR
AGDT
AGDU
AGDV
AGDX

AGDY
AGDZ
AGEB
AGED
AGEF
AGEH
AGEJ
AGEK
AGEL
AGEN

Berville.

Pt. de la Roque.
Quillebceuf.

Caudebec.
Guerbaville.
Rouen.
Paris.
Versailles.

The Elys^e.
Honfleiir. c d
Trouville. d
Pt. Beuzeval. a
Dives.
Oyestreham. aed
Orne R.
Caen.
St. Aubin. a
CourseuUes. c d
Pt. de Ver.
Bemierea. a
Pt. en Bessin. a d
Percys Pt. a
Isigny.

Oarentan.
St. Marcouf.
La Hougue. a
St. Vaast. d
R^ville.

Barfleur. a d
C. Barfleur.

Gatteville. d
C. Levi, a d
Cherbourg. 6 d
Pelde I. a
Pt. de Querqueville. a d
C. de la Hague, af
Jardeheu Pt. a
Nez de Jobourg. a

Channel Is.

Aldbrnet.
St. Anne.
Caflquets.

Guernsey.
St. Peter Port, cd
Hanois.
St. Sampson's.
Les Ecr^hos.
Herm.
Serk.
Creux Hr.
Jersey.
St. Helier. a d
St. Aubin.
La Corbifere.

Gorey. a
Rozel.
St. Catherine B.
Minquiers.

P. DE DiELBTTE. d
C. de Flamanville. a
0. de Carteret, a d
P. Bail.

St. Germain, a
lie S6n^quet..rf

Pt. d'Agon. a
R6gn6vUle. d
Tourville (Toumeville).
Chausey la. a d

AGEO
AGEP
AGER
AGES
AGET
AGEV
AGEW
AGEX
AGEZ
AGFB
AGFC
AGFE
AGFH
AGFI
AGFK
AGFL
AGFM
AGFO
AGFP
AGFQ
AGFS
AGFT
AGFU
AGFV
AGFW
AGFX
AGPY
AGHB
AGHC
AGHD
AGHF
AGHI
AGHJ
AGHL
AGHM
AGHN
AGHP
AGHQ
AGHR
AGHT
AGHU
AGHV
A6HX
AGHY
AGHZ
AGIC
AGID
AGIE
AGIH
AGU
AGIK
AGIM
AGIN
AGIO
AGIQ
AGIR
AGIS
AGIU
AGIV
AGIX
AGIY
AGIZ
AGJC
AGJD
AGJE
AGJH
AGJI
AGJK
AGJM
AGJN

Granville, d
Roc. Pt. a
Mt. St. Michel.
Avranches.
Bretagne.
Caincale.

Pierre de Herpin. d
Grouin Pt. a
B^nard Pt. a
Roches Bonnes.
St. Malo. d
St. Servan.
Grand Jardin Islet, d
La Ranee R.
Dinan.
Dinard. d
St. Briac.

D6coll6 Pt. a
St. Cast Pt. a d
C. Fr^el. a
Erqui. a d
Le L6gu6.
St. Brieuc.
Grand L^jon.
Roselier Pt. a d
Portrieux. d
St. Quay, a
Plouzec Pt. a
Paimpol.
Ost-Pic Rock.
Trieux R.
Croix Rocks.
Br^hat l.ad
Roches d'Ouvres. d
H^aux de Br^hat. d
Cr6ach-ar-Maout. a
Trfeuier.
P. Blanc, a d
Anse de Perros.

Perros-Guirrec. d
Ploumanac'h. a d
Les Sept-Iles.

Triagoz. d
B^leguer Pt.

Lannion.
Bihit R. a
Primel Pt. a d
He Noire, d
Tour de la Lande.
Morlaix.
PenpouU.
St. Pol de L4on.
Bloscon Pt. a
Roscoff. d
He de Bas. a d
St. Jacques.
P. Nevez.
Poul^azec Pt.
Kernic.
Goulven.
Ploun^our.
Pontusval. d
P. Treisseny.
Kerisoc Pt. a
Vierge I.

Abervrac'h 'R.ad
Lanvaon Height.
L'Aberbenoit.
Landunevfe Pt. a
Le Four, d

AGJC

AGJQ
AGJR

AGJS

AGJU
AGJV
AGJW
AGJY
AGJZ
AGKB
AGKD
AGKE
AGKH
AGKJ
AGKL
AGKM
AGKO
AGKP
AGKQ
AGKS
AGKT
AGKU
AGKW
AGKX
AGKY
AGLB
AGLC
AGLD
AGLF
AGLH
AGLI
AGLK
AGLM
AGLN
AGLP
AGLQ
AGLR
AGLT
AGLU
AGLV
AGLX
AGLY
AGLZ
AGMC
AGMD
AGME
AGMH
AGMI
AGMJ
AGML
AGMN
AGMO
AGMQ
AGMR
AGMS
AGMU
AGMV
AGMY
AGMZ
AGNB
AGND
AGNE
AGNF
AGNI
AGNJ
AGNK
AGNM

USHANT, OT IlE D'OuES-
SANT. (//

Stiff Pt. a d
Creac'h Pt. ade

Biscay, Bay or, or
Gulf of Gascogne.*

Corsen Pt. a
P. Conquet. d
St. Mathieu Pt. a '

Les Pierres Noires.
Bertheaume.
Cr^ac'hmeur Pt. a
Minou Pt.

Portzic Pt. o
Brest. 6 d
Lanninon.
Penfeld R.
Rade de Brest.
Kerhuon.
Landemeau.
Chateaulin.
Roscanv.el.
Capucins Pt.
Camaret. a d
Toulinguet Pt.
Pt. des Pois. a
Ch6vre C. a
Douarnenez. d
Millier Pt.
Ar-Men Rock, rf

He de Sein. d
T^vennec. d
La VieiUe. d
Bee du Raz de Sein. a
Pt. de I'Ervily. o

' Audierne. d
Poulgoazec.
Penmarc'h. a d
Guilfinec. d
L'Esconil. a d
Pont L'Abb^.
Combrit.
B^nodet. d
Quimper.
Beg Meil Pt. a
La Forest.

Concarneau. d
M6d6e Rock.
He aux Moutons. d
Penfret l.ad
Tr^ignon Pt. d
Beg Morg Pt. a
Dou^lan. d
Anse du Pouldu. a
Quimperl6 R.
Groix I. d
Pen Men Pt.
Croix, a
Bee Melen Pt. a
Talut Pt. (Lorient).
P. Louis.
Grave Pt. o
Lorient 6

K^roman.
Blavet.
La Peyrifere.

La Teignouse. d
Belle-fle.

Loc Maria, d

a Signifies an International Signal Station; 6 a Time Signal Station; c a Weather, Tide, or Ice Signal Station; d a Life-Saving Station-
e a Lloyd's Signal Station; /a Wireless Telegraph Station.

somwou,
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SOUTH COAST FRANCE. GULF OF GENOA.

AHNJ

AHNL
AHNM

AHNO
AHNQ
AHNR
AHNS
AHNU
AHNV
AHNW
AHNY
AHNZ
AHOB
AHOD
AHOE
AHOF
AHOI
AHOJ
AHOK
AHOM
AHON
AHOP
AHOR
AHOS
AHOT

AHOV
AHOW
AHOX
AHOZ
AHPB
AHPC
AHPD
AHPE
AHPF
AHPG
AHPJ
AHPK
AHPL

AHPN

AHPO
AHPQ
AHPS
AHPT
AHPU
AHPW
AHPX
AHPY
AHQB
AHQC
AHQD
AHQF
AHQG

AHQI

AHQK
AHQL
AHQM
AHQO
AHQP
AHQR
AHQT
AHQU
AHQV
AHQX

St. Cruz de la Selva (P.
Selva). d

lilansi.

Portbou.

Balearic Is.

Formentera I.

Codolar Pt.
IviZA.
San Antonio P.
AhorcadoB I.

Puercos I.

Botafoch. I.

Grosa Pt.

Conejera I.

Majorca.
Palma. d
C. Blanco.
P. Pi.

C. Cala Figuera.
Dragonera I.

P. SoUer. d
Grosa, or, Llarga Pt.

C. Formenton.
PoUensa.
Alcudia. d
Alcanada, or, Aucanda

Islet.

C. Pera.

P. Colon.
C. Salinas.

Cabrera.
Ansiola Pt.

Minorca.
0. Bajoli.

P. Mahon.
San Carlos Pt.

Ayre I.

C. Dartuch.
Ciudadela.
C. Caballeria, or, Ca-

valleria.

P. Fomells.

Banyuls. d
C. B^ar (B6am). a
P. Vendres. d
CoUioure. d
Perpignan.
St. Nazaire.
Leucate. a
La Nouvelle. a d
Narbonne.
B^ziers.
Toulouse.
H^rault R.
Agde. a d

Gulf op Lyon.

Brescou I.

Bessan.
Marseillan.

Mfeze.

Cette. acd
Etang de Thau.
Frontignan.
Montpellier.
Aigues-Mortes. d
Espiguette Pt. a

AHQY
AHQZ
AHRC
AHRD
AHRE
AHRG
AHRJ
AHRL
AHRM
AHRN
AHRP
AHRQ
AHRS
AHRU
AHRW
AHRY
AHRZ
AHSC
AHSD
AHSE
AHSG
AHSI
AHSJ
AHSL
AHSM
AHSN
AHSP
AHSQ
AHSR
AHSU
AHSV
AHSW
AHSY
AHSZ
AHTB
AHTD
AHTE
AHTF
AHTI
AHTK
AHTM
AHTN
AHTP
AHTQ
AHTR
AHTU
AHTV
AHTW
AHTY
AHTZ
AHUB
AHUD
AHUE
AHUF
AHUI
AHUJ
AHUK
AHUM
AHUN
AHUO
AHUQ
AHUR
AHUS
AHUV
AHUW
AHUX
AHUZ
AHVB
AHVC

Saintes Maries, df
La GachoUe.
Faraman (Camargue).
Rh6ne R. d
Aries.

Tarascon.
Avignon.
Lyon.
Foz.
St. Louis Canal.

Bouc. d
Martigues.
C. Couronne. u

C. Janet.

Marseille, d
National Basin.
Maritime Basin.
Lazaret Basin.
Joliette Basin.
Old Basin.
Chateau d'lf I.

Ratoneau I.

P. du Frioul. '

Pomfegues I.a e

Planier I. d
C. Croisette. a
Riou I.

Cassis.

Bee de I'Aigle. a
Ciotat. d
Bandol.

Sanary.
Six-Fours, a

Brusc. d
Embiez I. d
C. Sici6. a

C. Sepet. a
Toulon. 6

Lazaretto Road.
La Seyne B.
Inner Road.
Mourillon.

ad

L'Ane Bank.
Giens. a
Great Ribaud I.

Hyferes.

C. B6nat. a

Fourches Mt.
PorqueroUes. a df
P. Cros.

Levant Is. a

Bonnes Road.
Lavandou. d
Cavalaire. d
C. Camarat. a d
St. Tropez.
St. Maxime.
Sardinierfes Pt. a

Fr^jus.

St. Raphael, d
C. Drammond.a
Agay Road.rf
Napoule G.
Cannes, d
St. Marguerite He. a

Jouan G. d
Ilette Pt.

Garoupe. n

AHVE
AHVF
AHVG
AHVJ,
AHVK
AHVL
AHVN
AHVO

AHVQ
AHVR
AHVS

AHVW
AHVY
AHVZ
AHWB
AHWD
AHWE
AHWF
AHWI
AHWJ
AHWK
AHWM
AHWN
AHWO
'AHWQ
AHWR
AHWS
AHWU
AHWX

AHWZ
AHXB
AHXC
^HXE
AHXF
AHXG
AHXJ
AHXK
AHXL
AHXN
AHXO
AHXP
AHXR
AHXS
AHXT
AHXV
AHXW
AHXY
AHYB
AHYC
AHYE
AHYF
AHYG
AHYJ
AHYK
AHYL
AHYN
AHYO
AHYP
AHYQ
AHYR
AHYS
AHYT
AHYU
AHYV
AHYW
AHYX

Antibes. d
Nice, d
Villefranche. d
C. Ferrat. a
St. Hospice Pt. d
Monaco.
C. Martin, a
Mentone (Menton).rf

Switzerland.
Berne.
Geneva.

Italy.
Ventitaiglia. d
San Remo. d
Maurizio. d
Oneglia.rf

C. Mele. af
Alassio. d
Albenga.
Noli, a d
Spotomo. d
Vado. d
Savona. d
Varazze.
Voltri.

Genoa, b d
Piedbiont.
Turin.
C. San Benigno (Ferro,

or, Faro), o

St. Giacomo Pt.

P. Pino, a
Santa Margherita. d
Rapallo.
Chiavari. d
Sestri Levante.
P. Venere. d
Levanto.
Mesco Pt.

Palmaria I. af
Tinol.
Spezia. 6 d
Lerici. d
Avenza.
Viareggio. d
Tuscany.
Arno R.
Pisa.

Florence.
Leghorn, df
Meloria Sh.
Gorgona I. a

Vada.
Barratti P.

Piombino Pt. a
Vecchio P.

Troja I.

Castiglione.

Talamone B.
Campo alls Serre. a

Elba I.a/
Ferrajo P.

P. Longone.
Monte Groseo. a

Focardo F.

Palmajola I.

Pianosa I.

o Sienifles an International Signal Station; 6 a Time Signal Station; c a Weather, Tide, or Ice Sig
^

« a Lloyd's Signal Station; / a Wjreless Telegraph Station.
c a Weather, Tide, or Ice Signal Station; d a Lite-Saving Station;
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MALTA. ADRIATIC.

AIML
AIMO
AIMP
AIMQ
AIMS
AIMT
AIMU
AIMW
AIMX
AIMY
AINB
AINC
AIND
AINF
AING
AINH
AINL
AINM
AINP
AINQ
AINR
AINT
AINU
AINV
AINX
AINY
AINZ
AIOC
AIOD

AIOE
AIOG
AIOH
AIOJ
AIOL
AIOM

AIOQ
AIOR
AIOS
AIOU
AIOV
AIOW
AIOY
AIOZ
AIPB
AIPD
AIPE
AIPP
AIPH
AIPJ

AIPK
AIPM
AIPN
AIPO
AIPR
AIPS
AIPT
AIPV
AIPW
AIPX
AIPZ
AIQB
AIQC

AIQE

AIQF
AIQG

Mazzara.
Marsala.
Tranaontana Pt.

,

Favignana. a
Sottiie Pt.
Maritime.
Libeccio Pt.
Levanzo.
Giosso Pt.
Formica.
Trapani. af
Palumbo I.

Columbaia I.

^Ronciglio Pt.
C. St. Vito.

Castellamare.
C. Gallo. a
Mt. Pellegrino. a
Palermo.
C. Zaffrano.

Termini Imerese.
Cefalu.

C. Orlando.
Patti.

Oliveri.

Milazzo.
Ustica I.

a

Uomo-Morto Pt.
Gavazzi Pt.

LiPARI I.

Vulcano I.

Saraceno Mt.
Stromboli I.

a

Salina I.

a

Alicudi.

Malta. c

Valetta.6/
Floriana.
St. Elmo.
Sliema.
Marsa Scirocco.

Comino I.

Gozo.
Lampedusa.
Cavallo Bianco Pt.

C. Grecale.
Linosa.
Pantellaria.«
Curritia (Spadillo) Pt.

Calabria.
Bovalino.
Gioiosa Jonica.
Squillace.

Catanzaro.
C. Rizzuto.
C. Colonne. a
Cotrone.

Taranto. b

San Paolo I.

C. St? Vito. a
Gallipoli.

San Andrea I.

C. Santa Maria e

Leuca. af
Montelungo.
Otranto. a

AIQH
AIQJ
AIQK

AIQL

AIQN
AIQO
AIQP
AIQS
AIQT
AIQU
AIQW
AIQX
AIQY
AIRE
AIRC
AIRD
AIRF
AIRG
AIRH
AIRK
AIRL
AIRM
AIRO
AIRP
AIRQ
AIRT
AIRU
AIRV
AIRX
AIRY
AIRZ
AISC
AISD
AISE
AISG
AISH
AISJ
AISL
AISM
AISN
AISP
AISQ
AISR
AISU
AISV
AISW
AISY
AISZ
AITB
AITD
AITE
AITF
AITH
AITJ
AITK
AITM
AITN
AITO
AITQ
AITR
AITS
AITV
AITW
AITX
AITZ
AIUB
AIUC
AlUE

Palascia Tower.
Missipezza Rk.
Brindisi. a

Adriatic. ,

C. Gallo.

Monopoli.
Mola.
San Cataldo Pt.
Bari. af
Giovinazzo.
Molfetta.

Bisceglie.

Trani.

Barletta.

Manfredonia.
Mattinata.
Rossa Pt.

Gargano Hd.
Vieste. af
Peschici.

Tremiti Is. a
San Nicola I.

Pianosa I.

Caprara 1.

Pelagosa 1.

Mileto Pt.

Termoli.
Vasto.
Ortona.
Francavilla.
Pescara.

Fermo.
Mt. Conero.
Ancona. a df
Mt. Cappuccini.a
Senigallia. d
Fano.
Pesaro.

Cattolica.

Rimini.
Cesenatico.
Cervia.

Bologna.
Ravenna.
P. Corsini. a
Primaro.
Comacchio.
PoR.
Volano.
Goro Pt.

Gorino.
Tolle.

Maestra Pt.

Contarina.
Ferrara.

Adige R.
Chioggia. d
MalamoccoJ"
Rocchetta Ch. a
Alberoni.
Venice, b

San Nicolo Del Lido, a

Tre Porti.

Murano.
Burano.
Giudecca Canal.

Mestre.
Padua.

AIUF
AIUG
AIUJ
AIUK
AIUL
AIUN
AIUG
AIUP
AIUR
AIUS
AIUT
AIUW
AIUX
AIUY,

AIVB
AIVC
AIVD
AIVF
AIVG
AIVH
AIVK
AIVL
AIVM
AIVG
AIVP
AIVQ
AIVS
AIVT
AIVU
AIVX
AIVY
AIVZ
AIWC
AIWD
AIWE
AIWG
AIWH
AIWJ
AIWL
AIWM
AIWN
AIWP
AIWQ
AIWR
AIWT
AIWU
AIWY
AIWZ
AIXB
AIXD
AIXE
AIXF
AIXH
AIXJ
AIXK
AIXM
AIXN
AIXO
AIXQ
AIXR
AIXS
AIXU
AIXV
AIXW
AIXZ
AIYB
AIYC
AIYE
AIYF

Vicenza.
Piave Vecchia.
Cortellazzo.

Cavetta Canal.
Piave R.
Falconera.
Baseleghe.
Tagliamento R.
Lignano.
Marano.
Alps.

Lombardy.
Milan.
P. Dtiso.

Austria.
Vienna.
Grade.
P. Primero.
Isonzo R.
Panzano B.
Gorizia. or. Goritz.
Duino.
Grignano B.
Trieste, abd
Muggia.
Servola.

Zaole.

Sottiie Pt.

Istria.

Capo d'lstria B.
Isola.-

Pirano.

Madonna Pt.

Salvore Pt. a
Pegolotta Pt.

Umago.
Daila.

Quieto.
Cittanuova.
Torre.

Cervera.
Parenzo.
Fontane.
Orsera.

Leme Ch.
Rovigno.
San Giovanni di Pelago.
Brioni Is.

Pedena Pt.

Fasana.
POla. b d
Olivi Islet.

C. Compare.
P. Veruda.
Porer Rock, a
C. Promontore.
Medolino G.
Ronze.
Merlera Pt.

Quarnero G.
Bado.
Arsa Canal.
Gradaz.
Ubas Pt.

Nera Pt.

Lungo (Istria).

Rabaz.
Fianona.
Farasina.

a Srgnifies an International Signal Station; b a Time Signal Station; c a Weather, Tide, or Ice Signal Station; d a Lite-Saving Station;
e a, Lloyd's Signal Station; /a Wireless Telegraph Station.
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AEGHIPELAGO. SEA OF MARMORA.

AJLZ

AJMB
AJMC
AJME
AJMF
AJMG
AJMI
AJMK
AJML
AJMO
AJMP
AJMQ
AJMS
AJMT
AJMU
AJMW

AJMX
AJMY
AJNB
AJNC
AJND
AJNF
AJNG
AJNH

AJNK
AJNL
AJNM
AJNP
AJNQ
AJNR
AJNU
AJNV
AJNX
AJNY
AJNZ
AJOC
AJOD
AJOE
AJOG
AJOH
AJOI
AJOL
AJOM
AJON
AJOP
AJOQ
AJOR
AJOS
AJOU
AJOV
AJOW
AJOX
AJOY
AJOZ
AJPB

AJPD
AJPE
AJPF
AJPH
AJPI
AJPK
AJPM

AJPN

AJPO

Navarin, or, Neo Kas-
tro.

Sapienza I.

Mothoni.
Morea.
Koroni.
Petalidi.

Kalamata.
C. Kitries.

Limeni.
C. Matapan.
Kolokithia B.
Skutari.

Gythium.
Cranoe I.

Iris, or, Vasili R.
Sparta.

Cerigo I.

C. Spathi.
Kapsali B.
Cengotto.
C. Malea.
Belo Pulo I.

leraka P.
Pulithra P.

Nauplia.
Argos.
Tolon B.
Khaidari P.
KiladiaP. .

Spezzia I.

Hydra.
C. Zurva.
Mandraki.
Poros.

Dana Pt.

Pogon P.
jEgina.
Sophiko P.

Kalamaki.
Salamis B.
Lipso I.

Eleusis.

Piraeus.

Phalerum B.
Athens.
0. Themiatocles.
Phleva I.

C. Colonna.
Agastira B.
P. Mandri.
P. Raphti.
Petali G.
Euripo Ch.
Talanta B.
Berdugi I.

Candia (Crete).
Khania.
0. Drepano.
Suda B.
Azizieh.
Rithymno, or, Retimo.
Megalo Kastron, or,

Candia Town.
C. St. John, or, Spina-

longa.

P. Nikolo.

AJPR
AJPS
AJPT
AJPV
AJPW

AJPX
AJPY
AJPZ
AJQB
AJQC
AJQE
AJQF
AJQG
AJQI
AJQK
AJQL
AJQN
AJQO
AJQP
AJQS
AJQT
AJQU
AJQW
AJQX
AJQY.
AJRB
AJRC
AJRD
AJRF
AJRG
AJRH
AJRK
AJRL
AJRM
AJRO
AJRP
AJRQ
AJRT
AJRU
AJRV
AJRX
AJRY
AJRZ
AJSC
AJSD'
AJSE
AJSG
AJSH
AJSI
AJSL
AJSM
AJSN
AJSP
AJSQ
AJSR
AJSU
AJSV
AJSW
AJSY
AJSZ
AJTB
AJTD
AJTE
AJTF
AJTH
AJTI
AJTK
AJTM

C. Sitia.

C. Sidero.

Hierapetra.
Sphakia.
Gavdo I.

Greek Archipelago.
Milo.

St. Georgio Islet.

Siphano.
Serpho.
P. Livadhi.
Thermia.
Zea. e

P. St. Nikolo.

Tinos.

St. Nikolas.

Planum i I.

Steno Pass.

Andros.
Gavrion P.

Kordion B.
Doro Ch.
Syra.
Gaidaro Islet.

Hermopolis.
Mykoni.
C. Armenisti.

Rhenea
Delos.
Pares.

Naussa P.

Parekhia P.
Antiparos.
Naxos.
Naxia.
Amorgo.
P. Vathy.
•Nio.

Santorin.

C. Akroteri.

Anaphi.
Rhodes./
Lindos.
C. Prasonisi.

Scarpanto.
Tristoma.
Livadia B.
Stampalia.
Maltezana.
Kandeliusa.
Niseros.

Symi.
:^lolimno.
Kalimno.
Levitha.
Lero.
Lipso.
Patmos.
Skala.
Stavros P.

Griko P.

Nikaria.

Furni.

Ssimos.

P. Tigani.

Vathi P.

Psara.
Khios (Scio).

AJTN
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ASIA MINOR. NORTH AFRICA.
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NORTH AFRICA.
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SOUTH INJ)IAN OCEAN. RED SEA. EAST AFRICA.

AMFZ
AMGC
AMGD
AMGE
AMGH
AMGI
AMGJ
AMGL
AMGN
AMGO
AMGQ
AMGR
AMGS

AMGU
AMGV
AMGW

AMGY
AMGZ
AMHB
AMHC
AMHD
AMHE
AMHF
AMHI
AMHJ
AMHK
AMHN
AMHO
AMHP
AMHR
AMHS
AMHT
AMHX

AMHZ
AMIB
AMIC
AMID
AMIE
AMIF
AMIG
AMU
AMIK
AMIL
AMIN
AMIO
AMIP
AMIQ
AMIS
AMIT
AMIU
AMIV

AMIW
AMIX
AMIY
AMIZ
AMJB
AMJC
AMJD
AMJE
AMJG
AMJH
AMJI
AMJK

Mevatanana.
Suberbieville.
Kats6p^.
Majamba B.
Miramba P.
Jtarendri.

Raminitok B.
Radama P.
Ambavatobi B.
Pasindava B.
Nosi-B6.
Hellville.

'Nosi Vavmi, or, Vorona
Islet.

Tani-Keli Islet.

C. St. S^bastien.
William Pitt B. (An-
dramatuba).

P. Liverpool.
Europa I.

Bassas da India.
Juan de Nova I.

REUNION I.

St. Denis, a c

St. Marie, a
Bel-Air Pt.
St. Suzanne, a
Bois Rouge Pt. a
Champbome Pt. a
St. Benoit. a
St. Rose, a
St. Pierre, a c

St. Louis (St. Leu), a
St. Paul, a c

Pt. des Galets, or, Shin-
gle Pt. a c

Mauritius.
P. Louis, abed
P. Louis Lt. V.
Signal Mt. e

C. Malheureux.
Canonnier Pt. e

Grand Bay.
C. Brabant.
Grand P.
MaMbourg.
Roche Isle Beacon.
Pouquets Isle.

Flatl.e
Black River B.
Rodriguez I.

Mathurin B.
P. South East.

Albatross I. (Cargados
Carajos).

Agalega I.

Troinelin I.

Seychelles.
Dennis I.

Mah6 I.

P. Victoria.

Amirante Is.

Farquhar Is.

Cosmoledo Is.

Assumption I.

Aldabra I.

Providence and St.

Pierre Is.

AMJL
AMJN

AMJO
AMJQ
AMJR
AMIS
AMJT
AMJU

AMJV
AMJW
AMJX
AMJY
AMJZ
AMKB
AMKD
AMKE
AMKG
AMKH
AMKI
AMKJ
AMKN
AMKO
AMKP
AMKQ
AMKR
AMKS
AMKT
AMKU
AMKV
AMKW
AMKX
AMKY

AMLB
AMLC
AMLE
AMLF
AMLG
AMLI
AMLJ
AMLK
AMLN
AMLO
AMLP
AMLQ
AMLS
AMLT

AMLU
AMLW
AMLX
AMLY
AMLZ
AMNB
AMNC
AMND
AMNE
AMNF
AMNG
AMNH
AMNI
AMNJ
AMNK
AMNL
AMNP
AMNQ
AMNR
AMNT

Chagos Archipelago.
Diego Garcia.

Prince Edward I.

Crozet I. d
Kerguelen I. d
Heard I.

St. Paul I. d
Amsterdam I. d

German East Africa.
C. Delgado.
Keonga B.
Rovuma R.
Msimbati Hr.
Mikindani Hr.
M^u Mwania.
Lindi R.
Mchinga B.
Kiswere Hr.
Kilwa Kisiwani.
P. Beaver.
Rukyira B.
Kilwa Kivinje.
Songa Songa I.

Mohoro B.
Rufiji R.
Mafia I.

Ras Mkumbi.
Latham I.

Ras Kanzi.
Dar es Salaam.
Bagamoyo.
Ruva, or, Kingani R.

Zanzibar.
Kiungani.
Mwana Mwana. a
Kokotoni Hr.
Mungppani. a
Ras Nungwe.
Pemba.
Chaki Chaki.
Ras Kegomacha.
Ras Upemba.
Saadani.

Tanga B.
Ulenge.

British East Africa.
Vanga.
Wasin.
Mombasa.
Mvita.
P. Kilindini.

P. Reitz.

P. Tudor.
Lake Tanganyika.
Lake Victoria Nyanza.
Matapwa R.
KilifiR.
Owyombo R.
Malindi.
Tana R.
Kipini.
Lamu.
Manda Roads.
Patta.

P. Durnford.

AMNU
AM-NV
AMNW

AMNX
AMNY
AMNZ
AMOC
AMOD
AMOE
AMOG

AMOH
AMOI
AMOJ
AMOK

AMOL
AMON
AMOQ
AMOR
AMOS
AMOU
AM0V
AMOW
AMOY
AMOZ
AMPB
AMPD
AMPE

AMPF
AMPH
AMPI
AMPJ
AMPL
AMPN
AMPO
AMPR
AMPS
AMPT
AMPV
AMPW
AMPX
AMPZ
AMQB
AMQC
AMQE
AMQF
AMQG
AMQI
AMQJ
AMQK
AMQL
AMQN
AMQO
AMQP
AMQS
AMQT

AMQU

AMQW
AMQX
AMQY
AMRB
AMRC
AMRD
AMRF
AMRG

Tula.
Kisiinayu B.
Juba.

Italian Somaliland.
Brawa.
Merka.
Mpgdishu (Magadoxa).
Obiat.
Ras Hattn.
C. Guardafui, or, Ras

Asir.

Sok6tra I.

Tamrida.
Ras Radressa.
Abd-al-kuri.

G. OP Aden.
Somali.
Ras Alula.
Bander Mjarayeh.
Burnt I., or, Ar-Kabbah.
Berbera.
Bulbar.
Zeila.

Jibuti.

Tajura.
Obokh.
Ras al Bir.

Str. of Bab el Mandeb.

Red Sea.
Perim. (fe

Obstruction Pt.
Asab.
Shummd I.

Sheik ul Abu.

.

Annesley B.
Difnein I.

Abyssinia.
Massaua Hr.
Trinkitat Hr.
Suakin.
Raweiya Ras.
Berenice P.

St. Johns, or, Zeberjed I.

Daedalus Sh.
Koseir.
The Brothers.
Shadwan I.

Ashiafi Reef.
Str. of Jubal.
Suez G.
Ras Gharib.
Ras Zafarana.
Newport Rock Lt. V.
P. Ibrahim.
Suez, a ef
Suez B.

Asia.

Tor.

Mt. Sinai.

Hedjaz Province.
Akabah G.
Mowila.
Sherm Wej.
C. Baridi.
Yenbo./

a Signifies an International Signal Station; 6 a Time Signal Station; c a Weatlier, Tide, or Ice Signal Station; d a Life-Saving Station;
e a Lloyd's Signal Station; /a Wireless Telegraph Station.

76564—09 8
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BAY OF BENGAL. MALAY PENINSULA.

ANDK
ANDM
ANDO
ANDP
ANDR

ANDS

ANDT
ANDV
ANDW
ANDX
ANDZ
ANEB
ANED
ANEF

ANEG
ANEI
•ANE.T
ANEK
ANEM
ANEO
ANEP
ANER
ANES
ANET
ANEV
ANEW
ANEX
ANEZ ,

ANFB
ANFG
ANFD
ANFE
ANFG
ANFI

ANFJ
ANFK
ANFM
ANFO
ANFP
ANFR
ANFS
ANFT
ANFV
ANEW
ANFX
ANFZ
ANGB
ANGO
ANGD
ANGE
ANGH
ANGI
ANGJ
ANGK
ANGM
ANGO
ANGP
ANGR
ANGS
ANGT
ANGV
ANGW
ANGX
ANGZ
ANHB
ANHC

Maldive Is.

.

M41e, &r, Sultan's I.

Nine Degree Ch.
Eight Degree Ch.
One and a half Degree

Gh.
Equatorial Ch.

G. OP Manar.
Manapad Pt.

Coilsinipatam.
CoUnapatam.
Tuticorin. a c

Hare I.

Pamban. o
Manar.

Ceylon.
Putlam.
Chilaw.
Negombo.
Colombo. 6

Kandi.
Kaltura.
Barberyn I.

Point de GALLE.de
Neptune Battery.
Matura.
Dondra Hd.
Tangalle.
Hambantotti.
Great Basses.

Little Basses.

Batticaloa Roads, a
Trincomali.
Pt. Pedro.
Palmyra Pt.

Palk Str.
Jafnapatam.
Tondi.
Adrampatam.
Pt. Cahmere.
Coromandel Coast.

Negapatam.
Tanjore.
Trichinopoly.
Nagar.
Kdrikal. a
Tranquebar.
Colerun.

P. Novo.
Cuddalore.
Pondicherri. a
Mahdbalipiir Pagodas.
Covelong.
Madras, abc
Pulicat.
Armeghon.
Nellore.

Kottapatam.
Nizampatam.
Kistna R.
Divi Pt.

Masulipatam. a c

Narsapur.
Yanaon.
Godavari R.
Coringa B.
Hope I.

ANHD
ANHF
ANHG
ANHI
ANHJ
ANHK
ANHM
ANHO
ANHP
ANHR
ANHS
ANHT
ANHV
ANHW
ANHX
ANHZ
ANIB
ANIC
ANID
ANIP
ANIG
ANIH
ANIJ
ANIK
ANIM

ANIO Bengal B.

ANIP
ANIR
ANIS
ANIT
ANIU
ANIV
ANIW
ANIX
ANIZ
ANJB
ANJC
ANTE
ANJF
ANJG
ANJH
ANJI
ANJK
ANJL
ANJO
ANJP
ANJQ
ANJS
ANJT
ANJU
ANJW
ANJX
ANJY
ANKB
ANKC
ANKD
ANKF
ANKG
ANKH
ANKJ
ANKL
ANKM
ANKP
ANKQ
ANKR
ANKT
ANKU

Cocanada. c

Vakalpudi. ac
Vizagapatam. ac
Bimlipatam. ac
Santapilli.

Kalingapatam. a
Pdndi. a
Baruva (iBarwa). a
Sonapur. a
Gopalpur. ac
Berhampur.
Ganjim.
Rambha.
Chilka Lake.
Puri. a c

Devi R.
Mahanadi R.
Cuttack.
False Pt. c e

False B.
Palmyras Pt.

Dhamra R.
Shorttl.
Chandbali. ac

Pilots Ridge Lt. V.
Hligli, or, Hoogly R.
Eastern Ch. Lt. V.
Intermediate Lt. V.
Lower Caspar Lt. V.
Upper Caspar Lt. V.
Long Sand Lt. V.
Saugor. ce
Cowcolli, or, Kaukhali.
Mud Pt. ce
Kalpi Anchorage.
Diamond Hr. c e

Hdgli Pt. e

Garden Reach.
Kidderpur Wet Docks.
Calcutta. 6

Sibpur. c

Howrah.
Kidderpur. 6 c

Chandemagore,.
The Sundarbans.
Mutlah Lt. V.
P. Canning
HaringhAta R.
Morellganj.
BarisAI.

Ganges R.
TetuUa R.
Brahmaputra R.
Meghna R.
Narainganj.
Dacca.
Chittagong.
Karnafuli R. a
Jiildia Hill, c

Sudder-ghat. c

Kutabdia 1.

Maskhal I.

Cox BazAr.
Elephant Pt.

Naaf R.

ANKV
ANKX

ANKY
ANKZ
ANLC
ANLD
ANLE
ANLG
ANLH
ANLI
ANLK
ANLM
ANLO
ANLQ
ANLR
ANLS
ANLU
ANLV
ANLW
ANLX
ANLY
ANLZ
ANMB
ANMD
ANME
ANMF
ANMH
ANMI
ANMJ
ANML
ANMO
ANMP
ANMR
ANMS

ANMT
ANMV
ANMW
ANMX

ANMY
ANOB
ANOC
ANOD

ANOF
ANOG
ANOH
ANOJ
ANOK
ANOL
ANOP
ANOQ
ANOR
ANOT
ANOU
ANOV
ANOX
ANOY
ANOZ
ANPC
ANPD
ANPE
ANPG

ANPH
ANPI
ANPK
ANPL

Mayu R.
Oyster I.

Burma.
Akyab. c

Arakan R.
Fakir Pt. a
Combermere B.
Kyauk Pyu Hr.
Southampton Road.
The Tembles.
Ramree Hr.
Chediiba Str.

Sandoway.
Khwa, or, Gwa.
C. Negrais..

Pegu.
Bassein R.
Diamond 1. ce
Alguada Reef.
Irrawady R.
Barragua Lt. V.
Krishna Lt. V.
China Baklr.
Rangoon. 6 c/
Spit Lt. V.
Elephant Pt. e

Eastern Grove Lt.

Henzada.
Prome.
Thayetmyo.
Ava.
Mandalay.
Bhamo.
Yunan.

Andaman Is.

Table I.

P.Blair./
P. Campbell.

NiCOBAR Is.

Kar Nicobar.
Nankauri Hr.
Kamorta.

Martaban G.
Sittang.

Moulmein.
Amherst, b ce
Pagata.
Salween R.
Tong Aing.
Double I.

Y6.
Tavoy.
Beef I. (Gogaligyun).
N-wa la bo (The Cone).
Mergui.
Tenasserim.
Morrison B.
Hastings Hr.
Benong.
Kra.
Pakchan R.

Malay Peninsula.
Kopah Inlet.

Taukopah.
Klong Bagatae.

„Signlflesa„Internationa.Signa.Station^.aTlmeSi^^^^^^^^^^^
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MALAY PENINSULA. SIAM. CHINA.

ANPM
ANPR
ANPS
ANPU
ANPV
ANPW
ANPY
ANPZ
ANQB
ANQD
ANQE
ANQF
ANQH
ANQI
ANQJ
ANQL
ANQM
ANQO
ANQR
ANQS
ANQT
ANQV
ANQX
ANQZ
ANRB
ANRC
ANRE
ANRF
ANRG
ANRH
ANRJ
ANRK
ANRL
ANRO
ANRP
ANRQ
ANRS
ANRT
ANRU
ANRV
ANRX
ANRY
ANRZ
ANSC
ANSD
ANSE
ANSG
ANSH
ANSI
ANSK
ANSL
ANSM
ANSP
ANSQ
ANSR
ANSI!
ANSV
ANSW
AN'SY
ANSZ
ANTE
ANTD
ANTE
ANTE
ANTH
ANTI
ANTJ
ANTL
ANTQ
ANTR

Salang I, or, Junkseylon,
Khelong B.
Tongka.
Puket Hr.
Tharda Hr.
Kaeom R.
Panga R.
Malakka Str.

Tarang.
Butang Group.
Lamgkawi I.

Pulo Lada.
Bass Hr.
Kedat R.
Muda R.
Penang. e

Government Hill, a
Georgetown.
Muka Hd. a
Fort Pt.

Province Wellesley.

P. Weld, or, Sapetang.
Ldrut R.
Thaipeng.
Pulo Pangkor.
Binding R.
Pulo Katak.
Perak R.
Telok Anson.
Durian Sabatang.
Kwala Kangsa.
Bernam R.
SeMngor R.
Pulo Angsa.
One Fathom Bank Lt. V.
Klang.
P. Swettenham.
Kwala Lumpor.
Langat R.
Jugru R.
Arang Arang Anchorage.
C. Rachado.
Lingi R.
Malakka. e

St. Paul Hill.

Muar, or, Moar R.
Tanjong Panchur.
Pulo Undan.
Formosa Mt.
Pulo Pisang
Tanjong Bulus.
SiNGAPOKB.
Pulo Brani. 5

Sultan Shoal Lt.

Raffles Lt.
F. Canning. 6 e

Singapore New Hr.
Mt. Faber. e

Johore R.
Horsburgh Lt.

Pedra Branca Lt.
Old Strait of Singapore.
New Joh6r.
Sibu Is.

Blair Hr.
Endau R.
Pahang R.
Pakan.
Kuantan R.
Tringano.

ANTS
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CHINA. PE CHILE GULF. KOREA.

AOCF
AOCG
AOCH
AOCJ
AOGK
AOCL
AOCN
AOCP
AOCQ
AOCS
AOCT
AOCU
AOCV
AOCW
AOCX

AOCY
AODB
AODC
AODE
AODG
AODH
AODI
AODK
AODL
AODM
AODP
AODQ
AODR
AODT
AODU
AODV
AOI>X
AODY
AGDZ
AOEC
AGED
;AOEF
lAOEG
!aoeh
lAOEI
' AGEJ
i AGEL
AOEM
AOEN
AGEQ
AGER
AGES
AOEU
AGEV
AGEW
AGEY
AGEZ
AGFB
AGFD
AOFE
AOFG
AOFI
AOFJ
AGFK
AGFM
AOFN
AGFP
AGFR
AGFS
AOFT
AOFV
AGFW
AGFX
AOFZ

Goch6.
Lokiang.
P. Koksi.
Taiwan fu.

Amping.
Takau.
Tangkiang,
Saracen Hd.
Nansha, or, South C.

Sauo B.
Kaliwan R.
Pescadores Is.

Makung Hr.
Ponghau Hr.
Meiaco sima Is.

MiN R. a
Wufu.
Tungkuen.
Tungsha.
Mingan Pass.

Pagoda Anchorage, c

Fuchau.
Nantai I.

Samsa Inlet.

Tongshu I.

Fuyan I.

Namkwan Hr.
Wenchau fu.

Snipe I.

Ngaukiang.
Gu Kiang.
Wenchau B.
Sanmun B.
Shipu Hr.
Nimrod Sound.
Chusan Archipelago.
Barren Is.

Loka I.

Sinkeamun Hr.
Tinghai Hr.
Yung R.
Chinhai.
Ning po.
Chapu.
Wantaokwan.
Hangchau B.
Tsientangkiang.
Yenchu.
Steep I.

West Volcano I.

Bonham I.

North Saddle I.

Gutzlaff I. c

Yangtse R.
Tungsha Lt. V.
Kiutoan Lt. V.
Wusung. c

Shanghai. 6 cf
Paoushan Pt.

Langsha,n Crossing.

North Tree Beacon.
Kiushan Beacon.
Tunglotu Beacon.
Kiangyin.
Fishbourne I.

Pottinger I.

Tantu. •

Silver I.

Chinkiang fu.

AOGB
AGGC
AGGE
AGGF
AGGH
AGGI
AGGJ
AGGL
AGGM
AGGN
AGGP
AGGR
AOGS
AGGT
AGGV
AGGW
AGGX
AGGZ
AGHB
AGHC
AGHD
AOHE
AOHG
AGHI
AGHJ

AGHK
AGHM
AGHN
AOHP
AGHR
AGHS
AGHT
AGHU
AGHV
AGHW
AGHX
AGHY
AGIB
AGIO
AGID
AGIE
AGHF
AGIG
AGIH
AGIJ

AGIK
AGIL
AGIN
AGIP
AGIQ
AGIS
AGIT
AGIU
AGIW
AGIX
AGIY

AGJB
AGJC
AGJD
AGJF
AGJG.
AGJH
AGJK
AOJL
AGJM
AGJP
AGJQ

Kwachau.
Sienniumiao.
Golden I.

Pisinchau.
Bethune Pt.

Tsauhia I.

Nankin.
Wade I.

Taiping fu.

Wuhu.
Hains Pt.

Pihmatsui.
Kieuhien.
Buckminster I.

Wild Boar Reach.
Fitzroy I.

Taitzuchi Beacon.
Langkiangki , or ,HenPt

.

Nganking Reach

.

Eagle I. Beacon.
Christmas I.

Tungliu.
Spencer Rock.
Dove Pt. Beacon.
Northeast Crossing Bn.

Lt. V.
Gtter Pt.

Hukau.
Poyang Lake.
Wuching.
Kiukiang.
Wusueh.
Liyushan.
LowPt.
Kichau.
Hwamgchau.
Hankow.
Chungking.
Wuchang lu.

Singti Reach.
Yochau fu.

Tungting Lake.
Ichang fu.

Sha Sze.

Suchau.
YellowSea, or,Hwang
Hai.

Kyauchau Hr. 6 c

Haiyang.
Aylen B.
Yungching.
Shantung Promontory.
Weihaiwci.
Leukungtau.
Lungmun Hr.
Cheioo. b c

Tengchau fu.

Miautau Is.

G. OP Pe chili.

Tatsingho, or, Yellow R.
Tiemunkwau.
Takoho,- or, Tasanho.
Peiho R.
Taku. a cf
Taku Bar Lt. V.
Tientsin. /
Tungchau.
Peking. /
Petang.

AOJR
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JAPAN. BERING SEA.

APBD
APBE
APBF
APBH
APBI
iAPBJ
APBL
APBM
APBN
APBQ
APBR
;APBS
iAPBU
iAPBV
APBW
APBY
;apbz
APCB
APCE
APCF

APCG
APCI
APCJ
APCK
APCM
APCN
,APCO
APCR
APCS
APCT
APCV
APCW
APCX
APCZ
APDB
APDC
APDF
APDG
APDH

APDJ
APDK
APDL
APDN
APDO
APDQ
APDS
APDT

APDW
APDX
APDY
APEB
APEC
APED
APEG
APEH

APEX
APEK
APEL
APEM
APEO
APEQ
APER
APET
APEU
APEV
APEX

Onomichi no seto. c

Mekari seto.

Tomo.
Fukuyama. (Honshu.)
Okayama.
Katakami.
Sakoshi B.
Oo-Ura B.
Akashi.
Wada no misaki.
Kobe. 6 c

Hiogo.
Kawatsi.

Kizu gawa.

Tomago sima.
Isumi Str.

Hachken R.
Wakayana. c d

Shikoku.
P. Ikata.

P. Amai.
Yawatahama Hr.
P. Shitama.
Okuchi B.
P. Yoshida.
Uwajuiia.
Kure.6
Susaki.c
Riudsu saki.

Urado Hr.c
Kochi.
Moroto Saki.

Kamata saki.

I shima.
Tachibana ura.

Naka shima gawa.
Komatsushima

chorage.
Tokii shima.
Namto :

Awaji sima.
Fuk ura.

Yura Hr.
Tsuda B.
Takamatsu.c
Nabe sima.

Sakaide.
Marugame.
Bingo Nada.
Imabari.
Matsuyama.
Mitsuga hama.c
Tsuru sima.

An-

Kii Ch.
Hino misaki.

Tanabe.
^

Siwo misaki.
Kusimoto.d
Oo sima.
Kashi no saki. (

Ura Kami Hr.
Taize Ura.
Singo.c
KadaB.

APEY
APEZ
APFC
APFD
APFE
APFH
APFI
APFJ
APFL
APFM
APFN
APFQ
APFR
APFS
APFU
APFV
APFW
APFY
APFZ
APGB
APGD
APGE
APGF
APGI
APGJ
APGK
APGM
APGN
APGO
APGR
APGS
APGT
APGV
APGW
APGX
APGZ
APHB
APHC
APHE
APHF
APHG
APHJ
APHK
APHL
APHN
APHO
APHQ
APHS
APHT
APHU
APHW
APHX
APHY
APIB
APIC
APID
APIF
APIG
APIH
APIK
APIL
APIM
APIO
APIQ
APIR
APIT
APIU
APIV
APIX
APIY

Owasi.
Mura Hr.
Goza Hr.
Matoya.
Toba.
Suga sima.
OwARA B. (IsE Sea).

Owari.
Yamada.
Okuchi B.
Tsu.
Yokka ichi.c

Kuwana.
Nagoya.
Atsuta.c
Chita.

Taketoyo.c
Handa.
Mikawa.
Toyohaahi.
Oyama.
Hamamatsu.
Kakesuka minato.c
Omai saki.

Suruga G.
Shizuoka.
Shimidzu Hr.c
Mumadsu.
Yeno ura.

Heda Hr.
Arari.

TagoB.
Iro saki.

Mikomoto, or, Rock I.

Simoda.
Sagami ura.

Atami.
Odawara.
KotawaB.
Joka sima.
Teurugi saki.

Kaneda B.
Uraga Ch.
Kanonsaki.
Yokosuka.c
Susaki.
Nigisi.

Honmoku Lt. V.
Yokohama.6 c

Takasimacho.

Kawa saki.

Haneda.
Shinagawa.c
Tokyo.
Tsukiji.

Tone gawa.
Funabaflhi.

Chiba.
Iwaga saki.

Kisaradzu.
Futsu saki.

Tate yama.
No sima saki.

Dzunan Is.

Fusi yama.
Inuboye saki.c

Naka Hr.
Sendai B.
Matsu shima.

APIZ
APJD
APJE
APJG

APJH
APJI
APJL
APJM
APJN
APJQ
APJR
APJS
APJU
APJV
APJW
APJY
APJZ
APKB
APKD
APKE
APKF
APKH
APKI

APKJ
APKM

APKN
APKO
APKR
APRS
APKT
APKU
APKV
APKW
APKX
APKZ

APLB
APLC
APLE
APLF
APLG
APLH
APLI
APLJ
APLK
APLN
APLO
APLQ
APLS
APLT
APLU
APLW
APLX
APLY
APMB
APMC
APMD
APMF
APMG
APMH
APMJ
APMK
APML
APMQ
APMR
APMT

Shiogama.
Tona Canal.

Ishi no maki.c d
Kinkuwasan, or, Yama-

dori Ch.

Onagawa. !

Okatsu.
C)ppaB.
Kita kami R.
Shidzukawa.
Koidzumi.
Kesennuma.
HirotaB.
Imaidzumi gawa.
Ofunato B.
Kamaishi.
Riyoishi.
Odzuchi. .

Funakoshi.
Kuji B.
Yamada.
Miyako.
Shiriya saki.

Ohata.

HOKUSHU.
Fukuyama, or, , Matsu-
mai. (Hokushu.)

Sirakami saki.

Fuku shima. c

Kattoji saki.

Hakodate.6 c

Anama saki spit Lt. V.
Shiokubi mi saki.

Yesan Saki.c

Volcano B.
Mori.c
Sinmororan, or, Ender-
mo Hr.c

Saru.
Sutsini.

Urakawa.
Yerimo saki.

Sirunoki. -

Kushiro.
Keramot Saki.

Akishi.
Hamanaka.
Otchisi saki, or, C. Usu.
Noshapp Saki.

Nemoro Anchorage.c
Natske B.
Kinashiri.

Kuril Is.

Shakotan Hr.
Matsugahama B.
Anama Hr.
Yetorup I.

Hitokatpu B.
Naibo Hr.
Urup I.

Soya saki.

C. Nossyab.
Refunsiri I.

Risiri I.

Mashike, or, Maski.c
Ishikari R.
Oterranai.c
Maloyama.

„SignifiesanInterna«o.a,Signa,Sta«o..aT^r^^St^io^^^
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SUMATRA. JAVA. BORNEO.

APMU

APMV
APMX

APMY
APMZ
APND

APNE
APNG
APNH
APNI
APNK
APNL
APNM
APNQ
APNR
APNS
APNU
APNV

APNW
APNY
APNZ
APOB
APOD
APOB
APOF
APOH
APOI
APOJ
APOL
APOM
APON
APOR
APOS
APOT
APOV
APOW
APOX
APOZ
APQB

APQC
APQE
APQF
APQG

APQI
APQJ

APQK
APQM
APQN
APQO
APQR
APQS

APQT
APQU
APQW
APQX
APQY
APRB
APRC
APRD
APRE
APRF

Kamoi saki, or, C. No-
vosilzov.

Sim unku (I wani B.).c

Behkei misaki (Sutt

B.).c

Okusiri.
Yesashi.c

C. Sirakami.

Kamchatka.
C. Lopatka (Kapury).
AvatchaB.
Dalni Pt.
Petropavlovsk.
Ukinsk B.
Komandorski Is.

Bering- 1.

Medm, or, Copper I.

Karaga Hr.
Karagineki I.

Baron Korfa G., or,

Kultuznay B.
Bering Sea.
Lavrova Hr.
Oliutorski C.

Natalie B.
0. Navarin.
Anadyr R.
Klinkowstroem B.
Kresta G.
Providence B.
Emma Hr.
St. Lawrence I.

Bering Str.

Mechigme B

.

Lutke Hr.
EastC.
C. Serdze Kamen.
Wrangell I.

Kolyma R.
Indigirka R.
lana R.
Liakhov, or. New Si-

beria Is.

Kotelnoi I.

Lena R.
Oleneka R.
Hatanga R.

Sumatra.
Acheh Hd., or, Acheen
Hd.

Pulo Brae.
Kota Raja.
OlehlehB.
Pulo Bum.
Sabang B.e
Jambu Ayer, or. Dia-
mond Pt.

Edie Rajut R.
Langksa R.
Langkat R.
Medan.
Deli River Lt. V.
Batu Bara.
Lidung B.
Sungi Rokan.
Pulo Jarak.
Brewer Str.

APRG
APRH
APRJ
APRK
APRL
APRN
APRO
APiRQ
APRT
APRU
APRV
APRX
APRY

APRZ
APSB
APSC
APSD
APSE
APSG
APSH
APSI
APSJ
APSK
APSL
APSM
APSO
APSQ
APSR
APSU
APSV
APSW
APSY
APSZ
APTB
APTD
APTE
APTF
APTG
APTH
APTI
APTJ
APTL
APTM
APTN
APTQ
APTR
APTS
APTV
APTW
APTX
APTZ
APUC
APUD
APUF
APUG
APUH
APUI
APUJ
APUK
APUL
APUN

APUQ
APUR
APUS
APUT
APUV
APUW
APUX

Siak.

Durian Str.

Pulo Batara.
Rhio Str.

Linga.
Little Karas I.

Terkolei I.

Pulo Sau.
Indragirie R.
Jambie B.
Berhala Str.

Sungi Banj.u Asing.
Sungi Sungsang, or,

Palembang R.
Banka.
Muntok.
Marawang Road.
Pulo Dapur.
Gaspar Str.

Pulo Mendanao.
Langwas 1.

Belitung, or, Billiton I.

Pulo Leat.
North Watcher Lt.

Masuji R.
Tulang Bawang R.
Saputi R.
SuNDA Strait.
Telok Betung.
Ratal.

Pundu.
Lagundi Str.

Semangka B.
Flat 0.

Belimbing.
Pulo Pisang Hr.
Kro6.
Kawur.
Pulo Tikus (Rat I.).

Benkulen.
Mentawi Is.

Vekens B

.

Hurlock B.
Katorei B.
TruBsan B.
Bunga B.
Pulo Katang Katang.
Padang.a
Priaman.
Tiko.
Coros, or. Keeling Is.

Ayer Bangles.
Natal.
Batu Is.

Pulo Nias.

Baros.
Tapanuli B.
Siboga.
Singkel.
Melabu B.
Rigas.

Christmas I.

Java.
First Pt.

Fourth Pt. (Anier).«
Old Anjer.
New Anjer.
St. Nicolas Pt.

Bantam.

APUZ
APVB
APVC
AP¥E.
APVF
APVG
APVJ

APVK
APVM
APVN
APVO
APVR
APVS
APVT
APVW
APVX
APVY
APWB
APWC
APWD
APWF
APWG
APWH
APWJ
APWK

APWL
APWN
APWO
APWQ
APWS

APWT
APWU
APWX
APWY
APWZ
APXC
APXD

APXF
APXH
APXI
APXJ
APXL
APXM
APXN
APXQ
APXR
APXS
APXU
APXV
APXW
APXZ
APYB
APYC
APYE
APYF
APYG
APYI
APYJ
APYK
APYM
APYN
APYO
APYR
APYS
APYT
APYV

Babi I.

Payung I.

Edam I.

Batayia.c/
Tanjong Priok.6
Buitenzorg.
Boompjes I., or, Menja-
wak.

Inderamayu Pt.

Cheribon./
Tegal.
Pekalongan.
Samarang.
Krimon Java Is.

Katang Islet. >

Japara Islet.

Mandahke I.

Juana.
Rembang.
Tuban.
C. Piring.

Madura 1.

Sapudi.
Geresik.
Surabaya.6 c

Zwaantjies Drooghte,
or, Koko Reef Lt.

Pasuruan.
Probolingo.
Beeuki.
Panamkan.
Karang Mae, or, Mein-

derts Reef.
Duiven 1., or, Tabuan.
Bansering.
Banjuwangi.a
Segoro Wedi B.
Chilachap Inlet.

Chitando Inlet.

Zand, or, Chiletu B.

Borneo.
Sambar Pt.

Pawan R.
Carimata Str.
Panjang I. (Borneo).
Great Kapuas R.
Pontianak.
Sambas R.
Palo R.
Tambelan Is.

Anamba Is.

Natuna Is.

Tanjong Datu.
Sardwak.
Moratabas Entrance.
Lupar R.
Rajang R.
C. Sirik.

Bruit R.
Ballang R.
Kidorong Pt.
Barram R.
Muara I.

Brunei.
LabuAN.
Victoria Hr.

,

Kimdnis B.
Gaya B.
Sapangar B.

a Signifies an International SignalStation; 6 a Time Signal Station; c a Weather, Tide, or Ice Signal Station; da LIfe-Saving Station-
c a Lloyd's Signal Station; /a Wireless Telegraph Station.
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PHILIPPINES. CELEBES.

APYW
APYX
APZB
APZC
APZD
APZE
APZF
APZG

APZH
APZJ
apzk
APZL
APZN
APZO
APZQ
APZS
APZT
APZU
APZW
APZX
APZY
AQBD
AQBE
AQBF
AQBH
AQBI
AQBJ
AQBL
AQBM
AQBlSr
AQBP
AQBR
AQBS
AQBTJ
AQBT

ABQX
AQBY
AQBZ
AQCD
AQCE
AQCF
AQCH
AQCI
AQCJ
AQCL
AQCM
AQCN
AQCP
AQCR
AQCS
AQCU
AQGV
AQCW
AQCY
AQCZ
AQDB
AQDE
AQDF
AQDG
AQDJ
AQDK
AQDL
AQDN.
AQDO
AQDS
AQDT
AQDU

Ambong.
KudatS.
Majudu B

.

Kina Balu.
Banguey I.

; Mitford Hr.
Mallawall6 I.

Balambdngan I.

Balabac I.

Marchesa B.
Sugut R.
Labuk R.
Kalagaan R.
Sandakan Hr.
Elopura.
Kinabatangan R.
Dent Haven.
Darvel B.
Silam Hr.
Sibutu I.

Sibuko B
Sesajab R.
Mahakan R.
Pasir.

Kelumpang B.
Pulo Laut.
Kota Baharu.
C. Selatan.
Barito R.
Banjermasin.
Sampit.
Pambuang.
Kumai R.
Kotawaringin R.
Jelai R.

Philippine Is.

G. Melville.

Calandorang B.
Palawan I.

P. Barton.
Malampaya Sound.
Bakit B.
Talindak.
Taitai B.
Dumaran I.

P. Royalist.

Calamianes Group.
Culion I.

Busuanga.
MiNDORO.
lUnl.
Mangarim.
Sablayan.
Paluan Bay.
Calapan.
Polak.
Lubang I.

P. Tilig.

Cabra I.

Luzon I.

C. Santiago.
Reetinga Pt.

Corregidor I.

Cabjallo I.

Cavite. 6/
Manila. 6 c

Paeig R.

AQDW
AQDX
AQDY
AQEB
AQEC
AQED
AQEG
AQEH
AQEI
AQEK
AQEL
AQEM
AQEO
AQEP
AQER

AQET
AQEU
AQEV
AQEX
AQEY
AQEZ
AQFC
AQFD
AQFE
AQFG
AQFH
AQFl
AQFK
AQFL
AQFM
AQFO
AQFP
AQFR
AQFT
AQFU
AQPV
AQFX
AQFY
AQPZ
AQGC
AQGD
AQGE
AQGF
AQGI
AQGK
AQGL
AQGM
AQGO
AQGP
AQGR
AQGT
AQGU
AQGV
AQGX
AQGY
AQGZ
AQHC
AQHD
AQHE
AQHG
AQHl
AQHJ
AQHK
AQHL
AQHM
AQHO
AQHP
AQHR
AQHT

P. Mariveles.
P. 01ongap6.
Subig P.

Capones Pt.

Pampanga.
Iba.

Zambales Province.
Masinglok P.
Santa Cruz.
DazolB.
Bolinao.
Piedra Pt.
Sual.

Lingayen.
Ilocos (St. T li o m a s

Peak).
San Fernando Pt.
Vigan.
Salomague P.
C. Bojeador. c

Rio Grande de Cagayan.
Aparri.
Nueva Ecija.

C. Engafio.
P. St. Vineente.
Babuyan Is.

Camiguin I.

Batan Is.

Bashi Is.

P. Lampon.
Gumaka.
Calagua.
Capalonga.
Mambnlao P.
San Migu«l B.
Nueva Garceres.
Sisiran P.
Catanduanes I.

Tobako B.
Albay.
Poliki B.
San Bernardino Str.

Bulusan.
Magnok B.
Tikao.
Sorsogon.
Donsol.
Pasakao Anchorage.
BumAS I.

Ragai G.
Marinduque I.

Buac.
P. Laguinmanoc.
Pagbilao B.
Tayabas R.
Batangae.
Taal.

Tablas I.

Loog P.
Romblon P.
Sibuyan I.

Magallanes.
Masbate I.

Arroroi.

Mandao.
Palanog P.
Uson B.
Cataingan P.

Panay 1.

Tilat, or, Buena Vista.

AQHU
AQHV
AQHX
AQHY
AQHZ
AQIC
AQID
AQIE
AQIG
AQIH
AQIJ
AQIL
AQIM
AQIN
AQIO
AQIP
AQIR
AQIS
AQIU
AQIV
AQIW
AQIY
AQIZ
AQJB
AQJD
AQJE
AQJF
AQJH
AQJI
AQJK
AQJM
AQJN
AQJO
AQJR
AQJS
AQJT
AQJV
AQJW
AQJX
AQJZ
AQKO
AQKD
AQKE
AQKG
AQKH
AQKI
AQKL
AQKM
AQKN
AQKP
AQKR
AQKS
AQKU
AQKV
AQKW
AQKY
AQKZ
AQLB
AQLD
AQLE
AQLF
AQLI
AQLJ
AQLK
AQLN
AQLO
AQLP
AQLS
AQLT
AQLU

Pandan.
Colasi.

Batan P.

Capis.

Calabazas Isles.

Siete Pecados.
lloilo.

Guimards.
Bondulan Pt.
Lusaran Pt.

Nbqros I.

Bantayan I.

Sbbu (Zebu).
Barili.

Maktan I.

Tan5n Str.

Dumaguete.
Argao Pt.

Sibonga.
Carcar.

Bagacai Pt.

Bohul I.

Tagbilaran.
Laon.
Sikijor I.

Leite.

P. Bello.

Tacloban.
Samar.
Calbayoc.
Catbalogan.
Guiuan.
Palapa P.
Laguan B.
Candialu Islet.

Dinagat I.

P. Gab6.
Siargao I.

Bucas Is.

Mindanao I.

Dapitan B.
Tubud Pt.

P. Misamis.
Butuan.
S'urigao.

Caraga B.
Pujada B.
Mati.
P. Balete.
Hijo.

Davao.
Malalag P.
P. Lebak.
Linao B.
Kotarbatd.
Palak.
Pagadian B.
P. Sambulauan.
Dumankilas B.
Zamboanga./
JOLO./
Basilan I.

P. Isabela.

Dalrymple Hr.
Buol.
Pangasinan I.

Tapul Group.
Siassi.

Tawi Tawi.

aSignifiesan International Signal Station; 6 a Time Signal Station; c a Weather, Tide, or Ice Signal Station; d a Lite-Saving Station;
e a Lloyd's Signal Station; /a Wireless Telegraph Station.
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OCEANIA.

,AQLV
iAQLW
iAQLX

AQLY
AQLZ
AQMB
AQMD
AQME
AQMF
AQMH
AQMI
AQMJ
AQML
AQMN
AQMO
AQME
AQMS
AQMT
iAQMU
AQMV
AQMW
AQMX
jAQMY

Iaqmz
iAQNB
:AQNC
:aqnf
jAQNG
,AQNH

AQNI
:aqnk
;AQNL
AQNM
AQNP
AQNR
lAQNS
iAQNU
.AQNV
AQNW
AQNX

AQNY
AQNZ
AQOB
AQOD
AQOE
AQOP
AQOG
AQOH
AQOI
AQOJ
AQOL
AQOM
AQON
AQOP
AQOS
AQOT
AQOU
AQOV
AQOW
AQOX
AQOZ
AQPB
AQPC
AQPE
AQPF
AQPH

Bongao I.

Talautae Is.

Talauer Is.

Celebes.
Manado.
Banka I.

Kema.
Pondang Islets.

Gorontalo.
Peling I.

Bangaai Archipelago.
Kendari B.
Buton.
Palopo.
Palima.
Boni.
Salengketa Pt.

Balang Nipa (Sinjai).

Makassar Str.

Salayar.

Malsoro B.
Makassar./
Taka Bamata (Brill

Rk.).
Mamuju B.
Palos.

Wani B.
Dondo B.
Bali.
Beliling (Buleleng)

Roadstead.
Amok (Labuan Amok).
Panti Bai-at (BadongB .)

Lombok.
Ampenan B.
Labuan Tering B.
Piju B.
Alas Str.

Sumbawa.
Bima.
Sapeh B.
Pmo Tonga (Paternos-

ter) Is.

Sumba I.

Nangamessi B.
Flores.
Solor I.

Terang B.
BariB.
Sabalanga (Postillion) Is,

Potta Road.
Karakaiki B.
Dondo B.
Ombai, or, AUor.
Kebula B.
Timor.
Koepang.
Dilhi.

Semao (Kurong).
Rotti.

Serwatti Is.

Wetta I.

Essa (Makisar).
Letti I.

Damma I.

Tepa.
Baba I.

Timor Laut.
Arapura Sea.

AQPI
AQPJ
AQPL
AQPM
AQPN
AQPR
AQPS
AQPT
AQPV
AQPW
AQPX
AQPZ
AQRB
AQRC
AQRE
AQRF
AQRG
AQRI
AQRJ
AQRK
AQRM
AQRN
AQRO
AQRP
AQRS
AQRT
AQRU

AQRV

AQRW
AQRX
AQRY
AQSB

AQSD
AQSE
AQSF
AQSH
AQSI
AQSJ
AQSL
AQSM
AQSN
AQSP
AQSR
AQST
AQSV
AQSW
AQSX
AQSZ
AQTB
AQTC
AQTE
AQTF
AQTG
AQTI
AQTJ
AQTK
AQTM

AQTN
AQTO
AQTR
AQTS
AQTU
AQTW
AQTX

Arm Is.

Wokam I.

Dobbo.
K6 Dulan I.

Banda.
Amboina.
Ceram I.'

Sawai Hr.
WaruB.
Hoya (Teluti) B.
Elaputi B.
Amahoi.
Kaibobo Road.
Piru B.
Buru I.

Kayeli B.
Pitt Passage.
GiLLOLO I.

Maba Road.
Weda.
Gebi I.

Molucca Passage.
Bachian.
Temate.
Waigiu I.

Gillolo Passage.
Dampier Str.

New Guinea (Papua).

British New Guinea.
Saiwatti.

Segaar B.
McCluer

G.).

Sekru.

Inlet) Berau

Frederick Henry I.

C. Valsche, or, False C.

Dourga Str.

Pisang B.
Wassi Kussa.
Mai Kussa.
Boigu, or, Talbot I.

Daudai.
Tauan.
Saibai I.

Pahoturi, or, Kaua R.
Brinatauri, or, Katau R.
G. of Papua.
FlyR.
Aird R.
Lolo I.

Hall Sound.
P. Moresby.
Granville.

P. GlaMiow.
South C.

Samarai I.

Louisiade Archipelago.

Kaiser Wilhelmsland.
Finsch Hr.
Astrolabe B.
Frederich Wilhelm Hr.
Hatzfeldt Hr.
Empress Augusta R.
Amberno (Mamberon-
mo) R.

AQTY
AQUB

AQUC

AQUD
AQUF
AQUG
AQUH
AQUJ

AQUK
AQUL
AQUM
AQtt)

AQUR

AQUS
AQUT
AQUW
AQUX
AQUY
AQVB
AQVC
AQVD

AQVF
AQVG
AQVH
AQVJ
AQVK
AQVL
AQVN
AQVO
AQVP
AQVS

AQVT

AQVU
AQVX
AQVY
AQVZ
AQWC

AQWE
AQWF
AQWG
AQWI
AQWJ
AQWK
AQWM
AQWN
AQWO

AQWR

AQWS
AQWT
AQWV
AQWX
AQWY
AQXB
AQXC
AQXD

AQXF
AQXG
AQXH

Geelvink B.
Dorei P.

Bismarck Archipelago,

New Pomerania.
Stephansoit.
Herbertshbh.
Blanche B.
Matupi I.

New Mecklenburg.
Meoko Hr.
Nusa Hr.
Kaliu.

Pacific Ocean (Ocea-
nia).

Admiralty I.

Nares Hr.
Hermit Is.

Caroline Is.

Kusaie I.

Chabrol Hr.
Ponapi 1.

Jamestown Hr. (Je-

koits).

Truk Is.

Yap I.

Tomil B.
Pelew (Paloa) Is.

Marianas.
Guam I./

P. San Luis D'Apra.
Bonin Is. (Arzobispo).
Hillsborough I. (Baily

Group).
Peel I. (Chicijima)
(Beechy Group).

P. Lloyd.
Marshall Is.

Jaluit.

Gilbert Is.

Apaiang.

Solomon Is.

Buaro (San Cristoval) I.

UgiL
Guadalcanar I.

Malaita I.

Ysabel I.

Choiseul I.

Bougainville I.

Santa Cruz Is. (Nitendi
Is.).

Vanikoro I.

New Hebrides.
Banks Is.

Ureparapara I.

Avreas B.
P. Patteson.
Mota I.

Lakona B.
Marina, or, Espiritu

Santo I.

Bougainville Str.

Tan^oa.
Mallicolo (Malekula).

a Signifies an International Signal Station; 6 a Time Signal Station; c a Weather, Tide, or Ice Signal Station; d a Ute-Saving Station:
e a Lloyd's Signal Station; / a Wireless Telegraph Station.
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OCEANIA. AUSTRALIA.

AQXJ
AQXK
AQXL,
AQXN
AQXO
AQXP
AQXS
AQXT
AQXU
AQXW
AQXY
AQXZ
AQYC
AQYD
AQYE
AQYG
AQYH

AQYJ
AQYL
AQYM
AQYN
AQYP
AQYR
AQYS
AQYU
AQYV
AQYW
AQYZ
AQZB
AQZC
AQZD
AQZF
AQZG
AQZH
AQZJ
AQZK
AQZL
AQZN
AQZO
AQZP
AQZS
AQZT
AQZU
AQZW
AQZX
AQZY
ARBO
ARBD
ARBE
ARBG
ARBH
ARBI
ARBK
ARBL
ARBM
ARBO
ARBP

ARBQ
ARBT
ARBU
ARBV
ARBW
ARBX

ARBZ
ARCB
ARCD
ARCF

P. Stanley.
P. Sandwich.
Epi I., cyr, Tasiko I.

Emte, or, Sandwich I.

Fila Hr.
Meli Anchorage.
Havannah, Hr.
Eromanga.
DHlon B.
Polenia B.
CookB.
Tanna.
Kwamera.
Wea Sisi.

Erronan, or, Futuna.
Aneityum (AnnalAm).
P. Patrick.

New Caledonia.
Goto p.
PronyB.
Sebert Cove.
Grand P.
Am.6d6e I.

Bulari B.
Noumea, c

P. Laguerre.
Muendu B.
P. Burai.
P. Mufo.
KatavitiB.
Chasseloup B.
Gromen B.
N6hou6 B.
Tanl6 B.
Banare B.
Art I.

Aue.
Harcourt B.
Arama.
Bond6 R.
Balade.
Pouebo.
Ubati
Yengen.
BaB.
Kuaua B.
P. Duperr6.
Kanala B.
Lavaissifere B.
N6k6t6 B.
Tchio.
P. Bouquet.
Kuakue B.
P. Yate.
Isle of Pines.
Vac.
Gadji.

Loyalty Is.

Bishop Sound.
Tandine B.
Norfolk l.e

Lord Howe I.

Kermadec Is.

Fiji Is.

Kandavu.
Ngaloa Hr.
Solo Rock.

ARGG
ARCH
ARCJ
ARCK
ARCL
ARCN
ARCO
ARCP
ARCS
ARCT
ARCU
ARCW
ARCX
ARCY
ARDB
ARDC
ARDE
ARDG
ARDH
ARDI
ARDJ
ARDK
ARDL
ARDM
ARDO

ARDQ
ARCS
ARDT
ARDV
ARDW

ARDX
ARDZ
AREB
AREC
AREF
AREG
AREH
AREJ
AREK
AREL
AREN
AREO
AREP
ARES
ARET
AREU
AREW

AREY
AREZ
ARFB
ARFD
ARFE
ARFG
ARFI
ARFJ
ARFK
ARFM
ARFN
ARFO
ARFQ
ARFS
ARFT
ARFV
ARPW
ARFX
ARFZ
ARGB

Viti Levu Lt. V.
Suva,a
Rewa.
Nasilai.

Mbau Waters.
Levuka.
Nandi Waters.
Likuri Hr.
Singatoka R.
Rovondrau B.
Vanua Levu.
Savu Savu B.
Nandi B.
Mbua B.
Ruku Ruku B.
No Kinasi.
Vicuna Hj-.

Nateva B.
Somo Somo Str.

Nanuku Passage.
WailangUala I.

Tavium.
Vanua Mbalavu.
Lomaloma.
Rotumah.

Tonga Is.

Tongatdbu I.

Nukualofa.
Nine I.

Uea, or Wallis I.

Samoa Is.

Tutuila I.

Fungasar Hr.
Pago Pago Hr.
Vailoa.

Upolu I.

Safatu Hr.
Apia.
Saluafata Hr.
Falifa Hr.
Fangaloa B.
Savaii I.

Union (Tokelau) Is.

Atdfu atoll.

Phoenix la.

EUice Is.

Christmas I.

Hawaiian Is.

Hawaii.
Hilo.
Mahukona.
Kawaihae. /
KaUua.
Kealakekua.
Maui I.

Kahului Hr.
Lahaina. /
Kanahena Pt.

Lanai.
Molokai. /
Lae o ka Laau.
Kaunakakai.
Oahu.
Waialua.
Honolulu, ah ef
Puuloa.
Kauai.

ARGC
ARGE
ARGF
ARGH
ARGJ
ARGK
ARGL

ARGN
ARGO
ARGP

ARGQ
ARGS
ARGT
ARGV
ARGW
ARGX
ARGZ
ARHB
ARHC
ARHE
ARHF
ARHG
ARHJ
ARHK
ARHL
ARHN
ARHO
ARHP
ARHS
ARHT
ARHU

ARHW

ARHX
ARHY
ARIB
ARIC
ARID
ARIE
ARIP
ARIG
ARIJ
ARIL
ARIN
ARIP
ARIS
ARIU
ARIW
ARIY
ARJB
ARID
ARJF
ARJH
ARJK
ARJO
ARJQ
ARJT
ARJV
ARJX
ARJZ
ARKO

ARKG
ARKI
ARKL
ARKN

Maequesas Is.

Hiva-Oa.
P&igotB.
TaahukuB.
Nukuhiva
Comptroller B.
Tai-o-ha6, or, Anna Ma-

ria B.
P. Tai oa.

Ua Huku I.

Ua Pu I,

TUAMOTU.
Pitcaim I.

Mangareva Is.

Anaa atoll.

Pakarava atoll.

Rotoava Anchorage.
Society Is.

Tahiti.

Venus Pt.

Papiet6 Hr.
P. Phaeton.
Huaheine I.

Far6 Hr. (Owharre).
Raiatea I.

Teavarua Hr.
Suvaiov Is.

Cook Is.

Rarotonga I.

Tubuai, or, Austral Is.

Rapa (Oparo) I.

Easter I.

Australia.

North Attstralia.
Carpentaria G.
Batavia R.
Mitchell R.
Normanton.
Norman R. Lt. V.
Kimberley.
Burketown.
Wellesley Is.

McArthur R.
Roper.
Arnhem B.
0. Wessel.
Goyder R.
Liverpool R.
Van Diemen G.
Melville I.

Alligator R.
Adelaide R.
P. Daly.
P. Darwin.
Palmerston.
Southport.
Bynoe Hr.
P. Patterson.
P. Keats.
Pitzmaurice R.
Victoria R.

West Australia.
Cambridge G.
OrdR.
Wyndham.o

oSigniaes an International Signal Station; 6 a Time Signal Station; c a Weather, Tide, or Ice Signal Station; d a Life-Saving Station-
e a Lloyd's Signal Station; /a Wireless Telegraph Station.

'
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QUEENSLAND.

ASDK
ASDM
ASDO
ASDP
ASDQ
ASDU
ASDW
ASDY
ASEB
ASED
ASEF
ASEH
ASEJ
ASEL
ASEN
ASEP
ASER
ASET
ASEV
ASEX
ASEZ
ASFB
ASFC
ASFE
ASFG
ASFI
ASFK
ASFM
ASFO
ASFQ
ASFU
ASFW
ASFY
ASGB
ASGD
ASGF
ASGH
ASGJ
ASGL
ASGN
ASGP
ASGR
ASGT
ASGV
ASGW
ASGX
ASGZ
ASH-C
ASHD
ASHE
ASHG
ASHI
ASHK
ASHM
ASHO

ASHQ
ASHU
ASHW
ASHY
ASIB
ASID
ASIF
ASIH
ASIJ

ASIL
ASIN
ASIP
ASIR

Tasmania.
Swan I.

a

.

Bridport.
Low Hd. e

P. Dalrymple.
Tamar R.
Georgetown.
Iliracombe.
Sidmouth.
Dorchester.
Exeter.
Swan B.
Launceston.
P. SoreU.e
Bulges.
P. Frederick.
Mersey Bluff.e

Table C.e

Stanley.
Robbins I.

Hunter I.

Three Hummock I.

Arthur R.
Remine.o
Macquarie Hr.c
Strahan.a
Gordon R.
P. Davey.
Maatsuyker I.

D'Entrecasteaux Ch.
Recherche B.a
Bruny l.e

Hythe.

Esperance P.
Huon R.
P. Cygnet.
Tasman Hd.
Adventure B.
Derwent R.
Hob ART. 5

Storm B.
Burnett Hr.
Frederick Henry B.
Eagle Hawk B. a
Pitt Water.
P. Arthur.
Prosser B.
Swansea, a
Oyster B.
Great Swan P.
Long Pt.

Falmouth, a
George B.
Eddystone Pt. e

New South Wales.
C. Green, a
Twofold B.ac
Eden.
Kiyerr Inlet.

Panbula.
Merimbula.

Barunguba, or, Monta-
gu I. a

Turos Inlet.

Bodalla.
Toragy Pt.

Moruya. a

ASIT
ASIV
ASIX
ASIZ
ASJC
ASJE
ASJG
ASJI
ASJK
ASJM
ASJO
ASJQ
ASJU
ASJW
ASJY
ASKB
ASKD
ASKF
ASKH
ASKL
ASKN
ASKP
ASKR
ASKT
ASKV
ASKX
ASKZ
ASLC
ASLE
ASLG
ASLI
ASLK
ASLM
ASLO
ASLQ
ASLU
ASLW
ASLY
ASMB
ASMD
ASMF
ASMH
ASMJ
ASML
ASMN
ASMP
ASMR
ASMT
ASMV
ASMX
ASMZ
ASNC
ASNE
ASNF
ASNG
ASNI
ASNK
ASNM
ASNG
ASNQ
ASNU
ASNW
ASNY
ASGB
ASOD
ASGF
ASOH
ASOJ
ASGL
ASGN

Bateman B.
Bundoo, or, Clyde R.
Nelligan.
UlladWlJia. a
St. Georges Hd.
Jervis B.
North Shoalhaven R. a
Goulburn.
Kiama.
WoUongong. a
P. Hacking.
Botany, a
George R.
P. Jackson.
Inner South Hd. a c

Sydney. 6

Macquarie Pt.

Sow and Pigs Lt. V.
Bradley Hd.
Watson B. d
Garden I.

Wooloomooloo B.
Farm Cove.
Darling Hr.
Pyrmont.
Balmain.
Cockatoo I.

Fitzroy Dock.
Southerland Dock.
Goat I.

Waterview B.
Parramatta.
St. Leonards.
Middle Hr.
Manly Beach.
Baranju Hd.
Hawkesbury R.
Broken B.
Hales Bluff.

Catherine Hill B.
Moon Islet.

Lake Macquarie.
Nobby Hd.
Newcastle, abed
Hunter R.
Stockton.
Hexham.
Maitland.
Stephens Pt.

P. Stephens.
Sugarloaf Pt.

C. Hawike.
Harrington Inlet.

Manning R.
Crowdy Hd.
Camden Haven.
Tacking Pt.

P. Macquarie.
Hastings R.
Marias R.
Smoky C.

Trial B.
MacLeay R.
Nambuckra R.
Bellinger R.
South Solitary I.

Clarence R.
MacLean.
Grafton.
Richmond R.

ASGP
ASGR
ASOT
ASOV
ASOX
ASGZ
ASPC
ASPE

ASPG
ASPI
ASPK
ASPM
ASPO
ASPQ
ASPU
ASPW
ASPY
ASQB
ASQD
ASQP
ASQH
ASQJ
ASQL

ASQN
ASQP
ASQR
ASQT
ASQV
ASQX
ASQZ
ASRC
ASRE
ASRG
ASRI
ASRK
ASRM
ASRG
ASRQ
ASRU
ASRW
ASRY
ASTB
ASTD
ASTF
ASTH
ASTJ
ASTL
ASTN
ASTP
ASTR
ASTV
ASTX
ASTZ
ASUC
ASUE
ASUG
ASUI
ASUK
ASUM
ASUG
ASUQ
ASUW
ASUY
ASVB
ASVD
ASVF
ASVH
ASVJ

Ballina.

Warden.
C. Byron.
Brun^riok R.
Cavvanba.
Fingal Pt.

Tweed R.
Danger Pt.

QU'EENSLAND.
Burleigh.
Nerang R.
"Southport.

Sandy Pt. a c

ffloreton B.
C. Moreton.c
Comboyuro Pt.

Bulwer Pilot Station.

Cowan Cowan Pt.

Tangaluma Roads.
Howe Ch.
Freeman Ch.
Yule Roads.
Brisbane Road Pile TA.
Ho. ac

Lytton.
Brisbane. 6

Ipswich.
Cleveland.
Redland.
Lo^n R.
Alberton.
Waterford.
Mooloolah R.
Laguna B.
Tewantin.
Double Island Pt. a
Wide Bay Hr.
Great Sandy Str.

Inskip Pt.

Tyroom Road.
Mary R.
Maryborough.
Woody I.

Sandy C. a
Hervey B.
Burrum R.
Burnett R. a c

Bundaberg.
Lady Elliot I. a
Baffle Creek.
Bustard Hd. a c

Rodd Hr.
P. Curtis.

Boyne R.
Gatcombe Hd. a
Gladstone.
Calliope R.
Hamilton.
C. Capricorn, a c

Keppel C. a
Little Sea Hill.

Fitzroy R. Lt. V.
Mackenzie R.
Broad Mount Hr.
Herbert.
Rockhampton.
Hewittville.
North Reef Lt. a
P. Bowen.

a Signifiesanlnternatioaal SignalStation: '6a Time Signal Station; ca Weather, Tide, or Ice Signal Station; d a Life-Saviug Station;
«« Lloyd's Signal Station; /a Wireless Telegraph Station.
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WEST COAST NORTH AMERICA.
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WEST COAST NORTH AMERICA.. WEST COAST CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA.
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WEST AND EAST COASTS SOUTH AMERICA.

AUXF
AUXG
AUXl
AUXK
AUXM
AUXG
AUXQ
AUXS
AUXW
AUXY
AUYB
AUYD
AUYP
AUYH
AUYJ
AUYL
AUYN
AUYP
AUYR
AUYT
AUYV
AUYX
AUYZ
AUZC
AUZE
AUZG
AUZI
AUZK
AUZM
AUZO
AUZQ
AUZS
AUZW
AUZY
AVBD
AVBF
AVBH
AVBJ
AVBL
AVBN
AVBF
AVER
AVBT
AVBU
AVBX

AVBZ
AVCD
AVCE
AVCF
AVCH
AVCJ
AVGL
AVON
AVCO
AVCF
AVOR
AVCT
AVCU
AVOX
AVCZ
AVDC
AVDE
AVDF
AVDG
AVDH
AVDI
AVDJ
AVDK
AVDL

LoboB de Afuera.
Lainbayeque.
Pacasmayo;
Malabrigo Road.
Huanchaco.
Salaverry.a
Truxillo.

Guanape Is.

Santa.
P. Chimbote.
Ferrol B.
Samanco B.
Casma B.
Huarmey.
Sup6.
Hijaclio.

Salinas B.
Chancay.
Ancon.
Callao.
Lima.
C. San Lorenzo.
ChorillosB.
Chilca.

Cerro.AzuL
Tambo de Mora P.
Chincha Is.

Pisco. ^

lea.

Paracas.
San Gallan I.

Independencia B.
P. San Nicolas.

P. San Juan.
C. Lomas Roadstead.
Chala.

'

Atico.
Camana.
Quilca R.
Islay (Ilay).

Arequipa.
P. Mollendo.
Tambo R.
Ylo Road.
Funo.

Chile.
Arica.

Huanillos.
Tacna.
Huaina Pisagua B.
Junin.
Mejillones Cove.
Caleta Buena. .

Pabellion de Pica.

Iquiqub.
Tocopilla.

Algodonales B.
CooijaB.
Mejillones del Sur B.
Constitucion Hr.
Moreno B.
AnTqfagasta. c

Oliva Road.
Taltal.

Pan de Azucar.
Lavata B.
Sarco.

Paposo Mines.
Fefia Blanca Cove.

AVDM
AVDO
AVDQ
AVDS
AVDU
AVDW
AVDX
AVDY
AVEB
AVED
AVEF
AVEH
AVEJ
AVEL
AVEN
AVEO
AVEF
AVER
AVET
AVEX
AVEZ
AVFC
AVFE
AVFG
AVFI
AVFK
AVFM
AVFO
AVFQ
AVER
AVFS
AVFT
AVFU
AVFW
AVFX
AVFY
AVGB
AVGD
AVGF
AVGH
AVGI
AVGJ
AVGK
AVGL
AVGN
AVGF
AVGR
AVGT
AVGX
AVGZ
AVHC
AVHE
AVHF
AVHG
AVHI
AVHK
AVHL
AVHM
AVHN
AVHO
AVHF
AVHQ
AVHS
AVHU
AVHW
AVHX
AVHY
AVIB
AVID
AVIF

Chanaral.
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EAST AND NORTHEAST COASTS SOUTH AMERICA.
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GULF OF MEXICO.
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WEST INDIES.
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EAST COAST UNITED STATES.
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CANADA.
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GULP AND RIVER OP ST. LAWRENCE.

BONO
BCNR
BCNU
BCNX
BCOA
BCOD
BCOE
BCOG
BCOJ
BOOM
BCOP
BCOS
BCOV
BCOY
BCPE
BCPH
BCPK
BCPN
BCPQ
BCPT
BCPW
BCPZ
BCQF
BCQI
BCQL
BCQO
BCQR
BCQU
BCQX
BORA
BCRD
BCRG
BCRJ
BCRM
BCRP
BCRS
BCRV
BCRY
BCSE
BCSH
BCSK
BCSN
BCSQ
BCST
BCSW
BCSZ
BCTF
BCTI
BCTL
BCTO
BCTR
BCTU
BCTX
BCUA
BCUD
BCUG
BCUJ
BCUM
BCUP
BCUS
BCUV
BCUY
BCVE
BCVH
BCVK
BCVN
BCVQ
BCVT
BCVW
BtlVZ

St. Mary R.
Shefbrooke.
Country Hr.
Isaac Hr.
Green I.

TorB.
Berry Hd.
Whitehead I.e

Oanso.c
Cranberry I.

Crow Hr.
Chedabucto B.
Guysborough.
Gut of Canso.
'Eddy Pt.

P. Mulgrave.
Havre Bouche.
Cape Breton Island.
P. Hastings.
P. Hawkesbury.
Habitants Hr.
Arichat.
Creighton Hd.
Green I.

C. Round.
Big Arrow I.

St. Peter B.
Haulover Isthmus.
M'Kenzie Pt.

Ouetique I.

St. Esprit.

Guyon I.

LouisBURG Hr.
Scatari l.d

Menadou Passage.
Mira.
.Flint I.

C. Percy.
Schooner Cove.
Liiigan Hd.
Bridgeport.

a

FlatPt.a
North Sidney .c

Victoria Pier.

Sydney.
Battery Pt.

Bird Rock.
P. Aconia.
Bras d'Or.

St. Andrew Ch.
Blackrock Pt.

Barra Str.

Mac Kinnon Hr.
Bird I. Lt. (Ciboux I).

St. Anne Hr.
Ingonish.

C. North.
Meat Cove.

a

C. St. Lawrence.e
St. Paull.rfe
Cabot Str.
Ghetican Pt.

Sea Wolf I.

Mabou.
P. Hood.
George B.
Tracadie.
Pomquet.
Antigonish.

C. George.

BCWF
BCWI
BCWL
BCWO

BCWR
BCWU
BCWX
BCXA
BCXD
BCXG
BCXJ
BCXM
BCXP
BCXS
BCXV
BCXY
BCYE
BCYH
BCYJ
BCYK
BCYN
BCYQ
BCYT

BCYW
BCYZ
BCZF
BCZI
BCZL
BCZO
BCZR
BCZU
BCZX
BDAC
BDAF
BDAI
BDAL
BDAO
BDAR
BDAU
BDAX
BDCA
BDCG
BDCJ
BDCM
BDCP
BDCS
BDCV
BDCY
BDEA
BDEG
BDEJ
BDEM
BDEP
BDES
BDEV
BDEY
BDFE
BDFH
BDFK
BDFN
BDFO

.

BDFQ
BDFT
BDFW
BDFZ

Merigoaiish.
Pictou.
East Arm.
New Glasgow.

.
Northumberland Str.
Caribou.
Amet Isle.

Tatamagouche.
John 'R.

Wallace.
Pugwash.
Cold Spring Hd.
B. Verte.
C. Tormentine. d
Jourimain I.

Shemogue.
Shediac.
Cassie Pt.

Cocague.
Buctouche R.
Richibucto Hd.
Liverpool.
St. Louis.

Prince Edward I.

West Pt.

C. Egmont.
Bedeque B.
Summerside.
C. Traverse.
Tryon.
Crapaud.
Hillsborough B.
Charlotte Town.
Haszard Pt.

Prim Pt.

C. Bear./
Murray Hr. c

Cardigan B.
George Town.
St. Andrew Pt.
Panmure Hd.
Boughton R.
Colville R.
Souris.

East Pt.

St. Peter Hr.
Tracadie.
Grand Rustico.
Grenville Hr.
Stanley R.
Billhook I.

Richmond Hr.
Malpeque.
Cascumpeque Hr.
Alberton.
Tignish.
North Pt.

Magdalen Is.

Entry I.

Amherst Hr.
South Pt. (Amherst I.), e

Grindstone I.

Grosse La
Etang du Nord. a
Great Bird Rock.

BDGC G. OF St. Lawrence.

BDGF
BDGI

b'dgl
BDGO
BDGR
BBGU
BDGV
BDGX
BDHA
BDHG
BDHJ
BDHM
BDHP
BDHS
BDHV
BDHY
BDIE
BDIH
BDIK
BDIN
BDIQ
BDIT
BDIW
BDIZ
BDJC
BDJF
BDJI
BDJL
BDJC
BDJR
BDJU
BDJX
BDKA
BDKE
BDKG
BDKJ
BDKM
BDKP
BDKS
BDKT
BDKU
BDKV
BDKY
BDLE

BDLH
BDLK
BDLN
BDLQ
BDLT
BDLW
BDLZ
BDMC

BDMF
BDMI
BDML
BDMO
BDMR
BDMU
BDMX
BDNA
BDNG
BDNJ
BDNM
BDNP
BDNS
BDNV
BDNY

MlRAMIOHI B.
Escuminac Pt. a

Preston beach Lts.

Fox I.

Vinl.
Portage I.

Miramichi B. Lt. V.
Sheldrake I.

Grant beach Lts.

Chatham.
Newcastle.
Nelson Town.
Neguac gully.

Tracadie.
Pokemouche.
Birch Pt. a
Miscou Hr. o
Pokesudi I. Lt.

Caraquette I.

Shippigan.
Chaleur B.
Clifton.

Nipisighit p.
Bathurst.
Petit Rocher Lt.

Little Belledune Pt.
Heron I.

Dalhousie.
Restigou(*he-R.
Campbell town.
New Carlisle.

Richmond.
Carleton.

Pasbebiac.
Maquereau Pt.a
Pabou.
C. d'Espoir. a
Perc^.
Pt. Peter (Flat I.).

C. Gasp6.
Gasp^B. Lt. V.
Gasp6.
C. Rozier. e

Fame Pt. ef

Anticosti I.

Heath'Pt.cdc/
Bagot Pt. d
Salt Lake B.
South Pt. e

South West Pt. c e

Ellis B.
West Pt. e

St. Lawrence R.
Natashquan R.
Mingan Hr.
Perroquets Lt.

Manitou R.
Seven LB./
EggL
C. Magdalen, e

Martin R. a
C. Chatte. a
Pt. de Monts. a
Matane. a
Metis Pt. o
Manicouamn. a
Bersimis R.

o Signifies an International Signal Station ; 6 a Time Signal Station ; c a Weather, Tide, or Ice Signal Station; d a Life-Saving Station;
e a Lloyd's Signal Station; /a Wireless Telegraph Station.
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GREAT LAKES. NEWFOUNDLAND.

BDOE
BDOH
BDOK
BDON
BDOQ
BDOT
BDOW
BDOX
BDOZ
BDPC
BDPF
BDPI
BDPL
BDPM
BDPO
BDPR
BDPU
BDPX
BDQA
BDQG
BDQJ
BDQM
BDQP
BDQS
BDQV
BDQY
BDRE
BDRH
BDRK
BDRN
BDRQ
BDRT
BDRW
BDRZ
BDSC
BDSF
BDSI
BDSL
BDSO
BDSR
BDSU
BDSX
BDTA
BDTG
BDTJ
BDTM
BDTN
BDTP
BDTS
BDTV
BDTY
BDUE
BDUH
BDUK
,BDUN

BDUO

BDUQ
BDUT
BDUW
BDUZ
BDVO
BDVF
BDVI
BDVL
BDVO
BDVR
BDVU
BDVX

Father Pt. a/
P. Neuf. a
Pilot Station.

RiMOUSKi. a
Bicquette I.

Bid.
Red Islet Bank Lt. V.
Red Islet Lt.

Saguenay R.
Tadousac.
Chicoutimi.
Green I.

Rivifere du Loup, a
White I. Reef Lt. V.
Brandy Pots, a
Long Pilgrim I.

Grand I.

Kamouraska.
Orignaux Pt.

Goose C.

Coudres I.

Ouelle R.
St. Paul B.
Lower Traverse Lt.V.
Ufper Traverse Lt. V.
Stone Pillar.

Beaujeu Ch.
St. Ignace.
L' Islet, u
Crane I.

St. Thomas.
Grosse Isle, a
0. Brulg.
Orleans I.

St. Francois.
Bellechasse I.

St. Jean.
St. Laurent.
St. Pamille.
St. Pierre.

L'Ange Gardien.
Beauport.
Quebec, b

Levis.

New Liverpool.
Carouge R.
Trembles Sh.
Portneuf.
Champlain.
Three Rivers.
P. St. Francis.
Sorel.

Richelieu I.

Longueuil.
Maisonneuve.

Ottawa.

Montreal, b

Lachine Canal.
Cornwall.
Morrisburg.
Waddington.
Matilda.

Edwardsburg.
Ogdensburg. c

Prescott.

Morristown.
Brockville.
The Thousand Is.

BDWA
BDWG

BDWJ

BDWM
BDWP
BDWS
BDWV
BDWY
BDXE
BDXH
BDXK
BDXN
BDXQ
BDXT
BDXW
BDXZ
BDYC
BDYF
BDYI
BDYL
BDYO
BDYR
BDYU
BDYX
BDZA
BDZG
BDZJ
BDZM

BDZP
BDZS
BDZV
BDZY
BEAC
BEAF
BEAI
BEAL
BEAO
BEAR
BEAU
•BEAX
BECD
BECH
BECK
BECN
BECO
BECT
BECW
BECZ
BEDC
BEDG
BEDJ
BEDM
BEDP
BEDS
BEDV
BEDY

BEFD
BEFH
BEFK
BEEN

BEFQ
BEFR
BEFT
BEFW
BEFZ

Clayton.
C. Vincent, c

Lake Ontario.

Kingston.
Napanee R.
Belleville.

Pigeon I.

False Duck I.

Peter Pt.

Eggl.
Newcastle Hr.
Coburg.
P. Hope.
Toronto.
Hamilton.
P. Dalhousie.
Welland, Canal.
Niagara, d
Lewiston.
Genesee R.
Soduspoint. c

Glasgow.
Fair Haven, c

Oswego, c d
Stony Pt.

Galloo I.

Saeketts Hr. c

Tibbett Pt.

Lake Erie.
Buffalo, b cdf
P. Colbome.
Mohawk I.

P. Maitland.
Long Pt.

P. Burwell.
P. Stanley.
Pt. PeWe.
Gibraltar.

Trenton.
Wyandotte,
Windsor.
Detroit./
Michigan State.

Monroe.
Toledo.
Ohio.
West Sister I.

P. Clinton.
Strontian I.

Marblehead. d
Sandusky.
Vermilion.
Lorain, c

Cleveland, c df
Ashtabula, c d
Erie City, d

Dunkirk.
Lake St. Clair.

Marine City.

St. Clair.

Lake Huron.
P. Huron, cf
Sarnia.

Gratiot F.
Ottawa.

BEGA
BEGF
BEGI.
BEGL
BEGO
BEGR

BEGU
BEGX
BEHC
BEHG
BEHJ
BEHM
BEHP
BEHS
BEHV

BEHY
BEID
BEIH
BEIK
BEIN
BEIQ
BEIT
BEIW
BEIZ
BEJA
BEJF
BEJI
BEJL
BEJO
BEJR
BEJU
BEJX
BEKC
BEKG
BEKJ
BEKM
BEKP
BEKS
BEKV
BEKY
BELD
BELH
BELK
BELN

BELQ
BELT
BELW
BELZ
BEMA
BEMF
BEMI
BEML
BEMO
BEMR
BEMU
BEMV
BEMW
BEMX
BENC
BENG
BENJ
BENM
BENP
BENS
BENV
BENY
BEOD

Bajr City.
Saginaw B.
Thunder B. erf

Alpena.

c

Duncan City.

Detour Passage.

Mississau^a I.

Manitoulin I.

Southampton.
Kincardine.
Goderich.
Georgian B.
Collingwood.
Matchedash B.
Parry.

Lake Michigan.
Green Bay. c

Kewaunee, d
Manitowoc.
Sheboy^n. d
P. Washington.
Milwaukee, c d
Racine, d
Kenosha, d
Waukegan.
Evanston. d
Chicago, d
Illinois.

Calumet.
Michigan City, c d
Indiana.
St. Joseph, d
South Haven, d
Saugatuck.
Holland.
Grand Haven, c d
Muskegon, d
Whitehall.
Pentwater. d
Ludington. d
Manistee, c d
Traverse City.

St. Mary R.
Neebish Rapids.

Lake Superior.
Sault Sainte Marie. 6

Iroquois Pt.

Corbay Pt.

Michipicoten I.

Battle I.

Lamb I.

Porphyry Pt.
Thunder C.

Victoria I.

Minnesota.
Isle Royale.
Passage I.

DULUTH. 6 d
Superior City.

Wisconsin.
Sand I.

Outer Apostle I.

Michigan I.

Chaquamegon Pt.
Ontonagon.
Portage Lake Canal, d
Eagle Hr.

o Signifles an International Signal Station; 6 a Time Signal Station ; c a Weather. Tide, or Ice Signal Station ; d a Life-Saving Station
c a Lloyd's Signal Station; / a Wireless Telegraph Station.

o^ai'"
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LABRADOR. ICELAND.

BEOH
BEOK
BEON
BEOQ
BEOT
BEOW
BEOZ
BEPA
BEPF
BEPI
BEPL
BEPO
BEPR
BEPU
BEPX
BEQO
BBQG
BEQJ
BEQM
BEQP
BEQS
BEQV

BEQY
BERD
BERH
BERK
BERN
BERQ
BERT
BERW
BERZ
BESF
BEST
BESL
BESO
BESU
BESX
BETC
BETG
BETJ

eHr.
Copper Hr.
Manitou I. d
Keweenaw.
L'Anse.
Huron I.

Granite I.

Marquette, d
Grand I.

P. au Sable.
White Fish Pt.
Belle Isle Sth.
Wash-sheecootai B.
Coacoacho B.
Watagheistic Sound.
Mecattina C.
Greenly I.

Armour Pt. o/
RedB.
Chateau B./
Belle Isle, ef
La Talus.

Newfoundland.
C. Bauld.
Pistolet B.
C. Norman.
St. John B.
Rich Pt./
P. Saunders.
Ingomachoix B.
Bonne B. a
B. of Islands.

P. au Port.

St. George Hr.
C. Ray. ef
P. Basque, a
Rose Blanche B.
La Poile B.
Boar I. (Burgeo). a
Pass La

BETM
BETP
BETS
BETV
BETY
BEUD
BEUH
BEUK
BEUN
BEUQ
BEUT
BEUW
BEUZ
BEVA
BEVF
BEVI
BEVL
BEVO
BEVR
BEVU
BEVX
BEWC
BEWG
BEWJ
BEWL
BBWM
BEWN
BEWP
BEWS
BEWV
BEWY
BEXD
BEXH
BEXK
BEXN

BEXQ
BEXT
BEXV
BEXY
BEXZ

Brunet I. a
Fortune B.
Long Hr.
MlQUBLON. c

St. Pierre, c

Galantry Hd. a
Burin I. a
Placentia Hr.
St. Mary, a
C. Pine, a
C. Race, ef
Ferryland Hd. a
C. Spear, o
St. Johns, o 6

0. St. Francis, a
Brigus B.
Harbour Grace.
Carbonear I.

Baccalieu I. a

Trinity Hr.
Catalina Hr. a
0. Bonavista. a
Little Denier I.

Greenspond.
Stinking I.

Cabot I. a
Funk I.

Offer Wadham I. a
Fogo Hr. •

Toulinguet I. a
Gull I. a
Croc Hr.
Betts Cove.
Tilt Cove.
Hare B.

Labradok.
St. Lewis Sound.
Cartright Hr.
Indian Tickle.

Sandwich B.

BEYA
BEYC
BEYF
BEYG
BEYH
BEYJ
BEYK

BEYL
BEYN
BEYP
BEYR
BEYT
BEYV
BEYX
BEYZ
BEZA
BEZC
BEZF
BEZI
BEZK
BEZM

BEZO
BEZQ
BEZS
BEZU
BEZW
BEZY

BFAC
BFAE
BFAH
BFAK
BEAM
BFAO
BFAQ
BFAS
BFAU

Hamilton Inlet.

Rigoulette.

Davis Inlet.

Hopedale.
Nam.
Okkak.
C. Chidley.

Hudson Bat.
F. Chime.
Baffin Land.
James B.
East Main F.
Ruperts House.
Albany F.
Moose F.
Severn F.
York Factory.

F. Churchill.

Chesterfield Inlet.

Davis Str.

Baffin B.

Greenland.
Godhavn (P. Lievety).
Disko B.
Egedesminde.
Holsteinborg (Sisimiut).

C. Farewell.

Iceland.
Reykjavik.
Svendseyre.
Talkna Fiord.

Dyre Fiord.

Oe Fiord.
Holar.
Seidis Fiord.

Jan Matbn I.

a Signifies an International Signal Station; b a Time Signal Station; c a Weather Tide or Ice Signal Station; d a Lile-Saving Station;
*

e a Lloyd's Signal Station; / a Wireless Telegrapli Station.
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ABOUT—ACCOMMODATE.

CZH
CZI

CZJ
CZK
CZL
CZM
CZN
CZO
CZP
CZQ
CZR
CZS
CZT
CZU
CZV
CZW
CZX
CZY
DAB
DAC
DAE

DAF

DAG
DAH

DAI

DAJ
DAK

DAL

DAM
DAN
DAO

DAP

DAQ
DAE

DAS

DAT

DAU
DAV
DAW
DAX
DAY
DAZ

About.
—About a mile (or number of miles indi-

cated).

—About April the —

.

—About August the —

.

—About December the —

.

—About February the —

.

—About January the —

.

—About July the —

.

—About June the —

.

—About March the —

.

—About May the—..—About mid-channel.
—About November the —.

—About October the —

.

—About September the —

.

—About the —

.

—About the average.
—About the size.

—About the time.
—About to —

.

—About to assemble.
About to veer cable ..- hqm
Admiral, or, Senior officer is generally
about —

-

DKT
Am about to sail.p, or, Code Flag over p
Are there any men-of-war about? ...sa
Could you understand what they were

signaling about? .- - wci
Go about- OBQ

—I am about to—

.

I hadaglimpse of the land about—- -qdu
—In about —

.

—In about a fortnight.
Keep about mitt-channel lu
Need be under no anxiety about— . .eoj

—Round about.
Under no anxiety to (for, or, about) —

EOK
—Very anxious—about.
—What are you about ?

Whereabout -- csp

Above.
Above board -- cyz

—Above the —

.

—Above the bow.
Above the horizon. On the horizon.

Abreast, or. Abeam of — '. cxv
At — (time indicated) we were abreast

(or, abeam) of — cxw
I was abreast cxy

—When do you expect to be off (or,

abreast of) ?

Abeidge-d-ing-ment.
—You have abridged the message so much

that it is unintelligible.

Abroad.

Abscond-ed-ing.

Absent. Absence.
Absent from home.
Absent without leave.
Consul is absent jrn
During my absence (or, the absence of).

—Have, or. Has been absent.
His, Her, or, Their absence.

DBA
DBC

DBE
DBF
DBG

DBH
DBI

DBJ

DBK

DBL

DBM

DBN

DBO
DBF
DBQ

DBR
DBS
DBT
DBU
DBV
DBW
DBX
DBY
DBZ
DCA

DCB

DCE
DCF

DCG

DCH

DCI
DCJ

DCK

DCL
DCM
DON
DCO
DCP

Absent—Continued.
—In the absence of—

.

v

—Is he {or person indicated) absent 1

Leave of absence qlx
—My, or, Our absence.
—Shall, or. Will be absent.
—Your absence.

Absolute-ly.
—Absolutely necessary.

Abstain-ed-ing-er.

Absurd-ity-ly.

Abundant-ly-ance.
Supply abundant - xev

—There is abundance of.

Abuse-d-ing-ive-ly.

Accede-d-ing-ssion.
—Can accede to.

—Can not accede to.

Accept-ed-ing.
—Aoceptable-y-ance.
—Accepted by —

.

—Can accept (or, be accepted).
—Decline accepting any —

.

—Offer not accepted.
—Very acceptable.
—Will accept your offer.

—Will you accept ?

—With pleasure, I will accept.

access-ible.

Accident.
—Accident happened; crushed; fall;

jammed.
—Accident happened ; cut ; stab.
Accident happened; dangerously
wounded {or, hurt) al

—Accident happened; drowned; drown-
ing.

—Accident happened
; gunshot wound.

—Accident to boat.
Accidents to boilers {see page 178).

Accidents to engines or machinery {see

page 233).

Accidents to screw propeller (see page
353).

Accidents to steering gear (see page
399).

Accident ; want , a surgeon (or, doc-
tor) am

Has any accident happened? Is any
thing the matter bk

In case of accident (or, necessity) bp
Met with an accident ^.__bs
When did the accident happen? bu

aocidental-ly.

Accommodate-d-ing-ion.
—Accommodation ladder.
-Bad accommodation.
-Can you accommodate?
-Can you accommodate a passenger?

(Number to be shoion ifmore than one).
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ACCOMMODATE—ACQUAINT.

DCQ

DCE
DCS

DOT
DCU

DCV
DCW
DCX
DCY
DCZ
DEA

DEB

DEC
DEF

DEG
DEH

DEI

DEJ
DEK
DEL
DEM

DEN
DEO
DEP
DEQ
DBR

DES

DET
DEU
DEV
DEW
DEX
DEY
DEZ
DPA
DPB
DEC
DFE
DFG
DPH
DPI
DFJ
DPK
DFL
DPM
DFN
DFO

Accommodate—Continued.
—Can not accommodate. No accommo-

dation for —

.

—Good accommodation.
^I can accommodate a person {orpersons

indicated)

.

Indifferent accommodation.
—No accommodation for passengers.

ACCOMPANY-IBD-ING-IMENT.
—Accompanied by {or, with) —

.

—Can accompany.
—I can not accompany.
—I will accompany.—

"Will you accompany?

Accomplice.

aocomplished-ed-ing.
—Can yon (or person indicated) accom-

plish lor, do) it ?

Can not be accomplished (or, done)- -blx
—Easily done {or, accomplished).
—Has it been done {or, accomplished)?
If it can be done {or, accomplished) -Bzr
If it can not be done {or, accom-
plished BZS

Maybe done {or, accomplished) blt
—^Not easily done {or, accomplished).

ACCORD-ED-ING

.

—^According to.

—A.ccordingly.
—According to directions {or, orders).

According to regulations xroF

—According to seniority.

—According to the usual practice.

—^In accordance with.
—Not according to.

—Not according to orders, or. Against m-
structions.

Accordingly del

AccouNT-ED-iNG. To ACCOUNT. {See also

Account below.)

Account. {Bill) GKA
Account. {A Report) dew

—^Account sent is correct.

—^Account sent is incorrect.

—Alarming account of—

.

—An account. {See also Report.)

—Bad account.
—Can account for —

.

—Can yoti account for —

?

—Good account of—

.

—Has brought the account of —
Have, or. Has received account of—

.

—I have private account of—

.

—Indiflerent account of —

.

—Last account.
—Nejrt account.
—No account of —

.

—No account received.

-Nothing important by last account.

Quarterly account. ,

-Send an {or, your) account.

-Send account.

DPP

DPQ
DPR

DFS
DPT
DPU
DFV
DPW
DPX
DPY
DPZ

DGA
DGB
DGC
DGE
DGP

DGH
DGI
DGJ
DGK

DGL

DGM

DGN
DGO

DGP
DGQ
DGR
DGS
DGT

DGU

DGV
DGW
DGX
DGY
DGZ

DHA
DHB
DHC

DHE
DHP
DHG
DHI
DHJ
DHK
DHL

On account of
Do not anchor on any account le
Do not show a light on any account:QV
Do not show a light on my account-QBT
Light-ship has been withdrawn on ac-

count of ice- PCB
On account of the fog {or, weather).

—On account.

Accountable.
—I hold you accountable.
—Will be held accountable.
—Will not be accountable.
—Will not he accountable for boat hire.

Accountant.
—Accountant General.

accoutebments.

Accumulator.

accumulate-d-ing-ion-ive.

accurate-lt-acy-ness.
Is it accurate?

—It is not accurate.

AccusE-D-iNG-ATiON. {See also Charge.)
—Accused of having killed some one.

—Is accused of —
—Whd.: is he {orperson indicated) accused

of?

ACCUSTOM-ED-ING.

ACID-ITY.
Carbolic acid hyd
Muriatic acid ,

'. -SCK
Nitric acid SiQ

Picric acid thv
Sulphuric acid XDi
Tartaric acid xkv

AOKNOWLEDGE-ING-MENT.
—Acknowledge, or. Answer my signal {or,

message).
—Acknowledge the receipt of—

.

—Has the receipt been acknowledged?
—I beg to acknowledge.
—Make an acknowledgement.
—Must be acknowledged.

Acorn.

AcQUAiNT-ED-iNG-ANCE. (See also Inform. )

^-Acquainted with.
—Am acquainted with the anchorage.
—Am acquainted with the coast.

—Am desired to acquaint you {or person
indicated).

—^Am not acquainted with the anchorage.
—Am not acquainted with the coast.

—Are you acquainted with the anchorage
(place, or, channel)?

—Are you acquainted with the coast?

—Desire you will acquaint.
—Did you acquaint?
—I am directed to acquaint you.
—Not acquainted—with.
—Shall, or. Will acquaint.

—Will you acquaint?

76564—09 10
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ADMIRAL—ADVISE.

DKT

DKU

DKV

DKW
DKX

DKY
DKZ

DLA

DLB

DLG
DLE
DLF
DLG

DLH

DLI
DLJ
DLK
DLM

DLN
DLO

DLP

DLQ
DLR
DLS

DLT
DLU
DLV

DLW
DLX

DLY

DLZ

DMA

DLB

DMC
DME
,DMP
DMG
DMH
DMI

DMJ
DMK
DML

Admiral,—Continued.
—Admiral, or, Senior oflftcer is generally

about—

.

—Admiral, or. Senior officer is off {or

at) —

.

—Admiral, or. Senior officer is on board
(or, at —).

—Admiral, or, Senior officer is on shore.

—Admiral, or. Senior officer requests the
pleasure of your company to dinner.

—Admiral, or, Senior officer wishes.
—Admiral, or, Senior officer wishes to

know.
—Admiral, or. Senior officer wishes to see

you (or person indicated)

.

—Admiral, or. Senior officer wishes to see

you (or, — ) as soon as convenient.
—Admiral's, or, Senior officer's memo.
—Admiral's, or. Senior officer's orders.

—Go to the admiral's office.

—Have not seen the admiral (or, senior
officer)

.

—Have you seen the admiral (or, senior

officer)?

—Port admiral.
Rear admiral.
Send to the admiral's office.

—There are orders for you at the admiral's
office.

Vice admiral.
What is the name of the admiral (or,

senior officer) ?

Wbere is the admiral (or, senior officer)?

SJ

Admiralty.
Navy Department --- seo
-Admiralty, or, H. O. chart.

—Admiralty court.
Admiralty, or. Secretary of the Navy's

—Admiralty instructions.

—Admiralty memorandum.
—Admiralty, or, Navy Department, tele-

graph-ed-ing.
Board of Admiralty »ow
—Droits of Admiralty.
—Secretary of the Navy, or, of the Admi-

ralty.

Telegraph Navy Department, or, Admi-
ralty, to — XLW

Admire-ABLB-Y.

Admission-ible.

Admit-TED-TING. (See also Allow and
Permit).

Admission-ible dlz

—Admitted on.

Dangerous to admit too many on board

at a time -- - <*b

—If time will admit.
—It admits of.

—Ticket of admission.
—Will it be admitted 1

—Will not admit of.

—Will not be admitted.

Adopt-ed-inq-ion.
—Must be adopted.
—Will you adopt ?

.

DMN

DMO
DMP
DMQ

DMR

DMS
DMT

DMU

DMV
DMW
DMX
DMY
DMZ
DNA
DNB
DNC
DNE
DNF
DNG
DNH
DNI
DNJ
DNK

DNL
DNM
DNO
DNP
DNQ
DNR
DNS
DNT
DNU
DNV

DNW
DNX

DNY
DNZ

DOA
DOB
DOC
DOE
DOF

DOG
DOH
DOI
DOJ

DOK
DOL
DOM
DON
DOP

DOQ

Adrift.
Beacon, or, Buoy has broken adrift (or,

is gone) gae
Boat is adrift - gkn
Boiler loose, (or, adrift) - - _ gwd
Boom, or, Olsstruction broke adrift.gzm
Broke adrift.

—Go-ing, Gone adrift.

Is adrift—near —

.

Lighter is adrift Ra
Spars are all adrift.

Adult.
—Statute adult.

Adulteratb-d-ing-ion.

Advance-d-ing-ment .

—Advance note.
—-Advance post.

—Advanced guard.
—An advance in price.

—Army is advancing.
—Can you advance ?

—Do not advance.
—Enemy is advancing.
—Have, or, Has advanced.
—Month's advance.
—No advance.
—Pilot boat is advancing towards you.
—Prevent advance—of.

—To advance-d-ing (money).

Advantage, or. Benefit.
—A great advantage.
Advantageous-ly.

—Can not see the advantage.
Gained advantage.

—Has been attended with no advantage.
I took advantage of.

Is there any advantage to be gained?
No advantage.

—Take advantage—of.

Adventdbe-r.

Adversary.

Adverse.
—Adverse circumstances.

Advertise-d-ing.
—Advertise cargo and day of sale.

—Advertise for.

—Advertisement.
—Have they advertised for any vessel to

carry the mail.

Advice.
—His advice.

—I wait for advice.

—What advice have you received?

Advise-d-ing.
—Advised to.

—Do you advise me to— ?

—I would advise you— to—

.

—I would not advise— you. I strongly
recommend you not to—

.

Lloyds's agent advises you to —...qwt
—What would you advise?
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ADVISE—AGAINST.

DOR
DOS
DOT

DOU

DOV
DOW
DOX

DOY
DOZ

DPA
DPB
DPC
DPE
DPF
DPG
DPH
DPI
DPJ

DPK

DPL

DPM
DPN

DPO
DPQ

DPR

DPS

DPT

DPU

DPV

DPW

DPX

DPY

DPZ

Advise—Continued.
—Would advise. Would recommend.
—Would be advisable.

—Would not be advisable.

Advocatb-d-ing-cy.

Adze.
—Can you lend me hatchets {or, adzes)?

Afae.

Affair.
—Affairs appear more settled (look more

peaceful).
—Affairs are very unsettled.
—Affairs look more unsettled.
—Foreign affairs.

—Partnership affairs.

—Present state of affairs.

—Private affairs.

—Privy to the vs^hole affair.

—State of affairs at—

.

—The authorities will put an end to the
affair.

—You had better put your affairs in the
hands of—

.

Affect-ed-ing.
Does disconnecting affect your steering?

ldc
Affidavit.
—Be prepared with afiSdavits.

Affibm-ative-ly.
—Answered affirmatively.
Yes, or. Affirmative.

C, or. Code Flag over c.

Afplict-ed-ing-ion.

Afford-kd-ing.

Affix-ed-ing.

Affray.

Afloat.
Afloat aft (astern) bw
Afloat forward -_bx
Am afloat by
Are you afloat cb
—As soo_i as she is off (or, afloat).
Can not be got off (or, afloat) by any
means now available cd

—Expect {or vessel indicated expects) to
be got off (or, afloat)

.

Floated nfa
—I shall get off {or, afloat) with assistance.
May be got off {or, afloat) if prompt as-

sistance be given CG—May be got off {or, afloat) without as-
sistance.—^Nearly afloat.

—Not afloat.

—Not worth getting off {or, afloat)

.

The tide will take her off (float her) nfe
•When will you be afloat?
When you float nfg

—Will be afloat.

Will not float nph
—You will not lie afloat all the tide.

DQH
DQI
DQJ

DQK

DQL

DQM
DQN
DQO
DQP
DQR
DQS
DQT
DQU
DQV

DQW
DQX

DQY
DQZ

DRA
DRB
DEC
DRE
DRF
DRG
DRH
DRI
DRJ
DRK

DRL
DRM
DRN

DRO
DRP
DRQ
DRS
DRT
DRU
DRV

DRW
DRX
DRY
DRZ
DSA

DSB

DSC

Afraid.
—Do not be afraid—of.

—I am afraid—of.

Aprica-n.

Aft.
Afloat aft BW
Fore and aft. --.nit
Fore and aft sails niu
I draw—feet aft and—feet forward-OA
My draught of water is— feet— inches

aft LNC

After. Afterwards.
—After a consultation.
—After a passage—of—

.

—After breakfast.
—After Christmas.
—After coaling.
—After dark.
—After dinner.
—After Easter.
After him (his, her-s, it-s) lbwz
—After-hold.
—After-hours.
After I— Bxz
—After it was done.
—After magazine.
After me (my, mine) cea
—After midnight.
—After much persuasion.
—After, or. Jigger mast.
—After, or. On arrival of — {or, at).

—After order.
—After-part.
—After running — {miles indicated)

.

—After sunrise.
—After sunset.
—After supper.
After the cmb
—After the battle.—

^After the departure of.

—After the gale.
After these {or, those) cnh
After they (their, them) cnj
After this (or, that) ckn
After we (our-s, us) ___cil
After which {or, what) CPS
After you-r-s cwb
Any day—after-- eos
—Day after. Next day.
—How long after ?

—Long after.

Morning after.

—Shortly after.

—Steer after me ; I have a pilot.
—The day after to-morrow.

Afternoon. In the afternoon, p. m.
—Afternoon watch.
—This afternoon.
—To-morrow afternoon.
—Yesterday afternoon.

Again.
Try again ycs

Against.
Against instructions. Not according to

orders -- - der
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AGAINST—AGUE.
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AHEAD—ALL.
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ALL—ALSO.

DYT

DYU

DYV

DYW
DYX

DYZ

DZA

DZB

DZC

DZE
DZF
DZG
DZH
DZI

DZJ

DZK
DZL
DZM
DZN

DZO

DZP
DZQ

DZR

DZS
DZT
pzu

DZV

DZW

DZX

DZY
EAB

EAC
EAD
EAF

All—Continued.—
"Vessels wishing to be reported all well,

show your distinguishing signals.

"Was all well when you left '? qln
You will not lie afloat all the tide.-DQG

Allegiance.

Alliance {See Ally) dzs

Alligator. Crocodile.

Allot-ted-ting.
—Allotment.

To allot.

Allow-ed-ing-able. To allow for. (See

also Admit, Let, and Permit. )

Allowance dzg
—Allow me to congratulate you.
Allow no communication. Allow no
person on board fm

—Allow no lights to be seen. Extinguish
all lights.

—Allowance.
Armed men not allowed to land ---Euv

—Can allow. Can permit.

—Can not allow it.

—Communication is allowed with.
—^Half allowance.
—Have been on short allowance for some

time.
I will come alongside {or, on board) if

you will allow me czd
It is dangerous to allow too many people

on board at once GB
—It is expected the vessel {or vessels indi-

cated) will be allowed to leave.

Make allowance—to (or, for).

—Not allowed. Disallowed.
Put your people on an allowance. '

—Short allowance.
Vessels with combustibles not allowed

in HS—"What allowance are you on 1

"What variation do you allow ? JIP

—"Will an allowance be made ?

—"Will you allow ? "Will you permit ?

Allude-d-ing-sion .

Ally-ied-ing-iance.
—Allied with.
—Our ally.

Almanac.
Have you a Nautical Almanac for the

current year {or for the year indi-

cated)^ RQ
Lloyd's Seaman's Almanac Qwz

—Nautical Almanac.

Almond.

Almost.
—Almost anything may be got.

Almuda. {Measure of capacity) ayk

Aloft.
—Fell from aloft.

—Gear aloft.

EAG
EAH

EAI

EAJ

EAK
EAL
EAM

EAN
EAO

EAP

EAQ

EAR

EAS
EAT
EAU
EAV
EAW
EAX
EAY
EAZ
EBA
EEC
EBD
EBF

EBG
EBH

EBJ
EBK

EBL

EBM

EBN

EBO
EBP

EBQ

EBR

EBS

Aloft—Continued.
Keep a good lookout aloft.

—Man aloft.

Alone.

Along—THE,
All the lights are out along the coast—

of — - PU

—Along the bank-
—Along the lines.

—Along the road.

-of.

Alongshore.
—Alongshore to the eastward of —(dis-

tance in miles may follow).

—Alongshore to the northward of

—

{dis-

tance in miles may follow).

—Alongshore to the southward of—{dis-

tance in miles may follow)

.

—Alongshore to the westward of — {dis-

tance in mMes may follow).

Alongside.
Alongside the -jetty (wharf, or, pier).

—Alongside the mole.
As soon as alongside.

—Assemble alongside.

Boat is alongside (is on board) EV
—Call alongside.

—Can I come alongside?

—Can not come alongside.

—Come alongside.
—Do not come alongside.

—Endeavor to come alongside.

—Go alongside.
I shall Are into the boats if they persist

in coming alongside nak
I will come alongside {or, on board) if

you will allow me -Czd
—Lashed alongside.

—Let no boat come alongside.

Lighter alongside -QTC
—Not alongside.
—To be alongside — at—

.

What is the depth of water alongside

the— ?---- KVi

Aloof. Keep aloof.

Aloud.

Alphabbt-ioal-ly.
Alphabetical signal, No. 1.

Code Flag over e
Alphabetical signal, No. 2.

Code Flag over f
Alphabetical signal, No. 3.

Code Flag over G
Note.—For method of using Alphabet-

ical Signals, seepage 13

—Alphabetical table {page 15)

.

—Morse alphabet.
Use alphabetical (spelling) table---WNF

—Your name is not on my list; spell it

alphabetically {or, by alphabetical

table).

Already.

Also.
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ALTER—AMMUNITION.

EBT
EBU

EBV
EBW
EBX
EBY

EBZ

ECA
ECB

ECD
EOF
EGG
ECH
ECI

ECJ
ECK
ECL

ECM
EON
ECO
ECP
ECQ
ECR
ECS
ECT
ECU
ECV

ECW
ECX

ECY

ECZ

EDA

BDB
EDC

EDF

EDG
EDH
EDI
EDJ
EDK
EDL
EDM

EDN
EDO

EDP

Alter-ed-ing. To alter.
—Alter course.
Alter course one point (or number indi-

cated) to port JZD
Alter course one point (or number indi-

cated) to starboard jze
Alter course to— (point indicated).. . wf

—Alteration. *

—Alters the circumstances.
—An alteration has taken place.

—Any alteration in the position of the
armies?

—Any alteration in the position of the
squadron (or, fleet)?

—Any alteration (or, change)?
—^Are there any alterations in the lights

(or, marks)?
—Channel has altered ; do not try it.

—Do not alter until —

.

—Do not make any alteration—^until.

—Duties are altered.

—I do not intend to alter course at present
(or. until).

—I shall alter course.
—I shall not alter course.
— I think we had -better alter course to —

(point indicated).

I will show a light to-night when I alter
course -._ qw

—Is there any alteration of marks?
—Is there any alteration in the market?
—It alters the case.

—Make an alteration.

—Much altered.
—Must be altered.

—No alteration has taken place.

—Shall, or. Will alter (or, be altered).—^Vessel indicated has altered course.
—We had better alter course to — (point

indicated).
—What alteration?
—When do you intend to alter course?
When I alter course to-night I will
show alight ---Qw

—When will you alter course?
When you alter course (or, tack) to-

night show a light jzs
—Will be altered.

Alternate-ly.

Alternative.
—Alternatively.

Alternating light qrp

Although.

Altitude-inal-ally.
—Did you get a meridian altitude?
Double altitudes. (Sumner's line.

)

—Equal altitudes.
Ex-meridian altitude.

—Meridian altitude.
•Sun's altitude.

Altogether.
—We have lost altogether.

Alum.

EDQ

EDR
EDS
EDT

EDU

EDV
EDW
EDX
EDY

EDZ

BFA

EFB

EFC

EFD
EFG

EFH

EFI
EFJ

EFK
EPL
EPM
EFN

EFO

EFP
EFQ
EFR
EPS
EFT
BFU

Aluminium.

Always.
—Is it always?
—Not always.

A. M. Before noon. In the forenoon.

Am. I am - BEA
Am, Are, or. Is able to cyf
Am I? EEC
Am I not? -.BED
Am I to? BEF
Am, Are, orf Isnot- beg
Am, Are, or. Is not able to ._ -CYg
Am, Are, or. Is not to be : bfd
Am, Are, or. Is not to have bqd
Am, Are, or. Is to beh
Am, Are, or. Is to be bfc
Am, Are, or. Is to have.. bqc
How am I? bxg
I am about to — daf
I am not. ...bei
If I am byx
If I am able to cyk
If I am not byz
If I am not able to cyl
What, or. Which am I? cpv
When am I to? . CQV
Where am I (or, are we)? csQ
Where I am (or, we are)? ctg
Why am I? .cur

Ambassador, or. Minister.
—Our ambassador (or, minister)—at —

.

Ambulance.
—Ambulance required to convey a patient

to hospital.
—Prepare ambulance—for —
Ambush-cade.

Amend-ed-ing-ment.

America-n. American Colors.

Amicable-y-ility.
—Amicably settled (or, arranged).

Amid-st.

Amidships.
—Helm amidships.

Amiss.
—Not amiss.
—Something amiss.
—What is amiss?

Ammonia-iacal.
Sal ammoniac VFI

Ammunition.
—Ammunition is damaged.
Ammunition is nearly expended.
Can spare ammunition.

—Can you spare ammunition?
—I have (or vessel indicated has) no am-

munition.
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AMMUNITION—ANCHOR.

EFV

EFW
EFX

EFY
EFZ
EGA
EGB

EGO

EGD
EGF

EGH
EGI
EGJ
EGK
EGL
EGM
EGN
EGO

EGP

EGQ

EGR
EGS

AGT

EGU

EGV

EGW
EGX

EGY
EGZ
EHA
EHB
EHC

EHD
EHP
EHG
EHI
EHJ
EHK
EHL
EHM
EHN
EHO
EHP
EHQ

EHR
EHS
EHT
EHU
EHV

EHW

Ammunition—Continited.
1 will supply you with ammtinition

for —

.

In want of ammunition.
Quick-firing ammunition.
Revolver ammunition icx
Rifle ammunition.
Rounds of ammunition for —

.

—Rounds of ammunition for heavy guns.
Whatquantity of ammunitionhave you?

Amnesty.

Among-st.
—Among the breakers.
Fire in hold amongst the cargo or
I have been amongst the ice pbm

Amount-ing.
—Amount to —

.

—Does not amount to an average of —

.

—Not amounting to —

.

—To a great amount.
—What amount of —

?

—What is the amount of —

?

—What is the total amount?

AMpfiRE. {Measure of electrical current.

)

Amplitude.

AjttPUTATE-D-ING^ON

.

—Amputation necessary.

Amuse-d-ing-ment.

An, or, A cxb

Analyse-d-ing-tic-al-is.

Ajtarchy.

Anchor-ed-ing. To anchor.
—Anchor. {An Anchor.

)

Aiichor as convenient ky
—Anchor buoy.
—Anchor crane.
—Anchor drag-ged-ging.
—Anchor fished, or. Fish the anchor..

—Anchor fluke.

Anchor instantly KZ
—Anchor light (lantern, or, lamp).

—Anchor on bearing {indicated).

—Anchor shank.
—Anchor stock.

—Anchor stowed, or, Stow anchor.

—Anchor watch.
—Anchor where you are.

—Are you going to anchor?

—At anchor.
—Back the anchor.
—Best bower anchor.
—Bower anchor {weight, in cwts., if neces-

sary).
—Buoy rope {of anchor).

—Can we anchor with safety?

—Cat the anchor.

—Clear anchor.
—Directly you get bottom, let go your

anchor.
—Do not anchor. Keep under weigh.

EHX
EHY

EHZ

EIA
EIB

EIC
EID

EIP
EIG

EIH
EIJ
EIK

EIL
EIM

EIN
EIO
EIP
EIQ

EIR
EIS
EIT

EIU
EIV

EIW

EIX
EIY

EIZ

EJA

EJB
EJO
EJD
EJP
EJG
EJH
EJI
EJK
EJL

EJM

EJN
EJO
EJP
EJQ
EJR

EJS
EJT
EJU

Anchor—Continued.
Do not anchor on any account le

—Do not anchor yet.

—Do not hold on to your anchor, but let

her beat up on the beach.
—Do you intend anchoring?

Driving. I can veer no more cable.

Have no more anchors to let go nk
—Driving

;
parted from anchor.

—Drove from her anchor.
Pish the anchor, or. Anchor fished-Ehb

—Floating anchor. Sea anchor.
—Foul anchor. Fouled her {or, my)

anchor.
—Foundered at her anchors.
—Have all your anchors ahd cables ready

for use.

—Have you anchored ?

—Have you parted JErom your anchor ?

—Help me to lay out an anchor.
I am at anchor eim

—I have hooked your anchor.
—I have let go my anchor, or, I am at

anchor.
—I have lost an anchor.
—Ihave no means of laying out an anchor.
—I have no more anchors to let go.

—I have slipped my anchor, but it is

buoyed.
—I must come to an anchor.
—I must recover my anchor.
—I shall anchor if circumstances permit

{place or bearing to follow, if neces-

sary).

—I shall not anchor.
—If you will lay out an anchor for me, I

can get off.

—In anchoring look out for moorings.
Inanchoringlook out fortelegraph cable,

wv
—It isnotvery safewhere you areanchored.
—Kedge anchors {weight, in cwts. , if neces-

sary) .

—Lay out an anchor.
Let go another anchor kr
—Let go your anchor.

Light-ship at— is not at anchor on her
station, or. The light-ship at— is out
opposition QB

—Lost an anchor.
—Mushroom anchor.
—Must anchor.
—No anchor left.

—Only one anchor left.

—Patent anchor.
—Parted from her anchor.
—Parted in the night.

—Port anchor.
Sea anchor, or. Floating anchor Eic

—Send an anchor and cable off immedi-
ately (indicate if more than one).

—Sending, Sent an anchor and cable.

—Shall anchor in the bay.
—Shall I anchor?
—Sheet anchor.
—Sight your anchor. Make sure your

anchor is clear.

—Small bower anchor.
—Spare anchor.

—Starboard anchor.
Stow anchor, or. Anchor is stowed.ehj
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ANCHOR—ANNUL.

EJV

EJW

EJX
EJY
EJZ

EKA

EKB
EKC
EKD
EKE
EKG
EKH
EKI
EKJ
EKL

EKM
EKN
EKO

EKP

EKQ

EKR

EKS

EKT

EKIT

EKV

EKW
EKX

EKY

EKZ

Anchoe—Continued.
—Stream, or, Small anchor {weight in

cwts., if necessary)

.

—Tell them to recover my anchor.
The light-ship at — is not at anchor on
her station, or, Light-ship at :— is out
of position qe

—Tripped her anchor.
—Unable to weigh—anchor.
—Vessel indicated is at anchor (is anchor-

ing).

—Vessel indicated parted from her anchor.
Want an anchor tc
Want an anchor and cable yd

—Water is too deep to anchor.
—We had better anchor.
—When anchored.
—When do you intend to anchor?
—When shall we anchor?
—Where do you intend to anchor?
—Where shall we anchor?
—Why. do you anchor?
—Will you assist me (or vessel indicated)

in laying-out an anchor?
-^Will you pick up my anchor for me?.
—You may come to an anchor.
—You will overlay my anchor.

Anchorage. (See also Berth and Har-
bor.)

Am acquainted with the anchorage-Dgx
Am not acquainted with anchorage-DH

a

Anchorage, or, Harbor is good enough
with wind from— ox

Anchorage, or, Harbor is indiflferent-OY
Anchorage, or, Harbor is safe with all

winds oz
—Any anchorage in the bay?
Are you acquainted with the anchorage

(place, or, channel)? dhc
—Bad an^'horage.
Best berth, (or, anchorage) bears from
me -...EP

Best anchorage is in •— fathoms ov
Calls the attention of vessels coming

into the anchorage on the bearing
(from the person signaling) pointed
out by compass signal dp

Calls the attention of vessels leaving
the anchorage on the bearing (from
the person signaling) pointed out by
compass signal dq—Can, or, will you point out (or, take me
to) a good anchorage?

—Change your anchorage.
Do not attempt to make the anchorage

(or, harbor) Fw—Do not know the anchorage (or, harbor).
Do not risk an anchorage unless you
have very good ground tackle px—Do you Imow of any anchorage (or,
harbor)?

-Do you know the anchorage (or, harbor)?
Good anchorage odu
-Good bottom for anchorage.
How does the anchorage (or, harbor)
bear? __. pa.

-I do not know the anchorage (or,
harbor).

-I have (or vessel indicated has) knowl-
edge of the anchorage.

ELA
ELB

ELC

ELD
ELF

ELG
ELH
ELI

ELJ

ELK

ELM

ELN

ELO

ELP

ELQ

ELE

ELS
ELT
ELU
ELV

ELW

ELX

ELY

ELZ

EMA

EMB

EMC

EMD

EMP

EMG
EMH
EMI

EMJ

Anchorage—Continued.
I shall make for the anchorage (or, —

)

with all despatch jt
—I shall try the anchorage.
—Is it a difficult anchorage to get away

from?
Is the anchorage (or, my anchorage)

safe with all winds (specify which
wind, if necessary)"! _.pb

It is not very safe where you are an-
chored EIX

—Lose no time in getting to the an-
chorage.

—Safe anchorage.
—Shall we get to the anchorage to-night?
Unsafe anchorage - pe
—Unsafe toremain at anchorage—until—

.

—We are to leeward of the anchorage.
—We are to windward of the anchorage.

Anchovy

-CMD

-SVW

And.
And the
—And they.
In and out
—You and I (or, me).

Anemometer. Wind gauge.

Aneroid barometer.

Aneurism.

Angek-ry-ily.

Angle. Angleways.
—Angle iron.

—Beveled to an angle of

—

i—Helm angle.

Angular-ly.

Animal.

Anna. (Coin)

Annex-ed-ing-ation.

Annihilate-d-ing-ion.

Anniversary.

Announce-d-ment.

Annoy-ed-ing-ance.

Annual-ly.

Annuity.

Annul-led-linq.
—Annul present formation.—Annul the hoist indicated by numeral

signal.

Annul the last hoist ; I will repeat it.VE
-Annul the last signal. The last signal

is annulled.
Annul the whole signal vp

-ASX
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ANOTHER—ANY.

EMK
BML

EMN

EMO

EMP
EMQ
EMR
EMS
EMT
EMU
EMV
EMW
EMX

EMY

EMZ
ENA
ENB

ENC

END
ENP
ENG
ENH
ENI
ENJ
ENK
ENL

ENM
ENO

ENP

ENQ

ENB
ENS

ENT

ENU

ENV

ENW

ENX

ENY

ENZ

EOA

Another.
—Another time.
Let go another anchor ke
Should like to have another compari-
son GV

Want another tug [indicate if more
than one)- yte

Answer-ed-ing. To answer. (See also
Reply.

)

Acknowledge, or, Answer my signa^or,
message) dgo

—Answer. {A reply.)
Answered afBirmatively dpq
Answered by telegraph wq

—Answerable.
—Answered, or, Replied by telegraph.
—Answer the purpose.
—Answered negatively.
—Answering pennant (when spoken of).—Be very careful in your answer.
—Can you await answer (or, reply) 1

—Forward answer by telegraph to signal
station at —

.

—He (or vessel indicated) has not had an
answer.

—How long ought I to be getting an an-
swer from — 1

—I am waiting for your answer.
—I must decline answering.
—I think something might be got to an-

swer the purpose.
—I will answer presently.
In answer—to - --URP
—Is answer suitable (or, suflBcient) ?

—It will not answer. It is not suitable.

—Must give, or. Gives an evasive answer.

—Not answered. No reply.

—Pferhaps it might be made to answer.
—Received an answer.
—Send an answer (or, reply).

—Shall, or. Will answer (or, be answered).

Signal is answered vk
—Signal is not answered.
—Tell my owner ship answers remarkably

well.

Wait foranswer(or, reply) tx
—What answer (or, reply) ?

What was the answer (or, reply)? ty
—When do you expect an answer ?

Will await answer (or,reply) tz

—Will it answer the purpose ?

—Will not answer her helm.
Will you await answer (or, reply)?- - -UA

—You can communicate with — and get

an answer in —

.

—You can get an answer in —

.

Ant.

Antarctic.

Ante-meridian, or, A. M. -EDU

Anthracite coal.

Anticipate-d-ing-ion.

Anti-fotjling composition.

Antimony.

EOB

EOC

EOD

EOF

EOG
EOH
EOT
EOJ
EOK

EOL

EOM

EON
EOF
EOQ
EOR
EOS

EOT
EOU
EOV
EOW
EOX
EOY
EOZ

EPA

EPB
EPC
EPD
EPF
EPG
EPH
EPI
EPJ
EPK
EPL

EPM
EPN
EPO

EPQ

Anti-pyrine.

Anti-scorbutic.

Antiseptic.

Anvil.

Anxious-ly-iety—to (for, or, about).
Am anxious for you to —

.

—Anxious to hear of (or, from) —

.

Need be under no anxiety about —

.

Undfer no anxiety to (for, or, about) —

.

Very anxious—about— daj

Any.
Any alteration (or, change) ? ..eca
Any alteration in the position of the
armies? eby

Any alteration in the position of the
fleet (or, squadron) ? ebz

Any anchorage in the bay ? ekq
—Any arrival from ?

Any bones broken? OYS
—Any cases of fever on board (or, at — ) ?

—Any casualties?
—Any chance of war ?

—Any commands ?

—Any day—after —

.

Any deception kpg
—Any doubt.
—Any extras ?

—Any farther.

—Any fees (or, charges) ?

—Any fighting at ?

—Any forts ?

—Any freight offering ?

Any letters (or, despatches) on board ?

KWX
—Any letters (or, papers) for me (or per-

son indicated)''.

Any letters (or, papers) from — ? Jl

—Any longer.
—Any missing ?

—Any mistake ?

—Any more ?

—Any necessity for — ?

—Any news—of — ?

-^Any news of my family ?

—Any news of the — mail ?

—Any opposition—to (or, from —) ?

—Any other.

Any person. Anybody epq
—Any person (anyone) on board.

—Any rate.

—Any sick on board ?

Any sickness at— ?- UT
—Anybody. Any person.

Anyone (see epz)

Anything (see eqd)
Anywhere (seeEQR)

Are, or. Is there—any ? bep
Are there any alterations in the lights

(or, marks)? ecb
Are there any lights (or, land-

marks)? QEA
Are there any men-of-war about? ---Sa

Are there any orders? stl

At any time XTI

Can I get any—? nyi
Can, or. Will you take any—? XJE
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APPEAR—ARE.

BSD
ESF
ESG

ESH

ESI

ESJ

ESK
ESL

ESM

ESN
ESO
ESP
ESQ
ESR
EST
ESU

ESV
ESW
ESX
ESY
ESZ
ETA
ETB
ETC
ETD
ETF

ETG

ETH
ETI
ETJ

ETK

ETL

ETM
ETN

ETO
ETP

ETQ

ETR

ETS
ETU
ETV
ETW

ETX
ETY

Appeae—Continued.
—Should it appear.
—The appearance is not satisfactory.
—The appearance is satisfactory.
Vessel indicated appears in distress.NX
—Vessel indicated (hearing, if necessary)

appears to be—

.

What state does the battery appear to
be in? -- fyv

Wind appears to be steady zfh

Appetite. Appetize-ing.

Apple.

Appliance.
Life-saving appliance.

Applicant.

Apply-ied-inq—to (or, for).

—Application.
Porward-ed-ing application to (or, for).

—Have applied (or, spoken) to—?
—Have you applied [or, spoken) to—

?

—Shall apply {or, speak) to.

—Will you apply {or, speak) to?

Appoint-ed-ing-ment—TO {nomination)

.

—Appointment is made.
—Have, or, has an appointment.
—Is the appointment settled?

—Make an appointment for—

.

—Shall appoint—

.

—The appointment has not taken place.

—Time appointed.
—Will appoint.

—Will you appoint?

Apprehend-ed-ing.
Apprehended [arrested) by the police,

TNW
—Apprehension-ive.
—Do, or. Does not apprehend.

—Do you (he, or, they) apprehend?

Apprentice-d-ing-ship.

Approach-bd-ing-able. (See also Close. )

Approaching land Qdm
—Can not approach.

_ .—Do not approach the coast, because it is

mined.
—Do not approach too near.

—Meteorological OflQce {or, Weather Bu-
reau) reports depression approaching,

from the —
—Meteorological Office {or. Weather Bu-

reau) reports gale approaching from
the —

Pilot boat is approaching you dni

Appropriate-d-ing-ly.

APPROVE-BATION—OF.

—Approved.
—Do you approve—of?

—Not approved of.

Approximate-Ly.
—Approximation.

ETZ

EUA
EUB
EUC

EUD

EUF

EUG

EUH
EUI

EUJ

EUK

EUL

-CZJ
April.
About April the— .

.

Beginning of April.
End of April.

•Next April.

Arab-ian-ic.

Apron.

Arbitrate-d-ing-or-ion.
Court of Arbitration kab

Arc.
—Arc light.

Archbishop, or, Bishop.

Archine {Russian measure of length),ayth

Archine (Turkish measure of length)-aw3

Archipelago.

Arctic.
Antarctic enw

Aedeb (msasure of capacity) ayl

Are. (Square or surface measure). -A.xj

Are-—' bej
Are, Am, or. Is able to CYP
Are, Am, or. Is not beg
Are, Am, or, Is not able to cyg
Are, Am, or. Is not to be bfd
Are, Am, or. Is not to have bqd
Are, Am, or. Is to beh
Are, Am, or. Is to be ^ bpc
Are, Am, or. Is to blame gmf
Are, Am, or. Is to have bqc
Are, or. Is his (her-s, its) bek
Are, or, Is my (mine) bel
Are, or, Is our-s, or. Are we? bem
Are, or. Is the? - ben
Are, or. Is their-s, or. Are they? .-.beo
Are, or. Is there—any? bep
Are, or. Is with — ber
Are, or. Is you-r-s bes
Ai-e there? bep
Are there any orders? stl
Are these (or, those)? beq
Are they? beo
Al-e to BEH
Are to be bpc
Are we (our-s)? --.bem
Are you-r-s? ---BES
Are you able to? cyh
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) had {or, have) done {or, is, or,

are doing) bul
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) not done (or,

is, or, are not doing) btjp

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated)^a {or, are) for bur
'He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) from bus
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated)is (or, are) but
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ARE—ARMY.

Are—Continued.
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated)is (or, are) able to buv
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) is {or, are) not buw
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) is {or, are) not able to Bux
How are they? bxh
How are you? .- bxi
How is {or, are) he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) ? BXO

If he (she, it, or persons or things in-

dicated) is {or, are) byl
If he (she, it, or persons or things in-

dicated) is (or, are) able to btm
If he (she, it, or persons or things in-

dicated) is (or, are) not btn
If he (she, it, or persons or things in-

dicated) is (or, are) not able to bto
If they are --Caf
If they are not Cag
If we are -Cax
If we are not cay
If you are cbq
If you are not cbk
If, or, Are, he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated) ? bvy

Is, or. Are his (her-s, it-s) bek
I There are (or, is) cmg

There are (or, is) not cmh
They are for cnm
They are from bet
They are .' beu
They are not -.- bev
We are 1-.bew
We are not - --BEX
What, or. Which are (or, is)? cpw
What, or,Which are (or, is) you-r-s?-CPY
What, or, Which is {or, are) he (she, it,

or persons or things indicated)'! .cpx
When are {or, is)? CQw
When are we? CQX
When are you? ...cqy
When he (she, it, or persons or things

indicated) is {or, are) l.. crj
When is (or. are) he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) t CRN

When they are csi
When we are CSL
When you are Osn
Where am I (or, are we)? csq
Where are (or, is)? CSR
Where are they?. cst
Where are you bound? sh
Where are you from? si

Where are you going? csu
Where he (she, it, or persons or things

indicated) is (or, are).- ctd
Where I am (or, we are) ctg

Where is {or, are) he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated)"). cth

Where they are cua
Where we are {or. lam) ctg
Where you are cup
Who are (or, is)? cui
Why are {or, is)? -__, cuz
Why are you? ' ova
Why are you not? .cvb
You are bey
You are not bez

EUM

EUN

EUO

EUP

EUQ
EUR
EUS
EUT

EUV
EUW
EUX

BUY
EUZ
EVA

EVB
EVO
EVD
EVP
EVG

EVH
EVI
EVJ
EVK
EVL

EVM

EVN

EVO

EVP

EVQ
EVR
EVS
EVT
EVU
EVW
EVX
EVY
EVZ

EWA
EWB

EWC
EWD
BWF
EWG
EWH
EWI
EWJ
EWK

Area, or, Surface.

Argentina. Argentina Colors.

Argentino. (Coin.) asy

Argue-d-ing-ment.

Arise-n-ing. Arose.

Arm-ed-ing. To arm.
—Arms (weapons).
—Arm boats.
—Arm chest.

Arm the lead - qjg
—Armed men not allowed to land.
—Armed merchant ship.
—Armed with —

.

Fire-arms mzy
—^How are you armed ?

How is she armed ?

I have no arms.
Not armed. Unarmed _ygj
Man and arm boats gtv
Send an armed boat guk

—She is armed. They axe armed.
—Small-arm men.
—Small arms (mustets, etc.).

—Small-arm magazine.
—With arms.
Without arms. Unarmed ygj

Arm. {Limb)

.

—Arm broken.
—Arm dislocated,
—Left arm.
—Right arm.
Yard arm zkp

-YS

Armament.

Armature.

Armistice.
Armistice has been arranged.

—Is an armistice probable ?

Armor-ed.
—Armor belt.

—Armor-clad. Iron-clad.
—Armor-plate-d-ing.
—Armored cable.
—Armored cruiser.
—Armored deck.
—Armored ship.

—Armored train.

Armorer.

Army.
Any alteration in the position of the
armies?.- eby

Army is advancing.- dna
—Army is retreating.
—Army List.

—Army Service Corps.
—By, or. With the army.
—Captain in the army.
—Colonel.
—Commander-in-Chief.
—General.
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ARMY—ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT.

EWL
EWM
EWN
EWO
EWP

EWQ
EWR
EWS

EWT
EWU
EWV
EWX
EY/Y
EWZ
EXA
EXB
EXC
EXD
EXF
EXG
EXH
EXI

EXJ
EXK
EXL
EXM

EXN

EXO

EXP
EXQ
BXR

EXS

EXT
EXU
EXV
EXW
EXY

EXZ
EYA
EYB
EYC
EYD
EYE

EYG
EYH
EYI

Army—Continued.
—Lieutenant in the army.
—Major.
—Of, or. From the army.
—To, or, For the army.
—Where is tlie — army ?

Arose. Arise-n-inq ...EUP

Around.

Arrack.

Arranqe-d-inq. To arrahge— to (or,

FOR) . (See also Settle. )

Amicably arranged (or, settled) efg
Armistice has been arranged TS
—Arrange-d-ing mails.
—Arrange-d-ing to receive (or, for recep-

tion of).

—Arrangement.
-^Arrangements completed.
—Can it be arranged 1

—Can the difference be arranged ?

—Has arrangement been made ?

—I can arrange it.

—I leave it to your arrangement.
—Is all settled (or, arranged) ?

—Is everything arranged—for ?

—It was arranged that I should.

—It was arranged that I should not.

—Make-ing, Made arrangement—to—(or,

for—).
—No arrangement— to— (or, for).

—Unable to arrange.

—What are the time arrangements for—

?

—What arrangements to {or, for— ) ?

Arrear.

Ajirest-ed-ing.
Arrested (apprehended) by the police,

TNW
—Has been arrested.

—Has not been arrested.

—Under arrest.

Arrive-d-ino—AT. To arrive.

After, or. On arrival of— (or, at—)-DRE
An express has arrived from— - - - mph
Any arrivals from— ? bom
—Arrival.
—Arrived at destination.

—Arrived during the day.

—Arrived during the night.

—Arrived safely.

Await my arrival at— - epa

Await the arrival of— ppc

—Before arrival — of (or, at).

—Can you await arrival of — ?

-Despatches arrived.

Do you wish your arrival reported ?

—Due to arrive — at.

—Expect to arrive.

Had any letters (or, despatches) arrived

— at? ™
—Had the mail arrived when you left ?

—Has arrived off.

—Has he (she, or, it) arrived — at ?

Has the mail arrived— (from— . if nec-

essary) ? - 'i^

EYJ
EYK

EYL

EYM
EYN

EYO

BYP
EYQ

EYR

EYS

EYT

EYU

EYV

EYW

Arrive—CoMimwed.
—Have you heard of the arrival of — ?

-I (or vessel in question or now indicated)

arrived.
-I shall await their arrival (or, the arrival

of — ).

-Important intelligence has arrived.

—Large arrivals of — .

Mail arrived—on the

—

(date indicated),
RFC

Mails have (or, had) arrived from —
(datesupto — ) RFG

Mail has or, had) not arrived from —
(place indicated) RFI

Mail steamer arrives-d at— Rpl
—Not arrived.

On, or. After arrival—of — {or, at—

)

DRE
Orders have not arrived yet— for

—

.suk
Reinforcementsconstantlyarriving-UOM
Report my arrival (or, arrival of— ) .use

—Shall I await your arrival?

—Shall you await her arrival {or, the ar-

rival of—)?

She (or vessel indicated) had (or, has)

arrived.
—She (or vessel indicated) had (or, has) not

arrived.
Telegraphic dispatches arrived from—

JX
-Very few arrivals.

Vessels just arrived, show your ensigns,
DY

Vessels just arrived, show your numbers
(or, distinguishing signals) dx

Wait for arrival—of ppc
-When did he (she, it, or vessel indicated)

arrive?
—When did you arrive?

When does the — mail arrive? rpz
When ought the next mail to arrive?

RGA
—Will arrive—at.

Will you await her arrival {or, the arri

valof — )? EYQ
Your orders have not arrived yet .-SVA

Arroba. (Measure of capacity) AYM

Arroba. {Measure of weight) azy

EYX Arrow.

EYZ

EZA

EZB

EZC

EZD
EZP

EZG

EZH
EZI

EZJ

Arrowroot.

Arsenal.

Aesenic-al.

Artery-eeial.

Article. (Object.)

—Article indicated can be supplied, but it

will require fitting

—Article indicated may be had at—(place

indicated)

.

—Send the following articles.

—The following articles.

Articles of Agreement dug
—Send ship's articles.
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ASK—ASSIST.

FDN
FDO
FDP
FDQ
FDR
FDS

FDT

FDU
FDV

FDW
FDX
FDY

FDZ

FEA

FEB
FEC

FED
FEG

FEH
FEI

FEJ

FEE

FEL

FEM
FEN
FEO

FEP
FEQ

FER

PET

FEU
PEV

FEW

Ask—Continued

.

—Better not ask the reason.
—Hail the strange vessel, and ask-
—Have, or, Has not asked.
—Shall, or, "Will ask.

—Unable to ask.

—Will you ask ?

Asleep. {See also Sleep.)

ASSASSIN-ATE-ION.
—An attempt to assassinate.

Assassinated (or murdered)-

-if—

.

AssAULT-ED-iNG. To ASSAULT. (See also
Attack. )

Assault did not sncceed.
—Commit-ted-ting an assault.

ASSEMBLE-D-ING.
About to assemble dae
Assemble alongside eaw

—Assembled on the.

Boats to assemble .--QSe
Convoy will assemble at port {or place

indicated) JtlO

—Have, or. Has assembled.
—Shall, or. Will assemble.
Should you part, endeavor to beach your

vessel where people are assembled {or

as pointed out by Compass Signal
FROM you) ..FZU

—Was. or. Were assembled.
—When they assemble.

^

Assembly.
—Assembly,Congress,Parliament(oroifee}-

legislative body) adjourns {or, ad-

journed) on the —

.

—Assembly,Congress,Pa,rliament(or'oi^er
legislative body) is dissolved.

Assembly,Congress,Parliament (or oiTier

legislative body) met {or, meets) on
the — - JPB

—House of Assembly.

ASSENT-ED-ING.
Yes, or, Affirmative.

c, or. Code Flag over c

ASSERT-ED-ING. ASSERTION.

—Have, or, Has asserted.

—It is asserted.

ASSESS-ED-ING-MENT.
—Damages are assessed at —

.

Assessor.

Assets.

assign-ing-ment.

Cause, or. Reason must be assigned.iPO

The cause {or, reason) assigned, is --IFT

The cause {or, reason) assigned is suf-

ficient -iFtJ

Assignee.

FEX

FEY
FEZ

FGA
FGB
FGC

FGD

FGE

FGH

FGI
FGJ

FGK

FGL

ASSIST-ANCE.
Aground; want immediate assistance,

NA
Am drifting: want assistance cm
Am on shore, likely to break up; re-

quire immediate assistance ca

—Assist

—

{vessel indicated).

—Assistance was refused.
Assistant .-- --FGY
Boat is coming to your assistance ...et

—Can assist.

—Can be assisted {or, helped).

—Can I assist ?

Can I procure any assistance in the way
of — ? CN

—Can you assist 1

Can you assist

—

{vessel indicated)"!—co
Can not assist CP
Could not render assistance CQ
Damage, or. Defects can notbe repaired
without assistance bg

Do not require assistance {or, further
assistance) ck

Do the best you can for yourselves, no
assistance can be given ex

Do you require any assistance {or, help)
of— {or, from—)? cs

Do you require further assistance ?--CT

Do you require immediate assistance?
ou

-Every assistance will be given.
Fire, or, Leak; want immediate assist-

ance 1...NH
-Give every assistance to —

.

I am aground; send what immediate
assistance you can ^•..ce

I am attacked ; want assistance. Help

;

I am attacked nj
I can not assist (help) you OTX
I can not take you in tow, but will

report you at — and send immediate
assistance. xyq

I require assistance from Lloyd's agent,'

cv
I shall get off {or, afloat) with assist-

ance DPT
I want assistance; please remain by
me - NR

-I will assist you {or vessel in distress).

-If I have not assistance.

In distress; want assistance ns
In distress ; want immediate assistance a

NC
-Is — {vessel indicated) likely to assist

{or, supply) me ?

Lighthouse, or. Light-ship at — wants
immediate assistance -cw

Light-ship, or. Lighthouse at — wants
immediate assistance cw

May be got off {or, afloat) if prompt
assistance be given cg

May be got off {or, afloat) without
assistance dpz

-Medical assistance wanted ; want a sur-

geon.
Mutiny ; want assistance yp
No assistance can be rendered ; do the

best you can for yourselves ex

a See Distress Signals, page 7.

76564—09 11
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AT—ATTEST.

FJA

FJB
FJC
FJD

FJE
FJG
FJH
FJI

FJK
FJL
FJM

FJN

FJO
FJP
FJQ

FJR

FJS

FJT

FJU

Fjy

FJW
FJX

FJY
FJZ

FKA
FKB
FKO

FKD

FKB
FKG
FKH

FKI

FKJ

FKL
FKM
FKN

FKO
FKP
FKQ

At—Continued.
At the nearest landing place qdo
At the railway station uhe

—;At the (or, that) time specified.

At this port..-,- -..toq—^At top of.

—At what time 1 At what hour ?

—Is at—the.

Not at all --.DYP
To be at cnq

Athwart.
—Athwart hawse.
—Athwart ship.

—Athwart the tide '(current, or, stream).

Atlantic.
—North Atlantic.
—South Atlantic.

Trans-Atlantic xzw

Atlas.

Atmosphere.
—Atidospheric disturbance.
—Atmospheric pressure.

Atrocious-ly-ness-ocitt .

Attach-ed-ing-ment.

Attach^).

Attack-ed-ing. To attack. (See also

Assault. )—(An) Attack.
Coup-de-main -_ _jyx
False attack- msd

—Have, or. Has been attacked.

—Have you [or vessel indicated) been at-

tacked ?

I am attacked ; want assistance. Help

;

lam attacked... nj
—I attacked.
—I (or vessel indicated) have been at-

tacked—^by.

Night attack -SID
—Serious attack.
—Shall I attack ?

—Slight attack.
Support my attack xfa

—To be attacked.
Torpedo attack xwo

—Wait for the attack.

—Will you attack ?

made an unsuccessful attack on —

.

Attempt-ed-ing to. (See also Try. )

An attempt to assassinate pdv
—Attempted to put to sea.

Do not attempt landing in your own
boats EY

Do not attempt to make the anchorage

(or, harbor) rw
—Do not attempt without a pilot.

—Have, or. Has attempted.
—I (or vessel indicated) Taaie the attempt

but did not succeed.

—Make an (or, the) attempt.

—Shall attempt to get away.
—Shall I make another attempt 1

FKR

FKS

FKT
FKU
FKV

FKW
FKX
FKY
FKZ

FLA

FLB

FLO

FLD
FLE

FLG

FLH

FLI
FLJ

FLK
FLM

FLN

Attempt—Continued.
Shall I try (or, attempt)—to 1

The attempt is dangerous gi

Useless to attempt (or, try)—to.

When may the bar (or, entrance) be
attempted? - fwd

Will attempt—to {or, try).—^Will you attempt to—(or, try) ?

—You may make an attempt (or, try).

Attend-ed-ing-ance. (To be present at.)

—Attend on board.
—Attend survey.
—Attendant.
Has been attendedwithno advantage,

Attend-ed-ing. (To pay attention.) (See

also Attention. )

Attend to signals. dg
—I will attend to your signal.

Attention-ive.
Attention is called to page—,

paragraph
—, of the International Code-.-dh

N. B.

—

The page is to be shovm first, and
then the paragraph. This signal

should be employed only between ves-

sels iising the United States edition,

as otherwise the pages I'eferred to will

not correspond.
Calls the attention of the first (or,

nearest) ship on the bearing (from the

person signaling) pointed out by com-
pass signal Di

Calls the attention of second ship, etc .dj

Calls the attention of third ship, etc.DK
CaZZsthe attentionoffourth ship,etc-DL

Calls the attention of fifth ship, etc.DM
Calls the attention of sixth ship, etc.DN
Calls the attention of the shore signal

station on the bearing (from the per-

son signaling) pointed out by compass
signal DO

Calls the attention of vessel coming into

the anchorage on the bearing (from
the person signaling) pointed out by
compass signal dp

Calls the attention of vessel leaving the
anchorage on the .bearing (from the

person signaling) pointed out by com-
pass signal . .T)Q

Calls the attention of vessel whose dis-

tinguishing signal will immediately
follow DR

—For yoiir attention.

—Have, oi; Has paid particular atten-

tion—to.

—I am paying every attention.

Look out. Pay attention DS
—Pay attention to orders.

Pay attention to signal dg
—Pay attention to the helm.
—Pay no attention to.

Pay strict attention to signals during
the night dt

—Pay the greatest attention.

—You do (or, did) not pay attention—to.

Attest-ed-inq-ation.
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ATTORNEY—AVOID.

FLO
FLP

FLQ

FLE

FLS
PLT
FLU

FLV

FLW
FLX

FLY

PLZ

FMA

FMB
FMC
FMD

PME
FMG
FMH

FMI

FMJ

FMK

FML
FMN
PMO
FMP

FMQ
FMB

FMS
FMT
PJtU

FMV
PMW
FMX
FMY

FMZ

FNA
FNB

FNC
PND

FNB
FNG

Attoeney. (Solicitor.

)

—Power of attorney.

Attkact-ed-ion.
Have you any local attraction (devia-

tion) JHE

Attribute-d-ing-able.

Auction.
Sales by auction.
—Sold by auction.

Audience. Audiblb-y.

audit-ed-ing.

Auditor.

Auger.

Augment-ed-ing-ation.

-CZK
August.
About August the —

.

—Beginning of August.
—End of August.—^Next August.

Austi{alia-n.
—^Australian meat.
Australian -"vine.

AuSTEiA-N. Austrian and Hungarian
Colors.

Bank of Austria run

AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN LlOYD'S.

Author.

Authority. (Delegated power.)—Authority insufficient.
—Authority is [or, will be) questioned.—Authority sufficient for the occasion.
. By what authority? What is your

authority? fmy—Exceed-ed his {or, their) authority.—Exercised his {or, their) authority.
Give authority {authorize) fns

—Have {or, has) no authority to —

.

—Have you authority to —

?

I have authority from, or. Am author-
ized by —

.

—I have no authority.
No authority—to—

.

On the authority of —

.

—What is your authority? By what
authority?

—Without authority. Unauthorized.

Authorities. {Persons in authority!)—Authorities {or. Police authorities) have
interfered.

—Authorities must interfere.
—Authorities will not interfere.
Authorities will put an end to the

affair dpj
Civic authorities. Alderman dws

—Crew have appealed to the authorities.—Dock authorities.

FNH
PNI
FNJ
FNK
FNL
FNM
FNO

FNP

PNQ

FNB

FNS
FNT

FNU

PNV
FNW
PNX
FNY

FNZ
POA
FOB

FOC
POD
FOE

FOG
POH
FOI
FOJ

POK

POL
POM

FON
POP

FOQ

FOR

POS

POT
FOU

Authorities—Continued.
—Dock-yard authorities.
—Harbor authorities.
—Inform harbor authorities.
—Legal authorities.
-Local authorities.
-Medical authorities
-Police authorities.
Police {or, other) authorities have ac-
quitted -- DHT

Police {or, other) authorities have de-
cided against the crew kdg

-Police {or, other) authorities have fined

%
Police {or, other) authorities have inter-
fered . PNB

Police {or, other) authorities have taken
some of the crew out of the ship.KDH

—Police {or, other) authorities will not
give any redress.

—Port authorities.

AuTHORizE-D-iNG. {See also Authority.
)—Have you authorized?

Automatic-ally.

Autumn—of.
—Autumnal.
—Last autumn.
—Next autumn.

Auxiliary.
—Auxiliary engine.
—Auxiliary screw.

AVAIL-ED.
—Avail yourself of.

Available.
Can not be got off {or, afloat) by any
means now available od

I am sinking {or, on fire), send all avail-
able boats to save passengers and
crew NO

—I shall {or, will) avail myself of.—If available.
—It is of no avail.
—It will not avail much.
No boat available fg
No doctor {or, surgeon) available ..wm
No interpreters available prp
No lighters available rb—Send all available spars for — to.
There are no tugs available '..xz

Avast.
—Avast heaving.

Avenue.

Average. An average.
About the average czx
-An average number (or, quantity) of—.
Does not amount to an average of

—

.egj
-General average.

AVERSE-ION.

Aviso, or Despatch, vessel kwy
Avoid-ed-ing-able.
—Avoid, if possible.
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AVOID—BACK.

FOV
FOW
FOX

FOY

FOZ
FPA
FPB

FPC
FPD

FPE

FPG

FPH
FPI
FPJ
FPK
FPL
FPM
FPN

FPO

FPQ

Avoid—Contiivued.
—Avoid-ed-ing confusion.
—Can avoid {or, be avoided).
Can not avoid {or, be avoided).
Unavoidable-ly -YGK

Avoirdupois. ( Weight. )

AwAiT-BD-iNG. (See aZso Wait. ) To await.—Await my arrival at —

.

—Await otitside the inspection of the of&-

cials.

—^Await the arrival of —

.

—Awaiting coroner's inquest.
Can you await answer (or, reply)?. -EMV
Can you await arrival of — 1 eya
I have received orders for you to await

instructions from owners at — SQ
I shall await their arrivaUoj", the arrival

of —) EYL
I will telegraph for your orders if you

will await reply sv
Keep off and on, and await instruc-

tions sx
Shall I await your arrival ? eyp
Will await answer {or, reply) tz
Will you await answer (or, reply) ?--TJA

Will you await her {or, the arrival

of—)? EYQ
Your orders will be awaiting you off —

{or, at —) SVB

AwAKE-N-iNG. Awoke.

award-ed-inq.

Aware.
—Am, Is, or. Are aware—of.

—Am, Is, or. Are not aware—of.

—Are you aware ?

—I was not aware of it.

—Is he aware ?—^Not aware.

Awash.

Away.
Bring away hip

Carried away ico

Castaway --.ieb

Castaways iec

. Clear away itb

Could any vessel have got away after

you? OPC

Cutaway your masts kj

Cutaway khg
Do you think we could get away
from — ? XPZ

Doctor, or. Surgeon is away ljv

Funnel carried away ..nto

Go away obb.

Have, or. Has carried away ICQ

Heave away oi'z

Is it a difacult anchorage to get away
from ? ^^^

Is keeping away pvf
Is my berth a good one for gettmg away
from?...- GFW

Keep away pym
Keep more away pyw
Lower away .--- ebz

FPE

FPS

FPT

FPU

FPV
FPW
FPX
FPY
FPZ

FQA

FQB

FQC

FQD
FQE
FQG
FQH
FQI
FQJ

FQK

FQL

FQM

FQN

Away—Continued.
My sails are all blown away {or, split),

VEC
Open. Get farther away » mo
Ban, or, Runaway uho
Shall attempt to get away pkp
Slackaway wfq
The breeze will die away hop
You run away from me , vol

AwEiQH. {See also Weigh).
Are you, or. Is — {vessel indicated)

aweigh? zm
I am aweigh zn
—Vessel indicated is aweigh.

Awhile. While-st.

awkward-ly-ness.

Awning.
-Deck awnings.
—Furl awnings.
—Slope awnings.
—Spread awnings.

Awoke. Awake-n-ing ppe

Axe.
Pickaxe thr

AXIS-IAL.

Axle. Axletree.

azimuth-al.
—Azimuth compass.
—Azimuth table.

—Have you an azimuth compass?
—I have an azimuth compass.
—Variation by azimuth.

B. {Letter.) {For new method of
seepage 13.)

Back-ed-ing.
Back main topsail xwc

—Back the.

Back the anchor EHO
Ordered back sup
Put back ...uow
Put back damaged ..ucx
Send back -VPQ
—Was obliged to put back.
What is the cause of your putting back?

UDE
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BANK—BARRICADE.

FUX

FUY
FUZ

FVA

FVB

FVC
FVD
FVE
FVG

FVH

FVI

FVJ

FVK
FVL
FVM

FVN

FVO

FVP
FVQ

FVR
FVS

FVT

FVtJ
FVW
FVX
FVY

FVZ
FWA
FWB
FWC

FWD

FWB

Bank—Continued.
—Bank (name indicated) has suspended

payment.
Bank note, or, paper money asv
-Bank rate.—^Banker.
Savings bank-_- via

Bank. (Shoal. )

Along the bank of .eak
—Deepest water is nearest the bank (or-,

reef).

—I have had thick fog on the bank.
—On a sand bank.
—On the left bank of the river.*

—On the right bank of the river.*

*NoTE.

—

The left or the right hand bank
in descending the stream.

Sand bank.
Stand nearer the bank (reef, shoal, or,

bar). FWA
The bank is encumbered by fishing

boats EP
—The bank vs^as clear of fog.

Bankrtjpt-cy.
Agent is bankrupt..- dsl

—Bankrupt, or. Failed.

—Bankruptcies, or. Failures.

—Have any bankruptcies taken place?

Banquet-ed-ing.

Baptize-d-ing-ism.

Bab (of a harbor, etc)

.

—At—i^time specified) there will be— feet

water over the bar.

—Bar can not be crossed until —

.

—Bar harbor.
Bar, or, Entrance is dangerous fq
Bar is impassable fr
Bar is impassable for boats on the ebb

tide -EQ
Bar is not dangerous la

—Bar, or, Entrance not safe except just

at slack water (or, at —, time indi-

cated).

—Bar, or, Sands shifted.

—Bar passable.

—Can I clear the bar?

—Can I cross the bar? Shall I be able to

get over the bar?

—On the bar.

—Stand nearer the shoal (bank, reef, or,

bar)

.

—Vessel has struck on the bar.

—What are the leading marks for cross-

ing the bar?
What is the depth of water on the bar

(infeet)1 ^Q
—When may the bar (pr, entrance) be

attempted?
When will be the best time for crossing

the bar? xm
You will have water enough over the

bar (depth in feet to follow) vt

—You will not have water enough over

the bar (or, into the harbor) (depth in

feet to follow)

.

FWG
FWH
FWI
PWJ
FWK
FWL

FWM
FWN
FWO
PWP
FWQ
PWR
FWS

FWT

FWU
FWV
FWX
PWY
FWZ

FXA

FXB

FXC

FXD

FXE

PXG
FXH
FXI
FXJ
FXK
PXL
FXM

FXN

FXO
FXP
FXQ

FXR

FXS
FXT
FXU

PXV

FXW

Bak. Baebbd-ing.
—Capstan b.ar.

—Crowbar.
—Eccentric bar broken.
—Fire, or. Furnace bar.

—Radius Tsars.

Barbek.

Barbette.

Bare-ness
—Barely.
—Bare poles.

—Barely possible.

Barely room to wear uzo
—Barely sufficient.

Barely time to save the mail ret
Running under bare poles - -.VCJ
—You have barely room.

Bargain-ed-ing. To bargain.
—Better bargain beforehand.

Barge.
—Bargeman.

Barilla.

-FXOBark. (See Barque)

Bark (of a tree).

Barley.

Barnacle.

Barometer.
Note.—ForBarometer Table, seepageSQ.
Aneroid barometer elp

—How is the barometer? What is the
barometer doing ?

—I have not a barometer.
—The barometer has fallen very rapidly.

—The barometer is falling.

—The barometer is rising.

—The barometer is steady.

—The height of the barometer is—
—Watch the barometer.
What is the barometer doing? fxe

—What is the height of barometer ?

Barque.
—Barquentine.
—Pour-masted barque.

Barrack.

Barbel. (Measure of capacity) ayo
—Barrel of —

.

—Barrel of flour.

—Barrel of oil.

Empty barrel — LXW
Powder barrel trj
Tar barrel -.xkq
Water barrel — -TVM

Barben-ness.

Barricade-d-ing. Barrier.
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BARRICOE—BE.

FXY
FXZ

FYA

FYB

FYC
FYD

FYE

FYG

FYH

FYI

FYJ
FYK

FYL

FYM
PYN

PYO
FYP
FYQ
FYR
FYS
FYT
FYU
PYV

FYW
FYX
FYZ
FZA

FZB
FZC
FZD

FZE
FZG

FZH

FZI

FZJ

FZK

Baeeicoe. (Breaker or small cask.)

Veer a barricoe aste;:n.

Barrow.

Barter-bd-ing.

Base.
—Base of operations.

Basin. (See also Dock.)

Basis.

Basket.

Bathb-d-ing-r. Bath.

Batman. (Measure of Weight) bay

Batten-ed-ing.
—Batten-ed-ing down.
Rolling batten uzk

Batter-ed-ing. To batter.

Battery.
—Are there any batteries ?

Daniell's batteries klm
Electric batteries luq
Firing batteries nae
Le Clanche's batteries qlz

—Masked batteries.

—Mortar batteries.

—Range of batteries.

—Test batteries.

—The enemy is throwing up batteries.

—There are no batteries.

—Under the batteries.

—What state does the battery appear to

be in?
You are within range of the batteries

(or, of the guns) -- GO

Battle.
After the battle drl

—Battle ship. Line-of-battle ship.

—Before the battle.

—Indecisive battle between the— and —
(names indicated)

.

—When was the battle fought ?

—Where was the battle fought ?

has won a great battle at — , with a
loss of killed and wounded reported
at —

.

Baulk-ed-ing. Balk.
—Baulk of timber.

Bay. Bay of.

Any anchorage in the bay ?-. bkq
—In the bay of —

.

Shall anchor in the bay EJO

Bayonet.

Bazaar.

Be. Been. Being , bpa
Am, Are, or, Is not to be bfd

Be—Continued.
Am, Are, or. Is to be bpc
Be on the alert dwv
Be the bfe
Can, or. Maybe bfg
Can, or, May do (or, be done) blt
Can, or. May have been bfh
Can, or. May have done (or, been done)

BLV
Can, or, May he (she, it, or person s or
thing s indicated) be? btk

Can, or. May he (she, iti or persons or
things indicated) have been? btl

Can, or, Ma^Ihel -Bkh
Can, or. May it be done? blw
Can, or. May there be? bfi
Cannot, or, May not be bfj
Can not, or, Maynot do(or, be done)-BLX
Can not, or. May not have been bfk
Can not, or, May not have done (or, been
done) BLZ

Can not, or. May not he (she, it. or per-
sons or things indicated) be? btm

Can not, or. May not he (she. it, or per-
sons or things indicated) have been?

btn
Could, or. Might be bfl
Could, or. Might do (or, be done)--BMA
Could, or. Might have been. bfm
Could, or, Might have done (or, been
done) - BMC

Could, or, Might he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) be? bto

Could, or. Might he (she, it. or persons
or things indicated) not be? btp

Could, or. Might not be bfn
Could, 07-, Mightnot do (or, be done)-BMD
Could, or. Might not have been bfo
Could tij'. Might not have done (or, been
done) bme

Could, or, Might there be? bfp
Had, Has, or, Have been bfq
Had, Has, or. Have done (or, been done)

bmr
Had, Has, or, Have, he (she, it. or per-
son s or things indicated) been?. _btu

Had. Has. or. Have, he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) not been?

btx
Had, or, Have I been bfr
Had, Has, or, Have not been bfs
Had, Has, or, Have not done (or, been
done) ---BMS

Had, or. Have they been? bft
Had, or, Have we been? bfu
Had, or, Have you been? bfv
Having been .:..-- bfw
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) can (or, may) be BUC
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) can not (or, may not) be---BUE
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) been-..BUK
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cafed) had (has, or, have) not been.BUO
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) must be buz
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) must not be Bvc
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) ought to be BVF
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BE.

Be—Continued.
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) ought not to be Bva
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) be bti
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, -will) not be bvk
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, -would) be BVM
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) do (or, be
done) „ BVN

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) should (or, would) not be--BVQ

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) should (or, would) not do (or,

be done) bve
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) was (or, were) to be bvw
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) was (or, were) not to be...BVX
I can (or, may) be bpx
I can not (or, may not) be bpy
I could (or, might) be bpz
I could (or, might) not be'^- bga
I had (01; have) been bgc
I had (or, have) not been bgd
I must be , bob
I must not be bgf
I shall (or, will) be bgh
I shall (or, will) not be: bgi

I should (or, would) be bgj
I should (or, would) have been bgk
I should (or, would) not be — — bgl
I should (or, would) not have been . _bgm
If it can (or, may) be done bzr
If it can not (or. maynot)bedone- ,-BZS

Is, etc. (See Am, above.)

Is it not to be done? bni

Is it to be done? --Bnj

It, etc. (See He, above. )

It can be bgn
It can (or, may) be done bnk
It cannot be bgo
It can not (or, may not) be done _ _ -BNL

It could (or. might) be done bnm
It could (or, might) not be done bno
It had {or, has) been -..bgp

It had (or, has) been done bnp
It had (or, has) not been. _- --BGQ

It had (or, has) not been done bnq
It ought to be BGR
It ought to be done '- bnr
It ought not to be --bgs
It ought not to be done -. -_bns

It shall (or, will) be - --BGT

It shall (or. will) be done bnt

It shall (or, will) not be bgu
It shall {or, will) not be done bntj

Let her be --BGV

Let him be bxe
Let them be bgw
Let us be ...box

May, etc. (See Can, above.

)

Might, etc. (See Could, above.)

Must be CEM
Must do (or, be done)- -- --CEN

Must have been - CEP

Must not be - cev
Must not do (or, be done) CEW
Need be - --BGY

Be—Continued.
Need not be -BGZ
Not be (been, being) cfn
Not to be CGH
Not to be done CGI

Not to be had ogj
Ought not to be __ - chs
Ought to be -CHT
Ought to do (or, be done) chz
Shall, or, Will be bha
Shall, or,Will do (or, be done) bnw
Shall, or.Will have done(or, been done),

BNX
Shall, or, Will he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated) be? bwe

Shall, or, Will he, (she it, or,persons or
thing-s indicated) do (or, be done) ?

bwf
Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated) not be? BWi

Shall, or, Will he (she, it, or persons or

things indicated) not do (or, be done)?
BWJ

Shall, or. Will I be? bhc
Shall, or, Will not be bhd
Shall, or. Will not do (or, be done). . bny
Shall, or, Will not have done (or, been
done) BNZ

Shall, or. Will there be? bhe
Shall, or, Will they be? bhf
Shall, or, Will we be?. L bhg
Shall, or, Will you be? bhi
Shall, or, Will you not be? bhj
Should, or, Would be bhk
Should, or. Would do (or, be done). -BOP
Should, or. Would have been bhl
Should, or. Would have done (or, been
done) BOG

Should, or,Would he (she, it, orpersons
or thing-s indicated) be? bwn

Should, or.Would he (she, it, orpersons
or things indicated) do (or, be done)?

BWO
Should, or.Would he (she, it, orpersons
or thing-s indicated) have been?- -Bwq

Should, or.Would he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) not bs? bws

Should, or.Would he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) not do (or, be
done)? bwt

Should, or,Would he (she, it, orpersons
or things indicated) not have been?

BWV
Should, or. Would not be bhm
Should, or. Would not do (or, be done),

BOH
Should, or. Would not have been. _ .bhn
Should, or. Would not have done (or

been done) boi

Should, or. Would there be? bho
That, or. This can (or, may) be ckr
That, or, This can not (or, may not) be,

CKT
That, or. This could (or, might) be.CKV
That, or. This could (or, might) not be,

CKW
That, or. This had has, (or, have) been,

OKY
That, or, This had (has or, have) not
been ckz

That, or. This must be CLJ
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BE—BEAM.

Bb—Continued.
That, or, This must not be clm
That, or, This shall (or, will) be cln
That, or, This shall {or, will) not be-CLO
That, or, This should (or, would) be.CLP
That, or. This should (or, would) not be,

CLQ
There can (or, may) be cmj
There can not (or, may not) be cml
There could (or, might) be cmo
There could (or, might) not be cmp
There had (has, or, have) been cmr
There had (has, or, have) not been.CMS
There shall ( or, will) be Cmv
There shall (or, will) not be CMX
There should (or, would) be cmz
There should (or, would) have been-CNA
There should (or, would) not be.--CND
There should (or, would) not have been,

ONE
They can (or, may) be bhp
They can not (or, may not) be bhq
They could (or,might) be bhk
They could (or, might) not be bhs
They had (or,have) been bht
They had (or,have) not been bhu
They must be bhv
They must not be..-.' bhw
They ought to be bhx
They ought not to be bhy
They sTiall (or,will) be bhz
They shall (or, will) not be. bia
They should (or, would) be bic
They should (or, would) not be bid
They were to be bie
They were not to be..- ..bif
To be - CNF
To be at - cnq
To be done cnb
To be had CNS
Was, or. Were to be big
We can (or, may) be bih
We can not (or, may not) be bij
We could (or,might) be bik
We could (or, might) not be bim
'We had (or, have) been bin
We had (or, have) not been bio
We must be bif
We must not be biq
We shall (or, will) be bir
We shall (or, will) not be ...bis
We should (or, would) be bit
We should (or, would) not be biu
We were to be Biv
We were not to be biw
When shall (or, will) be? CES
When shall (or, will) it be done?.--CEX
When shall (or, will) you be? csd
Where shall (or, will) be? ctl
Where shall (or, will) you be? ctu
Will, etc. (See Shall, above.)
Will it be? BIX
Would, etc. (See Should, above. )

You can (or, m.ay) be biy
You can not [or, may not) be biz
You could (or, might) be bja
You could (or, might)not be bjc
You had (or, have) been.. bjd
You had (or, have) not been ...bje
You must be _ bjp
You must not be _bjg

FZL
FZM
FZN
FZO
FZP

FZQ
PZR
FZS
FZT

FZU

FZV
FZW

FZX

FZY

GAB
GAG
GAD
GAE

GAF
GAH

GAI

GAJ

GAK

GAL

GAM

GAN

GAO
GAP
GAQ
GAR
GAS
GAU

Be—Continued.
You ought to be-.:. bjh
You ought not to be bji
You shall (or, will) be bjk
You shall (or, will) not be bjl
You should (or, would) be bjm
You should (or, would) not be bjn
You were to be bjo
You were not to be bjp

Beach-b»-ing.
—A rocky beach.
—A sandy beach.
—Beach (indicted) is good for watering.
—Beach (indicated^ is not good for water-

ing.

—Beach master.
—Beach party.
—Beach the vessel. Bun on the beach.
—Beach the vessel where flag is waved (or,

light is shown).
Beach your vessel at all risks -. ki
Do not hold on to your anchor, but let

her beat up on the beach ehy
—If you part, endeavor to beach your ves-

sel where people are assembled (or,

as pointed out by compass signal
FROM you).

—Is there much surf.on the beach?
—Keep lights (or, fires) on the beach all

night.
Lookout will be kept on the beach all

night KG
—Not easy landing on the beach ; scarcely

prudent to land.
—On the beach.
Run on the beach. Beach the vessel.FZS

Beacon. (See also Buoy. )—Beacon bears.
—Beacon buoy.
—Beacon, or, Buoy has broken adrift (or,

is gone).
Can see the beacon (or, mark) ru

—Can you see the beacon (or, mark)?
—How does the beacon (buoy, or, mark)

bear?
—How must I bring the beacon (buoy, or,

mark) to bear?
—I have not been able to make out the

beacon (or, buoy).
I think I must have passed the buoy (or,
' beacon) hml
Keep the beacon (or, buoy) on your port

hand.
—Keep the beacon (or, buoy) on your star-

board hand.
Leave the beacon (or, buoy) to port.-LZ
Leave the beacon (or, buoy) to starboard,

MA
Steer directly for the beacon (or, buoy).

Beam.
Abaft the beam
Abeam, or. Abreast of..
Beam ends.
Before the beam.
—Keep on lee beam.
Keep on weather beam.
—Lee beam.
—On port beam.

..CXI
-cxv
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BEAM—BEAUTY.

GAV
GAW
GAX
GAY

GAZ

GBA

GBC

GBD

GBE
GBF
GBH
GBI

GBJ

Beam—Continued.
On starboard beam.

—On the beam.
Swaybeam ..xoz
Was thrown on her {or, my) beam ends.—"Weather beam.

Bean.

Bear-ing. Tobear (or, CAREY). Bearer.
Borne hai
I am the bearer of important despatches,

JR
Bearing.
Note.— Unless otherwise indicated, bear-

ings inpoints and halfpoints are to be
understood as compass bearings, i. e.,

bearings as shown by the compass and
uncorrected for either deviation or
variation. But bearings when given
in degrees are to be considered as
MAGNETIC bearings, i. e., compass
bearings corrected for deviation.
Both are to be reckoned from the ves-

sel signaling the bearing.
Anchor on bearing (indicated) ehf

—Are your bearings true or magnetic
bearings?

At — {time indicated) light bore — -Pv
At — {time indicated) — {place indi-

cated) bore— distant — miles ed
Beacon bears gac

—Bear-ing. Bore. To bear.

—Bearing and distance of.

—Bearings by compass are .—

.

—Bears. Bears to the —

.

Best berth {or, anchorage) bears from
me — EF

—Buoy bears.
Calls the attention of the first {or, near-

est) ship on the bearing (from the per-
son signaling) pointed out by compass
signal Di

Calls the attention of the second ship,

etc ^ DJ
Calls the attention of the third ship,

etc ---DK
Calls the attention of the fourth ship,

etc DL
Calls the attention of the fifth ship,

etc DM
Calls the attention of the sixth ship,

etc- DN
Calls the attention of the shore signal

station on the bearing(from theperson
signaling) pointed out by compass
signal DO

Calls the attention of the vessel coming
into the anchorage on the bearing
(from the person signaling) pointed
out by compass signal dp

Calls the attention of the vessel leaving
the anchorage on the bearing, etc. -DQ

Center of hurricane bears — igx
Compass bearing {i. e. the bearing shoum
by the compass atid uncorrected for
either deviation or variation) Jhp

Cross bearings kea
Do not bring the light to the —^

of —
{bearing indicated) px

GBK

GBL

GBM

GBN

GBO

GBP
GBQ

GBR

GBS
GBT
GBU
GBV
GBW

GBX

GBY
GBZ
GCA
GCB
GCD
GCE

GCF

Bearing—Continued.
Entrance bears — ._ -'- -EG
How did the land bear when last seen?

EH
How does the beacon (buoy, or, mark)
bear? ' gah

How does the entrance bear? ej
How does the harbor {or, anchorage)
bear? pa

How does the land bear? --.qds
Sow must I bring the beacon {or, buoy)

to bear? 1 l.-GAl
I saw the land bearing — {add time, if

necessary)-- vns
I shall keep the land {or, light) bearing
• —,or, I shall keep hold of the land

(or,light) QA
Indicate bearing of light (lighthouse,

or, light-ship) --QB
Indicate the bearing of—, What is the
bearing and distance of—? Eo

Keep the light bearing between—and

—

( bearings indicated) qc
Keep the — bearing — pzm
Look out for a boat bearing— gts
Magnetic bearing {i. e. , compass bearing

corrected for deviation) jhx
—On the bearing of—

Place indicated bears ek
There is a strange sail bearing—. em
True bearing {i.e., compass bearing cor-

rected for deviation and variation),
JIH

Vessel bearing— appears to be esh
—Vessel indicated bears.
What bearing shall I keep the light {or,

landmark) on? qf
What is my position by bearings? RV
What are the bearing and distance of

{place or vessel indicated)'! eo
—What is the bearing by compass?

Bearings of an engine.
Hot bearings .— _ Rl

—Main bearing brasses broken (or, out of
order).

—Shaft bearing.
—Thrust bearing.

Bear up—foe.
Bear up instantly lb

—Bore up—for.

—I shall bear up.
—I shall not bear up.
—May, or. Can I bear up?
—Shall we bear up?
Sprung my foremast and must bear up,

NKW
—Vessel indicated was compelled to bear

up.

Beat-en-ing.
—Beat off a pirate.

—Beating off.

—Beating up.
—Can you beat up against?
—Can not beat up against.

Beauty-iful.
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BECALMED—BELAY.

GCH
GCI
GCJ
GCK

GCL

GCM

GCN
GCO
GOP
GCQ

GCR

GCS
GOT
GCU

GOV
GCW
GCX
GCY
GCZ
GDA

GDB
GDC

GDE

GDF

GDH

GDI

Becalmed.
—Bfecalmed off— for— i

—Several vessels becalmed off

—There is a likelihood of being becalmed.

Because.

Beckbt.

Become-ing. Became.
—What became of the proceeds—of —

?

—What has become of the crew?
—What has become of wreck?

Bed-ding.
Air bedding
—Bed clothes.

—Bed linen.

—Oyster bed.

Bee.
—Beeswax.

Beef.
—Beef is in good order.

—Can fresh beef be procured?
—Can you supply me with salt beef?

(Number of casks indicated.)

—Fresh beef.

—Fresh beef and vegetables.
Salt beef vps

Been. (See Be) .bfa

Beer. Ale. dwt

Bepall-en-ing. Befell.

Before.
Before arrival—of (or, at) --EXZ
Before breakfast hfi
Before Christmas _ iqb
Before dark klp
Before departure—of— kts
Before dinner ._ las
Before Easter ---LSH
Before Friday — nri

—Beforehand.
Before him (his, her-s, it-s) bxa
Before it—is -Cdx
Before it is dusk lpz
Before it is too late -Qho
Before leaving qkl
Before me (my, mine) ..ceb
Before midnight _ rti
Before Monday ..rxz
Before night.,-. sic
Before noon •. edu
Before sailing _ _ _vdq
Before Saturday vht
Before sunrise xds
Before sunset xdt
Before supper .xer
Before that (or, this) oko

—Before the — . In front of.

Before the battle fyz
Before the beana gap
Before the end—of lyi
Before the wind zem
Before theni (their-s, they) CNK
Before this (or, that) cko

GDJ

GDK

GDL

GDM

GDN
GDC
GDP

GDQ
GDR
GDS
GDT

GDU

GDV

GDW
GDX

GDY

GDZ

GEA

GEB
GEC
GED

Before— Continued.
Before Thursday xrs'
Before to-morrow sah
Before Tuesday ydi
Before us (our-s) ,cim
Before Wednesday zag
Before you-r-s cws
Before you decide kpq
Before you sail. vdr
Breakfast before you start hfj
Day before kmz
In the same state as before vgk
Intend sounding (place indicated) be-

fore I try it I.POT
Just before ..pxk
Keep before the wind .zeu
Morning before sab

—Not before.
Running before the wind. vch
The day before yesterday knu
—Wasitbefora?

Beg-qed-qing. To beg.
I beg to acknowledge dqr
—I (or persons indicated) beg to be ex-

cused.

Begin-ning. Began. Begun.
—Can begin at once(or on date specified)

.

—Beginning of — the.

Beginning of April eua
Beginning of August fmb
Beginning of December kpl
Beginning of February mtjq
Beginning of January pus
Beginning of July _ _._ pwn
Beginning of June pwv
Beginning of March rkw
Beginning of May enf
Beginning of November SKV
Beginning of October son
Beginning of September vrl

•—Do not begin yet.

—Have, or, Has begun.
—May I begin—to ?

—Not begun yet.
When do you begin (or, commence)?

JEW
—When does it begin (or, commence)?

Behalf. On behalf op.

Behave-d-ing-ior.
—Have, or Has behaved very gallantly.

Behind.
Behind the land.. qdp
Leave behind _ qkz
We have left men behind (number to

be shoym) qlo
—You have left a person behind.

Behold-ing-er. Beheld.

Being. (See Be) bfa

Belay-ed.
—Belayed to vessel.
—Belaying pin.

Is the cable (or, rope) belayed (fast)?
HRK
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GEF

GEH

GEI
GEJ
GEK

GEL
GEM
GEN
GEO
GEP

GEQ
GER

GES
GET
GBU
GEV
GEW

GEX

GEY

GEZ
GFA

GPB

GFC

GFD

GFE
GFH

GFI

QFJ

GFK
GFL

GFM

Belgium. Belgian. Belgian Colors.

Belief.

Belibve-d-inq-ee.
—Do, or, Does not believe.—Do you (or does person indicated) be-

lieve?

Bell.
—Bell buoy.
—Bell buoy damaged; not working.
—Diving bell.

—Electric bell.

Submarine signal bell znb
Belligerent.

Belong-ed-inq—TO.
Anything belonging to—? eqf—Belong-ing to Government.
—Belong-ing to me.
—Belonging to this port.
—Do you belong to the convoy?
—Does it belong?
Does not belong to xup
I belong to the convoy of

—

(ships indi-
cated) JUS

Ihave goodsbelongingtoyou(or,—).OEX—Nothing belonging to you (or,—).

Stranger belongs to — wvx
What company do you belong to?...lQ
Whatnation doyou (or vessel indicated)
belong to? sec

—Where do you (or vessel indicated) be-
long?

—Whom does it belong to?
—Whom does she (or vessel indicated)

bislong to?

Below. Beneath.
Watch below yva

Belt-ed.
Armor belt evr
—Belted cruiser.

I have no life belts qrb
Life belt qkh

Bench.
—King's Bench, or, Queen's Bench.

Bend-ing. Bent. (To fix.)
Bend a new sail yds
—Bend cables.-

Bend sails vdt

Beneath -_ ..gfb

Beneficial-ly. (Advantageous) __dno
-

Benefit, or , Advantage dnl
—For the benefit of—

.

—For the benefit of the insurers (under-
1

writers)

.

Bent. Crooked kdr
Eccentric rod bent lsw

BeeIg.
Have you fallen in with ice? (State
whether berg or field) PR

Iceberg ..pby

GFN
GEO

GFP
GFQ
GFR
GFS
GFT

GFU
GFV
GFW
•GFX
GFY
GFZ

GHA
GHB
GHC

GHD
GHE
GHF
GHI

GHJ
GHK

GHL

GHM
GHN

GHO

GHP
GHQ
GHR

GHS
GHT

GHU

GHV

GHW
GHX
GHY
GHZ

Berkovitz. (Measure of weight) . - .bag

Berth . (See also Anchorage .

)

—Am I in a good berth?
Bad berth - fqv
Best berth (or, anchorage) bears from
me — _ EF

Best berth (or, anchorage) is in— fath-
oms ov

—Clear berth.
—Foul berth.
—Good berth.
—I shall shift my berth.
—I would shift my berth as soon as pos-

sible.

—Inside berth.
—Is it worth while shifting berth?
-^Is my berth a good one for getting

away from ?

—Old berth.
—Outside berth.
—Shall I in my present berth have room

for weighing if the wind shifts?
—Shift your berth farther in.

—Shift your berth farther out.
—Shift your berth farther to the —

.

Shift your berth; your berth is not
safe KT

—Sick berth.
—The berth you are now in is not safe.

—Wide berth.
—Will you lead into (or, point out) a good

berth?
—You are in a very fair berth.
—You are not in a good berth (are in a

foul berth).
—Yon have given me a foul berth.

Berthon boat, or. Collapsible boat.

Beseech-ing. Besought.

Beside. Alongside eas

Besides. In addition to.

Besiege-ing-r.

Bespeak-ing. Bespoke.

Best.
Best berth (or, anchorage) bears from
me— ..EF

Best berth (or, anchorage) is in— fath-
oms. -- ov

Best bower ehp
—Best chance.
—Best watering place is — . •

Do the best you can for yourselves; no
assistance can be given(rendered) .ex

Hoist your flags where best seen..NDE
—It will be best.

Light, or. Fires will be kept at the best
place for coming on shore ke

—My best respects.
The best agents are— dsw

—The best place.
—The best plan will be.

The best time.
The best way.
The course steered is the best for the
present (or until time indicated) .jzm
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BIRTH—BOARD.

GLD
GLE
GLF
GLH
GLI

GLJ

GLK
GLM
GLN

GLO

GLP

GLQ

GLR
GLS
GLT

GLU

GLV

GLW
GLX

GLY
GLZ

GMA
GMB
GMC

GMD
GME
GMF
GMH
GMI

GMJ
GMK
GML

GMN

GMO
GMP

GMQ

GMR
GMS

GMT

GMU
GMV
GMW

Birth. Born.
—Birthday.
—Certificate of iDirth.

—Have you had any hirths?
—Registrar of births, deaths, and mar-

riages.

Biscuit.
Biscnit bag. Bread bag - fse
—Biscuit is not good. Bread is not good.
—Can you spare any biscuit ?

—In want of biscuit 1

Bishop, or, Archbishop euj

BiTB-iNG-TEN. Bit.
Frostbitten.- nsc

BiTT-ED-mQ.
Damaged the bitts kjd
Damaged the -windlass kje

BiTTER-LT-NESS.

Black-ed-ing. To black.
—Black.
—Black buoy.
Black draught LNB
—Black paint.
Black wash - yuq

Blacksmith.

Blade.
—"How many blades have you to your

screw?
—Lost all propeller blades.

—Lost number of blades (indicated) of

screw propeller.

—One blade of propeller broken.

—Three blades of propeller broken.

—Two blades of propeller broken.

Blame-able.
—Blamed for.

—Is, or, Are to blame.
—Much to blame.
—Not much to blame.

Blank.
—Blank cartridge.

—Point blank.

Blanket.

Blast.
—Blasting powder.

Blaze-ing-d. (Flame) —ndu

Blbbd-ing. Bled.

Blind-bd-ing. Blindness.

—Color blind-ness.

Block-ed-ing. To block.
Canal is blocked huj

—Place (indicated) is blocked up by ice.

Block. (A block for purchase.)

—Plomer block.

GMX
GMY
GMZ
GNA
GNB

GNC
GND
GNE
GNP
GNH
GNI
GNJ
GNK
GNL

GNM

GNO
GNP
GNQ
GNR

GNS

GNT
GNU
GNV
GNW
GNX
GNY
GNZ
GOA

GOB

GOC
GOE
GOF
GOH
GOI

GOJ
GOK

GOL

GOM
GON
GOP
GOQ

GOR

GOS

GOT

GOU

GOV
GOW

Block—Continued.
Purchase block.

—Snatch block.
Thrust block broken.
Thrust block damaged.
—Thrust block rings defective.

Blookade-d.
—Blockade is not taken off.

—Blockade is taken off.

—Blockade runner.
—Blockading.
—Blockading squadron.
—Entrance of — blockaded.
—-Entrance of — is not blockaded.
—Has the blockade been raised (or, taken

off)?
—I have (or vessel indicated has) run tlje

blockade.
—Is blockaded.
—Under blockade.
—When does the blockade commence ?

—You will be stopped by the blockading
ships.

Blood-y. Blood vessel.

Blow-n-ing. Blew.
—Blow out.

—Blow out — boilers.

—Blow-off cocks (or, gear)

.

—Blow-off cock out of order.

—Blow-off pipe burst.

—Blow-off valves.

—Blow off your steam.
Blow siren (or; steam whistle) at in-

tervals WD
—Blow through pipe.

Blowing hard. Squally weather ZH
—Blowing too hard.
—I think it will blow.
—If it blows.
—If it continues to blow.
—It blew too hard.
My sails are all blown away (or, split)

,

VEC
—Shall I blow off my steam ?

—Should" it come on to blow—from (quar-

ter to be indicated, if necessary)

.

Blubber.

Blue.
—Blue light.

—Blue serge.

—Burn a blue light, or, Flash a little

powder.
Did boat take a blue light (lantern, or,

any means of making a signal) ?--GSP

—Have you any blue lights ?

Blue peter. ( When spoken of.

)

Hoist the blue peter: ko
Blue peter (the flag) p

Bluff.

Blunder-ed-ing.

Board. (A body of officials.)

—Board of Admiralty.
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BOARD.

GOX
GOY
GOZ
GPA
GPB
GPC
GPD
GPE
GPF
GPH
GPI
GPJ
GPK
GPL
GPM
GPN

GPO

GPQ

GPR

GPS

GPT
GPTJ

GPV
GPW
GPX

GPY

GPZ

GQA
GQB

GQC

Board—Continued.
—Board or Department of Agriculture.
—Board or Collector of Customs.
—Bbard of Directors.
—Board of Health.
—Board of Survey.
—Board of Trade.
—Board of Trade Officer (or, Inspector).
—Board of Underwriters.
—Board of Works.
—Harbor Board.
—Local Board.
—Local Government Board.
—Local Medical Board.
—Marine Board.
—Medical Board.
—Trinity House (or, Light-House Board).

Board. (Timber.) (See also Board be-
low.)

Freeboard npw
Gangboard nwq

Board-ed-ing. To board. (See also
Board below) gpw

Board (On) Aboard ctx
—A contagious disease on board (or at

place indicated).
—A case of fever has broken out on board

(or on ship indicated).
Above board cyz
Admiral, or, Senior officer is on board

(or, at— ) DKV
All on board Cza
All on board perished. All hands lost,

DXQ
All on board saved. All hands saved,

DXR
Allow no communication. Allow no
person on board ._ pm

—Am. I, or, Are we to board 1

Any oases of fever on board (or, at— )?

EON
Any letters (or, despatches) on board ?

KWX
Any person (anyone) on board ? epm
Any sick onboard? epo

—Are all your crew on board ?

—Are all your passengers on board ?

Attend on board fkx
—Board (or, visit) steamer (or, vessel).

—Board-ed-ing. To board.
—Boarder.
Boarding officer spi

—Boarding pike.
Boat is on board (or, alongside) bv

—Bring on board.
Captain is not on board hwk
Captain is on board hwl
Captain is requested to come on board,

HWN
—Come on board.
Crew are all on board.
Crew not all on board dya
Crew refuse to go on board ecu
Dangerous to allow too many people on
board at a time gb

Female? on board mvq
Fire has broken out on board—of—

.

Freeboard npw
Gangboard nwq

GQD
GQE

GQF

GQH
GQI

GQJ

GQK

GQL
GQM
GQN

GQO

GQP

GQR

GQS
GQT
GQU
GQV

GQW
GQX

GQY
GQZ

GRA
GRB

Board—Continued.
—Go on board.
—Got on board.
Has she any people on board? TPO
Have infectious cases on board pjh
Have military stores on board ....-RTV
—Have, or. Has on board.
Have shipvwecked crew on board ; will

you let me transfer them to you?
(Number to follow) kda

Have you a Custom House official on
board? kgx

Have you a pilot on board? tja
Have you any combustibles on board?

HO
—Have you any women on board?
—Have you boarded (or, visited) ?

Have you had any sickness on board?
WBA

—Have you on board?
He has not many hands on board? .omd
I am coming (or, sending) on board,

CZB
I have had cases of yellow fever on
board mwtc

I have had no cases of yellow fever on
board ." mwl

I have illness on board pcrr

I have no combustibles on board hq
—I have no women on board.

I have wrong papers on board tak
—I prefer stopping on board.
—I (or vessel indicated) was boarded.
—I will board.

I vrill come on board [or, alongside) if

you vnll allow me OZD—^Is — (person indicated) on board?
Is the captain on board? hxe
Is, or, Was there anyone on board?-EQC
It is dangerous to allow too many peo-

ple on board ait once gb
Leave on board -QLC
—Log board.
Make sail, or, Go ahead and drop a boat
on board dvn

No boat on board gtx
No intelligence obtained from vessel
boarded pog

—Passengers all on board.
Passengers not all on board dyb
—Put on board by —

.

—Repair on board.
—Run on board by —

.

—Send a rope on board.
Send a responsible person on board-CZE
Send carpenters on board

—

(ship indi-
cated) ibt

—Send on board—to (or, for).

—Several (or number indicated) sick on
board.

—Shipped on board.
—Stay on board.
The consul is desired to come (or, send)
onboard jrp

There is a spare propeller on board-TZD
To whom shall I telegraph that all are
well on board? xmh

Troops on board ..tbp
—Was not boarded.
—Was on board. Went on board.
Went on board. Was on board GRB
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GRC

GRD
GRE

GRF

GRH

GRI
GRJ

GRK
GRL
GRM

GRN

GRO
GRP

GRQ

GRS
GRT
GRU

GRV
GRW
GRX
GRY
GRZ
GSA

GSB
GSC
GSD

GSE

GSF

GSH

Bo A.ED

—

Continued.
Were you boarded?
What is the number of mail bags you
have on board? ..- -.fsp

What vessels have you boarded?
—When will you board?
Will board (or, visit) yed
Will Lloyd's agent come on board?-QXK—^Will you (or person indicated) come on
board?

Will your doctor (or, surgeon) come on
. board? wp
Your friend is on board nrs

Boat.
Accident to boat dcj
All boats to return to the ship.

Code Flag over w
Am a mail boat rex
Arm boat etjs

Bank is encumbered by fishing boats,
EP

Bar is impassable for boats on the ebb
tide EQ

Berthonboat ohm
Beware- of torpedo boats xo
Billy boat gky
Boat is coming to your assistance—et
—Boat bottom up {bearing, if necessary)

.

—Boat can not be used.
Boat, or. Lifeboat can not come er

—Boat can not pull ahead.
—Boat come-ing (came).
—Boat hook.
Boat in distress (bearing, if necessary)

ES

—Boat is adrift.

Boat is alongside (or, on board) ev
Boat is capsized (bearing, if necessary)ap
Boat is going to you eu
Boat is lost A.Q

Boat is on board (or, alongside) ev
—Boat is on shore.

—Boat is safe.

Boat is stove ---AR

—Boat is sunk.
Boat is swamped as

—Boat oars.

—Boat race.

—Boat rope.

Boat should endeavor to land where flag

is waved (or, light shown) JZ

—Boat's compass.
—Boat's crew.
—Boat's crew will not come.
—Boat's davit.

—Boat's gear.

—Boat's gun.
Boats' recall. All boats to return to the

ship Code Flag over w.

—Boat's sail.

—Boat's slings.

—Boats are furnished with — (articles

indicated).

—Boats to assemble.
Bridge of boats hoc
Bring-to; I vill send a boat hix

—Bumboat.
Canboatsland? Canlandingbe effected?

EW
—Can send boat.

GSI
GSJ

GSK
GSL

GSM
GSN
GSO
GSP

GSQ
GSR

GST

GSU
GSV

GSW

GSX

GSY

GSZ
GTA
GTB

GTC

GTD

GTE
GTF
GTH
GTI
GTJ
GTK

GTL

GTM
GTN

GTO
GTP

Boat—Continued.
—Can you send a boat?
Can not get my boat out.
Can not send a boat ex
Cargo boat.

—Coal boat.
Collapsible boat, or, Berthon boat--GHM
Custom-house boat. Revenue boat-KOiT
—Deal boat.
—Despatch boat.
—Did boat take?
—Did boat take blue light (lantern, or, any

means of making a signal) ?

—Did boat take water?
—Divisional boat.

Do not attempt to land in your own
boats EY

—Do not send boats ashore after dark.

Do you want a lifeboat?. bz
—Drop boat.
—Endeavor to pick up boat.

Endeavor to send a line by boat (cask,

kite, or, raft, etc.) ka
Enemy's boat lzf
Enemy's gunboat LZi

Enemy's torpedo boat - lzm
Enemy's torpedo boats have been seen

to the — , steering to the — oh
—^Every boat.
Ferryboat mvy
—First-class torpedo boat.

Fishing boat (craft, or, vessel) kaz
—Flat-bottomed boat.
Government steamboat opx

—Great risk in sending a boat.

—Guard boat.
—Gunboat.
Have lost all boats ; can you take people

off? . Nl

Have no lifeboat. No lifeboat here.FA
—Have only one boat (indicate other num-

.

ber, if necessary).
—^Have you any lifeboats?

Have you lost all your boats? bl
Have you seen a pilot boat (or, vessel)?

TJ

Have you seen any torpedo boats?-.-XR

Have you seen (or, heard) anything of

my (or, the) boat? fb

—Heave-to; I will send a boat.

—His boat.

—Hoist up your boat.

—Horse boat.

—How many boats?

—How many torpedo boats passed in sight?

I am sinking (or, on fire) ; send all avail-

able boats to save passengers and crew.
NO

I have lost all my boats bo
—I have the boats ready.

I shall fire into the boats if they persist

in coming alongside nak
I should like to know the nature of the

sickness, if any, before I send my boat

(or, commvTnicate) EC

—I will send a boat.

—In the boat.

Is there any danger of mines or torpedo

boats? -— —-xs

—Jolly boat.

—Keep the boat.

76564—09 12
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GTQ

GTR
GTS:
GTU

GTV

GTW
GTX

GTY
GTZ
GUA
GUB

GUC

GUD
GUE

GUF

GUH

GUI
GUJ

GUK
GUL

GUM
GUN

GUO

GUP
GUQ
GUR

GUS
GUT
GUV
GUW
GUX
GUY

GUZ

Boat—Continued.
—Lend me a boat.
Let no boat come alongside -EBH
Let your boats keep to windward until
they are picked up fd

Let your boats pull to — {bearing indi-

cated) QOA
Lifeboat qrc
Life-Saving Service qbi
Lifeboat is going to you fe
Lifeboat sent for qrj
Lifeboat unable to come er

—Long boat.
—Look out for a boat bearing —

.

—Make a signal when you want a boat.
Make sail, or, Go ahead, and drop a boat
on board dvn

—Man and arm boats.

No boat available fg
—No boat could live.

No boat fit for this work zhv
—No boat on board.—{number) torpedo boats {give nation-

ality) passed in sight Xya
—Pick up boat.
—Picket {or, piquet) boat.
—Pilot boat {or, vessel).

—Pilot boat {steam).
Pilot boat's flag {when spoken of) . - ndk
Pilot boat is advancing towards you -dni
Pilot boat is most likely in direction in-

dicated {or, off—)--- TK
—Prepare boat—to {or, for) —

.

Put a compass in the boat jid
—Quarter boat.
—Saw boat {indicate place and time, if

necessary).

Saw torpedo boat (number, if necessary)
at — {or, near — ) xt

—Seen nothing of your boat.
Send a boat {number, if necessary) .-FU
Send life-boat to save crew fj

—Send me a boat from the shore (a shore
boat).

—Send a boat within hail.

—Send a water boat.
Sending a water boat yvj

—Send an armed boat.
—Send boat at —

.

Send boat suitable for landing passen-
gers FI

—Send boat for telegram.
—Send boat to {or, for).

Send boat to assist fgn
—Send boat to point out reef (rock, or,

shoal).

—Send boat to take off the crew.
—Send boat to tow.
—Send boat with hawser
Ship indicated wants a boat fk

—Shore boat.
—Small-er boat.
—Steam boat {large), launch.
—Steam boat {small) , cutter, or gig.
Steam boat is aground duw
Steam gruard boat.
•Steam lifeboat.

Steam pilot boat gub
Steam pinnace.
Submarine boat-- xbi

GVA

GVB

GVC

GVD
GVE
GVF

GVH

GVI

GVJ
GVK

GVL

GVM
GVN
GVO

GVP

GVQ

GVR

GVS

GVT

GVU

GVW
GVX
GVY
GVZ
GWA
GWB
GWC
GWD
GWE
GWF
GWH
GWI.
GWJ
GWK

Boat—Continued.
The bank is encumbered by fishing
boats— Ep

—They are all in the boat.
They {boats) aremaking forthe shore.Riv

—Top-up boat.
Torpedo boat xwp
Torpedo gunboat {or, vessel) xwu

—Troop boat.
Tugboat TDK

—Use-d-ing steamboats—for.

—Veer a boat astern.

—Want a boat.
Want a boat; man overboard bt
Want a boat immediately {if more than

one, number to follow) yg
We have sent for lifeboat fl

—Whaleboat. Whaler.
Will not be accountable for boat

hire dfw
—Will send boat.
Will you go on shore in my boat ?.-VZN

—You can not have a steamboat.
—Your boat.

Boatman.

Boatswain.
—Boatswain's mate.
—Boatswain's stores.

Bobstay.

BODT-ILY.
Anybody. Any person epq
Anybody on board epm
—^Body post, or. Propeller post.
Everybody, or. Everyone Miu
Nobody, or, No one siu
Somebody, or, Some one wjp

boil-ed-ing.

Boiler.
Blow out boiler gnv
—Boiler burst.

Boiler burst; — men killed at
Boiler burst; — men killed, — others
wounded -- au

Boiler burst; no one hurt av
Boiler burst; no one seriously hurt-Aw
Boiler burst; number of killed and
wounded not yet known ----ax

Boiler burst; several men killed -'-..ay

Boiler burst; several men wounded..az
—Boiler burst ; very slight damage.
Boiler can not be repaired re

—Boiler damaged.
—Boiler has been repaired.
—Boiler has not been repaired.
—Boiler leaking.
Boiler leaking seriously rf
—Boiler leaking slightly.

—Boiler leaky ; must be blown oflE.

—Boiler loose {or, adrift).

—Boiler maker.
—Boiler must be repaired.
—Boiler plate.

—Boiler plates damaged.
—Boiler primes.
—Boiler requires cleaning.
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BORNE—BOX.
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BUMPKIN—BURST.

HLV

HLW
HLX

HLY
HLZ

HMA

HMB

HMC
HMD
HME

HMF

HMG

HMI
HMJ

Bumpkin.

BuNDEK. {Square Measure).

bundle-d-ing.

Bung.

Bunker. Coai._ bunker.
—Bunker coal.

Bunt.

Bunting.

Buot-ing. To buot.
—Buoy (a buoy).
—Buoyed.
Anchor buoy bgy
Beacon buoy gad
Bell buoy ' gem
Black buoy -_qlt
Breeches buoy hft
Buoy (a buoy)-. hmd
Buoyed ..-.hme
Can buoy hud
Channel buoy ...ila
Chequered buoy iok
Conical buoy jPD
Cork buoy jwm
Fairway buoy mrg
Fog buoy ngh
Gas, or. Light buoy nxa
Green buoy Ohs
Harbor, or. Entrance buoy mpr
Life buoy ; qrd
Luminous buoy rde
Mine, or. Torpedo buoy XWN
Nun buoy

, .SLq
Pillar buoy tir
Red buoy umd
Sounding buoy wld
Spar buoy.-.- . wlz
Spherical buoy wnk
Striped buoy ^ xan
Submerged torpedo buoy xbl
Telegraph buoy xly
Torpedo buoy xwn
Whistling buoy - zde
White buoy zdq
Wreck buoy ziy
Bell buoy damaged; not working. _gen
Buoy bears gbj

—Buoy end of cable.
Buoy, or. Beacon has broken adrift (or,

is gone).. .Gae
Buoy rope {of anchor) ehr
Buoy, or, Mark is not in its proper
place LC

-Buoy, or, Mark does not appear to be
in its proper position.

—Buoys have all disappeared.—Buoys have just been examined; they
are all right.

Buoyed hme
Channel is buoyed ow
How does the beacon (buoy, or, mark)
bear? gah

How must I bring the buoy (mark, or,
beacon) to bear? gai

HMK

HML

HMN

HMO

HMP
HMQ

HMR
HMS

HMT
HMU
HMV

HMW
HMX

HMY
HMZ

hna
HNB

hnc

HND

hne

HNF

HNG
HNI

HNJ

Buoy—Continued.
—I do not think buoys {or, marks) can be

in their proper positions.
I have not been able to make out the
buoy (or, beacon) gaj

I have slipped -my anchor, but it is

buoyed ekj—I think I must have passed the buoy (or,

beacon).
—Is it, or, Are they buoyed?

Is the channel buoyed? pc—Is there a buoy {or, mark)on shoal {or,

on—)?
Keep buoy {or, beacon) on your port
hand ...*... ^.qak

Keep buoy {or, beacon) on your star-
board hand ..• gal

1—Leave, or. Put a buoy on—

.

—Leave buoy—at—

.

Leave the buoy {or, beacon; to port.-Lz
Leave the buoy {or, beacon) to star-
board MA—Let go the life buoy.

—Make fast to a buoy.
Marks are allgone. There are no marks

{or, buoys) elm
—Missed the buoy.
—Near the buoy.
—Off the buoy.

Slip your cable and buoy the end. .heq
Steer directly for the buoy {or, bea-
con).. gam

The shoal is buoyed... vyx
—They have a buoy (or, inark) on.—To the buoy.

Buoyant-cy.
—Buoyant mine.

Burden, or, Burthen-ed-ing-some.
—Tonnage burden.

Bureau de Change. Exchange Office.

-nqpBureau Veritas.

Burgee.

Burgundy wine zgb

Burial ground. Cemetery igs

BuRN-iNG. Burnt. To burn.
Burn a blue light, or. Flash powder,

GOQ
-Fire has been burning these — hours.
Fire, or. Lights will be kept burning at
the best place for landing _ke

Keep a light burning kc—Vessel indicated was most likely burnt.
-Will not bum.
You must keep a light burning kc

Burst-ing.
Blow-off pipe burst gny
Boiler burst gvu
Boiler burst ; — men killed at
Boiler burst; — men killed, — others
wounded au

Boiler burst; no one hurt av
Boiler burst; no one seriously hurt.aw
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BURST—BY.

HNK

HKL

HNM

HNO

HNP
HNQ

HNR
HNS
HNT
HNU
HNV
HNW
HNX
HNY
HNZ

HOA
HOB
HOC

HOD
HOE
HOF
HOG

HOI
HOJ

HOK
HOM

HON

Burst—Continued.
Boiler burst; number of killed and
wounded not yet known ax

Boiler burst ; several men killed ay
Boiler burst; several men wounded -az
Boiler burst; very slight damage .Gvw
Boiler tubes burst gwp
Condensing boiler burst - - .gwt
Condensing boiler tubes burst yde
Condenser tubes burst jmu
Donkey boiler burst gwx
Steam pipe burst tko

—Will burst.

Burthen. (See Bxjrden) hna

Burton.

bury-ied-ing-ial.
Burial ground. Cemetery -IGS

—Buried under —

.

.Wben does burial (funeral) take place?
NTL

BUSH-ED.—^In the bush.

Bushel. (Measure of capacity) ayp

Business.
—Busy-ily.
—Are you, or. Will you be busy.

—Business dull.

—Business good.
—Business transactions.

—Did you do any business?

—How is business going?
—I do business with —

.

I have no business agent (or, I do not

know of any agent) at — dsq

—If you are busy.
—Interferes with business.

—Person indicated has not suspended

business.
Person indicated has suspended business.

—Suspended business.

—They do business with.

—Very busy-ily.

Who are the best agents (or, people) to

do business vrith?.- dsz

Whom do you do business with? ---DTC

Who generally does business for—?.dtb

—Will you be, or. Are you busy?

—You had better do business with —

.

Your agent, (or agent specified) has (or,

have) discontinued business dtf

Your agent (or agent specified) has (or,

have ) suspended business dtg

But.
—But not.

Butcher.
Someone to look after stock bad

Butt. (Measure of capacity) ayq

Butt-end —^"^J

HOP
HOQ
HOS
HOT

HOU

HOV
HOW
HOX
HOY

HOZ

HPA

HPB
HPC

HPD
HPE

HPF
HPG

HPI

HPJ

HPK
HPL
HPM
HPN
HPO
HPQ

HPB,

HPS

HPT

HPU
HPV

Butter.
—Irish butter.
Fresh butter.

—Salt butter.

BUTTON-ED-ING.

Buy-ing. Bought. To buy. (See also

Purchase) hbm
—Can I buy?
—I can buy.

I have bought hbn
—I intend to buy.
—I wish to buy.
Was not to be bought - -.hbo
Will you (or person indicated) buy (or,

purchase)? tjcr

Buyer.

.BJQBy
—By a shot.

By all means dyk
By an Act of Congress (or. Parliament),

• DIE

By and bye. Not yet hpx
—By day.
—By degrees.

By him (his, her-s, it-s) bjr
By me (my, mine) bjs

By messenger (or, bearer) RQU
—By night.
—By no means.
By our-s (us) - bjy

—By post.

—By rail.

By steamer wtf
—By telegraph.

By that (or, this) bjt

By the bju
By, or, With the army ewg
—By, or. With the convoy.

By the crew kcl
—By the head.
By the packet (or, mail).

By the side of. •

—By the stem. Inches by the stern.

By the sun.

—By, or. To the wind.
By them (their-s) bjv
By there bjw
By these (or, those) bjx
By this (or, that) bjt

—By this means.
By us (our-s) bjy

—By way of.

By what authority ? fmy
By what means? RNV

—By what time ?

By which (or, what) bjz

By whom (or, whose) bka
By you-r-s bkc

—Byword.
—Gone by. Passed by.

Me by — .bkd

Not by.-- — cro
Passed by. Gone by hpv
Towed by, or. In tow of XYU
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BYE—CAKE.

HPX
Hpy
HPZ

HQA

HQB

HQC

HOD
HQE
HQF
HQG
HQI
HQJ

HQK

HQL
HQM

HQN

HQO

HQP

HQR
HQT
HQU
HQV
HQW

HQX

HQY

HQZ
HEA

HRB

Bye.
—By and bye. Not yet.

—By-law.
—Good-bye.

I shall come oif by and bye . -JDG

C. {Letter:) {Fornew method of spelling,
see page 13.)

Cab.

Cabbagb.

Cabin.
—Cabin passenger—for.

—Cabin table requisites.

Cabin window.
Deck cabin.
—State room.

Cabinet.

Cable. (Measure of length) :...avn

Cable.
About to veer cable.
Are towing cables fast ? Are you (or,
your hawsers) fast? xyj

Are your cables clihched ?

Armor-ed cable evu
—Be ready to slip your cable.
Bend cable .- gpj
Bower cable hcw
Break in cable hew
Buoy end of cable hmf
Cable (to telegraph) xlo

—Cable is cut (or, broken).
Cable is repaired uqy—Cable laid. Cable-laid rope.

—Cable parted.
—Cable tank.
—Cablegram.
—Cable (chain), (Circumference in \ of

an inch, and length in fathoms, to he
indicated, if necessary.

)

—Cable, or. Hawser (hemp). (Size and
length to be indicated, if necessary.

)

—Can not veer any more cable.
Cast off towing cables xyn

—Coir, or. Grass cable.
—Cut, or, Slip your cable.
Driving; I can veer no more cable.
No more anchors to let go nk—Electric cable.

HRC

HRD

HRE

HRF

HRG
HRI
HRJ

HRK
HRL
HRM

HRN

HRO
HRP

HRQ
HRS

HRT
HRU
HRV
HRW

HRX

HRY
HRZ
HSA

HSB

HSC
HSD

HSB

HSF

HSG
HSI

HSJ

HSK

HSL

ChBl,^—Continued,
—Fasten your chain to towing cable.
Have all your anchors and cables ready

for use EiG
—Heave-ing, Hove short.
Hemp cable, or. Hawser hqx

—How much cable have you out ?

I am laying (repairing, or, picking up)
, a telegraph cable. Keep out of my
way XLQ

—I am obliged to slip my cable
;
pick it

up for me.
I have picked up telegraph cable -..wxr—I mean to slip cable.
—I must cut my cable.
—Is there a telegraph cable near me ?

In anchoring, look out for telegraph
cable -.WT

Insulate-d-ing wire (or, cable) pnt
—Is the cable fast (or, rope belayed)?
—Main cable.

—Not cable enough
;
give more scope.

Pay out cable ku
Range your cable.
Send an anchor and cable off immedi-

ately [indicate if more than one) - .ejm
Sending, Sent an anchor and cable, .ejn

—Sheet cable.
Shorten in cable to the number of

shackles indicated.
—Slip your cable and buoy the end.
•Spring on the cable.
Steel wire cable wto
Stop engines to adjust towing cables,

DKH
Stream cable (chain)

.

Submarine cable.
—Survey chain cable.
Telegraph cable.
There is a telegraph cable on— (hearing

indicated) I.en—Towing cable is damaged (or, stranded).
Towing cable is fast xyv—Unbend cables.
—Unshackle cables.
—Veer cable to — (numher of shackles

indicated).
Veer more cable kit
Veered-ing my calole.

—Veered-ing my cable (indicate which,
and number of shackles, if necessary.)

Wantacable (size to follow) yb
Want a cable and anchor . ._.yd

—Want a hemp cable.
—What length are your cables (or cable

indicated) ?

—Wire cable (or, hawsers)

.

Cadet.

Cadiz.
—My firstmeridian is Cadiz,west of Green-

wich 6° 12" 24' = Oh. 24m. 49.6 sees.

CAPfe. Restaurant.

Caisson.

Cake.
Oil cake s<jE
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CALAMITY—CAN.

HSM

HSN
HSO
HSP
HSQ
HSB

HST

HSU
HSV

HSW

HSX

HSY
HSZ
HTA
HTB
HTC

HTD

HTE

HTF

HTG
HTI

Calamity-ous. (Disaster) lck

Calavances.

Calculate-ing-ion.
—Have, or-; Has made no calculation.
—Have you, or, Has he calculated 1

—I have, or, He has calculated.

—What i^ your calculation ?

Calf.

Caliber.
Guns of the caliber of —

.

Calico.

Call-ed-ing. To call.
Attention is called to page—,

paragraph
—, of the International Code dh

N. B.—Thepage is to be shown first, and
then the paragraph. This signal
should be employed onlybetween vessels

using the United States edition, as
otherwise thepages referred to mil riot

correspond.
Call alongside bax

—Call at the post office for letters.

—Call for my letters.

—Call off — for orders.

—Call upon {or, see)

.

—Called for —

.

Calls the attention of the first (or,

nearest) ship on the bearing (from the

person signaling) poiniedL out by com-
pass signal •--_ Di

Callsthe attention of second ship , etc .dj

Calls the attention of third ship, etc.DK
Callsthe attention offourth ship, etc.dl

Calls the attention of fifth ship, etc.dm
OoZZsthe attention of sixth ship, etc.DN

Calls the attention of the shore signal

station on the bearing (from the per

-

ion signaling) pointed out by compass
' signal ^ do
Calls the attention of vessel coming into
the anchorage on the bearing (from
the person signaling) pointed out by
compass signal dp

Calls the attention of vessel leaving
the anchorage on the bearing (from
the person signaling) pointed out by
compass signal dq

Calls the attention of vessel whose dis-

tinguishing signal will be immedi-
ately shown DR

—Do, or, Does not touch (or, call) any-

where (or, at — ).

Do you, or. Does — (vessel indicated)

call anywhere (or, at —)? hw
—Do you call at any port before destina-

tion?
Have you called anywhere (or, at —)?

eqt

I have orders for you not to touch (or,

callat) — -SN
—I shall call at —

.

I shall not touch (or, call) anywhere (or,

at—) -i:W
—Port of call.

—Shall, or. Will call (or, be called).

HTJ
HTK

HTL
HTM

HTN
HTO
HTP
HTQ

HTR
HTS

HTU

HTY
HTZ

HUA

HUB

HUC
HUD

HUE

Call—Continued.—
^Where do you intelid calling for orders ?

—Will you call ?

Calm-ed-ing-ly-ness.
—Calm and light winds.
Calm sea --- XJO

—Calm the sea by pouring oil on it.

—Calms prevail.
—Fall-ing, calm.
—-If it should be calm.

Meteorological report for to-day gives
calm - KSG

Meteorological report for to-morrow
gives calm RSK

Caloric.
—Caloric engine.

Cam.

HTV Camber.

HTW Cambric.

Came. (See Come)

HTX Camel.

Camp.
Camp equipage.

Campaign.

Camphor-ate-d .

Can-ned. a can. (Tin.)

—Can buoy.

Can (or. May) -- BKE
Can, or. Maybe bfg
Can, or. May do (or, be done) blt
Can, or, May doit- blu
Can, w. May have bqe
Can, or. May have been bfh
Can, or. May have done (or, been done),

BLV
Can, or, May have had bqf
Can, or. May he (she, it, or persons or

things indicated) 1 --- btj

Can, or. May he (she, it, or person s or

things indicated) ? ,--btk
Can, or. May he (she, it, or persons or

things indicated) have been ? btl
Can, or. May his (her-s, it-s)? bkf
Can, or. May I (my, mine)? bkg
Can, or. May I be? bkh
Can, or, May I have some— ? bqg
Can, or, May it be done ? , . . . blw
Can, or. May that (or, this)? bki

—Can, or. May the ?

Can, or. May there be? -BFI

Can, or. May these (or, those)? bkj
Can, or, May they (theirs) bkl
Can, or, May they not? bkm
Can, or. May we (ours)? bkn
Can, or. May you (yours)? bko
Cannot, or May not bkp
Cannot, or. May not be bfj

Can not, or. May not do (or, be done),
blx
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CAN—CAPABLE.
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CAPACIOUS—CARGO.

HVP

HVQ
HVR
HVS

HVT

HVU

HVW
HVX
HVY

HVZ

HWA
HWB
HWC
HWD
HWE
HWF
HWG
HWI
HWJ
HWK
HWL
HWM
HWN
HWO
HWP
HWQ
HWR
HWS
HWT
HWU
HWV
HWX
HWY

HWZ
HXA
HXB
HXC
HXD
HXB
HXF

HXG

HXI
HXJ

HXK
HXL
HXM
HXN

HXG

Capacious. Capacity.
Measure of cubic capacity (see page 52),

AYB
Measure of capacity {seepage 53)..ayj

Cape (Point).

—Off the cape.
—Round-ing the cape.

Capital.

Capittjlate-d-ing-ion.

Capsize-d-ing.
Boat capsized (bearing, if necessary) .ap
—Did you see her capsize?
—Vessel indicated (by bearing) is capsized.

Capstan.
Capstan bar fwh

—Capstan disabled.

—Steam capstan.

Captain.
All captains dxg

—By the captain.

—Captain desires me to inform you.

Captain in the Army ewh
—Captain in the Navy.
—Captain is

—Captain is dead (or, died on —).

—Captain is not.

—Captain is not on boax-d.

^Captain is on board.

—Captain is on shore.

—Captain is requested to come on board.

—Captain is sick.

—Captain is well.

—Captain, or. Master in the Mercantile

Marine.
—Captain of—

.

—Captain of the port, or, Harbor master.

—Captain requests.

—Captain will not return until —

.

—Consult captain.

—Flag captain.

For, or, to the captain hxk
—From the captain.

Harbor maister, or. Captain of the

port — - HWS
—Have not seen the captain.

—Have seen the captain.

—Have you seen the captain?

—Inform the captain of.

—Is the captain coming on shore?

—^Is the captain on board?
—Request captain to come here (or to

place indicated).

—Request the captain of — (vessel indi-

cated).

—Should the captain.

—The captain must bring the ship s papers

with him.
—To, or, for the captain.

—When the captain.

—Where is the captain?

—Who is captain of ship signaled (or ? ndi-

cated)^ or. Who is your captain?

—With the captain.

HXP

HXQ
HXR
HXS
HXT
HXU
HXV
HXW
HXY
HXZ

HYA
HYB
HYC

HYD

HYE
HYF
HYG

HYI

HYJ

HYK
HYL

HYM
HYN
HYO
HYP
HYQ

HYR

HYS

HYT

HYU
HYV
HYW
HYX

HYZ
HZA
HZB
HZC
HZD
HZE
HZF
HZG
HZI
HZJ
HZK
HZL
HZM
HZN

Captive-ivity.
Captive balloon -FTT

Capture-d-ing. Captor.
—Captured by.

—Has been captured.
—Have any vessels been captured?

—Vessel and cargo have been captured.

—Was, or. Were captured.

—Will certainly be captured.
^Will perhaps be captured.
—You run the risk of capture (or, seizure).

Car.
—Car, or. Omnibus leaves at —

.

—When does car (or, omnibus) leave

for — ?

Carat. (Measure of weight) bae

Carbolic acid.

Carbon-.\ted-io-ize-d.
—Carbon plate.

—Carbon point.

Card.
Compass card JHG

Cardinal.

Care-ful-ly-ness.
—Be careful not to give ofiEense.

Be very careful in your answer emu
Be very careful in your intercourse with

strangers FS

Take care, or, Be careful; caution is

requisite ft

—Take care range is clear.

—The greatest care (or, caution).

—Under the care (or, charge)—of

.

—Under your care (or, charge).

—Utmost care must be taken.

You may go by your soundings, if you
use care wla

Careen-ed-ing.

Career.

Careless-ly-ness.

Cargo.
—Assorted cargo.

—Coal cargo.

—Cotton cargo.

Dead weight cargo koj
—Deck cargo.

—East India cargo.

—Frozen meat cargo.

—General cargo.

—Grain cargo.

—Guano cargo.
—Inflammable cargo.

—Live cargo.

—Miscellaneous cargo.

—Not inflammable cargo.

—Perishable cargo.

—Petroleum cargo.

—Return cargo.

—Timber cargo.
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CARGO—CARRIED AWAY.

HZO
HZP

HZQ

HZR
HZS
HZT
HZU
HZV
HZW
HZX
HZY
lAB
lAC

IAD

lAE

lAF
lAG

lAH
lAJ
lAK
lAL
lAM
IAN

lAO
lAP
lAQ

lAR
IAS

lAT
lAU

lAV

lAW
lAX
lAY
lAZ

IBA
IBC

IBD

IBE
IBP
IBG

Cargo—Continued.
—West India cargo.
—Wheat cargo.
Advertise cargo and day of sale dob

—An opportunity for disposing of cargo.
Cargo boat gsk

—Cargo consists of—

.

—Cargo damaged.
—Cargo damaged; extent not yet known.
—Cargo expected to be saved.
—Cargo expected to be sold.

—Cargo has been reshipped.
—Cargo in very good order.

—Cargo lost.

—Cargo must be reshipped.
—Cargo must be shipped.
Cargo not inflammable .- HZJ

—Cargo not much damaged (slightly

damaged).
—Cargo not salable.

Cargo, or, Ballast has shifted ftn
—Cargo saved.
—Cargo so badly stowed that I am not

seaworthy.
—Cargo sold well.

—Cargo under weight.
—Condition of cargo.
—Discharge-d-ing cargo.
—Discharge cargo as soon as possible.

—Dispose of cargo as soon as possible.

Fire in hold amongst cargo _ .or
—Have lost deck cargo.
—Have room for no more cargo.
—Have you cargo for more places than

one {or than one specified)'!

—Have you room for more cargo?
—How many tons dead weight of cargo

must you have?
How many tons of measurement goods
can you take? oev

I have no cargo to disturb my com-
passes --- JHU

I have received orders for you to dis-

charge cargo at SR
—Is reshipping her cargo.
—Is the cargo sold?

Is your cargo much damaged? bq
—Is your cargo very inflammable?
Manifest of cargo. rjo
Must discharge cargo to repair damage,

KJR
My cargo is— .-. hzr
Owners desire me to inform you to dis-

charge cargo first at — {place indi-
cated) SY

—Part of cargo saved.
—Proceeds of the cargo.
—Sell cargo as soon as possible.
—Send flats to discharge cargo.

Sold her cargo wjf
Supercargo xeg

—The cargo is not yet sold,
-—Valuable cargo.
Vessel and cargo have been seized {or,
captured) hxu—Waiting for cargo.

Want lighters to take my cargo qte
Want — tons dead weight of cargo.

—What cargo do you want?
What cargo have yoxx {w, has — , vessel
indicated) ?

IBH
IBJ

IBK

IBL
IBM
IBN
IBO
IBP

IBQ

IBR

IBS
IBT
IBU

IBV
IBW
IBX

IBY

IBZ

ICA

ICB
ICD
ICE
ICF

ICG
ICH

ICJ

ICK

ICL
ICM
ICN

ICO
ICP

ICQ

Cargo—Continued.
—What condition is the cargo in?

—When do you commence discharging
cargo?

—When will you have the cargo {or,

the—)?
—Where did you discharge cargo?
—Where would my cargo sell?

—Whom is your cargo consigned to?

—Without discharging cargo.
—Would my cargo sell here {or at place

indicated)'!

—You will discharge cargo — at—

.

Carling.
I

Carpenter.
—Can I get carpenters? Want carpenters.
—Carpenters and caulkers may be ob-

tained at —

.

—Carpenter's stores.

—Carpenter's tools.

—I have no carpenter's tools. Want car-
penter's tools.

—Send carpenters on board— {ship indi-

cated).
—Vessel {indicated) can lend you car-

penter's tools.

Carpet-ing.
Carpet bag psg

Carriage.
-Gun carriage.
-Railv(ray carriage.
—Torpedo carriage.

Carrier.
-Carrier pigeon.

Carronade.

Carrot.

Carry-ied-ing.
—Can carry.

—Can you carry?
Can not carry more sail vdu.
Carried out svT i

Damaged, or, Sprung mast ; can not
carry sail bh

Have they advertised for any vessel to

,

carry the mail? dop
How do you carry your helm? OTS
How many guns does she carry? rkh
I mean to carry sail all night vea
I will carry a light. I will show a light,

QRY
If you do not carry more sail we shall
part company jgn

Keep ahead and carry a light. dvk
No use carrying so much sail ved-
She carries guns okm
Will you carry a light? - QSR.

Carried away.
—Carried away stem.
Funnel carried away nto—Have, or. Has carried away.
I have carried away fore yard nkh
I have carried away main yard rge i
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CARRIED AWAY—CATTLE.

ICR

ICS

ICT

ICU
ICV
ICW
ICX

ICY

ICZ

IDA
IDE

IDC

IDE
IDF

IDG

IDH

IDJ
IDK

IDL
IDM
IDN

IDO
IDP

IDQ
IDR

IDS

IDT

IDU

Carried away—Continued.
I have carried away topsail yard. . .zkn
Stokehole, or, Fire-rOom ventilator

carried away ...wvy
Tackle, or, Purchase carried away..xiT

Cart.

Carte blanche.

Cartridge.
Ball cartridge _ ...ptg
Blank cartridge gmk

—Empty cartridge cases.

—Service rifle cartridge.
—rln want of cartridges.
—Pistol cartridges (revolver).
Quick firing cartridges {or, ammr.-j it ioi. ),

EFX
Rounds of rifle ball cartridge.
Want pistol (revolver) cartridges . -TKV

Case-d-ing.
Case (a chest or box) hdb
Case shot.

•Cot case.

Empty cartridge cases icu
Empty cases -.lxy
-Have you a case for — ?

Mine case .-..run
Powder case ..trk
—Send a— dozen cases — of —

.

—Small case.
Torpedo case xwq

Case. {Instance, etc.)

A case of fever has broken out on board
{or on ship indicated) gpr

—A good many slight cases.

Any cases of fever on board {or, at—)?

EON
Bad case , fqw
—Case is for hospital.

—Case is infectious.

Case of cholera ipr

—Case of dysentery.
—Case of fever.

—Case of smallpox.
Have infectious case on board pjh
Hospital case oyr
I have had cases of yellow fever on
board mwk

I have had no cases of yellow fever on

board...- mwl
It alters the case - eco

—Other case.

—Slight case.

Case. In case.
—In case of. In the event of.

In case of accident {or, necessity) ...bp

Incase of emergency t'XP

In case we part company JGO

—In that case.

Cash, S.«"EQUE, or, Le {Coin) atc

Cash.
Can I get a bill cashed here ?. GKl

Can not get a bill cashed here gkj

—Cashed-ing. To cash.

IDV

IDW
IDX

IDY
IDZ

lEA

lEB
lEC

lED

lEF

lEG

lEH
lEJ

lEK

lEL

lEM

lEN
lEO

lEP

lEQ

lER

lES
lET
lEU

lEV

lEW

lEX

lEY

lEZ

IFA

IFB

IFC
IFD
IFE

Cash—Continued.
I will cash {or, take) your bill gkl
Will you cash a bill on— for me?, .qkm

Cashier-ed.

Cask.
Can you supply me with casks of {indi-

cate number of casks, if neeessary)1

—Cask of water.
—Empty casks
Endeavor to send a line by boat (cask,

kite, or, raft, etc.) —ka

Cast-ing.
Apparatus for casting oil on the sea to

quiet it •- erp
—Cast away.
—Castaways.
Cast iron .iek

—Cast off.

Cast off towing cables - xyn
—Cast to starboard.
Cast steel iel

—Cast to port.

Downcast
;

lmg
—I must cast off.

—Shall I cast off?

Cast iron.

Cast steel.

Caste.

Castle.
—Forecastle.

Castor oil.

Casualty.
Any casualties? eop

Cat. {Animal.)

Cat-ted-ting. To cat.

—Cat faU.
—Cat head.
Cat the anchor eht

Catamaran.

Catastrophe.

Catch-ing. Caught.
Caught fire ifg
There are plenty of fish to be caught
here ncd

Torpedocatcher {or, chaser, or, destroyer)
XWR

Cathedral.

Catholic. Roman Catholic.
A visit from a Roman Catholic priest

would be much valued tvy

Catoptric Light.

Catspaw.

Cattle. Bullock. Ox
—Cattle all well.

—Cattle men.
—Have lost — head of cattle.

-hlq
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CATTY—CERTIFICATE.
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CERTIFICATE—CHANKEL.
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CHANNEL—CHIEF.
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CHIEF—CIRCLE.

Chief—Continued.
—Chief rateing.
—Commander in chief is —

.

Commander in chief's office

—The commander in chief is at —
"Where is commander in chief ?

Chih. {Measure of length) ..

Child-ish-ly-ness .

Chili-AN. Chilian Colors.

Ghill-ed-ing.

-JEQ

-AVQ

.BAF

Chimney. (See aJso Funnel. )—Chimney smith.

Chin. (Measure of weight)

China. {Earthenware.)

China-ese. Chinese Colors.

Chisel

Chloride op —

.

Chloride of potassium.
—Chloride of zinc.

Chlorodyne.

Chloroform.

Cho, or, TCHO. (Measure of length) .ayr

Cho. {Square or surface measure) - -XXL,

Chock-ed-ing.
—Chock-up, or. Chock-a-block.
Rudder chock vbk

Chocolate.

Choice. (See Choose) — ipy

Choke-d-ing.
Condenser tubes choked {or, salted)_jMy

Pump choked — vvf
—Sea inlet choked.

Cholera. Case of cholera.
—Cholera raging at —

.

—Ports suspected of cholera, etc.

Choose-ing. Chose-n.
—Choice.
—No choice.
—Take your choice.

Christen-ed-ing. {Baptize) —fvo

Christian-ity.
—Christian name.

Christmas.
. After Christmas — dQR
—Before Christmas.
Christmas day .- kmw

IQC
IQD
IQB
IQF
IQG

IQH

IQJ

IQK

IQL
IQM

IQN

IQO

IQP

IQR

IQS
IQT
IQU
IQV

IQW
IQX

IQY
IQZ
IRA
IRB

Chronometer.
—Can you spare me a chronometer?
—Have great faith in my chronometer.

—How many chronometers have you?
—I have a chronometer {number tofollow,

if necessary) .

—I have no chronometer.
My chronometer gains daily — gp
My chronometer has rim down.-.-.GQ
My chronometer is fast of Greenwich

(or, first meridian) mean time gb
My chronometer is slow of Greenwich

(or, first meridian) mean time GS

N. B.—See note under Greenwich,
page 258.

My chronometer loses daily— gt
-My chronometers were rated — days

ago at— (indicate place, if necessary).

My longitude by chronometer is—-QZP
What is your longitude by chronometer?

QZL
-When were your chronometers last

rated?
Will you give me a comparison? Wish

to get a rate for my chronometer *.GU
-Your chronometer must be fast.

-Your chronometer must be slow.

*Note.—I%e vessel shovring the mean
time will hoist, the signal denoting the

hour, and dip it sharply shortly after it

has been answered; the minutes and
seconds, at the instant of dipping, will

immediately follow. To insure accu-

racy, d second comparison should be

made.

Chtof. (Measure of capacity.

)

AYS

Church.

Chymist. (See Chemist) -- ioh

Cigar.

Cigarette.

Cinder. Ash. for

Cipher.
Change the key of cipher—^to — ikr

—Cipher is ended.
—Cipher message.
—Communicate in cipher.

—Following communication (signal, or,

message) is secret and in cipher.

Note.—The cipher will continue until

the person signaling hoists IQS=Ci-
pher is ended.

—Give me the key to cipher.

—Have not got the key to cipher.

Cibcle-ulab.
—Circulate-d-ing-ation.
—Circulating engine.

—Circulating pump.
Great circle sailing oha
Turning circle . yem
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CIRCUIT—CLEAR.

IRC
IRD

IRE

IRF

IRG
IRH

IRJ
IRK

IRL

IRM

IRN.
IRO

IRP
IRQ
IRS

IRT

IRTJ

mv

IRW
IRX
IRY

IRZ
ISA

ISB
ISC

ISD

ISE

ISF

ISG
ISH
ISJ

ISK

ISL

ISM

ISN
ISO

ClRCUIT-OUS-LT.
—Circuit closer.

Earth circuit '. lrm
Electric circuit -.- lur
Short circuit vzu

Circumference.

Circumstance.
Adverse circumstances dnz
Alters the circumstances ebw

—Depends upon circumstances.
—Existing circumstances.

I shall anchor if circumstances permit
{place or bearing to follow, if neces-
sary) EIT

—Under no circumstances.
—Under the circumstances.

Cistern.

Citadel.

City. (Tovm.)
—Citizen.

Civic authorities. Alderman dws

CiVIL-LY-ITY.
—Civil service.

.

—Civil war.

Civilian.

Clack valve.

Clad. (5ee also Clothe. )

Iron-clad. Armor-clad. evs

Claim-bd-ing-able-ant.
Has, or. Have been claimed by.

—I have a claim on.
Prior claim twg
What is the demand {or, claim)? kth

Clamp-ed-ing.
—Clamping screw.

Clap-per.
—Clap on. Clapping on.

Claret.

Class-ed-ing. To class.
All classes dxh—First class.

I am not classed at Lloyd's qvoi—^Not classed.

—Second class.

—Third class.

CLASSIFY-IED-ING-ICATIOiS^.

Clause.

Claw-ed-ing off.

Clay.
Stiff clay.

ISP

ISQ
ISR
1ST
ISU
ISV

ISW

ISX

ISY

ISZ

ITA

ITB

ITC

ITD
ITE
ITF
ITG
ITH

ITJ
ITK
ITL

ITM

ITN
ITG
ITP

ITQ

ITR

ITS
ITU

Clean-ed-ing-ly-ness.
Boilers require cleaning gwk
Clean bill of health—from— tq
Clean boiler . -Gws

—Clean engine.
—Clean fires.

—Clean ship.

—Clean shirts. Clean linen {or, clothes).
—Cleaning-gear for decks.
Have you a clean bill of health? to
How long do you require to clean your
engine? qym

I have a clean bill of health, but am lia-

ble to quarantine - - -Code Flag over Q
I have not a clean bill of health.

Code Flag over I

My engine requires cleaning .mbq—Not clean bill of health flag {when
spoken of).—Requires cleaning.

Clear-ed-ing-ancb.
All clear j. pxi—Are you clear? ,

Bar can not be cleared until— pvR
Can I clear the bar? pvx
Canal is clear hue
•Can not clear to-night {or before time

indicated).
Channel, or, Fairway is clear ilo
Clear anchor ehtj—Clear away.
Clear berth gpp—Clear channel (by, or, with).
Clear hawse opl—Clear sky.

—Cleared at the custom-house.
—Cleared for.

—Clearing house.
—Clearing papers.
Clearing the custom-house. ...EOS—Clearing up.

—Clearly make out.
—Clearly seen.
Have you clearedthecustom-house?.KG'?
I have received information —

{place ^
next indicated) is clear of ice pbo'

I only got clear of the ice {or, icebergs)
on— ..PBS—I shall clear {or, go clear).

Is canal clear? hul—Is, or. Are clear of.

Nearly clear — of—

.

—^Not able to clear to-day {or until date
specified).

Not clear.

Not cleared at custom-house kha
Prepare tobetowed clear XYS
Ran clear uhp
Require diver to clear screw lid
Shall clear at custom-house ehb
Sight your anchor. Make sure your
anchor is clear ejb

Take care range is clear hym
The bank was clear of fog ^ fvi—Want my clearance {or, papers).
When will be the best time for clearing
the bar? xm

When will you be clear?—Will not clear us.
You are all clear of danger qm
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CLEAR—GOAL.

ITV

ITW

ITX
ITY

ITZ
lUA
lUB

lUC

lUD
lUE
lUF
lUG
lUH

lUJ

lUK

lUL

lUM

lUN

lUO

lUP
lUQ
lUR

lUS

lUT

lUV
row
lUX
lUY
roz
JVA
IVB
IVC
IVD

IVE

IVF

IVG

-NDT

Clear—Continued.—^You will not clear.

Your flags are not clear

Cleat.

Clergyman, Parson, or, Minister.
—A visit from a Protestant clergyman

would be much valued.

Clerk.
—A clerk from.
—Clerk in charge.
Telegraph clerk {or, official) xlz

Clever-ly-ness.

Clew-ed-ing.
Clew-lines, or, Clew-gamets.
—Clew up. •

Fore clew-gamets.
—Main clew-gamets.

Client. CLiENTfcLE.

Cliff.

Climate-ic.

Clinch-ed-ing.
Are your cables clinched? hqn

Clinker built hlb

Clinometer.

Clipper.
Clipper built. -HLC

Clock.
—At — o'clock I shall steer.

—Clockwork.
I shall tack at — o'clock xik
O'clock ZNG

—^Whaf o'clock is it?

Close-d-ing. To close (in, or, to).

As close as _

—

tad
Bring the ship in as close as possible.mo
Circuit closer . ird

—Close'confinement.

—Close hauled.
—Close ; I wish to communicate.
—Close lufif.

—Close on the.

—Close quarters.

—Close reef-ed-ing.

—Close to (near).

—Closer-est.

Convoy to keep as close as possible ..iv

—Do not pass too close to me.
Enemy is closing with you, or, You are

closing with the enemy od
Gate is closed at nxf
I shall close reef umo
I shall keep close hauled oph

—I will keep close to you during the night.

I wish to communicate; close. lux

—Is — {port indicated) closed?

Keep as close as you can to pick up my
people P'^L

IVH

IVJ

IVK

IVL

IVM
IVN
IVO

IVP

IVQ

IVR

IVS

IVT
IVU
IVW

IVX
IVY

IVZ
IWA
IWB

IWC
IWD
IWE

IWF
IWG

IWH

IWJ

IWK

IWL

IWM

Close—Continued.
Keep close during the fog pto
Keep close order pyq
Keep close to pyr
Keep him {or, them) in close confine-

ment -- PYtr

Keep under the land. • Keep, or. Stand
closer in lt

Mail closes—at RFD
—Office is closed.

Stand closer in w<;jf

—Too close {or, near).

Will close {or, be closed) zbg
—Will you keep close to me during the

night?—^You are too close in ; keep farther off.

Your port of destination is closed
;
your

owners desire you to proceed to.KXJ

Cloth.
—Emery cloth.

—Sail cloth.

Clothe-d-ing.
Bedclothes--- --gcs
—Can I get clothes washed?
Clad ' —

-

IBV
Clean clothes (linen, or, shirts) isu

—Clothing for female passengers.

Women's clothing.

—Clothing for men. Slops.

Dirty clothes (linen, or, shirts) vyo
—Night clothing.
—Plain clothes.

—Summer clothing.

Want clothes yts
—Warm, or. Winter clothing—for.

—Wet clothes.

Cloud-ed-y.
—Clouds are banking up.

—Cloudy sky.

Club-bed-bing.
—Club. Clubhouse.
—Yacht club.

Clubhaul-ed-ing.
—Try to clubhaul.

Clue.

Coach-ed-ing.

COAL-ED-ING. To COAL.
After coaling dqs
Anthracite coal enx
Are you, or. Is — {vessel indicated) in

want of coal? GW
Bad coal---- fqy
Bunker coal hlz
Can coal be had at —? gx
Can you spare me coal? _ gy

—Coal.
Coal bag fsh
Coal boat gsl
Coal bunker .— hly
Coal can be got at— (or, from—) ha

—Coal can not be got in any quantity—
at— .

Coal cargo hyw
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COAL—CODE.

Coal—Continued.
IWN —Coal depot.

IWO —Coal hulk.
IWP —Coal lighter.

IWQ —Coal mines.
IWR —Coal requires much draft.

rWS —Coal tar.

IWT —Coal tip.

IWU —Qoal trimmer, or, Coal passer.

—Coal — shillings a ton at — Gz
IWV —Coaling party.
IWX —Coaling station.

IWY —Coaling suit.

IWZ —Collier.
IXA —Colliery.

Complete with coal jkn
Distressed for want of coal lhd
Do you want coal? aw
Good coal ODw

IXB —Good coal may be got at —

.

IXC —How many hours' coal have you {state

at what speed)t
IXD —I have — hours' coal, for taW speed {or

for speed indicated).
In want of coal {state amount) hb
Indicate nearest place where I can pro-

cure coal HC
IXE —Indifferent coal.

No coal to be got at — hd
IXF —North country coal.

Owners desire me to inform you to coal
at — .. HE

IXG —Plenty of coal to be got—at —

.

IXH —Prepare to coal.

IXJ —Steam coal.
IXK —Tons of coal.

Want coal immediately yi
IXL —Welsh coal.

IXM —What is your consumption of coal per
hour, at full speed?

IXN —What price are coals at ?

What quantity of coal have you left ?

HP
IXO —What quantity of coal remains in the

collier (coal depot, or, lighter)?
IXP —When finished coaling.
IXQ —When will you have finished coaling ?

IXR COALESCK-D-ING. COALITION.

IXS Coaming. Comb-ing.

IXT Coakse-ly-ness-r.
Coarse bottom. Coarse sand and stones,

HAX
IXU Coast. Coast of.

All the lights are out along the coast

—

of— PU
Am acquainted with the coast dgy
Am not acquainted with the coast- .dhb
Are you acquaintedwith the coast ?.DHE

IXV —Coast-defense ship.
IXW —Coast is dangerous.
IXY —Coast is not dangerous.
IXZ —Coasted-ing. To coast.
lYA —Coasting trade.
lYB —Coasting vessel. Coaster.

Do not approach the coast because it is

mined _ ...etn
Have you a chart Of coast (orplace indi-

cated)'! RP

lYC
lYD
lYE
lYP
lYG"
lYH
lYJ
lYK
lYL
lYM
lYN

lYO

lYP
lYQ

lYR

lYS

lYT

lYU

lYV

lYW

lYX
lYZ

IZA
IZB

IZC

IZD
IZE

IZP

Coast—Continued.
I have no chart of coast {or place indi-

cated) IMW
I know {or, am acquainted with) the

coast '. DGY
^Is the coast bold ?

—Off the coast. Off shore.
—On the coast.

—On, or, At the North coast of —

.

—On, or. At the NE. coast of —

.

—On, or. At the East coast of —
—On, or, At the SE. coast of —

.

—On, or. At the South coast of —

.

—On, or. At the SW. coast of—

.

—On, or, S.t the West coast of —

.

—On, or, At the NW. coast of —

.

Rooky coast ttyz
—Wild coast.

Uninhabited island {or, coast) pts
•Wrecked on the coast zjd

Coaster.
(Coasting vessel

)

iyb

Coastguard-man .

—Coastguard station.

COAT-ED-ING.
Rudder coat— vbl

cobble-er.

Cochineal.

Cock.
Blow-oflf cock {or, gear) gnw
Blow-off cock out of order gnx
Brine cock hig
Flooding cock nfp
Gauge cock nxj
Sea cock vky
Sea inlet vaJve {or, cock) broken {or,

damaged) vla

Cockswain. Coxswain.

Cocoa.

cocoanut.
—Copra.

Cod.
—Cod fishery.

Code.
Attention is called to page—

,
paragraph— , of the International Code ...dh

N. B.

—

The page to be shown first, and
then the paragraph. This signal
should be employed only between vessels
using the United States edition, as
otherwise the pages referred to will
not correspond.

—Code List of ships.

—Can you furnish {or, lend me) a Code of
Signals ?

—Code Flag {when spoken of).
Do not understandTMorse Code sai
Do you understand Morse Code? saj
International Code of Signals prb
Morse Code ,.. ._sak
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CODE—COLZA.
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COMB—COMMAND.

JCA

JCB
JCD

JCE

JCF
JCG

JCH
JCI
JCK
JCL
JCM

JCN

JCO
JCP

JCQ
JCR
JCS
JCT

JCU
JCV
JCW
JCX
JCY
JCZ
JDA
JDB
JDC

JDE

JDF

JDG

Combing. Coaming ixs
—Honeycomb-ed.
COM'-XNE-ING-ATION—WITH

.

—Combined.

COMBDSTIBLE-ILITY-TION.
Have you any combustibles on board?

HO
I am loaded with combustibles HP
I have no combustibles on board hq
No combustibles (or, explosives) near
the fire hb

Spontaneous combustion woJ
Vessels with coinbustibles not allowed

in ...hs

Come. Came. To come.
—Are you coming?
Boat, or, Lifeboat can not come er
Boat come-ing (came) grl
Boat is coming to your assistance et
Boat's crew will not come

, grx
—Came, Coming by rail.

—Came, Coming by steamer.
—Came, Coming from.
—Can come.
—Can I come?
Can I come alongside? bay

—Can not come.
Can not come alongside eaz
Can not distinguish your flags; come
nearer (or, make distant signals)- -VM

Captain is requested to come on board,
hwn

Come nearer. Stop, or. Heave-to ; I have
something important tocommunicate.

Code Flag over h—Come under the stem.
—Come up.
Come alongside eba
Come directly (immediately).

—Come home.
Come in.

Come nearer.
Come on board... ..g<ja—Come on shore.
Come out.

—Come out of port.
—Come round.
—Come to grief.

—Come to hand.
—Come within hail.

—Coming.
—Coming at once.
Dangerous to, or, Do not come into less
than — feet of water pv

Do lot come alongside ebc—Do not come so near.
Do you come from any port putting you

in quarantine? tr
Endeavor to come alongside ebd—Have, or. Has come.
Heavy weather coming ; look sharp, .rz
I am coming (or, sending) aboard ._CZB
I must come to an anchor eib

—I shall come off by and bye (or at time

I shall fire into the boats if they persiet
in coming alongside nak

JDH

JDI
JDK

JDL
JDM

JDN
JDO
JDP

JDQ

JDE

JDS

JDT

JDU

JDV
JDW

JDX

Come—Continued.
—I will come.

I will come on board (or, alongside), if

you will allow me czd
I wish to signal ; will you come within
easy signal distance ?' v

j

Is the captain coming on shore? hxd
Let no boat come alongside ebh
Lifeboat unable to come er
Lights, or Fires will be kept at the best

place for coming on shore ke
Lighter coming off qz—Must come.

—Not come.-
Pilot has*not come off tjk
Request captain tocome here (or toplace

indicated) hxp—Shall, or. Will come.
—Shall I come ?

Sheer off a little when you come to the
point vtrp

Should it come on to blow—^from —
(quarter indicated, if necessary)..qok

Stop, Heave-to, or. Come nearer ; I have
something important to communicate,

Code Flag over h
Surgeon, or. Doctor will come imme-

diately WN
The consul is desired to come (or, send)
on board 5 jrp

The orders are coming off sup
The wind will come from' the— zfa
Thick fog coming on gj
Want to come into harbor onc
We are coming to your assistance. . .do
What water shall I come into ? two—When did you come off?
When do you come off?

—When you come.
Where, or. What source did the news
come from? -.sen

Where do you come from? si
Will Lloyd's agent come on board ?.qxk—Will you (or person indicated) come ?

Will you (or person indicated) come on
board? grp

Will you (or person indicated) come on
shore to-day (specify hour, if neces-
sary)^

—Will you come (or, go) on shore?
Will your pilot come on to me? tjw
Will your surgeon (or, doctor) come on
board? wp

Yon are ordered not to come into
port suY—You may come into port.

You may, or. We may come to an
anchor ekn

Comet.

comfobt-ed-ing.
—Comfortable-y.
Medical comforts .roh
Medical comforts running short ROI

COMMAND-ED-ING. To COMMAND.
Admiral, or. Senior oiHcer has com-
mands for you ..DKP

Admiral, or, Senior oflScer has no com- '

mands for you dkQ '

Any commands eor 1
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COMMAND-COMMUNICATE.

JDY
JDZ
JEA
JEB

JEC

JED

JEF
JEG
JEH
JEI
JEK

JEL

JEM
JEN
JEO
JEP

JEQ

JER

JES
JET

JEU

JEV

JEW

JEX

JEY

JEZ
JFA
JFB

JFC
JFD
JFE

Command—Conimued.
—Commanding ofiBcer.

—Commanding officer desires.

—Have you any commands?
—I have no commands.
Keep the vessel under command lx

—Not under comiuand lantern (lamp, or,

light).

—Not under command.
Not under command shapes vtu
N. B.

—

"Not under control orcommand"
signal is two black balls or
vertical.

—She is commanded by —

.

—Take command—of.

—Under command of —

.

—Where is the commanding officer?

—Whom is the — {vessel indicated) com-
manded by?

Commandant.
Colonel commandant JBG

Commander.
—Inform the commander.
—Senior commander.
—What is commander's name?

Commander IN Chief ewj
—Commander in chief's office.

Commander in chief is — lotr

The commander in chief is at — lov
Where is the commander in chief? -low

commemorate-d-ing.

Commence-d-ing-ment.
—At the commencement of —

.

Commence action dis

—Commencement of hostilities.

Demurrage commenced on the — --KTN

Has war commenced? or. Is war de-

clared? — YU
Hostilities commenced—between —
and— ozc

Light indicated will commence on (date

to follow) QSF

—Not commenced.
Open fire, or. Commence fire srd

Operations have commenced - srg

War has commenced, or. War is de-

clared YX
When does it commence? gdu
When do you commence discharging

cargo? IBJ

—When do you begin (or, commence)?
Whendoes theblockadecommence? .gnq

COMMERCE-IAL-LY.
Chamber of Commerce - - —uz

COMMISSAIKE op MARITIME INSCRIPTION.

COMMISSARY-IAT.
—Commissa'riat department.

—Commissariat stores.

COMMISSION-ED-ING.
—Commissioned officer.

—Commissioner.

JFG

JFH

JFI

JFK

JFL
JFM

JPN

JFO

JFP

JFQ
JFR
JFS
JFT

JFU

JFV

JFW

JFX

JFY

JFZ

Commission—Continued.
Commissioner of Navigation, Treasury
Department, or Registrar General of

Shipping and Seamen . - - unx

COMMIT-TED-TING.
Commit-ted-ting an assault fdy

Committee.
Committee of Lloyd's Qwe

Commodity.

Commodore.

common-ly-ness-alty.
—House of Commons.

COMMUNIOATE-D-ING. TO COMMUNICATE.
Allow no communication. Allow no
one on board. pm

Am disabled; communicate with me,ol
Ask stranger (or, vessel indicated) if he

will communicate ..ht
—Be more concise in your communication.
Be very careful in your intercourse with

strangers . ....ps

Can you forward my communication by
telegraph? -HU

Close; I wish to communicate lUX
Come nearer. Stop, or. Heave-to ; I have
something important to communi-
cate Code Flag over h

Communicate by distant signals .--LGC
—Communicate by telegraph..

Communicate in cipher iQC
Communicate the follovidng.

—Communication.
—Comtnunication by telegraph is.

—Communication bytelegraph is restored.

Communication by telegraph is stopped,
ws

Communication is allowed with dzg
—Communication is established—^by (or,

with) —

.

-Communication is interrupted—by (or,

with) —

.

—Comprehend the communication per-

fectly.

—Confidential communication (or, report).

Do not communicate with—-1- hv
-Does telegraphic communication go all

the way?
Electrical communication . .- lvc
Following communication is confiden-

tial (or, private) hx
Following communication (signal, or,

message) is secret, and in cipher. -IQV

Note.—The cipher will continue until

ended by tlie person signaling making
the hoist iQS=Cipher is ended.

Forward my communication by tele-

graph, and pay for its transmission,
HY

-Had communication with.

Have no communication vnth— hv
Have no communication with the shore

(or vnth vessel indicated) HZ
Have received the following communi-

cation (or, instructions) from your
agent (or, owner) ia
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COMMUNICATE—COMPASS.

JGA

JGB

JGC

JOB

JGE

JGF

JGH

JGI

JGK
JGL

JGM
JGN

JGO
JGP

JGQ

JGR

Communicate—Continued.
Have you any message (telegram, order,

or, communication) for me? -IB

Have you had any communication with
infected vessel ( or, place)?_ ic

—Have you had any communication with
the shore?

I am going to communicate by distant
signals lgf

I am going to signal the contents of an
important telegram, to be communi-
cated to you IE

I can not stop to receive {or, have) any
communication if

I have had no communication with —
(place or vessel) IQ

—I shall communicate with —

.

I should wish to know the nature of the
sickness, if any, before I sand my
boat {or, communicate) fc

I wish to communicate ; close lux
—I wish to communicate personally.
Important to communicate — by {or,

with)—. ... m
—Is the communication with— regular?
Line of communication __qun
No telegraphic communication XLS
Report me {or. my communication) to

Lloyd's agent at — .; uh
Stop, Heave-to, or. Come nearer ; I have
sqmething important to communicate.

Code Flag over h
Stranger, or, Vessel bearing— wishes to
communicate wzd

Telegraphic communication xln
T'elephonic communication xmn
The following signal {or, communica-
tion) is private hx

—This communication is private.
Unless your communication is very im-
portant, I must be excused. ij

Will you forward {or, communicate) the
following signal for me? :_-ik

Will you telegraph to—• {ship or person
named) the intelligence I am about to
communicate? 1 im

—Wish to communicate by {or, with).
You can communicate with — , and get
an answer in— ent

Commutator.

Company-ion.
All ships of the convoy are to rejoin
company Code Flag over y

—And Co. (company). Messrs. & Co.
—Better part company.
Company (and Co.) jgk

—I shall part company.
—If you do not carry more sail we shall

part company.
—In case we Dart company.
—Keep company.
Let us keep together {or, in company)
for mutual support {or, protection) .in

—Part company.
Parted company with — on the — (or,

at—) - 10
—Permission to part company.

Shall we keep company? ip

JGS
JGT
JGU

JGV

JGW
JGX

JGY

JGZ
JHA
JHB

JHC

JHD

JHE

JHF

JHG
JHI
JHK

JHL
JHM
JHN
JHO
JHP
JHQ

JHR

JHS

JHT

JHU

JHV

JHW
JHX

COMPANY

—

Continued.
The admiral {or, senior oflScer) requests
the pleasure of your company to din-
ner DKX

—The pleasure of your company.
—Very glad of your company.
—Vessel, or. Ship may part company.
What company do you belong to? iq
When did you part company—from?.lR

—Will you give me the pleasure of your
company at —

?

COMPARE-D-ISON.
—Comparative-ly.
Should like to have another comparison,

GV
Wish to get a rate for my chronometer;

will you give me a comparison? . . . gu

Compartment.
Bow compartment hce

—Engine-room compartment.
—Stoke-hold compartment.
—Water-tight compartment.

Compass.
{For Compass Signals, seepages 45 and

46.)

Note.— Unless otherwise indicated,
hearings if in points and lialfpoints
are to be understood as Compass
Bearings, i. e. , bearings as shown by
the compass and uncorrected for local
attraction or variation. But when,
shown in degrees they are to be under-
stood as Magnetic Bearings.

—Adjust-ed-ing compasses.
Are your bearings true or magnetic
bearings? gbd

—Are your compasses adjusted?
Azimuth compass fqe
Bearings by compass are— gbh
Boat's compass grv

—Compass bearing (i. e. the bearing shown
by the compass and uncorrected for
either deviation or variation).

—Compass card.
—Compass signals in degrees.
—Compass signals in points and half

points.

—Compasses not adjusted lately.—-Compensation of compass.
—Deviation of compass.
—Deviation table.
—Floating, or. Liquid compass.
—Gimbal of a compass.
Have you an azimuth compass? pqh
—Ha'^e you any local attraction {or, devi-

ation)?
—Have you taken observations for varia-

tion?
—I am using variation of—degrees.

I have an azimuth compass fqi
—I have no cargo to disturb my com-

passes.
—I have had no observations for varia-

tion lately.

—Is there any variation?
—Magnetic bearing.
Note.—Magnetic bearings are compass,

bearings corrected for deviation.
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COMPASS—CONCERN.

JHY
JHZ
JIA

JIB
JIC
JID
JIE
JIF
JIG
JIH

JIK
JIL
JIM

JIN
JIO
JIP
JIQ

JIR

JIS
JIT
JIU
JIV

JIW

JIX

JIY

JIZ

JKA

JKB
JKC

JKD
JKE
JKF

JKG
JKH

JKI

JKL
JKM
JKN
JKO

JKP

Compass—Continued.
—Must be swung to adjust compasses.
—My compasses were adjusted at —

.

—No variation.
Point. (Of compass) ---tnl
—Pole, or, Standard compass.
—Prismatic comjjass.
—Put a compass in the boat.
—Ship's head by compass—is—

.

—Steercourse indicatedby compass signal.

—Thomson's (Kelvin) patent compass.
—True bearing (i. e. compass bearing cor-

rected for deviation and variaaon.
All hearings are to be recKOiied from
the vessel making the signai).

—Variation of the compass.
—Vessel indicated bears.—^Was swung for adjusti-uai; of com-

passes at—

.

What is the bearing by compass? .-gbm
—What is the variatiou?—^What is your deviation?
—What variation do you allow?
—When, or. Where were your compasses

last adjusted?

Compel - led - ling - pulsion. (See also

Bound and Oblige. )—Am I compelled by law to have a pilot?

^Can not be compelled.
—Compelled them to.

—Not without compulsion.
Vessel indicated was compelled to bear
up .- GBX

—Will be compelled.

COMPENSATE-D-ING-ATION.
Compensation of compass JHM

COMPETE-ITION.

COMPETENT-CE-CY.
Certificate of competency ihq

Have you, or, Has —(person indicated)

the proper certificate of competency?
IJA

Complain-bd-ing.
Cause of complaint ifp

—Have, or. Has made a complaint.

—No complaint—of.

Passengers, or. Crew sick with infectious
complaint PCX

Complement.
—Short of complement.
—What is your complement?

COMLETE-D-ING. TO COMPLETE—WITH.
—Completely-ion.
A complete wreck.-- zis

Are all your bills of lading complete

and signed?-- gkq
—^Are you complete?
Arrangement completed ewx
—Can you complete?,

—Complete refit necessary.

—Complete with coal.

—Complete with water.
Engines completely disabled mq
I am (or vessel indicated is) a complete

wreck.

JKQ
JKR
JKS

JKT
JKU

JKV
JKW
JKX

JKY

JKZ

JLA
JLB
JLC
JLD
JLE

JLF

JLG

JLH

JLI

JLK
JLM

JLN

JLO

JLP

JLQ

JLR

JLS
JLT

JLU

JLV

JLW

JLX

JLY

JLZ

Complete—Coji^inited.

I shall be complete in.

—Must be complete-d—with.
-Report when finished (or, complete-d)—

with.
—When completed.
—When will you (or vessel indicated) be

complete?
—When you are complete—with.
—Will take time—to complete.
—With complete success.

OOMPLICATE-D-INO-ION.

COMPLIMENT-ED-ING-ARY.
Make my compliments- -to RIM

COMPLY-IED-ING. TO COMPLY.
—Can 'omply—with.
—Can not comply—with.

—Coniply with request (or, signal).

—In complianee with.
Request can be complied with usp
—Shall be complied with.
Sorry I am unable to comply with your
request tJSX

—Vessel (or person indicated) is not pble

to comply.

COMPOSE-D-ING-ITE-ITION. ^

A squadron (give nationality) composed
of— ships passed in sight wpp

Antifouling composition enz
Of how many ships was the squadron
seen composed? yxM

—To be composed of.

COMPOUND-ED-ING.
—Compound engine.

COMPREHEND-ED-ING. TO COMPREHEND.
Comprehend the communication per-

fectly JEW
—Do you, or. Does' he (or^person indi-

cated) comorehend (or, understand)?
—Not suflflciently comprehensible. It is

impossible to comprehend.

COMPRESS-ED-ING. TO COMPRESS.
Air-compressing pump dvy
Compressed air dwm

Compressor.

compromise-d-ing.
—Do not compromise yourself.

COMPULSORY-ION.
Not without compulsion Jlv

Pilotage is compulsory tjo

CONCEAL-ED-INQ-MENT.

CONCEDE-D-ING.

CONCEIVE-ABLE-Y.

CONCENTRATE-D-ING-ION.

CONCERN-ED-ING.
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CONCERT—CONGRESS.

JMA
JMB

JMC

JMD

JME

JMF
JMG
JMH
JMI

JMK
JML

JMN
JMO

JMP
JMQ
JMR

JMS
JMT
JMU
JMV
JMW
JMX

JMY

JMZ

JNA

JNB

JNC
JND

!
JNE

JNP
JNG
JNH

JNI

CONCERT-ED-ING.
—In concert with.

Shall we act in concert?.

CONCESSION.

CONCILIATE-D-TION.

CONCISE-LY-NESS.
Be more concise in your communica-

tion JFO

CONCliTJDE-D-ING. To CONCLUDE.
—Conclusion-ive.—^Not yet concluded.
—Shall conclude.

CONDEMN-ED-INQ

.

—Condemned as unseaworthy.
Condemned by Lloyd's agent qwf

—Condemned stores.

—Havecondemneda part ofmy provisions.

CONDENSE-D-ING-ATION. To CONDENSE.
—Condenser.
—Condenser broken (damaged, or, out of

order)

.

—Condenser pipes.

—Condenser tubes.
—Condenser tubes burst.
—Condenser tubes choked {or, Salted).

—Condenser tubes leaking. !

—Condenser tubes out of order.
Condensing boiler burst Gwt
Condensing boiler damaged gwu '

Condensing boiler tubes burst yde
Jet condenser pvh
Surface condenser xfw
Surface condenser out of order XFY

Condition. (See also State. )

Are you, or. Is— {vessel indicated) in a
condition to proceed? an

Bad condition fqz
Condition of cargo iak
Do you think we ought to pass a vessel

in this distressed condition? ne
Good condition oeb
I am not in a condition for action dit

—In what condition—^is—

?

Passed a derelict vessel, apparently in
good condition; hull well out of
water ; dangerous to navigation, -kvs

—What condition?
What condition is the cargo in? ibh

—What is the condition (state) of—

?

CONDITION-AL-ALLY. {Agreement.
)—On, or, upon condition.

Unconditional-ly ygtj

Condor {Coin) :atg

Conduct-ed-ing. To conduct.
Bad conduct--- ---fra
•Conductor.
—Gallant Conduct.
Good conduct.
Lightning conductor qtj
Nonconductor-ing siz—The conductor {or, guard).

JNK

JNL
JNM
JNO
JNP

JNQ

JNR

JNS

JNT
JNU
JNV

JNW
JNX

JNY

JNZ

JOA
JOB

JOC

JOD
JOE

JOF
JOG
JOH

JOI

JOK

JOL
JOM

JON
JOP

JOQ

JOR
JOS

JOT

JOU

JOV

JOW
JOX

JOY

JOZ
J PA

Condy's Fluid. Crimson Fluid.

Cone.
—North cone hoisted.

—South cone hoisted.

—Steam cone.

Confederate-d-ing-ion-cy.

Confer-red-ring-ence.

Confess-ed-ixg-ion-edly.

Confidence-t.
—Am, Is, or-,'Are conhdent.
—Confioenciai-ly.

Confidential report (or, couimunicaiii.U;,
3fx

Following signal {or, communication)
is confidential (or, private) hx

—Have you any confidence in — ?

—No confidence in {or, dependence upon).

Confinb-d-ing.
Close confinement luv

—Confinement.
Keep him {or, them) in close confine-
ment . PYU

Confir]^-ed-ing-ation.
—Confinnation, or. Ratification takes

place at — {or, on — ).—Is it confirmed that {vessel indicated)
has foundered ?

—Is there any confirmation ?

—News, or. Report, or. Information is

confirmed.
Officially confirmed {or, certified) ijf

—Report requires confirmation.
—Want-ed-ing confirmation.
—Want official Confirmation.

confiscate-d-ing-iox.

Conflagration.

conflict-ed-ing.
—Conflicting reports.

Conform-ed-ing-able-y-ity.
—In conformity with.

CONFUSE-D-ING-ION.
Avoid-ed-ing confusion fov
In great confusion.
—Without the least confusion.

congest-ed-ing-ion.

Congo (Kongo) State. Colors.

congratclate-d-ing-ion.
Allow me to congratulate you dza

—Congratulate-d-ing you.
To congratulate you.

Congress. (See aiso Parliament.)
Act of Congress {or, Parliament) ---Die
By an act of Congress {or, Parliament),

DIE
-Has Congress {or, Parliament) met 1—Member of Congress.
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CONGRESS—CONSUME.

JPB

JPC
JPD

JPE
JPP

JPG
JPH

JPI
JPK

JPL

JPM

JPN

JPO

JPQ

JPR

JPS

JPT

JPU
JPV
JPW

JPX

JPY
JPZ

JQL
JQM

CONGEESS

—

Continued.
Congress, Parliament, Assembly {or

other legixlative body) adjourns (or,

adjourned) on the — fei
Congress, Parliament, Assembly '{or

other legislative body) is dissolved.fej
—Congress, Parliament, Assembly {or

other legislative body) met {or, meets)
on the — .

Recent act of Congress, Parliament,
Assembly (or other legislative body),

DIL
Conical.
—Conical buoy.

CONN-ED-ING.
—Conning tower.

CONNECT-ED-ING-ION.
—Connect your screw propeller, or, pad-

dles.

—Connected with.
—Connecting rod.
Connecting-rod bolts broken .•.^.--GXV

Connecting-rod brasses broken {or, out
of order)-— --Heb

connive-anoe.

conqubr-ed-ing.

Conscious.

conscsipt-ion.

consbcrate-ed-ing. consecration.

consecutive-ly.

CoNSENT-ED-iNG—TO. {See also Permit
and Agree. )

—Can not, or. Will not consent (permit

it).

—Have, or. Has consented.

—I will consent.

—Vessel {or person indicated) consents.

Will you {or persons indicated; consent

{or, agree)? dug
—Would not consent.

Consecjuence-t-ly.
—Happened in consequence of. Occa-

sioned by.
Heave-to, or take the consequences-OSG

—In consequence of.

—Of not much consequence.

—Of the utmost consequence {or, impor-

tance).

—The consequence will be.

—Took place in consequence of.

—What was the consequence?

Considbe-ed-ing. To consider.

—Consider it {or, them) necessary.

—Considerable fault found—with.
—Considerable-y.
Considerable sea up

—Considerately-ion.

—Do you consider, or, Have you consid-

ered?
Do you consider leak dangerous? QI

JQN

JQO

JQP
JQR

JQS

JQT

JQU
JQV

JQW

JQX

JQY

JQZ

JRA

JRB

JRC

JBD

JRE

JRF

JRG
JRH
JRI
JRK

JRL
JRM
JRN
JRO
jRP

JRQ

JRS.

JRT

JRU
JBV
JRW
JRX

JRY

Consider—Continued.
For consideration—of—

.

Furnace considered dangerous klb
—Has been considered.
Hurricane did considerabledamage.PAK
—Is, or. Are not considered.
—Shall, or. Will consider.
There has been so much fog as to cause

considerable detention .. ngl
Under consideration yhd

CONSIGN-ED-ING-TO. TO CONSIGN.
To whom is your cargo consigned?- ..ibn

—Whom are you {or vessel indicated) con-

signed to?

—Consignee.
—Consignment.

CONSIST-ED-INO—OP.

Cargo consists of — hzr
Fleet consists of — ..-NEL

Consols.

Consort.

conspicuotjs-ly-ness-ity.
I can not make out your flags; hoist

them in a more conspicuous position,
OWL

CONSPIRB-D-ING-ACY-ATOR.

CONSTABLE-ULARY.

CONSTANT-LY-CY.
Reinforcements constantly arriving,

iroM

CONSTITUTE-D-ING. CONSTITUENT.

Constitution-AL-ALLY.

CONSTRAIN-ED-ING.

CONSTRUCT-BD-ING-ION.
—Constructor.
—Have, or. Has been constructed.

—Shall, or, Will be constructed,

CONSUL-AR.
—Consul General.
Consul is absent.

Consular Court.
—The consul is desired to come {or, send)

on board.
—Vice-consul, or. Consular Agent.

Consulate.

Consult-ATioN

—

with.
After a consultation dqn
Consult captain hwv
Consult Lloyd's agent QWG

—Consult owner.
—Consult underwriters.

—Have, or, Has been consulted.

—Shall, or, Will be consulted..

Consume-d-ijjg-ption.
What is your consumption of coal per

hour full speed? - — .ixm
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CONSUMPTIVE—CONVOY.
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CONVOY—Corvette,
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COST^COUNTEBMAND.
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COUNTERMINE—CRACK.

JYQ
JYR

JYS

SYT

JYU

JYV
JYW

JYX

JYZ
JZA

JZB

JZC

JZD

JZE

JZP

JZG
JZH
JZI

JZK

JZL

JZM

JZN

JZO

COUNTBRMINE-D-ING.
—Countermining launch.

countbrsign-ed-inq.

countebweight zbd

Countess.

Country.
North country coal ixf

County.
—County court.

OOUP-DE-MAIN.

COUPLE-D-ING.
—Couple of

—

Coupling bolts broken gxw
Shaft coupling bolts broken gyp

CouRAGE-ous-LY. (Bravery) hep

Courier.

Course. (See also Steer. )

Alter course ebu
—^Alter course one point (or number indi-

cated) to port.

—Alter course one point (or number indi-

cated) to starboard.
—^Alter course to — (point indicated) .wp
—Am I steering a proper course? Is my

present course a correct one (indicate

the course steered, if necessary) ?

Change your course iKS

—Continue, your present course. Stand
on JSM

—Course and distance.

—Course to be followed.

—Do not stand too far on your present

course.
—How long may we stand on our present

course?
I do not intend altering course for the
present (or, until —) eci

I shall alter course ecj

I shall not alter course eck
I think we had better alter course to —

(point indicated) ecl
I will show a light to-night when I alter

course- Qw
Ismy present course a correct one ? Am

I steering a proper course (indicate

the course steered, if necessary)'!-. jz¥

—Out of the course of —

.

Race course uge
Steer course indicated by compass sig-

nal -. 3IF

Storm center in— (direction indicated),

probable course toward — (direction

indicated) IGY

—The course steered is the best for the

present (or until time indicated)

.

—The same course.

Vessel indicated has altered course.ecu

Water course yvo
We had better alter course to — (point

indicated) ecv
—What course are you (or, they) steering?

JZP

JZQ

JZR

JZS

JZT

JZU
JZV

JZW

JZX

JZY
KAB
KAC
KAD

KAE

KAF

KAG
KAH

KAI

KAJ

KAL
KAM
KAN
KAO

KAP

KAQ

KAE

KAS
KAT
KAU

KAV

KAW
KAX

Course—Continued.
—What course shall you (or, will they)

steer?

—What course were you (or, they) steer-

ing?
—What is the course to —

?

When do you intend to altercour8e?-ECX
When I alter course to-night I will show
alight QW

When will you alter course? ecy
—When you alter course (or, tack) to-

night show a light.

Courses. (Sails.

)

Pore course niv
Main course RGQ,
Mizzen course RWP

—Set the courses.
—Shift a course.

Course. Of course.
As a matter of course fac

Court.
Admiralty court dlr
Consular court JRO

. County court- --- JYW
—Court-martial.
—Court of arbitration.

—Court of inquiry. •
—Court of law.
Naval Court sen
Police court (or, station) tnx

COURTESY-OUS-LY.

Cove, or, Bight.

COVER-ED-ING.
—Are you, or. Is— (person indicated) cov-

ered?
Cylinder cover kib
Cylinder cover broken Kic
High-pressure cylinder cover ouv

—High-pressure cylinder cover broken.
Intermediate-pressure cylinder cover,

PQT
—Intermediate-pressure cylinder cover

broken.
—Low-pressure cylinder cover.

—Low-pressure slide jacket cover broken.
—Packing ring of cylinder cover broken.
—Under cover—of.

Cow.

-lYV

cowabd-ly-ice.

Coxswain. Cockswain .

Crab.

Crack-ed-ino.
—Cylinder cracked.
—High-pressure cyliiider cracked (or, out

of order).

—Intermediate-pressure cylinder cracked
(or, out of order).

—Low-pressure cylinder cracked (or, out
of order).

—Piston rod cracked (or, broken).

76564—09 14
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CRAFT—CROOKED.
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CROP—CUSTODY.

KDS
KDT
KDU

KDV
KDW

feDX
KDY

KDZ

KEA
KEB
KEC
KED
KEF
KEG
KEH
KEI
KEJ

KEL

KEM
KEN

KEO
KEP

KEQ

KER
KES

KET

KEU

KEY

KEW
KEX

KEY

KEZ
KFA

KFB
KPC
KPD

KPE

Crop.
—A good crop of —. Crops look well.

—A short crop of —

.

Cotton crop jxs
—Crops destroyed.
—Crops have suffered severely (are much

injured)

.

Crops look well. A good crop of

—

.kdt
—How is the — crop?
—Sugar crop.

Ceoss-ed-ing.
Bar can not be crossed until — pvr
Can I cross the bar? Shall I be able to,

get over the bar? pvy
—Cross bearings.
—Cross-cut saw.
—Cross-examine-d-ing-ation—of.

—Crosshead.
-^Cross-jack yard.
—Cross the bow.
—Crosstree.
—Crossway.
—Piston-rod crossheads damaged {or,

broken).
Pump crosshead ...ubg
Pump crosshead out of order ubh
Topmast crosstrees xvy
What are the leading marks for crossing

the bar? fwo
—When did you cross the equator?
When will be the best time for crossing

the bar? xm
—Where did you cross the equator?

—Where will you cross the equator?

Ckoton.
—Croton oil.

Crow.
Crowbar- pwi

—Crowsfoot-feet.
—Crowsnest.

Crowd-bd-ing.

Crown-ed-ing.
Furnace crown of boiler collapsed .nuc

Cruel-ly-ty.

Cruise-d-ino—OFF.

Are there many men-of-war now cruis-

ing?
During the cruise ...kfa

Cruiser.
Armored cruiser evw
Belted cruiser gfd

—Cruisers are very vigilant.

—During the cruise.

Enemy's cruisers have been seen to the

— , steering to the — -- OF

Enemy's ship (or, cruiser) lzk

—Hired cruiser.

—Revenue cruiser (or, vessel).

—Saw enemy's ship (or, cruiser) off — {or

in latitude and longitude indicated).

—Saw enemy's ship {or, cruiser) to the—

.

Torpedo cruiser xws

KFG

KPH

KFI

KFJ

KFL
KFM

KPN
KFO

KFP

KFQ

KFR

KFS

KFT

KFU

KPV

KFW

KFX
KFY
KFZ
KGA
KGB-

KGC

KGD

KGE
KGF

KGH

KGI

KGJ

KGL

KGM

KGN

Ceush-ed-ing.
Accident happened. Crushed. Fall.

Jammed dcf

Cktjtch.

Crystal-ise-d-line.

cube-ic-al.
Cubic centimeter znm
Cubic foot AYC
Cubic inch ayd
Cubic meter znp
Cubic millimeter zno
Cubic yard aye
Measure of cubic capacity {See page 53),

AYB
Cuddy.
—Cuddy passenger.

CUFP-BD-ING.
—Handcuff-ed-ing.

culpable-ility.

cultivate-d-ing-ion. culture.

cunning-ly-ness.

Cup.

Cure-d-ing-able.

CuEIOUa-LY-SITY.

Currant.

Current.
Against the current(tide,or,stream)DSE
Athwart the current (tide, or, stream),

PJI

—Can not stem the current {or, tide).

—Current runs — miles per hour.
—Current sets off shore.

—Current sets on shore.

—Current, or. Tide will run very strong.

{Indicate milesper hour, if necessary.)

Earth current len
Electric current lus
Induced current pit

—Is there much current?
Keep out of the tide {or, current) XG
Price current' tvq

—There is less current inshore (or in
direction indicated).

—Tide, or. Current sets to the —

.

—Try the current {or, tide).

Undercurrent yhe
—What current {rate and direction) do

you expect (or, reckon on)?

—What is the current? Do you, or, Do
we feel any current?

—What is the set and rate of current (or,

tide)?

Curry.

Curve-d-ing-ature.

Custody.
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CUSTOM—DAM.

KGO

KGP
KGQ

KGR

KGS
KGT
KGU
KGV
KGW
KGX

KGY
KGZ
KHA
KHB
KHC

KHD

KHE
KHF

KHG

KHI
KHJ

KHL
KHM
KHN

KHO
KHP
KHQ
KHR

KHS

KHT

KHU
KHV

KHW
KHX

KHY

KHZ

KIA
KIB
KIC

Custom.
Customary. (^Usual) ymx

—Customer.
—Is it the custom — to —

?

Customs. (See also Duties. )

Board of Customs got
Cleared at the Custom-house ite

—Clearing the Custom-house.
—Custom-house.
—Custom-house boat. Revenue boat.
—Custom-house duties.

—Customs officer.

—Have you a Custom-house officer on
board?

—Have you cleared the Custom-house?
—Is your ship entered at Custom-house?
—Not cleared at Custom-house.
—Shall clear at Custom-house.

Cut-ting. To cut.
Accident happened. Cut. Stab--.DCG

—After cutting away her masts.
Cable is cut (or, broken) hqp

—Can be cut off.

—Can not cut.
Cross cut saw _ keb

—Cut away.
Cut away the mizzen mast rwn
Cut away your masts kj

—Cut down.
—Cut off.

Cut out - svu
Cut, weigh, or, Slip. Get an offing.

Wait for nothing kw
Cut, or, slip your cable hra
—Do not cut.

—Do not cut away your masts.—^Do you think you can cut her (or, them)
out?

I must cut my cable hri—May, or, Can be cut out.
—Much cut up.
—Obliged to cut away.
—Shall I cut?
Weigh, cut, or. Slip. Get an offing.
Wait for nothing kw

Cutlass.

Cutlery.

Cutter.
—Is a Revenue cutter.
Steam cutter. Small steamboat --GUw
Steam cutter's engine mbx

Cutting.
(An artificial passage.

)

Cutwater.

CwT. Hundredweight .

Cycle.

Cyclone.
You are steering right into tbe center of
the hurricane (or, cyclone) ..pan

Cylinder.
•Cylinder cover.
Cylinder cover broken.

KID
KIE
KIP
KIG

KIH

KIJ

KIL
KIM
KIN

KIO

KIP

KIQ

KIR
KIS

KIT

KIU

KIT

Cylinder—CowMj) ued.
Cylinder cracked kat

—Cylinder damaged.
—Cylinder out of order.

—Cylinder side rod.

—High-pressure cylinder.
High-pressure cylinder cover ouv
High-pressure cylinder cover broken,

KAI
High-pressure cylinder cracked (or, out

or order) _ kau
—Intermediate-pressure cylinder.
Intermediate-pressure cylinder cover,

• PQT
Intermediate-pressure cylinder cover
broken kaj

Intermediate-pressure cylinder cracked
(or, out of order) kav

—Low-pressure cylinder.
Low-pressure cylinder cover kal
Low-pressure cylinder cracked (or, out

of order) kaw
Packing ring of cylinder cover broken,

KAN
Czar.
—Czarevitch.
—Czarevna.

D. (Letter.) (For new method of spelling,
see page 13.

)

^

D slide.

Daily. Every day.
Daily expected. kmx

—Daily paper.
—Daily report.
Daily returns kmy
In daily expectation of an embargo.lwh
My chronometer gains daily .of
My chronometer loses daily gt

Dairy.

Daktylas. (Measure of length) avo

Dale.

Dam-med-ming.
Cofferdam .. -IZK
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DAMAGE—DANGER.

KIW

KIX
KIY
KIZ

KJA

KJB
KJC

KJD
KJE

KJF

KJG
KJH
KJI

KJL
KJM
KJN

KJO

KJP

Damaqe-d. (See also Injure. )

Ammunition is damaged efq
Are you , or , Is

—

(vessel indicated)materi-
ally damaged (or, injured)? ao

Bell buoy damaged; not working.- gen
Boiler burst; very slight damage--Gvw
Boiler damaged avx
Boiler plates damaged _.gwi
Can damage be repaired at sea? ba
Can the damage be repaired by your-

selves --- BO
Can not exactly estimate the damage,

MHR
Cargo damaged _ hzs
Cargo damaged, but extent not known,

HZT
Cargo not much damaged (slightly
damaged) iad

Condenser broken (damaged, or, out of
order)

'

jmr
Condensing boiler damaged, gwtj
Cylinder damaged kid
Damage can be put to rights in— hours,

BD
Damage can be repaired at sea be
Damage can not be repaired at sea {or,

place indicated) bp
Damage, or, Defects can not be repaired
without assistance I.bg

—Damage is repaired.

—Damage not ascertained.

—Damage serious (particulars to follow,

if necessary).

—Damage to machinery (
part to be indi-

cated).

—Damage trifling.

—Damaged keel.

Damaged, or, Sprung mast ; can not carry
sail BH

Damaged rudder vbi

Damaged rudder ; can not steer bi

—Damaged the bitts.

—Damaged the windlass.
Damages (indemnity) phn
Damages are assessed at — fecj

—Did you ior vessel indicated) receive

any damage?
Donkey boiler damaged gwy
Have, or, Has received damage (or,

injury)—to pla
Have youdamaged yoxirmachinery? mbo
Have you reeceived any damage (or,

injury)? plb

How long will you (or vessel indicated)

be repairing damages? _ _ _bm
Hurricane did considerable damage-PAK
Hurricane did not do much damage, pal
I am very seriously damaged bn

—I have damaged (or, sprung) —

.

—I have damaged (or, sprung) fore yard.

—I have damaged (or, sprung) lower top-

sail yard.
—I have damaged (or, sprung) main yard.

—I havedamaged (or, sprung)topsailyard.

—I have damaged (or, sprung) upper top-

sail yard.

—I shall repair damage in —

.

Is — (vessel indicated) or. Are you Tna-

terially damaged (or, injured)? ao
—Is your bow much damaged?

Is your cargo much damaged?..? BQ

KJQ

KJR

KJS

KJT

KJU

KJV

KJW

KJX

KJY

KJZ

KLA

Damage—Continued.
Keel damaged ^•...kjc

Levers damaged (or, out of order) . .qox
—Much damage has been done — to (or,

^Mustdischarge cargo to repair damages.
No damage (or, harm) done onj
Piston-rod crossheads damaged (or,

broken) kej
Powder is damaged trl
Propeller damaged tyx
Put back damaged ucx
Screw propeller damaged tyx
Sea-inlet valve (or, cock) broken (or,

damaged) vla
Slid^-valve gear damaged wgl
Slight damage kjb
Sprung, or. Seriously damaged a lower
mast RCJ

Sprung, or. Seriously damaged lower
yard (or spar indicated) .rck

Steam pipe damaged wsn
Stem seriously damaged . . . ! wuK
Stern tube damaged wva
The damage to machinery is not serious,

and is such as can be repaired by the
vessel's own engineers rl

Thrust block damaged gna
Thrust collar damaged JAD
Towing cable is damaged (or, stranded),

HRX
Trifling damage ..._kjb
Vessel seriously damaged; wish to

transfer passengers hm—"What damage have you sustained?
Where will you go to repair damages?

BV
—Without damage.

Damages. (Indemnity) phn

Damp.

Damper. (For fires.

)

Dance-d-ing. To dance.

Dane. Danish. Danish Colors. Den-
mark.

Danger-ous-ly.
Accident; dangerously wounded (or,

hurt/. AL
Appearances are dangerous ; be on your
guard FN

Are you in danger? fo
Bar, or. Entrance is dangerous fq
Bar is not dangerous la
Beware of derelict ; dangerous to navi-

gation JE
Channel, or. Fairway is dangerous.. FU
Channel is dangerous without a pilot,

LD
Coast is dangerous ixw
Coast is not dangerous ...ixy

—Danger of parting (or, driving).

Dangerous, or. Great risk in sending a
boat GSZ

—Dangerous position.

Dangerous to admit too many on board
at a time GB
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DANGEE—DAY.
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DECK—DELIVER.

KQB

KQC
KQD
KQE

KQP

KQG
KQH

KQI

KQJ

KQL

KQM

KQN

KQO

KQP Deed.

KQR
KQS
KQT
KQU

KQV

KQW
KQX
KQY
KQZ
KRA
KRB

KRC

KRD

Deck—Continued.
—Deck quarters.

Gear for cleaning decks isv
Have lost deck cargo iao
Lower deck , ecb
Main deck hgi

—On deck.
—Quarter deck.
—Upper deck.

Declare-d-ing-ation.
Declaration of Paris. tbk

—Have, or, Has declared.
—Have, or. Has not declared.

Is war declared? or. Has war com-
menced? YU

"War is declared {or, has commenced),yx

—Decline-d-ing-ation.
Decline accepting any — dbv
I decline to have anything further to do

(or, say) in the matter eqo
I must decline answering ...bna
Offered assistance,buttheydeclined .fgm

—Vessel [or person indicated) declines.

Decoy-ed-ing. To decoy.

Decrease-d-ing.

Decree-d-ing.

Deduct-ed-ing-ion.

KRE
KRF
KRG

Deep-en-ed-ing. (See also Depth.)
—Deep-sea lead.

—Deep water.
Deeper-est.
Deepest water is in the — channel..ilr—Deepest water is nearer the shore.
Deepest water is nearest the bank (or,

reef) pvb
—Deeply laden.
—How deep is —

?

—Is she deep?
—Not deep.
—The deepest water.
—Too deep.
Water is too deep ywl
Water is too deep to anchor ekb

Defalcation. (Embezzlement) lxd

Defeat-ed-ing. To defeat.

Defect-ive. (See also Damage. )

Can defects be repaired at sea? ba
Can defects be repaired by yourselves?

BC
Defects can be repaired at sea be
Defects can not be repaired at sea (or
place indicated) bp

Defects, or. Damage can not be repaired
without assistance bg

Defects may be set right in— hours.bd—Found defective.
—Send list of defects.
What are your defects?

KRH

KRI

KRJ

KRL/
KRM

KRN

KRO

KRP
KRQ

KRS

KRT

KRU

KRV

KRW
KRX

KRY
KRZ

KSA

KSB
KSC
KSD
KSE
KSF
KSG
KSH
KSI
KSJ
KSL
KSM

KSN

KSO
KSP

KSQ
KSR
KST
KSU
KSV
KSW
KSX
KSY

Defbnce-sive-sible.
Coaat-defence ship ixv

—Defence net.

Lines of defence quo
Local defence qxv
—No defence can be made.

Defend-ed-ing. To depend.
—Defend ship.

If we keep together, we can defend our-
selves PYE

Defendant.

Defer-red-bing-ment. (See also Post-
pone. )

Deficient-ly-cy.
—Deficit.

Define-d-ing-ition.

Depinite-ly-ive-lt.

Defraud-ed-ing.

Defray-ed-ing.

Defy-ied-ing-iance.

Degree—of.
By degrees hpc
Compass signals in degrees (page 45) .jhi—Degree of latitude.

—Degree of longitude.
I am using variation of — degrees..jht
In an ordinary degree svc
—degrees below zero zm

Delay-ed-ing. To delay. (See also
Detain. )

Cause of delay ifq—Delayed at.

—Delayed by.
—Delayed by contrary winds.
—Delayed by thick fog.
—Delayed through the recent gale.
—Do not delay (detain)

.

—How long will delay be?
—I must not delay (detain).
—I will not delay (or, detain) you long.
—If delayed (or, detained).
—What delays-ed (or, detains-ed) you?

Delegate-d-ing. To delegate.

Delight. (Pleasure) _ _ tms
Delighted. (Pleased). tmr
Delightful-ly. (Pleasant) tmn

Delirious-um.
—Delirium tremens.

Deliver-y.
—Delivered.
—Have, or. Has been delivered.—Have the mails been delivered?—Have you delivered?
—On delivery.
—Shall, or, Will be delivered.
—You are to deliver.
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DEMAND—DERANGE.

KSZ
KTA

KTB
KTC
KTD

KTE
KTF
KTG
KTH

KTI

KTJ

KTL

KTM

KTN

KTO

KTP

KTQ

KTR

KTS

KTU

KTV
KTW
KTX

KTY

KTZ

KUA

KUB
KUC
KUD

KUE
KUF

KUH
KUI

Demand-ed-inq. To demand.
—Demand has been sent.

Have, or. Has been demanded (or,

claimed) by — mw
—Make a demand.
No demand—for.

—On demand—of.

Salvage demanded .-.vgd
—Send your demands—to (or for).

—Some demand springing np.
—They will demand explanation.
—What is the demand (or, claim)?

Democrat-ACY-ic.

Demolish-ed-ing.

Demur-red-ring.

Demurrage.
A day's demurrage {or number indi-

cated) KMU
Day's demurrage—is — knc
Demurrage commences-d on the —

Denk. {Measure of weight) ban

Denmark. (See Dane) kjx

Denote-d-ing.
Reportwhen ship denoted is sighted.TJSD

Dense-ly-ity.

Deny-ied-ing. To deny.

Depart-ED-ing-ure.
After the departure of — drm
—Before departure—of—

.

Hasten the departure of — onr
—Have you seen any vessel since your

departure?
—I can not hasten my departure.

—I must hasten my departure.

—My departure.
What was the date of your depart-

ure? KML
—Where did you take your last departure

from?
—Your departure.

Department.
Commissariat department Jfa
Goods department--- oeu
Head of department oqh
Intelligence department poe

Naval department sec

Passenger department - tdp

Depend-ed-ing-ence—ON.

—Can depend on.

—Can I depend on?
Can I depend on your time? - - RS

—-Can you depend on your time?

—Can not depend on.

Depends on circumstances iRCt

Dependence {reliance) trow

—I can not depend on my time.

—I shall depend on.

Light is not to be depended on qd

KUJ

KUM

KUN

KUO

KUF

KUQ

KUR

KUS

KUV

KUW
KUX

KUY
KUZ
KVA
KVB
KVC
KVD

KVE
KVP
KVG

KVH
KVI

KVJ

KVL

KVM

KVN

KVO

Depend—Continued.
May be trusted {or, depended on).

May I depend upon your time? RS
No confidence in. No dependence
on JNX

Not to be depended upon {not relia-

ble) uox
Nothing to be depended upon beyond

your own resources.
Reckoning not to be depended upon.RU
To be depended Mpon (reliable) uoy

Deplore-d-ing-able-y.

Depose-d-ing-ition.

Deposit-ed-ing.

Depot.
Coal depot iwn

—Naval depot.
What quantity of coal remains in col-

lier (lighter, or, coal depot)? ixo

Depreciate-d-ing-ion.

Depress-ed-ing-ion.
Meteorological Office, or. Weather Bu-

reau, reports depression approaching
from the — BTP

Deprive-d-ing-ation.

Depth. (See also Deep, and Soundings. )

Asks precise time of high water, and
minimum depth at that time xb

Note.—Reply will be:

1. By an hour signal. {Seepage 58g.)

2. By a numeral signal denoting
feet.

—^At high water you will have— feet.

—At low water you will have— feet.

—Depth is.

—Indicate the depth—of—. What depth?
—Is there suf&cieht depth of water?
—The depth here {or at place indicated)

is— feet at low water.
What depth? Indicate the depth- -Kvb

—What is the depth at high water?
—What is the depth at low water?
—What is the depth of water in feet at—

?

What is the depth of water on the bar?

—What is the depth of water over the sill?

—What is the depth of water alongside

the—

?

What is the least depth of water we
shall have (or, ought to have)? vr

—You will have less than— feet of water.

Depute-d-ing. To depute.
Chamber of Deputies ika

—Deputation.
Deputy, or, Member of Congress or Par-
liament TBO

—Deputy, or, lieutenant governor.

Derange-d-ing-ment.
Machinery slightly deranged mcq
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DERELICT—DESTEOY.

KVP

KVQ

KVB

KVS

KVT

KVU

KVW

Derelict.
Beware of derelict ; dangerous to navi-
gation JE

—Derelict has been fired.

Derelict reported off — (or, in the vicin-
ity of— ) JF

—Derelict reported passed on — , lati-

tude — , longitude — ; dangerous to
navigation.

Have you fallen in with crew of dere-
lict? MBT

Have you seen derelict? jg
—Passed a derelict vessel, apparently in

good condition, hull well out of water

;

dangerous to navigation.
—Passed the derelict vessel— on the —

.

Saw derelict in latitude—, longitude—

,

on the— ..JH

Dkeivb-d-ing-ation.

Derrick.

KVX Descend-ed-ing. Descent.

KVY
KVZ
KWA
KWB
KWC
KWD
KWE
KWF
KWG
KWH

KWI

KWJ

KWL
KWM

KWN
KWO
KWP
5WQ
KWR
KWS

KWT

KWU

Describe-d-ing.
—By the description given.
—Can you describe?
—Can not describe.
—Describe exactly what you want (size;

weight, etc.).—^Description.
—Have you sent description?
—Send description.
—The same description.

Deseet-ed-ing-ion. •

Charged with desertion ima
Crew deserted kcm—Deserter.

Desbrve-d-ing-ly.

Design-ed-ing-edlt-ation.

desirb-d-ing-ons-able—to.
Am desired to acquaint you {or person

indicated) dgz
Captain desires me to inform you.HWE
Commanding oflicer desires. jdz

—Desire to see (or, speak)—to.

Desire you will acquaint dhf
—Desires me to tell you.
Do you desire?
Have, Had, or, Has the desired effect.

—It is desirable.
It is not desirable.
Owners desire me to inform you to coal

at— HE
Owners desire me to inform you to dis-
charge cargo first at— ) place next in-
dicated) ^ ST

Owners desired me to inform you. _syk—That is my desire.
The consul is desired to come (or, send)
onboard jrp—The desired effect.

Vessel desires to be reported by tele-
graph to owner (Mr. — ) at — usf

Your agents desire me to inform you,
DTE

KWV

KWX

KWY
KWZ

KXA

KXB
KXC

KXD

KXE

KXF

KXG

KXH

KXI
KXJ

KXL

KXM
KXN

KXO
KXP
KXQ
KXR

Despatch-bd-ing. To despatch. (See
• also Letter. )

Any letters {or, papers) from —? Ji—^Any letters {or, despatches) on board?
Bring (or, Brought) despatches. -..hiq
Despatch boat ^^_-_gsn

Despatch box hdc
Despatch is necessary. jk

—Despatch vessel, or. Aviso.
—Despatches.
Despatches arrived eyb
Forward my despatches . nmz
Go for despatches jl
Government despatch ofs
Had any fitters {or, despatches) ar-
rived—at? JM

Have (pr vessel indicated has) de-
spatches for —? jN

Have {or vessel indicated has) despatches
from— JO

Have letters (mails, or, despatches) for
you {or vessel or person indicated) .jp

Have you letters (mails, or, despatches)
for me (or vessel, person, or place
indicated) jq

I am the bearer of important despatches,
JR

I have Government despatches (or, —)

,

JS
I shall make for the anchorage {or, —

)

with all despatch jt—Important despatches.
Refer to my despatches (or, letters) . - ju
Refer to your despatches (or, letters) .jv
Send for despatches (or, letters) jw—Send your despatches.

—Take despatches.
Telegraphic despaches xln
Telegraphic despatches arrived from—

,

JX—Wait for despatches.
Will you forward my letters (or,

despatches)—to—? qu
Will you take despatches? jy .

—Your despatches are ready.

Despise-d-ing. To despise.

Dessatine (square measure) axo

Dessert.

Destine-d-ing-ation.
Arrived at destination exu
Convoy to disperse and make for desti-
nation .... is

Do you call at any port before destina-
tion? ..htb

—What is his (her, or, their) destination?
Your port of destination is closed ; your
owners desire you to proceed to —

.

Destitute-ution.

Destroy-ed-ing.
—Can you destroy?
Crops destroyed kdv

—Destroyed by fire.

Have, or. Has destroyed.
—Have you destroyed?
Shall I destroy?
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DESTEOY—DILEMMA.

KXS

KXT
KXU

KXV
KXW
KXY

KXZ

KYA
KYB

KYC

KYD

KYE

KYF

KYG

KYH

KYI

KYJ

KYL

KYM

KYN

KYO

KYP
KYQ

KYE
KYS

Destroy— Continued.
Torpedo catcher {or, chaser, or, de-

stroyer) XWB—"Was, or. Were destroyed.

Destructivii-ly-ion.
—Destructive radius.

Detach-ed-ing-ment.
—Detached squadron.

Detail-ed-ing.

Detain-ed-ing-ention. (See also Delay. )

Cause of detention ipq
Detained at ksb
Detained by ksc
Detained by contrary winds ksd
—Detained by ice.

—Detained by the emigration officer.

Detained by thick fog ksb
—Detained in harbor.
Do not detain (delay) ksg
I have been {or vessel indicated was) de-
tained— days windbound at — {place
indicated) -- kye

I must not detain {or, delay) ksi
I will not detain you long ksj
If detained ksl
—No cause of detention.
There has been so much fog as to cause
considerable detention ngl

—Vessel indicated was {or, I have been)
detained windbound at —{place indi-

cated).
What detains-ed you? ksm

Detect-ed-ing-ion. {Discover) ldm

Detective.

Deteriorate-d-ing-ation.

Determine-d-ing-ation-able.

Detonate-d-ing-ion.
Detonating fuze now

—Detonator.

Deunum. {Square measure) axj

Deviate-d-ing-ion.
Deviation of compass JHN
Deviation table JHO
Have you any local attraction (devia-

tion)? JHR
What is your deviation? Jio

Dew.

Dholl.

Dhow.

Diachylon, or, Adhesive plaster. -djw

Diagonal-ly.
—Diagonal, or, Triatic stay.

Diagram—OP.

—Indicator diagram.

KYT

KYU

KYV

KYW
KYX

KYZ

KZA

KZB

KZC

KZD

KZE
KZF
KZG
KZH
KZI
KZJ
KZL
KZM
KZN
KZO
KZP
KZQ
KZR

KZS

KZT
KZU

KZV

KZW
KZX
KZY
LAB

LAC
LAD
LAE

LAF

LAG

LAH

LAI

Diameter-bical-ly.

Diamond.

DiARRHCEA-ETIC.

Diary.

dictate-d-ing-ion-tor.

Dictionary.

Did. (See Do.) bmf

Die. To die. (See also Dead and Dying. )

Captain died on — Hwi
Died, or. Dead kob
Dying lqm
How many have died? kom
The breeze will die away hgp

Die.
—Taps, stocks, and dies.

DiET-ED-ING-ARY.

DlFPER-ED-lNG. To differ.

Can the difference be arranged? ...ewz
—Difference.
—Difference of latitude.

—Difference of longitude
—Different.
—Different size.

—Different speed.
—Differently.

—No difference.

—Not much difference—between—and—

.

—Totally, or. Quite different.

—Very different.

—We {or parties indicated) differ.

—What difference?

DlEFICULT-Y.
Entrance is difficult mfo
Entrance is not difficult mfp
Fire difficult to get at op

—Great difficulty, or. Very difficult.

—I am in difficulties ; direct me how to

steer.

—I find great difficulty in weighing.
Is it a difficult anchorage to get away
from? ELB

Is the channel difficult? ilo

—Is the river navigation difficult?

—Is there any difficulty?

—It is difficult to extricate.

—It is very difficult.

Landing is very difficult qbm
—No difficulty.

—Should there be any difficulty.

—There is not much difficulty.

You will find great difficulty in getting
through the ice at — PCi

—You will have great difficulty in obtain-

ing water.

DiG-GiNG-GER. Dug.

DiGBST-ION-IVE-IBLE.

Dilemma.
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DIM—DISAPPEAR.
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DISAPPEAR—DISK.

LCH

LCI

LCJ

LCK

LCM

LCN

LCO
LCP

LCQ
LCR
LCS
LOT
LCU
LCV

LOW

LCX

LCY

LCZ

LDA
LDB
LDC

LDE

LDF
LDG

LDH
LDI
LDJ

Disappear—Continued.
Has yellow fever disappeared at—?.mwj
Yellow fever has disappeared at—-MWv

DiSAPPOINT-ED-ING-MENT.

DiSAPPROVE-D-ING.

DiSARM-ED-ING-AMENT.

DiSASTER-ROUS-LY.

disbelieve-d-ing. disbelief.

Disc. Disk.

DiSCHARGE-D-ING.
—Can I discharge at pier?
Discharge-d-ing cargo ial
Discharge cargo as soon as possible.iAM
—Discharge pipes out of order.
—Discharge valves out of order.

—Discharged for.

—Discharged from.
—Discharged in.

—Discharged on the —

.

Iam discharging (or, taking in) powder
or explosives.

Flag B, or, Code Flag over B
I have received orders for you to dis-

charge cargo at — 1--SR
—I shall discharge.
Must discharge cargo to repair damages,

KJR
—Obliged to discharge.
Owners desire me to inform you to dis-

charge cargo first at (place indicated),
ST

Send flats to discharge cargo iaz

When do you commence discharging
cargo? - IBJ

Where did you discharge cargo? ibl

Without discharging cargo ibo

You will discharge cargo—^at — ibq

DlSCIPLINE-D-ING.

DiscLOSE-D-iNG. (Divulge) lu

discolor-ed-ing-ation.

Disconnect.
—Disconnected-ing.
—Does disconnecting affect your steering?

Let your wheels (or, screw) revolve

without disconnecting QOb

DiSCONTENT-ED-LY-MENT.
Crew discontented; will not work -KCO

DiSCONTINUE-D-ING-ATION.
—Discontinue repeating signals.

Light, or. Floating light is discontinued

(or, gone) --QSG

Your agent (or agent specified) has dis-

continued business dtp

DiSCOUNT-ED ING.

—At a discount.
—WTiat is the discount?

LDK

LDM
LDN
LDO
LDP
LDQ
LDR
LDS
LDT
LDU

LDV

LDW
LDX

LDY

LDZ

LEA

LEB

LEC
LED
LEF
LEG
LEH
LEI
LEJ

LEK

LBM

LEN

LEO

LEP

LEQ

LEB

LES

DiSCOURAGE-D-ING.

Discourtesy
(Incivility) pgi

Discover-ed-ing-able-y.
Can you discover?
—Have, or. Has been discovered.
Have, or. Has not been discovered.

—Have you been discovered?
—Have you discovered?
—I made the discovery.
—What have you discovered?
—When did you discover?

Discredit-ed-ing-ablb-y.

Discretion-al. Discreetly.
—Use you own discretion.

Disouss-ED-iNG-ioN. ( Controversy. )

DisEASE-D. (See also Sick. )

A contagious disease on board (or at
place indicated) -Gpq

Contagious disease Jsc
Disease, or. Sickness is contagious ..vb
Disease, or. Sickness is not contagious,

vc
I have (or, have had) a dangerous infec-

tious disease on board.
Code Flag over l

—Infectious disease.

Is disease (or, sickness) contagious?-va
—Venereal disease.

Disembark-ATION.
—Disembarked-ing.
—Have, or. Has been disembarked.
—Passengers will have to be disembarked.
—Prepare to disembark—at —

.

—Shall, or. Will be disembarked.
—To be disembarked.
Troops are ready to disembark ybo
Where will passengers have to be dis-

embarked? - TDV

DiSENGAGE-D-ING-MENT.

DiSGUISE-D-ING. To DISGUISE.

I have been chased by a disguised war
vessel INP

—I saw war vessel (or, vessels) disguised
off—.

Keep a good lookout, as it is reported
enemy's war vessels are going about
in disguise of merchantmen OJ

—Passed a war vessel disguised; funnel
(or, funnels)— . Here give the color

or the design of the line of steamers
that it may be an imitation of.

DiSORACE-D-ING-FULLY.

DiSHONEST-y-LY.

Dishonor-ed-able-ably.

disinpect-ed-ing-ant.

Disk. Disc lcn
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DISLIKE—DISTINGUISH.

LET

LEU

LEV

LEW

LEX

LEY
LEZ

LFA-
LFB

LFC
LED
LFE

LEG

LFH

LFI

LFJ

LFK

LFM
LPN
LFO
LFP

LPQ
LFR
LFS

LET

LEU

LEV

LEW
LEX

DiSLIKE-D-ING.

DiSLOCATB-D-ING-ION.
Arm dislocated evj

DiSMANTLE-D-ING.

DiSMAST-ED-ING.
Lost the (or, her) masts raz
Vessel seen (or, indicated) losther masts,

EBP
When did you lose your masts? rmj

DlSMISS-Er*-ING-AL.

Disobey-ED-iNG-DiENCE.
—Disobey-ed-ing-dience of orders.

DiSOEDER-BD-LY.
—Is, or, Are in great disorder.

DiSPATCH-ED-ING. TO DISPATCH. (See
Despatch) kwv

DiSPENSE-D-ING—WITH.
—Can spare {or, dispense with).
—Can you spare (or, dispense with)?

DiSPERSE-D-ING.
Convoy to disperse and make for desti-
nation IS

Convoy to disperse and reassemble at
rendezvouz

( or place indicated) it
Convoy to spread as far as possible, keep-
ing within signal distance iz

DiSPLACE-D-ING-MENT.

DlSPLAY-ED-ING.

DiSPLEASE-D-ING-URE.

DiSPOSE-D-ING-AL.
An opportunity for selling (or, disposing

of) SEV
An opportunity of disposing of cargo,

HZQ—At my own disposal.
—At your disposal.

—Can dispose of.

-^Can not dispose of.

Dispose of cargo as soon as possible,
IAN—For disposal.

—Have you disposed of?
—Not disposed of.

DiSPROVE-D.

DiSPUTE-D-ING-ABLE.

DiSQUALIPY-IED-IOATION.

DiSREGARD-ED-ING.
—Disregard leader's movements. Disre-

gard motions.

Dissatisfied. Dissatisfaction. (Discon-
tent) LDE

LEY DiSSENT-BD-ING-SION.

LEZ
LGA

LGB

LGC

LGD
LGB

LGF

LGH
LGI
LGJ
LGK

LGM
LGN

LGO
LGP

LGQ

LGR
LGS
LGT

LGU

LGV
LGW
LGX

LGY
LGZ
LHA

DiSSOLVE-D-ING-UTION.
—Dissolution of partnership.

Congress, Parliament, Assembly (or
other legislative body) is dissolved.fbj

Distance.
At — (time indicated) — (place indi-

cated) bore —, distant — mUes ed
Bearings and distance of qbf
Can not make out your flags; come
nearer (or, make Distant Signals).vm

—Communicate by Distant Signals.
Convoy to spread as far as possible,
keeping within signal distance iz

Course and distance jzg—Distant.
—Distant Signals (when spoken of). (See

page 533.

)

Extend-ed-ing your distance mpn
How far oflf? What distance? mta—I am going to communicate by Distant

Signals.
I wish to signal ; will you come within
easy signal distance vj

Keep within signal distance pzu
—Make Distant Signals.
—Miles distant (or, from).
—Not sufficient distance.

Sufficient distance.
What distance? How far off? mta—What distance off is?

What distance were you—from?
What are the bearing and distance of—

(place or vessel indicated)1 eo.

What is the distance—to?
When I have run my distance I shall put
her head off until —

.

Distil-led-ling-ler-y-lation.

DiSTlNCT-LY-ION-IVE-NESS.
—Distinct enough.
—Your signal is not distinct,

tion doubtful.
Interpreta-

Distinguish-ed-ing-able. (See also Make
Out.)

Calls the attention of the vessel whose
distinguishing signal follows dr

—Can you, or. Could you distinguish?
—Can you distinguish what — (vessel in-

dicated) has hoisted?
—Can not distinguish her (or, your) colors.
Can not distinguish your signal flags;
come nearer, (or, make Distant Sig-
nals) __, VM—Distinguishing vane.

—I can not distinguish (or, see).
—Plainly distinguishable. I saw it very

plainly.

Repeat your distinguishing signal ; the
flags were not made out dtj

Show your distinguishing signal dv
Signal not understood, although the

flags are distinguished wcx
Vessel has not shown her number (or,

distiiiguishing signal) slh
Vessels just arrived, show your distin-
guishing signals DX
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DISTINGUISH—DO.

LHB

LHC

LHD
LHE

LHG

LHI

LHJ
LHK

LHM

LHN

LHO

LHP

LHQ

LHR
LHS

LHT

LHU

DiSTiNQTJiSH

—

Continued.
Vessels just weighed (or, leaving), show
your distinguishing signals dz

Vessels that wish to be reported all

well, show your distinguishing sig-

nals DYT
Vessels that wish to he reported on
leaving, show your distinguishing
signals .^eb

Vessels that wish to be reported, show
your distinguishing signals ea—^Your signal flags can not be distin-
guished.

DiSTBESS-ED.
Boat in distress (bearing, if necessary),

ES
Did you see avessel in distress? Itd

—Distressed for want of coal.

—Distressed for want of food.—^Distressed for want of water.—^Distressed seaman.
Do you think we ought to pass a vessel
in this distressed condition 1 ne

Have you seen or heard of a vessel
wrecked or in distress ? __ zu

—How long have you
(
or vessel indicated

)

been in such distress ?

I will assist you (or vessel in distress),

FGI
I will remain by you (or vessel in dis-

tress) AI
In distress ; want assistance NS
In DISTRESS; WANT IMMEDIATE ASSIST-
ANCE* NO

*See Distress Signals, page 7.

Is not vessel (bearing if necessary) in
distress? NT

—Put in, in distress.

—Relieve vessel in distress.

Signals of distress WCY
Signals of distress in

—

(direction indi-

cated) wcz
—Strange sail (or vessel indicated) is (or,

was) in distress.

Vessel indicated in distress, wants im-
mediate assistance nw

Vessel indicated appears in distress. -NX
Vessel on — (bearing indicated) is mak-
ing signals of distress wdp

DiSTRIBUTE-D-ING-ION.

District—OF—

.

Agricultural district—of— — dul
Mining district—of— BtJQ

DiSTBUST-ED-ING-PUL-LY.

DiSTURB-ED-ING-ANCE.
Atmospheric disturbance fjp
—^Disturbance is quelled.—^Disturbance on shore (or, at— ).

I have no cargo to disturb my com-
JHU

Ditch.

Ditto.

LHV

LHW
LHX
LHY
LHZ
LIA

LIB
Lie
LID
LIE

LIF

JilG

LIH

LIJ

LIK

LIM

LIN

DlVE-D-ING-B.
Artificer diver. _ bzq
—Can you lend me a diver 1

—Diver's gear.
—Diver's helmet.
—Diver's pump.
—Diver's telephone.
Diving apparatus erg
Diving bell- -Gbo

—Diving dress.

—Have you (or vessel indicated) a diver 1

—Require diver to clear screw.
—Require diver to examine bottom.

DiVIDE-D-ING-SION. DIVISIBLE.
Divisional boat - gsk

Dividend.

Divine Service.

Djerib. (Square -measure) axp

Divulge-d-ing.

Do, Did, Doing, Done. bmf
After it was done dqy
Badly done frj
Can, or, May do (or, be done) blt
Can, or. May do it blu
Can, or. May have done (or, been done),

blv
Can, or. May it be done? blw
Can you (or person indicated) do it?

dep
Cannot, or, May not do (or, be done),

BLX
Can not, or, May not do it bly
Can not, or, May not have done (or,

been done) blz
Could, or, Might do (or, be done) ..bma
Could, or. Might have done (or, been
done) ..' BMC

Could, or. Might not do (or, be done),
bmd

Conld. or, Might not have done (or-, been
done) bme

—Do all.

Do, Does, Did, Doing, Done bmf
Do, Does, or, Did he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) ? btq

Do, Does, or. Did his (her-s, it-s)?..BMG
Do, Does, or. Did I (my, mine)? ...bmh
Do, Does, or. Did not bmi
Do, Does, or, Did that (or, this)? ..bmj
Do, Does, or. Did the? bmk
Do, Does, or, Did there? bml
Do, or, Did these (or,' those)? bmn
Do, Does, or, Did they (their-s)?.--BM0
Do, Does, or, Did we (our-s)? bmf
Do, Does, or, Didyou-r-s? .bmq
Do not let him (her, it, or person indi-

cated)—have btr
—Do what is to be done.
Do you think it will be? xpy

—Doing well.

Easily done deg
Had, Has, or. Have done (or, been done)

,

bmb
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DO.

LIO

LIP

LIQ

LIR

Do

—

Continued.
Had. Has, or. Have not done (or, been

done) BMS
Had, or. Have I done? bmt
Had, or, Have they done? bmtj

Had, or. Have we done? bmv
Had, or. Have you done? bmw
Has it been done (accomplished) ?.-DEH
Having done bmx
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) does (do, or, did) buh
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) does (do, or, did) not bui
He, She, It, {or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) done (or,

is, or, are doing) btjl

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) not done
(or, is, or, are not doing) bup

He, She, It (or persons or things indi->

cated) should (ur, would) do (or, be
done BVN

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) not do (or,

be done) bvr
How do (does, or, did)? bxl
How do (or, did) you? bxm
I do (or, did) bmy
I do (or, did) not bmz

—I do not think it will be.

I do not think it will do xqb
I had (or, have) done bna
I had (or, have) not done —bnc
I shall (or, will) do bnd
I shall (or, will) not do bne
I should (or, would) do bnf
I should (or, would) not do bng

—I will do it if I can.
If he (she, it, or persons or things in-

dicatedy Aoes (do, or, did) byh
If he (she, it, or persons or things in-

dicated) does (do, or, did) not byi
If I do (or, did) bzf
If I do (or, did) not Bza

—If I were you, I should not do it.

If it can (or, may) be done bzr
If it can not (or. may not) be done.BZS
If they do (or, did) cam
If they do (or, did) not can
If we do (or, did) cbf
If we do (or, did) not CBa
If you do (or, did) CBW
If you do (or, did) not CBX
Is it done? ...bnh
Is it not to be done? bni
Is it to be done? bnj
It, etc. (See He, above.

)

It can (or, may) be done bnk
It can not (or, may not) be done.-.BNL
It could (or, might) be done. bnm
It could (or, might) not be done bno
It has (or, had) been done bnp
It has (or, had) not been done bnq
It ought not to be done bns
It ought to be done bne
It shall (or, will) be done bnt
It shall (or, will) not be done bnu
It will do BNV

—It will do very well.

May, etc. (See Can, above.

)

Might, etc.. (See Could, aboue.)

LIS

LIT

LIU

Do

—

Continued.
Must do (or, be doiie) cen
Must not do (or, be done) cew
Not doing-- .. --Crp
Not doing well zbl
Not done CFQ
Not easily done -.- dei
Not to be done -.cai

—Now doing.
Ought I to—do? CHQ
Ought to do (or, be done) CHZ
Shall, or, "Will do (or, be done) .--Bnw
Shall, or, Will have done (or, be done),

BNX
Shall, or, "Will he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) do (or, be done) ?

bwp
Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) not do (or, be
done)? bwj

Shall, or, Will not do (or, be done).bnt
Shall, or. Will not have done (or, been
done) - BNZ

Shall, or, Will they do it?-- boa
Shall, or. Will they not do it? BOC
Shall, or, Will you doit? BOD
Shall, or. Will you not do it? boe
Should, or. Would do (or, be done)-BOF
Should, or, Would have done (or, been
done) BOG

Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) do (or, be
done) Bwo

Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per
sons or things indicated) not do (or,

be done)? bwt
Should, or. Would not do (or, be done),

BOH
Should, or, Would not have done (or,

been done) BOI
They do (or, did) BOJ
They do (or, did) not bok
They had (or, have) done bol
They had (or, have) not done bom
To be done — -CNR
To do -CNT

—Very well done.
Was, or. Were done (or, doing) bon
Was, or, Were not done (or, doing) -BOP
We do (or. did) -BOQ
We do (or, did) not bor
We had (or, have) done bos
We had (or, have) not done bot

—Well done.
What, or. Which do (does, or, did)?-CQB
What, or. Which does (do, or, did) he

(she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated)1 CQD
What, or. Which do (or, did) they (we,

or, you)? CQE
What, or. Which shall (or, will) I (or,

we) do? CQL
What, or. Which shall (or, will) they

(or, you) do?---, cqn
What, or, Which should (or, would) I

(or, we) do? . cqr
What, or.Which should (or, would) they

(or, you) do? CQS
When do (does, or, did)? crb
When does (do, or, did) he (she, it, or
persons or things indicated)"! CRD
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DO—DOUBLE.

LIV

LIW
LIX

LIY
LIZ
LJA
LJB
LJC
LJD
LJE
LJF
LJG
LJH
LJI
LJK
LJM
LJN
LJO

LJP
LJQ
LJB

LJS

LJT

LJU

LJV
LJW

Do

—

Continued.
When do {or, did) I {or, we)? cke
When do {or, did) they {or, you)?-.CRF
When done with ... .org
When shall {or, will) I (they, we, or,

you) do? CRY
When shall (or, will) it be done?. _ -Crx
Where do (does, or, did)?.. ..csx
Where do {or, did) I {or, we)? csy
Where do {or, did) they {or, you)?--CSZ
—Where is it to take place (or, to be done)?
Who do (does, or, did)? cue
Why do (does, or, did)? ovg
Why do (does, or, did) not? cvh
Why do {or, did) yon? cvi
Why do {or, did) you not?. _.CVJ
Will, etc. {See Shall, above.)
Will it do? BOTJ

Will not do BOV
Will you do it? CWE
Would, etc. {See Shoiild, above. )

You do {or, did) bow
You ido {or. did) not? box
You had {or, have) done boy
You had {or, have) p.ot done boz

DOCK-ED-ING.
—Do you go into dry dock? Will you have

to go into dry dock?
Dock authorities png
—Dock dues.
—Dock laborer.

—Dockers' Union.
—Docks — at —

.

—Dry dock.
—Floating dock.
—Graving dock.
—In dock.
—Is there any dry dock here?
—Must go into dry dock.
—No dry dock nearer than —

.

—Out of dock.
—Tidal dock.

—Undock-ed-ing.
—Wet dock.
What is the depth over sill? kvh
—What is the length of dock at —

?

—^When do you come out of dry dock?

—When were you last docked?
Will you have to go into dry dock, or.

Do you go into dry dock? Lix

Wish to enter port or dock tm

Docket.

Dockyard.
Dockyard authorities enh

Doctor.
Accident; want a surgeon {or, doctor),

AM
—Doctor, or, Surgeon is away.
—Doctor, or. Surgeon shall be sent for.

Doctor, or. Surgeon wants assistance,
EGP

Doctor, or. Surgeon will come imme-
diately WN

Have you a doctor {or, surgeon)?- --WK
I am in want of a doctor {or, medical

assistance) fgl

LJX

LJY
LJZ

LKA
LKB

LKC
LKD

LKE

LKF

LKG
LKH

LKI

LKJ

LKM

LKN
LKO
LKP

LKQ
LKR
LKS

LKT

LKU

LKV
LKW

LKX
LKY
LKZ

Doctor—Continued.
May I send a sick person to- see your
doctor {or, surgeon)? wl

—No doctor {or, surgeon).
No doctor {or, surgeon) available.-WM
Surgeon, or. Doctor shall be sent for,

LJW
Want a doctor {or, surgeon) ; send me
one from the nearest place wo

Want a surgeon {or, doctor). Medical
assistance wanted fgl

Will your doctor {or, surgeon) come on
board? wp

Document. (See also Paper.
)—Bring all your documents {or, papers)

.

Papers and documents tal

Dog.
—Dog watch.

Doing. {See Do) bmf

Dollar. {Coin) atj

Dolphin.
Dolphin striker.

Dome.

Domestic-ate-d-ing-ity.

Dominion.
—His, or. Her Majesty's dominions.

Domingo, Santo.
Colors.

Don.

Santo Domingo

Done. (See Do) bmf

Donkey. {Animal.)

Donkey Boiler gwv
Donkey boiler burst gwx
Donkey boiler damaged gw

y

—Donkey engine.
—Donkey engine disabled.

—Donkey pump disabled.

Door.
—Manhole door.

—Water-tight door.

doppelzentner.

Dose.

{Measure of weight),
ZNL

DOT-TED-ING.
Dot between initials. -Code Flag over f

Double-d-y-ing. Dual.
—Double acting-ion.

Double altitude .-EDI

Double bottom. - hay
—Double expansion engine.

—Double reef-ed.

—Double topsail.

Double topsail yard xwd

76564—09 15
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DOUBLOON—DRIVE.
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DRIVE—DURING.

LNW
LNX

LNY

LNZ

LOA

LOB

LOG

LOD

LOE

LOF

LOG

LOH

LOI

LOJ

LOK

LOM

LON
LOP

LOQ
LOR

LOS

LOT

LOU
LOV

Drive—Continued.
Driving

; parted from anchors eia
Drove on the rocks -- - loe
We are driving.

Driver, or, Spanker.
Spanker, or. Driver boom ozv
Spanker, or, Driver boom sprang -.Gzw

Drizzle-d-ing.

Drogue.

Droit.
Droits of admiralty dlw

Drop-eed-ping.
Drop a kedge. Bring to with a kedge,

PXV
Drop astern—of.- rm
Drop boat gsu

—Drop down with the tide.

Make sail, or, Go ahead and drop a boat
on board dvn

Time ball drops at — ftj
When does time ball drop? ftk
When will yon drop down? lmq

-LNU

Drought.

Drove. (See aZso Drive) -

—Drove on the rocks.

Drown.
Accident happened; drowned; drown-
ing DCH

—Drowned-ing.

Drug-ged-ging-gist.

Drum.

Drunk-en-ness.
Charged with drunkenness imb

—Drunkard.

Dry-ied-ing. To Dry.
Do you go into dry dock? Will you
have to go into dry dock? Lix

—^Dry. Dryness.
—Dry at low water.
Dry dock ^ ljc

—Dry rot.

—High and dry.

Is there any dry dock here? ljg
Must go into dry dock ljh

No dry dock nearer than— : LJI

When do you come out of dry dock?-LJQ

Dual lkv

Ducat. (Coin) -Atm

Duchess. Duke loy

Duck.

LOW

LOX

Due.
Duly

—Due at.

—Due from.

.LPA

LOY

LOZ

LPA

LPB

LPC

LPD

LPE

LPF
LPG
LPH

LPI

LPJ

LPK

LPM
LPN
LPO

LPQ

LPR
LPS

LPT
LPU
LPV
LPW
LPX

Due—Continued.
—Due on.

Due to arrive—at eyd
Mail is due on — -— Rfe

Dues. {Fees. )

Dock dues liy
Harbor dues omx

• Light dues .--QSB

Dug LAG

DuiM. {Measure of length) avo

Duke. Duchess.

dull-ness.
Business dull hnu

Duly.

Dumb.

Dunnage.

Duplicate.
Have you a duplicate {or, copy)—of?

JWB
—I can supply you with a duplicate of

engine (part. mentioned).
I have no duplicate :_--jwc

—In duplicate.
—^Send a duplicate.

—Send the duplicate.
Take, or, Make a duplicate {or, copy),

JWD
Durable-ness-ility.

Duration.

During.
Arrived during the day Exv
Arrived during the night exw

—During a gale.

—During a thick fog.

—During meal hours.
During my absence {or, the absence of

— ) DAX
—During the — {or, a —).

During the cruise .kfa
During the day knp

—During the fog.

—During the gale. Whilst the gale lasts.

During the monsoon {or, trades) —ryj
—During the night.

—During the passage {or, voyage).
—During the time in harbor.

—During the war.
—I shall lie-to during the night.

I shall steer — during the night ---wtz
I will keep close to you during the
night ivr

Keep close during the fog pyo
Keep me in sight during the night
{bearing to follow, if necessary) - . pyv

Passed during the night tcq
Pay strict attention to signals during
the night dt

Shall signal with steam whistle {or,

siren) during fog {or, darkness) --WE
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DURING—EAST.

LPY

LPZ

LQA

LQB

LQC
LQD
LQE
LQF

LQG

LQH
LQI

LQJ
LQK

LQM
LQN

LQO

LQP

LQE

LQS

LQT
LQU
LQV
LQW
LQX
LQY
LQZ

During—Continued.
Spoke several vessels during the pas-

sage vsu
Will you keep close to me during the
night? IVK

D0SK-Y-INESS.
As soon as it is dusk fbn

—Before it is dusk.

DUST-Y.
Gold dust ODK

Dutch-man. Dutch Colors.

Duty.
—A great neglect of duty.
—Neglect of duty.
—Will do his {or, its) duty very well.

Duty. (Customs.)
Custom-house duties kgv
Duties are altered ech
Export duties MPC
Import duties peo

—Is there any duty on?
—Without duty.

Dye-d-ing-ek.
—Dyewoods.

Dying.
—Dying at the rate of — a day.
Dying for want of water nf

Dynamite-r.

Dynamo.

Dysentery. Case op dysentery idl

Dyspepsia-tic.

E. (Letter.) (For new method of spelling,
seepage 13.)

Each.
Each of the (or, them).
—Each of us (or, our).
Each of you (or, your).
Each other.

—Each ship.

Each way.

LRA

LRB

LRC

LRD
LRE

LRF

LRG
LRH

LRI

LRJ

LRK
LRM
LRN
LRO

LRP

LRQ

LRS

LRT
LRU

LRV

LRW
LRX
LRY

LRZ
LSA
LSB

LSC

LSD

LSE
LSF

Eager-ly-ness.

Eagle. (Bird.)

Eagle. (Coin) atn

Ear.

Earing.
—Reef earing.

Earl.

Early. Early—in.

—Earlier. * Earliest.

Eakn-ed-ing. To earn.

Earnest-ly-ness.

Earth.
—Earth circuit.

—Earth current.
—Earth plate.

Earthenware. (China

)

ipc

Earthquake.

Earthwork.

Ease-d-ing.
. To ease.

Ahead easy. Go ahead easy lh
Astern easy. Go astern easy lk
Ease her. Reduce speed mp

—Ease off.

—Easier. Easiest.
Easily accomplished (done) deg
—Easy. Easily.
Easy ahead lh
Easy astern lk—Easy sail. Keep under easy ^ail.

Fire can easily be got at.-- on
—Go easy.

—I shall keep under easy sail.

Not easily accomplished (done) dei
Not easy landing on the beach . Scarcely
prudent to land pzx

—Under easy sail.

—Which is the easiest?
—With the greatest ease.

East. (Compass in degrees) aeu

East. (Compass in points) aqu—^Easterly-em-ing-ward.
Alongshore to the eastward of — (dis-

tance in miles may follow) eao
East India cargo hza
East India Government ofr
Eastlndiaman phw
East longitude qyz

—From the eastward.
North-east-erly-ern-ing-ward-er SJM
On. or. At the east coast of — iyh
On, or. At the N.E. coast of — lYG
On. or. At the S.E. coast of— iyj
South-east-erly-eming-ward-er wli—To, or, For the eastward.
Too far to the eastward.
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EASTER—ELIGIBLE.

LSG

LSH

LSI
LSJ

LSK

LSM
LSN
LSO
LSP

LSQ

LSR

LST

LSU
L8V
LSW
LSX
LSY
LSZ

LTA

LTB
LTC
LTD

LTE

LTF
LTG

LTH

LTI

LTJ

LTK
LTM
LTN
LTO

LTP

LTQ

LTR

LTS
LTU
LTV
LTW

Easter.
After Easter dqt
—Before Easter.

Easy-ily. (.Sfee Ease) lev

Eat-ing-en-ablb.
—Worm eaten.

Ebb-ed-ing.
Bar is impassable for boats on the ebb

tide -- E(j

Do not ab^andon the vessel till the tide

has ebbed ad
—Ebb sets —

.

—Ebb tide.

—How will the ebb set?—-When the ebb makes.
"When will the tide ebb? --xi

Ebonite.

Ebony.

Eccentbic-ity-al.
Eccentric bar broken pwj
—^Eccentric gear.—^Eccentric pulleys loose.

—Eccentric rod bent.
—^Eccentric rod broken.
—Eccentric sheaves out of order.
—^Eccentric strap broken.

ECLIPSE-D-ING.

ECONOMY-IC-IOAIi-IZE.
—Economize-d-ing fuel.

—Most economical speed.

Ecuador. Ectjadoe Colors.

Eddy.
—Eddy tide.

Edge-d-ing. Edgewise.
Water's edge ywn

Edition. Editor.

Educatb-d-ing-ion.

Educe-tion,
—Eduction gear.

—Eduction pipe out of order.

—Eduction port.

Can a landing be effected? Can boats

land? EW
Have, or, Has the desired effect- --kwq

The desired effect Kwu
Try to effect ^^^

Efpective-ly.

Eefectual-ly.

Ebfervesce-d-ing-nce.
—Effervescing drink.

Epficient-ly-cy.
—May be made efficient.

LTX
LTY

LTZ

LUA

LUB

LUC

LUD
LUE
LUP
LUG

LUH
LUI

LUJ

LUK

LUM

LUN
LUO

LUP
LUQ

LUR
LUS
LUT
LUV
LUW
LUX
LUY
LUZ
LVA
LVB
LVC
LVD
LVE
LVF
LVG
LVH
LVI
LVJ
LVK

LVM

LVN

LVO

LVP

Effort.
—Use utmost efforts (exertions, or, en-

deavors)—to.

Egg.

Egypt-ian. Egyptian Colors.

Egyptian Pound, or, Lira ato

ElGHT-H-LY.

ElGHTEEN-TH.

Either. Either one.
—Either of the (or, them).
—Either of us, our-s.

—Either of you-r-s.

Ejbct-ed-ion-ment.
—Ejector.

El. '{Measure of length) AWJ

Elapse-d.

Elastic-ity.

Elbow.

Elder. (Older) SQi

Eldest. (Oldest) sqj

Elect-ed-ing-ion.
—Is, or, are elected for —

.

Electric-AL-LY-iTY.
—Electric battery.

Electric bell gep
Electric brush hkn
Electric cable hrb

—Electric circuit.

—Electric current.
—Electric engine.

—Electric fuze.

—Electric launch.
—Electric light.

—Electric light installation.

—Electric machine.—^Electric mine.
—Electric motor.
—Electrical communication.
—Electrician.

—Electro contact.

—Electro contact mine.
—Electro magnet.
—Keep electric light on —

.

—Search light, or, Electric projector

—Turn off electric light.

—Turn on electric light.

Electrician lyd

Elephant.

Elevate-d-inq-ation-or.

Eleven-th.

Eligible-ility.
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END—ENGINE.

LYM
LYN

LYO

LYP

LYQ

LYR

LYS

LYT
LYU

LYV

LYW

LYX

LYZ
LZA

LZB
LZC

LZD

LZE

LZF

LZG

LZH
LZI
LZJ
LZK
LZM

End—Conimwed.
End of November skw
End of October soi
End of September .-Vrm
—End on.

—Endless.
Gaff end nve

—Tail end of main shaft broken.
The authorities will put an end to the

affair dpj
The latter end—of fiz
Was thrown on her {or, my) beam
ends GAX

When will the end (or, last) be?

ENDANGER-ED-mO.

Endeavok-ed-ing. To endeavor—to.

{See also Attempt and Try. )

Boats should endeavor to land where
flag is waved {or, light is shown) _ _jz

—Endeavor. {Effort.)
Endeavor-ed-ing to ascertain rcj
Endeavor to come alongside ebd
Endeavor to send a line by boat (cask,

kite, or. raft, etc.) ka
Endeavor to pick up boat GSV
I shall not endeavor to make the land,

QDX
—Shall, or, Will endeavor—to.

—Shall I endeavor—to?

Should you part, endeavor to beach your
vessel where people are assembled {or

as pointed out by compass signal from
you) FZU

Use utmost endeavors (exertions, or,

efforts)—to LTY
—Utmost endeavor.
We will endeavor to send a line. _ - Quw

Endless lyn

Endorse-d-ing-ment.

Enduhe-ance.

Enemy.
—By, or. With the enemy.
Enemy has abandoned cxm
Enemy is advancing _.dne

—Enemy is at sea.

—Enemy is breaking up his encampment.
Enemy is closing with you, or. You are

closing the enemy -.-Od

—Enemy is collecting in force.

Enemy is in sight oe
Enemy is on the alert dwx

—Enemy is retreating.

Enemy is throvring up batteries .--FYS

—Enemv's boat.

Enemy's cruisers have been seen to the

—, steering to the — , of

—Enemy's fleet {or, squadron).

Enemy's fleet has been seen to the —

,

steering to the — ---oo

—Enemy's force.

—Enemy's gunboat.
^-Enemy's infantry.
—^Enemy's ship (or, cruiser).

—Enemy's torpedo boat.

LZN
LZO

LZP
LZQ

LZB,

LZS

LZT
LZU

LZV

LZX

LZY
MAB
MAC

MAD
MAE
MAF
MAG

MAH
MAI
MAJ
MAK
MAL

MAN

MAO

MAP
MAQ
MAR
MAS
MAT
MAU
MAV
MAW
MAX
MAY

Enemy—Conimwed.
Enemy's torpedo boats have been seen

to the —.steering to the— oh
Enemy's troops embark-ed-ing lwq

—^Enemy's troops land-ed-ing.
—Has the enemy?
Have been chased by the enemy oi

—If the enemy.
—Is, or. Was threatened by the enemy.
Keep a good lookout, as it is reported
enemy's war vessels are going about
disguised as merchantmen OJ

—Of, or. From the enemy.
Saw enemy's ship {or, cruiser) off —

{or in latitude and longitude indi-

cated) KFD
Saw enemy's ship or, (cruiser) to the—

,

KFE
Saw the enemy's fleet {or, squadron)
off— .--.» -OK

—Saw the enemy's fleet {or, squadron)
steering —

.

—^Should the enemy.
—To the enemy.

Vessel chasing is an enemy inv
Vessel in sight is an enemy -OL

—Was the enemy?
With, or. By the enemy lza

LZW Energy-btic.

Service rifle.
Service-rifle cartridges-

Enporce-d-ing.
—Can not enforce it.

—Try to enforce it.

Engage-d-ing-ment.
—Am, Is, or. Are engaged.
—Are you engaged?
—Engage-d-ing with.

Is tug indicated engaged? tdo
—Several engagements. ;

—Severe engagement.
—Slight engagement.
—Sorry am (is, or, are) engaged.—'There has been an engagement between

— and —

.

Engine.
KIND OF ENGINE.

Auxiliary engine FOA
Caloric engine 1 hts
Circulating engine ira
Compound engine JLM

—Direct-action engine.
Donkey engine lkn
Double-expansion engine lkx
Electric engine lxtt

—Fire engine
—Gas engine.
—Hydraulic engine.
—-Locomotive engine.

—Motor engine.
—Quadruple-expansion engine.

—Rotary engine.

—Side-lever engine.
—Traction engine.
—Triple-expansion engine.
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ENGINE.

Engine—Continued.

PARTS OF ENGINES.
Air pump dwa
Air-pump gear dwb
Air valve dwk
Bearings of an engine gbn
Bilge pump gjs
Bilge pump {donkey) gjt
Bilge pump (main) Gju
Blow-oif cocks (or, gear). gnw
Blow-off valve gnz
Blow through pipe gob
Brine cock hig
Circulating pump-.. «rb
Clack valve iru
Cock lYU
Condenser .. jmq
Condenser pipe JMS
Condenser tube jmt
Connecting rod JPK
Crank kbh
Crank frame kbj
Crank head .._ kbl
Crank pin kbm
Crosshead ked
Cylinder kia
Cylinder cover kib
Cylinder side rod kif
D slide KIP
Eccentric gear lsu
Eduction gear ltm
Eduction port lto
Ejector lux
Engine bolt gxy

MAZ —Engine counter.
MBA —Engine shaft.

Escape valve mgw
Expansion gear mlz
Flooding cock nfp
Gauge cock . nxj
High-pressure cylinder _ _ _ . kig
High-pressure cylinder cover ouv
High-pressure piston ouw
Induction gear piv
Injection gear pku
Intermediate-pressure cylinder kih
Intermediate-pressure cylinder cover,

PQT
Intermediate-pressure piston pqu
Intermediate shaft pqv
Jet condenser pvh
Kingston valve qbd
Low-pressure cylinder ._ kij
Low-pressure cylinder cover kal
Low-pressure piston rbs
Lubricator, .__ ---RCO
Paddle box hdf
Paddle wheel szg
Parallel-motion gear tax
Pipe (steam) _.. wsM
Piston TKW
Piston rod tkt
Port engine toy
Pump gear ubi
Safety valve vdi
Sea cock vky
Shaft bearing obp
Slide valve wgi
Slide-valve rod a.wgn
Sluice valve whj

MBC
MBD
MBE

MBF
MBG
MBH
MBI
MBJ
MBK
MBL

MEN

MBO

MBP

MBQ

Engine—Continued.
Standards, or. Supports wqo
Starboard engine wqv
Starting gear wrp
Starting shaft wrh
Steam port - wsp
Steam-pressure gauge rjw
Steam steering gear wsT
Stop valve wxk
Stuffing box HDG
Suction pipe- ___ xcj
Surface condenser xfw
Throttle valve xrg
Thrust be|.ring gpq
Turning gear yen
Vacuum gauge ynm
Valve .__ _ ynt
Waste pipe yuv
"Water gauge yvq

general signals about engines.

Anything wrong with engine? ed
Atmospheric pressure fjq
Can not get a vacuum _ ynj
Clean engine isq
Damage to machinery (part to he indi-

cated) KJA
Defects can not be repaired at sea (or
at place indicated) ._ bf

Defects, or. Damage can not be repaired
without assistance bg

Defects may be set right in — hours.BD
Does disconnecting affect your steering?

LDC
—Engine can be set right in a short time.
—Engine does not work well.—Engine room.
Engine-room artificer or machinist.EZE
Engine-room bulkhead hln
Engine-room compartment jgz—Engine-room fire. '

—Engine room full of water.
—Engine room has — feet of water in it.—Engine-room log.

—Engine-room telegraph.
—Engine under temporary repair.
—Engine wants repair.
—Engine working badly frm
—Engine works very well.
Bxamine-ation (of) machinery mka
Good vacuum . ynk
Have you a good fire engine ? nag

—Have you, damaged your machinery?
Horsepower oyh
Hot bearings bi
How long do you require to clean your
engines? qym

I am going to stop ; machinery requires
adjusting rk

I can supply you with duplicate of
engine (part mentioned) lpe

—In the engine room.
Indicated horsepower oyi
Indicator diagram .Krs
Indifferent vacuum ynl
Let your wheels (or, screw)revolve with-
out disconnecting . (JOB

Making (number to follow) revolutions
per minute uwj

—My engine requires cleaning
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ENGINE.

MBR

MBS
MBT
MBU
MBV

MBW
MBX
MBY
MBZ

MCA

MCB

MOD
MCE

MCF
MCG

Engine—Continued.
My engines are going astern.

Code Flag over v
My engines are stopped.

Code Flag over tr

My working pressure is— TUS
—Near the engine room.
Packing sza
Proceed after repairing machinery-RDW
—Proceed under one engine.
—Proceeds under her own steam,
—Repairs of engine can not be done here.

—Repairs of engine may be done in —
hours.

Small adjustmentrequired to machinery,
DKG

—Start-ed-ing engine.
—Steam cutter's engine.
—Steam launch's engine.
—Steam pinnace's engine.

Stoke-hold, or, Fire-room, compartment,
JHA

—Supposed with engines broken down.
The damage done to machinery is not

serious, and is such as can be repaired

by the vessel's own engineers RL
—The engines must be thoroughly over-

hauled.
—The engines will be taken out.

—Under the engine room.
Vacuum yni
"Water gauge out of order yvr
"Water pressure vvz
"What is your horsepower {or that of

vessel indicated)''. oyl
-"Working her own engine.

-"Working one engine.
What pressure have you on? tuw

ACCIDENTS TO ENGINES OR MACHINERY.

Air-pump levers out of order dwc
Air pump out of order ...dwe
Air-pump rod broken -.. dwp
Bilge pump out of order aJv
Bilge-pump valves out of order gjw
Blow-off cock out of order gnx
Blow-off pipe burst gny
Condenser broken (damaged, or, out of

order) __ -JMR

Condenser {surface) out of order--.xpy
Condenser tubes burst JMU
Condenser tubes choked (or, saited) .jmv
Condensertubes leaking JMW
Condenser tubes out of order JMX
Connecting-rod bolts broken GXV
Connecting-rod brasses broken {or, out

of order) ---Heb

Coupling bolts broken GXW
Crank brasses broken {or, out of order),

HEC
Crank broken kbi

Crank-pin brasses broken--- kbn

Crank pin broken..- kbo
Crank shaft broken(or, defective)- -Kbq

Crank webs loose-- kbr
Cylinder cover broken kic

Cylinder cracked kat
Cylinder damaged kid

Cylinder out of order -KIE

Discharge pipe out of order lcq

MCH

MCI

MCJ
MCK

MCL
MCN
MCO
MCP

MCQ

MCR

Engine—Coreimwed.
Discharge valve out of order lor
Donkey engine disabled lko
Donkeypump disabled- lkp
Eccentric bar broken --- pwj
Eccentric pulleys loose..- lsv
Eccentric rod bent — LSW
Eccentric rod broken lsx
Eccentric sheaves out of order- lsy
Eccentric strap broken Lsz
Eduction pipe out of order ltn
—Engines broken down.
Engines broken down ; I am disabled-Bj

—Engines broken down; obliged to pro-

ceed under sail.

—Engines broken down ; towed in by—

,

—Engines broken dovm ; under temporary
repair.

Engines completely disabled mq
—Engines disabled ; can repair in— hours.

—Engines, or, Machinery disabled.

—Engine seating loose.

—Engines working on seating.

Expansion valve out of order mna
Feed-check valves out of order iod
Feed pipe broken (or, out of order) - -MUZ
Feedpump out of order mvb
Feed-pump valves out of order mvc
Flaw in shaft neh
Have broken main shaft MR
High-pressure cylinder cover broken,

KAI
High-pressure cylinder cracked {or, out

of order) kau
High-pressure piston broken oux
High-pressure valve out of order ..ouy
Holding-down bolts loose gya
Hot bearings --- Ri

Intermediate-pressure cylinder cover
broken kaj

Intermediate-pressure cylinder cracked
{or, out of order) kav

Levers damaged {or, out of order) - _qox
Low-pressure cylinder cracked {or, out

of order) kaw
Low-pressure slide jacket cover broken,

KAM
Machinery broken down mch
Machinery broken down ; irreparable at

sea KDV
Machinery, or. Engines disabled...mcn
Machinery out of order RJ
Machinery requires adjusting dkf

—Machinery slightly deranged.
Machinery supposed to have broken
down MCA

Machinery wants repair mbl
Main-bearing brasses broken {or, out of

order) -. GEO
Main check valve out of order lOE

Main shaft broken mr
Main shaft broken in stern tube RGT
Must have a new shaft vti

—One engine disabled.

Packing ring of cylinder cover broken,
KAN

Parallel-motion rod out of order... Tay
Piston broken tkx
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ENGINE—ENOUGH.

Engine—Continued.
Piston-rod bolts broken gyb
Piston-rod brasses broken {or, out of

order) hed
Piston rod cracked (or, broken) kax
Piston-rod crosshead damaged {or,

broken) kej
Propeller shaft broken MR

. Pump choked ubf
Pump crosshead out of order ubh
Pump gear worn out(o?-, defective) -Ubj
Pump-lever links broken ubl
Pump lever out of order tjbm
P»imp wants repairs. ubr
Refrigerating machinery out of order,

RDX
Repairs of engine may be done in —
hours MBV

Safety valve out of order vdj
Sea inlet (valve, or, cock) broken {or,

damaged) vla
Sea inlet choked - ipq
Shaft-coupling bolts broken gyf
Slide valve broken wgj
Slide-valve gear damaged {or, out of

order) wgl
Slide valve out of order wgm
Slide-valve rod broken WGO
Sluice valve out of order whk
Started a rivet uyn

• Starting gear out of order wrg
Steam pipe burst . - tko
Steam pipe damaged wsN
Steam pipe leaky wso
Steering gear disabled mz
Stem gland defective wuv
Stern tube damaged wva
Stuffing box broken hdi
StuflSng-box glands out of order ...hdj
Surface condenser out of order xfy
Tail end of main shaft broken Lyo
Thrust block broken g'mz
Thrust block damaged gna
Thrust-block rings defective gnb
Thrust collar damaged ., jad
Thrust shaft broken xrn
Tubes out of order ydg
Tunnel shaft broken ydx
Water gauge out of order yvr

SPEED, or, MOVEMENTS OF ENGINES.

Ahead easy. Go ahead easy lh
Astern easy. Go astern easy lk
Ease her. Reduce speed mp
Pull speed nsv
Go ahead lg
Go ahead easy. Easy ahead lh
Go ahead full speed- li
Go astern .. U
Go astern. Heave all aback LP
Go astern easy. Easy astern lk
Go astern full speed lm
Go full speed obs
Go half speed obt
Half speed olm
I am going full speed oci
I am going half speed ocj
Keep-ing, Kept going ahead dvl
Keep-ing, Kept going astern fho

MCS

MCT
MCU
MCV

MOW

MCX

MCY

MCZ

MDA

MDB

MDC
MDE

MDF
MDG

MDH
MDI
MDJ
MDK
MDL
MDN
MDO
MDP
MDQ

MDR
MDS
MDT
MDU

MDV
MDW
MDX

Engine—Continued.
My engines are going astern

Code Flag over v
My engines are stopped.

-Code Flag over v
Obliged to stop engines wxh
Quarter speed.. wmv
Slow speed whe
Stop her ml
Stop instantly. ( Urgent) mn
Stop engines to adjust towing cables,

DKH
Stopping only for small adjustment of
machinery rdy

Engine Room ..mbe
Engine-room artificers, or, machinists,

EZR

Engineer.
Can you supply me with anyone to take
charge (or, act) as engineer? rh

—Engineer surveyor.
—Engineer's stores.

—Engineer's tools.

The damage to the machinery is not
serious, and is such as can be repaired
by the vessel's own engineers rl

England-ish. English Colors. (See
also British. )

Bank of England f0N

Englishman.

Enjoy-ed-ing-ment.

Enlarge-d-ing-ment.

Enlist-ed-ing-ment.
Foreign Enlistment Act dif

Enough—of. (See also Sufficient.)
Distinct enough ...lgs—Enough, or. Sufficient room.

—Enough scope.
Enough time mdz
—Far enough.
—Far enough to windward.
Fortunate enough to nmo
—Good enough.
—Hands enough.
—Have you enough {or. sufficient)?
—Have you men enough ?

—Have you room enough—for {or, to)—

?

I have enough.
—Is it enough?
Near-ly enough.
Not enough.
Not enough cable

; give more scope.hrm
Not enough wind.
—Not far enough.
Not short enough.
—Not square enough.
Not strong enough xaQ
Not time enough XTO
—Not water enough.
Not— enough.
—Quite enough (or, sufficient).
Room enough .-_mdc
Shall we have daylight enough? ...knt
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ENOUGH—EQUIVALENT.

MDY

MDZ

MEB

MBC

MED
MEF

MEG

MEH

MEI
MEJ
MEK
MEL
MEN

MEP
MEQ
MER
MES
MET

MEU

MEV

MEW
MEX

MEY
MEZ
MFA
MFB
MFC

MFD

MPE
MFG
MFH
MFI

'EisovQB.—Continued. i

—Take room enough.
They are not cautious enough igd
—Time enough.
Water enough xcu
—Will be enough.
You will have water enough over the
bar {or, into the harbor. ) Depth in
feet to follow. vt

You will not have water enough over
the bar (or, into the harbor). Depth
in feet to follow fwb

Enquire-Y

—

into {or, about). {See also

Ask.
)

Enquiry has been made plv
—Make eng^uiry.

—No enquiries—^for.

Eneol-led-ling-ment.

Ensign.
Can not distinguish her {or, your) en-

sign LGX
Dip your ensign . _.lbc

—Do not show your ensign.

—Ensign union downward.
—Foreign ensign.
—Half-mast your ensign.

—Haul down your ensign.

Have you a — ensign? mev
Hoist your ensign (colors) dw

—^Man-of-war ensign.

—Naval Reserve ensign.

—Neutral colors {or, ensign).

—Red ensign.

—She {or vessel indicated) has not shown
her ensign.

'

—She {or vessel indicated) has shown her

ensign.
Show your ensign. Hoist your colors,

DW
Vessel just arrived, show your ensign,

DT
What ensign has she hoisted? jbu
—Have you a — ensign?

Ensure-d-ing.
—Do the utmost you can to ensure holdmg

on ; everything will be wanted.

Entangle-d-ing.

Enter-ed-ing.
—Are you entered?

—Can not enter.

—Have, or. Has entered into.

Is vour ship entered at Custom-house?
KGZ

Permission is urgently requested to

enter harbor pd

—Try to enter.

Wish to enter port or dock tm

Enteric fever.

Enterpeise-ing.

Entertain-ed-ing.
—Entertainment.
Fears are entertained for the safety

of— : MUI

MFJ
MFK

MFL
MFN

MFD

MFP
MFQ

MFR

MFS
MET

MFU

MFV

MPW

MFX

MFY

MPZ

MGA

MGB

MGC

MGD

MGE
MGF

MGH
MGI
MGJ
MGK

MGL
MGN

MGO

MGP

Entitle-d-ing-to.
Is, or, Are not entitled.

-the-
Entrance.
—At the entrance of
Entrance bears — eg
Entrance, or, Bar is dangerous pq
—Entrance is difficult.

Entrance, or, Bar is not safe except at

slack water (or, at— , time indicated),
PVT

—Entrance not difflcult.

—Entrance of the port.,

Entrance of — blockaded gnj
Entrance of — is not blockaded gnk
—Harbor, or. Entrance buoy.
How does entrance bear? ej

Inner entrance (passage, or, channel),
iln

—Is entrance —

?

—Off the entrance.
Outer entrance (passage, or, channel),

ILS

The entrance of the gulf {or, harbor) is

mined.
•We have missed the entrance {or, passed

the port, or, harbor).

—What sort of an entrance is it {or, is

there to — ) ?

What wind leads through the passage
{or, entrance)?J zfd

When may the bar {or, entrance) be
attempted? pwd

Entrap-ped-ing.

Entreat-ED-iNG-Y.

Entry.
Date of entry klx

-KSN

Envelope-d-ing.

Envoy. {Be

Epidemic-al.

Epilbpsy-tic.

Epsom salts.

Equal-lbd-ling-ly-ity.
—An equal number {or, quantity)—of.
Equal altitudes edj

Equalize-d-ing-ation.

Equator-ial.
—On the equator.
—The equator. The Ime.
When did you cross the equator? --KEL
Where did you cross the equator?, .kbm
Where will you cross the equator?.KBN

Equinox-octial.
—Equinoctial gale.

Equip-ped-ping-ment.
Camp equipage -HTZ

Equivalent.
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ERASE-EXACTLY.
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EXPECT—EXTRA.

MNI
MNJ

MNK

MNL

MNO
MNP
MNQ

MNR
MNS

MNT
MNU

MNV
MNW

MNX

MNY

MNZ

MOA

MOB

MOC

MOD
MOE
MOP

MOG
MOH
MOI
MOJ

MOK

MOL
MON

MOP
MOQ
MOR
MOS
MOT
MOU

Expect—Continued.
—Expected next mail.
—Expected next week.
Pew expected mxb
Gale is expected—from— zd
Hourly expected ozl

—I expect.
I expect every moment mjl

—I expect your orders every moment.
In daily expectation of an embargo-LWH
It is expected the embargo will be taken

off LWJ
It is expected tlie vessels {or vessels in-

dicated) will be allowed to leave .dzj
—Many expected.
—May expect {or, be expected).
—May I expect?
News expected on — shl

—No expectation of.

—Not expected yet {or, until —).

Reinforcements are expected .-i-.-DOL
War expected yud

—Was fully expected.
—Were there any vessels, or. Was— (ves-

sel indicated) expected at —

?

What current (rate and direction) do
you expect (or, reckon on)? kgh

—What do you expect 1

—When do (or, did) you expect ?

When do you expect an answer ?--.enq
When do you expect to be off (or,

abreast of) — ? dap

EXPEDIBNT-ENCY.

ExPEDiTE-iNG. Expeditious.

Expedition.

expend-ed-inq-itube.
Ammunition is nearly expended ...efb
Report expenditure—of ury

Expense. {Charges.)
Expenses, or. Charges are moderate,

IMP—Expensive-ly.
What are the charges {or, expenses)?

IMQ
EXPERIENCE-D-ING.
Have you experienced ?—No experience.

Experiment-AL-LY.
—Experiment has been tried.
—Experiment will be tried.
—For, or, By experiment.
Under experiment yhp

Expert.

Expibe-d-ing-ation.—^At the expiration of.

EXPLAIN-ED-ING. To EXPLAIN.
—Can explain.
—Can, or, Will you explain ?—Explanation-ory.
—Explanatipn has been given.

-I can not explain.
Require explanation

MOV

MOW
MOX
MOY
MOZ

MPA

MPB
MPC
MPD

MPE
MPP

MPG
MPH
MPI

MPJ

MPK

MPL

MPN
MPO

MPQ

MPR
MPS

MPT

MPU

Explain—Continued.
—Shall, or, WiH explain {or, be ex-

plained).
They will demand explanations ktg
Will fully explain nsz
Will, or, Can you explain? mor

ExPLiciT-LY. {Definite) krt

EXPLODE-D-ING-SION-SIVE.
—Explosive gas.
—Explosive grapnel.
—Explosive rockets. War rockets.

I am takij^g in {or, discharging) explo-
sives Flag B, or. Code Flag over b

No combustibles {or, explosives) near
the fire hr

Vessels with combustibles {or, explo-
sives) not allowed in hs

EXPLORE-D-ING-ATION. TO EXPLORE.

EXPORT-ED-ING. TO EXPORT.
—Export duties.
—Exportation.

EXPOSE-D-ING-ITION-UBE.
—Do not expose yourself {or, people)

unnecessarily.

Express.
—An express has arrived from — .—An express is going to — .

Send an express — with the following
intelligence poh—Should be express.

express-ed-ing-ion-ive.

Extend-ed-ing. To extend.
Cargo damaged, but extent not known,

HZT
Does embargo extend to vessels imder— flag? .._. Lwc—Extend-ed-ing your distance.—Extent-sive-ly.
Reef, Rock, or. Shoal extends from —

to— • UMS

EXTERNAL-LY.
External dimensions. From out to out.

Extinguish-ed-ing.
—Can extinguish fire.

Extinguish all lights. Allow no ligTits

to be seen _. dzb
Fire is extinguished mzs
Is Are extinguished?. __.os
With help I may be able to extinguish

fire FGV
With immediate assistance fire can be
extinguished •__ ny

Your lights are extinguished, or, want
trimming {made by — -^— ^^ -
flashes, or blasts of a steam whistle).
{Seepage 548.)

Extort-ed-ing-ion.

Extra.
Any extras? jjou
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EXTRACT—FALL.

MPV

MPW
MPX

MPY

MPZ

MQA
MQB

MQC
MQD
MQE

MQF

MQG

MQH

MQI

EXTRACT-ED-ING-ION.
Goulard's Extract. -OFN

Extradition,

extraordinaky-ily.

ExtraVAGANT-LY-ANCE.

EXTREME-LY-ITY.
At the extremity (or, end)—of .

—In the extreme.
—To, or, At the last extremity.

BXTRICATE-D-ING.
—Can it'be extricated?
—Can not extricate.

It is diflQcTilt to extricate kzy

Eye.
Bull's-eye -.. hlr
Dead-eye kof
Eyebolt.: Gxz

Eyelet hole.

Eyesore.

Eyewitness

MQJ

MQK

MQL

MQN

MQO

MQP

MQR

MQS

MQT
MQU

MQV
MQW
MQX

F. (Letter.) (For new method of spell-

ing, seepage 13.)

Fabric.

Fabricate-d-ion.

Face.
Sliding faces - -- wgp

Fact.

Faction.

Factory.

Fahrenheit.

Fail-ed. To fail.

—Do not fail—^to —

.

Failed, or, Bankrupt --- fvk
—Failing.

—Failure.
Failures, or. Bankruptcies fvl
—I have failed to.

MQY
MQZ
MRA

MRB

MRC
MRD
MRE
MRF

MRG

MRH

MRI

MBJ

MRK

MRL
MRN

MRO
MRP
MRQ

MRS

MRT

MRU

MRV
MRW
MRX

MRY

Fail—Continued.
If it fails.

Likely to fail.

Unless it fails.

Without fail .ZHG

Faint-ly-ness. (Dim. )

Faint-ed-ing. (Swoon.) zni

Fair-ly-nbss.
—Fair-lead. Fair-leader.

—Fair wind.
—Prices are fair.

Very fair draught lne
You are in a very fair berth ghj

'

Fairway, or, Channel -- ikz
—Fairway buoy.
Fairway, or, Channel is buoyed ow
Fairway, or, Channel is clear ilc

Fairway, or, Channel is dangerous-.fu
Fairway, or, Channel is likely to be
mined ild

Fairway, or, Channel is mined. Be-
ware of torpedoes xp

Fairway, or, Channel is narrow ile
Fairway, or, Channel is not mined. -XQ
Fairway, or, Channel is obstructed.lLF
Is the fairway (or, channel) mined?.iLP

—"Warp out to fairway.

Faith-ful-ly.
Have great faith inmy chronometer.iqe

Faithless-ly.

Fall-en-ing. (See also Pell. )

Accident happened ; fall . dcf
Barometer has fallen very rapidly. _fxh
Barometer is falling fxi
Catfall lET

—Did you fall in with (or, meet) —

?

—Did you fall in with any men-of-war?
Downfall. -- - LMH

—Fall-ing, Fell in with —

.

—Falling, Fell off.

—Fallen overboard.
Fall-ing calm — .-HTP

—Falls of the river —

.

Fell - --MVH
Fell down mvi
Fell from mvj
Fell from aloft ead
Has fallen astern fhl

—Have you fallen in with crew of derelict?

Have you fallen in with ice? (State

whether berg or field) PR
—I shall not go on the other tack unless I

fall off—to —

.

Landfall QEK
—Let fall.

—Prices have fallen (or, gone down).

—Prices have not- fallen.

Purchase falls. Purchases ub

y

Rise and fall is about — feet UXT
—Should I fall in with.

Should you fall in with ROW
The barometer has fallen very rapidly,

pxh
Tide has fallen— feet xsi
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FALL—FASTEN.

MRZ
MSA

MSB

MSC

MSD

MSE
MSF

MSG

MSH

MSI

MSJ
MSK

MSL

MSN
MSO
MSP

MSQ

MSR

MST
MSU

MSV

MSW
MSX
MSY
MSZ
MTA

MTB

Fall—Continued.
Tide is falling xsk
"Water-fall yvp
What is the rise and fall of the tide?

XH
—When did you fall in with?
—When do you think I am likely to fall in

with — {vessel indicated)'!

Where did you encounter (fall in with,
or, see) ice? PCG

Where did you fall in with the trade
(or, monsoon)? rym

—Where do you think I am likely to fall in
with —

?

You will fall in with ice if you go be-
yond — PCH

False-ly-hood.
False alarm dwq

—False attack.
False bill of lading qks

—False keel.

—False paper.
The news {or, report) is not correct,

JXC
Fame-otts.

Family.
Did you hear of my family? Any news

of my family? epi
—I heard that some of your family were

seriously ill.

—Inform my family.
—Is my familj' well?
Telegraph to my family at — the fol-

lowing message ..xmf
—Your family are all well.

Famine.
—Famine at —

.

—Famine prices.

Famish-ed-ing.

Fancy-ipul-ly.

Far.
—A little farther.
Any farther EOV
Anything further? eqj
As far as fag
Convoy to spread as far as possible, keep-
ing within signal distance iz

Do not stand too far on your present
course jzi

Do not stand too far to the — wqb
Far enough mdf
Far enough to windward mdg
Farther ahead—of dvf
Farther astern—of phj—Far-ther off (or, from).
Farther-est -- mti

—Farther in.

Farther out.
—Farther to the.

How far can light be seen?
—How far off? What distance?

I shall not go far before I bring up-HJc
I shall not go much farther.
Ice as far as I can see- pbu
Keep farther astern fhm

MTC

MTD

MTE

MTF

MTG
MTH

MTI

MTJ

MTK

MTL

MTN

MTO

MTP

Far—Continued.
—Keep farther off {or, from)

—

Not far down. lmk
Not far enough mds
Open ; get farther away mc
Severe squall not far off ; look sharp.FZ
Shift your berth farther in gha
Shift your berth farther out ghb
Shift your berth farther to the— - . ghc

—Too far off.

Too far to the eastward lsf
Too far to the northward sjq
Too far to the southward wlm
Too far to the westward zbt

—We are too far to leeward.
You are too close ; keep farther off .ivl
You can telegraph as far as— xmi

Farad. (Measure of electrical capacity.

)

Farewell. Adieu djx

Farm.
—Farmer.

MTQ
MTR

-ATP

Farther-est.

Farthing. {Coin)...

Fashion-ed-ing-able.

Fast. {Quickly.)

. Abandon the vessel as fast as possible,

AB
As fast as fah
As fast as possible fai
—Faster-est.

Get her head round as fast as possible,
or. Get her on the other tack as fast
as possible nyu

Get sail on your ship as.fast as possible,

NYZ
Get steam up as fast as possible kl
Get under way as fast as you can---KN

—Go as fast as you can.
It is not safe to go so fast ls
My chronometer is fast on Greenwich

{or, first meridian) mean time GR
Reduce speed

; you are towing me too
fast xtt

Shorten sail ; it is not safe to go so fast,

VDK
Will you send off lighters as fast as

possible RC
Your chronometer must be fast iql

Fast. {Firmly fixed.)
All fast DXJ
Are towing cables fast? Are you (your

cables) fast? "xyj
Fast ice.

Is the cable fast {or, rope belayed)?.hrk
Is the line fast .-_- ^.kb
Make fast—to — . rif
Make fast to a buoy hms
Make fast to the pier ...rig
Towing cable is fast - xyv

Fasten-ed-inq.
Fastening. {A fastening.)
Fasten your chain to towing cable.HRC
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FATHEE—FEND.

MTS

MTU

MTV

MTW
MTX
MTY

MTZ

MUA

MUB
MUC
MUD
MUE
MUP
MUG

MUH
MUX

MUJ

MUK
MUL

MUN
MUO

MUP

MUQ
MUR
MUS

MUT
MUV
MUW

MUX

MUY
MUZ
MVA
MVB
MVC

MVD

Father-ly.

Fathom.
(Measure of length) atw

Fathom-ed-ing-able.
Best anchorage (or, berth) is in. —
fathoms ..ov—-How many fathoms?

Fatigue-d-ing.
—Much fatigued (or, tired).

—Too fatigued (or, tired)

.

Fault-y-ily.
Considerable fault found—with—..jqi

Favok-ed-ing-able-y.
Apparently favorable-y een
Appear-ed-ing-ance favorable. . .. _ -EEV
I shall not weigh until I get a favorable

start ZAW
I shoTild esteem it a favor mhp
—If favorable.
—In favor of.

—Is he {or person indicated) in favor of?
—^Not in favor of.

—Should it be favorable.
Should it not be favorable.
Without favor-- zhi

Fbak-bd-ing-ful-ly.
—Fears are entertained for the safety of —

.

Need not fear - - sgf
—No fear.

Fearnought, or. Felt.

Feast-ed-ing.

Feather-ed-inq.
—Feather strengthening.

February.
About February the— -

—Beginning of February.
—End cf February.
—Next February.

Fedeeal-ist-ation.
—Shipping Federation.

Fee.
Any fee {or, charge)? eow
What are the pilot fees— for— ? . . .tju

Feeble-y-ness. (Weak) yxk

Feed-ing-er.
Feed-check valves out of order iod

—Feed pipe.

—Feed pipe broken {or, out of order).

—Feed pump.—^Feed pump out of order.
—^Feed-pump valves out of order.

Feel-ing. Felt. To feel.

The way is off my ship ;
you may feel

your way past me .- - -HL
What is the current? Do you, or, Do
we feel any current? kgi

MVE

MVF
MVG

MVH
MVI
MVJ

MVK

MVL

MVN

MVO

MVP

MVQ
MVB

MVS
MVT
MVU

Feet. Foot. {Measure of length.
) {See

alsoFocyi) avy
At high water you will have— feet-KUY
At low water you will have— feet- -KUZ
Cubic foot AYC
Dangerous to,"or, Do not come into less

than — feet water pv
Footbridge hgr
Foot ice FBI
Footpath ---NHE
Foot-sore nhp
Got bottom—with — feet hba
—How many feet?

How many feet at low water? kvp
I am in — feet of water,.' vp
I draw — feet aft and — feet forward,

OA
Marked in feet RLK
My draft of water is — feet — inches

aft LNC
My draught of water is— feet— inches
forward-- - lnd

No bottom—with — feet hbb
Rise and fall is about— feet vxr
Square foot axt
The depth of water here {or atplace indi-

cated) is— feet at low water kvd
Tide has fallen— feet xsi
Tide rises— feet xsm
What draught of water in feet could
you lighten to? ob

You will have less than — feet of
water kvj

You will not have less than — feet of
water vu
— feet water in the hold QM

Feign-ed-ing. Feint.
—Only intended for a feint.

Fell. {See also Fall. )—Fell down.
—Fell from —

.

Fell from aloft bad
Fell in with — mro
—Fell in with a privateer.

Fell off - — . MRP

Fellow.

Felon-Y-ious-LY.

Felt. {See Feel) mvd

Felt, or. Fearnought muk

Felucca.

Female.
Clothing for female passengers. Wom-

en's clothing IVR
—Female on board.
—Female passenger.
Have you any females on board?-. -GQH
I have no females on board gqk

Fend-ed-ing-er.
—Fend off.

—Fenders ready.

76564—09 16
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FEERUT.K—FINE.
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FINGEB—FIRM.

MZC

MZD
MZE
MZF
MZG

MZH
MZI

MZJ

MZK

MZL
MZN

MZO

MZP
MZQ

MZR
MZS

MZT

MZU

MZV
MZW
MZX
MZY
NAB
NAG
NAD
NAB
NAF

NAG
NAH
NAI

Finger.

Finish.
—Finished-ing. To finish.

—Have you finished?
—Is it finished?
Report when finished (or, complete-d)

—

with jKS
—Shall be finished.
—When finished.

When finished coaling ixp
—When will yon (or vessel indicated) be

finished?
When will yon have finished coaling?

IXQ

Fir.

Fire.
—Alarm of fire.

Are you on fire? om
Bank up fires fuk
Can extinguish fire MPS

—Can fire be got under?
Caught fire ipg
Cease firing igk
Clean fires ISR

Derelict has been fired kvq
Destroyed by fire kxo
Do not light your fires QRS
Draw fires lni
Engine-room fire mbf

—Fire a signal gun.
—Fire and lights out.

Fire bar. Furnace bar fwk
Fire brigade hgz
Fire bucket hkv
Fire can easily be got at on
Fire difBcult to get at op
Fire engine --' map

—Fire-ing. To fire.

—Fire is extinguished.
Fire gaining OQ
Fire gains rapidly ; take people oil . -XG

—Fire grapnel.
Firehasbeenburning these—hours -hnp
Fire has broken out on board of

—

_.gqc

—Fire in —

.

Fire in hold amongst cargo or
Fire, or. Leak ; want immediate assist-

ance - J^H

Fire, or, Lights will be kept burning at

the best place for landing - kb
—Fireproof.
—Fire ship (or, raft).

—Fire upon.
—Firearms.
—Fireman.
—Firewood.
—Fireworks.
—Firing battery.

—Firing gear.

Forced fires--- nhx
Guns firing in

—

(quarter indicated) -ojz

Guns firing last night in (quarter indi-

cated) OKA
Guns firing to the — okb

—Have you a good fire engine?

—Have you fire hose enough for —

?

—Heard firing to the —

.

Heave-to, or I will fire into you id

NAj;

NAK

NAL

NAM

NAO

NAP

NAQ

NAR
NAS

NAT
NAU

NAV

NAW

Fire—Continued.
—How long have you {or vessel indicated)

been on fire?

I am on fire .: NM
I am sinking (or, on fire) ; send all avail-

able boats to save passengers and
crew no

—I shall fire into boats if they persist in

coming alongside.
Is fire extinguished? - OS
—Is — (vessel indicated) on fire?

Keep lights (or, fires) on the beach (or,

shore all night) vzw
Keep your fires banked up pzv
Lay fires Qiv

—Let your fires down.
Light your fires QSJ
Lighting fires QSC
Lights, or. Fires will be kept at the best

place for coming on shore ke
—May I fire?

Minute guns firing in— (direction indi-

cated) -OKH
Minute guns firing last night in —

(quarter indicated) 9KI
Missed fire eVy
No combustibles (or, explosives) near
the fire hr

—On fire.

Opeii fire, or. Commence fire. srd
Portfire-.- -- tpd

—Put out fires.

Quick-firing ammunition epx
Quick-firing gun okl

—Seamen and Firemen's Union.
—Under fire—of.

Vessel indicated is on fire ot
Where is the fire? - -OU
With assistance fire can be subdued.
With help I may be able to extinguish
fire FGV

With immediate assistance, fire can be
extinguished —NY

—You can get any quantity of firewood.

—You must not fire.

Fire bar. Furnace bar fwk

Fire BUCKET hkv

Fire engine map
Have you a good fire engine? nag

Fire ship, (or, raft) mzw

Firearms mzy

Fireman nab
Firemen and Seamen's Union nar

Firewood nac
You can get any quantity of firewood,

NAT

Fireworks nad

Firkin. (Measure of capacity) ayv

Firm-lyness.

Firm op —

.
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FIRST—FLAG.

NAX

NAY
NAZ
NBA
NBC
NBD
NBE
NBF
NBG
NBH
NBI
NBJ

NBK

NBL
NBM

NBO

NBP

NBQ
NBR
NBS
NBT

NBU
NBV
NBW
NBX
NBY
NBZ

NCA
NCB

NCD

NCE
NCF
NCG
NCH

Firstly.
At first-— - FID

By the first conveyance -- JTZ
First-class isf

First-class torpedo boat Gsx
—First mast.
—First offer.

—First of all. In the first place.

—First ofiflcer.

—First opportunity.
—First quarter.
—First quarter of the moon.
—First ship.

—First time.
—First voyage.
—First vyatch.

First week in— zam
In the first place. First of all nba
My first meridian (or, Greenwich) mean
time is— -xl

My first meridian is Cadiz, west of
Greenv\dch 6° 12' 24" = Oh. 24m. 49.6s.,

HSI

—My first meridian is Greenwich.
My first meridian is Paris, east of Green-
wich 2° 20' 15 " = Oh. 9m. 21s tbl

The first lull, or. When it lulls eda
—What is your first meridian?
—When first seen.

Will yon showme your Greenwich (or,

first meridian) mean time?.,- xn

Fish.
Codflsh-ery izb

-Fish-ed-ing. To fish.

Fish davit ..kms
—Fishhook.
—Fish very scarce.

—Fisherman.
—Fishery.
Fishery steamer wtg
Fishing craft (or, boat) kaz

—Fishing ground.
—Fishing line.

—Fishing net.

—Fishing season.
—Fresh fish.

—Good season for fish.

Herring fishery ouj
—Have you any fish?

—I have taken

—

{quantity indicated)—of
fish.

Pilchard fishery tim
Preserved fish . tui
Salt fish VPT
Shellfish VWH
The bank is encumbered with fishing
boats . EP

—There are plenty of fish to be caught
here.

Whale fishery _zbx

Fish-ed-ing. To fish. (Repair a spar. )—A fish for —

.

—Can be fished at sea.

—Can you supply a fish for my — (spar
indicated) ?

Fish davit kms
Fish the anchor, or, Anchor fished-EHB
Sprung foremast, but can fish it at

sea NKX

NCI

NCJ

NCK
NCL
NCM
NCO

NOP

NCQ

NCR
NCS

NCT

NCU

NCV
NCW

NCX

NCY
NCZ
NDA
NDB

NDC

NDE

NDF
NDG
NDH
NDI

NDJ
NDK
NDL
NDM
NDO

FjSH-rContinued.
—Will you lend me a fish for my mast?

FiT-TED-TING-NESS (TO,' Or, FOE).
Article indicated can be supplied, but it

will require fitting- ezf
—Fit for the purpose—of.

—Fit-ted-ting out.

—Fit-ted-ting very well.

—Fitting new propeller.

No boats fit for this work zhv
Send boats fit for landing passengers -FI

—Will not fit.

Five. FifM-ly - mxn
Fifth mast Mxo
Five-masted ship mxp

FiX-ED-ING.
Can you fix any time for? xtj
Can not fix any time—for — xtk

—Fixed and fiashing light.

—Fixed light.

Fixtuke.

Flag. {See also Coloes. )

Admiral's fiag dkm
Admiralty flag dls
Beach the vessel where flag is waved

{or, light is shown) -FZT
Boat should endeavor to land where flag

* is waved (or, light is shown ) jz
—Can make out flags {or, colors).

—Can you make out her flag (or, signal) ?

Can not distinguish your flags; come
nearer, or make Distant Signals-. -VM

—Can not make out the flags {or, signals).

Code flag {when spoken of) izf

Boes embargo extend to vessels under—
flag? Lwo

Flag captain -HWX
—Flag of truce.

—Flagship.
—Flag signal-ling.

-Flagstaff.
Flag union downward mej
Flags seen but signal not understood,

wcx
Foreign flags (colors, ensigns) mek
Geneva Convention flag {when spoken

of) '--- -NXT
—Haul down your flags.

Hoist mast-head flags- owg
Hoist quarantine flag tv
—Hoist your flags where best seen.

House flag .--OZQ
I can not make out the flags (or, signals),

NCX
I can not make out the flags ; hoist the

signals in a better position owl
—I can not make out the bottom flag.

—I can not make out the second flag.

—I can not make out the third flag.

—I can not make out the top flag.

Not clean bill of health flag {when
spoken of) isw

—Numeral flag.

—Pilot-boat flag {when spoken of )

.

—Pilot jack {or, flag) {when spoken of).—Plague flag {when spoken of)

.

—Powder flag {when spoken of)

.
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FLAG—FLUKE.

NDP
NDQ

NDE

NDS
NDT

NDU
NDV
NDW
NDX
NDY
NDZ

NEA

NEB
NBC

NED

NEF

NEG
NEH
NEI

NEJ

NEK

NEL
NEM
NEO

NEP
NEQ
NEE
NES

NET

NEU
NEV

Flag—Continued.
Private flag.

—Quarantine flag (when spoken of)

.

Repeat ship's name ; yonr flags were not
made out du

Set of flags vsi
Signal not understood, although the

flags are distinguished wcx
Standard. Royal flag wqn

—The flag with —

.

Union-jack 1 yje
—What flag is she (or, are th'ey) under?
—Your flags arc not clear.

Your flags seem to be incorrectly hoisted
(or, Jioisted upside down) owm

Your signal flags can not be distin-
guished 1,HB

Flame-d-inq.

Flange.

Flannel.

Flare—^up. Flare light.
—Holme's light (large flare).
—Holme's light (small flare).
Red flare time
White flare zdh

Flash-ed-ing.
Bum blue light, or, Flash powder. _60Q
Fixed and flashing light - - - -NCR
—Flashing lig;ht.

—Group flashing light.

Use flashing signals wdn
Flat-ten-ly.
Flat-bottom boat gsy
—Flatter-est.

Send flats to discharge cargo iaz

Flaw.
—-Flaw in shaf);.

Flax.

Fleet.
Any alteration in the position of the
squadron (or, fleet)? ebz

Channel fleet (or, squadron) ilb
—Did the fleet (or, squadron)?
Enemy's fleet (or, squadron) lzg
Enemy's fleet has been seen to the —

,

steering to the — og
—Fleet consists of—

.

—Fleet, or, Squadron is (or, was).
—Fleet, or. Squadron when last seen was

off—.
—Fleet organization.
—For the fleet (or, squadron).
—From the fleet (or, squadron).
—In the fleet (or, squadron).

Letters of fleet (or, squadron) qom
Saw the enemy's fleet (or, squadron)
off— OK

Saw the enemy's fleet (or, squadron)
steering — Lzs

—Saw the fleet (or, squadron) off — steer-

ing —.
—The fleet (or, squadron) is at —

.

—To the fleet (or, squadron).
What is the state of health of the fleet

(or, squadron) at —? org
When is the fleet (or, squadron) ?--WPH

NEW
NEX

NEY
NEZ

NFA

NFB
NFC
NFD

NFE
NFG

NFH
NFI
NFJ

NFK
NFL

NFM-
NFO
NFP
NFQ

NFR

NFS

NFT
NFU
NFV

NFW

NFX
NFY

NFZ
NGA

Fleet—Continued.
Where is our fleet (or, squadron) ?-.wpi
Where is the— fleet (or, squadron)?-.SK
Where was the fleet (or, squadron) on
the —? ,-.- wpj

Flew. (See Fly) ngc

Flexible-y-ility.

Flight.

Fling-ing. Flung. (Throw) xrj

Flint-y.

Float-ed-ing.
A good deal of floating ice in — pbg
Am, Is, or. Are afloat by

—Floated off.

Floating anchor. Sea anchor big
Floating bridge hgq
Floating, or. Liquid compass — -.jhp
Floating dock ljd
—Floating light.

—Floating mine.
—Floating obstruction in (or, at) —

.

Floating stage wpv
Light, or, floating light is discontinued

(or, gone) QSG
Nearly afloat dqa
Not afloat-- dqb
Paddle float -Szf

—The tide will float her off.

—When you float.

Will be afloat dqp
-Will-not float.

Flogk. (Herd.)

Floe.
Icefield, or. Floe pbw

Flog-ged-ging.

Flood-bd-ing.
As soon as the flood tide makes fbp
—Flood sets.

—Flood tide.

—Flooding cock.

—How will the flood set?

Next flood -'- SHY
—When the flood makes.
When will the flood tide make? xj

Floor-ing.

Florin, Guilder, or, Gulden. (
Coin) .atq

Flotilla.

Flotsam.

Flour.
Barrels of flour pxt

Flow-ed-ing. To plow.
Tide flows at — xsh
When will the tide flow? XJ

Flown. (See Fly) ngc

Flugtuate-d-ing-ion.

Flue.
Flue boiler —.Gwz

—Sweeping the flues (or, funnels, or, tubes).

Fluid.
Condy's fluid. Crimson fluid JNK

Fluke op anchor eho
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FLUSH—FOR.

NGB
NGC
NGD

NGE

NGF

NGH
NGI

NGJ

NGK

NGL

NGM
NGO
NGP

NGQ

NGR
NGS
NGT

NGU

NGV

NGW

Flush—WITH.

Fly-ing. Flew. Flown. To fly.
—Flying jib.

Flying jib-boom Gzp
Pilot signal flying tjm

FoD. {Measure of length) avx

Fodder.

FOG-GY.
Delayed by thick fog, or, Detained by

thick fog KSE
During a thick fog lpn
During the fog lpr

—Fog buoy.
—Fog horn.
Fog signal wcj

—Fog too thick.

Foggy weather zc
Gun fog-signal ojs—^How long have yon had this fog?
I have had thick fog on the bank. - . rvc
Keep close during the fog pyo
On account of the fog (or, weather) .dfq
Shall signal with siren {or, steam whistle)
during fog (or, darkness)..- '.we

The bank was clear of fog fvi
—There has been so much fog as to cause

considerable detention.
—Thick fog.

Thick fog coming on gj
—Through the fog.

—We have bad a lot of fog.

Follow-ed-ing-er.
As follows FAJ
Communicate the following jpq
Course to be followed jzh

—Follow her (it, or, them).
—Follow me {or vessel indicated).
—FoUowmotions.
Following communication {or, signal)

is confidential {or, private) hx
Following cbmmunication (signal, or,
message) is secret and in cipher..iqv

Note.—The cipher will continue until
the person signaling hoists iqs.

Forward following message by tele-
graph to— NMW

Forward following telegraphic message
by signal letters instead of writing it

at length- xb
—Forward the followinginformationto—.
Has paper of the following date . _ .kmc—Have obtained the following informa-

tion from—

.

Have received the following communi-
cation {or, instructions) from your
agent {or, owner) ia

I have the following information

—

from— ...NGV—I will follow.
Send an express with the following

intelligence poh
Send the following articles ezh
Send the following message by post to
owner {or, to Mr. — ) at — uWY

Send thefollowing message bytelegraph
to owner {or, to Mr. —) at — XA

NGX

NGY

NGZ
NHA

NHB
NHC

NHD

NHE
NHF

NHG

NHI

NHJ
NHK
NHL
NHM
NHO
NHP
NHQ

NHR

Follow—Continued.
Send the following message through
the post to owner (or, to Mr. —)at—

,

by signal letters instead of writing it

at length wz
—Shall I follow?
Strange vessel following convoy . wyv
Telegraph following message to

—

{ship
or person indicated) at — - .xd

Telegraph to my family at— the fol-

lowing message xmf
The following articles ezi
The following signal (communication,

or, message) is in cipher (secret). .iqv
Note.—T%e cipher vnll continue unti^

the person signaling hoists IQS.

—Will you follow?
Will you forward (or, communicate) the
following signal for me ik

—With the following information.

Food.
Distressed for want of food lhe
Want food (provisions) ytu
Want food. Starving nv
Want food immediately yo

Fool-ish-ly-ness.

Foolscap Paper.

Foot. {Measureof length.) (SeeaZsoFEET),
AVY

Cubic foot {solid measure) ayo
Square foot {square or surface measure).

Foot. (See a?so Feet.)
^^"^

CrOWSfoot KER
Cubic foot AYO
Footbridge hgr
Foot ice .PBi
—Footpath.
—Foot-sore.

For BPA
For all BPC
For consideration—of — jqn
For him (his, her, it-s, or persons or
things indicated) bpd

—For instance.
For me (my, mine) bpe
—For passage—to {or, in).

For — {persons indicated) bpd
For that (or, this) bpf
For the bpg
For the future nur
—For the present. At present.
—For the purpose—of.

—For the quarter.
—For the safety of.

—For the sake of.

—For the shore.

—For the sick.

For them (their-s) bph
For these {or, those) bpi
For this (or, that) bpf

—For this port.

For us (our-s) .bpj
For what {or, which)? bpk
For, or, To whom {or, whose)? bpl
For you (your-s) bpm
He, She, It (orpersons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) for ...bur
Not for OFR
Ready for — {or, to —) UJS
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FOB—FORCE.

NHS
NHT
NHU

For—Continued.
Run for. Make for. ...eih
Sailed for — vei
Send for vpr
They are for cnm
Used—for— ymv
Was, or. Were for cop
Where for? cta
—Whom is it for? Whom for.

FORAGE-D-ING. TO FORAGE.

FORBID-DEN-DING. FORBADE.

NHV

NHW
NHX
NHY

NHZ

FORCE-D-ING. To FORCE.
Enemy is collecting in force—at . . -LZd
Enemy's force lzh

—Forced by.
—Forced fires.

—Forcible-y.
I did not abandon her until I was forced,

cxo
Inferior force — pjl
Superior force l.xem
United force — --.yjh

—What force?

NIA

NIB
NIC

Nm

NIE

NIF

NI&

NIH

NU
NIK

NIL

NIM

NIO
NIP

FORCE OF WIND.

Force op wind.
Note.—The signals only represent the numbers. Thus: NIK isforce of wind 8.

FOBCE.

—
— 1

— 3

— 4

— 5

— 6

— 7

— 8

-10

—11
—12

Denotes calm.

Light air, just sufficient to give steerage way.

Light breeze

Gentle breeze

Moderate breeze

Fresh breeze

Strong breeze

Moderate gale

Fresh gale

Strong gale

i With which a well-conditioned ship under all
j. ^ to 3 knots

( sail and clean full would go in smooth water. )

" " " 3to4knQts.

" " " " 4 to 5 knots.

( In which the same ship could just ) Rgyais, etc.
( carry closehauled ) •'

1^
Single reefs and top-

gallant sails.

Double reefs, jib. Topgallant
etc.

Triple reefs,
courses, etc.

Whole gale

Storm
Hurricane

sails.

Topsails,
jib, etc.

("Reefed up-

J per top-

{
sails and

|_ courses,
rLower top-
i sails and
[ courses.

With which she could only bear closereefed Lower main topsail

maintopsail and reefed foresail. and reefed foresail.

With which she would be reduced to storm staysails.

To which she could show no canvas.

NOTE.

Miles
per
hour.

3
4
5

10
15
20
25

Feet
per

176
264
352
440
880

1330
1760
2200

Force ia
pounds per
square foot.

005
020
044
079
123
492
107
970
067

Description of wind.

Hardly perceptible.

i Light air.

[• Gentle breeze.

Fresh to strong breeze.

[ Moderate gale.

per
hour.

30
35
40
45
50
60
70
80
100

per
minute.

2640
3080
3520
3960
4400
5280
6160
7040
8800

P&ESSUBE.

Force in

pounds per
square foot.

4.429
6.037
7.870
o.aoo

12. 304
17. 733
24. 153
31.490
49.200

Description of wind.

i Strong gale.

I Whole gale.

Storm.

y Great storm.

(• Hurricane.
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FORD—FORESIGHT.

NIQ

NIR
NIS
NIT
NIU

NIV

NIW
NIX
NIY
NIZ
NJA

NJB
NJC
NJD
NJE
NJF
NJG
NJH
nJi
NJK
NJL
NJM
NJO
NJP
NJQ
NJR
NJS

NJT
NJU
N.TV
NJW
NJX
NJY
NJZ

NKA
NKB
NKC
NKD
NKE
NKF
NKG
NKH

NKI
NKJ

ford-ed-inq-able.

Fore.
—Can I get a spar for a fore yard at—

?

—Fore and aft.

—Fore and aft sails.

Fore chains UQ
Fore clew garnets lUG

^Fore course. Fore sail.

Fore hold njtj

Fore magazine rel
—Fore part.

—Fore rigging.
—Fore royal.

—Fore royal yard.
—Fore runner.
Fore sail Krv

—Fore sheet.—^Fore stay.

—Fore staysail.

—Fore tack.

—Fore top.

—Fore topgallant mast.
—Fore topgallant sail.

—Fore topgallant yard.
—Fore topmast.
—Fore topmast sprung.
—Fore topmast staysail.

—Fore topsail.

—Fore topsail yard.
—Fore yard.
—Fore yard gone in the slings.

—Fore yard sprung.
Forecast nkl
Forecastle ieo

—Forefoot.
—Forehold.
—Foreland.
—Forelock.
—Foreman.
—Foremast.
—Foremost.
Forenoon. A. M. Before noon. In the
forenoon edu

—Forereach-ed-ing.
—Foresee-n-ing.
—Foresight.
—Forestall-ed-ing.
—Foretell-ing. Foretold.
—Forewarn-ed-ing.
—Gaff fore sail.

—I have carried away fore yard.
I have sprung (or, damaged) fore yard,

KJH
—Lower fore topsail yard.
—Upper fore topsail yard.
What are the dimensions of your fore
yard? lap

Fore part niw

Pore rigging nix

Fore runner nja

Fore stay-- .... njc

Pore top - njp

Fore topgallant mast njg

NKL

NKM

NKO

NKP

NKQ
NKR
NKS
NKT

NKU

NKV

NKW
NKX

NKY

NKZ

NLA

Fore topgallant sail --.njh

Fore topgallant yard nji

Fore topmast njk
Fore topmast sprung njl

Fore topsail- njo

Pore topsail yard njp
Lower fore topsail yard nki
Upper fore topsail yard nkj

Fore yard--, njq
I have carried away fore yard nkh
I have sprung {or, damaged) fore yard,

KJH
What are the dimensions of your fore
yard lap

Forecast. (See also Weather. )

What is the meteorological forecast for
to-day? ZK

What is the meteorological forecast for
to-morrow? zl

—What is the weather forecast?

Forecastle ieo

Forefoot njt

Forehold nju

Foreign.
Foreign affairs dpc
Foreign colors (flags, ensigns) mek
—Foreign crew.
Foreign Enlistment Act dip
—Foreign-going ship.

—Foreign OflSce, State Department.
—Foreign oflBcer.

—Foreign telegram.
Foreign trade xzl

—Foreigner.
Lloyd's Register of British and Foreign
Shipping- Qwv

—Vessel is a foreigner.

Foreland njv

Forelock njw

Foreman njx

Foremast njy
—Sprung my fore mast and must bear up.
—Sprung my fore mast, but can fish it at

sea.

—With loss of fore mast.

Foremost . njz

Forenoon. A. M. Before noon. In
THE forenoon EDU

—Forenoon watch.

FOREREACH-ED-ING NKA

FORESEE-N-ING NKB
—Could not foresee. Unforeseen.

Foresight nkc
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FOREST—FOUL.

NLB

NLC

NLD
NLE

NLF

NLG
f

NLH
NLI
NLJ
NLK
NLM
NLO

NLP

NLQ
NLR

NLS

NLT

NLU
NLV
NLW
NLX
NLY
NLZ

NMA

NMB

NMC

NMD

NME

NMP

NMG
NMH
NMI

NMJ
NMK

NML
NMO

POBEST-BR.

FORESTALL-ED-ING NliD

FOBETELL-ING. FOEETOLD NKE

FORETOP NJP

Forewarn-ED-iNG nkf

forfeit-ed-ing-ure.

Forge.
—Have you anyone that can work at a

forge?

forge-d-ing-r. to forge.

Forgery.

forgbt-ting. forgot-ten.
—Do not forget.
—I have forgotten.
—I will not forget.—^Will not forget.—^You have (or person indicated has) for-

gotten.

FORGIVE-N-ING-NESS. FORGAVE.

FORK-ED-ING. In FORK.—^Forkhead.
In fork NLQ
—Knives and forks.

FORM-ED-ING. To FORM.
A-nrrnl present formation emh

—Form a junction—with.

—Formcolumns of divisions in line ahead.

—Form single column in line abreast.

—FonH single column in line ahead.

—Formation.—^In proper form.
Present formation tub
Preserve formation tug

formal-ly-ity.

former-ly.

Formidable.

forsake-n-ing. forsook.

fort-ress.
Any forts? boy
Strong fort

~'"

Forthwith.

-XAR

FORTIFY-IED-ING.
—Fortification.—^Fortifications have been increased at—

.

Strongly fortified XAU

FOETNIGHT-LY.
—A fortnight since.

In about a fortnight dah
/

FORTDNATE-LY.
—Fortunate enough to.

NMP
NMQ
NMR
NMS
NMT

NMU
NMV

NMW

NMX
NMY

NMZ

NOA
NOB

NOG
NOD
NOE

NOP
NOG
NOH

NOI
NOJ

FORTUNATE

—

Continued.
—Fortune.
—Have you been fortunate?

I have been fortunate.
I have not been fortunate.
No fortune.
Very fortunate

NOK

PORWARD-ED-ING—TO—. To FORWARD.
Afloat forward bx

—Can I forward {or, take) letters for you?
Can telegraph message be forwarded
from —?-- WR

Can you forward my message by tele-

graph? HU
Forward answer by telegraph to signal

station at — emw
Forward-ed-ing application to (or, for),

ESP
Forward by telegraph and pay for trans-

mission HY—^Forward following message by tele-

graph to—

.

Forward following telegraphic message
by signal letters instead of writing it

at length xb
Forward immediately pdi
—Forward letters—to (or, for).

—Forward message immediately without
loss of time to —

.

Forward my communication by tele-

graph, and pay for its transmission,
HY

—Forward my despatches.
Forward my message through the tele-

graph by signal letters xb
Forward reply to my message by tele-

graph to — WT
Forward thefollowinginformation to—

,

NGU
—Have my letters been forwarded?
—Have they been forwarded?

I draw — feet aft — feet forward oa
—I have forwarded the.

—I will forward.
—I will forward your letter on.

My draught of water is— feet — inches

forward lnd
—My letters are all forwarded.
—Shall I forward?
—Shall, or. Will forward (or, be for-

warded).
Tell— (person indicated) not to forward
any more letters for me qs

—They have been forwarded.
—Were my letters properly forwarded?
Will you forward my letters (or, des-

patches) to — ? QU
Will you forward (or, communicate) the
following signal for me? ik

FoT. (Measune of length) avz

Fought. (See also Fight) . _ mxr
When was the battle fought? pzb
Where was the battle fought? fzo

FOUL-ED-ING-NESS.
Anti-fouling composition enz
Bottom (ship's) foul haw
Every appearance of foul weather . .erz
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FRICTION—FUNERAL.

NRG

NRH
NRI
NRJ
NRK
NRL

NRM
NRO
NRP
NRQ

NRS

i NRT

NRV

NRW
NRX

NRY

NRZ

NSA

NSB
NSC

Fkiction.
Friction tube -YDF

Friday.
—Before Friday.
—Friday morning.—^Friday night.
—Good Friday.
Last Friday
Next Friday.^...

.-QGB
-SHW

Friend-ship.
—Are your friends safe?

—Friendly with.
—Have you any friends—^in —1

Vessel chasing is a friend intt—^Your friend is on board.

Frigate.

From bpn
Broke adrift dmo
Broke foom.
Days from kne
From him (his, her-s, or persons or
things indicated) bpo

From me (my, mine) bpq
From that (or, this) bpr
From the.- bps
From the captain hwy
From the eastward lsd
-From the island.

From the northward -SJL

-From the rear.

From the southward wlh
From the westward zbr
-From, or, OflE the wind.
From them (their-s) bpt
From there — BPtJ

From thes0 {or, those ) . - - ^ -bpv
From time to time --.xtl

Fromus(our-s)- bpw
From what {or, which) bpx
From whence {or, where) . - - - -BPY
From whom {or, whose) .

bpz

From you-r-s bqa
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) from bus
Miles from {or, distant) lgi

Not from cps

Parted from -tbu

Sailed from— vej
Sails from— "^™
They are from .-.bet

Was. or, Were from ...COQ

Where are you from? ---Si

Where from? From where? bpy

-GDI
Front-ing.
In front of — . Before the —

Frontier.

Frost.
—Frost bitten.

Frozen. {See Freeze) - - npz

Frozen meat nqa
Frozen meat cargo hzb

Is — frozen over? nqb
— is frozen over...,-- NQC

NSD
NSE
NSF

NSG
NSH
NSI

NSJ

NSK

NSL

NSM

NSO
NSP
NSQ
NSR
NST
NSU
NSV

NSW

NSX

NSY

NSZ

NTA
NTB

NTO

NTD
NTE
NTF
NTG
NTH
NTI
NTJ
NTK

NTL

Fruit.
—Fruit is to be obtained on shore.

-^No fruit is to be obtained on shore.

Preserved fruit-- tuj

Frustrate-d-ing-ion.
—Have, or, Has been frustrated.

—Was, or. Were frustrated.

Fuel. (See also Coal. )

Bad fuel PRO
Economize-d-ing fuel ltc
Patent fuel ^..tec

Fugitive.

Fulfill-ed-ing.

Full.
Are you at full speed? Is steam up?

vz
Engine room full of water. mbg
Full crew Kcz
Pull charge mH
—Full dress.

—Full moon.
—Full of passengers. ^

—Full of water.
—Full power.
—Full-rigged ship.

—Full speed.
Pull stop- WXE

—Fully.
Fully insured pny
Fully tried ycm
Go ahead full speed li

Go astern full speed --.lm
Go full speed--- 1 obs

—He, or. She is full of men.
I am going full speed OCI

I am on full-speed trial.

Code Flag over a
I have — hours' coal for full speed {or

for speed indicated) ixd
Is steam up, or, Are you at full speed?

vz
—Quite full.

Stokehold full of water wvx
Was fully expected .-i mnt
What is your consumption of coal per

hour at full speed ixm
—^Will fully explain.

FULMINATE-D-ING.
—Fulminate of mercury.

PUMIGATE-D-ING-ION.

Fun, or, Candareen. {Coin) atb

fund-ed-ing.

Funds.
—How are the funds—at—

?

—Want of funds.

Funeral.
—Funeral of —

.

—Funeral party.

—Funeral takes place at — {place) and
at —{time and date).

—When will funeral take place?
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FUNNEL—GALE.
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GALE—GEAR.

NVU

NVW
NVX

Gale—Continued.
—Can — (vessel indicated) weather the

-KSP

NVY
NVZ
NWA
NWB

NWO
NWD

NWE

NWF
NWG
NWH
NWI

NWJ

NWK
NWL
NWM
NWO
NWP
.NWQ

NWR
NWS
NWT

NWU
NWV
NWX

—Can you ride out the gale?
Delayed through the recent gale
—Do you think the gale is over?
Do you think we can ride it (the gale)

out? uwx
During a gale lpm
During the gale. Whilst the gale lasts,

LPS
Equinoctial gale mgn
Fresh gale nqv
Gale is expected—from— zd
—Have, or, Has had a heavy gale from—

.

Heavy, or, Severe gale.

—If gale increases.
—In a gale of wind.
Meteorological CfSce, or, Weather Bu-

reau, reports gale approaching from
the— BTQ^

Moderate gale rxl—^Nothing but gales of wind.
Severe, or. Heavy gale nvz

—Shall you ride out the gale?

Strong gale xas
Whole gale zdr

Gallant-ly-ry.
Gallant conduct jng
Have, or, Has behaved very gallantly,

GDX
Gallery.
—Quarter gallery.

Galley.

Galliot.

Gallipoli oil.

Gallon. (Measure of capacity) ayw

Galvanize-d-ing-ism-ic.
—Galvanized iron.

Galvanometer.

Game.

Gang.

Gang board.

Gangway.

Gangrene.

Gantlinb.

Gaol. Jail. Prison puk

Gaoler —pum

Gaeden-er.

Garnet. »

Fore clew garnets luo

Main clew garnets lUH

NWY
NWZ

NXA

NXB

NXC

NXD

NXE
NXF

NXG
NXH

NXI
NXJ

NXK

NXL

NXM

-MOX

-MAQ

Garrison-ed-ing.

Gas-ecus.
Explosive gas

—Gas, or, Light buoy.
Gas engine

—Gas light.

Gasket.

Gastric.

Gate.
—Gate is closed at —

.

Gather-ed-ing.
Gather-ed-ing way.

Gauge-d-ing-r.
—Gauge cock.
Manometer. Steam-pressure gauge,

RJW
Vacuum gauge ynm
Water gauge vvy
Water gauge out of order yvr
Windgauge. Anemometer — elo

Gave. (See Give) nzv

Gazette. In the Gazette.
Report me by telegraph to "Shipping
Gazette" uf
"Shipping Gazette & Lloyd's List,"

QWU

Gazetteer.

Gear-ing.
Air-pump gear dwb
Blow-olf cocks (or, gear) gnw
Boat's gear -_.grz
Chafing gear ijk

Diver's gear lhx
Eccentric gear Lsu
Eduction gear ltm
Expansion gear mlz
FJring gear naf
Gear aloft eaf
Gear for cleaning decks isv

Hand steering gear oma
Have passed steamer with steering gear

disabled MU
Headgear oqg
Induction gear -.Piv

Injection gear pku
Parallel-motion gear .^ tax
Pump gear ubi
Pump gear worn out (defective) .--UBJ
Slide-valve gear WGic
Slide-valve gear damaged (or, out of

order) wgl
Starting gear wrp
Starting gear out of order wrg
Steam steering gear wst
Steam steering gear disabled mz
Steering gear WUF
Steering gear disabled MZ
Turning gear yen
Want gear for ytv
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GENERAL—GET.

NXO

NXP

NXQ

NXE,

NXS
NXT

NXU

NXV

NXW
NXY

NXZ

NYA

NYB

NYC

NYD

NYE

NYF

NYG
NYH
NYI
NYJ
NYK
NYL
NYM
NYO

NYP

NYQ

NYR

NYS

NYT

General-ly.
Accountant General- - dfy

' Admiral, or, Senior officer is generally
about DKT

Consul General jrm
General (0/pcer) ewk
General average ..•.._ for
General cargo Hzc

—General order.
'

' General recall " signal.

Code Flag over y
Governor General ogd
Hoist the general recall owh
Inspector General pmv
Lieutenant General qpv
Registrar General of Shipping and Sea-
men, or, Commissioner of Navigation,
Treasury Department _ -UNX

—What is the general opinion ?

Who generally does business for— ?_ dtb

Generous-ly.

Geneva Convention.
—Geneva Convfention flag (when spoken

of).

Geneva. {Gin.)

Gentle-y-ness.
Gentle breeze. Slight breeze hgd

Gentleman.

Genuine-ness-ly.

Geography-ical-ly.
Geographical Index. (See page 453.

)

Geographical mile awo
-Refer to the Geographical Signals.

Germ.

Germany. German Colors.
Bank of Germany fup—German Lloyd's.

Get. To Get. {See aim Got and
Obtain.

)—Can, or, May get.
Can I cross the bar ? Shall I be able to
get over the bar"? fvy—Can I get a main yard at — ?—Can I get a spar for — mast at — 1—Can I get any— ?

Can I get any sailmakers ?

Can I get permission ?

—Can you get ?

-Can you get an introduction to— 1

-Can not get.

Cannot get my boat out osj
-Could get.
Did not get a mail. -z
-Did, or. Do you get ?

Did you get a meridian altitude V . .tdh
—Did you get an observation ?

Did you get good observations ? rm
-Did you get pratique — at — ?

Do you think I can get through the ice ?

PBH
Do you think we could get any — ?

NYU

NYV
NYW
NYX
NYZ

NZA

NZB

NZC

NZD

NZE

NZP

NZG

Get—Continued.
Do you think we could get away
from — ? xpz

Endeavor to get a line ashore by a boat
(cask, kite, raft, or, spar, etc.) ...ka

Expect-ed-ing (or vessel indicated ex-
pects-ed-ing) to be got off (or, afloat),

DPX
Fire difficult to get at op
Get a preventer on tvi
Get an offing. Cut, Weigh, or, Slip.
Wait for nothing kw—Get her head round as fast as possible,
or. Get her on the other tack as fast
as possiwe.

Get her on the other tack, or. Get her
head round or you will be on shore,

LP
—Getting.
—Get, or, Got pratique.
—Get ready for sea. Prepare for sailing.—Get sail on your ship as fast as possible.
Get iinder way as fast as you can kn
Get up steam ; report when ready ._km
Get up steam as fast as possible kl—Get what you can.
Got oPB
How long will you be getting up steam?

VY
I am getting short of water and must
endeavor to get some yvg—I can get off.

I can not get at goods required OEW
I shall get off (or, afloat) with assist-
ance DPY

I think you might get soinething to
answer the purpose.. enb—^If you can get.

If you will lay out an anchor for me I
can get off eiv

Indicate nearest place I can get coal,

HC
Is it a difficult anchorage to get away
from? ELB

Is my berth a good one for getting away
from?---. QFw

Lose no time in getting to the anchor-
age ELC

Mind you get paid euk—No getting out of harbor.
Not worth getting opl
Not worth getting off (or, afloat)..dqc
Open. Get farther away mc
Pilot can not get off ..... tjp*
Put to sea at once. Get an offing ...no
Shall I attempt to get away? fkp
Shall I get steam up? ,..' wa
Shall we get to the anchorage to-night?

ELF
Stand off. Get an offing. Put to sea
at once mg—Vessel (indicated, if necessary) has got
off.

—Was getting ready for sea. Preparing
for sailing.

What quarantine shall I get ? uej
Where can I get (or, look for) a pilot?

TL
Where can I get any freight? nqm
Where is the best place to get—?- . .aic

—Will you get?
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GET—GO.

NZH

NZI

NZJ

NZK

NZL

NZM

NZO

NZP
NZQ
NZR
NZS
NZT
NZU
NZV

NZW
NZX
NZY
OAB
OAC
OAD
OAE

OAF

OAG

OAH

OAI
OAJ
OAK

Get—Continued.
You can get an answer in — enu
You had better get a sick nurse . - .wbk
YoTi will find great difficulty in getting
through the ice at — pci

You will get into shoal water, or, You
will shoal your water _ _ _vza

You will get quarantine uel
You will have great difficulty in getting
water Laf

Gig.
Steam gig guw

Gill. {Measure of capacity) ayx

GiMBAL OF A Compass jhq

Gimlet.

Gin. (Spirit.) Geneva -uxu

Gin. {For derrick, etc.)

Ginger.

GiRD-EK

Girl.

Give. To Give.
Are giving ground dip

Be careful not to give offense hyl
Bound to be given up. hbw
Bound to give it up hbx
By the description given ..Kvz

—Can, or, May give.

—Can give no reason.

—Can you give?

—Can you give a passage—to?

—Can not give.

—Do, or. Did you give?

—Gave.
Give authority pns

Give directions—that (for, or, to)--LBj

Give every assistance—to fgh
—Give him (her-s, it-s).

—Give leave—^to.

-Give me (my, mine).
—:Give notice.

—Give receipt.

—Give them (their-s).

—Giye us (our-s).

Give way --Yxc

—Given.
Gives, or, Must give an evasive answer,

ENG
—Giving.
Have orders been given—to {or, for)?

PNE
Have you given bond? Gyn
I shall give chase inr

—I will give you.
Notice {warning) has been given .-YUL

Obliged to be given up smv
Obliged to give it up smw
Warning (notice) has been given ..yul

—"What have you given for?

—What is the highest price you will give?

What will you (or person indicated)

give?

OAL
OAM
CAN

OAP

OAQ
OAR
OAS
OAT

OAU

OAV

OAW
OAX

OAY

OAZ

OBA

OBC

OBD
OBE

OBF

OBG

OBH

OBI
OBJ

OBK
OBL

OEM

OBN

OBP
OBQ

Give—Continued.
Will give.

—Will you give?
—Will you give me (or, my)?
Will you give me a passage (on shore)"!

TDK
—Will you give me the pleasure?

Glad-ly.
—Glad to hear—it (01; that).

—Glad to see—it (or, that).

—Glad to see you. Glad to see (person
named).

—I shall be very glad.

Very glad ypj
Very glad of your company JGT

Gland.
Stem gland defective wuv
Stuffing-box glands out of order ...hdj

Glark-d-ing-ly.

Glass.
Binocular glass. Field glass glb
Field glass. Binocular glb
Hourglass ozk
Lamp glass Qdg
Log glass QYH
Panes of glass szy

.Spy glass. Telescope xmq
Wineglass zgd

Glimpse.
I had a glimpse of the land about- -QDtr

Globe-ular.

Gloom-y-ily.

Glove.

Glub-d-ing-tinous.
—Marine glue.

Glut-ted.

Glycerine.
Nitro-glycerine ._ - str

Go. To go.
All gone--- DXK

—Am, Is, or. Are going (or, gone)—to.

—Am, Is, or. Are to go.

An express is going to— mpi
—Are you going into port (harbor) ?

—Are you going—to?
Are you going on shore? FCX
Are you going to anchor? - -EHM
Are you going to land all mails at — ?

QDN
Boat is going to you eu
—Can you go?
Can you go up the river? uyg
Convoy is going to JTJN

—Do not go.

Do not go (or, pass) ahead of me.
Code Flag over r

—Do not let him (or, them) go.

—Go about.
Go ahead.- lg
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GO—GOOB.

OBR

OBS
OBT
OBU
OBV
OBW

OBX
OBY
OBZ

OCA

OCB
OCD

OCE

OOF
OCG

OCH

OCI
OCJ
OCK
OCL
OCM

OCN
OOP
OCQ
OCR

OCS

OCT

OCU
OCV
OCW

OCX

OCY

Go

—

Continued.
Go ahead of— dvh
Go ahead and drop a boat on board-DVN
Go ahead easy. Easy ahead lh
Go ahead full speed li
Go ahead of me dvg
Go alongside ebf
Go as fast as you can mtn
Go astern lj
Go astern. Heave allaback LP
Go astern of— fhk
Go astern easy. Easy astern __lk
Go astern full speed lm
Go astern of me. Pass astern of me .fhq

—Go away.
Go direct- - ..lbn
Go easy lex
Qo-ingfree npx
Go for despatches jl

—Go full speed.
—Go half speed.
—Go immediately.
—Go in (or, to).

—Go on. Proceed.
Go onboard--- gqd

—Go on shore.
—Go out (or, from).
^Go to—the.

Go to the admiral's ofiSce dlf
—Going.
Going astern. Stern way fhr

—Going into port (or, harbor).
—Going round.
Going to join pwa

—Gone.
Gone by. Passed by-- hpv

—Gone to pieces.

—Gone to sea.

How is business going? hny
—I am a stranger here ; will you let me go

on shore with you?
—I am going full speed.
—I am going half speed.
—I am going on shore.
— I am going—to —

.

—I am not going on shore.
I shall not go far before I bring up-HJC
I shall not go much farther mtb

—I wish to see you before you go on shore.
—If, or, When you go.
—Is, or, Are not gone.
—Is — (person or ship indicated) gone?
Keep going ahead of dvl
Keep going ahead slowly dvm
Keep going astern fho
Keep the lead going. Keep sounding . qji—Let go.
Let go another anchor kr
Let go the life-buoy hmr
Let go your anchor eja

—Let him (or, them) go.
Lifeboat is going to you fe—Make haste, or he will be gone.

—Must go.

—Must I go?
My eSigines are going astern.

Code Flag over v
Not going.
Seagoing (gone) down vkz
Shall I go?
Stand by to let go wqe

ocz

ODA

ODB
ODC
ODE

ODF
ODG

ODH

ODI

ODJ
ODK
ODL
ODM
ODN
ODP

ODQ

ODE
ODS
ODT

ODU

ODV
ODW

ODX

ODY
ODZ
OEA
OEB
OEC

Go

—

Continued.
" Stock all gone ..wvm
Thenext mail goesin—{vesselindicated),

rfx
The pilot is going to you tjr

—They were gone.
Tug is going to you ya

—Was, or, Were going—to.

Went—to— ZBQ
—When do you go—to?
—When do you go on shore?
—When going—to?
Where are you going? csu

—Where is he(she, or, it) gone (or, going)?
—Will you go?
Will you go (or, come)on shore? jds
Will you go on shore in my boat?--VZN
Will you have to go into dry dock?..Llx.

Goat.

GOD-LY.

Gold-en.
—Gold dust.
—Gold has been found at —

«

—Gold mine.
—Goldsmith.
—In gold.

Gone. (See also Go) oce

Good. (For Goods, see next page.

)

A good crop, or. Crops look well kdt
A good many slight cases idh

—A good oflBng.

—A good plan (or, method).
—A good slant.

Am I in a good berth? --- ---Gfo
Beef in good order goy
Biscuit is not good. Bread is not
good- GLK

Business good hnv
Can you point out (or, take me to) a
good anchorage? eks

Cargo in very good order hzx
Did you get good observations? em
Good accommodation dce
Good accounts—of — --- dfa

—Good anchorage.
Good berth gfe
Good bottom for anchorage ekx
Good-bye hpz

—Good chance.
—Good coal.

Good coal may be got at — ixb
Good condition oeb
Good conduct jnh
Good enough -.mdh

—Good example.
Good Friday nrl

—Good landing.
—Good lookout.
—Good news—of.

—Good order. In good order.
—Good observations.
Good season foi'fish nbz
Good shelter, from vwj
Good vacuum ynk
Good water. Water is good Yvs
Good water can be got at — yvd
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GOOD—GRANITE.

OED

OEF

OEG

OEH
OEI

OEJ
OEK

OEL

OEM
OEN

OEP

OEQ

OER
OES
OET
OEU
OEV

OEW
OEX

OEY

OEZ

OPA

OFB

OFC

OFD

Good—Continued.
—Goodness.
Ground tackle not good enough ou
Ground tackle very good oik

—Have the goodness to.

Have you a good fire engine? nag
—I do not think we shall get any good by

moving.
In go'od order. Good order obb
Is It good holding ground? oim

—Is, or. Are not good.
—Is, or. Are very good.
Keep a good lookout aloft bag
Keep a good lookout, as it is reported
enemy's vrar vessels are going about
disguised as merchantmen oj

Keep a goodlookout forland {or, lights)

,

or. Lookout for land {or, lights).

{Bearing to follow, if necessary) .pyu
Leave a good margin ^..qkx
Make-ing, Made good—the {or, your)-RlJ
Not a good plan tly

—Not so good.
—Of good quality.

Pumps in good order ubp
There is good freight to be had —

at — NQK
There is good shelter at {or, in).--VWN

—Very good.
Very good chart IMZ

Very good draught lnf
—Very good remittances.

—Was, or, "Were very good.
Water is good. Good water yvs
Water is not good .... yvt
—Will be very good.

Good-bye —hpz

Good Friday nrl

Goods.
Contraband goods JSO

—Goods are found.
—Goods are landed.

—Goods are shipped.

—Goods department.
How many tons measurement of goods

can you take?
—I can not get at goods required.

—I have goods belonging to you {or, —).
Manufactured cottons. Cotton goods,

JXY
Stock of goods wvN

—Tons measurement of goods.

Goose.

Gooseneck.

Got. (See also Get. )

Almost anything may be got eab

Articles indicated may be got at —
{place) or, from — {vessel indi-

cated) E2G

Can not be got off {or, afloat) by any

means now available CD

—Could any vessel have got away after

you?
Could she have got to any place of shel-

ter?

OFE
OFG
OPH
OFI

OFJ

OFK

OFL

OFM

OFN

OFF

OFQ

OFR
OFS
OFT
OFU
OPV

OFW
OFX
OFY
OFZ
OGA

OGB

OGC

OGD

OGE

OGF

OGH

OGI

Got—Continued.
Expect {or vessel indicated expects) to

be got off {or, afloat) dpx
Get, or. Got pratique nyw
Got bottom with — feet hba
Got onboard oqe

—Have, or, Has got.

—Have, or, Has got off.

—Have, or. Has not got.

—Have you, or. Has — {vessel indicated)

got pratique?
—Is it likely you {or vessel indicated) will

be got off?

—May be got off.

May be got off {or, afloat) if prompt as-

sistance be given . oa
May be got off {or, afloat) without as-

sistance DPZ
—Not worth getting.

Not worth getting off dqc
—Only to be got in small quantities.

Vessel {indicated, if necessary) has got
off NZE

Goulard's Extract.

GOUT-Y.

GOVERN-ED-ING-MENT.
Belonging to Government Ges
Chartered, or, Employed by Govern-
ment.--— .'. INE

Colonial Government JBK
—East Indian Government.
—Government despatch.

—Government employee {or, officer).

—Government hired vessel.

—Government in minority of—

.

Government majority of— rhv
—Government ship.

—Government steamboat, or, transport.

—Government stores.

—Government tug.
—Has there been any change in the Gov-

ernment in—

?

—The United States, or. His, or. Her
Majesty's Government.

I have Government despatches {or, —),

JS

Local Government Board gpj
Officer, or, Employee of Government,

OFT
Governor.
Deputy, or. Lieutenant Governor..kvn

—Governor General.

Gradual-lt.

Grain . (Measure of weight.

)

bam

Grain. Grain cargo hzd

Gramme. {Measure of length.) awp

GRAMME. {Measure of weight.) ban

Granary.

Grange.

Granite.

76564—09 17
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GRANT—GROVJi;.
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GBOW—GUZ.
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GYBE—HAD.

OKW
OKX

OKY

OKZ

OLA

OLE

GyBE-D-ING, or, JiBE-D-ING.

Gymnast-astic-nasium.

Gypsum.

H. {Letter.) {For newmethod of spelling,

seepage 13.)

Habbe, {Measure of weight) BAG

Habit.
Bad ha"bit frd

Habitation.

Had, Has, or, Have bqn
Am, Are, or. Is not to hare bqd
Am, Are, or. Is to have -.bqc
Can, or, May have bqe
Can, or. May have been bfh
Can, or, May have done {or, been done),

BLV
Can, or. May have had --BQF
Can, or. May he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated) have been? btl

Can, or. May I have—^some? bqg
Can not, oY, May not have bqh
Can not, or, May not have been bfk
Can not, or. May not have done {or, been
done) BLZ

Can not, or. May not have had bqi
Can not, or, May not he (she, it, or per-
sons or thing s indicated) have been?

BTN
Could, or. Might have bqj
Could, or. Might have been bfm
Could, or, Might have done {or, been
done) BMC

Could, or. Might have had. - --BQK
Could, or. Might not have bql
Could, or. Might not have been bfo
Could, or. Might not have done {or, been
done) __, BME

Could, or. Might not have had bqm
Do not let him (her, it, or person indi-

cated) have BTR
Had, Has, or, Have bqn
Had, Has, or. Have any ...bqc
Had, Has, or. Have been bfq
Had, Has, or, Have done {or, been done),

BME
Had, Has, or. Have had bqp

Hxn—Continued.
Had, Has, or. Have, he (she, it, or per-
sons or thing-s indicated)'i.: bts

Had, Has, or. Have, he (she, it, or per-
son-s or thing-s indicated) been?-.BTU

Had, Has, or. Have, he (she, it, or per-
sons or thing s indicated) had? . . btv

Had, Has, or. Have, he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) not?-.BTW

Had, Has, or. Have, he (she, it, or per-
sons or thing s indicated) not been,

BTX
Had, Has, 07: Have, he (she, it, or per-
sons or thing-s indicated) not had?

' BTY
Had, Has, or. Have his (her-s, it-s)?-BQR
Had, Has, or. Have I (niy, mine)?-_BQs
Had, Has, or. Have I been? .-. bfr
Had, Has, or. Have I done? bmt
Had, Has, or, Have I had? bqt
Had, Has, or, Have not? bqu
Had, Has, or. Have not been? ._: bfs
Had, Has, or. Have not done {or, been
done) BMs

Had, Has, or, Havenothad bqv
Had, or. Have that {or, this) bqw
Had, Has, or, Havethe.. bqx
Had, Has, or. Have there? bqy
Had. or. Have these {or, those) bqz
Had, Has, or. Have they (them, their-s)?

BRA
Had, or. Have they been? bft
Had, or. Have they done? bmu
Had, or. Have they had? bec
Had, Has, or. Have v^e (our-s)? brd
Had, or. Have we been? bfu
Had, or. Have we done? bmv
Had, or. Have we had? bre
Had, Has, or. Have yours? brp
Had, or. Have you been? bfv
Had, or. Have you done?. bmw
Had, or, Have you had? beg
Have you {or person indicated) any—

?

EPE
Having -.. opi
Having been , bfw
Having done bmx
Having had beh
He, She, It {orpersons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) buj
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-^

cated) had (has, or, have) been.-BUK'
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) done {or, is,

or, are doing) bul
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have)had ...bum
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) not. -.bun
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) not been,
BUO

He, She, It {or persons or thing-s indi-
cated) had (has, or, have) not done
{or, is, or, are not doing) bup'

He, She, It {or persons or things indi-
cated) had (has, or, have) not had.BUQ

:

He, She, It {or person s or things indi-
cated) should {or, would) have.-BVO

He, She, It {or persons or things indi-
cated) (should or,would)not have.BVS
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HAD.

Had—Continued.
How had (has, or, have)? bxn
lean {or, may) have bei
I can not {or may not) have bej
I could {or, might) have brk
I could (or, might) not have brl
I had {or, have) brm
I had {or, have) been.-. bgc
I had {or, have) done bna
I had {or, havie) had brn
I had {or, have) not bro
I had {or, have) not been bgd
I had {or, have) not done bno
I had {or, have) not had pbp
I shall {or, will) have brq
I shall {or, will) not have brs
I should {or, wpu^d) have brt
I should {or, would) have been bgk
I should {or, would) not have bru
I should {or, would) not have been.BGM
If he (she, it, o?- persons or things in-

dicated) had (has, or, have) byj
If he (she, it, or persons or things in-

dicated) had (has, or, have) not -BYK
If I had {or, have)' bzh
If I had (or-, have) not bzi

If they had {or, have) cao
If they had {or, have) not cap
If we had {or, have) cbh
If we had {or, have) not CBI

If you had {or, have) cby
If you had {or, have) not cbz
Is, etc. (See Are, aboue.)

It, etc. (See He, above.

)

It has (or, had) been bgp
It has {or, had) been done _ _ bnp
It has {or, had) not been bgq
It has {or, had) not been done bnq
Lethim(her, it, orpersons indicated)—
have BWA

Let them have ..bbv

May, etc. (See Can, above.)

Might, etc. (See Could, above.)

Must have - ceo
Must have been cep
Must have had ceq
Not to be had - cgj

Ought to have cia

Ought not to have. Cht
Shall, or, Will have brw
Shall, or, Will have done {or, been

done) BNX
Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons

or things indicated) have? bwg
Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons

or things indicated) not have?. _bwk
Shall, or, Will I have? brx
Shall, or, Will I not have? bey
Shall, or. Will not have? bez

Shall, or. Will not have done {or, been

done) BNZ

She, etc. (See He, above.

)

Should, or. Would have bsa

Should, or, Would have been bhl
Should, or. Would have done {or, been

done) -- BOG
Should, or. Would have had bsc

Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-

sons or things indicated) have?-BWP
Should,or, Would he (she.it, or persons

or things indicated) have been?.BWQ

Had—Continued.
Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-

sons or things indicated) not have?
BWTJ

Should, or. Would he, (she, it, or per-

sons or things indicated) not have
been? bwv

Should, or. Would not have bsd
Should, or. Would not have been.-BHN
Should, or. Would not l^ave done {or,

been done) -_ t boi

Should, or. Would not have had ...bse
That, or. This had (has, or, have) -CKX
That, or. This had (has, or, have) been,

CKY
That, or, This had (has, or, have) not
been ckz.

There had (has, or, have) cmq
There had (has, or, have) been cmr
There had (has, or, have) not been-CMS
There should (or, would) have been.cna
There should {or, would) not have been,

CNB
They can {or, may) have --BSff

They can not {or, may not) have.-.BSG
They had (or, have) bsh
They had {or, have been) bht
They had {or, have) done bol
They had {or, have) had BSi

They had {or, have) not bsj

They had {or, have) not been bhu
They had {or, have) not done bom
They had {or, have) not had bsk
They should {or, would) have bsl
They should {or, would) not have .bsm
This, etc. (See That, above.

)

To be had CNS
To have i cnu
We c.an {or, may) have bsn
We can not (or, may not) have BSO
We had {or, have) .,-_-BSP

We had {or, have) been bin

We have {or, have) done bos
We had {or, have) had bsq
We had {or, have) not bsr
We had {or, have) not been bio

We had {or, have) not done bot
We had {or, havei not had bst
We shall (or, will) have bsu
We shall {or, will) not have bsv
We should {or, would) have bsw
We should {or, would) not have .--BSX
What, or. Which had (has, or, have)?

CQP
What, or. Which shall {or, will) I {or,

we) have? cqm
What, or, Which shall {or, will) they

{or, you) have? CQO
When had (has, or, have)? ceh
When had {or, have) you?.- cm
When shall {or, will) I have? crw
When shall {or, will) they {or, you)
have? CRZ

When shall {or, will) we have? CSA
Where had (has, or, have)? -CTB
Where shall {or, will) I have? CTO
Where shall {or, will) they {or, you)
have? CTQ

Where shall {or, will) we have? ctr
Which, etc. (See What, above.

)

Who had (has, or, have)? cup
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HAPPY—HAUL.

OME

OMS
OMT

OMU

OMV

OMW

OMX

OMY
OMZ

ONA

ONB

ONC

Happt-ily-iness. (See also Glad. )

Happy to hear it {or, that) oae
Happy to see you {or, — ) oat
I am happy to inform you pkc
—Shall, or, "Will be very happy — to.

—Very happy-ily.

Harass-bd-ing.

Harbor.
Are you going into port (harbor)?..obk
Bar harbor rvs
Detained in harbor kyc
Do not attempt to make the harbor (or,

anchorage) fw
Do not know the anchorage {or, harbor),

EKTJ—^Do you intend to go into harbor?
Do you know of any harbor {or, anchor-
age)? EKV

Do youknowtheharbor {or, anchorage) ?

EKW
During the time in harbor lpv
Going into harbor {or, port) OCB
Harbor authorities fni
Harbor board gph
Harbor, or. Entrance buoy mpr

—Harbor dues.
Harbor, or. Anchorage is good enough
with winds from— ox

Harbor, or. Anchorage is indifferent-OY
Harbor, or. Anchorage is safe with all

winds . oz
Harbor master. Captain of the port,

HWS
—Harbor master's ofl3.ce.

—H^'^bor of refuge.
Harbor police yvx

—Harbor Trust.
How does the harbor {or, anchorage)

bear? pa
I do not know the anchorage {or, har-

bor) -- EKY
I know of no safe harbor tda
—In, or. Into harbor.
Inform harbor authorities - -fnj
Inner harbor plm
Inside the harbor pmk
Is the hari or at — free from ice?---PBZ

Just out of harbor (or, port) pxm
No getting out of harbor nzd
Out of harbor svz

Outer harbor swf
Outside the harbor _-SWV
Permission urgently requested to enter

hai-bor pd
Proceed into harbor txa
Proceed out of harbor ...TXC

The entrance of the gulf {or, harbor) is

mined -MFU
The harbor at — is free from ice - - -PCE

"Want plan of harbor (channel, etc.)-YH

—Want to come into harbor.

"Was in harbor (or, port )when I left-QKU
"We are to leeward of the harbor {or,

anchorage) ELS
"We are to windward of the harbor {or,

anchorage) eli

We have missed the entrance {or,

passed the port, or, harbor) mpv

OND

ONE

ONF

ONG

ONH

ONI
ONJ

ONK

ONL

ONM

GNP
ONQ
ONE

ONS

ONT

ONLT

Harbor—Continued.
What harbor do you intend to make

{or, run) for?

—Whilst in harbor.
You will not have water enough over
the bar {or, into the harbor). Depth
in feet may follow fwe

Hajrd-ness.
Blowing hard. Squally weather zh
Blowing too hard—to — goc
Hard-a-port ! ( Urgent. ) Head to go to

starboard md
Hard-a-starboard ! {Urgent.) Head to
go to port ME

Hard bottom hbc
—Harder-est.

Helm hard up ^ otn
It blew too hard- goi
My helm is hard-a-port ; ship's head is

going to starboard WG
My helm is hard-a-starboard; ship's

head is going to port wh

Hardly.

Hardware „ ---zne

Harm-ed-ing. {See also Damage.)
—No harm {or, damage) done.

Harmless.

Harpoon-ed-ing.

Harvest-ed-ing.

Has. (See Had, Has, or, Have) bqn

Haste-y-ily-iness.
—Hasten-ed-ing.
—Hasten the departure of —

.

I can not hasten my departure ktv
I must hasten my departure ktw

—Make haste.
Make haste, or he will be gone ocu

Hat.

Hatch.

Hatchet.
Can you lend hatchets {or, adzes) ?-D0w

ONV

ONW Hatchway.

ONX

ONY

ONZ
OPA
OPB
OPC
OPD
OPE
OPF
OPG

HAUL-ED-ING—OUT.
Closehauled - luw

—Haul down.
Haul down your ensign - men
Haul down your flags - --NDC

—Haul in.

—Haul in the slack.

—Hauling line.

—Haul off.

—Haul taut. Tauten hawsers.
—Haul the jib down.
—Haul up.
—Haul your wind. Haul to the wind.
Haul your wind on port tack ln
Haul your wind on starboard tack ...LO
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HAUL—HE, SHE, IT.

OPH

OPI

OPJ

OPK

OPL

OPM
OPN
OPQ

OPE

OPS

OPT
OPU
OPV

OPW

OPX
OPY

OPZ

OQA

OQB

OQC

Haul—C'ontinued.

—I shall keep closehauled.
Try to olubhaul iwg

Have. (See Had) bqn

Haven. {Harbor} omv

Having.
Having been bfw
Having done bmx
Having had brh

Havoc.

-FJG

-NOl.

Hawse.
Athwart hawse

—Clear hawse.
Foul hawse

—Hawse hole (or, pipe).

—Hawse pipe is broken.
—Hawse plug.

Hawser. {See also Tow and Warp. )

For signals between ships toicing and
being towed, see page 35.

Are you (your towing hawsers) fast?

XYJ
—Can you spare a hawser?
Cast oflf hawsers xyn
Grass, or, Coir hawser izs

—Have no other hawser.
—Hawser fouled screw.
—Hawser-laid rope.
Hemp cable, or, hawser. {Size and

length, if necessary) hqx
—Large hawser.
Prepare another hawser tsw
Send boat with hawser gur

—Shorten in both hawsers.
—Small hawser.

Steel-wire hawser wto
Tauten hawser. Haul taut opd
Towing hawser xyw

—Veer both hawsers.
Wire cable {or, hawser) hse

Hay.

Hayti-an. (Haiti) Haytian Colors.

Haze-y-iness-ily.

He-

He, She, It {or person-s or thing-s indi-

cated).

Are, or, Is, etc. {See Is, belou:

)

As he (she, it, his, her-s, it-s) eak
Can, or, May he (she, it, or persOn-s or

thing-s indicated) 1 btj
Can, or, May he (she, it, or person-s or

thing-s indicated) be? btk
Can, or, May he (she, it, or person-s or
things indicated) have been? btl

Can not, or. May not he (she, it, or per-
son-s or things indicated) be? btm

Can not, or, May not he (she, it, or per-
son-s or thing-s indicated) have been?

btn

He, She, It—Continued.
Could, or. Might he (she, it, or person-s
or things indicated) be? bto

Could, or. Might he (she, it, or person-s
or things indicated) not be? btp

Do, Does, or. Did he (she, it, or person-s
or thing-s indicated) ? btq

Do not let him (her, it, or pcr.ion indi-
cated) have BTR

For him (his, her-s, it-s, or person-s or
thing-s indicated) bpd

From him (his, her-s, it-s, or person-s or
thing-s indicated) bpo

Had, Has, or, Have, he (she, it, or per-
sons or tTiing-s indicated) bts

Had, Has, or. Have, he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) been?--BTU

Had, Has, or. Have, he (she, it, or per-
son s or thing s indicated) had? -.btv

Had, Has, or. Have, he (she, it, or per-
son-s or things indicated) notl-.-STW

Had, Has, or. Have, he (she, it, or per-
son-s or thing-s indicated) not been?

BTX
Had, Has, or. Have, he (she, it, or per-

son-s or things indicated) not had?
BTY

He BTZ
He, She, It {or persons or thing-s indi-

cated) can {or, may) bua
He, She. It {or person-s or things indi-

cated) caxi {or, may) be bug
He, She, It {or persons or thing-s indi-

cated) can not {or, may not) bud
He, She, It {or persons or thing-s indi-

cated) can not {or, may not) be-.-BUE
He, She, It {or person-s or things indi-

cated) could {or, might) bup
He, She, It {or person-s or things indi-

cated) could {or, might) not bug
He, She, It {orperson-s or things indi-

cated) Aoes {ao, or, did) BUH
He, She, It {or person-s or things indi-

cated) does (do, or, did) not bui
He, She, It {or persons or thing-s indi-
cafed)had (has, or, have) buj

He, She, It {or persons or things indi-
cated) had (has, or, have) been buk

He, She, It {or persons or things indi-
cated) had (has, or, have) done {or, is,

or, are doing) bul
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) had ...bum
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) not bun
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) not been,
BUO

He, She, It {or persons or things indi-
cated) had (has, or, have) not done
{or, is, or. are not doing) ...bup

^ He, She, It {or persons or things indi-
cated) had (has, or, have) not had.BUQ

He, She, It {or person-s or things indi-
cated) is (or, are) but

He, She, It (or person-s or things indi-
cated) is (or, are) able to .Buv

He, She, It {or person-s or things indi-
cated) is (or, are) for bur

He, She, It (or person-s or things indi-
cated) is (or, are) from bus
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He, She, It—Continued.
He, She, It [or persons or thing-s indi-

[

cated) is (or, are) not buw
;

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) is (or. axe) not able to. ..-BUX I

He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) may, etc. (See Can, above.

)

He, She, It {or persons or things indi-
cated) might, etc. (See Could, above.

)

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) must BUY

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) must be buz

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) must not BVA

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) must not be , Bvc

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) ought to • BVD

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) ought not to-- BVE

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) ought not to be bvg
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) ought to be BVF
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) BVH
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) be Bvi
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) not bvj
He, She, Ic (or persons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) not be bvk
He, She, It (or persons or thing-s indi-

cated) should (or, would) .bvl
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) be bvm
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) do (or, be
done) .. BVN

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) have---Bvo
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) not bvp
He, She, It (or person-s^or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) not bc.BVQ
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) not do (or,

be done) bvb
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should(or, would) not have-BVS
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) wa,s (or, were).. bvt
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) was (or, were) not - - - bvu
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) was (or, were) not to be --Bvx
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) was (or, were) to be bvw
He, She, It (or person s or things indi-

cated) will, etc. (See Shall, above.

)

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated)would, etc. (See Should, above.

)

How is (or, are) he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated)"! BXO

How shall (or, will) he (she, it, orper-

sons or things indicated) ? bxr
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) can (01; may) byd
If he (she, it, or persons or thingsindi-

cated) can not (or, may not) bye

He, She, It—Continued.
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) could (or, might) byp
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) could {or, might) not BYGf
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) does (do, or, did) byh
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) does (do, or, did) not byi
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) - byj
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) not byk
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) Is (or, are) byl,

If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) able to bym
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) not byn
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) not able to byo
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) . byp
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) not byq
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) byr
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) not bys
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) was (or, were) byt
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) was (or, were) not byu
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) will, etc. (See Shall, above.)
If he (she, it, or person-sor things indi-

cated) would, etc. (See Should, obove.

)

Is, or. Are, he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated)"!. bvy

It ' bvz
Let him (her, it, or persons or things

indicated) have 'Birx

May he (she, it, etc. ) ? (See Can, above.

)

Might he (she, it, etc.)? (See Could,
above.

)

Must he (she, it, or persons or things
indicated)"!. cer

Ought he (she, it, or persons or things
indicated) to? chn

Person-s, or. Things indicated bwc
Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or person-sor
things indicated) 1 bwd

Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) be? bwe

Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or person-s or
things indicated) do (or, be done)?

BWP
Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) hsiYel bwg

Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or person-s
or things indicated) not? bwh

Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or person-s
or things indicated) not be -Bwi

Shall, or, Will he (she, it, or person-s
or things indicated) not do (or, be
done)? .-- BWJ

Shall, or, Will he (she, it, or person-s
or things indicated) not have?..DWK

She BWI.

Should, or, Would he (she, it, or per-

sons or things indicated)! bwm
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OQD

OQE

OQF
OQG
OQH

He, She, It—Continued.
Should, or. Would lie (she, it, or per-

sons or things indicated) be?---BWN
Should, or, Would he (she, it, or per-

sons or things indicated) do (or, be
done)? Bwo

Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-

sons or things indicated) have?-BWP
Should, or, Would he (she, it, or per-

sons or things indicated) have been?
BWQ

Should, or, Would he (she it, or per-

sons or things indicated) not?--BWR
Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-

sons or things indicated) not be?
BWS

Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-

sons or things indicated) not do {or,

be done)? bwt
Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-

sons or things indicated) not have?
BWU

Shoiild, or, Would he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) not have
been? bwv

That he (she, it, or persons or things
indicated) cla

Was, or. Were, he (she, it, or persons
or thing- s indicated) % -Bwx

Was, or. Were, he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated ) not? bwy

What, or. Which does (do, or, did) he
(she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated)^ CQD
What, or. Which is (or, are) he (she, it,

orpersons or things indicated'i) .cvx
Whendoes(did, or, do)he(she, it, orper-

son-s or things indicated)"! crd
When he (she, it, or persons or things

indicated) is (or, are) crj
When is (or, are) he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated )? CRN

When shall {or, will) he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) ? CRT

Where he (she, it, or persons or things
indicated) is {or, are) Ctd

Where is {or, are) he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated)'! cth

Where shall {or, will) he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated)"! -Ctm

—While he (she, or, it).

Will he (she, it, etc. ) ? (See Shall, above.

)

Would he (she, it, etc. ) (See Should,
above.

)

Head-ed-ing. To head.
Brace round your head yards hdo
By the head hpk
Cathead ieu
Crank head kbl
Crosshead ked
Figurehead mxy
Fork head nlr
Get her head round as fast as possible,

NYU
Get her head round or you will be on
shore LP

Have lost— head of cattle ipp.

—Head (part of body).
—Head gear.

—Head of department.

OQI

OQJ
OQK
OQL
OQM
OQK
OQP
OQR

OQT

OQU

OQV

OQW
OQX
OQY

OQZ

ORA
ORB
ORG

ORD

ORE

Head—Continued.
Headquarters.
Head rail -- ugw
Headsails.

—Head sea.

Head sheet.

—Head to wind.
—Head wind.
Head yards.
—Headland.
Headman - cxju

Headmost.
—Headway. Steerageway.
Heave-to ; head offshore - - -lq
I have headway Code Flag over j

Jetty head pvk
KeeQ head to wind pyt
Masthead. At masthead rmf
Moor head and stern RZJ
Pierhead tid

Piston-rod crossheads damaged (or,

broken) kej
Pump crosshead -UBO
Pump crosshead out of order ubh
Rudderhead vbm
Ship's head by compass is — JIE

Trimmed by the head ; — inches by the

head hpk
Visible from the masthead yqz
When I have run my distance I shall

put her head oflE until — lgp

Headland --- oqr

Headman.

Headmost ..-Oqs

Headway. Steerageway oqt
I have headway Code Flag over j

Heal-ed-ing. To heal.

Health'-y-iness.
—A healthy season.

—Are you healthy?
Bill of health gkc
Board of Health gpa
Clean bill of health—from — tq
Crew healthy kcr
Have you a clean bill of health? tu
I have a clean bill of health, but am

liable to quarantine-Code Flag over q
I have not a clean bill of health.

Code Flag over I

In bad health? frp
Not clean bill of health flag (when
spoken of) isw

—^Tolerably healthy. Tolerably well.

Troops are in good health ybn
—Very healthy.
—Was the port j'ou left healthy?
—What is the state of health of the fleet

at — ?

What is the state of health of the troops
at — ? ybr

—Where is the health oflflcer?

Heap-ed-ing.
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HEAR—HELM.

ORE

ORG

ORH
ORI

ORJ
ORK
ORL

ORM
ORN
ORP

ORQ
ORS

ORT

ORU

ORV

ORW

ORX

ORY

ORZ
OSA

OSB
osc
OSD

OSE
OSF

OSG

OSH
OSI
OSJ
OSK
OSL

OSM
OSN

Hbar-eng. Heard.
Anxious to hear of {or, from) — EOl
Crew not heard of ..-KCT

—Did you hear?
Did you hear if there were any letters

forme at — 'i Qoe
Did you hear of my family? epi
Glad to hear—it {or, that). Happy to
hear—it {or, that) oar

—Has been heard of.

—Has not been heard of since {date to

follow)

.

—Have heard—of —

.

—Have, or, Has not heard of —

.

—Have you {or persons indicated) heard
—of—?

Have you heard of the arrival of —

?

EYJ
Have you seen {or, heard of) a vessel
wrecked {or, in distress)? zu

Have you seen {or, heard) anything of
my {or, the) boat? fb

Heard firing to t'he — nai
I heard that some of your family were

seriously ill msi
—Neither seen nor heard.

—Should you hear {or, see).

—Sorry to hear—it {or, thac).

Unless I hear ---Yjq
—Vessel indicated has not been heard of.

—Vessel indicated has not been heard of

since — (date indicated) ; she is sup-

posed to be —

.

—"We shall not hear again."

What were the latest dates at — when
you last heard? -.-KMN

—When, or. What did you last hear—of

{or, from)?

Heart.
Down hearted lmi

Heat-ed-ing.
Superheat-ed-ing xeh
The heat of the sun -Xdv

Heave-ing. Hove.
Avast heaving fom

—Can I heave-to?
Heave all aback. Go astern LP

—Heave away.
—Heave her down.
Heave short —hrd

—Heave taut.

—Heave-to.
—Heaving, Hove-to.
Heave-to; head offshore --LQ

Heave-to; I will send a boat gte

—Heave-to on port tack.

—Heave-to on starboard tack.

Heave-to or I will fire into you id

—Heave-to or take the consequences.

Heave-to until — lr

—Heave up.
—I can not heave-to.

—I have not room to heave-to.

—I shall heave-to off — {or, at —).

—I shall heave-to to take soundings {time

indicated, if necessary)

.

—I shall not heave-to.

—I will heave-to directly I have room.

OSP

OSQ

OSR

OST

OSU
CSV

OSW

OSX
OSY

OSZ
OTA

0TB
OTO

OTD
OTE

OTE
OTG

OTH

OTI

OTJ

OTK

OTL

OTM

Heave—Continued.
—Shall you heave -to?

Stop; Heave-to; or. Come nearer; I

have something important to com-
municate Code Flag over h

Strange vessel hove in sight-- ozs
—Vessel indicated has hove-to.

Heaven.

Heavy.
Have, or, Has had a heavy gale from—

,

NVY
—Heavier-esT.
—Heavily-iness.
Heavy, or, Severe gale Nvz
—Heavy gun {weight in tons, if neces-

sary).

—Heavy loss.

—Heavy purchase.
Heavy sea UQ

—Heavy surf. Much surf.

—Heavy swell.

Heavy weather coming ; look sharp- _fz
Heavy weighi -.zee

—How heavy—^is — ?

—I have a heavy gun {or, guns) {number
indicated).

—I have no heavy guns.
—In a heavy squall.

Rounds of ammunition for heavy gun,
EGA

—She has, or. They have heavy gun.
—She has, or. They have no heavy gun.
Striking heavily wzy
Struck by a heavy sea xac
Very heavy sea vw

—Which is the heaviest?

Hectare. {Square measure) axp

Hectogramme. {Measure of weight) -bao

Hectolitre. {Measure of capacity) . .ayz

Hectometre. {Measure of length). -awd
Square hectometre. {Square, or, sur-

face measure) axp

Heel-ed-ing.

Height-en-ed-ing.
The height of the barometer is fxl

—What is the height—of?
What is the height of the barometer?

FXN
What is the height of the thermometer?
What is the temperature? xnk

Held. (See Hold) owx

Heliograph-y-ic.

Heller. {Coin) ats

Helm.
Hard-a-port ! ( Urgent. ) Head to go to

starboard md
Hard-a-starboard I {Urgent.) Head to

go to port ME
Helm amidships efj
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HELM—HIGH.

OTN
OTP
OTQ
OTE
OTS

OTU

OTV

OTW

OTX

OTY
OTZ

Helm—Continued.
Helm angle blv

—Helm hard up.
—Helm is down.
—Helm signal.

—Helmsman.
—How do you carry your helm?
Lee helm qmc
My helm is hard-a-port; ' ship's head
going to starboard wg

My helm is hard-a-starboard ; ship's
head going to port wh

Pay attention to the helm pli
Port. Head to go to starboard wi
Port a little. Head to go to starboard,

TPG
Port helm tpe
Starboard. Head to go to port wj
Starboard a little. Head to go to port,

WQU
Starboard helm web
Steady your helm _.mi
Steer more to port.. mj
(To be kept flying until course is suffi-
ciently altered.)

Steer more to starboard mk
(To be kept flying until course is diffi-
dently altered.)

—Under steady helm.
Weather helm yzo
Will not answer her helm ens

Helmet.
Diver's helmet lhy

Helmsman ._ otb.

Help-ed-ing. (See also Assist. )

Can be helped (assisted) fgb
Can help (assist) fga
Can I help? fgc
Can I procure any help (or, assistance)

in the way of—? on
Can you help (or, assist)? -..l fgd
Can you help — (vessel indicated)''.

.

.qo
Can not help (or, assist) cp
Do you want (require) any assistance

(or, help)—of— (or, from —)? cs
Give every assistance—to (help — to),

FGH
Help, I am attacked ; want assistance .nj
Help me to lay out an anchor eik
Helpless-ly. oty—I can not help you.
I will assist you (or vessel indicated) in

distress pgi
Require help (or, assistance)—of— (or,
from) cz

Should you require any help (or, as-
sistance) FGO

The ice is so solid I can not break
through; send help pcp

Will help (assist) fgu
With the help (or, assistance) of-.FGW
Without help (or, assistance) fgx

Helpless-ly.

Hemp-en.
Hemp cable (or, hawser). Size and

length, if necessary) hqx
Want a hemp cable hsc

QUA

OUB

QUO

OUD

QUE

QUE

OUG

OUH

GUI
OUJ

OUK
OUL

OUM

.XVA.Henbane, Tinctubeof.

Hencoop.

Her-s-selp. (See also Him, His, Her-s,
Its) BXD

Her, or, His Excellency mkr
Her, or. His Highness ovl
Her, or. His Majesty rho
Her, or. His Majesty's dominions. -lkh
Her Boyal Highness the Princess of
Wales ovK

Let her be bgv
On Her, or, His Majesty's service. -RHS
The TJniteiT States, or. Her, or. His
Majesty's Government ogb

The United States, or. Her, or. His
Majesty's service rhp

The United States, or. Her, or. His
Majesty's ship bhq

Herald.
Report me to "New York Herald"

Office, London ui
Report me to "New York Herald"

Ofiflce, New York., uj
Report me to "New York Herald"

Office, Paris uK

Heed. (Flock.). nfi

Here. Hereabouts.
Can I get a bill cashed here? gki
Can not get a bill cashed here gkj—Herewith.
I do not think there is any light here-
abouts QEW—Is, or. Are here.

Is there any dry dock here? ljg
—Not here.
There are no orders here for you td—Was, or, Were here.
Will my cargo sell here (or at place

indicated)"!. ibp
—Your owner is here.

Heerinq.
—Herring iishery.

Hees-selp. ' (See also Him, Her, It) _bxd

Hesitate-d-ing-ion.—Do not hesitate.

I' Great hesitation oho
'—Without hesitation. Unhesitatingly.

OUN HiDE-lNG. HiD-DEN.
OUP j—In hiding.

OUQ 'Hide. (Skin.)

To HIDE.

OUR

OUS
OUT

High. (See aZso Height.)
.Asks precise time of high water and
minimum depth at that time xe

At high water you will have— feet.KUY
Breast high ___hfo
Height OTJ
High and dry _.loe

—High land.
—High pressure.
High-pressure boiler gxc
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HIGH—HOIST.

OUV

OUW
OUX
OUY

OUZ
OVA
OVB

OVC
OVD
OVE
OVF
OVG

OVH
OVI

OVJ
OVK

OVL
OVM

OVN

High—Continued.
High-pressTire cylinder ._ kig
—High-pressure cylinder cover.
High-pressure cylinder cover broken,

KAI
High-pressure cylinder cracked (or, out

of order) kau
—High -pressure piston.

—High-pressure piston broken.
—High-pressure valve out of order.
High tide .-- -- XSD
High water.- -Yve
High-water mark ..-Yvf

—Higher.
—Highest.
-Highly.
Hold on till high water kp
How high must I lie to fetch? mwe
—Not of high rank.
—Of high rank.
—Prices are high.
—Proceed at high water.
—The highest price is —

.

Wages are very high ysi
Wait for high water ysx
Was tide high when you grounded?. -Cl

What is the depth at high water?..kve
What is the highest price you will give?

OAJ
—When is the highest tide?

—When will it be high water?

Highness.
—Her Royal Highness the Princess of

Wales.
—His, or, Her Highness.
—His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales.

Hill.

Hm, His, Himself.. bxc

Him, His, Her-s, It-s.

After him (his, her-s, it-s) Bwz
Are, or, Is his (her-s, it-s)? bek
As his (her-s, it-s) fax
Before him (his, her-s, it-s) bxa
By him (his, her-s, it-s) -Bjr

Can, or, May his (her-s, it-s) bkf
Could, or. Might his (her-s, it-s)?.-BLA

Do, Does, or. Did his (her-s, it-s)?--BMG

Do not let him (her, it, or person indi-

cated) have btr
For him (his, her-s, it-s, or persons or

ihing-s indicated) bpd
From him (his, her-s, it-s, or persons or

things indicated) bpo
Give him (hers, it-s). nzw
Had, Has, or. Have bis (hers, it-s)?

BQR
Her-s-self bxd
Him-self, His bxc
If his (her-s, it-s) byv
In him (his, her-s, it-s) CDJ

Is, etc. {See Are, above.

)

It-s-self -CDY
Let her be bgv
Let him (his, her-s, it-s) QNT
Lethimbe... bxe
Let him (her, it, or persons or things

indicated)—^have ...bwa

OVP

OVQ

OVR

OVS

OVT

OVU

OVX

OVY

OVZ

OWA

Him—Continued.
May, etc. {See Can, above.

)

Might, etc. {See Could, above.)
Must his (her-s, it-s) .-.^ CES
Not his. (her-s, it-s) CFT
Of him (his, her-s, it-s) cgn
On him (his, her-s, it-s) ogy
Ought his (her-s, it-s)? CHO
Shall, or, Will his (her-s, it-s) cis

Should, or, Would his (her-s, it-s)..CJF
That his (her-s, it-s) clb
To him (his, her-s, it-s) cnv
Was, or, Were his (her-s, it-s) cor
When his (her-s, it-s)--- '...crk

Where his (her-s, it-s) cte
Will, etc. {See Should, above.

)

With him (his, her-s, it-s) cwg
Would, etc. {See Should, above.

)

Hindbr-ed-ing-ance. {Impede) pdy

Hinge.

HiNT-ED-ING.

HiRE-D-ING.
Government hired vessel OPU
Hired cruiser kfb
Hired steamer wth
Will not be accountable for boat hire,

DFW
His, Hm-self. {See also Him, His, Her,

It-s) bxc
His, or. Her Excellency . _. mkr
His, or. Her Majesty RHO
His, or. Her Majesty's dominions ..lkh
His, or. Her Highness ovl
His Royal Highnessthe Prince of Wales,

OVM
On His {or. Her) Majesty's Service.rhs
The United States, 07; His, or. Her
Majesty's Government ogb

The United States, or, His, or. Her
Majesty's service rhp

The United States, or, His, or. Her
Majesty's ship rhq

HiSTORY-ICAL.

HlT-TING.

Hitch.

OVW Hitherto.

HOARSE-LY-NESS.

HOG-GBD-GING. TO HOG.

Hog. {Pig)

Hogshead. {Measure of capacity)

.

—Hogsheads of sugar.

..TIP

-AZB

HOIST-ED-ING.
Annul the hoist indicated by Numeral

Signal EMI
Annul the last hoist ; I will repeat it-VE
Can you distinguish what — {vessel

indicated) has hoisted? lgw
First flag in hoist is indistinct ndi
He has hoisted — colors JBT
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HOIST—HORIZON.
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HORN—HOW.

OYD

OYE

OYF

OYG

OYH
OYI
OYJ

OYK
OYL

OYM

OYN

OYP

OYQ

OYR
OYS
OYT
OYU
OYV
OYW
OYX

OYZ

OZA
OZB

OZC

OZD

OZE

OZF
OZG

OZH

OZI

OZJ

HORN-Y.
Fog horn ngi

Horse.
Horse boat gti
—Horse guards.

Horse {Traveler).

Horsepower.
—Indicated horsepower.
—My horsepower (or that of vessel indi-

cated) is—

.

—Nominal horsepower.
—What is your horsepower (or that of

vessel indicated) 1

Hose. (A flexible tube.)

Have yon fire hose enough—for — 1

NAH
Suction hose xci

hospitable-y-ality.

Hospital.
Ambulance required to convey a patient

to hospital EDY
—Can I send my sick to the hospital (or,

sick quarters) ?

Case is for hospital ;
idj

—Hospital case.

Hospital ship {or, vessel).

—Hospital treatment.
—Require hospital treatment.

—Send to the hospital.

—To, or, At the hospital.

—Where is the hospital 1

Hostage.

HosTiUE-iLiTY. {See also War. )

—Cessation of hostilities.

Commencement of hostilities jbu
—Hostilities commenced — between

—

and —

.

—^In a hostile manner.

HOT-LY.
Hot bearings Ri

—Hot weather.
—Hotter-est.
Red hot DMP

Hotel.

HOUR-LY.
A. M. * Before noon. In forenoon. -Edu

*NOTE.—i^or hours A. M. and P. M. see

Time, page 58.

After hours.- dqx
—An hour. In an hour.

.

At — {hour indicated) — {place indi-

cated) bore—, distant—miles ED

At — {hour indicated) we were abreast

of — cxw
At which hour? .-FJO

Damage can be put to rights in— hours,
BD

During meal hour -LPO

Every hour Miw

OZK
OZL

OZM

OZN

OZP

OZQ

OZR

OZS

Hour—Continued.
Fire has been burning these — hours,

HNP
Half an hour. In half an hour olk
—Hourglass.
—Hourly expected.
How many hours' coal have you? {state

at what speed) ixc
I have — hours' coal for full speed {or

for speed indicated) ixd
—In a quarter of an hour. Quarter of

an hour.
In an hour. An hour ozj
In half an hour. Half an hour olk
P. M.* Afternoon. In the afternoon,

DRW
*N0TB.

—

For hours A. M. and P. M. see

Time, page 58.

Quarter of an hour. In a quarter of an
hour OZM

What is your consumption of coal per
hour,atfull speed? IXM

House.
Admiral's house dkn
Bake house. Bakery FSX
—BothHousesof Congress, or. Parliament.

Cleared at the Custom-house ite

Clearinghouse itg
Clearing the Custom-house kgs
Club. Clubhouss iwd
Cookhouse JVC
Custom-house kgt
Custom-house boat. Revenue boat.KGU
Custom-house duty kgv
Deckhouse ^^..kpz

Have you a Custom-house ofl&cial on
board? 1 kgx

Have you cleared the Custom-house?
KGY

-House flag.

House of Assembly ' fek
House of Commons. (See also Parlia-
ment JEM

—House of Lords. Senate.

House of Representatives ika
Houses of Parliament ozp
Icehouse -pbx
Is your ship entered at Custom-house?

KGZ
Not cleared at Custom-house kha
Public house uav
Shall clear at Custom-house khb
Storehouse wxQ
Trinity House {or. Light-house Board),

GPN
Warehouse yui

Hove. • {See also Heave) orx
Heaving, Hove-to __-0Sd

—Strange vessel hove in sight.

Vessel indicated has hove-to osq

How.. BXF
How am I? bxg
How are her funnels placed?. ntr
How are the funds at — ? ...ntf

How are the markets? rlp
How are the wounded? ziM

How are they? bxh
How are you? bxi
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HOW—HUMAN.

I

How

—

Continued.
How are you armed? euy
How are you steering? wtx
How broad—is — ? hjn
How can {or, may)? bxj
How could (or, might)? bxk
How deep—is — ? kqx
How did it (or, that) happen? omk
How did the land bear when last seen?

EH
How do (does, or, did)?...^...i bxl
How do {or, did) you? bxm
How do you carry your helm? OTS
How do {or, did) you manage {or, con-

trive)—to— ? JTP
How does the beacon (buoy, or, mark)
bear? gah

How does the entrance bear? ej
How does the harbor {or, anchorage)
bear? pa

How does the ^and bear? qds
How does'

—

(vessel indicated) sail?-VDX
Howfar—ofif? What distance?- --MTA
How far can light be seen? msz
How had (has, or, have)? bxn
How have you had the wind? zen
How heavy is— ? otb
How high must I lie to fetch? mwe
How is business going? hny
How is (or, are) he (she, it, or persons

or things inddcated) ? bxo
How is she armed? euz
How is she rigged? -._irxH
How is(or, was)stranger (or vessel indi-

cated) steering? wty
How is the barometer? ^_fxe
How is the patient? tei
How is the surf? XFS
How is the tide? What tide have we
now? xp

How is your latitude obtained? qhn
How large—is (or, are)? qfo
How long (a time)? qyl
How long—is(or, are)— ? qyo
How long after? dep
How long ago? dtk
How long do you require to clean your
engines ? qym

How long have yoxi{or vessel indicated)
been in such distress? lhi

How long have you (or vessel in dicafed)
been on fire? naj

How long have you been on the voyage?
QYN

How long have you had this fog?--NGK
How long may we stand on our present

course? jzk
How long ought I to be getting an an-
swer from— ? . EMY

How loni? will delay be? ksh
How long will you be getting up steam?

VY
How long will you (or resnel indicated)
be repairing damages? bm

How many? eke
How many blades have you to your
screw?-- GrLX

How many boats? gtj
How many days? kng
How many days since you passed —

(vessel indicated)"! knh

OZT

OZU

OZV

OZW

ozx
OZY
PAB

PAO

How

—

Continued.
How many deaths? kom
How many dozen can you spare? ..lmu
How many feet? mve
How many funnels has she? nts
How many guns? ekf
How many guns do you mount? ...ekg
How many guns does she carry? ._-EKH
How many have you seriously ill?.-kld
How many hours' coal have you? (State
at luhat speed).. ixo

How many lighters do you want? --Qta
How many men? : .-.-Eki
How many miles—from —? etq
How mtoy miles an hour are you
going? EKJ

How many miles an hour can you (or
vessel indicated) go? etp

How many minutes? evd
How many (or, much) more? bkl
How many passengers? What passen-

gers? : TDO
How many ships? ----,-J vxk
How many sick? wbo
How many times? xtm
How many tons—of ? xut
How many tons do you take? xuv
How many torpedo boats passed in

sight? GTK
How many were killed? qam
How many wounded? zin
How much? --. ' SEE
How much cable have you out?->---HEE
How much longer? .-.qye
How must? BXP
How must I bring the beacon (buoy, or,

mark) to bear? g.«
How often? spx
How old? What age? dsi
How ought? BXQ
How rigged? uxh
How shall(or,will)he(she, it, orpersons
or things indicated)''. bxe

How shall (or, will) I? bxs
How shall (or, will) we? bxt
How shall we have the wind? zep
How shall (or, will) you? ..bxu
How should (or, would)? bxv
How soon? ? wjz
How was (or, were)? bxw
How will the ebb set? _..LSO
How will the flood set? nfq
How will they? bxy
How would you act? dih

HOWEVEE.

Hoy.—^Powder hoy (or, lighter.)

hug-ged-ging.

Hulk-ed-ing.
Coal hulk iwo
Sheer hulk vuE

Htjll.
—Hull down.—^HuUed-ing.

HUMAN-E-LY-ITY.
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HUMMOCK—I.

PAD HUMMOCK-Y.

PAE
PAF

PAG

PAH

PAI

PAJ
PAK
PAL
PAM

PAN

PAO

PAQ
PAR
PAS

PAT

PAU
PAV

PAW

PAX

PAY
PAZ

PBA

PBC

PBD

HUNDEED.
Hundredth,

Hundredweight.
weight)

CwT. (Measure of
BAP

HUNG-- - OMH

HUNGES-Y.

hunt-ed-ing.

Hurricane. Typhoon.
Center of hurricane hears — igx

—Has been a hurricane at (or, in)—

.

—Hurricane did considerahle injury.
—Hurricane did not do much damage.
—Hurricanes have not set in at— (date to

follow, if necessary).
Prepare for a hurricane gd
—You are steering right into the centre

of the hurricane (or, cyclone).

HuRRY-lED-iNG (Hasten) ong

HURT-iNG-FUL-LY. (See also Injure. )

Anyone hurt (or, wounded) 1 _ .eqb
BoUers burst; no one hurt AV
Boilers burst ; no one seriously hurt-AW
Dangerously hurt (or, wounded) ; acci-

dent - AL
Few hurt mxc
—Is he (she, or, it) much hurt?
—Is, or. Are much hurt.

—Is, or. Are not much hurt.

Much hurt SET
—No one hurt.

Husband.
—Ship's husband.

Hut-ted-ttng.

Hydraulic.
Hydraulic engine .

—Hydraulic jack.

—Hydraulic pump.

PBE

Hydrogeaphy-er-ical.

Hydrometer.

Hydrophobia.

, (Letter.) (For iiew method of spelling,

seepage 13.)

. (Personal pronoun) bya
After I — Bxz
Am I?.... -BEC
Am I not? BED
Am I to? BEF
Can, or. May I (my, mine)? bkg
Can, or, May I be? bkh
Can, or. May I have—some —? bqg
Could, or, Might I (my, mine)? blc
Do, Does, or, Did I (my, mine)? bmh
Had, Has, or. Have I (my, mine)?..BQS
Had, or. Have I been? ...bpr
Had, or. Have I done? bmt
Had, or, Havelhad? bqt
How am I? ^ bxg
I BYA
I am BEA
I am not bei
lean (or, may) bkq
lean (or, may) be bpx
lean (or, may) have bri
I can not (or, may not) bkr
I can not (or, may not) be bpy
I can not (or*, may not) have brj
I could (or, might) blk
I could (or, might) be bpz
I could (or, might) have brk
I could (or, might) not blm
I could (or-, might) not be bga
I could (or, might) not have brl
I do (or, did).- bmy
I do (or, did) not bmz
I had (or, have) brm
I had (or, have) been bgc
I had (or, have) done --bna
I had (or, have) had brn
Ihad (or, have) not bro
I had (or, have) not been bgd
I had (or, have) not done bnc
Ihad (or, have) not had brp
I may, etc. (See Can, above. )

I might, etc. (See Could, above. )

I must CEK
I must be bge
I must not i CEL
I must not be - bgf
I ought to Chl
I ought not to CHM
I shall (or, vnll).__ ciO

I shall (or, will) be bqh
I shall (or, will) do bnd
I shall (or, will) have beq
I shall (or, will) if I can bks
I shall (or, will) not cip

I shall (or, will) not be bgi
I shall (or, will) not do bne
I shall (or, will) not have brs
I should (or, would) ojm
I should (or, would) be bgj
I should (or, would) do bnf
I should (or, would) have brt
I should (or, would) have been bgk
I should (or, would) not -CJN
I should (or, would) not be ...bgl
I shoujd (or, would) not do bng
I should (or, would) not have bru
I should (or, would) not havebeen.BGM
I was coh

76564—09- -18
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I—ICE.

I

—

Continued.
I was not -- coi
I will, etc. {See Shall, above.)

I will do it if I can lip
I would, etc. (See Should, above. )

If I (my, mine) ---^ byw
If lam BYX
If I am not byz
If I can {or, may) bza
If I can not {or, may not) bzc

,

If I could {or, might) bzd
If I could {or, might) not bze
If I do {or, did) bzf
If I do {or, did) not Bza
If I had (or, have) bzh
If I had (or, have) not bzi
If I must BZJ
If I must not BZK
If I ought to BZL
If I ought not to BZM
If Ishall (or, will) bzn
If I shall (or, will) not bzo
If I should (or, would) bzp
If I should (or, would) not bzq
If I was BZT
If I was not ,_.BZU
If I were you I should not do it liq
May, etc. (See Can, above. )

Might, etc. (See Could, above.)
Must I (my, mine)? cet
Need I (my,mine)? caEH

No, I can not huz
Not I (my, mine) cfu
Ought I (my, mine)?---- chp
Ought I to—do? CHQ
Shall, or. Will I (my, mine)? CIT
Shall, or. Will I be? bhc
Shall, or, Willlhave? brx
Shall, or. will Inothave? bry
Should, or, would I (my, mine)?...0JQ
That I (my, mine) old
Was, or. Were I (my, mine) cos
Was I? - COT
Was I not? cou
What, or, Which am I opv
What, or. Which shall (or, will)

—

I?-CQK
What, or. Which shall (or vnll) I (or
we) do? CQL

What, or. Which shall (or, will) I (or
we) have? cqm

What, or. Which should (or, would) I

{or, we) do? cqe
When am I to? CQV
When do (or, did) I (or, we)? cre
When I (my, mine) -CRL
When I can (or, may) ohm
When shall (or, will) I (or, we)?--CRU
When shall (or, will) I (they, we, or,

you) do? CRV
When shall (or, will) I have? crw
Where am I (or, are we)? CSQ
Where do (or, did) I (or, we)? CSY
Where I (my, mine)- otp
Where I am (or, we are) --- ctg
Where shall (or, will) I (or, we)?--CTN
Where shall (or, will) I have? CTO
While I zcu
Why am I? , CUY
Yes, lean hug
Yes, I have zlg
Yes, I will ZLH

PBF
PEG

PBH

PBI
PBJ

PBK
PBL

PBM
PEN

PBO

PBQ

PER

PBS

PET

PEU
PEV
PEW
PBX
PEY
PEZ
PCA
PCB

PCD

PCE
PCP

Ice.
—A good deal of floating ice in—

.

Can one break through the ice? hey
Detained by ice kya

—Do you think I could get through the ice?

Fast ice mtp
—Foot ice.

—Has the ice broken up? Has the winter
broken up—at —

?

—Has there been much ice at —

?

—Have encountered ice (date, latitude,

and longitude to follow, if necessary).
Have encountered ice between 30° and

35° of Iwngitude on the —* pp
Have encountered ice between 35° and

40° of longitude on the —*---„ pg
Have encountered ice between 40° and

45° of longitude on the —* ph
Have encountered ice between 45° and

50° of longitude on the ^

—* -_.Pi
Have encountered ice between 50° and

55° of longitude on the —* pj
Have encountered ice between 55° and

60° of longitude on the —* pk
Have encountered ice between 60° and

65° of longitude on the —* PL
Have encountered ice between 65° and

70° of longitude on the —*--- pm
Have encountered ice between 70° and

75° of longitude on the —* pn
Have encountered ice between 75° and

80° of longitude on the —* PO
Have passed ice in latitude— and longi-
tude— on the—* ' PQ

* Date to be indicated if necessary.

Have you fallen in with ice (state

whether berg or field)1 PR
—I have been amongst the ice.

—I have been injured by the ice (in lati-

tude—, longitude— , tofollow, ifneces-
sary).

—I have received information —(place
next indicated) is clear of ice.

—I have received information —(place
next indicated) is icebound.

—I have received orders for you not to
proceed to

—

(place next indicated) on
account of ice.

—I only got clear of the ice ( or, icebergs)

—

on.

—I saw ice in latitude—(date to follow,

if necessary)

.

—Ice as far as I can see.

—Ice breaker.
—Ice field, or. Floe.
—Ice house.
—Iceberg.
—Is the harbor at— free from ice?

—Is there much ice at (or, in)—

?

—Light-ship has been withdrawn on ac-

count of ice.

—Notmuch ice at

—

(placenext indicated)

.

Place next indicated is blocked up by
ice gmt;

—The harbor at— is free from ice.

—The ice is so solid that I can not break
through ; send help.

What latitude and longitude did you
(or, they) have ice in? - ..PS
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ICE—IF.

Ice—Continued.
•Where did you encounter ice?

—You will fall in with ice if you go be-
yond —

.

—You will find ^eat diflSculty in getting
through the ice at —

.

Idea-l.

identical-ly. identity.

Identify-ied-inq-ication.

Idiot.

Idle-y-ness.

If BYC
I shall (or, will) if I can bks
If he (his, she, her-s, it-s) byt
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) is {or, are, etc. {See Is, below.)

If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) can {or, may) -^^P
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) cannot {or, may not) bye
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) could {or, might) bye
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) could {or, might) not byg
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) does (do, or, did) byh
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) does (do, or, did) not byi
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) byj
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) not _ - -BYK
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) byl
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) is {or, are) able to bym
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) is {or, are) not byn
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) is {or, are) not able to byo
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) shall {or, will) byp
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) shall {or, will) not -BYQ
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) should {or; woulc") byr
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) should {or, would) not...-BYS

If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) was {or, were) _..byt

If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) was {or, were) not byu
If I (my, mine) byw
If I am —BYX
If I am not .' byz
If lean {or, may) bza

If I can not {or, may not) bzc

If Icould {or, might) bzd

If I could {or, might) not..- bze

If Ido {or, did) Bzr

If I do {or, did) not bzg
If I had (or, have) bzh
If I had {or, have) not -BZI
If I must — - --BZJ

Ip

—

Continued.
If I must not BZK
If I ought to BZL
If I ought not to BZM
If I shall {or, will). bzn
If I shall {or, will) not bzo
If I should {or, would) bzp
If I should {or, would) not bzq
If I was bzt
If I was not BZTJ

If I were you I should not doit liq
If it can {or, may) be done bzb,

If it can not {or, may not) be done -Bzs
If not bzv
If our-s {or, we) caw
If so — -—BZW
If that (or, this) bzx
If the ...BZY
If there -. cab
If these {or, those) cad
If they (their-s) - cae
If they are .-CAP
If they are not cag
If they can {or, ma^.- cah
If they can not {or, may not) ' cai
If they could {or, might) caj
If they could {or, might) not cal
If they do {or, did) cam
If they do {or, did) not-- —can
If they had {or, have) Cao
If they had {or, have) not cap
If they shall {or, will) —caq
If they shall {or, will) not car
If they should {or, would) cas
If they should {or, would) not cat
If they were— -_ CAU
If they were not cav
If we (our-s)- caw
If we are cax
If we are not cay
If we can {or, may) caz
If we can not {or, may not) ^^--CBA

If we could {or, might) cbd
If we could {or, might) not cbe
If we do {or, did) cbe
If we do {or, did) not Cbg
If we'had {or, have) cbh
If we had {or, have) not cbi
If we shall {or, will) cbj
If we shall {or, will) not cbk
If we should {or, would) cbl
If we should {or, would) not cbm
If we were cbn
If we were not CBO
If you-r-s CBP
If you are Cbq
If you are not . CBR
If you can {or, may) CBS
If you can not {or, may not) cbt
If you could {or, might) CBXJ

If you could {or, might) not CBV
If you do {or, did) -_- --CBW
If you do (or, did) not CBX
If you had {or, have) — cby
If you had {or, have) not cbz
If you shall {or, will) Cda
If you shall {or, will) not cdb
If you should {or, would) cde
If you should {or, would) not Cdp
If you were cdg
If you were not cdh
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IMPETUOUS—m.

PEH

PEI

PEJ

PEK

PEL

PEM

PEN
PEO
PEQ
PER

PEU

PEV

PEW
PEX

PEY
PEZ

PPA

PFB
PEG
PFD

PFE

PFG

PFH

PEI

PPJ
PFK

PFL

PFM

Impetuous-ly-osity.

Implement.
AgricTiltural implement _

Implicate-d-ing-ion.

Implicit-ly.

Implobe-d-ing. (Beg)

Imply-ied-ing.

Impolitic.

Impoet-ed-ing. To import.
—Import duty.
—Importation.
—Importer.

Important-ce.
I am going to signal the contents of an
important telegram, to be communi-
cated to you IE

I am the bearer of important despatches,
JR

Important despatch kxa
Important intelligence—has arrived,

eym
—Important mission.
Important to communicate—by (or,

with) IH

—It is important that it should be so.

—'So news-of importance.
Nothing importantbylast accounts-dpl
—Of little importance. Unimportant-ce.
—Of no importance.
Of the utmost importance (or, conse-

quence) JQC
Some important news has arrived. _eym
Stop, Heave-to, or, Come nearer ; I have
something important to communicate.

Code Flag over h
Unless your communication is very im-

portant, I must be excused IJ

Impose-d-inq-ition. Impost.

Impossible.
—Impossibility.

—It is impossible.

It is impossible to comprehend. Not
suflflciently comprehensible JLP

—It is impossible to say.

Landing is impossible kd
Not impossible sju

Impostor-uee.

Impracticable-y-ility.

Impregnable.

Impbess-ed-ing-ion.
—Made no impression.

PEN

PFO

PFQ
PFR
PFS
PFT

PFU

PFV

Imprison-mbnt.
Crew imprisoned

—Imprisoned—for.
-KCS

Improbable-ility.

ImpeoPee-ly-eiety.

Improve-d-ing-ment.
—Does it (or person indicated) improve?
Have, or, Has improved.
—No improvement.
Not improved sjv

Impeudent-ly-ce.

Impure-ity.

In CDi

In a bad way fro
In a quarter of an hour OZM
In an hour ozj
In and out svw
In bad health fep
In bad order PRI
In bond gyo
In bulk HLJ
In case idq
In case of IDE
In case of accident (or, necessity) .-.bp
In chase of inq
In compliance with jlb
In dock LJP
In every particular mjn
In every respect mjo
In favor of muc
In fork NLQ

. In front—of gei
In future nue
In gold — ODP
In good order '- oeb
In great danger --_, kle
In half an hour olk
In, or. Into harbor one
In him (his, her-s, it-s) cdj
In how many minutes? evd
Inline QUL
In making sail rid
In me (my, min ) cdk
In my opinion sel
In my wake ytf
In need (or, want) of sge
In order—to sua
In our-s (us) cdl
In place of (Instead of) pna
In, or. Into port onb
In pursuance of UCQ
In readiness—to (or, for) tjjn

In shore pmg
In sight—of ,. WBZ
In, or, At station -•--.' fip

In stays WSA
In that (or, this) cdm
In the cdn
In the afternoon dew
In the bay—of pzi

In the boat gtn
In the channel ilm
In the direction—of -.-Lbp
In the engine room mbp
In the evening mih
In the event (or, case) of ide
In the middle of the — RTB
In the month of — Rys
In the morning ezy
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IN—INDESTRUCTIBLE.

PFW

PFX

PFY

PFZ

PGA

PGB

PGC

PGD

PGE

PGF

PGH

PGI

PGJ
PGK

PGL

PGM

In—Continued.
In the offing spv
In the rear ukj
In the river UYI
In the S3,me vgj
In the spring wou
In the straits of ilm
In the vocabulary---- ybh
In the wake—of ytg
In the way yxd
In the winter --ZGH
In the zenith zmp
In them (their-s) cdo
In these (or, those) cdp
In this (or, that) cdm
In this place tlg
In time xtn
In tow XYR
In trying to ycr
In turn yeg
In use .. YMN
In want of i.--.sge

' In wearing :-- yxr
In what (or, which) --.cdq
In what manner? rjs
In what quarter? -_ uep
In vrriting zjn
In your-s cdr
In your opinion srm
In your wake yth
Not in CFV

Inability.

Inacoessible-y-ility.

Inaccurate-ly-cy (Incorrect) pha

Inadmissible.

Inattention-ive-ly.

Incandescent-ce. Incandescent light.

Incapable y-ility.

Incapacitatb-d-ing.

Incautious-ly-ness.

Incendiary ism.

Incessant-ly.

Inch (Measure of length) awe
Cubic inch ayd
Square inch AXU

Incite-d-ing.

Incivility.

Incline-d-ing-ation—^TO.

—Are you inclined to do it?

Inclose-d-ing.

Include-d-ing.
All included-— dxn
Is all included? dyl
Not included-ing sjw

PGN

PGO

PGQ

PGR
PGS

PGT

PGU

PGV

PGW
PGX

PGY

PGZ

PHA

PHB

PHC

PHD

PHE

PHF

PHG

PHI

PHJ

PHK

PHL

PHM

PHN

PHO

PHQ

PHR

PHS

PHT

Inclusive-ly.

Incognito.

Incombustible-y-ility.

Income.
—Income tax.

Incommodb-d-ing.

Incompetent-ly-ce-cy.

Incomplete-ly-ness.

Inconsiderate-ly-able-cy.

Inconsistbnt-ly-cb-cy.

Inconvenient-ly-ience.

Inconvbrtible-ility.

Incorrbct-ly-ness.
Account sent is incorrect def
Number, or, Quantity is incorrect-. SLG
Report incorrect JXC
The address is incorrect djq
Your flags seem to be incorrectly
hoisted owm

Increase-d-inq.
Fortifications have been iicreased at—

,

NMI
If gale increases nwa

—Increase speed.
Is the siclmess on the increase? wbd
Leak increases qjy

Incredible-y-ility

Incur-red-bing.

Incurable.

Indbbted-ness.

Indbcent-ly-cy.

iNDECISrVE-LY-SION.
Indecisive battle between the — and—

(names to follow) fza

Indeed.

Indepatigablb-y.

Indepinite-ly.

Indemnification.
ages.

)

Indemnipy-ied-ing.

Indemnity. {Dam

Indent-ed-ing.
Canoel-led-ling the indentures HUi*

—Indentures.

Independent-ly-ce.

Indestructible-y-ility.
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INDEX-rNFORM.

PHU

PHV

PHW
PHX
PHY

PHZ
PIA
PIB
PIC

PID

PIE

PIF

PIG

PIH

PIJ

PIL

PIM

pm
PIO

PIQ

PIR
PIT
PIU
PIV
PIW

PIX

PIY

PIZ

PJA

PJB

PJC

Index-ed-ing.
Geographical Index. (See page 453.

)

'

' Lloyd'sWeekly ShippingIndex "
. .qxd

India-n.
East India cargo hza
East India Government ofr

—East Indiaman.
India rubber. Gutta-percha oku

—Indian corn.
—Indian meal.
West India cargo hzo

Indicate-d-ing-ion.
—Indicate number {or,

—Indicate size—of.

Indicate weight—of.

Indicatoe.
Indicator diagram.-.

quantity)—of.

-KYS

Indict-ed-ing-ment.

Indifperent-ly-ce.
Anchorage, or. Harbor is indifferent-OY
Indifferent accommodation dot
Indifferent account—of — - - dfg
Indifferent chart IMX
Indifferent coal IXE
Indifferent vacuum ...ynl

Indigestion-ible.

Indignant-ly-ation.

Indigo.

Indirect-ly-ness.

Indispensable y.

Indispose-d-ition.

Indistinct-ly-ness.
Bottom flag in hoist indistinct Nde
Second flag in hoist indistinct ndg
Third flag in hoist indistinct ndh
Top flag in hoist indistinct - - - ndi

Indolent-ly-ce.

Induce-d-ing-ment.
—Induced current.

^Induction.
—Induction gear.

—What was {or, is) the inducement?

Indulge-d-ing-ence.

iNDUSTRY-IOtrS-LY.

Inefficient-cy.

Inevitable-y. {Unavoidable) ygk

Inexcusable-y.

Inexhaustible-Y.

Inexperience-d.

PJD

PJE

PJP

PJG

PJH

PJI

PJK
PJL

PJM

PJN

PJO

PJQ

PJR

PJS

PJT

PJU

PJV

PJW

PJX
PJY
PJZ

PKA
PKB

PKC

PKD

Infamous-ly. Infamy.

Inpant-cy.

Infantry.
Enemy's infantry LZJ

Infect-ed-ing-ious.

. Case is infectious idk
—Have infectious cases on board.
Have you had any communication with

infected vessel {or, place) ic

I have {or, have had) a dangerous in-

fectious disease on board.
Code Flag over l

Infectious disease lea
Is disease infectious {or, contagious)?

VA
Passengers, or, Crew ill with infectious

complaint - --PCX

Inper-red-ring-ence.

Inperior-ity.
—Inferior force.

Inpest-ed-ing.

Infinite-ly-ity.

Inpirm-ity.

Inplame-d-ing-mation-mable. .

Cargo not inflammable HZJ
Inflammable cargo hzf

—Inflammation of the lungs.

Is your cargo very inflammable?—iav
Not inflammable cargo HZJ

Inplbxible-y-ility.

Inplict-ed-ing-ion.

Inpluence-d-ing-tial.

Influenza.

Inform-eding-ation. (See also Ac-
quaint. )

All possible information—of {or, from),
dxs

—Am, Is, 'Or, Are informed—that.

—Can you inform me?
—Can not inform you.
Captain desires me to inform you -HWE

—For the information—of.

—For your information.
Forward the following information
to— NGU

Have obtained the following informa
tion from — - ngv

I am desired to inform! you {or person
indicated) dgz

—I am happy to inform you.
I have received information — {place

next indicated) is clear of ice pbo
I have received information — {place

next indicated) is icebound pbq
I have the following information from,

NGT
—If I am rightly informed.
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INSHORE—INTEMPERATE.

PMG
PMH

PMI

PMJ
PMK
PML

PMN

PMO

PMQ

PMR

PMS

PMT

PMU
PMV

PMW
PMX

PMY

PMZ

.GFU

PNA

PNB

PNO

PND

PNE

PNP
PNG

Inshore.
—Inshore squadron.

Inside.
Inside berth
—Inside of limits.

—Inside the harbor.—^Inside the mole.

Insight.

Insinuate-d-ing-ion.

Insist-ed-ing.

Insoluble-ility.

Insolvent-cy.

Inspect-ED-iNG-iON.
Await outside the inspection of the

ofiB^cials FPB
Board of Trade inspector {or, offlcer),

GPD
—Inspector.
—Inspector general.
Passed the official inspection tctj

Sanitary inspector vhq

Instability. Unstable.

Instal-led-ling-ment-lation.
Electric-light installation ltjy

Instance.
For instance nhg

Instant-ly-aneous-ly.
Anchor instantly kz
Bear up instantly lb
Instantaneous fuse NUX
Stop instantly mn
Tack instantly mo
Wear instantly MP

Instead—of.

Instinct-ive-ly.

1nstitute-d-ing-ion.
Lifeboat Institution QRI

Instruct-ed-ing. {See also Direct and
Order. )

Admiralty instructions dlt
Against instructions. Not according to

orders ^^^
Agent's instructions dsm

Have received the following communi-
cation (or, instructions) from your

owners {or, agents) ia

—Have you instructions (Have orders

been given)—to {or, for)?

—I have instructions.

—I have private instructions.

I have received orders for you not to

proceed without further instructions,
SP

I have received orders for you to await
' instructions from owners at — SQ

PNH

PNI
PNJ

PNK

PNL

PNM

PNO

PNQ

PNR

PNS
PNT
PNU

PNV

PNW
PNX

PNY

PNZ
POA
POB

POO

POD

POB
POF
POG

POH

POI
POJ
POK

POL

Instruct—Continued.
I have telegraphed for further instruc-

tions {or, orders) stw
Instructions.
Keep off and on, and wait instructions,

sx
No instructions {or, orders)

.

—Previous instructions {or, orders)

.

Private instructions. I have private
instrjictions png

—Send instructions.
Telegraph instructions {or, orders) to—

,

TC
—Urgent instructions {or, orders).

Want immediate instructions yk
—Your instructions.

Instrument-al-ly.
Telegraph instrument.

Insbordinate-ion.

Insuppicient-ly-cy.
Authority insufficient pmn
InsufScient address djm

Insulate-d-ing-ion.
—Insulate-d-ing cable {or, wire).

Insulator.

Insult-ed-ing-ly.

Insure-d-ing.
—Are you insured?
For the benefit of the insurers (under-

writers) GPL
—Fully insured.

I am insured at Lloyd's QWL
I am not insured at Lloyd's qwn

—Insurance.
—Insurer.
—Not insured.

Partially insured tby
Vessel is insured ypx

Insurgent. {Bebel) uks

Insurrection-ARY.

Intelligence-ent. (See aiso News.)
Bring {or. Brought) intelligence ...hir
Important intelligence — has arrived,

eym
—Intelligence department.
—No intelligence—of.

—No intelligence obtained from vessel

boarded.
Obtain all the intelligence possible-SNW

—Send an express with the following
intelligence

:

Will you telegraph to— {ship or person
indicated) the intelligence I am about
to communicate? im

Intelligible-y-ility.
—Not intelligible (unintelligible).

—Quite intelligible.

Intemperate-ly-ancb.
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ESTTEND—INTIMIDATE.

POM

PON
POQ

POR
POS

POT

POU

POV
POW
POX

POY
POZ
PQA

PQB

PQC

PQD

PQB

PQF

PQG

PQH
PQI

PQJ

PQK

Intend-ed-ing-t-tion.
Admiral, or, Senior officer intends..dks
—Do not intend to weigh.
—Do you intend—to?

Do you intend anchoring? ehz
Do you intend to abandon? ae
Do you intend to go into harbor?. .OMW
—Do you intend to see?

—Do you intend to write from —

?

I do not intend to —-... PQB
I do not intend to abandon the vessel,

AF
I do not intend to alter course at pres-

ent (or, until —)..- eci
—I intend sounding — (place indicated)

before I try it.

—I intend to.

I intend to purchase (or, buy) hox
—I intend to ship.

—I intend writing.
—^Intend leaving. Purpose leaving.
Intend to abandon the ship to Lloyd's
agent cxp

—Intend to refit at.

—Intend to sail.

—Intentional-ly.
It is my intention—to —pou
—It is not my intention—to.

Only intend to — SQZ
Only intended as sqy
Only intended for a feint mvg
The signals were not intended for you,

WDM
—What are your intentions?
What harbor do you intend to make (or,

run) for? Ond
What latitude do you intend going into?

QID
When do you intend to alter course?-ECX
When do you intend to bring up? . -EKF
Where do you intend calling for orders?

HTJ
Where do you intend to bring up? -EKH

Intense-ly-ity.

-PQAIntentional-ly

Intercede-d-ing-ssion.

Intercept-ED-iNG-iON.

Intercourse.
Be very careful (or, guarded) in your
intercourse with strangers PS

Interest-ed-ing.
—For your (or party's named) interest.

Interest in— pqh
—No interest in —

.

Party interested tce

Interfere-d-ing-nce.
Authorities (or, Police authorities) have
interfered ' pnb

Authorities must interfere fnc
Authorities will not interfere fnd
Do not interfere with (or, take the mat-

ter out of the hands of) Lloyd's agent,
QWH

Interferes with business hob

PQL

PQM
PQN

PQO

PQR
PQS

PQT

PQU
PQV

PQW
PQX
PQY

PQZ

PRA

PRB

PRO
PRD
PRE
PRE

PRG

PRH

PRI

PRJ

PRK

PRL

PRM

PRN

Interfere—Continued.
—Need not interfere.

Police (or other) authorities will not
interfere pnd

—Will interfere—with.
—Will not interfere.

Interior.

Intermediate-ly.
Intermediate pressure.
Intermediate-pressure cylinder kih
—Intermediate-pressure cylinder cover.
Intermediate-pressure cylinder cover
broken.--* kaj

Intermediate-pressure cylinder cracked
(or, out of order) __ -- kav

—Intermediate-pressure piston.

—Intermediate shaft.

iNTERMIT-TED-TKfG.
Intermittent fever-
—Intermittent light.

—Intermission.

Internal-ly.
Internal dimensions,

side

-MWN

In the clear. In-

LAN

International.
Attention is called to page— paragraph
— of the International Code dh

N. B.

—

The page to be signaled first and
then the paragraph. (See note to this

signal on page 37.

)

—International Code of Signals.

Interpose-d-ing-ition. (Interfere) - -PQK

Interpret-ed-ing-ation.
—Have you an interpreter?
—Interpreter.
—^No interpreter available.

Require an interpreter _-uta
Your signal is not distinct. Interpreta-

tion doubtful.- LGT

Interrogate-d-ing-ive-ly.
Note of interrogation. Query - . SJZ

Interrupt-ed-ing-ion.
Communication by telegraph is stopped,

ws
Communication is interrupted—by (or,

with) JFV
Traffic interrupted by snow xzp

Interval.
Blow siren (or, steam whistle) at inter-

vals WD

Intervene-d-ing-tion.

Interview.

Intestine-AL.

Intimate-d-ing-ly-ion.

Intimidate-d-ing-ion.
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INTO—IS.

PRO

PEQ

PBS

PBT

PRU

PRV

PRW

PEX

PRY

PRZ

PSA

PSB

PSC

PSD

PSE

PSF

PSG
PSH

PSI
PSJ

PSK

PSL

PSM

PSN

PSO
PSQ

PSR

PST

PSU

PSV

PSW

Into—the —

.

Into, or, In harbor. Into, or. In port,

ONE
Into position.

Into the PRO
Look in {or, into) - qzr
Ran into tJHQ
Run into - vcd

Intoxicate-d-ing-ion.

Intrench-ED-iNG-MENT.

Intricate.

Intrigue-d-ing-r.

iNTRODUCE-D-mG-TION.
Can you get any introduction to — 1

NYM
Intrude-d-ing-sion.

Intrust-ed-ing.

Indndate-d-ing-ion.

Invade-d-ing-r-sion.

Invalid. (See aZso Sick.)

Can I land my invalid passengers ?

QDR
—Invalided.
Military invalid RTX
Naval invalid --SEP

Invalidate-d-ing.

Invalttable-y.

Invariable-y.

Invent-ed-ing-ion.
—Inventor.

Inventory.
—Make out an inventory.

Invert-ed-ing.

iNVEST-ED-mG-MENT.

Investigate-d-ing-ion-or.
Court of Inquiry {or. Investigation),

KAC
Invisible-y-ility.

Invite-d-ing.
—Invitation.

Invoice.

Involuntary-ily.

IirWARD-S-LY.

Iodide of potassium tqz

Iodine. Iodize-ing.

Ipecacuanha.

PSX

PSY

PSZ
PTA
PTB

PTC

PTD

PTE
PTF

PTG

PTH

PTl

PTJ

PTK

PTL

PTM

Irish-man.
Irish butter. -HOQ

Iron.
Angle iron elt
Cast iron iek
Galvanized iron .-. -- nwl

—Iron mast.
—Iron plated.
—Iron yard.

Ironclad. Armor-clad ship evs
Oxide of iron syo
Pig iron - - --TIH

Railway^ iron : j_-UGZ
Rudder irons vbn
Scrap iron vjY
Sulphate of iron xdg
Wrought iron zkf

Irrecoverable-Y.

IRREGULAR-LY-ITY.
Certiiicate irregular - --- IHO

—Irregular shape.
—^Irregular soundings.

Irreparable-y. *

Machinery broken down ; irreparable at

sea RDV

Ikresistible-y-ility.

Irresolute-ly-ion.

Irrespectivb-ly.

Irrigate-d-ing-ion.

Irritate-d-ing-ion-able.

Irruption.

Is CDS
As it is EAO
As it is not fap
Before it—is cdx
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) done {or,

is, or, are doing) bul
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or, have) not done
{or, is, or, are not doing) bup

He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) is {or, are) ..but

He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) is {or, are) able to buv
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) is {or, are) for bur
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) is {or, are) from bus
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) is {or, are) not--- ...buw
He, She, It {orpersons or things indi-

cated) is {or, are) not able to bux
How is {or, are) he (she, it, or persons

or things indicated)t BXO
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) is {or, are) byl
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) is {or, are) able to bym
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IS—IT.

PTN

PTO

PTQ

PTE
PTS

PTU

PTV

PTW

PTX

Is

—

Continued.
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) not byn
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) not able to byo
Is, Am, or, Are to beh
Is at—the FJD
Is it?.. CDT
Is it done? bnh
Is it not to be done? bni
Is it so? ^ CDTJ

Is it to be done? bnj
Is, or. Are, he (she, it, or persons or
things indicated)^ bvy

Is, or, Are, his (her-s, it-s)? bek
Is, or. Are my (mine) bel
Is, Am, or. Are not beg
Is, Am, or, Are not to be bfd
Is, Am, or, Are not to have bqd
Is, or. Are onr-s, or. Are we? bem
Is that (or, this) CDV
Is, or. Are the ben
Is, or. Are their-s, or. Are they? beo
Is, or. Are there—any bep
Is, Am, or. Are to be bfc
Is, Am, or. Are to have bqc
Is, or. Are with— ber
Is, or, i^e you-r-s bes
It, etc. (See He, She, It, above.

)

—It is as.

That, or. This is CLE
That, or. This is not CLP
That it is CLO
That it is not clh
There is, (or, are) cmg
There is (or, are) not cmh
There is nothing cmt
What, or. Which are (or, is)? CPW
What, or, Which is (or, are) he (she, it,

orpersons or things indicated)"!.ofx
What, or. Which is it? : oqg
What, or. Which is (or, are) you-r-s?

CPY
When are (or, is)? CQW
When he (she, it, or persons or things

indicated) is (or, are) crj
When is (or, are) he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated)"! CRN

Where are (or, is)? CSR
Where he (she, it, or persons or things

indicated) is (or, are) ctd
Where is (or, are) he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated)"! cth

Who are (or, is)? cui
Why are (or, is)? cuz

Isinglass.

Island.
From the island
Off the island

—To the island.

—Uninhabited island (or, coast).

Islander.

isolate-d-ing-ion.

Issue-d-ing.

Isthmus.

-NRW
--SOQ

It Bvz
Its-self. (See also He, She, It, or Per-

SON-S or Thing-s Indicated) cdy
After it cdw
As it is - PAO
As it is not --.pap
As it maj' paq
As it was - FAR
As it was not fas
As it will be --.Sau
Before it—is --. cdx
By it-s (him, his, her-s) -- bje
Can, or, May do it blu
Can, or. May it-s (his, her-s)? bkp
Can, or, M!ay it be done? blw
Can not, or, May not do it bly
Could, or, Might it-s (his, her-s)? --BLa
Do, Does, or. Did it-s (his, her-s)? -BMG
For it-s (him, his, her-s, or persons or
things indicated) bpd

From it-s (him, his, her-s, or persons
or things indicated) bpo

Had, Has, or. Have, it-s (his, her-s)?
bqr

If It-s (his, her-s, he, she) . byv
If it can (or, may) be done bzr
If it can not (or, may not) be done-BZS
In it-s (him, his, her-s) cdj
Is, or. Are it-s (his, her-s)? bek
Is it? CDT
Is it done? bnh
Is it not to be done? bni
IsitSO? - CDU
Is it to de done? i bnj
It BVZ
Its-self cdy
It can be bgn
It can (or, may) be done bnk
It can not be bgo
It can not (or, may not) be done _ . .bnl
It could (or, might) be done bnm
It could (or, might) not be done ...bno
It had (or, has) been done bnp
It had (or, has) not been done bnq
It is as PTN
It ought not to be bgs
It ought not to be done bns
It ought to be bgr
It ought to be done _—bnr
It shall (or, will) CIQ
It shall (or, will) be bgt
It shall (or, will) be done bnt
It shall (or, will) not be bgu
It shall (or, will) not be done bnu
It will do BNV
Let him (her, it, or persons or things

indicated)— have bwa
May, etc. (See Can, above.

)

Might, etc. (See Could, above.

)

Must it-s (his, her-s) ces
Not it-s (his, her-s) cft
Of it-s (him, his, hers) cgn
On it-s (him, his, her-s) CGY
Ought it-s (his, her-s)? cho
Shall, or, Will it-s (his, her-s)? cis

Shall, or. Will they do it? boa
Shall, or. Will they not do it? boc
Shall, or. Will you do it? - - - bod
Shall, or. Will you not do it? boe
Should, or, Would it-s (his, her-s) -CJP
That it-s (his, her-s) clb
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IT—JIGGER.

PTY

PTZ

PUA

PUB

PUC

PUD

PUE

PUF

PUG

PUH

PUI

PUJ

PUK
PUM

It—Continued.
That it is - clg
That it is not clh
Toit-s (him, his, her-s) CNv
Was, or, Were it-s (his, her-s)? cor
What, or. Which is it? cqg
When it-s (his, her-s) cek
When shall {or, -will) it be done? . -Crx
Where it-s (his, her-s) cte
Will, etc. (See Shall, above.)
Will it be? BIX
Will it do? Bou
Will you do it? cwe
With it-s (him, his, her-s) owe
Would, etc. (See Should, above.

)

Italic.

Italy-ian. Italian Colors.
Bank of Italy fuq

—Italian Register {of ships).

Itch-ed-ing.

Item.

Itself. Its cdy

Ivory.

J. {Letter.) (Fornew method of spelling,

seepage 13.)

Jack. {For lifting.)

Cross-jack yard kef
Hydraulic jack pay
Jackstay pui

Jack. Union Jack yje
Hoist a jack-— - —owb

—Jackstaff.

Pilot jack {when spoken of) ndl

Jacket.
Cork jacket JWN
Low-pressure slide jacket cover broken,

KAM
Jackstay.

Jacob's, or, Rope, ladder.

Jail. Gaol. Prison.

—Jailer.

PUN

PUO

PUQ

PUR

PUS
PUV
PUW

PUX

PUY

PUZ

PVA

PVB

PVC

PVD

PVE

PVF

PVG

PVH

PVI

PVJ

PVK

PVL

PVM

PVN

PVO

PVQ

PVR

PVS
PVT
PVU
PVW

Jalap.

Jam. {Preserve.)

Jam-med-ming.
Accident happened ;

jammed dcf
Propeller jammed tza

January.
About January the— czn
—Beginning of January.
—End of January.
—Next January.

Japan-ned-ning-ner. {To varnish.)

Japan-ese. Japanese Colors.

Jar-red-ring.

Jaw.

Jealous-y-ly.

Jeer-ed-ing.

Jelly.

Jerk-ed-ing.

Jersey. (Garment. )

Jest-ed-ing-ly. Joke pwe

Jet.

Jet condenser.

Jetsam-ed-ing.

Jetty.
Alongside the jetty (pier, or. wharf),

EAT
—Jetty head.

Jew.

Jewel-ry-lbr.

Jib.
Flying jib ngd
Flying jib boom gzp
Haul the jib down ope
Hoist the jib owi
Jib boom gzq
Jib boom sprung gzr
—Jib net.

Jib sheet — -VUT

JiBB-D-ING, or, GYBE-D-ING "- OKW

Jigger.
After, or, Jigger mast drc

—Jigger gaflE.

Jigger mast. After mast drc
—Jigger royal yard and sail.

—Jigger topgallant yard and sail.

—Jigger topsail yard and sail.

—Jigger yard and sail.
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JOB—KEEP.

PVX
PVY

PVZ
PWA
PWB
PWC

PWD

PWE

PWF

PW&
PWH
PWI

PWJ

'PWK

PWL

PWM
PWN
PWO
PWQ
PWR
"DWS

PWT

pwu;

PWV
PWX
PWY
PWZ

PXA
PXB

PXC

PXD

PXE

PXP

PXG

PXH
PXI

JOB-BED-BING.
—Stock jobber (or, broker).

JOIN-ED-ING. To JOIN.

—Going to join.

—Have, or. Has not joined.

JOINBE.

JOINT-ED-LY.
Smoke joint ---

JOKE-D-ING. JeST-ED-ING.

Jolly boat

journal-ist.

joy-pul-ly.

JUDGE-D-ING. To JUDGE.
Act as your judgment directs-

—Judgment.
Want of judgment

judioiotjs-ly.

Jug.

JUIOE-Y.
Lime, or, Lemon juice

July.
About July the —

—Beginning of July.
—End of July.
—Next July.

jump-ed-ing.

Junction.
Form a junction—with.
Junction box

-GTO

--DIB

-YTX

-QUE

-CZO

-NLU
.HDE

Juncture.

June.
About June the —

—Beginning of June.
—End of June.
—Next June.

Jungle.
Jungle fever

Junior. Junior officer.
—Mr. — junior.

Junk. (Chinese vessel.)

Junk. (Old rope.)

Jupiter.

Jurisdiction.

JURY-OR.

Jury mast. Jury masted .

Can you rig a jury mast?.
-Jury rigged.
-Jury rudder.

-Czp

.MWP

-RMD
..VVf

PXJ
PXK

PXL
PXM

PXN

PXO
PXQ

PXR

PXS

PXT

PXU
PXV
PXW

PXY

PXZ
PYA
PYB

Just. • (Recently.)

—Just before.
Just between
Just beyond

—Just now.
—Just out of port (or, harbor).

just-ly-ice.

Justify-ied-ing-ication.
—Can not justify.

Jute.

-GIZ
-GJF

K. (Letter.) (For new method of spell-

ing, see page 13.)

Kaffir. Kapfraria.

Kan, or Kop. (Measure of capacity) .azf

Kantar. (Measure of weight) bcj

Kedge-d-inq.
—Drop a kedge. Bring-to with a kedge.—I shall let go a kedge.
Kedge anchor (weight, if necessary) .EiT

Keel.
Bilge keel gjr
Damaged keel kjc
Even keel mid
False keel mse

Keelson. Kelson qac

Keep-ing.
—Can keep (or, be kept).
—Can you keep?
Can you keep sight—of? wbu
Can not keep free with pumps npt
Can not keep sight—of wbv
Convoy to keep ahead of escort lU
Convoy to keep as close as possible...rv
Convoy to keep astern of leader (or,

escort) iw
Convoy to keep on port, side of leader

(or, escort) ix
Convoy to keep on starboard side of
leader (or, escort) lY
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KEEP.

PYC

PYD

PYE

PYP
PYG

PYH

PYI
PYJ

PYK

PYL

PYM

PYN
PYO
PYQ
PYR

PYS

Keep—Continued.
,

Convoy to spread as far as possible,

keeping within signal distance iz

Do not anchor. Keep under weigh .ehw
—Do not keep so near.
Easy sail. Keep tinder easy sail --LRW
Fire, or. Lights will be kept burning at
the best place for landing or coining
onshore.- .--KB

—Have you kept?
I am laying (repairing, or, picking up)
a telegraph cable. Keep out of my
way XLQ

I can keep free with pumps - - npy
I do not like to run in ; I prefer keeping
the sea vca

I shall abandon my vessel unless you
will keep by us ah

I shall keep closehauled oph
I shall keep hold of the land (or, lights),

or, I shall keep the land (or-, lights)

bearing — QA
I shall keepsightof — -- ...-Wby
I shall keep the lead going regularly-QJH
I shall keep under easy sail lby
I will keep near you during the night,

IVF
—If we keep together, we can defend

ourselves.
—Is keeping away.
—Is, or. Are to keep (or, be kept)
Keep a good lookout aloft eag
Keep a good lookout, as it is reported

enemy's war vessels are going about
disguised as merchantmen OJ

—Keep a good lookout for land (or,

lights), or. Look out for land {or,

lights) (bearing, if necessary, to fol-

loiv)

.

Keep a light at your bowsprit end--QY
Keep a light burning KC

—Keep a sharp lookout.

—Keep a strict watch all night.

Keep ahead and carry a light dvk
Keep ahead of bvi

Keep aloof ebl
—Keep any letters or papers for me till I

return.
—Keep as close as you can to pick up my

people.
—Keep away.
Keep before the wind zeu

Keep buoy (or, beacon) on your port

hand gak
Keep buoy (or, beacon) on your star-

board hand gal
—Keep by the ship.

—Keep close during fog.

—Keep close order.

—Keep close to.

Keep closer in. Keep, or, Stand under

the land 1^""^

Keep company JCH"

Keep dinner—for lat

Keep electric light on . lvh
—Keep everything prepared.

Keep farther astern phm
Keep farther off (or, from) mtc
Keep going ahead dvl
Keep going ahead slowly dvm
Keep going astern—of _^

fho

PYT

PYU

PYV

PYW
PYX
PYZ
PZA
PZB
PZO
PZD
PZE

PZP

PZG

PZH

PZI

PZJ
PZK
PZL
PZM

PZN

PZO
PZQ

PZR

PZS
PZT

PZU

PZV
PZW
PZX

Keep—Continued.
—Keep head to wind.
Keep her bows on --HCI
—Keep him (or, them) in close confine-

ment.
Keep out of the tide (or, current) _--XG
Keep in the center of the channel ---Ltr

Keep lights (or. fires) on the beach (or,

shore) all night fzw
—Keep me in sight during the night (bear-

ing to follow, if necessary)

.

—Keep more away.
—Keep more to leeward.
—Keep more to port.

—Keep more to starboard.

—Keep more to windward.
—Keep more toward the shore.

—Keep near to me.
—Keep nearer—to.

Keep off and on, and wait instructions _sx
Keep on lee beam gaq
Keep on port side of channel LV
—Keep on port tack.

Keep on starboard side of the channel,
liW

Keep on starboard tack.

Keep on the (compass signal to follow)
side of the channel ILQ

Keep on weather beam gar
—Keep open order.

Keep, or. Pass the dredger on your port

side —LNO
Keep, or. Pass the dredger on your star-

board side LNP
Keep right astern phn
Keep silence bin

—Keep station.

Keep steam up (or, ready) kq
Keep the boat gtp
Keep the lead going. Keep sounding,

QJI

Keep the light between — and — (bear-

ings indicated) _ QC
—Keep the main topsail shivering.

—Keep the mizzen topsail shivering.

—Keep the rocks on —

.

—Keep the — bearing—

.

Keep the two objects named in one line,

QUM
Keep to leeward Qmb

—Keep to leeward of vessel chasing.

Keep to windward ..-.ly
—Keep to windward of vessel chasing.

—Keep to windward until you are picked
up.

Keep under the land. Keep, or. Stand
closer in lt

Keep under weigh. Do notanchor.EHW
—Keep vessel going about—miles an hour.
Keep vessel under command lx

—Keep what you have.
—Keep where you are.

Keep within hail OLP
Keep within sight—of wcb

—Keep within signal distance (bearing to

follow, if necessary)

.

—Keep your fires banked up.

—Keeper.
—Kept.
Let us keep together for mutual support

(or, protection) - 1.--IN
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KEEP—KNOT.
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KNOT—LADING.

QBE

QBS

QBT
QBU

QBV
QBW
QBX
QBY
QBZ

QCA

QCB

QCD

QCE
QCF
QCG

QCH
QCI
QCJ
QCK
QCL

QCivr

Knot. Sea mile. (See also Mile) - -awo
Current, or, Tide will run very strong

(indicate knotsper hour, if necessary)

,

KGB
How many knots an hour are you

going? ---EKj
How many knots an hour can you {or

vessel indicated ) go? etp
I shall go about — knots an hour till

daylight , kni
Keep vessel going about — knots an
hour ... PZE

Speed will be — knots wmy

Know. To know.
Admiral, or, Senior officer wishes to

know DKZ
Cargo damaged, but extent not known,

HZT
Date not known. Without date . .klw—^Do not know.
Do notknow the anchorage {or, harbor)

,

EKU
Do not know the channel (or, passage),

ILH
Do you, or. Did you get a good look at

the land to know exactly whereabouts
we are? --PY

Do you know?
—Do you know anything of strange sail?

Do you know of any anchorage {or, har-

bor)? BKV
Do you know the anchorage {or, har-

bor)? EKW
Do you know the channel? ilj

Do you know the coast? dhe
—Do you know the leading marks?
Do you know the pilotage?

Do you know the reason?

—Do you know the tides?

—Do you know where the leak is? "Where

is the leak?

—I do not know.
I do not know the anchorage eky
I do not know the coast dhb

—I knownothing of the locality {or, place)

I know of no safe harbor vda
—I know the channel {or, passage).

I kaow the coast dgy
—Is it known?
—Know the reason.

—Known. Knew.
Knowledge {seebeloiv) • QCM

—Let him (her, or, them) know.
—Let me know.
—^Well known.
—Will let you know.
—Will you let me know?

Knowledge.
, , . , i

I have {or vessel indicated has) knowl-

edge of the anchorage bkz

KoiLON. (Measure of capacity) ayz

Kokkos. (Measure of weight) bag

Kongo State. Colors - Jou

Kop, or, Kan. (Measure of capacity) -AZF

Kopeck. (Coin) -ATW

QCN

QCO

QCP

QCE
QCS

QCT

QCU

QCV

QCW

QCX

QCY

KoRRBL. (Measure of weight) baj

KoTiiLE. (Measure of capacity) AY0

Kran. (Coin) ATV

Kreutzer. (Coin) = atx

Krona. (Coin) -ATY

Krone. (Coin) aty

Kroner. (Coin) znk

Krupp gun.

Ketjschka. (Measure of capacity) - -Azd

Kvint. (Measure of weight) bas

KwAMME. (Measure of weight) bat

Kybos. (Measure of capacity) azg

L. (Letter.) (For new method of spelling,

see page 13.

)

Label-led-ling.

Labor-ed-ing.
—Can labor be obtained?
Dock laborer.-- Liz

—Laborer.

Lac (Money) atz

Lace-d-ing.

Lacerate-d-ing-ion.

Ladder.
Accommodation ladder dcm
Eope, or, Jacob's ladder .- puj
Scaling ladder vip

Laden with. (See also Load. )

Deeply laden kqw

Lading.
Are all your bills of lading complete
and signed? a---Gkq

Bill of lading v...gkp

Bill of lading not signed gkr
False bill of lading gks

76564—09 19
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LADING—LAND.

QCZ

QDA

QDB

QDC

QDE

QDF
QDG
QDH
QDI
QDJ

QDK

QDL
QDM

QDN

QDO

QDP

QDR

Lading—Continued.
Have you bill of lading for? -.get
I have no bill of la,ding for gku
I will not give up the bill of lading.gkv
I will not sign the bill of lading—^unless,

GKW
Lady-ship.

-QIT

Lagoon.

Laid. {See Lay) _

Lake.

Lame-d-ing-ness.

Lamp.
Anchor lamp (lantern, or, light) ..ehd
Bow lamp (lantern, or, light) hcg

—Lamp cotton.
—Lamp glass.

—Lamp oil.

—Lamp trimmer.
—Lamp wick.
Mast-head lamp(lantem, or, light) -Rmg
Not under command lamp (lantern, or,

light) JEC
Port bow lamp (or, light) hcs
Side lamp (lantern, or, light) wbm
Signal lamp (lantern, or, light) - . .wou
Speed lamp (lantern, or, light) wmx
Starboard bow lamp {or, light) HCU
Stay lamp (lantern, or, light) wsd
Steaming lamp (lantern, or, light) -WTD
Stem lamp (lantern, or, light) wux

Lancet.

Land. To land.
—Approaching land.
Are you going to land? Are you going
on shore? _ PCX

—Are you going to land all mails at—

?

Armed men not allowed to land ...euv
Artillery has been landed ezv
At the landing place piy

—At the nearest landing place.
Bad landing pre

—Behind the land.
Boats should endeavor to land where

flag is waved or light shown jz
Can boat land? Can a landing be ef-

fected? -• BW
—Can I land my invalid passengers?
Can Hand my sick? uz
Can you give me a leading mark {or,

direction) for making the land here-
abouts {or at place indicated) 1 pw

Do not attempt to land in your own
boats EY

Do you, or. Did you get a good look at
the land to know exactly whereabouts
we are? py

Do you seethe land? vnk
Enemy's troops land-ed-ing lzn
Foreland-.. njv
Good landing ody
Goods are landed oes
Had we not better run in and make the

land? pz
Have you seen the land? vno
Headland oqr

QDS
QDT
QDU
QDy

QDW

QDX
QDY

QDZ

QEA
QEB
QEC

QED
QEP
QEG
QEH

QEI

QEJ
QEK
QEL

QEM
QEN

QEO

QEP

QER

QES

liASD—Continued.
High land ous
How did the land bear when last seen?

EH
—How does the land bear?
—I am standing in for the land.
—I had a glimpse of the land about—

.

—I have just lost sight of the land {or,

light).

I have not seen the land vnq
I saw the land bearing — ^add time, i/

necessary) ,,.. vns—I see the land. Land in sight. {Place
indicate^, if necessary.

)

I shall keep hold of the land {or, lights)
or, I shall keep the land {or, lights)
bearing — qa

—I shall not endeavor to make the land.
—I shall not go into less than— fathoms

water whether I make the land or
not.

—I shall stand in for the land as long as
I can see.

—I shall stand in till I make the land.
—I shall stand ofE and on {the land).
—I shall stand oflE the land from — {hour

indicated) to — {hour indicated), or,

I shall stand oflf until —

.

I sighted land bearing— {time, if neces-
sary) VNS

—I think the land is —

.

—I think the land musthave been about—

.

—I wish to land passengers.
—Is there anything to prevent landing?
Just lost sight of land qdv
Keep a good look-out for land {or,

lights), or. Look out for land {or,

lights) {bearing to follow, if neces-
sary) PYH

Keep under the land. Keep, or. Stand
closer in lt—Land {the land).

Land breeze hqb
Land in sight. I see the land qdw
Land indicated bears — __ek—Landed.

—Landfall.
—Landing.
Landing is impossible kd
Landing is very diflScult.

—Landing place.
Landing safe, but very disagreeable.lce
Landing stage.
Lights, or. Fires will be kept at the best
place for landing or coming on shore,

KE
Low land rbp
Must be nearing the land. Near the

land.
Not easy landing on the beach. Scarcely
prudent to land fzx

Not safe to risk making the land . . .vde
OflE the land soR
Passengermust be landed tdr
Saw land vnx
Send suitable boats for landing pas-
sengers n

Shall we keep hold of the land?
Stand in—for the land wqg
Stand off and on the land wqh
Table land.
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LAND—LAST.

QET

QEU

QEV

QEW

QBX

QEY

QEZ
QPA

QFB

QFC

QFD

QPE

QFG

QFH

QFI

QFJ

QFK

QFL
QFM

QFN
QPO

QFP

Land—Continued.
—Vessel indicated, or, Vessel in company

is standing in for the land.
—What do you make of the land? What

land do you see? What land do you
take it to be?

When did you see the land? ex
Where is the hest landing? gid

—Will you make the land to-night?
You are to land all mails at— kgc—^You will not be permitted to land.

Landfall qhk

Landlocked. .

Landlord.

Landmark. (See also Mark. )—Are there any landmarks (or, lights)?
What bearing shall I keep the light {or,

landmark) on? qf

Landsman.

Lane.

Language.

Laniard. Lanyard.

Lantern.
Anchor lantern (lamp, or, light). .-EHD
Bow lantern (lamp, or, light) hcg
Did boat take, blue light (lantern, or,

any means of making a signal) ?. . gsp
Masthead lantern (lamp, or, light) -RMG
Not under command lantern (lamp, or,

light) - JEC
Port bow lantern (or, light). hcs
Side lantern (lamp, or, light) wbm
Signal lantern (lamp, or, light) wcu
Speed lantern (lamp, or, light) wmx
Starboard bow lantern {or, light) ..HCU
Stay lantern (lamp, or, light) wsd
Steaming lantern (lamp, or, light) .wtd
Stern lantern (lamp, or, light) wux

Lanyard. Laniard Qfe

Lapse-d-ing. To la.'»se.

Larboard. (Port.) Ship's head to go
TO STARBOARD. {See PORT.

)

Lard.

Large-ly-ness.
A large (great) number {or, quantity)—
of— OGZ

—^A large portion—of

.

—A larger number {or, quantity)—of —
{or, than —).

A very large number {or, quantity)

—

of _-SLE

—Can not take anything larger than—

.

—How large—is {or, are)—?
Large arrivals of — eyn
Large flare. Holme's light ndy
Large hawser.. ofw

—Large ship {estimated tonnage to follow)

.

QFR
QFS
QFT

QPU

QFV
QPW
QFX

QPY

QPZ

QGA

QGB
QGC
QGD
QGE
QGF
QGH
QGI
QGJ
QGK
QGL

QGM
QGN
QGO
QGP
QGR
QGS
QGT
QGU
QGV
QGW
QGX

QGY

Large—Continued.
—Large size.

—Larger.
—Largest.
Making-large purchase uca

—Not very large.

Too large (big) gjn
—Too large a number {or, quantity)—of.

—Which is the largest?

Lascar.

Lash-ed-ing.
Lash-ed-ing alongside ebg

Last. {Measure of capacity.) aze

Last. The last.
Annul the" last hoist ; I will repeat it.ve
Annul the last signal ; the last signal is

annulled : emj
At last fig
At the last extremity mqb
Guns firing last night in — {quarter in-

dicated) oka
How did the land bear when last seen?

eh
—Is this the last?

Last account dfh
Last autumn fnx
Last death on the — •— kox
Last evening. The last evening . . . mij
Last examination—of {or, at) mkd

—Last Friday.
—Last mail.
—Last Monday.
—Last month.
—Last night.

—Last quarter {of the moon).
—Last quarter.
—Last Saturday.
—Last season.

—Last signal.

Last signal is annulled emj
—Last spring.'

—Last summer.
—Last Sunday.
—Last Thursday.
—Last time.
—Last Tuesday.
—Last voyage.
—Last Wednesday.
—Last week.
—Last winter.
—Last year.

Repeat the last signal made wcr
The last {the last one) qfz
The last hoist is not understood ; repeat

it URK
To, or, At the last extremity mqb
What are the last quotations? UPZ
What are the latest dates by the last

.mail? kmh
What is the date of your last letter {or,

paper)? kmj
When, or.What did you last hear of {or,

from) ORU
—When last seen.

When will the last {or, end) be?-..LYP
Where did you take your last departure
from? KTY
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LAST—LAY.

QGZ

QHA

QHB
QHC

QHD

QHE
QHT
QHG
QHI

QHJ

QHK

QHL

QHM

QHN

QHO
QHP
QHR
QHS
QHT
QHU
QHV
QHW
QHX

QHY
QHZ
QIA

Last-ed-ing. To last. (See also Con-
tinue.

)

During.the gale. "While the gale lasts,

LPS
Is illness likely to last? pcw

—It will not last.

Late.
—Before it is too late.

Compasses not adjusted lately jhl
I have not had observations for varia-

tion lately JHV
—Late in.

Lately (^recently) xjlh
—Later-est.
—Latest news.
—Latest posting time—^is.

—Too late.

What are the latest dates by the last
mail? KMH

What is the date of the latest news
from — ? SE

What is the date of your latest news-
paper {or, letter)? loij

What were the latest— dates at—• when
you last heard? ...kmn

—Which, or, What is the latest?

Lateen.

Lath.

Lathe.

Latitude Code Flag over ab

Note.—For degrees of latitude, see page
56.

Degree of latitude kry
Derelict reported passed on — , latitude
— , longitude— ; dangerous to naviga-
tion KVE

Difference of latitude kzf
Have passed ice in latitude — and longi-
tude —, on the — PQ

—How is your latitude obtained?
I have been injured by the ice in lati-

tude — , longitude — pbn
I saw ice in latitude — (date to follow,

if necessary) pbt
—In the latitude of —

.

—In what latitude?
—In what latitude did you see —

?

—Is the latitude correct?
—Latitude by dead reckoning—is.

—Latitude by observation—is.

—Minutes of latitude.
—My latitude is —

.

—North latitude.
Rendezvous in latitude — and longi-
tude — ^ JC

Report the — [vessel indicated) all well
in latitude— and longitude— , on the— {date indicated) un

Saw derelict in latitude — , longitude
— , on the — -. JH

—Second of latitude.

—South latitude.
What is the latitude of —

.

QIB

QIC
QID
QIE
QIF

QIG

QIH

QIJ

QIK

QIL

QIN

QIO

QIP

QIR

QIS

QIT

QHJ

QIV
QIW
QIX

QIY
QIZ

QJA

Latitude—Continued.—^What is your latitude brought up to the
present moment?

What latitude and longitude did you
(or, they) have ice in? ps—^What latitude did you go into?

—What latitude do you intend going into?

—What was your latitude at noon?
—WTien were your last observations for

latitude?

Latrine {or. Urinal).

Latterly. •

At the latter end of, or, The latter end— of FIZ

Laudanum.

Launch-ed-ing. To launch.
Countermining launch jyb
Electric launch luw
Steam launch guv
Steam launch's engine - __ mby

Law-ful-ly.
Am I compelled by law to have a pilot?

JIS
Break-ing. Broke the quarantine laws,

UEB
Bye-law f y
Court of law kad
Lynch law edo

—Martial law.

Lawless-ly-ness.

Lawn tennis.

Lawsuit.

Lawyer.

Lay'-ing. Laid. To lay.
An embargo has been laid on at— . .lwb
Cable-laid, Cable-laid rope hqk
Hawser-laid rope opv
Help me to lay out an anchor eik
I am laying a telegraph cable. Keep
out of my way xlq

If you will lay out an anchor for me I

can get off eiv
—Laid up to have a new boiler put in.

Lay-day knl
—Lay fires.

—Lay in.

—Lay out.

Lay out an anchor eiz
Mines laid rup
The {nation specified) have laid an em-
bargo on all vessels {of nation speci-

fied) LWK
There are no mines laid bus
When is the embargo to be laid on?-LWM
Will you assist me (or vessel indicated)

in laying out an anchor? ekl

Lay-ing. Laid-to. To lay-to.
—I can not lay-to.

I shall lay-to during the night lpx
—I shall lay-to off — {or, at — ).
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LAY—LEAVE.

QJB

WD

QJE

QJF
QJG

QJH
QJI
QJK
QJL

QJM

QJN

QJO

QJP
QJR
QJS

QJT

QJU

QJV

Lay—Continued.
—I shall lay-to lantil —

.

Lay-to.
—Lay-to until —

.

Lay-day knl

Lazaretto.

Lazy-ily-iness. {Idle) pcn

Le, Cash or, Sapeque. {Coin) atc

Lead. {Sounding Lead )—Arm the lead.

Deep-sea lead kqs
Hand lead oly

—I shall keep the lead going regularly.
—Keep the lead going. Keep sounding.
—Lead line.

—Leadsman.
Patent lead ted

Lead-en. {Metal.)
Bed lead umg
Sheet lead vwd
White lead ZDi

Lead-ing-ek. Led.
Can you give me a leading mark {or,

directions) for making the land here-

abouts (or at place indicated)1 pw
—Can you make out the leading marks?
Convoy to keep astern of leader {or,

escort) vir

Convoy to keep on port side of. leader

{or, escort) ix
Convoy to keep on starboard side of

leader {or, escort) iy
Disregard leader's movements. Disre-

gard motions lfx
Do you knovp^ the leading marks? . - qbv
Fair lead. Fair leader mrd
—Leading mark.
—Leading stoker.

—What, or, Which are the leading marks?
What are the leading marks for crossing

the bar? pvi^c

What wind leads through the passage

{or, entrance)? zfd
—Will you lead?
Will you lead into (or, point out) a good

berth? — ghi

League. {Alliance. )

League. {Smiles) awh

Leak-y.
Are you, or, Is

—

{vessel indicated)\eak.-

ing? Have you sprung a leak? QJ

Boiler leaking seriously - , kp
Boiler leaking slightly gwb
Boiler leaky-ing gwa
Boiler leaky ; must be blown off- --Gwc
Boiler tubes leaking BG
Can you stop the leak? QG
Can not stop the leak Qh
Condenser tubes leaking JMW
Do you consider leak dangerous? Qi

QJW

QJX
QJY

QJZ

QKA

QKB

QKC
QKD
QKE

QKF

QKG

QKH

QKI

QKJ
QKL

QKM
QKN

QKO
QKP
QKR

QKS
QKT

QKU

Leak— Continued.
Do you know where the leak is? Where

is the leak? QBZ
Fire, or. Leak ; want immediate assist-

ance NH
Furnace leaky nud
—Have you materials for stopping the

leak?
Have you sprung a leak? Are you, or.

Is — {vessel indicated) leaking? QJ
I have sprunk a leak ...r-.-NQ

—Leak at the scuttles.

—Leak increases.
Leak is gaining rapidly nu
Leak is stopped QK

—Leaked, Leaking.
Spring-ing, Sprang, Sprung, a leak-wos
Steam pipe leaky wso
Vessel indicated has sprung a leak ..ql
Water tanks leaky ywe
Where is the leak? qbz

Lban-ness.

Leang, or, Tael. (Coin) .„ avc

Lbap-ed-ing.

Leap yeae zkw

Leabn-t-ing.
—Could not learn name.
—Learnt by signal from —

.

Might have learnt it by signal- ----wco

Lease-d-ing. Leasehold.

Least.
At least FIH

—The least number {or, quantity)—of.

What is the least depth of water we
shall have (or, ought to have)? vb

Without the least confusion ..JOS

Leather.
Pump leather ubk

Leave-ing. To leave.
—Before leaving.

Calls the attention of vessels leaving the
anchorage, etc dq

—Convoy will leave at— {time to follow).

—Convoy will leave on — {day to follow).

Crew have left the ship {number to be
shown) KCP

Crew will not leave the vessel Kcx
Date of leaving _ kly

—Did you leave?

—Did you leave many ships at —

?

—Do not leave anything unsettled.

Had the mail arrived when you left?

EYG
Has the mail left— (for—, if necessary)1

QO
—I am leaving.

—I have left on shore.

I leave it to your arrangement exc
—I left— in port, or,— was in port when

I left. {Ship's name or distinguishing
signals to follow.)
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LEAVE—LEFT.

QKV

QKW

QKX
QKY

QKZ

QLA

QLB

QLC
QLD

OLE
QLF
QLG
QLH

QH
QLJ

QLK

QLM

QLN

QLO

QLP

QLR
QLS

QLT

QLU

Leave—Continued.
—I left port {or place indicated) — days

ago.

—I will leave a message at —

.

Intend-ed leaving. Purpose-d leaving,
POX

It is expected the vessels (or vessels in-

dicated) will be allowed to leave. -dzj
Leave, or, Put a buoy on.- hmp

—Leave a good margin.
—LeSve any papers or letters for me (or

for party indicated, or in question)
at —

.

—Leave behind.
Leave buoy— at — -hmq

—Leave immediately—to (or, for).

Leave-ing, Left — for— qle
—Leave it for me at the railway station.

Leave it to your arrangement EXC
—Leave on board.
—Leave the.

Leave the buoy (or, beacon) to port- -LZ
Leave the buoy (or, beacon) to star-

board MA
Leave the matter in the hands of Lloyd's
agent qwr

Leave your address at-7- djn
—Leave — for —

.

—Left.
—Left port.
—Let him (or, them) leave.
Mail has left rph

—Must leave.
None left (remaining)- sjb

—Not left.

Omnibus, or. Car leaves at — hyb
—On leaving.
Overland mail leaves on the— sxm
Purpose leaving. Intend leaving.. pox
Report me to owner on leaving usb
Ships from — did not get pratique at—
when Ileft tsa

The mails leave on the — ... bpw
Train leaves for — at — xzr
Vessel just weighed (or, leaving), show
your distinguishing signals dz

—Vessels of nations specified were all

leaving.
Vessels wishing to be reported on leav-
ing show your numbers (or, distin-

guishing signals) eb
—Was all well when you left?

Was the port you left healthy? orb
Was well when I left... qmo

—We have left men behind (number to be
shown).

—We left port (or place indicated) on
the—.

What day do you leave? koa
—What men-of-war did you leave at —

?

—What vessels did you leave in port (or
place indicated))

Wnat was date of your (or as indicated)
leaving? kml

—When does (do or, did) he (she, it, or,

they) leave?
When do the trains leave — for? ...xzs
—When do (or, did) you leave?
When does omnibus (or, car) leave for
— ? - HYC

When does the mail leave? ..qt

QLV

QLW

QLX

QLY

QLZ

QMA

QMB

QMC
QMD

QMF
QMG
QMH
QMI
QMJ
QMK

QML

QMN

Leave—Continued.
When ought the next mail to leave?.RGB

—Will you leave?
Will you leave a message for me? il
You have left a person behind gdz— was well when Ileft qmo

Leave. (See also Permission.)
Absent without leave daw
Give leave — to — nzx

—Leave of absence.
Men on leave rpp

—On leave.

Le CLANCHi* BATTERY.

Led. (see Lead) qjn

Lee.
Keep more to leeward pyx
Keep on the lee beam gaq
—Keep to leeward.
Keep to leeward of vessel chasing..pzn
Lee beam gas
Lee bow. Onleebow hcn

—Lee helm.
—Lee lurch.
—Lee quarter.
—Lee scuppers.
—Lee shore.
—Lee side.

—Lee tide.

—Leeward — of —

.

—Leeway.
Look out on lee bow. hcj
Lookout to leeward qzv
On lee bow. HON
Shoal water, or, Danger to leeward.klh

—To leeward.
We are to leeward of harbor (or, anchor-

age) ELH
We are too far to leeward mte

Leech.

Leeward. Leeward op qmj

Leeway qmk

Lept. (See also Leave) qlf
Crew have left the ship kcp
Had the mail arrived when you left?

EYG
Has the mail left

—

(for—, if necessary) ?

QO
I have left on shore qkt
I left — in port, or, —was in port when

I left (ship's name or distinguishing
signal to follow) qku

Left port QLG
Lighter has left qtd
Mail has left — rph
No anchors left ejp
Only one anchor left ejg
Ships from — did not get pratique at—
when I left tsa

Was in harbor (or, port) when I left,

QK0
Was well wheij I left qmo
We have left men behind (number to be
shown) (^1,0
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LEFT—LET.

QMO

QMP

QMR

QMS

QMT

QMU

QMV

QMW

Left—Continued.
"We left port {or place indicated) on
the — ,- QLP

You have left a person behind gdz
was well when I left.

Left. {On the left.)

Left arm bvk
On the left hank of the river (i. e. , the

left bank in descending the stream)

,

I'VE

Leg. {Part of the body.

)

Lbgal-ly-ity.
Legal authorities fnk
Not legal-ly . Illegal-ly-ity pcy

QMX

QMY

QMZ

QNA

QNB
QNC

QND

QNE

QNF

QNG

Legation.
Secretary of Legation - -VMN

Legible-y.
lUegible-y. Not legible pcz

Legion of Honor.

Legislate-ion-ure-ive.
Assembly, Congress, or, Parliament (or-

other legislative body) adjourns {or ad-

journed) on the — FEi

Assembly, Congress, or. Parliament {or

other legislativebody) is dissolved.FEJ

Assembly, Congress, or, Parliament {or

other legislative body) met {or meets)
on the— JPB

Leisube-ly.

Lemon.
Lemon, or. Lime juice QUE

Lend-ing. To lend. (See also Spare and
Supply. )

Can you lend {or, supply me with) ?.xet

Can not lend {spare) wmc
I can lend you {or, furnish you with)—

,

NUH
I can not lend you {or, furnish you
with) — — —NUI

—I will lend what is required.

Lend me a boat gtq

—Lent.
—Will you lend?

Length.
Forward following telegraphic message

by signal letters instead of writing it

at length s;b

—Length of chain.

Measure of length (see pag^e 51) avk
Send following message through the

post to owners {or, to Mr. —) at —
by signal letters instead of writing it

at length "^^

"What is the length of dock at —? --LJP

—"What length—is —? . ,, ,

What length are your cables {or cable

indicated)"! hsd

Lengthen-ed-ing.

QNI

QNJ

QNK

QNL
QNM
QNO
QNP

QNR

QNS

QNT

QNH Lens

QNU

QNV
QNW
QNX

QNY

QNZ

QOA

QOB

Lent. {Fast before Easter. )

Leo, or Leu. {Coin) aub

Lepton. {Coin) auo

Lessbn-ed-ing.

Less.
Do not come into less than — feet of

water fv
I shall not go into less than — fathoms

of water whether I make the land or

not QDY
—Less than.
—Much, or Many less.

—Not less.

—Nothing less.

There is less current inshore {or in direc-

tion indicated) kgd
You will have less than— feet of water,

KVJ
You will not have less than — feet of

water "vu

Let-ting. To let. {To lend on hire.)

Let-ting. (See also Allow. )

Can you sell {or, let me have) any —1

VOB
Do not let him {or, them) go obp
Let fall MRV
Let go ocs
Let go another anchor kr
Let go the life buoy hmr
Let go your anchor eja
Let her be ...bgv

—Let him (his, her-s, it-s)

.

Let him (her, it, or persons or things
indicated)—have bwa

Let him be bxe
Let him bring on shore fcy
Let him {or, them) go OCT
Let him (her, or, them) know QOH
Let him {or, them) leave qlh

—Let me (my, mine).
Let me know QCi

Let no boat come alongside ebh
—Let nothing prevent.
—Let run. Let it run.
Let the men RPE

—Let them (their-s).

Let them be bgw
Let them bring ashore fcy
Let them bring their tools with them,

HJD
—Let us (our-s).

Let us be bgx
Let us keep together for mutual support

and protection in

—Let your-s.

Let your boats keep to windward until

they are picked up- -^ fd
—Let your boats pull to — {bearing indi-

cated).

Let your fires down ..nam
—Let your screw {or, wheels) revolve

without disconnecting.

Stand by to let go "WQE

"Will let you know QCK
Will you let me know QCL
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LETTER—LIE.

QOC

QOD

QOE

QOF
QOG

QOH

QOI
QOJ
QOK

QOL
QOM
QON
QOP

Letter. {See also Despatch and Mail. )

Address my letters to me at — dji

^An opportunity for sending letters to

Europe (or, to — ).

Any letters (or, papers) for me (or per-

son indicated)1 epa
Any letters (or, papers) from —? Jl

Any letters (or, despatches) on board?
KWX

Bring all the letters and papers hil
Call at the post office for letters - . .hsy
Call for my letters -Hsz
Can I take (or, forward) any letters for

you? NMV
—Did you hear if there were any letters

for me at -^1

Forward following telegraphic message
by signal letters instead of writing it

at length -XB
Forward letters—to (or, for) nmx
Hadanyletters(or, despatches)arrived

—

at? JM
Have(or vessel indioated has) despatches

(or, letters) for— JN
Have ( or vessel indicated has )despatches

(or, letters)from— JO
Have letters (mails, or, despatches) for

you ( or vessel or person indicated) _ .jp
Have my letters been forwarded? - -NOA
Have you letters (mails, or, despatches)

for me (or vessel, or person, or place
indicated)! JQ

—Have you received my letter?

—I have a letter (or, parcel) for you (or,

for —).

—I have received your letter.

I will forward your letter on noe
Keep my letters (or, papers) for me till

I return pyk
Leave any letters(or, papers) for me (or

person indicated) at— QKY
Letter bag. Mail bag fsj

—Letter of credit.

—Letters and parcels.

—Letters had (or, have) been received
from —

.

—Letters must be sent—to (or, by).
—Letters of squadron (or, fleet).

—Letters received from —

.

—Letters, or. Papers up to the— . (Indicate
wherefrom if necessary. )

Mail bag. Letter bag ..psj
Men's letters RPG
My letters are all forwarded nof
Opportunity for letters to Europe (or,

to—) QOD
Refer to my letters (or, despatches) .JU
Refer to your letters (or, despatches) -jv
Send following message through the
post to owners (or, to Mr. —)at — by
signal letters instead of writing at
length wz

Send for my letters.. VPS
Send for letters (or, despatches) jw
Send my message through the telegraph
by signal letters xb

Send the letter bag on shore (or to vessel

indicated) fsn
Send your letters qe
Signal letter - wcv
Take letters (or, despatches).. kxo

QOR

QOS

QOT

QOU

QOV

QOW
QOX

QOY

QOZ
QPA

QPB

QPC

QPD

QPE

QPF

QPG
QPH

QPI
QPJ

QPK

QPL
QPM

QPN
QPO

Letter—Continued.
Telegraph to my owners to send my

letters to me at — vqp
Tell — not to forward any more letters

forme QS
Were my letters properly forwarded?

NOJ
What is the date of your last letter (or,

paper)? kmj
Will you forward my letters (or, de-

spatches)—to QU
—Will you post some letters for me?
Willyoutakeletters(or, despatches)?.JY
—Your letters went by the —

.

Leu, or, Leo. (Coin) aub

Lev, or. Lew. (Coin) aub

Levanter.

Lev&e.

Level-led-ling-ler-ness.

Lever.
Air-pump levers out of order dwc

—Levers damaged (or, out of order).

Pump lever links broken ubl
Pump levers out of order ubm
Side lever engine maw

Levy-ied-ing.

Lew. (Coin) aub

Li. (Measureof length).. awi

LlABLE-ILITY.
—Not liable.

Liar. Lie-d-ying.

LiBEL-LED-LING-LOUS.

LiBERAL-LY-lTY.
Liberal contribution JTB

LiBERATE-D-lNG-ION.

LiBERIA-N. LiBERIAN COLORS.

Liberty.
—Am I, or, Is —(person indicated) at lib-

erty—to?

—Is, or. Are at liberty—to.

—Liberty man.

Libra. (Measure of weight) bau

LiBRARY-IAN.

License.
—Are you regularly licensed, or, Have you

a permit?
—Licensed-ing. To license.

j—Not licensed. Unlicensed.

LiE-D-YiNG. Liar. .QPB
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LIE-LIGHT.

QPR

QPS
QPT

QPU

QPV

QPW
QPX
QPY

QPZ

QRA
QRB

QUO
QRD
QRE

QRP
QRG

QRH

QRI

QRJ
QRK

QRL

QRM
QRN
QRO
QRP

Lie, Laid, Lying.
How high must I lie to fetch? mwe

—Lying in (or, at) —

.

—Lying in the roadstead.
You will not lie afloat all the tide.-DQG

Lieu. In lieu—of. (/nsfead o/) ...pna

LlEUTENANT-CY.
Deputy, or. Lieutenant-governor kvn
Lieutenant colonel-cy jbh

—Lieutenant general.
Lieutenant in the Army ewl

-i-Lieuteuant in the Navy,
—Lieutenant in the Naval Reserve
^Senior lieutenant.
Sub-lieutenant xbg
—Sub-lieutenant in the Naval Reserve.

Life.
—I have no life belts.

Life belt QRH
—Lifeboat.
—Life buoy.
—Life line.

Life-saving {Rocket) apparatus erh
Life-saving appliances . esl
Life-saving (Hocket) station. wep

—No lives lost.

—Several lives lost.

Life belt.
I have no life belts QRB

Lifeboat qrc
Boat, or. Lifeboat can not come ee
Do you want a lifeboat? KZ
Have no lifeboat. No lifeboat here -FA
Have you any lifeboats? gtd

—Lifeboat Institution.

Lifeboat is going to you fe
—Lifeboat sent for.

—Lifeboat station.

Lifeboat unable to come be
Send lifeboat to save crew fj

Steam lifeboat guy
We have sent for lifeboat ---.fl

Life buoy QRD
Let go the life buoy hme

LlFT-ED-ING.
Can you lift your screw? vkb

—Lift rope.

—Lift screw.

Light. A light.
—Alternating light.

.

Anchor light (lantern, or, lamp)---EHD
Arc light — -EUI

Blue light OON
Bow light (lantern, or, lamp) hcg
Carry a light on your bowsprit end- .qy
Catoptric light ifa

Daylight. At daylight knb
Deadlight —kog
Dioptric light laz
Electric light lux
Fixed light ncs
Fixed and flashing light NCR
Flashing light neb
Floating light nfb

QRS

QRT

QRU
QRV

QRW
QRX

Light—Continued.
Gas, or, Light buoy - nxa
Gaslight NXB
Green light - -— oht
Group flashing light.-- --.-NEC
Group occulting light .-SOB
Holme's light (largeflare) ndy
Holme's light {smallflare) ndz
Incandescent light- pga
Intermittent light pQX
Masthead light (lantern, or, lamp) -Rmg
Moonlight RYX
Not under command light (lantern, or,

lamp) --- JEO
Occulting light SOA
Port-bow light HCS
Position light ^.-.tpe
Red light - ...umh
Revolving light UWL
Scintillating light vjm
Search light, or. Electric projectors.LVl
Side light (lantern, or, lamp) wbm
Signal light (lantern, or, lamp) _--WCU
Skylight WFM
Speed light (lantern, or, lamp) wmx
Starboard bow light Hcu
Starlight -. -_- wqr
Stay light (lantern, or, lamp) wsd
Steaming light (lantern, or; lamp)-WTD
Stern light (lantern, or, lamp) wux
Sunlight -- - XEU
Towing light---- XYZ
Very's pistol light- ypv
White light zdj
All the lights are out along the coast

—

of— PU
Allow no lights to be seen. Extinguish

all lights DZB
Are there any alterations in the lights

(or, marks)? ecb
Are thereanylights (or,landmarks)? .Qfa
At —• (time indicated) light bore —--PV
Beach your vessel where flag is waved

(or, light is shown) fzt
Boats should endeavor to land where

flag is waved (or, light is shown) --jz
Burn blue light, or. Flash powder- -GOQ
Carry a light at your bowsprit end--QY
Did boats take a blue light (lantern, or,

any means of making a signal)?-- gsp
Do not bring the light to the — (hearing

indicated) of— (hea. ing indicated).px
—Do not light your fires.

•

Do not show a light on any account-QV
—Do not show a light on my account.

Electric-light installation luy
Extinguish all lights. Allow no lights

to be seen dzb
Firo and lights out '. mzq
Fire, or. Light will be kept at the best
place for landing .- ke

Flare-d-ing—up. Flare light ndx
Flash powder, or. Bum a blue light-GOQ
Have you any blue lights? _ . - goe

—Have you any signal lights?

—Have you seen the light?

Hoist alight ^---owo
How far can light be seen?- MSZ

—I do not think there is any light here-

abouts.
—I do not wish to show a light.
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LIGHT—LIGHTNING.

QRY

QRZ

QSA

QSC
QSD
QSE

QSF

QSG

QSH
QSI
QSJ

QSK

QSL

QSO

QSP

Light—Continued.
I have just lost sight of the land (or,

light) QDV
I shall keep hold of the land (or, light),

or, I shall keep land (or, light), bear-

ing — QA.

—I will carry a light. I will show a light.

I will show a light to-night when I alter

course QW
—I will show a light to-night when I make

sail.

I will show a light to-night when I tack,
QX

Indicate bearing of light (lighthouse, or,

light-ship) QB
Keep a good lookout for lights {or, land)

,

or, Look out for lights {or, land) -PYH
Keep a light at your bowsprit end. . -QY
Keep a light burning kc
Keep ahead and carry a light dvk
Keep lights {or, fires) on the beach {or,

shore) all night ...fzw
Keep the light between— {hearing indi-

cated) and — {bearing indicated) - -(ic

Keep the search light on, or, Keep elec-

tric lighten--- - ------LVH
Light-er-est QST

—Light-ing-ed. Lit. To light.

—Light dues.
—Lighting fires.

—Light indicated has been replaced.

—Light indicated is not now in its old po-
sition.

—Light indicated will commence on the—
{date indicated)

.

—Light, or. Floating light is discontinued
{or, gone).

Light is not to be depended upon qd
—Light on— is not working satisfactorily.

—Light signal.

—Light your fires.

Lighted. Lit. To light-- --QSA
Lighting. To light QSA
Lights, or. Fires will be kept at the best
place for landing or coming on shore,

KE
OfE the light --.sou
Shall we have daylight enough? knt

—Shall you show a light?

Temporarylightshown at—{place indi-

cated) XNS
—There is a light on— , or. The lights on—

.

—They are only vessel's lights.

To light. Lighting-ed qsa
Turn the electric light off lvj
Turn the electric light on lvk
Use your search light ymt

—Vessel indicated is showing a light.

—We did not see the light.

What bearing shall I keep the light {or,

landmark) on? qf—^What sort of a light is it?

When I alter course to-night I will show
a light -QW

When you alter course {or, tack) to-

night show a light JZS
^Will you carry a light?

You must keep a light burning KC
Your lights are out {or, wanttrimming)

.

—Made by —— —— — flashes or by
blasts of a steam whistle.

QST

QSV

QSW

QSZ

QTA
QTB
QTC

QTD

QTE

QTF

QTG

QTH

QTI
QTJ
QTK
QTL

LiGHT-EE-EST. {Not dark.)

Light. {Not heavy. )

Calm and light winds -HTM
Light breeze hgd
Light guns . oke
Light in ballast etr
—Light sail. Upper sail.

Light unsettled weather yzb
Lighter-est.
Take in light sails xjn
Wind light zfl

LlGHTEN-ED-Ilfe.
—Must lighten the ship.

What draught of water {in feet) could
you lighten to? ob

Lighter.
Coal lighter iwp

—How many lighters do you want?
—I want — {number indicated) lighters.

—Lighter alongside.
Lighter coming off QZ
—Lighter has left.

Lighter is adrift RA
Powder hoy {or, lighter) ozu
There are no lighters available rb
Want a lighter (or, lighters) imme-

diately {rf more than one, number to

follow) --- -YM
—Want lighters to take my cargo.
What quantity of coal remains in the

collier (coal depot, or, lighter) ?. -ixo
Will you send off lighters as fast as pos-

sible? RC

Light-house.
Indicate bearing of light (light-house,

or, light-ship) ---Q,b

Light on— is not working satisfactorily,

QSH
Light-house, or. Trinity Board gpn
Light-house, or. Light-ship at— wants
immediate assistance cw

What is the name of light-house {or,

light-ship) in sight? -.rw

Light-ship.
Indicate bearing of light (light-house,

or, light-ship) QB
Is the light-ship on her station? - . -Wro
Light-ship at — is out of position, or,

Light-ship is not at anchor on her
station qe

Light-ship, or. Light-house at— wants
immediate assistance cw

Light-ship has been withdrawn on ac-

count of ice PCB
—Steer directly for the light-ship.
What is the name of light-ship {or,

light-house) in sight? RW

Lightning.
—Lightning conductor.
—Struck by lightning.
—There has been, or. We have had a storm

of thunder and lightning.
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LIKE-LIST.

QTM

QTN

QTO

QTP
QTR

QTS

QTU
QTV
QTW

QTX
QTY

QTZ

QUA

QUE

<3UC

QUD
•QUE

QUE

QUG

QUH

QUI

LiKE-LY.
Am aground, likely to break up ; require
immediate assistance ca

Channel, or, Fairway is likely to be
mined , _ ild

Is embargo likely to be taken ojffi?--LWi

Is illness likely to last? pcw
—Is it likely? Is it probable?

Is it likely you (or vessel indicated) will
be got off? OFJ

—Is likely to recover.
Is — {vessel indicated) likely to assist

(or, supply) me? fgk
Likeness (resemblance)

.

—Likely to change.
Likely to fail __ mqz

—Likewise.
Looks like ..esa
Looks likely.
—^Most likely (or, probable).
—Not likely. Unlikely.

Pilot boat most likely — (on bearing
indicated), or, off— tk

There is a likelihood of being becalmed,
QCK

Very likeljr ypo
Vessel indicated not likely to supply

{or, assist) you pqr
—What is it like?

—What is she like?

What is the sea like? vx
When do you think I am likely to fall in

with — {vessel indicated) msa
Where do you think I am likely to fall in

with—? MSB
You are not likely to receive your orders

for some days. sux

LiKE-D-ING. To LIKE.

Do, or. Does not like the appearance of,

ERW
—I do not like.

I do not like the look of the weather,ze
I do not like to run in. 1 prefer,keeping
the sea vca

I do not like to trust too much to my—

,

Yca
Natives do not like ships watering with-

out payment YWQ
—Should like.

Should like to have another comparison,
GV

Would you like to see our newspapers?
SL

Limb.

Lime.
—Lime, or. Lemon .iuioe.

Limit-ed-ing.
Inside of limit pmj

—Outside of limit.

Line-d-ing. To line.

Line. A line.
Along the line ..bal

Clew line. Clew garnet iue

Endeavor to send a line by boat (cask,

kite, or, raft, etc.) ...ka

QUJ
QUK
QUL

QUM

QUN
QUO
QUP
QUE
QUS

QUT
QUV

QUW

QUX

QUY

QUZ

QVA
QVB

QVC

QVD

QVE

QVF

QVG
QVH

QVI

QVJ

Line—Continued.
Fishing line nbv
Hauling line -_opb
Have a towline ready , xyp

—Have you any means of-throwing a line?

—Have you suflScient towline?
—In line.

Inner line pln
Is the line fast? kb
Lead line QJK

—Keep the two objects named inone line.

Life line qke
Line. Equator mgk
Line-of-battle ship. Battle ship-.-PYX

—Line of communiqation.
—Line of defense.
—Line of mines.
—Line of torpedoes.
—Log line.

Look out for rocket line {or, line) .-KF
Look out for the towline QZU
Mortar for throwing line sap
Rocket to throw a line. L. S. A. rocket,

UZG
—Send a line.

—Send for the towline.
Sending, Sent for the towline vpx
The Line. Equator mgk
Towline xza
Water line __- yvu—^We will endeavor to send a line.

When did you cross the Line? kel
Where did you cross the Line? kem
Where will you cross the Line? ken

Linen.
Bed linen - got
Can I get linen {or, clothes) washed?

IVQ
Clean linen (clothes, or, shirts) isu
Dirty linen vyo

Liniment.

Link-bd-ing.
Pump lever links broken ubl

Linseed.
—Linseed oil.

Lint.

Liquepy-ied-inq-action

Liquid.
Floating, or. Liquid compass , JHP

Liquor.
Malt liquor rjc

Lira. Lire. {Coin) aud
Lira egiziana. ( Coin) ._. _ ato
Lira turca. {Coin) aue

List—OF.
—A list of —

.

Army List ewd
Code List of Ships izd

—Is your list of ships correct?

Lloyd's List Qwu
—Mercantile Navy List.
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LIST—LOCOMOTIVE.

QVK
QVL
QVM

QVN
QVO
QVP

QVR

QVS

QVT
QVU

QVW

QVX
QVY

QVZ

QWA
QWB

QWC

QWD

QWE
QWP
QWG
QWH

QWI
QWJ
QWK
QWL
QWM

QWN
QWO
QWP

List—Continued. '

—Passenger list.

—Remittance list.

—United States, Royal, or State Navy
List or Register.

Send list of defects krp
"Shipping Gazette and Lloyd's List,"

QWU
Sick list--- WBP
What is the date of your Code List?-iZH
Your name is not on my list ; spell it

alphabetically (or, by alphabetical
table, jpagre 15) ....ebq

(To incline.)LlST-ED-mO. To LIST.

—List to port.
^List to starboard.

Litharge.

Litre. (Measure of capcudty) Azr

LiTTLE-NBSS.
A little farther ^ MSU
-A little more.
—As little as.

If you will wait a little ysu
Little better qir

—Little loss.

Of little importance. Unimportant -pey
Port a little. Ship's head to go to star-
board TPG

Sheer a little off vuo
Sheer a little off when you come to the
point ,-- vup

Starboard a little. Ship's head to go to
port WQU

—Too little. -Too small.
—Very little.

LivE-D-iNG. (See also Life.)
Live cargo hzg
Live stock ---wvl—^Lively.

No boat could live gtw
—No means of living.

Liver.

Lloyd's.
Austro-Hungarian Lloyd's fmj—Committee of Lloyd's.
—Condemned by Lloyd's agent.
—Consult Lloyd's agent.
—Bo not interfere with (or, take the mat-

ter out of the hands of) Lloyd's agent.
French Lloyd's. Veritas nqp
German Lloyd's nyd
-Have you been visited by Lloyd'sagent?
•Have you seen Lloyd's agent?
-How do you (or vessel indicated) stand

at Lloyd's?
I am insured at Lloyd's.

—I am not classed at Lloyd's.
I require assistance from Lloyd's agent,

cv
I am not insured at Lloyd's.
—I stand (or vessel indicated stands) —

(class indicated) at Lloyd's.
—Inform Lloyd's agent.

QWR
QWS
QWT

QWU
QWV
QWX
QWY
QWZ
QXA
QXB
QXC
QXD
QXE
QXF
QXG
QXH

QXI
QXJ
QXK

QXL

QXM
QXN

QXO
QXP

QXR

QXS

QXT

QXU

QXV

QXW
QXY

QXZ

QYA

QYB
QYC

Lloyd's—Continued.
Intend to abandon the ship to Lloyd's
agent cxp

—Leave the matter in thehands of Lloyd's
agent.

—Lloyd's agent—is.

—Lloyd's agent advises you to —

.

Lloyd's Committee qwe
—Lloyd's List and Shipjjing Gazette.
—Lloyd's Register of British and Foreign

, Shipping.
—Lloyd's Registry.
—Lloyd's Salvage Agreement.
—Lloyd's Seajpan's Almanac.
—Lloyd's secretary.
—Lloyd's signal station—at —

.

—Lloyd's surveyor.
"Lloyd's Weekly Shipping Index."

—Lloyd's Yacht Register.
--Not on Lloyd's Registry book.
—Please send off Lloyd's surveyor.
—Removed from Lloyd's Register.
Report me by telegraph to Lloyd's --UD
Report me to Lloyd's ug
Report me (or, my communication) to

Lloyd's agent at— uh
"Shipping Gazette and Lloyd's List,"

QWU
—Surveyed by Lloyd's agent.
—Who is Lloyd's agent?
—Will Lloyd's agent come on board?

LOAD-ED-ING. To load.
Breech loader-ing hfu

—Can load —

.

—Can you load any.—

?

Deeply laden kqw
I am loaded with combustibles HP
Laden — with— qcx

—Loaded with.
—Loading — for —

.

Must load more ballast fts
Muzzle loader-ing sde

Loaf.

Loan.

LOBSfER.

Local-ly-ity.
Have you any local attraction? jhr
I know nothing of the locality (or,

place) QCB
Local authorities fnl
Local Board gpi
Local defence.
Local Government Board gpj
Local Medical Board gpk

—Local time.

Lock-ed-ing.
Forelock njw
Lock and key-- qai

—Locksmith.

Locker.
Chain locker

-

Locomotive.'
—Locomotion.
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LOCOMOTIVE^LOOK.

QYD

QYE

QYF

QYG

QYH

QYI

QYJ

QYK

QYL

QYM

QYN

QYO

QYP

QYR

Locomotive—Continued.
Locomotive boiler gxd
Locomotive engine mas
Locomotive torpedo.

lodqe-d-ment.

Lodging

log-ged-ging. to log.
Engine-room log mbi
Log board gqp
Log booK GYZ
—Log glass.

Log line qus
Meteorological log book gz

a

Official logbook gzd
Patent log tep
Ship's log VYC
Steam log book _-Gzh

LoGABiTHM. Logarithm table.

Logwood.

Long.
Any longer epb
As long as fav
Do not stand too long on yonr present
tack JZI

—How long a time?
How long after? dbp
How long—ago (or, since)? DTK

—How long do you require to clean yonr
engines?

How long have you {or vessel indicated)

been in such distress? lhi

How long have you {or vessel indicated)

been onflre? naj
—How long have you been on the voyage?
How long have you had this fog?-.-NGK

—How long is (or, are)?

How long may we stand on our present

course? JZK
• How long ought I to be getting an

answer from —? emy
—How long shall you stop (remain)?

How long will delay be? ksh
How long will you be getting steam

QYS
QYT
QYU
QYV

QYW
QYX

_VYup .-

How long will you (or vessel indicated)

be repairing damages? bm
—How much longer?

I fear I can not hold on much longer,
OWT

I shall stand in for the land as long as

I can see Qi'^

I will not delay you long --ksj

Long after.— - i>RQ

Long ago {or, since). dtl

Long boat ..gtr

Long range t^ht

Long time—ago. Long ago dtl

—Long way.
—Longer.
—Longest.
—Much longer.

Not long—ago dtn

—Not much longer.

Rocks stretch a long way out ge

—Too long.

QYZ

QZA
QZB
QZC
QZD
QZE
QZF
QZG

QZH
QZI
QZJ

QZK

QZL

QZM

QZN

QZO

Long boat gtr

Longitude. Code Flag over di

Note.— For degrees of longitude, see

page S6.

Degree of longitude .__ -..krz
Derelict reported passed on — *, lati-

tude — , longitude — ; dangerous to

navigation kvr
DifiEerence of longitude kzg
—Bast longitude.
Have passed ice in latitude — , longi-

tude — , on the — * PQ
I have been injured by ice in latitude—

,

and longitude — pbn
Ice between 30° and 35° of longitude,*

PF
Ice between 35° and 40° of longitude,*

PG
Ice between 40° and 45° of longitude,*

,

PH
Ice between 45° and 50° of longitude,*

pi

Ice between 50° and 55° of longitude,*
PJ

Ice between 00° and 60° of longitude,*
PK

Ice between 60° and 65° of longitude,*
PL

Ice between 65° and 70° of longitude,

'

PM
Ice between 70° and 75° of longitude,*

PN
Ice between 75° and 80° of longitude,*

PO

-In what longitude ?

—Is the longitude correct?

—Longitude by dead reckoning.

—Longitude by observation.

Minute of longitude.
-My longitude by chronometer is —

.

—My longitude by — is — .

Rendezvous in latitude — and longi-

tude — JC
Report the— {vessel indicated) all well,

in latitude— , and longitude— {indi-

cated), on the

—

{date indicated) . .vis

Saw derelict in latitude — and longi-

tude — on the — * ...jh

—Second of longitude.

—West longitude.
—What is the longitude of -^ ?

What is your first meridian ? nbl
—What is your longitude brought up to

the present moment?
—What is your longitude by chronom-

eter?
What latitude and longitude did you

{or, they) have ice in?. PS

—What longitude do {or, did) you go
into?

LONGITUDINAL-LY.
,

LooD. {Measure of weight) bai

LOOK-ED-ING. To LOOK.
Bad lookout frg
Be on your guard. Look out Oiv

Date to be Indicated 11 necessary.
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'

LOOK—LOSS.

QZP
QZK
QZS

QZT

QZU

QZV
QZW
QZX
QZY

RAB

RAC

RAD

RAE

RAF

RAG

RAH

JIAI
RAJ

RAK

Look—Continued.
Do you, or. Did you get a good look at
the land to know exactly whereabouts
we are? py

Freights looking better nqp
Good lookout --.ODZ
Has the appearance of. Looks llke.ESA
Heavy weather coming ; look sharp. . fz
I do not like the look of the weather. -ZE
Inanchoring, look out formoorings-EIW
In anchoring, look out for telegraph
cable wv

Keep a good lookout aloft eaq
Keep a good lookout, as it is reported
enemy's war vessels are going about
in disguise as merchantmen OJ

Keep a good lookout for land (or, light),
or. Look out for land (or, light) {bear-
ing tofollow, if necessary) pyh

Keep a sharp lookout pti
—Look at.

—Look in (or, into).
—Look out^—to (or, for).

Look out. Pay attention .ds
Look out at daybreak knm
Look out for a boat bearing — qts
Look ontfor aline (or, rocket line)-.KF

—Look out for a squall.
Look out for my pilot. Pick up my

pilot TJH
—Look out for the tow-line.
Look out on lee bow hcj
Look out on weather bow hck

—Look out to leeward.
—Look out to windward.
—Lookout vessel (or, scout).
—Lookout will be kept for any raft (or,

spars).
Lookout will be kept on the beach all
night KG—^Look to the slings.

Looks like esa
Looks likely.- qtu

—Run in for pilot (or, pilot vessel) and
look out for their signals.

Ship's bottom must be looked at....HBG
Some one to look after stock.
Vessel looks like a man-of-vrar kpn
Your permit will be looked at mkl

Look-out man. (Lookout.
)

loom-ed-ing.

loophole-d.

loose-d-ing-ly-ness.
Boiler loos, (or, adrift) qwd
Broke loose hju
Crank webs loose kbr
Eccentric pulleys loose lsv
Engine seating loose mco
Holding-down bolts loose gta

—Loose from.
—Loose sails.

Propeller worked loose tzo

Lord-ship.
House of Lords. Senate oze
Lord Mayor—of — rnj

RAL LOSE-ING. To LOSE.
All hands lost (or, perished) dxq
All lost. Total loss dxo
All nets lost dxp
Boat is lost AQ
Both booms with nets lost gzo
Cargo lost hzt

RAM —Do not lose sight of—it.

Have lost — head of cattle ipe
Have lost all boats ; can you take off

people? Ni
Have lost deck cargo iao
Have lost screw, or. Screw disabled..MS

RAN —Have you lost?
Have you lost all your boats? bl
Heavy loss osx
I have just lost sight of the land (or,

light) QDV
I have lost all my boats bo
I have lost an anchor bin

RAO —If you lose the wind.
It is dangerous to lose the wind gc
Just lost sight of land (or, light) ..qdv
Key of propeller lost ..qah
Little loss Qvw

RAP —Lose no time.
Lose no time in getting to the anchor-
age ELO

Lose no time in shoring up cp
RAQ —Lose-ing, Lost sight of — (vessel or ob-

ject indicated).
RAS —Lose-ing, Lost time.
RAT —Loss.

Loss of bulwarks hlt
RAU —Lost.

Lost all propeller blades gly
Lost an anchor ,..ejb
Lost his (or, the) certificate ijb
Lost number of blades (indicated) of
screw propeller glz

RAV —Lost on the—

.

RAW —Lost overboard.
RAX —Lost screw propeller.
RAY —Lost sight of wreck.
RAZ —Lost the (or, her) mast.

Mail steamer reported lost rfm
My chronometer loses daily ..gt
No lives lost qrf

RBA —Not much loss.

RBC —One net lost.

One net with boom lost gzu
Rudder lost vBj
Several lives lost qrg
Severe loss '.

vsy'
Time will be lost xtu
Total loss. All lost dxo

RBD —Two (or number indicated) nets lost.
,RBE —Vessel indicated has lost her rudder.
RBF —Vessel seen (or, indicated) lost her masts.

We have lost altogether — edo
RBG —What have you lost?
RBH —What loss?

When did you lose' your masts? rmj
RBI —Where did you lose the trade (or, mon-

soon)?
With loss of bowsprit hda
With loss of foremast nky

RBJ —Without loss.

Loss. (See also IjOse) rat
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M—MAIL.

EDP

RDQ

RDS

RDT.

BDU

RDV

RDW
RDX

RDY

RDZ

REA

REC

RED

M. {Letter. ) {For new method of spelling,

seepage 13.)

A.M., or Ante Meridian. Before noon.
In the forenoon edu

P. M., or Post Meridian. Afternoon.
In THE AFTERNOON _-_ DRW

Maatje. {Measure of capacity. ) atu

Mace, or, Tsin. {Coin.) adg

Machine.
Electric machine luz
Machine gun „.. okf

—Patent sounding machine.
Weighing machine zba

Machinery. {See also Engines. )

Accident to machinery {or, engines).
{See page 23B.)

Damage to machinery {part to be indi-
cated) KJA

Examine (examination of) machinery,
MKA

Have passed steamer with machinery
disabled.- mt

Have you damaged your machinery?
MBO

I am going to stop, as machinery re-
quires adjusting rk

—I am in want of oil for machinery.
Machinery broken down mch
Machinery broken down ; Iam disabled,

BJ
—Machinery broken down ; irreparable at

sea.

Machinery broken down; under tem-
porary repair mck

Machinery disabled mcn
Machinery out of order .rj
Machinery requires adjusting dkf
Machinery slightly deranged mcq
Machinery supposed to have broken
down--- MCA

Machinery wants repair mbi,
—Proceed after repairing machinery.
—Refrigerating machinery out of order.
Small adjustment required to ma-
chinery dkg

—Stopping only for small adjustment to
machinery.

The damage to machinery is not serious,
and is such as can be repaired by the
vessel's own engineers -- rl

Machinist, or, Engine-room artificer,

ezr
Mackerel.

Mad-ly-ness.

Madder.

Made. {See also Make.
)

Every exertion has been made miv
Has arrangement been made? exa
Have, or, Has made a complaint. .-JKB
Have, or. Has made no calculation, hso
I made the discovery lds
Inquiry has been made plv

REF

REG

REH

REI

REJ

REK

REL

REM

REN
REO

REP

REQ

RET

REU

REV

REW
REX

RBY

REZ

Made—Continued.
Is a prisoner, or, Made prisoner twh
Made a breach ...hej
Made an agreement with— dtjh

—Made an offer— of.

Made arrangements—to (or, for)

—

-EXI
Made mistake. Mistake has been made,

RIK
Made no impression pfk
—Made overture.
Manufactured, Made, or. Built by.HLE
May be made eflBcieht ---ltw
—Mistake has been made.
Perhaps it might be made to answer- eni
Repeat ship^s name ; your flags were not
made out'. DU

Repeat the last signal made WCR
Ship has not made her signal slh
The signal made wdl
Will an allowance be made? dzp

—Will not be made.— made an unsuccessful attack on —

,

FKH

Madeira wine.

Magazine.
After magazine dqz

—Fore magazine.
Magazine rifle uxc
Powder magazine trm
Small arm, or. Percussion magazine,

EVP
Magistrate-cy.

Magnesium.
—Magnesium wire.

Maqnet-ic-al.
Electro magnet . lvg
Magnetic bearing {i.e., compass bearing

correctedfor deviation) jhx
—Magnetic needle.

Magnificent-ce.

Mahogany.

Mahomet-an.

Mail.
—Am a mail boat.
Any news of the — mail? epj
Are you going to land all mails at —1

QDN
Arrange-d-ing' mail ewt

—Barely time to save the mail.
By the mail hpl

—Did not get a mail.
Expected next mail.- mni
Had themailarrivedwhen you left?-EYG
Has the mail arrived—(from —, if nec-

essary)1 qn
Has the mail left(or, sailed)— (for— , if

necessary)^. QO
Have letters (mails, or, despatches) for

you {or vessel or person indicated) .jr
Have the mails been delivered? ksu
Have they advertised for any vessel to

carry the mail? - ; ..dof
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MAIL-MAKE.

EFA

RPB

RFC

EFD

BFE
RFG

RFH
RFI

BFJ
RPK
RFL
RFM
RFN
RFO
RFP
RFQ
RFS
RFT

RFU
RFV
RFW
RFX

RFY
RFZ

RGA
RGB

RGC

ROD

RGE

RGF

RGH

RGI
RGJ

RGK
RGL

Mail—Continued.
^Have you a mail?
Have you letters (mails, or, despatches)

for me {or vessel, person, or place
indicated)'! jq—I have mails for—

.

I will take mails for you. qp
Last mail qgg
Latest posting time for mail is —..qhg
—Mail arrived—on the

—

{date indicated)

.

Mail bag fsj
—Mail closes at —

.

Mail day kno
—Mail due {or, is due) on —

.

—Mails have {or, had) arrived from —
{dates up to —).

—Mail has left.
—^Mail has {or, had) not arrived from —

{place indicated)

.

—Mail is now at —

.

Mail steamer.
—Mail steamer arrives-d—at —

.

Mail steamer reported lost.

Mail steamer sails-ed.

—Mail tender.
—Mails go by sailing vessel.

—Maijils go by steamer.
—Missed the mail.—^Next mail.
Overland mail leaves on the — sxm

—Passed the mail— days ago.
—Shall I save the mail {or, post)?

—The mails leave on the —

.

—The next mail goes in — {vessel indi-

cated) .

What are the latest dates by the last

mail?-,- KMH
What is the number of mail bags you
have on board? — fsp

—What vessel takes the next mail?

—When does the — mail arrive?

When does the mail leave? qt
—When ought the next mail to arrive?

—When ought the next mail to leave?

Will you wait for the mail? ytd
—You are to land all mails at—

.

Main.
Back main topsail xwc
Can I get a main yard at —? nyg
Pill main topsail myb
Gaff mainsail nvf
Have broken main shaft mr

—I have carried away main yard.

I have sprung {or, damaged) main yard,
KJL

Keep the main topsail shivering pzj

—Lower main topsail yard.

Main bearing brasses broken-(();-, out of

order) gbo
Main boiler- - oxe

—Main boom.

.

Main cable hrl
Main chain us
Main check valves out of order ioe

Main clew garnet it'H

—Main deck.
—Main drain.

Main hold oxd
—Mainmast.
—Mainmast sprung.

BGM
RGN
RGO
RGP

RGQ
RGS

RGT
RGU
RGV
RGW
EGX
RGY
RGZ
RHA
RHB
RHC
RHD
RHE
RHP
RHG
RHI
RHJ

RHK

RHL

RHM

RHN
RHO

RHP
RHQ
RHS
RHT

RHU
RHV

RHW
RHX

RHY

RHZ
RIA

RIB
RIC

M.h.is^Continued.
—Main pump.
—Main rigging.
—Main royal.

—Main royal yard.
Main runners vcb
—Mainsail. Main course.
—Mainsail split.

Main shaft broken mr
—Main shaft broken in stem tube.
—Mainsheet.
—Mainstay.
—Main staysail

—Main taok.

—Maintop.
—Main topgallant mast.
—Main topgallant sail.

—Main topgallant yard.
—Main topmast.
—Main topmaeit staysail.

—Main topsail.

—Main topsail yard.
—Main topsail yard sprung.
—Main yard.
—Main yard sprung.

Tail end of main shaft broken lyo
—Upper main topsail yard.
What are the dimensions of main yard?

LAO
Maintain-ed-ing-bnanoe.

Maize.

Majesty.
—His, or. Her Majesty.

His, or. Her Majesty's dominions --Lkh
His, or. Her Majesty's Government.ogb

—His, or. Her Majesty's service.

—His, or. Her Majesty's ship.

—On His {or. Her) Majesty's service.

—Their Majesties.

Major. {Army) ewm
Sergeant-major vrp
Town Major xze

Majority—of.

—Government majority of —

.

Majority—of RHU
—Opposition majority of —

.

Make-ing. To make. {See also Made.)
As soon as the flood tide makes fbp

—Be sure and make no mistake.
Boiler maker gwe

—Can make.
—Can make out.

Can make out flags {or., colors) Ncv
Can you make a raft? ugo
Can you make out her flag {or, signal) 1

NOW
Can you make out the leading marks?

QJO
—Can not make.
—Can not make out.

Can not make out her {or, your) colors.

LGX
Can not make out the flags(or, signals),

KCX
Can not make out your flags; come
nearer {or, make Distant Signals) -VM

78564—09- -20
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MAKE—MAN.

RIB

EIE

RIF

RIG
RIH

RIJ

BIK
RIL
RIM
RIN

RIO

RIP

RIQ

RIS

MakEj—Continued.
Clearly liiake out itk
Convoy to disperse and make for desti-

nation IS

Do not attempt to make the anchorage
(or, harbor) pw

Bo not make any alteration—until. -ECG
Had we not better run in (or, make) for
the land? pz

I can not make out the flags(or', signals),

NCX
I can not make out the flags ; hoist the

signal in a biStter position owl
I can not make out the bottom flag.NDF
I can not make out the second flag-NDG
I can not make out the third flag.-KDH
I can not make out the top flag ndi
I shall make for the anchorage (or, —

)

with all despatch jt
I shall not endeavor to make the land,

QDX
I shall not go into less than—fathoms of
waterwhether I make the land or not,

QDY
I shall stand in till I make the land.QEA
I will show a light to-night when I
make sail , 1 qrz

—In naaking sail.

Make a demand ktS
Make, or, Take a duplicate (or, copy),

JWD
Make a signal when you want a boat,

GTU
Make all snug dyn
Make allowances—for (or, to)— dzk
Make an acknowledgment dgs
Make an agreement with — duh
Make an alteration ecp
Make an appointment for— esz
Make an example.
Make arrangements to— (or, for—) .exi
Make Bistant Signals lgh

—Make fast—to—

.

Mast fast toabuoy hms
—Make fast to the pier.

—Make for —. Run for —(name of port
to follow).

—Make-ing, Made good—the (or, your).
Make haste ; ons
Make haste or he will be gone ocu
Make inquiry med

—Make-ing, Made mistakes.
—Make more sail. Set your —

.

—Make my compliments—^to.

—Make no noise. Keep silence.
Make out Svx
Make out an inventory psj

—Make provision for.

Make, or. Set sail ..kit
Make sail, or, Go ahead, and drop a boat
on board. dvn

—Make short tacks.
Make signal—to (or, for) wcm
Make sure—of xpo
Make sure of her staying wsb
Make your number. (Distinguishing

signal) uv
—Maker.
Makes good progress tyd

—Makes no progress.
Making large purchases uca

RIT
RIU

RIV

RIX

RIY

RIZ

RJA

RJB

RJC

RJB

RJE

Make—Continued.
Making (number to follow) revolutions
per minute uwj

Not able to make such short tacks ..xiL
Not safe to risk making the land. . . vde
Sail maker ,._ veg

—Set sail. Make sail.

—Shall I make?
Shall I make another attempt? fkq—They (boats) are making for the shore.
Try to make out name of vessel in —

(direction indicated) sdp
—What do you make?
What do you make of stranger?. _.wzp
What do you make of the land? qeu
What harbor shall you make (or, run)

for? OND
When the ebb makes lsp
When the flood makes nfe
When will the flood make? xj—Will you make?
Will you make an agreement? duj
Will you make an offer?
Will you make the land to-night?. .qev
Will you repeat the signals being made

to me? VN
You may make an attempt I'KY
You may make some abatement cxu
You must not (or, can not) make any
excuse mli

Maker kiq

Malarious. Malarious fever mwq

Malay.

Male. Male passenger.

Malt liquor.

Malta. Maltese.

Man. (See also Mms.)
A. B. Able seaman .cxe
Alderman .^ dws
Am a man-of-war rpm
Are there any men-of-war about ?---SA
Armed men not allowed to land . . .euv
Artilleryman ezu
Boatman gvl
Boiler burst ; — men kUled- at
Boiler burst ; — men killed, — others
wounded au

Boiler burst; several men killed ay
Boiler burst; several men wounded .az
Cattleman ifd
Chairman tuq
Clergyman, Parson, or. Minister ._ .itx
Clothing for men. Slops rvs
Coastguard man iyp
Bid you fall in with any men-of-war?

MRN
Fireman ., nab
Fisherman nbs
Foreman njx
Have men for rpd
Have you men-enough? mdk
Have you seen (or, spoken to) any men-
of-war? If so, report their names (or,
nation). vnm

(
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MAN—MANY.

RJF

EJG

RJH

BJI

RJK

RJL

RJM

RJN
BJO

RJP

RJQ

RJS

Man—Continued.
He, or, She is full of men nsx
Helmsman ote
How many men? rki
Landsman qfb
Leadsman qjl
Liberty man qpj
Lookout man. (Lookout) rae
-Man-ned-ning. To man.
Man aloft eah
Man and arm boats gtv
Man-of-war •_ rpl
Man overboard. _-.br
Manhole door lkr
Manrope rjx
Men ._ RFC
Men on leave rpf
Men's clothing. Slops ivs
Men's letters ^ bpg
Merchant seaman hpy
Midshipman. rtj
Newly-raised man rph
Nobleman . sit

Officers and men bpi
Ordinary seaman svd
Postman tqo
Rifleman uxf
Seaman vlg
Short manned. Crew weak kdj
Signalman wdh
Small-arm men Evc
Tradesman xzm
Vessel looks like a man-of-war rpn
"Want a boat ; man overboard bt
Want men (number and particulars, if

necessary) RPJ
"Waterman ^ ywh
"We have left men behind (number to be

shovm) QLO
"What men-of-war did you leave at —

?

QLR
' "Workman zia

Your men ,

RPK
— men of crew have been ill vdth yellow

fever (number to follow) mwy

Manage-d-ing-ablb-ment.
How do (or, did) you manage (or, con-

trive)—to —? JTP

Manager.

Mandarin.

Mandrell. .

Manger.

Mangrove.

Manhole door ;

lkr

Manifest.
—Manifest of cargo.

Manipulate-d-ing-tion.

Manner.
In a hostile manner ozd

—In what manner?

RJT

RJU
EJV

RJW

RJX

RJY

RJZ

P.KA

RKB

RKO

RKD

RKE

RKF
RKG
RKH

RKI
RKJ

RKL

Manila rope.

Manceuvre-d-ing.
—Naval manoeuvres.

Man-of-war. (See Men-of-Wab)--.bpl

Manometer. Steam-pressure gauge.

Manrope.

Mansion.

Manslaughter.

Manufactory. Manufaoture-ed-ing.
Manufactured, Made, or. Built by—

,

Hle
Manufactured cottons. Cotton goods,

JXY

Manure.

Manuscript.

Many.
A good many slight cases idh
As many—as faw
As many as convenient FAX
As many (or, much) as possible ...fay
Did you leave many ships at — ?...qkp
He has not many hands on board..OMD

—How many?
How many blades have you to your
screw? ..GLX

How many boats? . gtj
. Howmany chronometers have you?.IQP
How many days? knq
How many deaths? kom
How many dozen can you spare—uviu

How many fathoms? mtv
How many feet? - mvb
How many feet at low water? kvp
How many funnels has she? NTS
—How many guns?
—How many guns do you mount?
—How many guns doeS she carry?

How many have you seriously ill?, .kld
How many hours' coal have you got

(state at what speed)1 ixc
How many lighters do you want?..QTA

—How many men?
—Howmany miles an hour are you going?

How many miles an hour can you (or

vessel indicated) go? btp
How many miles from — ? RTQ

—How many (or, much) more?
How many passengers? tdo
How many ships? vxk
How many sick? wbc
How many times? xtm
How many tons—of? xur
How many tons do you take? xuv
How many torpedo boats passed in

sight? gtk
How many were killed? QAM
How many wounded? zin

In how many minutes?.. RVD
It is dangerous to allow toomany people

on board at once gb
Many expected... mno
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MAST—ME.

RMD

RME
RMF
RMG
RMH
RMI

RMJ

RMK

RML

Mast—Continued.
Fore topgallant mast -- njg
Fore topmast njk
Fore topmast sprung njl
Four-masted barque pxq
Four-masted schooner npc
Four-masted ship npd
Fourth mast npe
Fourth-mast chains UR
Half-mast your ensign _ MEL
Have, or, Has been dismasted lew
Hoist masthead flags-- owo
I have (or vessel indicated has) sprung
her— (mast indicated) RCJ

Iron mast psz
Jigger mast. After mast dec

—Jury mast, or. Jury masted.
Lost the (or, her) masts Raz
Lower mast bcd
Mainmast egk
Mainmast sprung kgl
Main topgallant mast egz
Main topmast Rhc
—Mast-ed-ing. To mast.
—Masthead. At masthead.
—Masthead lantern (or, light, or, lamp).
—Mast is secured.
—Mast rope.
Mizzenmast RWQ
Mizzen topgallant mast - - - RWV
Mizzen topmast Rwz
Second mast vmd
Sprung, or, Seriously damaged a lower

mast KCJ
Sprung, or. Damaged a mast; can not

carry sail bh
Sprung my foremast and must bear up,

NKW
Sprung my foremast, but can fish it at

sea NKX
Steel mast wtm
Step of the — mast (tabernacle) --Wun
Third mast xqn
Three-masted schooner vjk
Topgallant mast xvq
Topmast ^^^
Under jury masts RMD
Vessel seen (or, indicated)lo8t her masts,

RBF

Visible from the masthead yqz

—When did you lose your masts?

Will you lendme a fish formy mast?-NCi

With loss of foremast nky

Master.
Beach master -/zj}

Captain, or. Master (Mercantile Marine),
HWQ

Harbor master. Captain of the port,

HWS
Harbor Hfester's oflflce - -om

y

Postmaster, or, Post-oflflce official- -TQK

Quartermaster uey
Schoolmaster - vjh

Shipping master (or, officer) vyj

Station master 'WRQ

Mat-ted-ting.
Chafing mat ul
Coir, or. Grass matting- - - izt

Collision mat Jat

RMN

RMO

RMP

RMQ

RMS

RMT

RMU

RMV

RMW
RMX

RMY

RMZ

RNA

RNB

RNC

RND

RNE

RNF
RNG
RNH

RNI
RNJ

Match-ed-ing.

Match (for lighting).

Mate.
Boatswain's mate gvn
First mate (or, officer) nbc

—Mate is on shore.

Second mate (or, officer) vme
—Send the mate—off.

Third mate (or, officer) XQO

Materially.
Are you, or. Is— (vessel indieated)iaa,te-

rially damaged (or, injured) 1 ao
Have you materials for stopping the

leak? - - -QJW
—Have you the materials?

Is vessel specified, or. Are you materially

injured? ao
Materials—^for —

.

Mathematic-al-ly-ian.

Matter.
As a matter of course fac
Do not interfere with (or, take the mat-

ter out of the hands of) Lloyd's agent,
QWH

I decline to have anything further to

say (or, do) in the matter eqo
Is anything the matter? Has any acci-

dent happened?-- --Bk
Leave the matter in the hands of Lloyd's

agent Qwr
Money matters RYD

—What" is the matter?

Matting. (See also Mat) rml

Mattress.

Maul.

Mauve.
•

Maxim Gun.

Maximum.

May. (See Can) - cdz

May. (Month.)
About May the — -CZR

—Beginning of May.
—End of May.
—Next May.

Mayoralty.
—Lord Mayor—of —

.

M. C. Member op Congress jpa

Me -- - CED
After me (my, mine) cea
Before me (my, mine) ---CEB

By me (my, mine) --- bjs

For me (my, mine) bpe
From me (my, mine) bpq
Give me (my, mine) nzy
In me (my, mine) . CDK
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ME—MEN.

RNK

RNL

RNM

RNO

RNP

RNQ
RNS
RNT

RNU

RNV

RNW

RNX
RNY
RNZ

Me—Continued.
Let me (my, mine) qnu
Me by bkd
Me to CEF
Me with CEG
Of me (my, mine) -_• CGO
On me (my, mine) CGZ
To me (my, mine) ONW
With me (my, mine)-- - Cwh

Meal.
During meal hours lpo

Indiajj Meal- PHY

Mean-t. To mean. . {See also Meaning
and Intend.)

Do you mean (intend) to — ? poq
I mean to carry sail all night vea
I mean to slip my cable .hrg

—What do you mean?

Mean. The mean.
In the meantime (meanwhile) enx

—Mean time.
My chronometer is fast on Greenwich

(or, first meridian) meantime Gil

My chronometer is slow on Greenwich
(or, first meridian) meantime GS

My first meridian (or, Greenwich) mean
time is— XL

Will you show your Greenwich (or, first

meridian) mean time? XN

Meaning.
—Right meaning.
—What is the meaning — of —

?

Wrong meaning zkb

Means.
By all means DTK
By no means hpe
By no means plain tlv
By this means hpr

—By what means?
Can not be got off (or, afloat) by any
means now available CD

Did boat take a blue light (lantern, or.

any means of making a signal) ?-_gsp
Every means mix
Have you any means of throwing a line?

QUJ
I have no means of laying out an anchor,

EIO
I, or. They wish to abandon but have not
the means aj

—No means—of.

No means of living . qwb
No means of sending _.vpl

Meanwhile.

Measles.

Measure. (See Table of British and
Foreign Measures, pages 51 to 54.

)

Cubic, or. Solid measure (page 53) -AYB
Measure of capacity (page 52) ayj
Measure of length (page 51 ) _ .avk
Measure of weight (page 53) azx
Square, or. Surface measure (page 52),

axh

ROA

ROB

ROC
ROD

ROE

ROF

BOG

ROH
ROI
ROJ
ROK
ROL
ROM
RON

ROP

ROQ

ROS

ROU

ROV
ROW

ROX

BOY

ROZ

RPA

RPB

RFC

RPD

Measure-ed-ing-ment. To measure.
How many tons measurement of goods
can you take? - oev

Tons measurement xuw
Tons measurement of goods oey

Meat.
Australian meat fmg
Fresh meat.-.-- 1 nqw
Frozen meat nqa
Frozen meat cargo hzb
Preserved meat tuk
Salt meat _ ..VFu

Mechanio-al-ly-ism.
—Mechanical mine.
Stoker mechanic wvz

Medal.

Mediate-d-ing-ion-or.

Medical-ly.
Local Medical Board gpk
Medical assistance wanted ; want a sur-
geon PGL

Medical authorities pnm
Medical Board ^ gpm—Medical comforts.
Medical comforts running short.
Medical officer.

—Medical report.
—Medical stores.

—Medical survey.
—Medical treatment.
Want immediate medical assistance.TL

Medioine-al-ly.
Medicine chest iom

—Medicines have run short.

Meet-ing. (See also Mks.)
Did you meet (or, fall in) with? ...mrl

—Meet me at the railway station.
Parliament, Assembly, or. Congress met

(or, meets) on the — jpb
—Shall you meet?
—Should you meet (or, fall in) with.
When you meet — ...ZLS
Will you (orperson indicated) meet me
on shore to-day? ^- ..kod

Melanite.

Melt-ed-ing.
Molten Rxu

Member.
Member of Parliament (or. Deputy),

TBO
Member of Congreae jpa

Memorandum. Memo.
Admiral's, or. Senior officer's memo-DLC
Admiralty memo.. dlu

Memory-able.

Men. (Sec aiso Man.)
Armed men not allowed to land .—Have men for.

-EUV
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MEN—MESSAGE.

EPE
RPF
KPG
RPH
RPI
RPJ

RPK

RPL
RPM

RPN

RPO

RPQ

RPS

RPT

EPU

RPV
RPW

RPX
RPY
RPZ

'RQA

Mmh—Continued.
Have you men enough? mdk
How many men? rki
—Let the men —

.

—Men on leave.

—Men's letters.

—Newly-raised men.
—Officers and men.
—Want men {number and particulars, if

necessary).
—Your men.

Men-of-war. Man-of-war.
—Am a man-of-war.
Are there any men-of-war about? .-.SA
Are there many men-of-war now cruis-

ing KEX
Did you fall in with any men-of-war?

MRN
Have you seen {or, spoken) any men-of-
war? If so, report their names and
nationalities vnm

I saw war vessels disguised off — --LEN
Manof-war ensign mep
Passed a war vessel disguised; funnel

(or, funnels)—. Here give the color or
design of the line of steamers that it

may be an imitation of leo
Passed, or, Saw some men-of-war . .tor
—Vessel looks like a man-of-war.
What men-of-war did you leave at—

,

qlr

Mend-bd-ing.

Mbntion-ed-ing.

Mercantile.
Captain, or. Master. (Mercantile Ma-
rine)— HWQ

—Is there any mercantile news?
Mercantile Marine RLD
Mercantile Navy List of country of

vessel signaling QVJ

Merchandise.

Merchant.
—Am a merchant vessel. .

Armed merchant ship BUW
Have you the Merchant Shipping Act

or Navigation Laws of the country of

vessel signaling? dig

Keep a good look-out, as it is reported

enemy's war vessels are going about

disguised as merchantmen -OJ

—Merchant Navy.
—Merchant seaman.
—Merchant ship (or, vessel).

Merchant Shipping Act or Navigation

Laws of the country of vessel signal-

ing »IK

Merchant steamer --, Rpz

Merchant Vessels of the United States,

List of* Q'^J

^Published annually; contains names,

owners, signal flags, etc., of all United

States registered vessels.

Mercury. (The planet.)

RQB

RQC

RQD

RQE

RQF

RQG
RQH
RQI

RQJ

RQK

RQL
RQM

RQN

RQO
RQP

Mercury. Quicksilver _.ufh
Fulminate of mercury ntb

Mere-ly.

Meridian. Meridian of.

Ante-meridian edu
Did you get a meridian altitude? .-EDH
Ex-meridian altitude edk
Meridian altitude edl
My chronometer is fast of Greenvrich

(or, first meridian) mean time gk
My chronometer is slow of Greenvwch

(or. first meridian) mean time GS
My first meridian is Cadiz, west of,

. Greenwich 6° 12' 24"= Oh. 24m. 49. 6s.

,

HSI

My first meridian is Greenwich nbk
My first meridian is Paris, east of Green-
wich 3° 20' 15 "=0h. 9m. 31s tbl

My Greenwich (or, first meridian)mean
time is —\ xl

—On meridian of —

.

Post-meridian --DRW
—Vessel indicated reckons from the me-

ridian of —

.

What is your first meridian? nbl
Will you show your Greenwich (or, first

meridian) meantime?! xn

Merit-ed-ing-orious.

Mess-ed-ing.
—Mess room.
—Mess traps.

Message.
Acknowledge, or. Answer my signal

(or, message) dgo
Can telegraph message be forwarded
from—? WR

Can you forward my message by tele-

graph? , HU
Can not understand the message .-YHU
Cipher message iQt

Do you understand the message? . .yhv
Following communication (message, or,

signal) is secret and in cipher IQV
Forward followingmessagebytelegraph
_to — .--NMW

Forward following telegraphic message
by signal letters, instead of writing it

at length xb
Forward message without loss of
time -- NMY

Forward reply to my message by tele-

graph to— WT
—Have, or. Has message.
Have you any message (telegram, or-

ders, or, communication) for me? --IB

—Have you any message for your owner?
—Have you received my message?

I will leave a message at — Qkw
—I will repeat the message (or, what you

say).

—I will telegraph message immediately.

—Message is not understood.

Repeat the message urj
Secret message "^Mi

tSee note to Gbeenwioh, page 258.
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MIL—MESTUTE.

RTN

BTO

RTF

RTQ
RTS

RTU
RTV
RTW
RTX
BTY
RTZ
RUA
RUB
BUG
RUD
RUE

RUF

RUG

RUH

RUI

RUJ

RUK

Mil. (Swedish measureof length) . - .awl

Mil. ( Turkish measure of length)

.

.awg

MiLD-LY-NESS.

Mildew.

Mile. (English Statute) awn
English geographical (or, nautical)
mile -Awo

English statute mile - awn
Geographical mile awo
German mile awm
Square mile axw
About a mile (or number indicated) -czi

After running — (miles indicated) .drh
Current runs — miles an hour key
Current will run very strong (indicate

miles per hour if necessary) kgb
How many miles an hour are you
going? BKJ—^How many miles nn hour can you (or

vessel indicated) go?
^How many miles from — ?

—I shall go — miles.

I shall go about — miles an hour till

daylight kni
- Keep vessel going about — miles an

hour PZR
Miles from (or, distant) LUI

Military.
—Have military stores on board.
—Is there any military news?
—Military invalid.
—^Military offtcers.—^Military prison-er.

—Military secretary.
—Military stores.
—^Military top.

—Military transport.

—Naval and military news.

Militia.

Milk.
Fresh milk ..- - --NQX
Preserved milk..- tul

Mill-er.

MiLLiER. (Measure of weight) bav

Milligramme. (Measure of weight). -Bxw

Milliliter. (Measure of capacity) - -azg

Millimeter. (Measure of length) _ --Awp
Cubic Millimeter (Cwbic Measure). .zso

Square millimeteri/Sfgitaremeasure) .axy

MiLLION-TH.

MiLREIS. (Coin) AUI

MlND-ED-ING-FUL.
Change of mind : ikp

—^Mind you get paid.

Never mind she

Mine. (See My) ced

RUL

RUM

RUN
RUO
RUP
RUQ

RUS

RUV

RUW
RUX

RUY

RUZ

RVA

BVB

I

RVC
RVD

RVE

MiNE-D-ING. To MDfE.
Buoyant mine ..hmz
Channel, or, Fairway is likely to be
mined - ild

Channel, or. Fairway is mined. Beware
of torpedoes.- xp

Channel, or, Fairway is not mined..xq
Coal mine , iw(j

Countermine-d-ing jyq
Countermining 1aunch jyr
Do not approach the coast because it is

mined etn
Electric mine lva
Electro contact mine : LVr
Floating mine. -_. nec
Gold mine ; odm
Ground mine oig
lUuminate-d-ing mine field pdb
Is the channel mined? ilp
Is there danger of mines (or, torpedo
boats)? xs

Line of mines. QUP
Mechanical mine. bod
—Mine. (A mine.

)

Mine, or. Torpedo buoy xwn
—Mine case.

—Mine field.

—Mine laid.

—Mining district—of.

Submarine mine xbj
The entrance of the gulf (or, harbor) is

mined mfu
—There are no mines laid.

Miner.

Mineral.
—Mineral oil.

Minim. (Measure of capacity) azh

Minimum.

MiNISTER-ED-ING-TBY.
Change of ministry ikq
Minister, Parson, or. Clergyman .. .itx
Minister, or. Ambassador eDv
Our Minister (or. Ambassador)—at —

,

EDW
MiNOR-ITY.
Government in a minority of — ofv

Minute.

Note.—For minutes of Arc and Time,
see page 58.

—Few minutes. In a few minutes.
—In how many minutes?
Making — (number to follow) revolu-

tions per minute uwj
Many minutes kkm
Minute gun okg
Minute guns firing in— (direction indi-

cated) OKH
Minute guns firing last night in

—

(quar-

ter indicated) OKI
Minutes of latitude qhv
Minutes of longitude Qze

—Minutes of time.
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MONDAY—MORNING.

RXY
RXZ

RYA
RYB
RYC

RYD

RYB

BYF

RYG

RYH

RYI

RYJ
RYK

RYL
RYM

RYN

RYO

RYP

RYQ
RYS

RYTJ

RYV

BYW

RYX
RYZ
BZA
RZB
BZC
RZD

RZE
RZF

RZG
RZH
BZI

Monday.
—Before Monday.
Last Monday qgd

—Monday morning.
—Monday night.
—Next Monday.

Money asu

Note.—See Table of United States
AND Foreign Moneys, pages 47-50.

Advance-d-ing. To advance {money),
DNK

Banknote, or, Paper money --AST
—Money matters.
Paper money, or, Bank notes asv
—Public money.
Want money ytw

Monitor.

Monkey.

MONOPOLY-IZE-D-lNa-IST.

Monsoon.
Against the monsoon dsf

—During the monsoon (or, trades).

—Had the monsoon (or, trade winds) set

in?

—Next monsoon.
—Where did you fall in with the trade

(or, monsoon)?
Where did you lose the trade (or, mon-

soon? RBI

monster-ous-ly.

Montenegro-in. Montenegrin Colors.

Montevideo-AN. (See Uruguay. )

Month. This month.
—In the month of —

.

Last month QGE
—Monthly.
Month's advance dng
Months ago dtm
Nextmfonth shx
On the — day of the month knq

—This month.

Moon.
First quarter of the moon nbf
Full moon nsp

Last quarter of the moon QGH
—Moonlight.
—New moon.
—No moon.
—We shall have moonlight.
—When moon goes down.
—When moon rises.

MOOR-ED-ING—with. TO MOOR.

—Do you moor? or. Shall you moor?
Driven, or. Broke from her moorings,

hjt

—I have picked up moorings.

—I shall moor.
—I shall not moor.
In anchoring look out for moorings.Elw

RZJ

RZK
RZL

RZM

RZN
RZO

RZP

RZQ

RZS

RZT

BZU

RZV

BZW

RZX

RZY

SAB
SAC

SAD

SAE

SAF

M.oon—Continued.
—Moor head and stem.
Mooring chain.:. uu
—Mooring swivel.
—Moorings.

Safely moored vdg
Shall you moor? rzp

—Take mooring swivel off.

There are moorings on

—

(Rearing indi-

cated) .. EL—^When moored.
—You mustmoor ; it is not safe otherwise.

MooR-isH. Morocco. Moorish Colors.

moral-ity.

Morass.

More.
A little more Qvt
AflEairs appear more settled (look more
peaceful) doz

Affairs look more unsettled dpb
Any more bpp
Anything further eqj
Cannot pay any more ten
Driving ; I can veer no more cable ; no
more anchors to let go nk

Have you room for more cargo? iar
How many (or, much) more? rkl
I have no more anchors to let go eip

Keep more away pyw
Keep more to leeward pyx
Keep more to port pyz
Keep more to starboard pza
Keep more to windward p2b
Keep more toward the shore pzc
Make more sail —. Set your— ril
More hands are required—at — ome
More rain than wind zev
More scope vjp

—More than.
Much, or. Many more RKO
Must take in more ballast fts

—No more. Nothing more.
Send more vpz
—Some more.

Steer more to port. (To he kept flying
until course is sufficiently altered) -MJ

Steer more to starboard. (To he keptfly-
ing until course is sufficiently al-

tered) --MK
Veer more cable ku

—Want more support.
When more moderate Rxn

MoRNmo. In the morning.
Every morning -Miy

Friday morning - nrj
Monday morning RYA
Morning after drs

—Morning before.

—Morning watch.
Saturday morning vhw
Sunday morning xea

—This morning.
Thursday morning xru

—To-morrow morning.
Tuesday morning ydk
Wednesday morning zai

—Yesterday morning.
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MORPHIA—MUCH.

SAG

SAH

SAI
SAJ
SAK
SAL
SAM

SAN

SAO

SAP
SAQ

SAR

SAT

SAU

SAV

SAW

SAX

SAY

SAZ

SBA

SBC
SBD
SBE

SBF

SBG

SBH

SBI

SBJ

MOKPHIA.

MOEROW. TO-MOREOW -.XUO
•—Before to-morrow.
The day after to-morrow dry
To-morrow afternoon drz
To-morrow morning sab
To-morrow night xup
To-morrow's post. By to-morrow's
post TQH

Morse alphabet ebp
—Do not understand Morse code.

—Do you understand Morse code?
—Morse code.

—Use Morse code.

—Will use Morse code.

mortal-ly-ity.

Mortar.
Mortar battery pyp

—Mortar for throwing a line.

—Mortar vessel.

MORTGAaE-D-ING-R-E.

mobtiiy-ied-ing. to mortify.

Mortification.

Mosquito.

MosT-LY. The most.
Most certain-ly ihl
Most economical speed ltd
Most likely (or, probable) Qtv
Most of all DYO
—Most of them.
The most saw
Winds have mostly been — zfp

Motheb-ly.

Motion.
Disregard motions. Disregard leader's

movements lfx
Follow motions --_ngt
Parallel-motion gear . tax
Parallel-motion rod out of order tay

—Report the motions of —

.

Motive.
—What is the motive?
—Without any motive.

Motor.
Electric motor lvb
Motor engine mat

Mou. {Square vieasure) axq

mould-ed-ing.

Mound.

Mount-bd-ing. To mount.
How many guns do you mount? ...rkg
Mounted escort ..mhc

MOUNTAIN-OUS.

SBK

SBL

SBM

SBN
SBO
SBP

SBQ

SBR

SBT

SBU

MouRN-ED-iNG. (OHeve ) OHX

Mouse.

Mouth.
Off the mouth of the river— {or,—) .UYJ

Move.
Disregard leader's movements. Disre-
gard motions - lfx

I can not weigh until you have moved,
ZAV

I do not think we shall get any good by
moving oeg

—Moved.
—Movement.
—Moving.

M. P. Member of Parliament {or.

Deputy) tbo

Mr. — Mister ewh

Mr. —, junior pxB

Mrs. — *— Rwi

Much.
As much—as faz
As much as can be taken fba
As much {or, many) as possible fay
Cannot gain much :.-NYL

—How much?
How much longer? qyr
How much {or, many) more? rkl
It will not avail much roj
Much altered ecq
Much better gis
Much censure for igu
Much cut up KHP
Much damage has been done—to {or,

by) —--- KJQ
Much danger klf
Much fatigued {or, tired) mtx
—Much hurt.
Much, or. Many less qnm
Much longer qyv
Much, or. Many more rko

. Much nearer ' SFI
Much pleased '.tmr
Much regret-ted uoa
Much sea. Heavy sea UQ
Much surf. Heavy surf osz
Much swell on ___ue
Much tired (or, fatigued) mtx
Much to blame -. gmh
Much worse zig
—Not much.
Not much longer qyw
Not much loss eba
Not much sea us
Not much wanted ytp
Quite as much as ufq
So much {or, many) : bkq
Take as much as xjk
Too much {or, many) eks
Too much scope vjq
Too much sea : xjv

Too much strain on — _WYI
Too much surf XFU
Too much swell .xhk
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MUCH—MUST.

SBV
SBW

SBX

SBY

SBZ

SCA

SCB

SCD

SCE

SCF

SCG

SCH

SCI

SCJ

SCK

SCL

SCM

SCN

SCO

SCP
SCQ

SCR

SCT

Much—Oontitmed.
Too much wind zfb—Very much.

—Was much pleased.
"Will there be much profit? txz
"With much pleasure tmx

Mud. (Measure of capacity) ayz

MUD-DY.
Muddy bottom . hbd

MUFFLE-D-INti.

Mug.

Mulatto.

mule-teer.

Multiple.

multiply-ied-ino-ication.

Multitubular.
Multitubular boik gxp

Mumps.

municipal-ity.

MuNTz's METAL. (Number of sheets to
follow) ESC

MuKDER-ous-ER. (See also Assassinate.
)

Accused of having murdered some one,
DGI

—Murdered.

Muriatic acid.

Muscat. Muscat Colors.

Muscle. Muscular.

Mushroom.
Mushroom anchor ejc

Music-AL-iAx.

Musket, Small arms, etc evd
—Musket shot.

—•Send muskets (rifles) to party on shore,

"y^ou are within musket (or, rifle) range,
UIA

Muslin.

MUSQUITO s.w

Mussulman.

Must .--cej
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) must BUY
He, She, It (or persons or thing s indi-

cated) m.ust be buz
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) must not -.. BVA
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) must not be bvc
How must? BXP

MusT^Continued.
I must CEK
I must be

, bge
Imuslinot .__ cel
I must not be bgf
I must not delay (detain) ksi
If I must BZJ
If I must not BZK
Letters must be sent—to — (or, by —),

QOL
Must anchor ejd
Must be.-- cem
Must be acknowledged ...dgt
Must be adopted , dmk
Must be altered I ecr
Must be complete-d with— jkr
Must be prevented tvj
Must be ready—to (or, for) ujp
Must come jdi
Must do (or, be done) cen
Must examine (or, be examined)—for,

mke
Must go-- ocv
Must have ceo
Must have been cep
Must have had ceq
Must he (she, it, or persons or things

indicated)"! cer
Must his (her-s, it-s)? ces
Must I (my, mine)? get
Must I go? ^^_ ocw
Must I send? T vpk
Must leave qli
Must not CEU
Must not be CEV
Must not do (or, be done ) cew
Must obtain (or, be obtained) snv
Must oppose ^ STC
Must relinquish upd
Must shift VWY
Must that (or, this)? cex
Must the? CEY
Must there be cez
Must these (or, those)? cfa
Must they (their-s) ? . cfb
Must use YMQ
Must we (ours)? cpd
Must you-r-s cfe
That, or. This must cli
That, or. This must be clj
That, or. This must not clk
That, or. This must not be clm
They must cfg
They must be bhv
They must not cfh
They must not be ---: bhw
We must cfi
"We must be ._ bip
"We must not -.cfj
We must not be biq
What, or, Which must? cqh
When must? CRO
Where must? . cti
Who must? CUQ
Why must? cvo
You must cfk
You must be bjf
You must not cpl
You must not be bjg
You must not (or, can not) make any
excuse mli
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MUSTAED—NATION.

SOU

SCV

SOW

SOX

SCY

SCZ

SDA

SDB

SDC
SDE

SDF

Mustard.

muster-ed-ing.
Muster book (or, roll).. Roster gzb

Musty.

mutilate-d-ing-ion.

mutiny-ous-eer.
Crew have mutinied -..kcq

—Mutinied.
Mutiny; want assistance yf

Mutton.
Fresh mutton nqy

MUTUAL-LY.
Let us keep together for mutual support

(or, protection) in

MUZZLE-D-ING.
—Muzzle loader-ing.

My. Mine ced
Aftermy (me, mine) ..cea
Are, or, Is my (mine)? bel
Before my (me, mine) ceb
By my (me, mine) bjs
Can, or. May my (I, mine)? bkg

, Could, or, Might my (I, mine)? blc
Do, Does, or. Did my (mine)? bmh
For my (me, mine) bpe
From my (me, mine) _. bpq
Give my (me, mine) nzy
Had, Has, or, Have my (mine)? bqs
If my (I, mine) byw
In my (me, mine) j. ..cdk
Let my (me, mine) qnu
Must my (I, mine)? cet
Need my (I, mine)? ceh
Not my (I, mine) cfu
Of my (me, mine) CGO
On my (me, mine) cgz
Ought my (I, mine) ? chp
Shall, or, Will my (I, mine)? cit
Should, or. Would my (I, mine)? -.CJCJ
That my (I, mine) old
To my (me, mine) ...cnw
Was, or. Were my (I, mine)? cos
When my (I, mine) crl
Where my (I, mine) CTP
With my (me, mine) cwh

Myriagramme. {Measure of weight. ) .bay

Myriametre. ' (Measure of length. ) _ .awq

Myself ced

Mystery-ious-ly-ness.
Mystron. (Measure of capacity.) ..ayr

SDG

SDH

SDI

SDJ

SDK

SDL
SDM

SDN
SDO

SDP

SDQ

SDR

SDT

SDU

SDV

SDW

SDX

SDY
SDZ

SEA

SEB

SEC

N. (Letter. ) (For new method of spelling,

seepage 13.)

Nail.

Naked-ness.

Name-d-ing. To name.
Christian name ---IPZ
Could not learn name ..qkd
Have you seen any men-of-war? If so,

report their names and nationalities,

VNM
—His (or, her) name is—

.

Keep the two objects named in one line,

QUM
—My name is —

.

—Name (a name).
Name on the bow hcl
Name on the stem wuk
—Name unknown.
—Name will be spelt.

No name on the bow hcm
No name on the stem wus
Repeat ship's name; your flags were
not made out _.du

Signal the names of places to which you
wish to be reported by telegraph-Wdp

Spell the name wnd
—Try tomake out the name of vessel in

—

(direction indicated).
—What is her name?
What is the commander's name? jep
—What is the name—of?
What is the name of admiral (or, senior

officer)? DLO
What is the name of lighthouse (light-

ship, or, point) in sight? rw
What is the name of the captain of—

(ship indicated)'! hxn
What is the name of signal station (or,

ship) insight? vg
—What is your name?
Your name is not on my list ; spell it

alphabetically (or, by alphabetical
table, page 15) ebq

Nameless.

Namely.

Naphtha.

Napoleon, or, Louis. (Coin) ,.aup

Narrate-d-ing-ive.

Narrow-ly-ness.—^In the narrow part of the.
Narrow-ly escaped mgz
—Not very narrow.
The channel (or, fairway) is narrow.lLB
Very narrow-ly ypk

Nation-al-ity.
Have you seen (or, spoken) any men-of-
war? If so, report their names and
nationalities vnm

Vessels of nations specified were all

leaving i qlm
—What nation do you (or vessel indi-

cated) belong to?
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NATIVE—NEAT'S.

SED

SEF

SEG

SEH

SEI

SEJ

SEK

SEL

SEM

SEN
SEO

SEP

SEQ
SER
SET
SETT

SEV
SEW

SEX

SEY

SEZ
SFA

SFB

Nativb-ity.
Native craft kba
Native crew --_ kdc

—Native troops.

Natives do not like ships watering with-
out payment ywq

—Yessel seen (or, indicated) is a native
craft.

Natubalize-d-ing-ation.

Nature-al-ly.
I should like to know the nature of the

sickness, if any, before I send my
boat (or, communicate) fc

—What is the nature—of ?

What is the nattire of the bottom? or.

What kind of bottom have (or, had)
you HBK

NAtTTICAL-LY.
Have you th& Nautical Almanac for the

current year {or year indicated)'', .eq
, Nautical Almanac dzw
Nautical mile, or, Knot awo

Naval. (See aho Naty.) Belonging
TO THE Navy.—^Is there any naval news?

Lieutenant in the Naval Beserve? -QPX
Naval and military news eue
Naval brigade. Brigade of seamen-HiA

^Naval court.
—Navy Department.
Naval depot - kur

—Naval invalid.

Naval manoeuvres.-. bjv
—Naval officer.

—Naval prison-er.

—Naval Reserve. (Royal Naval Reserve.

)

—Naval Beserve officer. Officer of the

Royal Naval Beserve.

—Naval station.

—Naval store.

Naval Beserve ensign meq
Sublieutenant in the Boyal Naval' Be-

serve QP2

Navigate-d-ing.
Beware of derelict ; dangerous to navi-

gation J?

Derelict reported passed on — m lati-

tude — , longitude — ; dangerous to

navigation kvr
Have you a book of Navigation Tables?

EN

Have you the Navigation Laws, or,

Merchant Shipping Act of the coun-

try of vessel signaling _ . . dig

—Is it necessary (i. e., does the naviga-

tion require me) to take a pilot?

Is the river navigation difficult?---Kzw

—Navigable.
—Navigation.
Navigation Laws, or, Merchant Ship-

ping Act of the country of vessel sig-

naling -- ^''^

—Navigation Tables.

Passed a derelict vessel apparently in

good condition ; hull well out of the

water; dangerous to navigation -KVS

SEC

SFD
SPE

SPG

SFH

SPI

SPJ
SFK

SFL
SPM
SPN

SPO

SEP

SFQ

SFB

Navigate—Continued.
Person to navigate tgu

Navy (Boyal, or. State) . (See also Na-
val.)

Belonging to the Navy. Naval sel
Captain in the Navy hwp
Lieutenant in the Navy Qpw
Mercantile Navy List Qvj
Merchant Navy epx
Naval SEL
United States, Royal, or, State Navy-SFC
United States, Royal, or, State Navy

List, or, Register Qvm

Neap tide.

—Vessel indicated v?ill be neaped.

Near-ed-ing. To neae.
Ammunition is nearly exnended efe
As near as ,

fbo
Can not distinguish youi signal flags;

come nearer {or, make Distant Sig-

nals) VM
Come nearer -.-JOT

Come nearer, Stop, or. Heave-to; I have
something important to communi-
cate Code Flag over H

Deepest water is nearer the bank {or,

reef) ...fvb
Deepest water is nearer the shore. -KQV
Do not approach too near eto
Do not come so near JDE
Do not keep so near pyo

—How near did you pass to —

?

I will keep near you during the night,
IVF

Is adrift—near — dmq
Keep near to me .-.pzd

Keep nearer—to pzb
.—Much nearer.
Must be nearing the land. Near the

land QEP
Near-ly enough mdp
Near the buoy hmit

Near the engine room mbr
Near the land Qep

—Near the point.

—Near the rocks.

Nearto— . {Close to) rvc

—Nearer-est.
—Nearest port'.

—Nearly.
Nearly afloat dqa
Nearly all our '- --SVQ

Nearly clear—of ito

Nearly enough mdp
—Not so near.

Stand nearer the shoal {or, bank, or,

reef) fwa
Stop, Heave-to, or. Come nearer ; I have
something importanttocommunicate.

Code Flag over H
Sunk off {or, near) the — weo
Tooclose(or, near) ivj

Very near-ly ypl
—You are too near the rocks.

Nbat-ly-ness-ee-est.

Nbat's-foot Oil.
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NEWS—NINE.

SHN

SHO
SHP

SHQ
SHR

SHT

SHU

SHV
SHW

SHX

SHY

News—Continued.
Some important news has arrived -Eym
Telegraphic news arrived from— - . .jx
What is date of latest news from^"?-SE
Wha.t is the news from—? SF?
What will be abont the latest — news
from — ? SE

—Where, or; What source did the news
come from?

Newspaper.
—By a newspaper of — {date following)

.

Can you give (or, lend) me a newspaper?
SB

—Have you — newspaper of — date?
—I am sending you some newspapers.
Newspapers up to — (date indicated)

{from—, if necessary) sc
What is the date of your latest news-
paper (or, letter)? kmj—^Will you send me some newspapers?

Would you like to see our newspapers?
SL

New York.
Report me to "New York Herald"

Office, London Vl
Report me to "New York Herald"

Office, New York UJ
Report me to "New York Herald"

Office, Paris uk

^fEXT
By the next ship VXH
Expected next mail mni
Expected next week mnj
Next account dfi

Next ahead nvo
Next April euc
Next astern fhp
Next August PMD
Next autumn fny
Next day. Dayafter dro
Next December kpn
Next February MUS

—Next flood.

—Next Friday.
Next January PU,w

Next July— - pwq
Next June --- pwy
Next mail Rft
Next March RKY
Next May -RNH
Next Monday Ryc
Next monsoon RYL

—Next month.
Next November --SKX

Next October--' soj

Next of kin- Qau
Next opportunity sry

—Next quarter.
Next Saturday vhu
Next season vlx
Next September vrn
Next spring wov
Next summer XDO
Next Sunday xdz
Next Thursday xrt
Next tide XSE
Next time {or, opportunity) sry
Next Tuesday ydj
Next voyage yrw

SHZ

SIA

SIB

SIC

SID

SIE
SIF
SIG
SIH

SIJ

SIK

Next—Continued.
Next Wednesday.- zah
Next'week - zan
Next winter ZGI
Next year 1---ZKX
The next mail goes in — {vessel indi-

cated) RFX
What vessel takes the next mail? ..rfy
When ought the next mail to arrive?

RGA
When ought the next mail to leave?

KGB
nicaragua-n. nicaraouan colors.

Nickel. Nickel-plated.

Night.
Arrived during the night— bxw
As soon as it is dark fbm
At night --— - PiK

—Before night.
By night - hpd
Do you remain all night? uph
During the night lpt
Every night miz
Friday night nrk
Guns firing last night in — {quarter in-

dicated) - OKA
I mean to carry sail all night vea
I sail to-night XUR
I shall lie-to during the night -_lpx
I shall steer— during the night- --WTZ
I will keep close to you during the night,

IVF
If the night is dark klq
Keep a strict watch all night pyj
Keep fires on the shore all night

—

pzw
Keep me in sight during the night-PYT
Last night QGP
Lookout will be kept on the beach all

night KG
Midnight ,

RTH
Minute guns firing last night in — {quar-

ter indicated) OKI
Monday night RYB

—^Night attack.

Night clothing ivt
—Night observation.
—Night signal.—^Night watch.
—Nightly,
Parted in thenightfrotnheranchors.EJK
Passed during the night toq
Pay strict attention to signals during
the night dt

Saturday night vhx
Shall we get to an anchorage to-night?

ELF
Sunday night xeb

—This night.
Thursday night xrv
To-morrow night xup
To-night XUQ
To-night's post :.xus
Tuesday night ydl
Wednesday night zaj
Will you keep close to me during the
night?---: - lYK

Will you make the land to-night?. -QEV

Nine-th-ly.

76564—09 21
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NINETEEN—NORTH.

SIL

SIN

SIO

SIP

SIQ
SIR

NiNETEEN-TH.

NiP-PED-PING.
Freshen the nip .

—Nipper.

NiTBE-IC-ATE.
Nitrate of potassium tra
Nitrate of silver web
Nitrate of soda wja

—Nitric acid.

—Nitroglycerine.

No, or. Negative, d, or, Code Flag over d
At no time fil

By no means hpe
No accounts of — dfj
No accounts received dfk
No acquisition dhn
No advance ...dnh
No advantage dnu
No anchor left ejp
No appearance—of ESC
No arrangement—to (or, for) exj
No assistance can be rendered ; do the
best you can for yourselves ex

No authority—to— pmw
No boat available fg
No boat could live gtw
No boat fit for the work zhv
No boat on board gtx
No bread hep
No chance (or, opportunity) ike
No choice ...ipw
No complaint—of JKC
No danger klg
No difference _^ kzm
Nodifaculty lac
No doctor {or, surgeon) ux
No doctor (or, surgeon) available .-W^M
No doubt. Doubtless lmb
No expectation— of — mnr
No experience mof
No hope OYA
No, I cannot - Huz
No improvement .--PPT
No instructions (or, orders) pni
No intelligence—of pop
No interest in — ..--PQJ
No interpreter available prf
No lives lost QRF
No means—of— --- rnw
No mistake RWP
No moon RZA
No more. Nothing more Ezv
No necessity—of {or, for) sgb
No news—of SD
No news of importance _ pex
No objection—to smp
No one sru
No one hurt pat
No one killed ' Qao
No opportunity ike
No opposition -•--_ --STD
No orders pni
No passage tdg
No person tgr
No proof TYR
No reduction CXT
No remuneration UQJ
No reply- Enh

SIT

SIU

SIV

SIW

SIX

SIY

SIZ

SJA

SJB

SJC
SJD
SJE
SJF

SJG

SJH

SJI

SJK

SJL

No

—

Continued.
No room—for tjzq

No seamen to be had vlq
No surgeon {or, doctor) ux
No trace—of xzh
No use YMR
No variation.- jia

No vegetables to be obtained yoi
No water to be had yvh
On no account -..dfb
There is no obstruction snl
There is no risk iiyd

There is no shelter vwo
There wiUbe no profit txy
Under no anxiety—to (for, or, about),

EOK
We have no passenger tdu

NOBLE-Y-MAN.

Nobody. No one. Not anyone.

Noise.
Make no noise. Keep silence rin

—Noisy-ily.

Nokta. (Measure of length) awp

NOMINAL-LY.
Nominal horsepower oyk

NOMINATE-D-ING-ION.

Noncommissioned, or. Petty officer,
THJ

nonconductor-ing.

None. Not any ---ept
—I have none.
None killed. No one killed qao

—None left.

None missing rwa
—None of that size.

—None received.

—None to spare.—^None wounded.

Noon. At noon fim
A. M. Before noon. In the forenoon,

EDU
P.M. Afternoon. In the afternoon,

DRW
What was your latitude at noon? QIE

Nor.

Nordenfelt Gun.

normal-ly.

North (compass in degrees) abc

North (compass in points) aqd
—Northern-erly-ward.
Alongshore to the northward of— (dis-

tance in miles may follow) eap
—From the northward.
North Atlantic fjl
North cone hoisted --.jnm
North country coal ---IXF
North latitude qhx
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NORTH—NOT.

SJM
SJN

SJO
SJP
SJQ

SJR

SJT

North—Continued.
North Pacific syw
North-east-ern-erly-ing-ward-er.
—North-west-ern-erly-ing-ward-er.
On, or, At the north coast of — iyf
On, or, At the NE. coast of — iyg
On. or. At the NW. coast of — itn—^Pole, or. North star.

—To, or. For the northward.
—Too far to the northward.

(For Compass Signals see pages 45, 46.

)

Norway. Norwegian. Norwegian
Colors.

Nose.

Not CPM
Am I not? BED
Am, Is, or, Are not beg
Am, Is, or, Are not able—to cyg
Am, Is, or. Are not to be bfd
Am, Is, or. Are not to have bqd
,Pnt not- IiOM
Can, or. May they not? bkm
Can not, or. May not bkp
Can not, or May not be bfj
Can not, or. May not do {or, be done),

BLX
Can not, or. May not do it bly
Can not, or. May not have bqh
Can not, or. May pot have been bfk
Can not, or. May not have done (or,

been done) blz
Can not, or. May not have had bqx
Can not, or. May not he (she, it, or, per-

son-s or things indicated) be? btm
Can not, or. May not he (she, it, or,per-
sons or things indicated) have been?

BTN
Could, or, Might he (she, it, or persons
or thing s indicated) not Tae? btp

Could, or. Might not bld
Could, or, Might not be bfn
Could, or. Might not do (or, be done),

BMD
Could, or, might not have - bql,

Could, or, might not have been bfo
Could, or. Might not have done (or, been
done) BMC

Could, or. Might not have had bqm
Do, does, or. Did not bmi

Do not let him (her, it, or person indi-

cated) have btr
Had, Has, or.Have, he(she, i\„orpersons
or things indicated) not? btw

Had, Has, or.Have, he(she, it.orpersons
or things indicated) not been? - - ..btx

Had, Has, or,Have,he(she, it, or^ersou-s

or things indicated) not had? bty
Had, Has, or. Have not bqu
Had, Has, or, Have not been bfs

Had, Has, or. Have not done (or, been
done) : bms

Had. Has. or, Have not had -BQV
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) can not (or, may not) bud
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) can not (or, may not) be---BDE
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) could (or, might) not BUG

Not—Continued.
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) does (do, or, did) not -Bui
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) had (has, or have) not bun
He, She. It (or persons or things indi-

cafed)had(has, or, have)not been-BUO
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

caied)had (has, or, have) not Qone(or,
is, or, are not doing) .bup

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) had (has, or, have) not had.BUQ

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) is (or, are) not buw

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-
cated) is (or, are) not able to bux

He, She, It, etc. , may. (See Can, above)

.

He, She, It, etc. ,might. (See Could, above).
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) must not BVA
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) must not be bvc
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) ought not to EVE
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) ought not to be. bvg
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) not bvj
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) not be bvk
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) not bvp
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) not be-BVQ
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) not do (or,

be done) bvr
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cafed)should (or, would) not have-BVS
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) vfos (or, were) not bvu
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) was (or, were) not to be -.bvx
I am not bei

I cannot (or, may not) ..-Bkr
I cannot (or, may not) be bfy
I can not (or, may not) have brj
I could (or, might) not blm
I could (or, might) not be bga
I could (or, might) not have. brl
I do (or, did) not '. bmz
I had (or, have) not bro
I had (or, have) not been. -. bgd
I had (or, have) not done bnc
I had (or, have) not had brp
I must not --- CEL
Imust not be bgf
I ought not to CHM
Ishall (or, will) not Cip

I shall (or, will) not be bgi
Ishall (or, will) not do bne
Ishall (or, will) not have brs
I should (or, would) not cjn
I should (or, would) not be -BGL
I should (or, would) not do bng
I should (or, would) not have bru
I should (or, would) not have been-BGM
I was not --- coi

I was not able to -CYJ
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) can not (or, may not) bye
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NOT.

Not—Continued.
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) could {or, might) not byg
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) Aobs (do, or, did) not byi
If he (she, it, or persons or thing s indi-

cated) had'(has, or, have) not byk
If he (she, it, or person s or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) not byn
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) is (or, are) not able to byo
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, -will) not byq
If he (she, it, orpersons or things indi-

cated) should {or, would) not bys
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) was {or, were) not byu
If I am not byz
If I am not able to — cyl
If I cannot {or, may not) bzc
If I could {or, might) not bze
If I do {or, did) not bzg
If I had {or, have) not bzi
If I must not BZK
If I ought not to -. BZM
If I shall {or, will) not bzo
If I should {or, would) not bzq
If I was not Bzu
If it can not {or, may not) be done,

.

bzs
If not Bzv
If they are not cag
If they can not (or, may not) cai
If they could {or, might) not cal
If they did {or, do) not can
If they had {or, have) not cap
If they shall {or, will) not car
If they should {or, would) not cat
If they were not cav
If we are not cay
If we can not {or, may not) cba
If we could {or, might) not cbe
If we do (or, did) not cbg
If we had {or, have) not cbi
If we shall {or, will) not cbk
If we should {or, would) not obm
If we were not cbo
If you are not cbk
If you are not able to — cyn
If youtian not {or, may not) cbt
If you could {or, might) not cbv
If you do {or, did) not cbx
If you had {or, have) not cbz
If you shall {or, will) not cdb
If you should {or, would) not-^ cdf
If you were not cdh
la, etc. {See Are, above.)
It cannot be bgo
It can not {or, may not) be done bnl
It could {or, might) not be done..-BNO
It had {or, has) not been done bnq
It ought not to be bgs
It ought not to be done bns
It shall {or, will) not be. --BGU
It shall (or, will) not be done .bntj
May, etc. {See Can, above.

)

Might, etc. {See Could, above.)
Must not CEU
Must not be CEV,
Must not do {or. be done) cew
Need not be bgz
Need not fear sgf

SJU
SJV

SJW

Not—Continued.
Need not interfere pql
Not CFM
Not a good plan tly
Not a great many ohm
Not according to—- deq
Not according to orders der
Not acquainted—with— dhj
Not afloat dqb
Not allowed. Disallow-ed dzl
Not always edt
Not amiss eel
Not amounting to .-.egk
Not anj-. None ept
Not any one siu
Not approved of etw
Not armed . ygj
Not arrived eyo
Not as soon—as win
Not at all DYP
Not at present ._ tua
Not bad-ly ert
Not be (been, being) _• cfn
Not before __- gdj
Not begun yet gdt
Not by.. ceo
Not certain ihm
Not classed isg
Not clear itq
Not come jdk
Not commenced jet
Not correct jxd
Not doing cfp
Not done cfq
Not enough. mdq
Not exactly mjw
Not far down lmk
Not for cFR
Not from cFS
Not his (hers, its) cft
Not I (my, mine) . CFU
Not if I were in your place tli
Not immediately pdk—Not impossible.
—Not improved.
Not in CFV
Not in favor of, . mue—Not included-ing.
Not insured poB
Not less QNO
Not likely. Unlikely qtw
Not long ago dtn
Not much sBU
Not much longer qyw
Not much loss rba
Not much sea us
Not much surf xft
Not much to blame gmi
Not much wanted ytp
Not my (mine) cfu
Not of.. CFW
Not often. Seldom spy
Not on CFX
Not our-s (us) cfy
Not possible pfb
Not quite ufp
Not ready ujq
Not reliable uox
Not removed xjqe
Not room to wear mb
Not safe to risk making the land.-.VDE ?
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NOT.

THOT—Continued.
Not severe vsx
Not signed wcf
Not so -- wiM
Not so many—as— rkp
Not so near sfo
Not so often---* spz
Not so well—as zbm
Not such a thing xpt
Not sure (certain) ihm
Not that (or, this) ,.: cfz
Not the ^-C CGA
Not their-s (they) , ' cge
No't there cgb
Not these (or, those) cgd
Not time enough xto
Not to CGF
Not to be CGH
Not to be done CGi
Not to be had cgj
Not to be inserted-- pme
Not to exceed -Mkp
Not to remain _._upl
Not too much to port tpf
Not too much to starboard wqt
Not under command lights JEC
Not under control JED
Not until YLF
Not very large Qfu
Not very narrow sea
Not wind enough ,

mdr
Not with CGK
Not without permission tgf
Not worth getting ofl
Not worth getting off (or, afloat) --DQC
Not yet. By and bye hpx
Not you-r-s - cgl
Ought not to CHB
Ought not to be chs
Ought not to be able to — cyp
Ought not to have cht
Person-s, or, Thing-s, etc. (See He,

above.

)

Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or person-s

or thing-s indicated) not? -bwh
Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons
or thing-s indicated) not be? bwi

Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons
or thing-s indicated) not do (or, be

done)?--- BWJ

Shall, or. Will he (she. it or person-s

or thing-s indicated) not have? .bwk

Shall, or, Will I not have? bry
Shall, or. Will not ciu

Shall, or. Will not be bhd
Shall, or. Will not be able to — cys

Shall, or. Will not do (or, be done) -BNY

Shall, or. Will not have brz

Shall, or. Will not have done (or, been

done> ,-
BNZ

Shall, or. Will they not? ciz

Shall, or. Will they not do it?- boo

Shall, or. Will we not? cjb

Shall, or. Will you not? cje

Shall, or. Will you not be? bhj

Shall, or. Will you not do it? boe

Should." or. Would he (she, it, or person-s

or things indicated) not? bwr

Should, or. Would he (she, it, or persons

or things indicated) not be? bws

Not—Continued.
Should, or, Would he (she, it, or person-s

or thing-s indicated) not do (or, be
done) ....J---BWT

Should, or, Wouldhe (she, it, or person-s
or thing-s indicated) not have. . .bwu

Should, or, Wouldhe (she, it, or person-s
. or thing-s indicated) not have been,

BWV
Should, or. Would not CJR
Should, or. Would not be bhm
Should, or, Would not do (or, be done),

BOH
Should, or, Would not have BSD
Should, or. Would not have been-.BHN
Should, or Would not

_
have done (or,

been done) ___ -!^___- ..boi

Should, or. Would not have had bse
That, or. This can not (or. maynot) -CKS
That, or, This can not (or, may not) be,

OKT
That, or, This could (or, might) not be,

CKW
That, or. This had (has, or, have) not
been okz

That, 01-, This is not clp
That it is not :---CLH
That, or. This must not clk
That, or. This must not be clm
That, or. This shall (or, will) not be-CLO
That, or, This should (or, would) not
be CLQ

' That, or. This was not CLS
There are (or, is) not cmh
There cannot (or, may not)—^

—

cmk
There can not (or, may not) be cml
There could (or, might) not be cmp
There had (has, or. have) not been-CMS
There shall (or', will) not CMW
There shall (or, will) not be- Cmx
There should (or, would) not cnb
There should (or, would) not be cnd
There should (or, would) not have been,

ONE
There was (or, were) not cng
They are not - bev
They can not (or. may not) bku
They can not (or, may not) be bhq
They can not (or, may not) have.-.BSG
They could (or, might) not blo
They could (or, might) not be bhs
They do (or, did) not bok
They had (or, have) not -BSJ

They had (or, have) not been- bhu
They had (or, have) not done bom
They had (or, have) not had bsk
They must not cfh
They must not be bhw
They ought not to Cif

They ought not to be- --_bhy
They shall (or, will) not cjg
They shall (or, will) not be bia

They should (or, would) not cjz
They should (or, would) not be bid

They should (or, would) not have-.BSM
They were not --_. COK
They were not to be bif

Was, or. Were, he (she, it, or person-s or
things indicated) not bwy

Was I not? cou
Was, or. Were not cov
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NOT—NUMBER.

SJX

SJY

SJZ

Not—Continued.
Was, or. Were not done (or, doing) -BOP
We are not bex
We can not (or, may not) bkw
We can not (or, may not) be BU
We can not (or, may not) have bso
We could (or, might) not .-- blq
We could (or, might) not be bim
We do (or, did) not bor
We had (or, have) not bsr
We had (or, have) not been-- bio
We had (or, have) not done bot
We had (or, have) not had bst
We must not cpj
We uMistnot be ---Biq
We ought not to . cm
We shall (or, will) not- - CJI

We shall (or, will) not be bis

We shall (or, will) not have bsv
We should (or, would) not ckb
We should (or, would) not be biu
We should (or, would) not have - - -BSX'
We were not cpf
We were not to be - Biw
Were they not? CPi
Were we not? cpk
Were you not? cpm
Why are you not? cvb
Why can not (or. may not) '! cvd
Why could (or, might) not? cvr
Why do (does, or, did) not? cvh
Why do (or, did) you not? cvj
Why had (has, or, have) not? CVL
Why had (or, have) you not? cvn
Why not? .cvp
Why shall (or, will) not? cvs
Why should (or, would) not? ovu
You are not bez
You are not able to — cyw
You can not (or, may not) - - - bky
You can not (or, may not) be - - biz
You can not (or, may not) have bsz
You could (or, might) not .-- bls
You could (or, might) not be bjc
You do (or, did) not box
You had (or, have) not btd
You had (or, have) not been bje
You had (or, have) not done boz
You had (or, have) not had J bte
You must not cfl
You must not be bj&
You ought not to ^ cik
You ought not to be _bji
You shall (or, will) not cjl
You shall (or, will) not be bjl
You shall (or, will) not have btg
You should (or, would) not cke
You should (or, would) not be bjn
You should (or, would) not have-..bti
You were not cpo
You were not to be '. pjr

Notary.

NOTE-D-ING-.VTION. To NOTE.
Advance note dmw
Bank note, or, Paper money asv
Note (letter) ^ qoc—^Npte of interrogation. Query.

SKA

SKB

SKC

SKD
SKE
SKF

SKG

SKH
SKI
SKJ

SKL

SKM
SKN
SKO

SKP

SKQ

SKR

SKT

SKU

SKV
SKW
SKX

SKY

SKZ

SLA

SLB
SLC

Nothing.
Bring nothing his
Let nothing prevent qnv
Nothing additional dje
Nothing belonging toyou

—

(or, — ) -Gex—^Nothing can Xor, could).
Nothing decisive yet kpv
Nothing else lvt—^Nothing for you (or, for — ).

Nothing important bylast accounts.DPL
Nothing in sight vnw
Nothing less qnp
Nothing more ezw—^Nothing ;^^rtlcular.

—Nothing serious.—^Nothing shall.

Nothing to be depended upon beyond
your own resources khm

—Nothing to report.

Say nothing, viK
There is nothing , cmt

NOTICE-D-ING. To notice.
—Did not notice.
—Did you notice?
Give notice oab
Notice (warning) has been given, .yul—^Noticed nothing.
Short notice vzw
Stranger (or vessel indicated) will not
take any notice of signal wdk

Take no notice xjr
Take notice xjs
Your zeal has been particularly noticed
by— ZMD

Notify-ied-ing-ication.
—Have notified.

—Will, or, Shall be notified.

Notwithstanding.

Nought.

nourish-ed-ing-ment.

NOVEL-TY.

November.
About November the— czt

—Beginning of November.
End of November.

—Next November.

Now. At once fin
Just now PXL
Mail is now at — rfj
Now doing. lis

Nowhere.

Nozzle.

Nuisance.

Number-ing. To number.
-Numbered.
A large (great) number (or, quantity)—
of — OGZ

A larger number (or, quantity)—of —
than (jFM
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NUMBER—OBEY.

SLD

SLE

SLF

SLG

SLH

SLI

SLK

SLJ

Number—Conimued.
—A small (or, smaller) number (or, quan-

tity)—of —

.

—A very large number (or, quantity)

—

of—.
An average number {or, quantity)

—

of — FOQ
An equal number (or, quantity)—of —

,

• MGF
Boiler burst; number of killed and
wounded not yet known ax—^Has vessel made her number?*

Hoist your distinguishing number (or,

signal)* - Dv
I, or, She exchanged numbers with —

,

MKW
Indicate the number (or, quantities)

—

of-- PIA
Lost number of blades of screw (indi-

cated) GLZ
Make your number (distinguishing sig-

nal) DV
—Number, or. Quantity is incorrect.

Number of columns JBX
Number of killed and wounded not yet
known Qap

Numbered slc
Numberless sli

Numbers slj

Oflaoial number* spr
Shorten in cable to the number of

shackles indicated hrp
Show the number (or, quantity)—of—

,

PIA

Show your distinguishing signal (nuvi-

ber) DV
The greater-estnumber (or, quantity)

—

of— OHN
The least number (or, quantity)—of—

,

QKH
Toolarge anumber (or, quantity)—of—

,

QFV
—Vessel has not made her number.
Vessels just arrived, make your num-
bers (or, distinguishing signals)*. -DX

Vessels just weighed (or, leaving) , show
your numbers (or, distinguishing sig-

nals)*-- DZ

Vesselsthat wish to be reported all well,

show your numbers (or, distinguish-

ing signals)* DTT
Vessels wishing to be reported on leav-

ing, show your numbers (or, distin-

guishing signals)* EB

What is the number of mail bags you
have on board? — -FSp

What is your name (or number) ?*-SDT

What number (or, quantity) of— have

you? -UDW

*See List of Merchant Vessels.

Numberless.

Numbers.

NUMERAL-ICAL-LY.
Annul the hoist shown by numeral sig-

nal EMI

Numeral flag ndj

SLM

SLN

SLO

SLP
SLQ

SLR

SLT

SLIT

SLV

SL'W

SLX

SLY

SLZ

SMA

SMB

SMC

SMD

SME
SMF
sMa

Numeral—Continued.
—Numeral signals (when spoken of). (For

use, see pageZ%.)
Numeral signal No. 1.*

Code Flag over M
Numeral signal No. 2.*

Code Flag over n
Numeral signal No. 3.*

Code Flag over o

*For method of using these signals, see

page 33.

—Numeral table. (Pages 33-34:.)

NUMEROUS-LY.

NUN-NERY.
—Nun buoy.

Nuncio.

nurse-d-ing.
Are there any sick nurses to be got?-WAZ
Sick nurse wbg
You had better get a sick nurse..-WBK

Nut.
Cocoanut lYX

Nutmeg.

O. (Letter.) (For new method of spell-

ing, seepage 13.)

Oak-en.

Oakum.

Oar.
,

Boat's oars GRS

Oath.

Oatmeal.

Oats.

Obedient-ly-ce—to.

Obey-ed-ing.
—I can not obey your order.

—Obey order.
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OCHR—OFF.

SOG

SOH
SOI
SOJ

SOK

SOL

SOM

OCHR-EL-GUEECH. (Coin) AUK

OCK. (Jleamtj-e of weight) baq

O'clock. (See Clock) znq

October.
About October the— czu

—Beginning of October.
—End of October.
—Next October.

Of. cgji
By way of. hps
In place of __pna
Not of eFW
Of course jzw
Of him (his, her-s, it-s) cgn
Of me (my, mine) -..cgo
Of no importance pez
Of our-s (us) CGP
Of that (this) cgq
Of the CGR
Of them (their-s) cos
Of these {or, those) cgt
Of water yvi
Of what (or, which) cgu
Of whom (or, whose) CGV
Of you-r-s cgw
What, or, Which of the —Y cqi

Off.
As soon as she is off (or, afloat) dpw—At —(time indicated) we were off —

.

Beating off GCA
Becalmed off — for — days gci
Blockade is not taken off gnd
Blockade is taken off gne
Blow-off cock (or, gear) gnw
Blow-off valve gnz
Blow off your steam goa
Boiler leaky; must be blown off., .owe
Bring off hit
Can be cut off khe
Can not be got off (or, afloat) by any
means now available cd

Can not save the ship ; take people off .nb
Cast off lED
Cutoff--- ---KHJ
Expect (or vessel indicated expects) to
be got off (or, afloat) dpx

Far-ther off (or, from) msv
Fend off mvt
Fire gains rapidly; take people off .-ng
Fleet, or. Squadron when last seen
were off — neo

Haul off opo
Have, or. Has got off opg
Heave-to; head offshore lq
How far off? What distance? mta
I can get off -NZB

—I shall be off ^ at— (time indicated).
I shall get off (or, afloat) with assist-

ance - --- DPY
I stand off and on the land qeb
I shall stand off the land from —(hour

indicated) to— (hour indicated), or, I
shall stand off until . qec

If you will lay out an anchor for me I
can get off Eiv

SON

SOP

SOQ
SOR
SOU

SOV

Off— Continued.
It is likely you (or, vessel indicated) will
be got off? opj—Is she (vessel indicated) off?

It is expected the embargo will be taken
Offl LWJ

Keep farther off (or, from) mot
Keep off and on and await instructions,

sx
Lighter is 6oming off — to you qz
May be got off opk
May be got off (or, afloat) if prompt

assistance be given cg
May be got off (or, afloat) without

assistance dpz
Met her off {or, in)—- hqy
Must cast off. I must cast off ieh
Not worth getting off (or, afloat) --DQC
Off and on • sow
Offshore. Off the coast iyd

—Off the —

.

Off the buoy hmv
Off the cape : hvr
Off the entrance- mft—Off the island.

—Off the land.
Off the light.

Oft' the mouth of the river (or, — ) -uyj
Off the point tnm
Off, or. From the wind nry
Off the wreck ziu
Off this port.. TOE
Paying, Paid off tep
Pilot boat most likely on — (bearing in-

dicated) (or, off — ) -.TK
Pilot can not get off ...tjp
Put off ucz
Put off for the present tcd

—Put off the sale.

Send the mate—off ems
Several vessels becalmed off oc

j

Shall I cast off? iej
Sheer a little off vuo
Sheer a little off when you come to the
point vup

Sheer-ed-ing off Vun
Shove-d-ing off waj
Stand off. Get an offing. Put to sea at
once - MG

Stand, or. Haul off opc
Stand off and on the land --_wqh
Sunk off (or, -near) the ^- - weo
Take-n-ing, Took off xjt
The tide will take her off (float her),

NFE
The way is off my ship; you may feel
your way past me hl

Too far off mtd
Vessel (indicated, if necessary) has got

off NZE
What distance off is —? lgm
When did you come off? jdn
When do you come off? jdo
Whendo you expect to be off (or, abreast
of)—?:..- - dap

When I have run my distance, I shall
put her head off until — lgp

When will the embargo be taken off?

lwn
You are too close in. Keep farther off,

IVL
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OFF AND ON—OFFICER.

SOW

SOX

SOY
SOZ

SPA

SPB

SPC

SPD

SPE
SPF

Off and on.
I shall stand off and on the land .-.qeb
Keep off and on and await instructions,

sx
stand off and on the land wqh

Offend-eding-ce. .To offend.
Be careful not to give offence htl

SPG

—Offender.
—Offensive.

Offek-ed-ing—to. To offer.
Any freight offering? eoz
First offer naz

—Have you had an offer?

Made an offer of— ref

—Offer (an offer).

Offer, or. Proposal not accepted -. -DBW
Offered assistance, but they declined,

FGM
—What was the offer?

Will accept your offer dby
Will you make an offer? riz

Office.

—Admiral's Office.

Badge of office .. < fsa
Bureau de Change. Exchange office,

HNC
Call at the post office for letters hsy
Colonial Office. jbl
Commander-in-Chief's Office jeq
Detained by the Emigration Office.kyb
Emigration, or. Immigration Office.Lxj
Foreign Office, or. State Department,

NKR
Go to the Admiral's Office dlf
Harbor master's office omy
Have you settled with the Emigration

Office LXK
Weather Bureau, or. Meteorological

Office reports depression approaching
from the— etp

Weather Bureau, or. Meteorological
Office reports gale approaching from
the — ETQ

Post office. For, or. At the post office,

TQJ
Post-office order tql
Report me to "New York Herald" Of-

fice, London Ul
Report me to "New York Herald" Of-

fice, New York uj
Report me to "New York Herald" Of-

fice, Paris UK
Secretary's office vmq
Send to the Admiral's Office dlk
Shipping office ...' vyb
Telegraph station (or, office) xme
The office is closed ivh
There are orders for yovi at the Admir-

al's Office DLM
To, or. At the post office. Post office,

TQJ
—War office, or, War Department.
You are wanted at the — office yub

SPH

SPI
SPJ

SPK

SPL
SPM
SPN

SPO

Officer.
Admiral, or. Senior officer has com-
mands for you dkp

Admiral, or. Senior officer has no com-
mands DKQ

Admiral, or, Senior officer has requested,
dkr

Admiral, or. Senior officer intends. -DKS
Admiral, or,- Senior officer is generally
about DKT

Admiral, or.Senior officer is off (or, at)—

,

DKU
Admiral, or, Senior officer is on board

—

(or, at —) DKV
Admiral, ^r, Senior officer is on shore,

DKW
Admiral, or. Senior officer requests the
pleasure of your company at dinner,

DKX
Admiral, or. Senior officer wishes..dky
Admiral, or, Senior officer wishes to
know DKZ

Admiral, or. Senior officer wishes to see
you {or person indicated) dla

Admiral, or. Senior officer wishes to see
youassoonas convenient dlb

Admiral's, or. Senior officer's memo.DLC
Admiral's, or. Senior officer's order . .dle
Board ofTrade officer {or, inspector) .gpd

—Boarding officer.

—Can, or. May officers?

Chief officer los
Commanding officer jdy
Commanding officer desires jdz
Commissioned officer jpd
Custom-house officer kgw

—Direct officer to—

.

Excise officer mlc
First officer v nbc
Foreign officer nks
Have not seen the admiral {or, senior

officer) dlg
Have you seen the admiral {or, senior

officer)? dlh
Junior officer pxa
Medical officer roj
Military officer ety
Naval officer seq
Naval Reserve officer ..._ seu
Officer and men rpi
Officer, or, Employee of Government,

oft
Officer of Naval Reserve seu
—Officer of the guard.
—Officer of the watch.
Officer's servant.
Petty, or. Non-commissioned officer .thj
Quarantine officer uep
Salvage officer vge
Second officer (or, mate) vme
Send an officer—^to {or, for).

Sending, Sent an officer—to(or,for).vpo
Senior officer VQZ
Shipping officer vyj
Signal officer wda
Third officer {or, mate) XQO
Under-officer of yhi
What is the name of admiral {or, senior

officer)?.. DLO
Where is the admiral {or, senior officer) ?

SJ
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OFFICER—ON.

SPQ

SPR

SPT

SPU

SPY

SPW

SPX
SPY
SPZ

SQA

SQB

SQG

SQD

Officer—Continued.
Where is the commanding officer? ..jei
Where is the health officer?.. ord

Official-ly.
Await outside the inspection of the offi-

cials PPB
Have you a Custom-house official on
board? KGX

Is the news official? shj
Official log-book q,zd—Official number.
Officially confirmed {or, certified) ..ijf—Official (officer).

Passed the official inspection tcu
Post-office official {or, postmaster) .iTQk
Signal the vessel's official number—to,

„, DV
Telegraph clerk {or, official) xlz
Want official confirmation joh

Offing.
Agood offing ODB
Cut, or, Slip. Get an offing. Weigh.
Wait for nothing kw—^In the offing.

Put to sea at once. Get an offing. Stand
oflE MG

Often.
As often as fbd—How often?—^Not often. Seldom.

—Not so often.
Very often ypm

Ohm. {Measure of electrical resistance.

)

OrL-ED-ma. To oil.

Apparatus for cajating oil on the sea to
quiet it erf

Barrel of oil fxu
Calm the sea by pouring oil on it. -HTN
Castor oil lEP
Colza oil JBZ
Croton oil kep
Gallipoli oil nwj
I am in want of oil for machinery, -rdu
Lamp oil qdh
Linseed oil qvb
-Lubricating oil.

Mineral Oil RUX
Neat's-foot oil sfr
-Oily.
Oil bag fsk
Oil cake sqe
Olive oil : SQL
Paint oil Szq
Paraffin oil tas
Petroleum oil the
Rangoon oil uiB
Smooth-ed-ing sea by pouring oil on it,

HTN
Sperm oil '.vni

Sweet oil xhf
Vegetable oil.. yoj
Whale oil... zby

SQE

SQF

SQG

SQH

SQI
SQJ

SQK
SQL

SQM
SQN
SQO

SQP

Oilcake.

Ointment.

Oke. {Measure of weight) baq

Old.
How old? What age? dsi
Old berth gfx
Old canvas hvi—Old rope.
Old system xid

—Older.
—Oldest.
Too old xvE

Olive.
—Olive oil.

Omit-ting. To omit.
—Do not omit.

'

—Omitted. Omission.

Omnibus.
Omnibus, or. Car leaves at — hyb
When does omnibus (or, car) leave
for—? 1 hyc

On .-CGX
All on board cza
Bring on board gpz
Bring on shore hiu
Broadside on {or, to) hjp
Captain is not on board hwk
Captain is on board hwl
Captain is requested to come on board.

hwn
Come on board gqa
Continue on your course. JSM
Crew not all on board dya
Due on low
End on lym
Hold on owR
I am coming {or, sending) on board.czb
I have no combustibles on board hq
I shall stand off and on {the land) -QEb
I shall stand on until— wqd
Is the captain on board? hxe
Keep her bows on hci
Keep on and off, and await instructions,

sx
No boat on board gtx
Not on cfx
Observations on the — snh
On CGX
On account of ...dfp
On and off sow
Onboard. Aboard cyx
On both sides har
On condition jnd
On deck kqc
On delivery ksw
On demand—of ktd
On fh-e nap
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ON—OPPORTUNE.

SQR

SQT

SQU

On—Continued.
On him (his, her-s, it-s) -..cgy
On His (or, Her) Majesty's service-RHS

On leave QLy
On leaving QLk
On lee bow. Lee bow hcn
On me (my, mine) -.- -CGZ
On no acconnt ..._dfr
On ours (ns)'---- cha
On port bow Hco
On shore vzm
On starboard bow hcp
On that CHB
On the CHD
On the — day of the month knq
On the — {date indicated) kmp
On the bar pvz
On the beach fzy
On the beam gaw
On the coast iye
On the left bank of the river fve

Note.—The right or left hand hank in

descending the stream.

On the other svm
On the port quarter ueq
On the right bank of the river pvg

Note.—The right or left hand bank in

descending the stream.

On the road—to uyp
, On the rock uyw
On the same day knr
On the shoal--- _-_ vvu
On the starboard quarter uer
On the way—to . yxf
On the wreck--- ziv
On them (their-s) -- che
On these {or, those) chp
On weather bow hcq
On what {or, which) chg
On what date did you speak the — {ves-

sel indicated)''. kmg
On whom {or, whose) chi
On yours -Chj
Run on shore vce
Stand on mh
Too much strain on— 1 wyi
Was to sail on the — veu
—We sail on the —

.

Will you {or person indicated) come on
board? ' qrf

Will your surgeon come on board?-.wp

Once.
At once. Now fin
I can begin at once {or, on — , dxxte speci-

fied) - i GDC
It is dangerous to allow too many people
on board at once gb

One.
Alter course one point to port jzd
Alter course one point to starboard.JZE
At one PIG
Either one. Either lud
Every one. Everybody - Miu

SQV

SQW

SQX
SQY

SQZ

SRA

SRB

SRC

SRD

SRE

SRF

SRG

SRH

SRJ

SRK
SRL
SRM

SRN

SRO
SRP

SRQ

SRT

SRU

SRV

One—Continued.
I have only one boat {indicate other
number, if necessary) gtc

No one. Nobody -1 siu
No one hurt'----i: - pat
No one killed --- qao
One screw disabled ; can work the other,

MW
Only one anchor left ejg

Oniox.

Only.
I have only — days' provisions to
I have only — days' water .za
Only chanos of safety ikg

—Only for a short —

.

—Only intended as —

.

Only intended for a feint mvg
—Only intend to —

.

Only one anchor left -EJG
Only to be got in small quantities- -Opm

Onward.

Onze. {Measure of iceight) BAO

ooze-d-ing.

Open-ed-ing-ly.
Keep ojjen order pzh
Open. Get farther away mc

—Open fire, or. Commence firing.

Open sealed orders sue
Open the telegram for me and signal its

contents wx
Shall I open your telegram and signal its

contents? xc
The weather is still open (at — , tofol-

loiv, if necessary) yzh

Opera.

Operate-d-inq-ion.
Base of operations fyd

—Operations have comnrienced.

Operator-ive.

Ophthalmia-iu.

Opinion.
—In nay opinion, or. My opinion is—that—

.

—In your opinion.
What is the general opinion? nxq

—What is your opinion—of —

?

Opium-iate.
—Opium trade.

Opodeldoc.

Opponent.

OPPORTUNE-ITY—to {or. FOR).
An opportunity for disposing of cargo,

HZQ
—An opportunity for selling {or, disposing

of) —

.
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OPPORTUNE—ORDEE.

SRW

SRX
SRY

SRZ

STA

STB

STC
STD

STE

STF

STG

STH

STl

STJ

STK

STL
STM

STN

STO

STP
STQ

Opportune—Continued.
An opportunity for sending letters to
Europe {or, to — ) qod

Every opportunity - , mja
—Pew opportunities.

First opportunity nbd
—Is there any opportunity?
—Next time (or, opportunity).
No opportunity {or, chance) ike
Opportunity for action diu
Opportunity for sending letters to Eu-
rope (or, to — ) QOD

—Opportunity to send.
Some future opportunity nus
—There is an opportunity.

Oppose-d-ing-ition.
Any opposition—to {or, from) bpk
Q-reat opposition—to (or, from) ohf
-Must oppose.
—No opposition. Unopposed.

Opposition majority of— bhw

Opposite.

Oppress-ed-ing-ive-or.

Optic-AL-IAN.

Option-al-ly.

Or.
Or else lvu

Orange.

Order.

'Mote.—For machinery.etc. , out oforder,
see under the part of machinery in
question.

According to order (or, direction) . -dem
Admiral's, or. Senior officer's order,dle
After order drf
Am, Is, or, Are ordered (or, directed)

to (or, by) lbg
Are there any orders?

•Are you going to wait for orders?

Attend to orders plh
Bad order. In b^d order fki

By your owner's orders(or,instruction8).

Call ofE — for orders hta
Cargo in very good order _ _ _Hzx
Contrary to orders Jsx

Counter orders.
Disobey-ed-ing-dience of orders lez
General orders nxp
Good order. In good order oeb
-Have no orders.

-Have, or. Has orders for.

Have orders been given—to (or, for)?
PNE

Have orders (or, telegram) for you.-SM
Have received the following communi-
cation (orders, or, instructions) from
your agent (or, owner) ia

Have you any orders(telegram,message,

or, communication) for me? IB

Have you received any orders—from—

?

3U

STR

STU

STV

STW

STX
STY

STZ

SUA

SUB

sue

SUD

SUE
SUP
SUG
SUH
SUI
SUJ
SUK
SUL

Order—Continued.
—Have you received your orders?

I am directed to acquaint you dhi
I can not obey your orders Smf
I expect your orders every moment-Mnl
I have instructions (or, orders) pnf
—I have orders for you.

I have orders for you not to touch (or,

call) at — --SN
I have orders to telegraph your passing,

so
—I have received orders.

I have received orders for you not to

proceed to— (place next indicated) on
account of ice - per

I have received orders for you not to
proceed without further instructions,

SP
I have received orders for you to await
instructipns from owners at — SQ

I have received orders for you to dis-

charge cargo at— SR
I have received orders for you to pro-

ceed to— tp
—I have telegraphed for further orders (or,

instructions).
I have telegraphed for your orders --ST

—I must remain till further orders.

—I send an order—for —

.

I will telegraph for your orders if you
will wait reply sv

I wish for orders from Mr.— , my owner,
at— sw

Note.—This signal is to be followed by:
1. Ship's number, if not already made.
2. Name of ovmer, from Spelling

Table.
3. Owner's residencefrom Geograph-

ical or Spelling Table.

—If you order me.
In bad order. Bad order fri

In good order. Good order oeb
—In order—to.

Keep close order pyq
Keep ofE and on and await instructions

(or, orders) sx
Keep open order pzh
Machinery out of order ._. rj

—My orders.

No instructions (or, orders) ..pni

Not according to orders. Against in-

structions DER
Obey orders .-_smq

—Open sealed orders.

Order book -. gze
—Order-ed-ing by telegraph.

Order canceled hup
—Ordered.
—Ordered back.

—Ordering.
—Orderly.
—Orders have been received.

—Orders have been sent.

—Orders have not arrived yet^for —

.

—Out of order.

Owners desire me to order you to coal

at — --HE
Owners desire me to order you to dis-

charge cargo first at

—

(place next indi-

cated).- SY
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ORDER—OUGHT.

SUM
SUN

SUO

SUP

SUQ
SUR

SUT

SUV

suw

sux

SUY
suz

SVA
SVB

SVC
SVD

SVE

Ohdbe—Continued.
Pay attention to orders -- flh
Post-office order -.- tql
Previous order (or, instructions)- .-Pnj
Previous orders are all countermanded,

JYP
Proceed in execution of previous orders,

sz
Pumps in good order ubp
Repeat my signals until further orders,

WOP
Returns ordered . uve
Sailing orders vel
Sealed orders ,-VLN
Secret orders vmj

—Send for orders.

—Sendmy orders on to

—

{place indicated).

Shall I telegraph for your orders? ...tb
—Should be ordered.
Standing orders wqk
Stay, or. Stop for orders te
Telegraph orders {or, instructions)—
to— TC

Telegraph out of order (or, stopped),
XMC

—The orders are coming off.

There are no orders here for you td
There are orders for you at the admiral's

office DLM
—Under orders — for (or, to)—

.

—Under orders of.

Until further orders --- ylg
Urgent orders {or, instructions) pnl
Verbal orders Yoz
Wait for orders te
—Wait oif here for orders.
Want immediate orders yk
Weigh, and proceed as ordered kv

—What are your orders?
Where do you intend calling for orders?

HTJ
—Who sent the order?
Written orders zju
—You are not likely to receive your orders

for some days.
—You are ordered not to come into port.
—You are ordered on to —

.

You are ordered to proceed to — tf
You must remain until further orders,

NUM
Your orders {or, instructions) pnm
Your orders are at {or, will be at)— .tg
Your orders are canceled huq
Your orders are not ready for you.-UKE

—Your orders have not arrived yet.

—Your orders will be awaiting you off {or,

at)—

.

Your original orders are canceled ; I am
directedto inform you toproceed to—

,

TH
Your papers are not in order tap
Note.—For machinery out of order,

look under the part of machinery in
question.

Ordinary-ily. In an ordinary degree.
—Ordinary seaman.

Ordnance.

Ordnance stores ezw

SVE

SVG

SVH

SVI

SVJ

SVK

SVL

SVM

SVN
svo

SVP

Ore. {Coin)

Ore.

Organize-d-ing-ation.
Fleet organization.-.

-AUL

.NEP

Oriental.

Originally.
Your original orders are canceled; I

am directed to inform you to proceed
to -^ TH

Orlop. '

Oscillate-b-ing-ion.

Other.
Any other bpl
Each other lqx
Get her on the other tack as fast as

possible NYU
Get her on the other tack, or you will

be onshore LP
I shall not go on the other tack unless I

fall off— to— MRU
—On the other.
Other case ido
Other cause . irs

—Some other.

—The other side.

We shall do better on the other tack,
XIN

Otherwise.

Ought to chk
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) ought to "--.i-BVD

He, She, It {or person s or things indi-

cated) ought not to BVE
He, She, It {or persons or things indi-

cated) ought not to be bvg
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) ought to be Bvp
How ought? BXQ
I ought to chl
I ought not to ., CHM
If I ought to BZL
If I ought not to BZM
It ought not to be .bgs
It ought not to be done bns
It ought to be BGR
It ought to be done bnr
Ought he (she, it, or person-s or things

indicated) to? chn
Ought his (her-s, it-s) ? Cho
Ought I (my, mine)?.. chp
Ought I to — do? CHQ
Ought not to chr
Ought not to be CHS
Ought not to be able to — cyp
Ought not to have cht
Oughi that {or, this),? CHU
Ought the? : chv
Ought these (or, those)? chw
Ought they to? chx
Ought to be.. CHY
Ought to be able to— cyq
Ought to be ashamed pcv
Ought to do (or, be done) chz
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OUGHT—OUT.

SVQ

SVR

OVQB.T—Continued.
Ought to have ciA
Ought we (our-s) to? - cib
Ought you-r-s to? cm
They ought to - cie
They ought not to cif
They ought not to be bhy
They ought to be bhx
We ought to ^ cia
We ought not to cih
What, or. Which ought to? cqj
When ought? cbp
When ought I to see (or, sight)? ..vod
When ought the next mail to arrive?

RGA
When ought the next mail to leave?-EGB
Where ought? ctj
Who ought? -- CUR
Why ought? CVQ
You ought to cu
You ought not to cik
You ought not to be :.--Bji

You ought to be bjh

Ounce. Oz. (Measure of weight) baz

OUR-S-SELVES CIN
After ours CIL
Are, or. Is our-s, or, Are we? bem
Before our-s (us) cim
By our-s (us) bjy
Can, or. May we (our-s)? bkn
Could, or. Might we (our-s)? bli

Do, Did (or. Does) we (our-s)? bmp
For our-s (us) bpj
From our-s (us) bpw
Had, has, or. Have we (our-s)? brd
If we (our-s) caw
In our-s (us) cdl,

Is, etc. (See Are, above. )

May, etc. (See Can, above. )

Might, etc. (See Could, above.)

Must we (our-s)? cpd
—Nearly all our.

Not our-s (us) CFY
Of our-s (us) CGP
On our-s (us) -• cha
Ought we (ours) to? cib

Our-s-selves cin

Shall, or. Will we (our-s)? CJA
Should, or. Would we (our-s)? cjw
Than we (our-s) ckj
That we (our-s) clw
To our-s (us) cob
Was, or. Were our-s (we) cpa
When we (our-s) CSK

Where we (our-s) cud
Why we (our-s) cvy
Will, etc. (See Shall, above.

)

With our-s (us) _- CWM
Would, etc. (See Should, above.

)

Out.
All the lights are out along the coast

of— PU
Be on your guard; look out oiv

Blowout-- -- -—GNU
Boiler out of order gwf
Bring out Hiv

Broke out hjv
Can not get my boat out gsj

SVT

SVU

svw

svx

SVY

svz

SWA

SWB
swc

SWD
SWE

SWF

SWG

Out—Continued.
—Carried out.

Come out - JCV
—Cut out.

Do you think we can cut her (or, them)
out? KHN

Do you think we can ride it out?--UWX
Farther out msx
Find out myo
Fires and lights out mzq
Fit-ted-tingout-- ncl
Go out (or, from) OBY
Good look-out ODZ
Have you got out of danger? klo
Help me to lay out an anchor eik
How much cable have you out? hee
I shall ride it out if I can-- UWY
—In and out.
Just out of port (or, harbor) pxm
Keep a good look-out aloft eag
Keep a good look-out for lights (or,

land), or, Look ovit for land (or,

lights) PYH
Keep out of the tide (or, current) xg
Lay out -- - Qix
Lay out an anchor eiz
Lightship at— is out of position (or, is

not at anchor on her station) qe
Lookout—to (or, for) Qzs
Lookout at daybreak knm
Look out for a line (or, rocket line) . -KP
Look out for the tow line- - - Qzu
Look-out will be kept on the beach all

night -- KG
Machinery out of order rj

—Make out.
May, or. Can be cut out I kho
Out — days kns

—Out of (or, from).
Out of dock LJK

—Out of harbor (or, port).

Out of order sul
Out of port (or, harbor) svz

—Out of quarantine.
Out of range. Out of gunshot OKJ
Out of reach uja

—Out of sight.

—Out of soundings.
Out of the course^of --i- JZL

—Out of the way.
—Outermost.
Outerentrance (passage, or, channel)-iLS

—Outer harbor.
Proceed out of harbor txc
Put out UDA
Ran out uhr
Bide it out if possible ks
Rig out -- uxj
Rocks stretch a long way out --GE

—Run out.

Shift your berth farther out ghb
Shutout WAU
Stand out to sea wqi
Telegraph out of order(or, stopped)-XMC
Vessel indicated is out of sight vxr
When I am out of quarantine Uek
Workout ZHX
Your lights are out (or, want trim-

ming).

or, blasts of a steam whistle.
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PALM—PABREL.

szu

szv

SZW Pan.

szx
SZY

TAB

TAG

TAD

TAB

TAF

TAG
TAH
TAI
TAJ
TAK

TAL
TAM
TAN

TAG

TAP

TAQ

Palm. (Tree.)

Twine, needles, and palms for repairing
sails YFN

Pamphlet.

Pane.
—Pane of glass.

Panic.

Papacy. Pope. Papal-ist

Paper. (See also Document and News-
paper.

)—All my papers are sent from the shore.
Any letters (or, papers) for rae (or per-
son indicated)'!. epa

Any letters (or, papers) from —? Ji
Bring all the papers and letters hil
Bring all your papers.. ljz
Bring the papers to me .hin—^Bring your papers on board.
By a paper of — (date follomng) ^ .sap
Can you lend (or, give) me a paper

(newspaper)? SB
Glear-ing papers ith
Daily paper kir
False papers msf
Foolscap paper nhc
Has papers of following dates kmc—Has she, or. Have you any papers?
Have you all your papers?
Have you received your papers?

—I have all my papers.
—I have wrong papers on board.
Keep any letters (or, papers) for me till

I return , pyk
Leave any papers (or, letters) for me

(orfor party indicated) at — qky
Necessary papers. spy
Newspaper SHO
Newspapers up to date of — (from —

,

if necessary) so
Paper money. Bank notes asv—Papers and documents.

—Papers satisfactory.
—Papers unsatisfactory.

Papers, or. Letters up to the—(indicate
wherefrom if necessary) qop

Shall I bring my ship's papers with me?
HJP

Ship's papers (or, articles) ezk
—Suspicious papers.
Take papers xju
The captain must bring the ship's papers
with him.- hxj

Tracing paper- xzi
Want my papers (or, clearance) itr
What is the date of your latest news-
paper (or, letter)? kmj

Will you send me some newspapers?.SHT
Would you like to see our papers (news-
papers)? SL

Writing paper zjt—Your papers are not in order.
Your papers will be examined mkj

Par. At par.

TAR

TAS

TAU

TAV

TAW
TAX
TAY

TAZ

TEA

TBC

TBD

TBE

TBF

TBG-

TBH

TBI

TBJ
TBK
TBL

TBM

TBN

TBG

-AUM

TBP

TBQ

Para. (Coin. )

.

Parade-d-ing.

Paraffin oil.

Paragraph.
Attention is called to page —

,
para-

graph—, of the International Code.DH
N. B.

—

The number of the page to be
shown first and then the paragraph.
(See note as regards this signal on
page 37.)'

w
Paraguay-an. Paraguayan Colors.

Parallel.
Parallel-motion gear.

^Parallel-motion rod out of order.

Paralyze-d-ing-tic-is.

Parapet.

Parbuckle-d-ing.

Parcel-led-ling.
I have a letter (or, parcel) for you (or,
for—) QOG

Parcels and letters qoj—Parcels Post.

Parch-ed-ing.

Parchment.

Pardon-ed-ing.

Paregoric.

Paris.
—Declaration of Paris.
—My first meridian is Paris, east of Green-

wich S° 20' 15"=0h. 9m. Slsec.
Reportme to "NewYorkHerald " Office

at Paris uK

Park.

Parliament.
Act of Parliament (or, Congress)...Die
Both Houses of Parliament ozp
By an Act of Parliament (or. Congress),

DIE
Has Parliament (or, Congress) met?.J0Z
House of Commons jpm
House of Lords. Senate ozr
-Member of Parliament (or. Deputy).
Parliament, Assembly, Congress (or

other legislative body) adjourns (or,

adjourned) on — fei
Parliament, Assembly, Congress (or

other legislativebody) is dissolved.fej
Parliament, Assembly, or. Congress met

(or, meets)—on the — jpb

Parmak. (Measure of length) .^vr

Parole.

Parrel.
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PARSON—PASS.

TBB

TBS

TBU

TBV

TBW

TBX
TBY

TBZ

TCA

TCB

TCD

TOE

Parson itx

Paht-ed-ing. To part.
Better part company jql
Cable parted hqt
Danger of parting kjz
Driving

;
parted from anchor kia

Have you parted from your anchor?.eij
—I have parted—from (or, with) —

.

I shall part company ..jgm
If you do not carry more sail, we shall
part company jqn

In case we part company JGO
Part company jgq

—Parted from.
Parted company with — on the — {or,

on the — , at — ) lo

Parted from anchor ; driving eia
Parted from her anchor eji

Parted in the night from her anchors,
EJK

Permission to part company jge
Should you part, endeavor to beach your '

vessel where people are assembled on
the beach {or as pointed out by com-
pass signal from you) - fzu

Vessel indicated parted fromher anchor,
EKA

Vessel, or. Ship may part company.jGU
We are in danger of parting GL
"When did you part company—from.- R

Part. {Portion. )

Alargepart {portion) QFL
A small part (portion) who
After part drG
Fore part niw
Have condemned a part of my provi-

sions JMO
In the narrow part of the sdz
Part of cargo saved iaw
Part of the crew {indicate number, if

necessary) kdp
—Partly.
The greater part ohp

Partial-ly.
—Partially insured.

Particular-ly-ize.
Every particular mjb
In every particular

' mjn
Nothing particular skd
Very particular-ly ypn
Your zeal has been particularly noticed

by — ZMD

Partly tbw

Partner-ship.
Dissolved partnership lga

—Has taken a partner.
Partnership affairs ---" dpe

Party.
Beach party --— fzr
Charter party ing
Coaling party iwv
Funeral party ntj

—Party interested.
Reconnoitering party —uls

TCF

TOG

TCH
TCI

TCJ

TCK

TCL

TCM
TCN

TCO

TCP

Party—Continued.
Seining party voj
Send muskets (rifles) to party on shore,

SCQ
Water-ing party ywf—"Working party.

Pass-ing. To pass.
A squadron {give nationality) composed

of — ships passed in sight- wpf
Bar is impassable fr
Bar passable i -..fvw

—Can pass.

—Can not pass.
Crew will not pass kcy
Did not pass survey _ XGi

—Did you pass?
Do not pass ahead of me.

Code Flag over r
Do not pass too close to me IVE
Do you think we 'ought to pass a vessel

in this distressed condition? - ne
Gone by. Passed by hpv

—Has not passed.
Have passed ice in latitude — , longi-

tude —, on the — PQ
Have passed steamer with machinery

disabled mt
Have passed steamer with steering gear

disabled mu
Have you passed any vessel {or vessel

indicated)"! woe
How many days since you passed —

{vessels indicated) ? knh
How many torpedo boats passed in

sight? -GTK
How near did you pass to —? sph
I have orders to telegraph your passing,

so
—I passed —• {place or vessel indicated)

.

I shall pass within hail olb
I think I must have passed the buoy

(or, beacon) hml
I will pass ahead of you.

Code Flag over x
I will pass astern of you.

Code Flag over z
Pass ahead of me dvp
Pass astern of me fhq
Pass within hail Olg
Password tdy

—Passable.
—Passed.
Passed a derelict vessel, apparently in

good condition ; hull wellout of water

;

dangerous to navigation kvs
—Passed a good many vessels.

Passed a war vessel disguised; funnel

{or, funnels) — . {Give the color or

design, or the line that it may be an
imitation of) leo

—Passed a wreck.
Passed a wreck (dafe, latitude, and longi-

tude to follow, if necessary) , but could

not render any assistance ;
people still

on board zy
Passedawreck (da^e, latitude, andlongi-

tude to follow, if necessary), but was
unable to ascertain whether any peo-

ple were on board-- - zw
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PASS—PATENT.

TCQ
TOR
TCS

TCU
TOV

TOW

TOX

TOY
TCZ
TDA

TDB
TDC

TDE
TDF

TDG

TDH

TDI

TDJ
TDK
TDL

Pass—Continued.
Passedawreck (dafe, latitude, and longi-

tude to follow, if necessary) ; no one
on board zx

Passed by. Gone by hpv
Passed disabled ship at— lew
Passed disabled steamer at— mx

—Passed during the night.
—Passed, or Saw, some war vessels.

—Passed survey.
Passed the derelict vessel — on the —

,

KVT
Passed the mail — days ago' _ rfu

—Passed the oificial inspection.

—Passed the— (place or vessel indicated).

Passed the port (harbor, or, entrance),
or, We have missed the mark mfv

Passing certificate—of (or, for) ijo
The way is off my ship

;
you may feel

your way past me hl
We have missed the entrance (or, passed
the port, or, harbor) mpv—^When did you pass — "?— (number) torpedo boats (give nation-
ality) passed in sight.- xya

Pass. (Ticket of admission.)
Railway pass uha
Requisition for passes ittg

Passage.
—A pleasant passage.
—A tedious passage.
After a passage — of — --Dqo
Can you give a passage — to? nzs
Do not know the channel (pr, passage),

ILH
Do you know the channel (or, passage)?

ILJ
During the passage (or, voyage) lpu
For passage — to (or, in) _nhi

—I have had a rough passage.
—I (or vessel indicated) have had a (xuick

passage.
I know the passage (or, channel) qcd
Inner entrance (passage, or, channel),

ILN
—Is there a passage?
—Made the passage in — days (number to

follow).—^No passage.
Outer entrance (passage, or, channel),

ILS
Passage is —

.

Screw passage vkg
Spoke several vessels during the passage,

vsu
Take passage — to (or, for) xjv
There is a passage (or, channel)— bear-
ing — ILU

Wait for passage — to (or, for) yta
—What sort of a passage have you had?
What wind leads through the pass9,ge

(or, entrance)? zfd
—Which passage did you take?
Will you give me a passage on shore?—^Wish you a pleasant voyage (or, pass-

Passed. (See Pass.) i ton

TDM

TDN

TDO

TDP

TDQ

TDR

TDS

TDU

TDV

TDW

TDX

TDY
TDZ
TEA

TEB

TEC

TED
TEP

Passenger.
Are your passengers all on board?, .gpu
Are your passengers all well? dyg
Cabin passenger — for — hqe
Can I land my invalid passengers? .qdr
Can you accommodate a passenger (or,

number shouin)t dcp
Clothing for female passengers.
.Women's clothing ivr
Cuddy passenger kfm
Deck passenger kqa
Female passenger mvr
Full of passengers (number may be in-

dicate<^) ^ --_ns(J—Have yoit any passenger — for — (or,

from —) ?

—How many passengers?
I am sinking (or, on fire) ; send all avail-
able boats to save passengers and
crew NO

lean accommodate a passenger (ornum-
ber shown) DCS

I wish to land passenger qeg
Male passenger rjb
No accommodation for passengers. -DCU

—Passenger department.
Passenger list qvk

—Passenger ship.

Passengers, or. Crew sick with infec-
tious complaint pcx

Passengers all on board gqr
Passengers are embarked lws

—Passengers must be landed.
Passengers not all on board dyb—Passengers saved.
Passengers will have to be disembarked,

LEG
Saloon passenger vpq
Send for passenger vpt
Send passenger vqb
Send suitable boats for landing passen-
gers FI

Steerage passenger—for— (or, from—),

WUD
Vessel seriouslydamaged ; wish to trans-

fer passengers HM
—We have no passenger.
What passengers? How many passen-
gers? TDO

When will passengers embark — (or,

for—)? Lwz
—Where will passengers have to be dis-

embarked?
—With passengers.
—Passengers have been ill of yellow

fever (number to follow) mwz

Passport.

Password.
—Have you the password?
Password.is —

.

Patent. Patentee.
Patent anchor ejh
Patent fuel.

Patent fuze nuy
Patent lead.

Patent log.

Patent sounding machine. .rds
Thomson's (Kelvin) patent compass.JlG
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PATENT—PERFORM.
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PERHAPS—PHOSPHOR.
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PHOSPHATE—PILOT.

THL

THM

THN

THO

THP

THQ

THR

THS

THU

THV

THW

THX

THY

THZ

TIA
TIB

TIC

TID

TIE

Phosphate.

Photogeaph-ed-ing-ic-er-y.
Photographic apparatus eri

Physic-AL-LY.

Physician.

Piano.

Piastre. (Coin) auq

Pice, or, Pie. (Coin) aur

PlCK-ED-ING—UP.
Endeavor to pick up boat gsv
I am obliged to slip my cable ;

pick it up
forme hrf

I am picking up a telegraph cable.

Keep out of my way xlq
I have picked up moorings rzg
I have picked up telegraph cable ...wu
I shall stand about to s5e if I can pick
up anything from the wreck zit

Keep as close as you can to pick up my
people PYL

Keep to windward until you are picked
up PZQ

Let your boats keep to windward until

they are picked up- fd
Pick up boat ..__gty

Pick up my pilot. Look out for my
pilot TJH

Pieces of the wreck have been picked

up-
Will you pick up my anchor for me?

EKM
Pickaxe.

Picket (or, Piquet).
Picket boat gtz

pickbt-ed-ing. to picket.

Picric acid.

Pickles.

Picture.

Pie, or, Pudding.

Pie, or. Pice. (Coin) aur

Piece
All to pieces dyo
Dashed to pieces klu
Gone to pieces ocf

—Not a piece to be found.

—Pieces of the wreck have been found.

Alongside the pier (jetty, or, wharf),
EAT

Can I discharge at' pier? lcp

Make fast to the pier - ..-.rig

—^Pierhead.

PlEECE-D-ING.

TIF
TIG

TIH

TIJ

TIK

TIL
TIM

TIN

TIG

TIP

TIQ
TIR

TIS
TIU

TIV
TIW

TIX

TIY

TIZ
TJA

TJB
TJC
TJD
TJE

TJF

TJG

TJH

Pig.
—Have you any pigs?

Pig iron.
Pig of ballast ftu

Pigeon.
Carrier pigeon ICH

Pike.
Boarding pike .. .-GPY

Pike, or, Draa. (Measure of length) .avu

Pilchard.
—Pilchard fishery.

Pile-d-ing.
Pile (or, bank) of — ...PUI

Pill.

PiLLAGB-D-ING.
Wreck is being pillaged zja

Pillar.
—Pillar buoy.

PiLOT-ED-ING. To PILOT.
—Pilot. (A pilot.

)

Am I compelled by law to have a pilot?

JIS

—Are the pilots trustworthy?
—Can you get (or, send) me a pilot? Is

there a jjilot to be had?
—Can you pilot me in?

Certificate of pilotage iht
Channel dangerous without a pilot..ld

—Channel pilot.

Dangerous without a pilot ti

Do not trust too much to your pilot.YCP

Do not try (or, attempt) without a pilot,

PKL
Do you know the pilotage? QBW

—^Do you want a pilot?

—Have you a pilot on board?
Have you seen apilotvessel(or,boat)?.TJ

—I am in want of channel pilot—for—

.

—I can pilot you.
—I can not pilot you.

—I have a pilot.

I have a pilot; steer after me dbu
—I have no pilot.

I want a pilot*. -S, w. Code Flag over e

*8ee Pilot Signals, p. 8.

—I will send you a pilot.

Is it necessary, or. Does the navigation

require me to take a pilot? sey
Is there a pilot to be had? Tiw
Make signal for a pilot WCN

—Pick up my pilot. Look out for my
pilot.

Pilot. (A pilot) TIU

Pilot boat (or, vessel) gua
Pilot boat (sieam) gub

Pilot boat is advancing toward you,
DNl

Pilot boat most likely on — (bearing

indicated) (or, ofE — ) tk

Pilot boat's flag (when spoken o/) ..ndk
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PILOT—PLACE.

TJI
TJK

TJL
TJM
TJN
TJO
TJP

TJQ

TJR
TJS

TJU

TJV
TJW
TJX
TJY
TJZ

TKA

TKB
TKC

TKD
TKE

TKF

TK6
TKH

TKI

Pilot—Continued.
—Pilot has been sent to you.
—Pilot has not come off.

Pilot jack {when spokenof) ndl
—Pilot not necessary.
—Pilot signal flying.

—Pilotage.
—Pilotage is compulsory.
—Pilot can not get off.

Pilots have not come off tjk
River pilot -.-UYK
Run in for pilots (or, pilot vessels), and
look out for their signals eao

—Send me (or vessel indicated) a pilot.

Send pilot—to vqc
Steam pilot boat .-Gub
—The pilot is going to you.
—The pilotage is —

.

Trinity pilot ybh
Want a pilot* s, or, Code Flag over s
"Want a pilot*^ PT
Want you to send me a pilot Tivvr

—What are the pilot fees— for — ?

Where can I get (or, lookfor)apilot?-TL
Will send for a pilot vqt

—Will you take my pilot?

—Will your pilot come on to me?
—You had better take a pilot at once.
—You must take a pilot.

—You will find the pilot in — (direction
indicated)

.

* See Pilot Signals, p. 8.

PiN-NED-NING.
Belaying pin ged
Crank pin kbm
Crank-pin brasses broken kbn
Crank pin broken kbo

PiNOH-ED-ING.
—Pinching pin. Pincers. Pinchers.

Pine.
—Pitch pine.

Pineapple.

Pinion.
Pinion wheel.

Pink.

TKJ Pinnace.
Steam pinnace Guz
Steam pinnace's engine mbz

Pint.
(Measure of capacity) azk

Pintle.TKL

TKM Pipe.
Air pipe-ing dvz
Blow-off pipe burst gny
Blow through pipe gob
Condenser jjipe 1 -..jms
Discharge pipe out of order lcq
Eduction pipe out of order ltn
Feedpipe muy
Peed pipe broken (or, out of order) .muz
Hawse pipe (or, hole) ...opm

TKN

TKO

TKP

TKQ

TKR

TKS

TKU

TKV

TKW

TKX
TKY

TKZ

TLA
TLB

TLC

TLB

TLE

TLF

Pipe—Continued.
Hawse pipe is broken opn
Injection pipe pkv
—Pipe (for tobacco).
Sounding pipe (or, tube) wku
Steam pipe wsm

—Steam pipe burst.
Steam pipe damaged wsn
Steam pipe leaky wso
Suction pipe xcj
Tobacco pipe ten
Waste pipe yttv

Piquet, (^ee Picket) ths

Pirate.
Beat off a pirate gbz

—I (or vessel indicated) was plundered by
a pirate.

—Pirate reported (or, seen) off —

.

Piracy. Piratical.

Pistol.* (Revolver.)
Pistol (revolver) cartridges icx—Want pistol (revolver) cartridges.

Piston.
Crosshead

(ofpiston) ked
High-pressure piston - ouw
High-pressure piston brokeii oux
Intermediate-pressure piston pqu
Low-pressure piston .1 rbs

—Piston broken.
—Piston rod.

Piston-rod bolts br6ken .__ gyb
Piston-rod brasses broken (or, out of

order) hed
Piston rod cracked (or, broken) ...kax
Piston-rod crosshead damaged (or,

broken) kej

Pit.

Ash pit res

Pitch. (Tar.)
Pitch-ed-ing. To pitch. (To smear

vyith pitch.)
Pitch pme tke

Pitch-ed-ing. To pitch. (To toss.)

PiTY-iED-iNG. Piteous.

Pivot.

Place-d-ing. To place.
An alteration has taken place ebx
At place specified --Eiq
At the landing place piy
At the nearest landing place qdo
At — (time indicated), —

( place indi-
cated), bore — , distant — miles-. -ED

Best place ghw
Best watering place is — - . . get
Confirmation, or. Ratification takes

place at — (or, on —) job
Could the— (vessel indicated) have got

to any place of shelter? - ofd
Everyplace, or. Everywhere mjo
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PLACE—PLEASE.

TLG

TLH

TLI
TLJ

TLK
TLM

TLN
TLO

TLP

TLQ
TLR

TLS

TLU
TLV

TLW

TLX

TLY

Pl'ace—Continued.
Funeral takes place at — {place) and

at — {time and date) ntk
Have you cargo for more places than
one {or than place specified) iaq

Have you had any communication with
infected vessel {or, place)? --ic

Her funnels are placed — ntq
How are her funnels placed? nte
How did it take place? --_- -Omk
In place of {instead of) pna
In the first place. First of all nba
—In this place.
Indicate nearest place where I can pro-
cure coal Hc

Is there a convenient watering place?
JTN

—It can not be procured at this place.

Landing place QEN
Lights, or, Fires will be kept at the best
place for landing or coming on shore,

KE
Market place rlq
No alteration has taken place ecs

—Not if I were in your place.

—Place {position).
Place indicated bears — ek
Place indicated is blocked upby ice .gmtj

—Place yourself.

—Proper place.

Bepeat your signal in a better place, it

can not be made out owl
Signal the names of places to which you
wish to bereported by telegraph - .wdf

Taken-ing, Took place—on xjw
The appointment has not taken place,

ETB
Took place in consequence of JQE
Trial tabes place on the — yaw
Want a surgeon {or, doctor) ; send me
one from the nearest place wo

Watering place ywg
—What reliance can be placed in {or, on) ?

—When did it take place?

When will funeral take place? ntl
—When will it take place?

Where is it to take place {or, be done)?
LIV

Where is the best plac« to get—?- - -Gio

Where is the best place to land? gid

Wrong place —.zkc

Plague. The plague.
—Has the plague ceased at— {place indi-

cated) 1

Plagiie flag {when spoken of) ndm
—The plague has broken out at — {place

indicated)

.

Plain ly-ness.

—By no means plain.

Plainclothes I'^u

Plainly distinguishable. I saw it very

plainly .- lha

Plaintiff.

TLZ

TMA

TMB

TMC

TMD

TME

TMF

TMG

TMH

To PLAN.
.ODS

Plan-ned-ning.
A good plan
—Not a good plan.

The best plan will be ghx

TMI

TMJ

TMK

TML

TMN

TMO

TMP

TMQ
TMR

TMS

TMU

TMV

TMW
TMX

Plan. {See also Chart.')

Plane.

Planet.

Plank. {Dimensions to follow, if neces-

J.)
Iwant plank— feet long,— inches wide,
— inches thick.

—Plank-ed-ing. To plank.
Topsides. Topside planking xw

j

Plant-ed-ing.. Planter.
Railway plant uhb

Plaster-ed-ing.
Adhesive plaster. Diachylon plaster,

DJW

PLATE-D-ING. To PLATE.
Armor plate-d-ing, evt
Boilerplate gwh
Boiler plates damaged gwi
Carbon plate hyp
Copper plate Jvq
Earth plate lro
Iron plate-d-ing pta
Nickel plate-ed sia

Plates {crockery) tmi
Steel plate-d wtn
Template .i—xnp
Tinplate xty
Zinc plate zml

Plates. (
Crockery.

)

Platform.

Platinum.

Play-ed-ing.

Plbasant-ly.
A pleasant passage tcz
Wish you a pleasant voyage ,..tdl

Please-d-ing—to {or, of).

As you please fbx
—Can not have the pleasure.

I want assistance ;
please remain by me,

NR
—If you please.

—Much pleased.

Please send ofE Lloyd's surveyor _--QX(^

Please stand by me ; I want assistance,
•NR

—Pleasure.
Bequest the pleasure—of use

—Shall I have the pleasure—to {or, of)?

The admiral {or, senior officer) requests

the pleasure of your company to din-

ner DKX
The pleasure of your company JGS

Was much pleased sbw
—When you please.

Will you give me the pleasure? oap
Will you give me the pleasure of your
company at —1 JGV

—Will you please?

—With much pleasure.

With pleasure. I will accept dca
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PLEDGE—PORK.

TMY

TMZ

TNA
TNB
TNG

TND

TNE

TNF

TNG

TNH

TNI

TNJ

TNK

TNL

TNM
TNO

TNP

TNQ

TNR

TNS

Pledge-d-ing.

Plenipotbntiaky.

Plenty-iful-ly-ness.
^A plentiful supply of.

—Are there plenty of supplies at —

?

Plenty of coal to be got—at — IXG
Plenty of water ywj
There areplenty of flsh tobecaught here,

NOD
There is plenty of room uzw

Pleurisy.

PLOMER block GMW

Plough.

Plug-ged-ging.
Hawse plug opq
Shot plug WAG

Plumb-er.

Plunder-ed-ing.
I (or vessel indicated) was plundered by
a pirate tkq

Plural. In the plural sense.

P. M. In the afternoon. Post meridian,
DRW

Pneumatic.

Pneumonia

Point (of compass).
Alter course one point (or number indi-

cated) to port- JZD
Alter course one point (or number indi-

cated) to starboard jze
Compass signals in points and half
points (seepage46) jhk

This is my best point gia
This is not my best point gib
What is your best point of sailing?-VEX

Point, or, Cape hvq
Near the point Sfj

—Off the point.
—Round-ed-ing the point.
Sheer a little off when you come to the
point vup

Point-ed-ing out. To point out.
Can, or, "Will you point out (or, take me

to) a good anchorage? eks
Send boat to point out rock (reef, or,

shoal) Guo
Will you lead into (or, point out) a good
berth? qhi

Carbon Point hyg

Point Blank

poison-ed-ing-ous.

POLACRE.

Polar-ity-ize-ization.

-GML

TNU

TNV
TNW

TNX

TNY

TNZ

TOA

TOB

TOC

TOD

TOE

TOP

TOG
TOH

TOI

TOJ

TOK

TOL

TOM
TON

Pole, or. North star sjo

Pole.
Bare poles -.-fwq
Pole, or, Standard compass jm
Running under bare poles vcj

Police-man,
—Apprehended (arrested) by the police.
Harbor police yvx
Police authorities fno
Police (or other) authorities have ac-

quitted dht
Police (fir other) authorities have de-

cided against the crew kdg
Police (or other) authorities have

fined — FNP
Police (or other) authorities have inter-

fered FNB
Police (or other) authorities have taken
some of the crew out of the ship.KDH

Police (or other) authorities will not
give any redress. fnq

Police (or other) authorities will not
interfere fnd

—Police station (or, court).
Want police yn
Water, River, or. Harbor police...yvx

Policy.

politic-al-ly-ian.
Is there any political news? shk
Political news shm

Poll-ed-ing.

Pollute-d-ing-ion.

Pond.

Pond. (Measure of weight) baq

Pontoon.

Pony.

Pood, or. Pud. (Measure of weight) .bcf

Pool.
Whirlpool xcY

Poop.
—Pooped-ing.

PooR-NESs. Poverty.

Pope. Papacy. Papal-ist tac

popular-ly-ity-ace.

populate-d-ing-ion

PORE-OUS.

Pork.
—Can you supply me with pork? (Indi-

cate number of caslcs, if necessary.)
Fresh pork jjqz
Salt pork y^r^
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PORPOISE—POSITION.

TOP

TOQ

TOR

TOS

TOU

TOV

TOW

TOX

POEPOISE.

Port. (^Harbor) OMV
Are you going into port {or, harbor) ?

OBK
—At this port.

Belong-ing to this port geu
Captain of the port, or, Harbor Master,

HWS
Come out of port Jcw
Convoy will assemble at port {or place

indicated) juo
Do you call at,any port before destina-

tion? HTE
Do you come from any port putting you
in quarantine? tr

Entrance of the port mfq
For this port nhr
Free port --- npu
Going into port (harbor) OCB
I left— in port, or, — was in port when

I left {ship's name or distinguishing
signal to follow) • Qku

I left port {or place indicated) — days
ago QKV

In, or. Into port Onb
Just out of port PXM
Left port QLG
Missed the mark (or-, port), or. Passed

the harbor {or, entrance) mfv
Nearest port sfm
Neutral port shb

—Off this port.

Out of port {or, harbor) svz
Port admiral dli

Port authorities fne
—Port is neutral.

Port of call HTG
Ports suspected of cholera, etc ipt

Seaport vlc
The nearest port sfm

—This port.

Was the port you left healthy? orb
We left port {or, place indicated) on

the— QLP
We have missed the entrance (or, passed

the port, or, harbor) mfv
—What port?
What vessels did you leave in port (or,

place indicated)"! QLS

Wish to enter port or dock tm
You are ordered not to come into port,

SUY
You may come into port .- Jdt

Your port of destination is closed; your

owners desire you to proceed to— kxj
— was in port when I left QKU

Port. Porthole.
Baggage port I'SR

Eduction port lto
Lower port RCE
Sallyport vfn
Steam port wsp
Upper port yma

Port. {Left-hand side.) {See also Port
Helm.)

, ,

Breakers, Reef, Rock, or. Shoal on port

bow -HPD

Cast to port ieg

TOY
TOZ
TPA

TPB

TPC

TPD

TPE

TPF
TPG

TPH

TPI

TPJ

TPK

TPL

TPM

TPN

Port—Continued.
Convoy to keep on port side of leader

(or, escort) -._ IX
Haul your wind on port tack ln
Heave-toon port tack ose
Keep buoy {or, beacon) on your port
hand gak

Keep on port tack pzf
Keep on the port side of the channel-LV
Leave the buoy {or, beacon) to port.-LZ
List to port Qvo
On port beam gau
On port bow hco
On port quarter tjeq

Port anchor ejl
Port boiler gxj
Port boiler defective gxk
Port bow HCR
Port bow light hcs
Port broadside ...hjq
—Port engine.
—Port screw.
—Port side.

Port tack xiM
—Port-ed-ing. To port.

Port. Port wine.

Port-fire.

Port helm.
Alter course one point {or, — points) to

port--- JZD
Hard-a-port !

(
Urgent. ) Head to go to

starboard -.-MD
Keep more to port- ----PYZ

My helm is hard-a-port ; head is going to

starboard wq
—Not too much to port.

—Port a little. Head to go to starboard.

Port your helm; ship's head to go to

starboard wi
Steer more to port. {To be kept flying

until the course is sufficiently altered),
MJ

You steer too much to port WUH

Porterage.

Porter. Stout.

Porter. {Railway or other porter.)

PoRTiON-ED-iNG. {See also Part. )

A large portion—of QFL
A small portion—of who

Portland cement igq

Portmanteau.

Portugal. Portuguese. Portuguese
Colors.

Position. ...
Any alteration in the position ot the

ariny? ^^^
Any alteration in the position of the

fleet {or, squadron)? ebz

Buoy, or Mark is not in its proper posi-

tion ^^
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POSITION—POTASH.
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POTATO—PRESENT.

TRB

TRC

TRD

TRE

TRP

TRG
TRH

TRI
TRJ
TRK

TRL
TRM

TRN

TRO
TRP

TRQ
TRS
TRCr
TRV

TRW

TRX
TRY

Potato.
Preserved potatoes tum

Poultry. Chickens. Fowls lOP

POUND-ED-ING.

Pound, or, Sovereign. {Coin) aus

Pound, lb. (Measureof weight) ..-bce

POUR-ED-ING.
Calm the sea by pouring oil on it ..htn

Poverty. Poor toi

Powder. {See also Ammunition. )

Blasting powder ...gmp
Bum a blue ligbt, or, Plash a little pow-

der GOQ
Cordite JWl
Gunpowder {iveight in pounds, if nec-

essary) OKS
—I am in want of powder and shot.

I am taking in {or, discharging) pow-
der, or, explosives.

Flag B, or. Code Flag over b.

—I can supply you with powder.
—I can supply you with powder and shot.

Powder {blasting) gmp—^Powder and shell.
—'Powder barrel.

—Powder case.

Powder flag {when spoken of) ndo
Powder hoy {or, lighter) ozu
—Powder is damaged.—^Powder magazine.

Short.of powder vzY
Smokeless powder. __ wia

Power.
Full power nst
Half power, or, Half speed olm
Horsepower oyh
Indicated horsepower -Oyi

My horsepower {or that of vessel indi-

cated) is— OYJ
Nominal horsepower oyk
Power of attorney flp
—Powerful-ly.—^Powerless.

Tug has not sufficient power yds
What is your horsepower {or that of

vessel indicated)"! oyl

Peacticable-y. (See aZso Possible.)

—If practicable

—Is not practicable.

—It is practicable.

Practice-d-ing.
According to the usual practice r>£o

Pratique. {See also Quarantine.)
—Can pratique be obtained at

—

1

Did you get pratique—at—? nys

Get, or. Got pratique—at — nyw
Have you, or, Has— {vessel indicated)

got pratique? ofi

I have {or vessel indicatedha.B) pratique,
TS

TRZ

TSA

TSB

TSC

TSD

TSE

TSF
TSG

TSH

TSI'
TSJ
TSK
TSL

TSM

TSN

TSO
TSP
TSQ
TSR

TSU

TSV

TSW

TSX

TSY

TSZ

Pratique—Continued.
I have {or vessel indicated has) not prat-

ique.

—Ships from — did not get pratique at—
when I left.

Yon have pratique . tw

Pray-ed-ing. Prayer.

Preoaution-ary.
Every precaution mjd
Every precaution has been taken mje
—Use every precaution.

Precipitate-d-ing-ly.

Prefbct-ure.
—Maritime Prefect.

Preper-red-ing. To prefer.
I do not like to run in ; I prefer keeping
the sea vca

I prefer stopping on board gql
—I should prefer.

—Is preferred to.

It would be preferable.

—Preference-able.

Preliminary

Premier.

Premium.
—Have the premiums risen?

—Premiums are lower.
—Premiums have risen.

Prepare-d-ing-TO {or, for).
Be prepared with affidavits dpn
Keep everything prepared pys
—Preparation.
Prepare ambulance for — edz—^Prepare another hawser.
Prepare boat—to {or, for) GUO
Prepare for a hurricane — gd
Prepare for action div
Prepare for coaling (to coal) IXH
Prepare for sailing. Get ready for sea,

NYX
Prepare to be towed clear xys
Prepare to disembark—at— - _ -Leh
Prepare to weigh ZQ
Preparing for sailing nzf

Prescribe-d-ing-ption-ive.

Presence.

Present-ly.
Annul present formation emh
Do not stand too far on your present

course Jzi

For the present. At present nhj
How long may we stand on our present

course? JZK
I do not intend to alter course at present

(or-, until—)--- eci

I will answer presently enc
If the wind continues as at present.zer
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QUANTITY—QUICKSILVER.

UDV

UDW
UDX

UDY

UDZ

UEA
UEB

UEC

UED
UEF
UEG
UEH
UEI
UEJ
UEK
UEL

UEM

UEN

Quantity—of.

A large quantity {or, number)—of —

,

• OGZ
A larger number (or, quantity)—of (or,

than) — QPM
A small {or, smaller) number {or, quan-

tity) of— SLD
A very large number {or, quantity)

—

of SLE
An average number {or, quantity)

—

of— .- POQ
An equal number {or, quantity)—of —

,

Coal can not be got in any quantity

—

at — .---IWM
Indicate the quantity {or, number)

—

of : PIA
Number, or. Quantity is incorrect.-SLG
Only to be got in small quantities.-Ofm
Show the number {or, quantity)—of —

,

PIA
Supply of vyater is small, not exceed-
ing {quantity indicated) a day-.-YWE

The greater-est number {or, quantity)

—

of — OHN
The least number {or, quantity)—of—

,

QKH
Too large a number {or, quantity)

—

of— QFV
—What number {or, quantity) have you?
—What quantity—of?

What quantity of ammunition have
you? BOB

Whatquantity of coal have you left?-HF

What quantity of coal remains in the

collier (coal depot, or, lighter) ?_ _ .ixo

—What quantity of water?
You can get any quantity of firewood,

NAT
Quarantine. In quaeantine.
Am, or. Is in quarantine {mimber of
days to be indicated, if necessary) - -TP

—Are you in quarantine?
—Break-ing, Broke the quarantine laws.

Do you come from any port putting you
in quarantine? - tr

Hoist quarantine flag tv
I have a clean bill of health, but am

liable to quarantine. -Code Flag over q
Out of quarantine swa
Performing quarantine tfx

—Quarantine at— {pla-, indicated) is —
days for vessels from — {place indi-

cated).
Quarantine flag {when spoken of) --Ndq

—Quarantine is taken off.

—Quarantine officer.

—Quarantine station.

—Vessel indicated is in quarantine.

—What are you in quarantine for?

—What quarantine shall I get?

—When I am out of quarantine.

—You will get {or, be put in) quarantine.

QUAEREL-LED-LING-SOME.

QUAEBY.

Quart. {Measure of capacity) azm

QUAETER. {Measure of capacity) azn

UEO

UEP

UEQ
UER

UES

UET

UEV

UEW
UEX

UEY

UEZ

UFA

UFB

UFC

UFD

UFE

UFG

UFH

Quarter. {Measure of weight) bch

Quarter. {Division of time, etc.

)

First quarter nbe
First quarter of the moon nbf
For the quarter nhl
In a quarter of anhour ozm
In what quarter?
Last quarter Q&i
Last quarter of the moon qgh
Lee quarter qme
Next quarter shy

—On port quarter.
—On starboard quarter.

Quarter boat gud
Quarter-deck kqd
Quarter gallery nwg
Quarter speed wmv
Quarter of anhour ...ozM

—Quarterly.
Quarterly account ...dfm

—This quarter.
Weather quarter — yzq

QUARTER-ED-ING. TO QUARTER.
At quarters pie
Can I send my sick to hospital {or, sick

quarters)? oyq
Close quarters ...IVA
Deck quarters kqb
Headquarters OQi

—Quarters.
—Sick quarters.

Winter quarters zgl

Quartermaster.

Quay.

Queen.
Chief of the State, King, Queen, Em-

peror, President, etc., of — has {or,

is) — lOR
King's Bench, or. Queen's Bench ._gfh

Qdell-ed-ing.
Disturbance is quelled lhr

Query. Note op interrogation (?) -Sjz

Question-ed-ing-able.
Authority is {or, will be) questioned,

PMO
QUICK-LY-NESS.
Are you a quick sailer? vdp
As quick as fbe
As quick as possible. fbg
I {or vessel indicated) have had a quick
passage tdc

Make haste ons
Quick-firing ammunition efx
Quick-firing gun okl

—Quicker-est.
Quicksand upg
Quicksilver uph
Very quickly. ypq

Quicksand.

Quicksilver.
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QUIET—BAN.

UFI

UFJ

UFK

UFL
UFM

UFN
UFO
UFP
UFQ

UFR
UFS
UFT

UFV

UFW
UFX

UFY
UFZ

UGA

UGB

UGC

UGD

UGE
UGF

UGH

QUIET-LY-NESS.
All quiet—at (or, in) — (or, on shore)

,

DXT
All quiet with — Dxu

Quinine.

Quintal, or, Centner. (Measure of
weight) bci

Quintal Metric. (Measure ofweight) .bcj

QuiT-TED-TiNG. (See also Leave. )

Bo not quit the ship till the tide has
ebbed ad

—Have, or, Has quitted.
—Quit the (or, your) station.

Quit the vessel as fast as possible ab

Quite.
—Do quite well.
—Not quite.

—Quite as much as.

Quite, or, Totally different Kzo
Quite enough (or, sufficient) mdx
Quite full _.NSY
Quite intelligible pok
Quite possible tqf

—Quite recovered.
—Quite right.

—Quite sure of—

.

Quite useless.- yms
—You are quite safe where you are.

Quittance.

Quorum.

quote-d-ing-ation.
—What are the last quotations?

R. (Letter. ) (For new method of spell-
ing,see page 13.)

Rabbet-ed-ing.

Rabbit.

Race-d-ing. To race.
Boat race - grt—Race course.
•Race is postponed—until —

.

Race. (Tideway.)

UGI

UGJ •

UGK

UGL

UGM

UGN
UGO
UGP .

UGQ

UGR

UGS

UGT

UGV

UGW
UGX

UGY

UGZ
UHA
UHB

UHC
UHD
UHE
UHF

UHG

UHI

UHJ

UHK
UHL
UHM
UHN

UHO
UHP
UHQ
UHR

Rack-ed-ing.

Radiate-d-ing-ion.

Radical-ly.

Radius.
Destructive radius kxu
Radius bars fwl
Radius of action diw
—Radius shaft.

Raft.
—Can you«nake a raft?
—Do what you can in the way of rafts.

Endeavor to send a line by boat (cask,
kite, or, raft) ka

Fire raft (or, ship) ^j .mzw
Lookout will be kept for any rafts (or,

spars) ,.-QZY

Rafter.

Rag. Ragged.

Rage-d-ing.
Cholera is raging at— ips

—The — is raging at —

.

Yellow fever is raging at — mwx

Rail.
By rail hpg
Came, Coming by rail JCH

—Head rail.

—Send by rail.

Railway.
Leave it for me at the railway station,

QLB
Meet me at the railway station rou
Railway carriage ice
—Railway iron.

—Railway pass.
—Railway plant.
Railway porter tpj

—Railway sleeper.

—Railway station.

—To, or. At the railway station.

Rain-ed-ing. To rain.
More rain than wind zev
—Rain.
Rainy weather yzo

Rainbow.
Lunar rainbow rdh

Raise-d-ing. To raise.
Has the blockade been raised (or, taken

off)? GNL
Newly-raised men eph

Raisin.

Ram-med-ming.
—Ram bow.

Ran. (See also Run.
)

Ran against (or, foul of ) DSG
—Ran, or, Run away.
—Ran clear.

—Ran into.

Ran out.
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RANDOM—READY.

UHS

UHT

UHV
UHW

UHX

UHY
UHZ
UIA

UIB

UIC

UID

UIE

UIF

UIG

UIH

UIJ

UIK

UIL
UIM

UIN

UIO

UIP

UIQ

UIR

Random. At random fit

Range-d-ing. To range.
Cooking range, or. Copper jve

^Long range.
Out of range --- okj

—Range finder.

—Range is — yards.
Range of battery fyq
Range your cable hrn
—Rifle range.
Short range.--- ..- l.-WAC
Take care range is clear hym
Vessel is in gunshot okn
—What is the range?
—Within range.
—You are within musket (or, rifle) range.
You are within range of the guns (or,

batteries) go

Rangoon oil.

Rank-ed-ing.
Not of high rank -

Of high rank
-ovc
-OVD

Ransom-ed-ing.

RAPID-LYilTY.
Fire gains rapidly ; take people off - -NG
Leak is gaining rapidly nu
The barometer, has fallen very rapidly,

FXH
Rare-ly-ness.

Rash-ness-ly.

Rat.

Ratchet.

Rate-d-ing. To rate.
Any rate —EPN
Bank rate i'uy

Chief rate-ing iot

Dying at the rate of — a day lqn
My chronometers were rated— days ago

at — (indicate place, if necessary),
IQJ

Present rate tuc

—Rate {of speed).

—Rate of steaming.
The rate of exchange is— mky
Try rate of sailing YCU
What is the set and rate of current (or,

tide)? i^«J

—What rate? {Speed.)

When were your chronometers last

rated? — -
Y^^

Wish to get a rate for my chronometer.

Will you give me a comparison? .. gu

Rather.

Ratipy-ied-ing-ication.
Confirmation, or, Ratification takes

place at {or, at—, on—) -JOB

Rations.

UIS

UIT
UIV

UIW
UIX
UIY

UIZ
UJA

UJB

UJC
UJD
UJE

UJF
UJG
UJH

UJI
UJK

UJL

RajLINE.

Rave-d-ing.

Ravine. {Gully.) - ,ojn

Reach. {Tack.)
—A short reach.
Forereach-ed-ing

.

-NKA

UJM

UJN
UJO

UJP
UJQ
UJR

UJS

UJT
UJV
UJW

UJX
UJY
UJZ

REACH-ED-ING. To REACH.
—Can, or. May reach.
—Can you reach?
Guns will not reach OJX
—I can reach.
—Out of reach.
You are within reach of guns {or, bat-

teries) _
GO

Your orders have not yet reached here,
SVA

React-ed-ing-ion.

Read-ing. To read.
Have you read?
—I have read.

Ready.
-Are you ready—to {or, for)?

—Are you ready for sea?

Be all ready for slipping. Be ready to

slip your cable HQO
—Can be ready^to {or, for).

—Can you be ready by {time indicated, if

necessary) 1

—Can you be ready for sea by {or, in) —

?

Fenders ready mvu
Get ready for sea. Prepare for sailing,

nyx
Get steam up; report when ready --KM
Have a tow line ready xyp
Have all your anchors and cables ready

for use EiG
• Hoist a waft {or, wheft) when ready,

OWE
—I am {or. They are) ready for sea {or,

to sail).

I have the boats ready gtl
I shall not be ready until — yld
In readiness—to {or, for).

Is refitted and ready for sea.

Is, or, Are to be held ready—to {or, for),

owu
Keep steam ready {or, up)— kq

—Must be ready—to {or, for) — by.

Not ready.
Not ready for sea.

Proceed when ready .-txg
Readily-ness.
Ready for action wx
—Ready for sea.

—Ready for use,

—Ready to proceed.
Ready to weigh —ZR

—Report when ready—to {or, for).

—Report when ready for sea.

—Ships indicated are {or, were) ready for

sea.

Steam is not ready ; will be up in— - -wb
Steam is ready wc
Troops are ready to disembark ybo
Troops will be ready—to {or, for)..YBQ

Was getting ready for sea nzf

Water can readily be obtained yws
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READY—RECKON.

UKA

UKB
UKC

UKD

UKE

UKF

UKG

UKH

UKI

UKJ

UKL
UKM
UKN
UKO

UKP

UKQ

UKR

UKS
UKT

UKV

UKW
UKX

UKY

UKZ

Ready— Continued.—^When ready—to (,or, for).

When will dinner be ready? law
—When will you be ready for sea?

—When will you {or, it) be ready for (or,

to)—?
—Will be ready to (or, for).

You will hold yourself in readiness—to

{or, for) OXB
Your despatches are ready kxe

—Your orders are not ready for yovi.

Real-rbis. {Coin) aut

Real-ly-ity.

REALIZE-D-INa-ATION.

Reappoint-ed-ing-mbnt.

-NRX

-DLJ

Rearmost.
From the rear
—In the rear.

Rear admiral..
—Rear column.
—Rear guard.
—Rear ship.

—To the rear.

Reas, or, Reis. {Coin) ..- _aut

Reason-ed-ing. To reason. {See also
Cause. )

Better not ask the reason (cause) --FDN
' Can give no reason nzq
Do you know the reason? _ _ . qbx
Have you reason to suppose? xfe
Know the reason qcf
Reason must be assigned ipo

—Reason-able-y.
The reason (cause) assigned—is ift
The reason (cause) assigned is sufficient,

IFU
What is the reason (caxise)—of—? -IFV

Reassemble-d-ing.
Convoy to disperse and reassemble at
rendezvous {or place indicated) it

Rebel-lious-lion.
—Rebel-led-ling. To rebel.

Rhoall-ing.
Boats' recall. All boats to return to the

ship Code Flag over w
' 'General recall' ' signal _Code Flag overy
Hoist the general recall owh
Recalled.

Recapture-d-inq.

RECEIVE-ING. To RECEIVE.
Acknowledige-d-ing the receipt—of.DGP
Arrange-d-ing to receive {or, for recep-

tion of) EWU
—Did you receive?
Did you {or vessel indicated) receive any
damage? kjf

Expect I have to receive _ mng
Give a receipt oac
Hasthe receiptbeen acknowledged? -dgq

ULA

ULB
ULC

TJLD
ULE

ULP
ULG

ULH

ULI

ULJ

ULK

RECElVE^CoJiimMed.
—Have received.
Have, or, Has received accounts DPC
Have, or, Has received damage {or, in-

jury)—to PLA
Have received the following communi-

cation {or, instructions) from your
agent {or, owner) ia

Have you received any damage {or, in-

jury)—to? PLB
Have you received any orders—from—

?

su
Have you received my letter? qop
Have yqja received my message?..-eqm
Have you received your orders? str
I can not stop to have {or, receive) any
communication ip

I have received information — {place
next indicated) is clear of ice pbo

I have , received information — {place
next indicated) is ice bound pbq

I have received orders STV
I have received orders for you not to
proceed to — {place next indicated)
on account of ice per

I have received orders for you not to
proceed without further instructions,

SP
I have received orders for you to await

instructions from owner at — SQ
I have received orders for you to dis-

charge cargo at — SE
I have received orders for you to pro-
ceed to— TP

I have received your letters qoh
Letters had {or, have) been received
from QOK

Letters received from — qon
No accounts received dfk
None received sjd
Orders have been received sm

—Receipt.
—Received.
Received an answer enj
Receiver ulf
—Receive-d-ing news—of (or, from).
—Send receipt—to {or, for).

Telegram received—from xlv
Wait to receive orders tk
What advice have you received? doj
You are not likely to receive your orders

for some days sux

Receiver. '

—Receiver of wreck.
Submarine signal receivers zns

Recent-ly.
Delayed through the recent gale ksp
No recent observations. I did not get
an observation et

Recent Act {of Parliament) dil

Recess.

Reckon-ed-ing.
Dead reckoning koh
Dead reckoning agrees with observa-
• tions --_ _ dtx
Latitude by dead reckoning—is qht
Longitude by dead reckoning—is ..Qzc—Reckoning (a reckoning).
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REMARK—REPEAT.

UPQ

UPR
UPS
UPT

UPV

UPW
UPX
UPY

UPZ

UQA
UQB

UQC

UQD
UQE
UQF
UQG

UQH

UQI
UQJ

UQK

UQL

UQM

UQN

UQO
UQP
UQR
UQS

UQT

UQV

UQW

Remark-ed-ing-able-y.
Tell my owner ship answers remarka-
bly well ENO

Remedy-ied-ing.
—Can it be remedied?
—Can not be remedied.

Remember-ed-ing.
Do you remember(or, recollect) ?--.xilo

—Does, or, Do not remember.
—It must be remembered.
—Remembrance.

Remind-ed-ing-er.

Remit-ted-ting. To remit.
—Remittance.
Remittance list qvl
Very good remittance- OEM

REMONSTRATE-D-ING-ANCE—WITH.

Remove-d-ing-al.
—Not removed.
—Obstruction removed.
—Remove obstruction.
Removed from Lloyd's register qxh

—To be removed.

Rbmunerate-d-ing-ion-ive.
—No remuneration.

Render-ed-ing.
Could not render assistance - OQ
No assistance can be rendered ; do the

best you can for yourselves ex
Passed a wreck (date latitude, andlongi-

tude to follow), but could not render
any assistance ;

people still on board,
zv

Render all the assistance possible — to,

CY
—Rendered unserviceable.

Rendezvous.
Convoy to disperse, and reassemble at

rendezvous (or at place indicated) .it

Convoy will rendezvous at — on the —

,

JUP
—Convoy will rendezvous in— {latitude

and longitude indicated).

Proceed to rendezvous txd
Rendezvous at — (port indicated or on
bearing indicated) from — (port in-

dicated) distant — miles _-.jb

Rendezvous in latitude and longitude
(indicated) JC

—To rendezvous at.

—To, or. At the rendezvous.
—When shall we be at the rendezvous?

—Where is the (or, Where shall we)
rendezvous?

—Will rendezvous at (or, in).

Renew-ed-ing-al.
Can you renew the action? dir

Rent-ed-ing-al. (To hire.)

UQX

URC

URD

URE

URF
URG

URH

URI

Repair-ed-ing-able.
Boiler can not be repaired ee
Boiler has been repaired gvy
Boiler has not been repaired gvz
Boiler must be repaired gwp
Boiler requires repairs gwl
Cable is repaired.
—Can be repaired.
Can damage be repaired at sea? ba

—Can it be repaired?
Can the damage be repaired by your-

selves? BC
—Can not be repaired.
Canvas to repair sails hve
Damage can be repaired at sea be
Damage, or, Defects can not be repaired
without assistance bg

Damage is repaired kix
Defects can not be repaired at sea (or at
place indicated) bf

Defects may be set right in — hours -BD
Engines broken down ; under temporary

repair mck
Engines disabled; can repair in —
hours MCL

Engines under temporary repair. . .mbk
Execute repairs mlk
How long will you (or vessel indicated)
be repairing damages? bm

I am repairing a telegraph cable. Keep
out of my way xlq

—I am under repair.

I shall repair damage in — ^^-.kjo

—In want of repairs.

Is obliged to undergo repairs smt
Machinery wants repair 1 mbl
Must discharge cargo to repair damage,

KJR
Proceed after repairing machinery.edw
Pumps want repair tJBR

—Repairs necessary.
Repair on board GQT
Repairs of engines can not be done here,

MBU
Repairs of engines may be done in —
hours - - MBV

Stopping only for small adjustment to

machinery -RDY
The damage to machinery is not serious,

and is such as can be repaired by the

vessel's own engineers RL
Twine, needles, and palms for repairing

sails YPN
Under temporary repair yhk
Where will you go to repair damage?

BV

Repay-aid-ing.
—Repayment.

Repeal-ed-ing.

Repeat-ed-ing-etition.
Annul the last hoist ; I will repeat it-VE

Discontinue repeating signals ldg
I am going ,to repeat signal from —

(word indicated) VH
I will repeat the message (or, what you

say) -— - -RQN

I will repeat the signal wck
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•REPEAT—REPORT.

URJ

URK

URL

URM

URN

URO

URP

URQ

URS

Repeat—Continued.
Repeat my signals until further orders,

WCP
Repeat ship's name; your flags were
not made out du

Repeat your signal, or. Repeat your sig-

nal from (hoist indicated) vi
Repeat the last hoist ; it is not under-

stood URK
Repeat the last signal made wcb

—Repeat the message.
Repeat the semaphore signal wcq
Repeat your distinguishing signal ; the

flags were not made out du
Repeating rifle uxd

—The last hoist is not understood ; repeat
it.

"Will you repeat the signal (or, mes-
sage)? WDQ

Will you repeat the signals being made
tome? VN

REPLACa-D-ING.
Light indicated has been replaced --Qsd

Replenish-ed-ing.

Reply-ied-inq—TO. To reply. {See also
Answer. )

Can you await reply {or, answer) ?.emv
Forward reply to my message by tele-

graph to — WT
—I will send a reply.

I will telegraph for your orders if you
will await reply sv

—In reply {or, answer)—to.

No reply. Not answered enh
Replied, or. Answered by telegraph -EMQ
Reply. {An ansuier) emo
Reply by telegraph '..wq
Send a reply {or, answer) _ _ enk
Send reply to my message to signal

station at— VQD
Telegraph reply. Answer by telegraph,

w<3
Wait fo^ a reply {or, answer) xx
What reply {or, answer)? enp
What was the answer {or, reply) ?---TY
Will await reply {or, answer) tz
Will you await reply? UA

Report. {See also Account. )

Alarming report {or, account) dev
Confldential report (or, communication)

,

JPX
Conflicting reports JOM
Contradict the report jst
Daily report Kis
Derelict reported off — {or, in the vi-

cinity of — ) JF
Derelict reported passed on — , lati-

tude — , longitude — ; dangerous to
navigation kvr

Do you wish to be reported? ub
Do you wish your arrival reported?-EYO
Get steam up ; ];eport when ready. . .km

—Have you anything to report?
Have you seen any men-of-war? If so,

report their names {or, nationalities)

,

VNM

URT

URV
URW

URX

URY

URZ

USA

USB

use

USD
USE

USE

Report—Continued.
I can not take you in tow, but will re-

port you at —, and send immediate
assistance--- xyq

—I have reported you to the vessel I spoke

;

she is bound to — {place indicated).

—I will report you at —

.

—It is reported.
Mail reported lost rem
Medical report rok
Meteorological or weather report- --RSF
News, or. Report, or, Information is

confirmed joe
No weather report zg
Nothing to report skg
Pirate reported {or, seen) off — tkr
—Report-ed-ing. To report.
Report by signal wcs
Report by telegraph xlt
Report confirmed joe

—Report expenditure—of.

Report is not correct jxo
—Report me all well.
Report me by post to my owner {or, to
Mr. —) at — uc

—Report me by telegraph to —

.

Report me by telegraph to Lloyd's- -UD
Report me by telegraph to owner (or,

to Mr. —) at — ue
Report me by telegraph to "Shipping
Gazette" 1 up

Report me to— _um
Report me to Lloyd's ug
Report me (or, my communication) to

Lloyd's agent at— uh
Report me to Maritime Association,
New York zna

Reportme toMaritimeExchange, Phila-
delphia ZNB

Reportme to '

'New York Herald " office,

London ui
Reportme to "NewYork Herald '

' office.

New York uj
Report me to '

'NewYork Herald " office,

Paris UK
—Report me to owner on leaving.
Report me to Pacific Shipowners' Asso-

ciation, San Francisco znc
Report me to the Borsenhalle at Ham-
burg UL

—Report my arrival (or, arrival of —).

Report requires confirmation joe
Report the — (vessel indicated) all well

in (latitude and longitude indicated)
on the — (date indicated) UN

Report the m.otibns—of sba
Report when finished {or, complete)

—

with - JKS
Report when ready^to (or, for)---UJX
Report when ready for sea ujy
—Report when ship denoted is siglited.

—Reporter.
Send report of vqe
Signal the name of place to which you
wish to be reported by telegraph-WDF

—Vessel desires to be reported by tele-

graph to owner, Mr. —, at —

.

Vessels that wish to be reported all

well, show your numbers (or,distin-
guishing signals) ---DYT
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REPORT—RESIDENCE.

USG
USH

USI
USJ

USK

USL

USM

USN

uso
USP

USQ

USR
UST
usv
usw
USX

USY

Report—Continued.
Vessels that wish to be reported, shpw
your distinguishing signals ea

Vessels wishing to be reported on leav-
ing, show your numbers {or, distin-

guishing signals) -.. eb
What is the meteorological report for

to-day? ZK
What is the meteorological report for
to-morrow? ZL

Repeesent-ed-ing-ation.
—Representative.

Reprimand-ed-ing. (Censure) igt

Republic-an-ism.
—President of the Republic:

Repudiate-d-ing-ion.

Repulse-d-ing.

REQUEST-ED-INQ—THAT. TO REQUEST. {See
also Ask. )

Admiral, or, Senior oflBcer has requested,
DKR

Admiral, or. Senior officer requests the
pleasure of your company to dinner,

DKX
Agent's request --- dsn
As requested pbh
Captain is requested to come on board,

HWN
Captain's request hwt
Comply with request {or, signal) -. -JLd

—Have, or. Has been requested.

Owner's request syl
Permission urgently requested to enter

harbor pd
—Request (a request).

—Request can be complied with.

Request captain to come here {or toplace

indicated) --- hxf
—Request permission—to.

Request the captain of — {vessel indi-

cated) -HXG
—Request the pleasure of.

—Request you will.

—Request you will not.

—Shall, or. Will request.

—Sorry I am unable to comply with your

request.
The Admiral {or, senior officer) requests

the pleasure of your company to din-

ner- DKX
Vessel, or, Person indicated is not able

to comply --JLG

Reqtjire-d-ing-ment.
Am on shore, likely to break up ; require

immediate assistance .-.ca

Ambulance required to convey patient

to hospital V EDY
Article indicated can be supplied, but

it will require fitting ezf

Boiler requires cleaning gwk
Boiler requires repair gwl
Coal requires much draft iwr
Do not require further assistance. Do
not require {or, want) assistance.-or

usz

UTA

UTB

UTC

UTD

UTE

UTP

UTG

UTH

UTI

,UTJ

UTK

UTL

UTM

ITTN

UTO

Require—Continued.
—Do you require?
Do you require any assistance {or

help)—from? cs
Do you require further assistance?. --CT
Do you requireimmediate assistance? -cu
How long do you require to clean your

engine? qym
I am going to stop ; machinery requires
adjusting RK

I can not get at goods required oew
I require assistance from Lloyd's agent,

cv
I will lend what is required QNA
Is it necessary {or. Does the navigation

require me) to take a pilot? sby
Machinery requires adjusting dkf
More hands are required—at— ome
My engines require cleaning mbq
Report requires confirmation jop
—Require an interpreter.

Require assistance {or, help)—of {or,

from) cz
Require cleaning isx
Require diver to clear screw lid
Require diver to examine bottom- .-Lie

—'Require explanation.
Require hospital treatment oyu
—Require steam—for.

Require water boat {or, tank) guj
Should you require any assistance {or,

help) I EGO
Small adjustment required to machin-
ery DKG

Vessel indicated does not require fur-

ther assistance pgq
What assistance do you require? What
do you want? pgt—^Will you require?

Will you require shoring up? vzp
—You are required.

Requisite-ition.
As requisite! fbi

Caution is requisite. Take care, or. Be
careful—of --FT

—Requisition for passes.

Rescue-d-ing.

Resemble-d-ing-ance.

Reserve-d-ing-ation.
Lieutenant in the Naval Reserve -.QPx
Officer of Naval Reserve seu
—Reserve squadron.
Naval Reserve set

Naval Reserve ensign - meq
Sub-lieutenant in the Naval Reserve,

QPZ
Reservoir.
Air reservoir dwg

Reship-ped-ping.
Cargo has been reshipped Hzw
Cargo must be reshipped lab

Is reshipping her cargo 1at

Reside-d-ing.

Residence.
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RESIDENT—RIDEE.
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RIDGE—ROB.

UXA

UXB
UXC
UXD

UXE
UXP

UXG

UXH

UXI
UXJ
UXK

UXL

UXM

UXN

uxo

RiDGE-D.

RiDicuLOUs-LY-NBSS. (Absurd) dbk

Rifle. '

—Magazine rifle.

—Repeating rifle.
,

Rifle ammunition efy
Rifle, or, Small-arm magazine evf
Rifle range uhx

—Rifled gun.
—Rifleman.
Rounds of rifle ball cartridge icy
Send muskets (rifles) to party on shore,

SQC
Service-rifle cartridge - - icv
Service rifle lzx
You are within musket (or, rifle) range,

UIA
RiG-GED-GINQ. To RIG.

A square-rigged vessel- wpm
Can you rig a-jurymast?-- vw
Fore rigging nix
Full-rigged ship nsu

—How is she rigged?
Jury rigged pxh
Lower rigging RCp
Main rigging bgn
Mizzen rigging Rws
—Rig in.

—Rig out.

—Rigging (the ropes). i

Running rigging -.-VCi

Set up rigging vsp
Square-rigged ship wpm
Standing rigging wql
Topgallant rigging - -Xvr
Topmast rigging xvz
Wire rigging zgp

RIGHT-ED-ING. To BIGHT.

She is righted; she is all safe dyr

RiGHT-LY. (Correct.)

All right Dxv
Buoys have just been examined; they

are all right hmj
Damage can be put right in— hours,

BD

If I am rightly informed pkd
Is she all right? dym
Keep right astern fhn
Quite right ufs

Right meaning ,-;^^^

With some assistance I shall be able to

set things right df

Right. (On the right.)

On the right bank of the river. (The

right-hand bank in descending the

stream) ^^^
Right arm -- .— .-EVL

RiN (coin) Auv

RiNG-iNG. Rung.
Packing ring -SZB

Packing ring of cylinder cover broken,
KAN

Ringbolt -GYC

Thrust-block rings defective gnb

UXP

UXQ

UXR

UXS

UXT

UXV

UXW

UXY

UXZ
UYA
UYB

UYC
UYD
UYE

UYP
UYG
UYH

UYI

UYJ

UYK

UYL

UYM
UYN

UYO

UYP

UYQ

UYR

UYS

Ringleader.

Riot.
^

There has been a serious riot at—-VRW

RiPE-LY-NESS.

RiSE-iNG. Risen. Rose.
Barometer is rising fxj
Have premiums risen? tsp
Premiums have risen tsr
Prices have risen tvs
Rise and fall is about — feet.

Spring tides rise — feet woy
Tide has risen — feet XSJ
Tide is rising --- -Xsl
Tide rises — feet ^^...xsm

What is the rise and fall of the tide?-XH
When moon rises... RZD

RiSK-ED-ING. To BISK.

Beach your vessel at all risks... ki

—Do not risk.

Do not risk an anchorage unless you
have very good ground tackle fx

Do not risk without a pilot fkl
—Do not run any risk.

Great risk- .- ohi
Great risk in sending a boat gsz

—I will run no risk.

—If it can (or, may) be done without risk.

—Is there any risk?

Not safe to risk making the land.-.VDE
•Risk-y.

—There is no risk.

—Without risk.

You run the risk of seizure (or, capture)

,

HXZ
River.
—Can you go up the river?

—Do you go into the river?

Down the river lme
Falls of the — (river) _ mrs
-In the river.

Is the river navigation difaoult?- . .Kzw
-OfE the mouth of the river — (or, — ).

On the left bank of the river fve
On the right bank of the river fvg

Note.—The left or right liand bank in

descending the stream.

—River pilot.

River police.

—Up the river.

Water police yvx

RiVET-ED-ING.
—started ^ rivet.

Road.
Along the road eam

—On the road to —

.

Rule of the road (at sea) vbw
—Which is the road to—

?

Roadstead. (See aZso Anchorage. )

Lying in the roadstead Qpt

Vessel in the roadstead - .ypz

Rob-bed-bing-ber-bery.
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ROCK—ROPE.

UYT

UYV

UYW
UYX

UYZ

UZA

UZB
uzc

UZD
UZE

UZF

UZG
UZH

UZI

UZJ

UZK

RocK-Y. (/See aZso Reef.)
A rocky beach fzm
Apparently shoal water to the— . . .ero

—Are there any rocks?
Breakers, Reef, Rock, or. Shoal ahead

of you hFb
Breakers, Reef, Rock, or. Shoal on your
port bow HFD

Breakers, Reef, Rock, or. Shoal on your
starboard bow hpe

Drove on the rocks loe
Foul ground. Rocky bottom haz
Keep the rocks on — pzl
Near the rooks sfk

—On the rocks.
—Rock under water.
Rocks, Reefs, or. Shoals extend from —

to— UMS
Rocks stretch a long way out- ge
Rocky bottom. Foul ground haz

—Rocky coast.

Send boat to point out reef (rock, or,

shoal) QUO
Very rocky ypr

—Vessel is on the rocks.
You are too near the rocks sfp

Rocket.
—Can you spare some signal rockets?
Explosive rocket. War rocket moz

—Gun-cotton rocket.
—Have you any rockets?
Look out for rocket line (or, line) kf
Rocket (lAfe-saving) apparatus erh
Rocket (Life-saving) apparatus coming,

erj
Rocket brigade hib

—Rocket staff.

Rocket (Life-saving) station wrp
—Rocket to throw a line. L. S. A. rocket.
—Rocket tube.

Signal rocket wdb
Skyrocket wfn

Rod.
Air-pump rod broken dwf
Connecting rod JPK
Connecting-rod bolts broken gxv
Connecting-rod brasses broken (or, out

of order) heb
Cylinder side rod . kip
Eccentric rod bent lsw
Eccentric rod broken lsx
Parallel-motion rod out of order. ..tay
Piston rod tky
Piston-rod bolts broken - gyb
Piston-rod brasses broken hed
Piston rod cracked (or, broken) --.kax
Piston-rod crosshead. damaged (or,

broken) kej
Pump rod .._ ubn
Slide-valve rod wgn
Slide-valve rod broken WGO
Sounding rod ..'_ wkv

Rode. (/See Ride) uwv

RoEDE. (Measure of length) avs

ROLL-ED-ING.
Muster roll (or, book). Roster gzb
—Rolling batten.

UZL

UZM

UZN
UZO

UZP

UZQ
UZR

UZS

UZT

UZV
UZW

uzx

UZY

Roller.
Rollers setting in ut

Roman Catholic iez
A visit from a Roman Catholic priest
would be much valued tvy

Roman cement igr

roof-bd-ing.

Room. (Space.

)

—Barely room to wear.
Enough, or. Sufficient room mdc
—Have I room to wear?
Have room for no more cargo iap
Have you room enough—for (or, to) —

?

MDL
Have you room for more cargo? iar
I have not room to heave-to - osj
I will heave-to directly I have room.osN
—No room—for.—^Not room to swing.
Not room to wear mb
—Not sufficient room.
Room enough mdo
—Room to swing.
Sea room vld
Shall I, in my present berth, have room

for weighing, if the wind shifts?-Gfz
Take room enough mdy

—There is not room to —

.

—There is plenty of room.
You have barely room pwt

Room. (A room.
)

Boiler room gwm
Bread room hem
Engine room mbe
Engine room full of water. mbg
Engine room has — feet of water in it,

mbh
Engine-room telegraph mbj
Gun room. ojt
In the engine room mbp

' Mess room eqh
Near the engine room , mbr
Sail room veh
State room hqj
Store room wxs
Under the engine room mce
Ward room yuh

Rope.
Boat rope gru
Bolt rope gxtj
Breast rope hfq
Buoy rope (of anchor) ehr
Cable-laid rope ' hqr
Can you spare some rope? (Size to

follow) wmb
Coil of rope izo
Coir, or. Grass rope izu
Drag rope lmy
European Vope mhx
Hawser. Large rope opr
Hawser-laid rope opv
Is the cable (or, rope) belayed (fast)?

HRK
Lift rope ^ ..qrm
Man ropes rjx
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ROPE—RUN.

VAB

VAC

VAD

VAE

VAF

VAG

VAH

VAI

VAJ

VAK

VAL
VAM

VAN

VAO

VAP

VAQ

Rope—Continued.
Manila rope rjt
Mast rope rmi
Old rope sqh
Rope, or, Jacob's ladder PUJ
Send a rope on board gqv
Slip rope- wgy—^Tiller rope.
Top rope xvm

—Veer a rope astern.
Wheel ropes --- zcj—^Wire rope.
Yard rope zkq

Rose. Rise. Risen uxs

Rosin. Resin-ous utr

Roster gzb

rot-ted-tinq.
Dry rot loq
—Rotten.

ROTATE-D-ING-ION. ROTARY.
Rotary Engine - mav

ROTTOLO. {Measure of weight) bck

Rouble (Paper) . (Money) auw

Rouble (Silver). {Coin) aux

ROUGH-LY-NESS.
I have had a rough passage tdb—^Very rough.

Roumanian. Roumanian Colors.

round-ed-ing.
Brace round hdn
Brace round your head yards hdo
Come round- JCX
Get her head round as fast as possible,

NYU
Get her head round, or. Get her on the

other tack, or you will be on shore-LF

Going round OCD
Round about --dai

Round-ed-ing the point tno
Rounding the Cape ^.hvs

Wear short round.— yxt

Round. (Shape. )—Round shot.

Rounds of Ammunition—for — efz

Rounds of ammunition for heavy guns,
EGA

Rounds of rifle ball cartridge icy

rout-ed-ing.

Route.
En route lya

Routine.

Rove. Rebve-d-ing umx

Row. (Address. )

VAR

VAS
VAT

VAU

VAW

VAX

VAY
VAZ
VBA

VBC

VBD

Row. (A line or series. )

ROW-ED-ING-BR.
—To row guard.

Rowlock.

Royal-ly-ty-ist.
Pore royal -.-NIY
Fore-royal yard niz
Main royal rgo
Main-royal yard rgp
Mizzen royal rwt
Mizzen-royal yard Rwu
—Royal Exchange,

Royal, or, State Navy List ^--.qvm
Royal Navy, or. State Navy src
—Royal sail.

—Royal salute.—^Royal sheet.

Royal standard. Royal flag wqn
—Royal yacht.
Royal Yacht Squadron WPG
—Royal yard.

VBE

VBF

VBG Rubbish.

RUB-BED-BING.
Rubbed off the copper jvt

Rubber.
India rubber. Gutta-percha oku

VBH

VBI

VBJ

VBK
VBL

VBM
VBN
VBO

VBP

VBQ

VBR

VBS

VBT
VBU
VBW
VBX

VBY

Rudder.
Balanced rudder fta

—Damaged rudder.
Damaged rudder ; can not steer Bl

Jury rudder pxi
—Loss of, or. Lost rudder.
Rudder chain .__ijv

—Rudder chock.
—Rudder coat.

Rudder disabled; will you assist me
into — (port indicated) ? da

—Rudder head.
—Rudder iron.—^Rudder post.

Vessel indicated has lost her rudder.rbe

rude-ly-ness.

Rug.

Rugged,

ruin-ed-ing-ous.

RULE-D-ING. To RULE.
—Rule (regulation).

—Rule of the road (at sea).

Rum.

RuMOE (report). urq

RuN-NiNG. See also Ran.
A running fight Mxs
After running— (miles indicated) .deh
Blockade runner 1 gnf
Chronometer has run down GQ
Current runs — miles an hour kfy
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BUN—SAFE.

VBZ
VGA

VCB

VCD

VCE

VCF
VCG
VCH
VCI
VCJ

VCK

VOL

VCM

VON

vco

VCP

VCQ

Run—Continued.
Current, or, Tide <vill run very strong

[indicate milesper hour, if necessary),
KGB

Do not run any risk UXT
Pore runner nja
Had we not better run in and make the
land? pz

Have, or. Has run (or, put) into —..uct
—I can not run ; I must see it out.
—I do not like to run in ; I prefer keeping

the sea.

I have {or vessel indicated has) tan the
blockade ^-ONM

I have (or vessel indicated has) sunk
(or, run down) a vessel hk

I will run no risk uxz
Let run. Let it run qnw

—Main runner.
Medical comforts running short roi
Medicines have run short koq
My chronometer has rundown gq
Ran UHN
Ran against (or, foul of) dsg
Ran, or, Run away tjho
Ran clear uhp
Ran iijto dhq
Ran out uhe
Run for — . Make for — ___ rih

—Run in (or, into).

Run in for pilots (or, pilot vessels), and
look out for their signals ra.c

Run on board by gqu
—Run on shore.
Run on the beach. Beach the vessel,

PZS
Run out SWG—Run out a warp.

—Runners and tackles.
—Running before the wind.
—Running rigging.
—Running under bare poles.

Shall we run for — (place indicated) ?

WTJA
Tide, or. Current will run very strong

(miles per hour may follow) hgb
—Underrun-ning-ran.
Unsafe to run in until weather moder-

ates YKO
"Want warp run out yq
What does, or^ What will the tide run?

XSP
What harbor shall you run for? ond
When I have run my distance I shall
put her head off until — lgp—You run away from me.

Rung. Ring-ing uxo

Rung. (A Rung.
)

Rupee. (Coin)

RUPTURE-D-ING.

RUSH-ED-ING.

RussiA-N. Russian Colors.
Bank of Russia

-AUY

RUST-ED-ING-Y.

VCR

VCS

VCT

VCU

VCW
vex

VCY

VCZ

VDA
VDB
VDC

VDB

VDF
VDG
VDH
VDI
VDJ

Bye.

S. (Letter.) (For new m,ethod of spell-

ing, see page 13.

)

Saading, or, TouNG. (Measure of length),

AWS
Sabbath. Sunday.

Sack-ed-ing.

Sacrifice-d-ing.

Sad-ly-ness.

Saddle-d-ing. Saddlery.

Safe-er-est. (See also Sate. )

All safe (saved) dxw
Are your friends safe? NEC
Arrived safely exy
Bar, or, Entrance not safe except just at

slack water (or, at — , tim,e indicated),

FVT
Boat is safe grp
Can we anchor with safety? . - ehs
Fears are entertained for the safety of—

,

MUI
For the safety of nhm
Harbor, or, Anchorage is safe with all

winds oz
—I know of no safe harbor.
—Is it safe?

—Is, or. Are not safe.

Is the anchorage (or, my anchorage) safe
with all winds (specify which wind, if
necessary)! _-_pb

It is not safe to go so fast ls
It is not very safe where you are an-
chored EIX

Landing safe, but very disagreeable-LCE
Not safe to go on with the crew at pres-
ent KDE

—Not safe to risk making the land.
Only chance of safety ikg
Safe anchorage eld

—Safely..

Safely moored.
Safety.
Safety valve.
Safety valves out of order.
She is righted; she is safe dye
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SAFE—SAIL.

VDK

VDL

VDM

VDN

VDO

VDP
VDQ
VDR
VDS
VDT

VDU

VDW

VDX
VDY

VDZ

VEA

Safe—Continued.
Shift your berth. Your berth is not

safe KT
—Shorten sail ; it is not safe to go so fast.

The berth you are now in is not safe,

GHE
—Will it be safe?

"Will the soundings be a safe guide?.'WKZ
You are quite safe where you are. -UP

v

You must moor; it is not safe other-
wise RZO

Sag-ged-ging.

Sagene, or, Saschene. {Measure of
length) awt

Sago.

Said. (See Say) ...vij

SAIL-ED-ING. To SAIL.

Amabout to sail- -P, or. Code Flac; over p
—Are you a quick sailer?—^Before sailing.

—Before you sail.

—Bend a new sail.

—Bend sails.

Boat's sails gsb
Book of Sailing Directions {indicate

place, if necessary) gyx
—Can not carry more sail.

Canvas to repair sails hve
Damaged, or. Sprung mast; can not

carry sail bh
—Do not furl sails.

Do you know anything of strange sail?

QBU
Easy sail. Keep imder easy sail...lew
Engines broken down ; obliged to pro-

ceed under sail --- MCl

Fill main topsail ^..myb

Fore and aft sail , niu

Foresail niv

Fore stay-sail , njd
Fore-topgaUant sail njh
Fore-topmast staysail njm
Fore-topsail J^JO

Furl sails {or sails indicated) ntx
Gaff foresail nkg
Gaff mainsail nvf
Gaff-topsail nvg
Get sail on your ship as fast as possible,

NYZ
Great circle sailing oha
Has the mail sailed—for—? QO

Have you a book of Sailing Directions?
RO

Headsail 0'2J

Hoist windsails owk
-How does— {vessel indicated) sail?

-How much sail?

I am about to sail,

Flag P, or, Code Flag over p

-I am going to sail {date may follow).

I am, or. They are ready for sea {or, to

sail) .

UJM
-I mean to carry sail all night.

I sail to-night--- XUR
I shall keep under easy sail ley
I shall not furl sails nty

VEB

VEC
VED

VEP

VEG
VEH
VEI
VEJ

VEK

VEL

VEM
YEN
VBO
VEP
VEQ

VER
VES
VET

Sail—Continued.
-I shall shorten sail.

I will show a light to-night when I make
sail QEZ

If you do not carry more sail we shall

part company --—JQn
In making sail eid
Intend to sail :, poz
Jigger royal yard and sail pvs
Jigger topgallant yard and sail pvt
Jigger topsail yard andsail pvu
Jigger yard ajid sail pvw
Keep main topsail shivering pzj
Keep mizzen topsail shivering pzk
Light sail. Upper sail , Qsv
Loose sails

;

Raj
Lower studding sail RCG
Lower topsail . RCh
Lugsail ROY
Mail has sailed bfh
Mail steamer sails-ed RFN
Mails go in sailing vessels RPP
Mainsail. Main course RGQ
Mainsail split ..-egs
Main staysail RGW
Main topgallant sail RHA
Main topmast staysail rhd
Main topsail RHE
Make more sail—. Set your — ril

Make, or. Set sail eit

Make sail, or. Go ahead and drop a boat
on board dvn

Mizzen topgallant sail ewx
Mizzen topmast staysail RXA
Mizzen topsail exb
—My sails are all blown away {or, split).

—^No use carrying so much sail.

Prepare for sailing. Get ready for sea,

NYX
Royal sail -- vay

—Sail. {A sail.

)

Sailcloth ivo

—Sailmaker.
—Sail room.
—Sailed for —

.

—Sailed from —

.

Sailing collier Jap
—Sailing directions {indicate place, if

necessary).

—Sailing orders.

Sailing vessel vxE
—Sails from.
—Sails shivering.

—Set studding sails.

—Set topgallant sails.

—Set — sails.

Shall I furl sails? — -Ntz

—Shall, or, Will not sail.

—Shall, or, Will sail.

—Shorten sail.

Shorten sail; it is not safe to go so fast,

VDK
Small sail : QSV
Split all my sails wob
Spritsail woz
Sprung, or. Damaged a mast; can not

carry sail - bh
Square sail wpn
Staysail ^SE
Stop the sailing of— . wxi
Storm sail--- wxv

76564—09 24
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SAIL—SAND.

VEU
VEW
VEX

VEY

VEZ

VFA

VFB

VFC
VPD

VFE

VFG

VFH
VFI

VFJ

VFK

VFL

VFM

Sail—Continued.
Storm staysail --WSF
Storm trysail — WXY
Strange sail -. - _:-_-WYT
Strange sail (or vessel indicated) is

bound to — HBT
Strange sail (or vessel indicated) is

from — - WYU
Sti'ange sail (or vessel indicated) is

(or, was) in distress lhm
Studding sail xay
Studding sail bqoin Gzx
Take in light sails xjn
Take in sail vet

, Take in studding sails xjo
Take in topgallant sails xjp
There is a strange sail on — (bearing

indicated) em
This is my best point of sailing gia
This is not my best point of sailing. gib
Topgallant sail _ xvs
Topgallant studding sail xvt
Topmast staysail WSG
Topmast studding sail xwa
Topsail - ----XWB
Trysail

i
....yda

Try rate of sailing ' ycu
Twine, needles, and palms for repairing

sails --- ; --YFN
Unbend sails ygn
Under all sail yhc
Under easy sail ..lez
Upper sail Qsi
Upper topsail xwh
Was to sail immediately pdn

—Was to sail on the —

.

—We, or, Vessel indicated sailed on the—

.

We sail on the— sqr
—What is your best point of sailing?

When did you sail? SG
When do you propose sailing? ZT

—When does he (she, or indicated i^essel)

sail?

—Why do you not sail?

Windsail zrv
—With all sail set.

SaILMAKER .- VBG
—Am in want of sailmakers.
Can I get any sailmakers? nyj

Sailor.
—Sailors' Home.

Saint. St. San-ta.

Sake.
For the sake of nho

Salicine.

Sal-ammoniac.

Salary-ied.

Sale. (See also Sell. )

Advertise cargo and day of sale dob
Cargo not salable iae

—Have you anything for sale?

Put off the sale sov
Sale by auction flt

—Salable.

VFN

VFO

VFP
VFQ

VFR

VFS

VFT
VFU
VFW
VFX
VFY

VFZ

VGA

VGB

VGC

VGD
VGE
VGF
VGH

VGI
VGJ

VGK
VGL
VGM

VGN

VGO
VGP
VGQ
VGR

VGS

VGT
VGU

VGW
VGX

VGY
VGZ
VHA

VHB

Sally port.

Salmon.

Saloon.
—Saloon passenger.

Salt. Saline.
Boiler tubes salted gwq
Can you supply me with salt beef
(number of casks indicated)"! gda

Condenser tubes choked (or, salted),

JMV
Epsom sajts mgd

—Salt beef.

Salt butter hot
—Salt fish.

—Salt meat.
—Salt pork.
—Salt provisions.
—Salted-ing. To salt.

Saltpetre.

Salute-d-inG.
Return salute dvq
Royal salute vaz

—Shall I salute?

Salvage.
Lloyd's Salvage Agreement qwy
—Salvage demanded.
—Salvage officer.

—Salvage steamer.
—Salvage voucher.

Same.
—In the same.
In the same position tpo

—In the same state as before.
—Is not the same.
—It is, or. They are the same.
Not in the same position tpq
On the same day ...knr

—The same as—

.

The same as usual ymz
The same color jbp
The same course jzn
The same description _• kwg
The same kind—as qay

—The same thing.
—The same time. At the same time.
—The same way.
—Will do the same.

Sampan.

Sample-d-in6.
—Samples can be seen.
Send sample—of -VQG

Samson post.

Sanative. Sanitary.

Sakction-ed-ing.
—Can sanction.
—Is, or, Are sanctioned by.

: Sand-y.
A sandy beach .FZN
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SAND-SCHOOL.

VHC
VHD

VHE

VHF

VHG

VHI

VHJ

VHK

VHM
VHN

VHO

VHP
VHQ

Sand—Continued.
Bar has, or. Sands have shifted fvu
Coarse bottom. Coarse sand and stones,

HAX
On a sand bank fvd
Quicksand ufg

* Sand bag fsl
Sand bank fvh

—Sand dredger.
—Sand spit.

Sands, or. Bar shifted fvu
Sandy bottom hbf
Send for sand ...vpw
—Shifting sand.

Sane. Sanity.

Sanitary. Sanative ^- -..vox
—Sanitary inspector.

Sank. Sink-ing. (See Sink. )

Sapeque, Cash, or, Le, ( Coin

)

atc

Sardine.

Sardinia-n.

Sa^chene, or, Sagene.
length)

(Measure of
AWT

VHL 1 Sat. Sitting.

Satisfy-ied-ing.—^A very satisfactory —

.

Credentials are not satisfactory kbz
Credentials are satisfactory— 1 kby
—I am not satisfied".

Lighton— isnot working satisfactorily,

QSH
Papers satisfactory -.tam
Papers unsatisfEictory tan

—Satisfaction.

—Satisfactory-ily.

The appearance is not satisfactory, .esf

The appearance is satisfactory esg

VHR Saturate-d-ing-ion.

VHS
VHT

VHU
VHW
VHX

Saturday.
—Before "Saturday.
Last Saturday
—Next Saturday.
—Saturday morning.
—Saturday night.

VHY Saturn.

VHZ

VIA

VIB

VIC

-QGJ

Sauce. Table sauce.

Sausage.

Savage.

Save-ing.
All on board saved dxr
All safe (saved) dxw
Barely time to save the mail Rey
Can not save the ship ; take people off,

NB
Cargo expected to be saved hzu

VID
VIE

VIP

VIG

VIH

VIJ

VIK
VIM

VIN

VIO
VIP

VIQ

VIR

VIS

VIU
VIW

VIX
VIY
VIZ

VJA

VJB

VJC

VJE
VJF

VJG

Save—Continued.
Cargo saved iaf
Crew saved kcv
I am sinking (or, on fire) ; send all avail-

able boats to save passengers and
crew NO

—It will be a great saving.
—It will be no saving.

Life-saving (rocket) apparatus erh
Life-saving appliances esl
Part of cargo saved iaw
Passengers saved tds

—Saved.
Send life-boat to save crew fj
Shall I save the mail (or, post)? rfv

Savings bank.

Saw. (See aZso See) voa

Saw-ed-ing. Sawn.
Cross-cut saw keb

Say-ing. Said.
I decline to have anything further to do

(or, say) in the matter eqo
I will repeat the message (or, what you

say) RQN
It is impossible to say pfe

—Say nothing.
—What did he say?
Who told (or, said so)? XMZ

Scald-ed-ing.

Scale-d-ing.
—Scaling ladder.

Scant-y-iness.
Supply scanty xew

Scantling.

Scarce-itY-Ness.
Fish very scarce nbr
Scarcely (barely) - -— __fwp
Scarcely any epv

—Scarcely necessary.

—Scarcely perceptible.

Scarcely prudent to land. Not easy
landing on the beach Fzx

Scarcely visible , viw
—There is a great scarcity.

—There is (or, are) scarcely —

.

—Was very scarce.

Scarf, or, Scarph-ed-ing. To scarph

Scarlatina.

Scarlet.
Scarlet fever

.

-MWR

VJD i

Scattter-ed-ing.

Schedule-d-ing.
—Forward a schedule.

Schepel. (Measure of capacity)

.

School.
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SCHOOLMASTER—SEA.

VJH

VJI

VJK

VJL

VJM

VJN

VJO

VJP

VJQ

VJR

VJS

VJT

VJU

VJW

VJX
VJY

VJZ

VKA

VKB

VKC
VKD

VKE

VKF

VKG
VKH

Schoolmaster.

Schooner.
Four-masted schooner. -

—Three-masted schooner.

Sciencb-tific-ally.

Scintillating light.

Scissors.

Scope.
Enough scope mde

—More scope.

Not enough cable. Give more scope,
HRM

—Too much scope.

Scorbutic-ALLY.
Anti-scorbutic EOC

SCORCH-ED-ING.

SCOBN-ED-ING-FTTL-LY.

SCOTCH-MAN.

Scout- ED-iNG.
Scout, or, Lookout vessel (jzx

Scrap.
—Scrap iron.

SCBAPE-D-ING.

SCEAPEB.

SCRATCH-ED-ING.

SOREfeN-ED-ING. To SCREEN.
^Screen. (A screen. )

Screw. (Propeller) vkh
Auxiliary screw fob
Boss of screw hao

—Can you lift your screw?
Connect your screw (or, propeller) .jph
Disconnect lda
Does disconnecting affect your steering?

ldc
Have lost screw, or. Screw disabled-MS—Have you a spare screw?
Hawser fouled screw OPU
How many blades have you to your
screw? GLX

Let your screw (or, wheels) revolve
without disconnecting qob

Lift your screw. _. __ .-.qrn
Lost all propeller blades of screw. -Gly
Lost number of blades (indicated) of
screw propeller glz

Lost screw propeller rax
One blade of propeller broken gma
One screw disabled; can work the
other Mw

Port screw toz
Require diver to clear Screw lid
Screw frame (or, banjo) fug
Screw passage.

—Screw (propeller).

VKI
VKJ

VKL

VKM

VKN

VKO

VKP

VKQ

VKR

VKS

VKT

VKU

VKW

VKX

Screw—Continued.
Screw propeller damaged tyx

—Screw shaft.

—Screw steamer (horsepower to follow, if
necessary).

Screw well. Screw aperture era
Starboard screw ' wqy
Three blades of propeller broken. ..gmb
Twin screw . yfk
Twin-screw steamer i tfl
Two blades of propeller broken gmc

—What weight is your screw?

Screw. (Fi^ fastening).
Clamping screw isa

—Screw-ed-ing. To screw.
Screw bolt -_gyd

Scrub-bed-ing.
Scrubbing brush hkq

scruple-ulous-ly.

Scrutiny-ise-d-ing.
^

scud-ded-ding.
Obliged to scud smx

Scupper.
Lee scuppers qmp

scurrilous-ly.

Scurvy.

scuttle-d-ing. to scuttle.
Leak at the scuttle qjx

Sea.
Apparatus for casting oil on the sea to

quiet it erf
Are you ready for sea? UJH
At sea. .' Fiu
Attempted to put to sea fkj
Calm sea uo
Calm the sea by pouring oil on it ..htn
Can be fished at sea ncg
Can damage be repaired at sea? ba
Can you be ready for sea by (or, in) —

?

UJL
Cargo so badly stowed, I am not sea-
worthy lAG

Considerable sea ...up
Damage can be repaired at sea be
Damage can not be repaiired at sea (or
at place indicated) bf

Deep-sea lead kqs
Defects can not be repaired at sea (or
at place indicated) bf

Enemy is at sea lzb
Get ready for sea. Prepare for sailing,

NYX
Gone to sea OCG
Have you tried the temperature of the

sea? xNF
Head sea oqk
Heavy sea. Much sea _. UQ
I am, or. They are ready for sea (or, to

sail) ujM
I do not like to run in ; I prefer keeping
the sea vca
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SEA—SECT.

VKY
VKZ

VLA

VLB
VLC
VLD
VLE
VLF
VLG
VLH
VLI

VLJ

VLK

VLM

VLN

VLO

VLP

VLQ

Sea—Continued.
Is refitted and ready for sea xjjo
Machinery broken down ; irreparable at

sea EDV
Mnch swell on ur
Not much sea us
Not ready for sea ujr
Proceed to sea ' txe
Put to sea .-; UDC
Put to sea at once

; get an offing mq
Ready for sea ujt
Report when ready for sea u

J

y
Rale,of the road (ai sea) VBW
Sea anchor. Floating anchor eic
Sea boots hag
Sea breeze hgo

—Sea cock.
—Sea going-gone down.
Sea inlet choked ipq

—Sea inlet valve (or, cock) broken {or,

damaged).
Sea mile. (Knot) awo

—Sea of—

.

—Sea port.

—Sea room.
—Sea service.

—Sea sick-ness.

—Seaman.
—Seaward.
—Seaworthjr.
Ships indicated are (or, were) ready for

sea '- UJZ
—Shipped a sea.

Smooth the sea by pouring oil on it.HTN
Stand out to sea wqi
Struck by a heavy sea -_ xac
The temperature of the sea is — .-.xnj
Too much sea.- uv
Very heavy sea vw
Was getting ready for sea nzf
'What is the sea like? ux
When the sea has gone down lmp
When will you be ready for sea?---DKB

Seal. (Animal. )

VLR
VLS
VLT
VLU

-SUC
SEAL-ED-ING. To SEAL.

Open sealed orders

—Sealed orders.

Seam-ed-ing.

Seaman "^lg

Able seaman. A. B cxe
Brigade of seamen. Naval Brigade-HIA

Distressed seaman lhg
—In want of seamen.

Lloyd's Seaman's Almanac Qwz
Merchant seaman bpy

—No seamen to be had.

Ordinary seaman ._.svd

Registrar General of Shipping and Sea-

men UNX
Seamen's and Firemen's Union nar

Seaport vlc

SEARCH-ED-ING. To SEARCH.
—Have been searched.

—Have you been searched?

—Have you searched?

VLW

VLX
VLY

VLZ

VMA

VMB

VMC

VMD
VME

VMF

VMG

VMH
VMI
VMJ
VMK

VML

VMN

VMC

VMF
VMQ

VMR

Search—Continued.
' Keep the search light—on, or, Keep

electric light—on - lvh
Searchlight, or. Electric projector. -Lvi
Use your searchlight ...ymt

Season.
A healthy season OQX
Fishing season .-.^... nbx
Good season for fish nbz
Last season qgk

—Next season.

—Not this season.

Seat-ed-ing.
.

Boiler working on seating owe
Engine seating loose mco
Engines working on seating mcp

Seaweed.

Seaworthy vli
Cargo so badly stowed, I am not sea-

worthy lAG

Second-ed-ino. To second.

Second. (The second.)
I can not make out the second flag-NDo
Second class iSH
Second flag in hoist indistinct ndq

—Second mast.
—Second mate (or, officer)

.

Second week in — zao
Secondary.

Second. (A second of time.

)

For seconds of arc and time, see page
58.

Second of latitude Qhy
Second of longitude Qzh

Secret.
—Secret message.
—Secret order.

Secretly, Secrecy.
The following communication (signal,

or, message) is private (or, secret),

HX
The following signal is in cipher and
secret* IQV

To be kept secret pzy

*The cipher will be continued until ended
by the person signaling making the

hoist IQS = cipher is ended.

Secretary-ship.
Admiral's secretary -DKO
Colonial Secretary JBM
Military secretary rua

—Secretary of Legation.

Secretary of Lloyd's QXA
Secretary of the Navy's, or, Admiralty

flag -- DLS
—Secretary of State—for.

Secretary of the Admiralty dlx
—Secretary to (or, of).

—Secretary's office.

Sect.
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SECTION—SEED.

VMS

VMT
VMU
VMW
VMX
VMY
VMZ

VNA
VNB

VNC

VND

VNE

VNF
VNG

VNH

VNI

VNJ

VNK

VNL

VNM

VNO

Sbction-al.
Midship section . rtk

Secure-ly-ity.
—Are you secured?
—Have, or, has been secured.
—Have you secured?
—I have secured.
—Is it sufficiently secure?
Mast is secured- rmh

—Secure-d-ing. To secure.

—Shall, or, Will secure (or',;be secured).

Sbe-ing. To see.
Admiral, or. Senior officer wishes to see
you (or person indicated) dla

Admiral, or. Senior officer wishes to see
you (or, —) as soon as convenient,

DLB
Call upon, or, See htb

—Can, cyr. Could see.

Can see the mark (or, beacon) rli
—Can, or. Could you see?
Can you see the mark (or, beacon) V.gaf
Cannot see the mark rlj
Clearly seen _itl,

Desire to see (or, speak)—to kwn
—Did not see (or, observe).
—Did you see (or, observe)?
Did you see a brig? hgw

—Did you see a ship on the (or, off the)?
Did you see a vessel in distress? nd

—Did you see anything of — (ship indi-
cated)'!

Did you see her capsize? hvx
—Did you see the signal?
Do you intend to see?-. por—Do you see the land? (direction indi-
cated if necessary)

.

Extinguish all lights. Allow no lights
to be seen dzb

Flags seen, but signals not understood,
wcx

Foresee-n-ing nkb
Glad to see—it (o^', that) oas
Glad to see you (or, person named) .oat
Have (or, has) been seen (or, observed),

SNF
Have not seen the captain hwz
Have seen the captain hxa

—Have you seen?
Have you seen a (or, the) collier? _ _jao
Have you seen a derelict vessel? jg
Have you seen a pilot boat (or, vessel)?

TJ—Have you seen (or, spoken) any men-of-
war? If so, report their names and
nationalities. ,

Have you seen any torpedo boats?. ..xr
Have you seen any vessels since your
departure? _,. ktu

Have you seen (or, heard) of a vessel
wrecked (or, in distress)? zu

Have you seen (or, heard) anything of
my boat? r fb

Have you seen disabled steamer? _ . .mv
Have you seen Lloyd's agent? qwj
Have you seen the captain? hxb
Have you, or. Has —(vessel indicated)

seen the convoy? JUQ
—Have you seen the land?

VNP
VNQ
VNR

VKS

VNT

VNU

VNW

VNX

VNY
VNZ
VGA

VOB

voc

VOD
VOE

VOF

See—Continued.
Have you seen the light? qrv
Hoist your flags where best seen . . .nde
How did the laud bear when last seen?

EH
How far can light be seen?. --_msz
I can not distinguish (or, see) lgz
I can not run; I must see it out vbz

—I have not seen.

—I have not seen the land.
—I have seen.

I saw it very plainly. Plainly distin-
guishable . LHA

—I saw the land bearing — (and time, if
necessary).

I saw war vessel disguised off —_. .len
—I saw— (vessel indicated) on —

.

I see the land. Land in sight (place in-

dicated, if necessary) QDy
I shall stand in for the land as long as I

can see qdz
I wish to see you before yon go on shore,

OCN
—I wish to see you on shore.
In what latitude did you see? qhr
Neither seen nor heard orm
—Nothing in sight.

Passed, or, Saw some war vessels ..tcr
Pirate reported (or, seen) off — tkr
Samples can be seen vgu
Sa,w, Seen voa
Saw boat (indicate place and time if

necessary) ._ gue
Saw derelict in latitude—, longitude—

,

JH
Saw enemy's ship (or, cruiser) off —(or
in latitude and longitude indicated),

KPD
Saw enemy's ship (or, cruiser) to the —

,

KFE
—Saw land.
Saw the enemy's fleet off— ok
Saw the enemy's fleet steering —...Lzs
Saw the fleet (or, squadron) off— , steer-
ing — NET

Saw torpedo boat (or, boats) (number,
if necessary) at — (or, near — ) . - .XT

—See a ship — (indicate direction).
—See smoke in — (direction indicated).
—Seen. Saw.
Seen nothing of your boat gup
Seldom seen von
Should you see (or, hear) orn
—To see you.
Vessel seen (or, indicated) is — vxu
Vessel seen(or, indicated)losther masts,

RBP
Vessel seen is a privateer vxw
We did not see the light QSO
What land did you see? What land do
you take it to be? qeu

—When did you see?
When did you see the land? RX
When first seen nbm
When last seen ._ qgy

—When ought I to see (or, sight) —

?

—Wish to see you.

Seed.
Cotton seed .JXT
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SEEK—SEND.

VOG

VOH

vol

VOJ

VOK
VOL

VOM
VON

VOP

VOQ

VOR

VOS

VOT

VOU

VOW
VOX

VOY

VOZ

VPA

VPB

Seek-ing. Sought.

Seem-ed-ing.
It seems-ed {or, appears-ed) esb

Seer. (Measure of capacity) azq

Seine. {JVet. )

Seining party.

Seize-d-ing-ur^.
—Has been seized. .

Vessel and cargo have been seized-HXU
Will be certainly seized (or, captured),

HXW
Will perhaps be seized hxy
You run the risk of seizure (or, capture)

,

HXZ
Seldom. Not often spy
—Seldom happens.
—Seldom seen.

Select-ed-ing-ion.

Self-acting-.* dim

Selling. To sell. (See also Sold and
Sale.)
An opportunity for selling (or, disposing

of) — SRV
—Can you sell (or, let me have) any —

?

Is the cargo sold? iau

Must be sold wjb
Sell cargo as soon as possible iay

—Sold.
Soldby auction flu
The cargo is not yet sold iba

—Vessel will be sold.

Where would my cargo sell ? IBM

Would my cargo sell here (or at place

indicated)r ibp

Wreck will be sold L.zjb

Selvage.

Semaphore. Semaphore station.

—I am going to semaphore to you.

Repeat the semaphore signal wcq
You may work the semaphore vo

Semidiameter.

Sen. (Coin) auz

Senate (or. House of Lords) ozr

Senator-ial.

Send.
Account sent is correct det

Account sent is not correct deu
An opportunity for sending letters to

Europe (or, to —) QOd
Anything to send — eqn
Better not send gin

Bring-to ; I will send a boat Hix

Can I send my sick to hospital (or, sick

quarters)? ----OYQ

—Can send.
Can send boat gsh

VPC

VPD

VPE
VPP

VPG
VPH

VPI

VPJ

VPK
VPL

VPM

VPN

VPO

VPQ

Send^—Continued.
Can you get (or, send) me a pilot? Is

there a pilot to be had? Tiw
—Can you send ?

Can you send a boat ? - GSi

Can not send a boat ,
ex

Demand has been sent kta
—Do not send.

Do not send boats ashore after dark.GST
Endeavor to send a line by boat (cask,

kite, or, raft) ka
Great risk in sending aboa;t-..4 GSZ

—Have, or, Has sent.

—Have you sent ?

Heave-to; I will send a boat gte
I am aground; send, what immediate

assistance you can .. CE
I am sending you some newspapers_SHR
I am sinking (or, on fire) send all

available boats to save passengers and
crew NO

I have not sent.

I have sent.

I send an order for — sty
I will send a boat---: gtm
I will send a reply ..-URO
I will send you a pilot tjg
Is, or. Are to be sent.

Letters must be sent—to (or, by)--Q0L
Lifeboat sent for QRJ
•May I send ?

May I send a sick person to see your
surgeon? ^ wl

Must I send ?

•No means of sending.
Opportunity to send ----- ..srz

Orders have been sent suj
Pilot has been sent to you tji

Send a boat (or, boats) (number, if nec-

essary). FH
Send aboat within hail GUi
Send a duplicate lpg
Send a line QUT

—Send a message.
Send a responsible person on board. -OZE

Send a responsible person on shore.tgv
Send a rope on board GQV
•Send a steftmer.

Send a — dozen cases—of — ... ide

Send a tug (indicate if more than one)

to me (or to vessel in directionpointed
out) YDP

Sent a water boat GUJ
Sending a water boat ..yvj
Send account dfo
Send all available spars for— to— - -FOK
Send an (or, your) account dpn
Sending, Sent an anchor and cable -EJN

Sendan anchorand cable offimmediately
(indicate if more than one) bjm

Send an answer (or, reply) enk
Send an armed boat guk
Send an escort—to (or, for) mhd
Send an excuse mlh
Send an express with the following in-

telligence POH
Send an oflacer—to (or, for) SPO

-Sending, Sent an officer — to (or, for).

Send ashore—to (or, for)— --- Fcz

-Send back.
Send bag—for— fsm
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SEND—SENIOR.

VPR

VPS

VPT
VPU
VPW
VPX
VPY

VPZ

VQA

VQB
VQC

VQD

VQE
VQF
VQG

Send—Continued.
Send boat—at gul
Send boat—to {or, for) GUN
Send boats fit {or, suitable) for landing
passengers fi

Send boat for telegram gum
Send boat to assist fgn
Send boat to point out reef (rock, or,

shoal) GUO
Send boat to take off the crew gup
Send boat to tow GUQ
Send boat with hawser _. gur
Send by post tqp
Send by rail UGX
-Send carpenters on board

—

{ship indi-

cated) ,--- : i---IBY
Send cot 1- Jxo
Send descriptions kwf
Send dinner—for lav
Send flats to discharge cargo iaz
Send following message by post to own-

ers {or, to Mr. —) at — > wy
Send following message by signal letters
through the telegraph, instead of at
length XB

Send following message by telegraph to
owners {or, to Mr. — ) at —... xa

Send following message through the
post to owners {or, to Mr.— ) at —, by
signal letters, instead of writing it at
length wz

Send following telegram to owners {or,

to Mr. — ) at — XA.

—Send for.

Send for despatches {or, letters) jw
—Send for my letters.

Send for orders sum
—Send for passenger.
—Send prisoner.

—Send for sand.
Send for the towline quv
—Sending for the towline.
—Send for water.
Send immediate assistance ^ db
Send immediately—to {or, for) pdl
Send instructions pnk
Send lifeboat to save crew fj

. Send list of defects krf
Send me a boat from the shore (a shore

boat) QUH
Send me {or vessel indicated) a pilot,

TJQ
Sendmeapolice officer. Want police

_

yn
—Send more.
Send muskets (rifles) to party on shore,

SCQ
—Send my keys {or keys indicated)

.

Send my message through the telegraph
by signal letters xb

Sendmy orders on to

—

{place indicated)

,

SUN
Send on board—to {or, for) gqw
Send on shore—to {or, for) ...fcz

—Send passenger.
—Send pilot—to — {vessel indicated).
Send receipt—to {or, for ) ule
Send reply to my message to signal sta-

tion at —

.

—Send report—of.

—Send returns—of.

Send samples—of.

VQH
VQI
VQJ

VQK
VQL

VQM
VQN

VQO

VQP

VQB
VQS

VQT

VQU
VQW

VQX

VQY

Send—Continued.
Send ship's articles ezj
Send steamer.-- vpn
—Send telegram.
—Send tents on shore.

—Send the —

.

Send the duplicate -Lph
Send the following articles ezh
Send the letter bag on shore {or to ves-

sel indicated) ._ fsn
Send the mate—off ems

—Send the steward.
—Send to — {ship or place indicated)

for —. »
Send to the Admiral's office dlk
Send to the hospital OYV
Send tug {indicate if more than one) to

me {or to vessel in direction pointed
out) YDP

Sending, Sent tug ydq
'Send your address to — djo
Send your demands—to {or, for)--.KTE
Send your despatches -_ kxb
Send your letters QR

—Sender.
—Sending. To send.
Sent .-- VRD
Sent by post.- tqe
Shall I send message by telegraph?-rqs

—Shall I send you a tug?
Surgeon, or, Doctor shall be sent for,

LJW
—Telegraph to my owners to send my let-

ters to me at —

.

Want you to send me a pilot .Tiw
We have sent for lifeboat .fl
We will endeavor to send a line .-.quw
Who sent the orders? - -- suw

—Will be sent.

—Will send.
Will send boat gvi
—Will send for a pilot.

Will send you a pilot tjg
—Will you send?
—Will you send for him {or, it, or, her)?
Will you send me some newspapers?

SHT
Will you send off lighters as fast as pos-

sible? ' RC
—You are to send—to {or, for).

Your letters were sent by the — QOS

Senior-ity.
According to seniority den
Admiral, or. Senior officerhascommands

for you -- DKP
Admiral, or. Senior officer has no com-
mands for you DKQ

Admiral, or. Senior officer has requested,
DKR

Admiral, or. Senior officer intends .dks
Admiral, or. Senior officer is generally
about dkt

Admiral, or. Senior officer is oflE {or at),

DKU
Admiral, or, Senior officer is on board

{or, at—) _• DKV
Admiral, or, Senior officer is on shore,

DKW
Admiral, or. Senior officer wishes. .dky
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SENIOR—SET.

VQZ

VRA

Senior—Contirtued.
Admiral, or, Senior oflScer wishes to
tnOW DKZ

Admiral, or. Senior of&cer wishes to see

you (or person indicated) dla
Admiral, or. Senior officer wishes to see

yon as soon as convenient to yourself,
DLB

Admiral's, or. Senior officer's memo.DLC
Admiral's, or. Senior officer's order.DLE
Haveyounot seen the admiral {or, senior

officer)? DLG
Have you seen the admiral (or, senior

officer)? J-DLH
Mr. —, senior rwh
Senior commander JEO
Senior lieutenant QPY

—Senior officer.

The admiral (or, senior officer) requests

the pleasure of your company to din-

ner - DKX
What is the name of the admiral (or

senior officer)? dlo
Where is the admiral (or, senior officer) ?

SJ

Sennit.

VRC

VRD

VRE

VRF

VRG

VRH
VRI
VRJ

VRK

VRL
VRM
VXIN

VRO
VRP

VRQ

VRS

VRB Sense-ible-y.

Senseless-ly.

Sent. (See Send).

Sentence-d-ing.

Sentry. Sentinal.

Separate-d-ing-ion.
Better separate gio

If we separate we may have a chance of

escape mgy
—Separator.
Was, or. Were separated.

—When did you (or, they) separate?

September.
About September the— czv

—Beginning of September.
—End of September.
—Next Septeihber.

Ser. (Measure of capacity) 1 azf

Ser. (Measure of weight) baq

Serge. Blue serge gop

Sergeant.
—Sergeant-maj or.

Series.

Serious-ly-ness.
Badly, or. Seriously wounded fRL

Boiler burst; no one seriously hurt-aw
Boiler leaking seriously 7- -

;
-,v^^

Damage serious (particulars to follow,

if necessary) -.--:,— -?^^

How many have you seriously (or,

dangerously) ill? ----. kld

I am very seriously damaged bn

VRT

VRU

VRW

VRX

VRY

VRZ

VSA-

VSB

vsc

VSD

VSE

Serious—Continued.
I heard that some of your family were

seriously ill MSi

—Is it serious?
Nothing serpus ._ --Ske

Serious attack fka
Serious disaffection in— lcb

—Seriously ill.

Stem seriously damaged wuk
—There has been a serious riot at—

.

Vessel seriouslydamaged ; wish to trans-

fer passengers.- HM

Sergeant , ---vro
Sergeant-major yrp

Servant.
Officer's servant --SPN

Serve-d^ing.

Servitude.
Penal servitude

-

-TPI

VSF

Seevia-n. Servian Colors.

Service.
Active service riiz

Army Service Corps ewf
Certificate of service ihu
Civil Service IRQ
Divine service lih

Had only — boilers serviceable gxa
Have only one (or number shown) boiler

serviceable gxb
His, or. Her Majesty's Service RHP
It will be of great service (or. use) -OHL
On His (or. Her) Majesty's Service-RHS

People going on service to take their

dinners with them lau
Public service uaw
Sea service yle

—Serviceable. (Useful.)

Session.

Set-ting. To set.

Current sets offshore kfz
Current sets onshore .-KGA
Defects may be set right in — hours.bd

Ebb seta -— -LSM

Engines can be set right in a short time,
MBC

Flood sets NFM
Had the monsoon (or, trade wind) set

in? RYK
Has winter set in at — ? ZGF

How will the ebb set? lso

How will the flood set? nfq
Hurricane not set in at — (date to fol-

low, if necessary) P-A^M

Make more sail. Set your — RIL

Make, or, Set sail mt
Rollers setting in ut

Set sail. Make sail R™
Set studding sails veo

Set the courses Jzu

Set topgallant sails yep

Set — sails yeq

-Set up rigging.

Tide, or. Current sets to the — kge
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SET—SHALL.

VSG

VSH
VSI

VSJ

VSK

VSL

VSM

VSN
vso

VSP

VSQ

VSR"
VST
vsu

vsw

vsx

VSY

vsz
VTA

VTB

VTO

VTD

VTE

VTF

Set—Continued.
What is the set and rate of current (or,

tide)? ,- -KGJ
Will set in.

Winter has regularly set in at — . -ZGK
With all sail set vfa
With- some assistance I shall be able to

set things to rights dp

Set. (A set of.)

—Set of flags.

Settle-d-ing-ment. To settle. {See also

Arrange. )

Affairs appear more settled (look more
peaceful) doz

Amicably settled (or, arranged) ...epg
Have, or, Has been settled.

Have you settled with the Emigration
Office LXK

Is all settled (or, arranged)? exd
Is the appointment settled? esy
Settle everything-- mjp

Settlement. (A colony.)

Settler.

Seven-th-ly.
—Seventeen-th.

Several-lt.
Boiler burst ; several men killed ay
Boiler burst ; several men wounded- - az
Several engagements mah
Several lives lost qeg

—Several missing.
Several ships- vxn
Several (or number indicated) sick on
board gqx

Several vessels becalmed off — gcj
—Several vessels in sight.

—Several years.

—Spoke several vessels during the passage.

Severe-ly-ity.
Crops have suffered severely kdw
Heavy, or. Severe gale -NVZ

—-Not severe.
Severe engagement mai
Severe fracture npk

—Severe loss.

Severe squall not far off; look sharp -PZ
Severely bruised hkj

Sew-ed-ing.
—Has she sewed?

Sewer-age.

Sex.

Sextant.

Shackle.
Shackle bolt --_ gye

—Shackling.
Shorten in cable to the number of
shackles indicated hrp

VTG

VTH

VTI

VTJ

VTK

VTL

Shackle—Comtinued.
Unshackle-d-ing ykv
Unshackle cables. hrz
Veer more cable, or, Veer to number of

shackles specified--- ku

Shade-d-ing-y.
The temperature in the shade is — xnh
What is the temperature in the shade?

xnm

Shaft.
Crank shaft KBP
Crank shait broken (or, defective) -Kbq
Engine shaft mba
Flaw in shaft neh
Intermediate shaft pqv
Main shaft broken .-ME
Main shaft broken in stem tube . - .kgt
—Must have a new shaft.

Propeller shaft broken MR
Radius shaft ugm
Screw shaft - vki
Shaft bearing gbp
—Shaft broken.
Shaft coupling bolts broken gyp
—Shaft trunk.
Spare shaft wmf
Starting shaft wrh
Tail end of main shaft broken lyo
Tail shaft xiz
Thrust shaft xrm
Thrust shaft broken xrn
Tunnel shaft ydw
Tunnel shaft broken - --.ydx

Shake-n-ing. Shook.
Shake the reefs out -UMP

Shaku. (Measure of length.

)

Avru

Shall (or. Will) era
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) bvh
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) be- BVi
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) not bvj
He, She, It (or person- s or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) not be bvk
How shall (or, will) he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated)'} bxr

How shall (or, will) I? BXS
How shall (or, will) we? bxt
How shall (or, will) you? bxu
I shall (on will) CIO
I shall (or, will) be bgh
I shall (or, will) do bnd
I shall (or, will) have brq
I shall (or, will) if I can bks
I shall (or, will) not cip
I shall (or, will) not be BGI
I shall (or, will) not do bne
I shall (or, will) not have brs
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) byp
If he (she, it, or person s or things indi-

cated) shall (or, will) not byq
If I shall (or, will) ---BZN
If I shall (or, will) not bzo
If they shall (or, will) -- CAQ
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SHALL—SHANK.

SB.A.hij—Continued.
If they shall {or, will) not car
If we shall (or, will) cbj
If we shall (or, will) not--.. cbk
If you shall (or, will). cda
If you shall (or, will) not cdb
It shall (or, will) . ciq
Itshall (or, will) be -• bgt
It shall {or, will) be done bnt
It shall {or, will) not be bgu
It shall (or, will) not be done bnu
Nothing shall skf
Shall cm
Shall, or-. Will be _bha
Shall, or. Will do (or, be done) bnw
Shall, or. Will have j brw
Shall, or. Will have done {or, been
done) BNX

Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) ?- -__bwd

Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) be? ewe

Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) do {or, be done)?

BWF
Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons

or things indicated) have? _ bwg
Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons

or things indicated) not? bwh
Shall, or, Will he (she, it, or persons

or things indicated) not be? bwi
Shall, or. Will he (she, it, or persons

or things indicated) not do {or, be
done)?-' bwj

Shall, or, Will he (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) not have?--BWK

Shall, or. Will his (her-s, its)? CIS

Shall, or. Will I (my, mine)? Cit

Shall, or, Will I be? bhc
Shall, or. Will I have brx
Shall I make?- -Riu

Shall, or. Will I not have? bkt-

Shall, or. Will it bwd
Shall, or. Will not ciu

Shall, or. Will not be? bed
Shall, or. Will not do {or, be done)-.BNY
Shall or. Will not have brz
Shall, or. Will not have done {or, been
done) -----BNZ

Shall, or. Will that {or, this)? civ

Shall, or. Will the? ciw
Shall, or, Will there be? bhe
Shall, or. Will these {or, those)? ---Cix

Shall, or. Will they (their-s)? ciy

Shall, or, Will they be? bhf
Shall, or. Will they do it? boa
Shall, or. Will theynot? cxz

Shall, or, Will they not do it? - BOC

Shall, or. Will we (our-s)? ---CJa

Shall or. Will we be? bhg
Shall, or. Will we not? cjb

Shall, or. Will weigh zax
Shall, or, Will you-r-s? CJD

Shall, or. Will you be? bhi

Shall, or. Will you do it? bod
Shall, or. Will you moor? rzf

Shall, or, Will you not? -,. . cje

Shall, or, Will you not be?- _ bhj
Shall, or, Will you not do it? boe
That, or, This shall (or, will) be CLN
That, or. This shall {or, will) not be-CLO

VTM
VTN
VTO
VTP
VTQ

VTR

Shall—Continued.
There shall (or, will) - cmu
There shall {or, will) be CMV
There shall {or, will) not CMW
There shall {or, will) not be CMX
They shall (or, will) cjf
They shall {or, will)' be bhz
They shall {or, will) not -CJG
They shall {or, will) not be bia
We shall {or, will) — cjh
We shall (or, will) be bir
We shall {or, will) have ---..'..^.--Bsu

We shall {or, will) not Cjl

We shall {or, will) not be bis

We shall (or, will) not have bsv
What, or, Which shall (or, will)—I?-CQK
What, or, Which shall {or, will) I {or,

we) do? ,t- CQL
What, or, Which shall {or, will) I {or,

we) have OQM
What, or. Which shall {or, will) you

(or, they) do? CQN
What, or. Which shall (or, will) you

{or, they) have? CQO
When shall (or, will)? cpQ
When shall (or, will) be CRS
When shall {or, will) he (she, it or, per-

sons or things indicated) ? cKt
When shall (or, will) I (or, we)? --CRU
When shall (or, will) I (they, we, or,

you) do? CKV
When shall {or, will) I have? crw
When shall (or, will) it be done? .-CEX
When shall (or, will) they? cry
When shall {or, will) they {or, you)
have? CRZ

When shall {or, will) we have? csa
When shall (or, will) you? csb
When shall {or, will) you be? csd
Where shall (or, will)? ctk
Where shall (or, will) be? ctl
Where shall (or, will) he (she, it, or
persons or things indicated) ? —ctm

Where shall {or, ,will) I {or, we)---CTN
Where shall {or, will) I have? cto
Where shall {or, will) they? ctp
Where shall (or, will) they (or, you)
have? CTQ

Where shall {or, will) we have? cte
Where shall {or, will) you? cts

Where shall (or, will) you be? ctu
Who shall (or, will)? zef
Why shall {or, will)? cvr
Why shall (or, will) not? cvs
You shall (or, will) ojk
You shall (or, will) be bjk
You shall (or, will) have -Btf
You shall (or,, will) not CJL
You shall {or, will) not be bjl
You shall {or, will) not have btg

Shallow-ing-est. {See also Shoal. )

—Is the water shallow?
—Shallow water—is.

—Shallowest water is —

.

—The water is shallow.

Shame-ful-ly.

Shank. Shank of anchor - - ehg
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SHIP.

VXE

Ship—Continued.
Aviso, or, Despatch vessel --- kwy
Barque pxo
Barquentine : pxp
Battleship fyx
Brig HGv
Brigantine .-.hid
Clipper luo
Coast-defense ship ixv
Coasting-trade ship. Coasting ves-

sel -- lYB
Collier . iwz
Corvette jxi
Cruiser key
Dhow KYO
Enemy's ship (or, cruiser) lzk
Felucca mvo
Fire ship (or, raft) mzw
First ship nbg
Fishery steamer wtg
Five-masted ship mxp
Flagship Ncz
Foreign-going ship nkq
Four-masted bark fxq
Four-masted schooner npc
Four-masted ship npd
Frigate - nrt
Full-rigged ship nsu
Government-hired vessel ofu
Government ship _ ofw
Guard ship oiz

Guarda costa ojb
Gunboat gtb
Gun vessel ojv
Hired cruiser kpb
Hired steamer wth
His, or. Her Majesty's ship — -RHQ
Hospital ship oys
Ironclad. Armor-clad ship evs
Ketch QAE
Large ship. (Estimated tonnage to fol-

low) QFP
Light-ship. Light-vessel Qtg
Mail steamer RFk
Man-of-war _ kpl
Merchant ship {or, steamer) rpz

Mortar vessel saq

Passenger ship tdq

Petroleum ship thg
Pirate tkp
Privateer twl
Rear ship ukn

—Sailing ship.

Salvage steamer vgf
Schooner '^Ji

Scout, or. Lookout vessel --Qzx

Screw steamer vkj

Ship of war kpl

Slaver wgb
Sloop ,-WHB
Small ship. Small craft. (Estimated

tonnage to follow) kbc

Square-rigged ship wpm
Steamship. Steamer wte
Steam trawler WTI
Steel-built ship wtl
Storeship wxt
Tank steamer xkl
Telegraph ship xmd
Three-masted schooner vjk

Timber ship xtg

VXF

VXG

VXH

VXI

VXJ

SsiP^^Continued.
Torpedo catcher (or, chaser, or, de-

stroyer) XWE
Torpedo cruiser xws
Torpedo gunboat xwu
—Training ship.

Transport yah
Troopship ybm
Tug YDB
Turretship yes
Twin-screw steamer. ...yfl—^Whaler. Whaleship.
Yacht ZKi
A vessel (or ship indicated) aground
near (or, in) — ch

Abandon the ship as fast as possible -ab
Ask stranger (or ship indicated) if he

will communicate ht
Asks name of ship (or, signal station)

in sight vg
Athwart ship fjh
Board steamer (or, ship) gpv
Bring the ship in as close as possible,

hid
By the next ship.

Cannot save the ship ; take people off,

NB
Cargo must be shipped lag
Chamber of Shipping ikb
Clean ship ist

Could she (ship indicated) have got to

any place of shelter?- ofd
Crew have left the ship kcp
Crew will not leave the ship kcx
Deadworks of a ship kol
Defend ship krm
Did you leave many ships at — ? _ . .QKP
Did you (or ship indicated) receive any
damage? kjf

Did you see a ship in distress? nd
Did you see a ship on the (or, off the) ?

vnh
Did you see anything of —(ship indi-

cated)^ VNI
Do not abandon the ship AC
Do not abandon the ship until the tide

has ebbed ad
Do not have anything to do with stran-

ger (or s/iip indicated) ..WYE
Do you think we ought to pass a ship in

this distressed condition? nb
Does embargo extend to ships under —

flag? Lwc
-Dress ship.

Each ship lqy
Enemy's ship (or, cruiser) lzk
Flagship NCZ
Foreign-going ship nkq
From the guardship oix
Funnel of ship is — ntp
Goods are shipped .... get
Has she (or ship indicated) been long
abandoned? cxn

-Have, or. Has shipped.

Have you had any communication with
infected ship (or, place)?.. ic

Have you met any ship of war? mrn
Have you passed (or, spoken) any ships

(or ship indicated )? woe
Have you seen any ship (or, ships) since

your departure? ktu
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VXK

VXL
VXM

Ship—Continued.
Have you seen (or, heard) anything of
a ship wrecked (or, in distress) I- ..zu

Have you the Navigation Lavrs, or.

Merchant Shipping Act of the country
of vessel signaling?-- dig

Her, or. His Majesty's ship rhq
How are you, or. How is — (person or

ship indicated)1 bxi
How does — (ship indicated) sail?-VDX
How is she rigged? uxh
How is (or, was) stranger (or ship indi-

cated) steering? wty
How many days since you passed —

(ship indicated)^ knh
—How many ships?

I belong to the convoy of— (ships indi-

cated) JUS
I do not intend to abandon the ship-.AP
I have sunk (or, run down) a ship.-HK
I intend to ship— pov
I must abandon the ship AG
I shall abandon my ship unless you will
keep by me -.-AH

I will not abandon you (or ship indi-

cated) or, I will remain by you ai
I (or, They) wish to abandon, bnt have
not the means aj

Indicate the name of ship (or, signal
station) in sight ..VG

Intend to abandon ship to Lloyd's agent,
CXP

Is not ship seen (bearing—) in distress?

NT
Is she(o)' s7wp indicated)abandoned?-AK
Is the— light-ship on her station?-WRO
Is your list of ships correct ? QVi
Is your ship entered at the Custom-
house? -- KGZ

Is — (ship indicated) likely to supply
me? FGK

Keep a good look out, as it is reported
enemy's ships are going about dis-

guised as merchantmen oj
Keep by the ship .-PYn
Merchant Shipping Act dik
Must lighten the ship qsy
Natives do not like ships watering vrith-

i

out payment ywq
j

Neutral ship. Ship is a neutral shc
j—Not yet shipped.

—Of how many ships was the squadron
seen composed?

Passed a good many ships TCO
Passed a war ship disguised; funnel

(or, funnel-s) — . (Here give the color
or design of the line it may be an imi-
tation of) LEO

Passed disabled ship at — - - - lew
Passed, or. Saw some war ships tcr
Police (or other) authorities have taken
some of the crew out of the ship.KDH

Remain by the ship kh
Ilepeat,ship's name

; your flags were not
made out du

Report when ship denoted is sighted,

USD
Reship-ped-ping ' utm
Saw enemy's ship (or, cruiser) ofE — (or,

in —, latitude or longitude indicated)

,

KPD

VXN

VXO

VXP

VXQ

VXR
vxs
VXT

vxu

vxw
VXY
vxz
vya

VYB

Ship—Continued.
Saw enemy's ship (or, cruiser) to the—

,

KFE
See a ship —. (Indicate where) vny
Send a steamer vpn
Send ship's articles ezj

—Several ships.

Several ships in sight vse
' Shall I bring my ship's papers with me ?

HJP
Ship and cargo have been seized...hxu
Ship chandler ikm
Ship disabled ; will you tow me ? (into
port indicated if necessary) my

Ship has no signals wdo
Ship has not made her number slh
Ship having the guard oja

—Ship in sight is.

Ship in sight is an enemy,-— __0L
—Ship indicated — is —.

Ship indicated appears in distress NX
Ship indicated (bearing, if necessary)
appears to be esh

Ship indicated bears gbl
Ship indicated can lend you carpenter's

tools IBZ
Ship, or. Person indicated declines-KQj
Ship indicated does not require further
assistance fgq

Ship indicated has been wrecked - - _zix
Ship (indicated, if necessary)h.SkS got off,

NZE
—Ship indicated has struck on a shoal.
Ship indicated is (or, I am) in want of—

,

YTN
Ship indicated is in quarantine ueh
Ship indicated is not abandoned CXB
Ship indicated is on fire ot

—Ship indicated is out of sight.
—Ship indicated is sinking.
—Ship indicated is (cr, was) standing (or,

steering).

Ship, or, Person indicated is unable to
comply jLG

Ship indicated to examine strange ship
and report mkf

Ship indicated wants boat fk
Ship indicated (or in direction indi-

cated) wants immediate assistance,

NW
Ship is a foreigner nkv
Ship is insured ypx
Ship is on the rocks uza
Ship (or ship indicated) is very crank,

KBT
Ship, or. Vessel may part company-jGU

—Ship seen (or, indicated) is —

.

Ship seen (or, indicated) is a native
craft --- SEG

—Ship seen is a privateer.
Ship will be sold vox

—Ship yard. Ship-building yard,
—Shipment.
—Ship-ped-ing. To ship.
Shipped a sea vlj
Shipped on board , gqy

—Shipping ofBce.
Ship's bottom foul haw
Ship's bottom must be looked at _ . -HBG
Ship's head by compass—is — jik
Ship's husband pay
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SHIP—SHOE.

VYC

VYD

VYE

VYF

VYG

VYH

Ship—Continued.
Ship's log.

Ship's papers {or, articles) ezk
—Ship's side. >

,

Ships from — did not get pratique
when I left tsa

Ships in the roadstead _ _ . ypz
Ships indicated are (or, were) ready for

sea ujz
Ships jnst arrived show your ensigng,

DY
Ships just arrived make your numbers

{or, distinguishing signals) dx
Ships just weighed {or. leaving) make
your numbers (or, distinguishing sig-

nals) DZ
Ships that wish to be reported make
your distinguishing signals -Ea

Ships wishing to be reported all well
make your numbers (or, distinguish-
ing signals) dyt

Ships wishing to be reported on weaving
make your numbers (er, distinguish-
ing signals) eb

Spoke several ships during the passage,
vsu

Spoke the — (ship indicated) woe
Steer directly for the light-ship qth
Strange ship hove in sight ozs
Tell my owner ship answers remarkably
well 1 END

The captain must bring the ship's papers
with him hxj

The channel is obstructed by a ship,

ILT

The light-ship— is not at anchor on her
station, or. Light-ship at — is out of

position QE
-The ship at (or, in).

The ship's bags are sent ashore FSO
The way is off my ship ;

you may feel

your way past me hi,

Waterlogged ship ywu
What is the name of light-ship (or,

lighthouse) in sight? RW
What is your ship's (or vessel indicated)

registered tonnage ? unv
-What ship?
What ship is that {bearing indicated, if

necessary)'! EC
What ship takes the next mail ? . - -RFY
-What ships did you speak ?

When was your ship last coppered ?

jvu
Who is captain of ship signaled? _-HXN
-Will your ship stay ?

You will be stopped by the blockading

ships GNR

VYI Shipper.

Shipping Federation ^v^'

"Shipping Gazette and Lloyd's List,"
QWU

Lloyd's Register of British and Foreign

Shipping Qwv
"Lloyd's Weekly Shipping Index,"

QXD
Report me by telegraph to "Shipping
Gazette" -- ur

VYJ

VYK

VYL

VYM

VYN

VYO

VYP

VYQ

VYR

VYS

VYT

VYU

VYW

VYX
VYZ

VZA

VZB

VZC

Shipping master (or, officer).
Commissioner of N-avigation, Treasury
Department, or, Registrar-General Of
Shipping and Seamen unx

Shipping office ...vyb

Shipwreck. [See also Wreck.)
Have shipwrecked crew on board; will
you let me transfer them to you ?-KDa

Shipwrecked Mariners' Society rlf
—Shipwrecked.

Shipwright.
Skilled shipwright---. wfe
Want shipwright ytz

Ship yard. (See oiso Yard) vxy

Shirt.
Clean shirts (or, linen). isu

—Dirty shirts (clothes, or, linen).

Shiver-bd-ing.
Keep main topsail shivering pzj
Keep mizzen topsail shivering pzk
Sails shivering ven

Shoal (offish).

Shoal. (See also Reef. )

Apparently shoal water to the — ..ero
Breakers, Reef, Rock, or, Shoal ahead

of—you HFB
Breakers, Reef, Rock, or. Shoal on your
port bow hfd

Breakers, Reef, Rock, or. Shoal on your
starboard bow hpe

—Have you shoaled your water ?

I am in danger (or. shoal water) ; direct

me how to steer nl
—I am in shoal water.

Is there a buoy (or, mark) on shoal (or,
_

on —)? hmo"
—On the shoal.

Reef, or. Shoal extends from— to

—

-UMS
—Reef, or. Shoal is steep to the —

.

Reef, or, Shoal stretches a long way
out GE

Send boat to point out shoal guo
Shoal water, or. Danger in — (direction

indicated) --GF
Shoal water, or. Danger to leeward,

KLH
Shoal water, or. Danger to windward,

KLI
Stand nearer the shoal {or, bank, or,

reef) fwa
—The shoal is buoyed.
—To shoal. Shoal-ed-ing.

Vessel indicated has struck on a shoal,

VXQ
Water is shoaling (Depth in feet at

last cast may be shown) ywk
Water shoaling ; I must tack ywm
—You will get into shoal water, or. You

will shoal your water.

Shoe-ing. Shod.
Boot, or, Shoe hab

—Shoemaker. ,
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SHONE—SHORT.

VZD

VZE

VZF

VZG

VZH

VZI
VZJ

VZK

VZL

Shone. Shine-ing vxb

Shoo. {Measure of capacity) . - - azr

Shoot-ing. Shot.
Ash shoot -- FCT

Shop-ping.

Shore. {The shore.)

All my papers are sent from shore. -Tae
All quiet—at {or, in — , or, on shore),

DXT
Along shore ean
Along shore to the eastward of —._eao
Along shjre to the northward ot —-EAP
Along shore to the southward of —-Eaq
Along shore to the westward of

—

..ear
Am on shore, likely to break up; re-

quire immediate assistance ca
Are you going on shore? fox

—^Been on shore.

Boat is on shore. Boats are on shore,
GRO

Bring on shore hiu
Calls attention of shore signal" station

on the bearing (from the person
signaling) pointed out by compass
signal DO

Captain is on shore hwm
Come on shore JOU
Current sets offshore kfz
Current sets onshore kga
Deepest water is nearest the shore-KQV
Disturbance on shore {or, at—) lhs

—Driven on shore near — . Drove on
shore off —

.

Endeavor to get a line ashore by a boat
(cask, kite, or, raft, etc.) ka

For the shore nhp
Fruit is to be obtained on shore nse
Get her head round or you will be on
shore lf

Go on shore- Obx
Have no communication with the shore

{or vessel indicated) hz
—Have you been on shore?
—Have you done with the shore?
Have you had any communication with

the shore?--- jga
Heave-to; head offshore lq
I am a stranger here ; will you let me
go ashore with you? OOH

I am going on shore _ock
I am not going on shore OCM

—I have been on shore.
I have left on shore ,.QKT

—I have not been on shore.
I wish to see you before you go on
shore -. OCN

I wish to see you on shore--- vnu
In shore -___ -PMG
Is the captain coming on shore? hxd
Keep more toward the shore pzc
Keep on port shore {or, side) of chan-
nel LV

N. B.

—

Port side of the ship signaled to.

Keep on starboard shore {or, side) of
channel LW

N. B.

—

Starboard side of the ship sig-

naled to.

VZM

VZN

VZO

VZP

VZQ

VZR

vzs

VZT

VZU

Shore—Continued:
Lee shore- -' qmg'
Let him bring on shore (ashore). -.fcy
Lights, or, Fires will be kept at the
best place for coming on shore ke

Mate is on shore rmq
No fruit is to be obtained on shore-NSP
Offshore iyd

—On shore.
Person indicated is wanted on shore-TGS
Run on shore _ VCE
Scarcely prudent to land. Not easy
landing on the beach fzx

Send a responsible person on shore -TGV
Send me aTDoat from the snore (a shore

boat) guh
Send on shore—to {or, for) fcz
Send rifles to party oh shore SCQ
Send tents on shore ^ vqi
Send the letter bag on shore {or to ship

indicated) . psn
Shore boat aus
Some squabble {or, flght) on shore with
crew — -- Mxu

Suitable boats for landing must be sent
off from the shore Fl

The admiral {or, senior ofiflcer) is on
shore dkw

They are(6oafe)making for the shore-Riv
Weather shore yzr
When did you come off?- jdn
When do you go on shore? odc
Will you be on shore to day? {Specify

hour, if necessary) KOC
Will you {or person indicated) come on
shore to-day? {Specify hour, if neces-

sary) - -JDR
Will you give me a passage {on shore)"!

TDK
Will you go {or, come) on shore?-. -JDS
—Will you go on shore in my boat?
Will you {orperson indicated) meet me
on store to-day? {Specify time) - - kod

ShORE-D-INQ up. To SHORE TIP.

Lose no time in shoring up CP
—Will you require shoring up?

Short-ness.
A short crop of — kdu
A short reach ---'- - -.uiv
—Are you short of—

?

Have been on short allowance for some
time. DZI

Heave short hrd
I am getting short of water and must
endeavor to get some yvg

—I am {or vessel indicated is) short of

provisions.

I shall shorten sail vkb
—In a short time.
Make short tacks eip
Medical comforts running short ROI
Medicines have run short ROQ

' Not able to make such short tacks. -XIL
Not short enough mdt
Only fora short— SQX
Short allowance dzn

—Short circuit.

Short manned; crew weak. {Number
may be indicated) - kdj
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SHORT—SHOULD.

VZW
VZX

VZY

WAB
WAG

WAD

WAE

WAF

WAG
WAH

Short—Continued.
—Short notice, i

—Short of.

Short of complement jkb
•Short of powder.
Short of provisions. Starving nv

—Short of water.
—Short range.
Short time xtp
Short weight. Under weight yia

—Shorten-ed-ing. To shorten.
Shorten in both hawsers - opx
Shorten in cable—to the number of

shackles indicated hep
Shorten in port hawser. (See page 35.

)

Shorten in starboard hawser. (See
page 35.

)

Note.—For signals between ships towing
and being towed see page 35. ,

Shorten sail- vet
Shorten sail. It is not safe to go so fast,

' VDK
—Shorter-est.

Shortly after dkt
Too short -XVF
Wear short rounds yxt

Shot.
By a shot hpa
Case shot ida
Gunshot oju
I am in want of powder and shot _-TRP
I can supply you with powder and shot,

trh
Musketshot scp
Round shot vam
Shot and shell-- -.vwr
—Shot plug.
—Shotted.

SHoaLD, or, Would -- -Cjo

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should ( or, would) bvl
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) be bvm
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) do (or, be
done) BVN

He, She, It (w persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) have .-Bvo

He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) not bvp
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) not be.BVQ
He, She, It (m- persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) not do (or,

be done) bvr
He, She, It (or persons or things indi-

cated)ahoul6.(or, would)not have.BVs
How should (or, would)? BXV
I should (or, would) . CJM
I should (or, would) be bgj
Ishould (or, would) do -BNF

I should (or, would) have brt

I should (Or, would) have been bgk
Ishould (or, would) not cjn

I should (or, would) not be bgl
I should (or, would) not do — -BNG
I should (or, would) not have bru
I sfaould(o»', would)not have been-.BGM

Should—Continued.
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) byr
If he (she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated) should (or, would) not bys
If I should (or, would) bzp
If I should (or, would) not bzq
If I were you I should not do it LiQ
If they should (or, would) Oas
If they should (or, would) not cat
If we should (or, would) cbl
If we should (or, would) not cbm
If you should (or, would) ci^E

If you should (or, would) not Cdp
It, etc. (See He, She; It.)

It is important that it should be so.pew
Should, or. Would CJO
Should, or. Would be _bhk
Should, or, Would do (or, be done) -BOP
Should, or. Would have bsa
Should, or. Would have been bhl
Should, or. Would have done (or, been
done) : BOG

Should, or, Would have had bso
Should, or, Wotild he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) 1 bwm

Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-
son-s or things indicated) be?._-BWN

Should, or, Would he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) do (or, be
done)? Bwo

Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-
sonsw things indicated) have?.BWP

Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) have been?

BWQ
Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) not?, .bwr

Should, or, Would he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) not be?-Bws

Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated}) not do (or,

be done)? bwt
Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-
sons or things indicated) not have?

BWU
Should, or. Would he (she, it, or per-
sons or thing s indicated) not have
been? bwv

Should, or. Would his (her-s, its) ?.cjp
Should, or, Would I (my, mine)? .-dJQ
Should, or. Would not cjr
Should, or. Would not be -BHM
Should, or. Would not do (or, be done),

BOH
Should, or. Would not have BSD
Should, or. Would not have been.-BHN
Should, or. Would not have done (or,

been done) boi
Should, or. Would not have had .--BSE
Should, or, Would that (or, this)? -Cjs

Should, or. Would the? cjt
Should, or. Would there be? bho
Should, or. Would these (or, those) ?-CJU

Should, or, Would they (their-8)?.-CJV

Should, or. Would we (our-s)? cjw
Should, or. Would you-r-s? cjx
That, or, This should (or, would) be,

, CLP
That, or, This should (or, would) not
be clq

76564—09 25
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SHOULD—SICK.

WAI

WAJ

WAK
WAL

Should—Continued.
There should (or, would) -..cmy
There should (or, would) be cmz
There should (or, would) have been.CNA
There should (or, would) not cnb
There should (or, would) not be cnd
There should (or, would) not have been,

ONE
They should (or, would) cjy
They should (or, would) be bic
They should (or, would) have bsl
They should (or, would) not cjz
They should (or, would) not be bid
They should (or, would) not have -BSM
We should (or, would) Cka
We should (or, would) be bit
We should (or, would) have bsw
We should (or, would^ not ckb
We should (or, would) not be biu
We should (or, would) not have bsx
What, or.Whichshould (or, would) ?.cqp
What, or. Which should (or, would) I

(or, we) do? cqr
What, or. Which should (or, would)
you (or, they) do? CQS

When should (or, would) ? _ _ _ cse
Where should (or, would) ? CTV
Where should (or, would) the —? -Ctw
Where should (or, would) they (their-s) ?

CTX
Who should (or, would)? cuv
Why should (or, would)? cvt
Why should (or, would) not? cvu
You should (or, would) .--CKD
You should (or, would) be --BJM
You should (or, would) have bth
You should (or, would) not cke
You should (or, would) not be bjn
You should (or, would) not have-..BTi

Shoulder.

SHOVE-D-ING—OFF.

Shovel.

Show-ing. To show.
Annul the hoist shown by Numeral

Signal EMI
Beach the vessel where flag is waved

(or, light is shown) fzt
Boats should endeavor to land where

flag is waved (or, light is shown) .jz
Do not show a light on any account-QV
Do not show a light on my account.QRT
Do not show your ensign mei
He has shown his colors .. jbt
I do not wish to show a light qkx
I will show a light. I will carry a light,

QKY
I will show a light to-night when I alter
course qw

I will show a light to-night when I
make sail ..t qrz

I will show a light to-night when I tack,

QX
Shall you show a light? QSK
She (or vessel indicated) has not shown
her ensign met

She (or vessel indicated) has shown her
ensign , meu

WAM

WAN
WAO
WAP

WAQ
WAE
WAS
WAT
WAU
WAV
WAX
WAY

WAZ

Show—Continued.
Show the number (or, quantity)—of —

,

PIA
Show your ensign. Hoist your colors,

DW
Show your Code Signal IZG
Show your number (or, distinguishing

signal) Dv
Show your soundings -..vs

—Shown, Showed.
Temporary light shown at — (place in-

dicated) XNS
Vessel has not shown her number..slh
Vessel in sight has shown— colors, .jbt
Vessel indicated is showing a light.qsn
Vessels just arrived, show your en-

signs DY
Vessels just arrived, show your numbers

(or, distinguishing signals) dx
Vessels just weighed (or, leaving), show
your munbers (or, distinguishing
signals) dz

Vessels thsft wish to be reported all well,
show your numbers (or, distinguish-
ing signals) dyt

Vessels wishing to be reported on leav-
ing, show your numbers (or, dis-

tinguishing signals) eb
Vessels wishing to be reported show
your distinguishing signals ea

What colors has he (or, she) shown
(hoisted)? jbu

When I alter course to-night I will show
alight QW

When I tack to-night I will show a
light QX

When you altercourse (or, tack)to-night
show alight' jzs

Will you show me your Greenwich (or,

first meridian) mean time ? * xn

* See note to Greenwich mean time
(page 258.)

Shower-y.

Shrink-ing. Shrank. Shrunk.

Shroud.
Futtock shroud nUp

Shunt-ed-ing.

Shut-ting. To shut.
—Shut in,

—Shut-off valve.
—Shut out.

SiAM. SLA.MESE. Siamese Colors.

SiCILY-IAN.

Sick. (See also III. )

Any sick onboard ? epo
Any sickness at — ? UY

—Are there any sick nurses to be got ?

Can I land my sick? uz
Can I send my sick to hospital (or, sick

quarters)? oyq
Captain is sick hwo
Crew sick kcw
Disease, or, Sickness is contagious . -VB
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SICK—SIGNAL.

WBA
WBC

WBD
WBE

WBF
WBG
WBH
WBI

WBJ

WBK
WBL

WBM

WBN'

WBO

WBP
WBQ
WBR
WBS
WBT

Sick—Continued.
Disease, or. Sickness is not contagions,

vc
For the sick. i_.. ..nhq—Have you had any sickness on board ?—How many sick ?

I should wish to know the nature of the
sickness, if any, before I send my boat
{or, communicate) re

Is the disease {or, sickness) contagious?
VA—Is the sickness on the increase ?—Many sick.

May I send a sick person to see your
doctor? WL

Passengers, or, Crew sick with infectious
complaint pcx

Sea-sick-ness vlp
Several {or number indicated) sick on
board '.-.gqx

Sick berth ghd
—Sick list.

—Sick nurse.
Sick quarters tjex

—Sickly.
—Sickness.

Sickness is contagious vb
Sickness is not contagious vc
The prevailing sickness is — tve

—Very sickly.

What is the sickness? vd
When did sickness break out ? hez
—You had better get a sick nurse.

Side.
Both sides haq
By the side of hpm
Convoy to keep on port side of leader

{or, escort) ix
Convoy to keep on starboard side of

leader {or, escort) lY
Cylinder side rod kip
Keep on theportsideof the channel-LV
Keeponthestarboard side ofchannel -lw
Keep on the — {compass signal) side of

the channel ilq

Lee side Qmh
On both sides har
Port side tpa
Ship's side vyd
Side lever engine maw

—Sidelight (lantern, or, lamp).
Starboard side wqz
The other side svo

—This side.

Weather side yzs

—Which side?

Wrong side ---Zkd

Sideways.

Siding.

Siege.

Siemens-Martin steel.

Sight-ed-ing. To SIGHT. {See also Ob-

serve. ) ,

A squadron {give nationality) composed
of— ships passed in sight wpf

Anything in sight? kqk

WBU
WBV

WBX

WBY

WBZ
WCA

WCB

WCD

WCE

WCF

WCG
WCH

Sight—Continued.
Asks name of signal station {or, ship)

in sight -_-VG
Bills at sight qkh

—Can you keep sight—of ?

—Can not keep sight—of.

Do not lose sight of it. bam
Enemy is in sight oe
Foresight -NKC

—Have you sighted?
How many torpedo boats passed in

sight? ._^.GTK
I have just lost sight of the land {or,

light) QDV
I have not sighted land vnq

—I shall keep sight of —

.

I sighted land about —. I sighted land
bearing — {time, if necessary) VNS

—In sight. In sight of —

.

—Is land in sight?
Just lost sight of the land {or, light) -QDV
Keep me in sight during the night.

{Beariny to follow, if necessary) -FYy
-^Keep within sight—of.

Land in sight. I see the land qdw
Lose-ing, Lost sight of— {vessel or object

indicated) raq
Lost sight of wreck ray
Nothing in sight vnw
Out of sight—of SWB
Reportwhen shipdenoted is sighted.uSD
Several vessels in sight vsR

—Shall you sight —

?

Ship in sight is — vxo
Ship in sight is an enemy. -OL
Ship indicated is out of sight vxr
Sight your anchor. Make sure your
anchor is clear ejr

Strange vessel hove in sight ozs
Vessel in sight—is vxo
Vessel in sight- is an enemy - ol
What is the name of lighthouse {or,

light-ship, or, point) in sight? Rw
What is the name of ship {or, signal

station) insight? vg
When did you sight land? RX
When ought I to see {or, sight)?. ..vod
— {number) torpedo boats {give nation-

ality) passed in sight xya

SiGN-ING. To SIGN.

Are your bills of lading complete
(signed)? ..gkq

Bills of lading not signed gkr
I will not signthe bills oflading unless—

,

Gkw
—Not signed.
Signed articles ezl

—Signed.

Signal.
Acknowledge, or. Answer my signal {or,

message) dgo
Alphabetical signal No. 1,

Code Flag over b*
Alphabetical signal No. 2,

Code Flag over p*

Alphabetical signal No. 3,

Code Flag over g*

*For manner of using these signals see

page 13.
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SIGNAL.

WCI

WCJ

Signal—Continued.
Annul the hoist shown by numeral sig-

nal ;_ .EMI
Annul the last hoist ; I will repeat it.ve
Annul the last signal. The last signal

is annulled emj
Annul the whole signal vf
Asks name of ship (or, signal station)

in sight VG
Attend to signals dg
Calls attention of shore signal station on
the bearing pointed out by compass
signal (from the person signaling) -DO

Calls attention of vessel whose distin-
guishing signal will immediately be
shown .- DR

Can you furnish (or, lend me) a Code
of Signals? ize

Can you make out her flag (or, signal)?
NOW

Can you spare some rocket signals?-UZO
Can not distinguish your signal flags;
come nearer (or, make distant signals),

VM
Can not make out the flags (or, signals),

NCX
Communicate by distant signals -..log
Compass signal in degrees jhi
Compass signals in points or half points,

JHK
Comply with request (or, signal)...jld
Convoy to spread as far as possible, keep-
ing within signal distance iz

—Could you understand their signals?
Could you understand what they were
signaling about?

Did boat (or, boats) take blue light
(lantern, or, any means of making a
signal)? GSp

Did you see the signal? vnj
Discontinue repeating signals ldg
Distant signals. ( When spoken of) .lge
For Distant Signals see page 529.
Distress Signal. (When spoken of.)

(See page 7.

)

^^^

Do, or. Did you understand their sig-
nals? WCI

Enq[uires name of ship (or, signal sta-
tion) in sight vG

Fire a signal gun mzp
Flag signal-ing nda
Flags seen, but signal not understood,

wcx
-Fog signal.

Following signal is private (or, confi-
dential)

! HX
Following signal (communication, or,
message) is secret and in cipher..iqv

( 77ie cipher will continue until the per-
sonisignaling hoists IQS.

)

Forward answer by telegraph to signal
station at — emw

Forward following telegraphic message
by signal letters instead of writing it
at length.-- i xb

Forward reply to my message by tele-
graph to*— WT

Gun fog signal ojs
Has vessel signaled her number?...slf

WCK

WCL

WCM
WON
WCO

WCP
WCQ
WCR

Signal—Continued.
Have you any signal lights? QRU
Helm signal otq
Hoist the signal in a better position; I
can not make out the flags owl

Hoist your distinguishing signal. ....dv
I am going to communicate by distant

signals lgf
I am going to repeat signal from —

(hoist indicated) vH
I am going to signal the contents of an
important telegram to be communi-
cated to you -_ IE

I can not«nake out the flags ; hoist the
signal in a better position owl

I can not make out the bottom flag-NDP
I can not make out the second flag.NDG
I can not make out the signal ncx
I can not make out the third flag-.NDH
I can not make out the top flag ndi
I will attend to your signal flb
I will repeat the message (or, what you

say) ^ RQN I

—I will repeat the signal.
I wish to signal ; come within easy sig-

nal distance vj
Indicate name of signal station (or,

ship) in sight va
International Code of Signals pre

—Is there a signal station at —

?

Keep within signal distance (bearing,
if necessary) pz(j

Last signal . qgl
Last signal is annulled emj
Learnt by signal from — qke
Light signal qsi
Lloyd's signal station—at — qxb
Make a signal when you want a boat,

gtu
Make distant signals lgh—Make signals—to (or, for).—Make signal for a pilot.—Might have learnt it by signal.
Night signals sip
Numeral signal No. 1,

Code Flag over m*
Numeral signal No. 3,

Code Flag over n*
Numeral signal No. 3,

Code Flag over o*

*For method of making numeral signals
see page 32.

Numeral signal (when spoken of]..siM
Open telegram for me and signal its

contents ; wx
Pay attention to signals dg
Pay strict attention to signals during
the night dt

Pilot signal flying tjm
Private signal twk
Refer to the Geographical Signals-NYA
Repeat your signal — , or, Repeat your

signal from —(hoist indicated) vi
—Repeat my signals until further orders.—Repeat the semaphore signal.
—Repeat the last signal made.
Repeat your distinguishing signal ; the

flags were not made out du
Repeat your signal in a better place.OWL

.
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SIGNAL—SINK.

WCS

WOT

WCU
WCV
WCX
WCY
WCZ

WDA
WDB
WDC
WDE

WDF

WDG
WDH
WDI

WDJ

WDK

WDL
WDM
WDN
WDO

WDP

SiGntxir—Continued.
—Report-ed-ing by signal.
Run in for pilot (or, pilot vessel) and
look out for their signals bac

Send following message through the
post to owner (or, to Mr. —) at— by
signal letters wz

Send mymessage through the telegraph
by signal letters -• xb

Send reply to my message to signal sta-

tion at— - VQD
Shall I open your telegram and signal

its contents ? --- xc
Shall signal with siren (or, steam

whistle) during fog (or, darkness) .we
Ship has not made her signal slh
Show your Code Signal. izg
Show your distinguishing signal dv
Signal book gzf
—Signal gun.

Signal is answered vk
Signal is not answered .^ enm
—Signal lantern (light, or, lamp)

.

—Signal letter.

—Signal not imderstood, though the flags

are distinguished.
—Signal of distress.

—Signal of distress in — (direction indi-

cated).

—Signal officer.

—Signal rocket.
—Signal staff, or, Signal station.

—Signal, or, I am going to signal state of

the weather outside (or at place indi-

cated) .

—Signal the names of places to which you
wish to be reported by telegraph—to.

Signal your vessel's official number.,dv

I

—Signaled-ing. To signal.

—Signalman.
I

Socketsignal - ...-wix

I—Sound signal.

Steer course indicated as per compass
signal - JiF

—Stranger does not understand your sig-

nal.

—Stranger (or vessel indicated) wiU not

take any notice of signal.

Submarine signal znQ
Submarine signal bell .- znb
Submarine signal receivers zns

Submarine signal station _ znt

The following signal is in cipher and
secret - IQ'^

The following signal (or, communica-
tion) is private hx

—The signal made.
—The signals were not intended for you.

—Use flashing (light) signals.—
"Vessel has no signals.

Vessel has not made her number (or,

distinguishing signal) slh

—Vessel indicated is making signals of

distress (bearing, if necessary)

.

Vessels just arrived make your num-
bers (or, distinguishing signals) .

.

.dx

Vessels just weighed (or, leaving) make
your numbers (or, distinguishing sig-

nals) - — - »z

WDQ

WDR

WDS
WDT
WDU

WDV
WDX
WDY

WDZ
WEA
WEB

WEC
WED
WEF
WEG

SiQyiAij—Continued.
Vessels wishing to be reported all well
make your numbers (or, distinguish-
ing signals) _ _..dyt

Vessels wishing to be reported on leav-

ing make your numbers (or, distin-

guishing signals) eb
Vessels wishing to be reported make
your distinguishing signals e

a

Vocabulary signal.. tri
What is the date of your signal book?

VL
Will signal vyith steam whistle (or, siren)

during fog (or, darkness) we
Will you forward (or, communicate)
the following signal for me ? ik

Will you repeat the signal (or,message)?
Will you repeat the signals being made
tome? VN

—You have misunderstood the signal.

Your signal flags can not be distin-

guished LHB
Your signal is not distinct; interpreta-

tion doubtful LGT

Signature.

signipy-ied-ing-ication.

Silence. Silent. Silently.
Make no noise. Keep silence

Silica-te-d.

WEH
WEI
WEJ
WEK

WEL

WEM

Silk.

SILL.
What is the depth of water over the sill?

KVH
Silting, Silted up.

Silver.
—Nitrate of silver.

Quicksilver --- -Ufh

SlMILAK-LY-ITY.

Simple-Y-iciTY. Simplify-ied-ing-ication,

SiMULTANEOUS-LY.

Since.
'

A fortnight since ^ nmk
Have you seen any vessel since your-

departure? - -,ktu

How long since (or, ago)? dtk
Long time since (or, ago) dtl
Not long since (or, ago) -DTN

Some time since (or, ago) dtp

Sinceee-ly-ity.

Sinew.

SiNG-iNG. Sang. Sung.

Single-d-ing.
Form single column in line abreast.NLW
Form single column inhne ahead. .nlx

—Singly.

SiNK-iNG. Sank. To sink vm
Boat sunk...!. -- gR<J

—I am sinking.

I am sinking (or, on fire) ; send all avail-

able boatsto save passengersand crew,
NO
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SINK—SLIME.

"WEN

WEO

WEP

WEQ
WER

WES

"WET

"WEU

"WEV

WEX

WEY
WEZ

"WFA

WFB

WFC

"WPD

"WPE

WFG

WFH
"WFI

"WFJ

WFK
"WFL

Sink—Continued.
I have sunk {or, run down) a vessel.hk

—Sunk-en.
Sunken obstruction in (or, at) —.--Snk

—Sunk off (or, near) the —

.

Vessel Indicated is sinking vxs

Sir.

Siren. Steam siren wsr
Blow siren (or, steam whistle) at inter-

vals * WD
Shall signal with siren (or, steam whis-

tle) during fog (or, darkness) we
Use your siren ymu

Sirocco.

Sister.

SiT-TING. Sat . VHL

Situate-D-iNG. Situation.

Six TH-LY WEU

Sixteenth.

Sixth. Six. Sixthly.

SiZE-D-ING. To SIZE.

Size.

About the size czy
Different size ...kzi
Indicate the size—of pib
Large size qfr
None of that size sjc

—Size unknown.
Small size whp—"What size do you want?

(Draw) LNGSketch-ed-ing.

Skeleton.

Skid.

Skiff.

Skill-ed-ful-ly.
Skilled artificer ezs—Skilled shipwright.

Skin-ned.

Skin. (Hide) ouq

Skip-ped-ping.

Skipper.

Skirmish-ed-ing-er.

Skoinis. (Measure of length) awq

Skulk-ed-ing. Skulker.

Sky.
Clear sky itd
Cloudy sky iwb

WFM
WFN
WFO

"WFP

"WFQ

"WFR
"WFS

WFT

"WFU

"WFV

"WFX
WFY
WFZ
WGA
WGB

WGC
WGD

"WGE

WGF
WGH

WGI
"WGJ
WGK
WGL
"WGM
WGN
"WGO
WGP

WGQ

WGR

WGS

"WGT

Sky—Continued.
—Skylight.
—Skyrocket.

Slack.
Bar, or. Entrance not safe except just

at slack water (or, at —, time indi-
cated) . fvt

—Slacked-ing.
Haul in the slack . opa
—Slack away.
Slack water ...yvk—"Very slack.

—When th^tide slacks.

Slain. Slay-ing. Slew.

Slander-ed-ing-ous.

-ODT
Slant-ed-ing.
A good slant .

Slate.
—Slate colored.

Slave-d-ing-ry.
—Slave trade.
—Slaver.

Slay-ing. Slain. Slew wft

Sledge-d-ing, or, Sleigh-ed-ing.

Sleep-ing-y. Slept.
Railway sleeper uhc

Sleepless-ness.

Sleet-y.

Slide-ing. Slid.
D slide __kip
Gun slide ojv
Low-pressure slide jacket cover broken,

kam—Slide valve.
—Slide valve broken.
Slide-valve gear.
—Slide-valve gear damaged (or, out of

order).
-Slide valve out of order.
—Slide-valve rod.
Slide-valve rod broken.
—Sliding faces.

Slight-ed-ing. To slight.
A ^ood many slight cases idh
Boiler burst; very slight damage..Gvw
Boiler leaking slightly gwb
Cargo slightly damaged iad
Machinery slightly damaged MCQ

-Slight-ly.
Slight attack fkc
Slight breeze rod
Slight case idp
Slight damage kjb
Slight engagement maj

—Slightly wounded.

Slime-y.
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SLING—so.

WGU
WGV

WGX

WGY
WGZ

WHA

WHB
WHO

WHD

WHE
WHF

WHG
WHI
WHJ
WHK

Sling-ing. Slung.

Sling. {A sling.)

Boat'ssling - gsc
Fore yard gone in the slings njr
Look to the slings - rab

Slip-ping.
Be all ready for slipping. Be ready to

slip your cable hqo
Cut, or, Slip. Get an ofBng. Weigh,

KW
Cut, or, Slip your cables .._hea
I am obliged to slip my cable ; pick it

up for me ...hep
I have slipped my anchor, but it is

buoyed - eig
I intend to slip cable hrg

-Slip rope.

—Slip way.
Slip your cable and buoy the end. -HRQ

—Slipped. '

Weigh, Gut, or. Slip. Wait for nothing.
Get an oflSng kw

Sloop.

Slope-ed-ing.
Slope awnings fpy

Slops. Men's (jlothing-..: --ivs

Slow-lt-ness.
As slow as possible -.fbj

Keep going ahead slowly dvm
My chronometer is slow of Greenwich

{or, first meridian) mean time GS
Slow progress - tyc
—Slow speed.
—Slower-est.
Very slow-ly yps
Your chronometer must be slow—iqm

Slue-d-ing.

Sluice-d-ing.
—Sluice valve.

—Sluice valves out of order.

WHL
WHM

WHN
WHO

Slung. (See Sling. )

Slush.

Smack-ed-ing.
Fishing smack (or, craft) -

-WGU

Small-ness.
A small establishment mhl

—A small part (portion)—of —

.

A small {or, smaller) quantity {or, num-
ber)—of — - SLD

Only to be got in small quantities. . opm
Small adjustment required to machin-

ery .

Small-arm magazine evf
Small-arm men evc
Small arms. {Muskets, rifles, etc. ) -EVD

Small-erboat out
Small bower ejs

Small case --.idf

WHP
WHQ
WHE

WHS
WHT
WHU
WHV
WHX

WHY

WHZ
WIA

WIB

WIC
WID

WIE

WIF

WIG

WIH

WIJ

KAZ WIK

WIL

WIM

WIN

WIO

Small—Continued,
Small craft .: kbo
Small hawser opy
Smallpox. Case of smallpox idn
Small ship. Small craft kbc

—Small size. ^

—Small spar.

—Smaller-est.
Steward's small stores -- wve
Stream, or, Small anchor ejv
Supply of water is small, not exceeding— {quantity indicated) a day.-.YWR
Too little, or, Too small..- qvx

— Smart-ly-ness-er-est.
—Very smart-ly.

Smell-ing. Smelt.

Smelt-ed-ing.

Smyth-y.
Blacksmith .-GLV
Chimney smith {or, sweep) ipb
Coppersmith .-. jvs
Goldsmith odn
Locksmith Qxz
Tinsmith xtz
Whitesmith- -..zdn

Smoke-d-ing-ly.
See smoke in — {direction indicated),

VNZ
—Smoke joint.

—Smokeless powder.

Smooth-ly-ness-er-est.
—Smooth the sea with oil htn

Smuggle-d-ing.
—Smuggler.

Snake-d.

Snake. {Reptile.)

Snatch-ed-ing.
Snatch block - -GMY

Snifting valve.

Snow-ed-ing-y.
TraflSc interrupted by snow- - xzp

Snug-ly-ness.
All snug —DXY
Make all snug dyn

So.
. ^

I am {or person indicated is) trymg to

do SO- -YCQ

1 think so xqg
If so Bzw
Is it so? CDU

—Not so.

Not so often SPZ

—Not so soon—as.

Not so well as -..zbm

—So as to.

So much {or, many) RKQ
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SOAK—SORT.

WIP

WIQ

WIR

"WIS

WIT

WIU

WIV
WIX

WIY
WIZ
WJA

WJB

WJC

WJD

WJE

WJF

WJG
WJH

WJI

WJK

WJL

WJM

WJN

WJO

soak-ed-ing.

Soap.
Marine soap elc

sober-ly-ness. sobriety.

social-ly-able-y-ility

Socialist.

Society.
Co-operative society jVM
Shipwrecked Mariners' Society elf

Socks. (Stockings) -- wvs

Socket.
—Socket signal.

SODA-IUM.
—Bicarbonate of soda.
—Nitrate of soda.

Soda avater.

Soft-ly-ness.
Soft bottom HBi
Soft bread. Fresh bread ..-HEO

SOIL-ED-ING.

Sol, or, Dollar. (Coin) atj

Sold. (Sec also Sell and Sale) vos
Cargo expected to be sold hzv
Cargo sold well iah
Everything is to be sold _ .mjh
Is the cargo sold? iau

—Must be sold.

Sold by auction ^ flu
—Sold her cargo.
The cargo is not yet. sold iba
Wreck will be sold zjb

Soldier.
—Private soldier.

Sole-ly-itary-itude.

Solicitor. Attorney flo

Solid-ly-ity.
Solid, or. Cubic measure. (See page 52)

,

AYB
The ice is so solid, I can not break
through; send help per

Solution. Soluble.

Solve-d-ing.

solvent-cy.

Some.
By some neglect sqk
I heard that some of your family were

seriously ill msi
I think you ought to get something to
answer the purpose enb

Some demand springing up ktf

WJP

WJQ

WJR
WJS
WJT
WJU

WJV

WJX

WJY

WJZ

WKA
WKB
WKC
WKD

WKE
WKP

WKG
WKH

WKI

WKJ

Some—Continued.
Some future opportunity nus
Some more ezw
Some other ...svn
Some swell xhj
Sometime ago (or, since) dto

—Somebody. Someone.
Someone else lvw
Someone to look after stock bad

—Something. ,

Something amiss bfm
—Something else.

—Sometime.
—Somewhat*
—Somewhere.

Stop, Heave-to, or. Come nearer; I have
something important to communicate.

Code Flag over h
Thei-e is some mistake -- ewg

Son.

Song.

Soon.
As soon as fbk
As soon as alongside eav
As soon as convenient fbl
As soon as it is dark fbm
As soon as it is dusk -..fbn
As soon as possible fbo
As soon as she is off (or, afloat) dpw
As soon as the flood tide makes fbp
As soon as there is a breeze fbq
Discharge cargo as soon as possible.lAU
Dispose of cargo as soon as possible.iAN
—How soon?

I shall weigh as soon as the weather
permits zo

Not as soon—as wm
Return as soon as uvp
Sell cargo as soon as possible iay

—Sooner.
The sooner the better git

—Too soon.
—Will soon.

SORE-LY'-NESS.
Eyesore ...mqh
Footsore nhf

SOBEOW.

SOEEY.
Sorry am (is, or, are) engaged mak
Sorry I am unable to comply with your
request ., usx

Sorry to hear—it (or, that) oep
—Sorry to inform you.
—Very sorry.

SOET-ED-ING. TOSOET. (SfC oisO KiND.)
All sorts DXZ

—Sort. (Kind.

)

What sort (or, kind)—of? Qaz
What sort of a light is it? QSP
What sort of a voyage (or, passage)
have you had? tdi

What sort of an entrance is it (or, is

there to —)? mfw
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SORTIE—SPARE.

WKL

WKM
WKN
WKO
WKP
WKQ
WKR

WKS

WKT

WKU
WKV
WKX

WKY
WKZ
WLA

Sortie.

Sought. Seeking .

SOUND-ED-ING. To SOUND.
Have obtained soundings.
—Have sounded regularly.
Have you had 'soundings?
—Have you sounded regularly?
I have sounded

—

{place indicated). I

know the soundings.
I intend sounding— {place indicated)

before I try it .. POT
I shall heave-to to sound (fi'we indicated,

if necessary) OSL
I shall sound regularly. I shall keep
the lead going qjh

Irregular soundings ptf
—It is not prudent to proceed without

regular soundings.
Keep the lead going. Keep sounding,

QJI

Out of soundings swc
Patent sounding machine bds
—Regular soundings.
Show your soundings vs
Sounding apparatus erk
—Sounding pipe {or, tube).

—Sounding rod.

—Soundings. Depth of water. (Depth of
water to be shoicn in feet.

)

Thomson's (Kelvin) sounding apparatus,
TEG

—We have sounded regularly.

What are your soundings? vs

—Will the soundings be a safe guide?

-You may go by your soundings if you

WLB I
SouND-ED-lNG. To SOUND. {To mahc a

noise.

)

WLC —Sound (a noise.)

Sound signal ""M

—Sounding buoy.WLD

WLE

WLF

WLG

WLH

WLI
WLJ
WLK
WLM

Soup.
Preserved soup- -TUN

WLN

WLO

WLP

WLQ
WLR

WLS

WLT

WLU

WLV

WLX

WLY

WLZ

Where, or. What source did the news
come from? _ shn

South. (
Compass in degrees) aio

South. {Compass in points) -^ arl

—Southern-erly-ing-ward.
Alongshore to the southward of— {dis-

tance in miles may follow) eaq

-From the southward.
On. or, At the South coast of — .--IYK

South Atlantic fjm

South cone hoisted Jno

South latitude QHZ

South Pacific — -SYX

—South-east-ern-erly-ing-ward-er.

—South-west-em-erly-ing-ward-er.

—To, or. For the southward.
—Too far to the southward.

Note.—See Compass Signals, pages 45

and 46.

WMA

WMB
WMC
WMD

WME

WMF

SOVEREIGN-TY. (iJMier.)

Sovereign, or. Pound {coin) aus

Sow-ED-iNG. Sown.

Space-ious-ly. {See also Room. )

Airspace {or, cell) dwh

Spade.

Spain. Spaniard. Spanish Colors.
Bank of Spain fus

Span-ned-ninq.

Spanner.

Spanker, or. Driver lnx
Brail up the spanker . _ . hdt

—Lower spanker topsail yard.

Spanker, or. Driver boom Gzv
Spanker boom sprung Gzw
Upper spanker topsail yard xwg

Spar.
Can I get a spar for — mast at —?-NYH
Can I get a spar for a fore yard at — ?

NIS

—Can you supply a spar?

Have you any spars that would do for—

?

vx
—I have no spars suitable—for —

.

Lookout will be kept for any rafts {or,

spars) -- ---yzY

Send all available spars for— to—_fok

Small spar ....whq
-Spar buoy. i

Spar, or. Outrigger torpedo swr
Spare spar wmg
Spars are all adrift dmr
Spars for nets, or. Torpedo booms. -GZY

Sprung, or. Seriously damaged lower

yard {or spar indicated) .--RCK

Sprung Spar {indicated) WOR

Spare-d-ing.
Can spare {or, dispense with) _ lfd

Can spare ammunition efs

Can you spare {or, dispense with)?-LFE

Can you spare {or, supply me with) - ?

XET
Can you spare a hawser? ops

Can you spare ammunition? eft

Can you spare any biscuit? glm
Can yon spare me a chart of —? imu

Can you spare me a chronometer. --IQD

Can you spare me a hand or two?--OMC

Can you spare me coal? -GY

Can you spare me provisions? uak
Can you spare me some rocket signals?

uzc

—Can you spare some rope (size to follow) t

—Can not spare.

—Have no spare —

.

Have you a spare screw? ykf

How many dozen can you spare? ..lmu

—I can spare you.

None to spare _--Sje

Spare anchor ^jt

—Spare shaft.
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SPARE—SPOKE.
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SPOKE—SQUALL.

WOG
WOH
WOI
WOJ

WOK
WOL

WOM
"WON

"WOP

WOQ

Spoke—Continued.
I have reported yoii to the vessel I spoke

;

she is bound to — (ptoce indicated),
URT

Spoke a brig hgx
Spoke several vessels during the passage,

vsu
—Spoke the — (vessel indicated).

Sponge.

Spontaneous-ly.
—Spontaneous combustion.

Spoon.

Spot-ted-ting-ty.

Spout.
"Water spout

-

Sprain-ed-ino.

Spray.

Spread-ing.
Convoy to spread as far as possible, keep-
ing within signal distance iz

Spread awning epz

Spring-ing. Sprang. Sprung.
Bowsprit sprung hcz
Damaged, or, Sprung mas^; can not
carry sail bh

Pore topmast sprung njl
Fore yard sprung njs

I have sprung (or, damaged) kjg

X have (or vessel indicated has) sprung
•— mast (indicated) RCJ

I have sprung (or, damaged) fore yard,
KJH

I have sprung (or, damaged) lower top-

sail yard - kji

I have sprung (or, damaged) main yard,
KJL

I have sprung (or, damaged) topsail

yard KJM
I have sprung (or, damaged) upper top-

sail yard kjn

I shall weigh the moment the breeze

springs up -

"WOR

Jib-boom sprung GtZR

Main mast sprung RGL
Main topsail yard sprung RHG
Main yard sprung RHJ
Some demand springing up ktf

Spanker boom sprung gzw
Spring on the cable hrs

Sprung, or, Seriously damaged a lower

mast ^^"^

Sprung a lower yard RCK
Sprung fore mast, but can fish it at sea,

' NKX
Sprung, or. Seriously damaged lower

yard (or spar indicated) RCK
Sprung, or. Damaged mast; can not

carry sail .- '^h

Sprung my fore mast, and must bear up,
nkw

—Sprung spar (indicated).

"WOS

WOT
WOU
WOV
WOX
WOY
WOZ

WPA

WPB
WPG

WPD

WPE
WPP

WPG

WPH
WPI

WPJ

WPK

-QGM

Spring-ing. Sprang. Sprung a leak.
Are you leaky? Have you sprung a leak?

QJ
I have sprung a leak nq
Vessel indicated has sprung a leak - -QL

Spring. (Season.)
—In the spring.
Last spring—Next spring.

—Spring tide.

—Spring tides rise — feet.

Sprit. Spritsail.
Spritsail yard (or, gaff) ..zko

Sprocket.

Sprung. (See Spring) woq

Spun. Spin-ning wnp
—Spun-yam.

Spy-ied-ing.
Spyglass. Telescope xmq

Squabble.
Some squabble (or, fight) on shore with
crew Mxu

Squadron.
—A squadron (give nationality) composed

of — ships, passed in sight.

Any alteration in the position of the
squadron (or, fleet) _-_ebz

Blockading squadron gni
Channel squadron (or, fleet) ilb
Detached squadron kxw
Did the squadron (or, fleet)? nek
Enemy's fleet (or, squadron) lzg
Fleet, or. Squadron yvh&a last seen were

off — neo
For the fleet (or, squadron) neq
In the fleet (or, squadron) nes
Inshore fleet (or, squadron) pmh
Letters of squadron (or, ileet) QOM
Of how many ships was the squadron
seen composed? - vxm

Of, or. From the squadron(or, fleet) -NER
Reserve squadron utk

—Royal Yacht Squadron. (Club.)

Saw the enemy's fleet (or, squadron)
ofE— OK

Saw the enemy's fleet (or, squadron)
steering — Lzs

Saw the fleet (or, squadron) off — steer-

ing— NET
Squadron, or. Fleet is (or, was)—at-NEM
To the squadron (or, fleet) ...nev

What is the state of health of the fleet

(or, squadron)? orc
—When is the squadron (or, fleet) ?—"Where is our fleet (or, squadron)?
"Where is the — fleet (or, squadron) ?-SK

—"Where was the fleet (or, squadron) on
the—?

Squall-y.
In a heavy squall Ote
Look out for a squall Qzt
Severe squall not far off ; look sharp -pz

Squally weather. Blowing hard ZH
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SQUARE—STARBOARD.

WPL
WPM

WPN

WPO

WPQ

WPR
WPS

WPT

WPU
WPV

WPX
WPY

WPZ

WQA

WQB

Square. {Shape.
)—A square-rigged vessel.

Not square enough mdu
Square centimeter. {Square measure)

,

AXR
Square decameter. {Square measure),

AXJ
Square decimeter. {Square measure),

AXS
Square foot. {Square measure) axt
Square hectometer. {Square measure),

AXP
Square inch. {Square measure) axu
Square kilometer. {Square m,easure),

AXV
Square, or, Surface measure axh
Square meter. {Square measure) _ _axk
Square mile. {Square measure) .- -AXW
Square millimeter. {Square measure),

AXY
Square-rigged ship wpm

—Square sail.

Square yard. {Square measure) axz

Square. {Place of address.

)

Stab-bed-bing.
Accident happened ; cut; stab dcg

Stable-ility.

Stacked-ing.

Stadion. {Measure of length) awg

Staff.
Flagstaff , NDB
JackstafE pug
Rocket staff--- uzf
Signal stq,ff {or, station) wdc

Stage.
—Floating stage.
Landing stage qeo

Staid (See Stay) wrx

Stain-ed-ing.

Stamp-ed-ing.
Postage stamp tqn

Stanchion.

Stand-ing. Stood.
Do not stand too far on your present
course jzi

—Do not stand too far to the —

.

Do not stand too long on your present
course jzi

Do not stand too long on your present
tack JZI

How do you {or vessel indicated) stand
at Lloyd's? qwk

How is {or, was) stranger {or vessel in-
dicated) standing {or, steering) ?.wty

How long may we stand on our present
course? JZK

I am standing in for the land qdt
I shall stand about to see if I can pick
up anything from the wreck zit

WQC
WQD

WQE
WQF
WQG

"WQH

WQI
WQJ
WQK
WQL

WQM

WQN

WQO

WQP
WQR
WQS

Stand—Continued.
I shall stand in for the land as long as I
can see qdz

I shall stand in till I make the land.QEA
—I shall stand in until —

.

I shall stand off and on {the land)..qEB
—I shall stand on until •—

.

I shall stand off from

—

{hour indicated)
to— {hour indicated), or, Ishall stand
off until? qec

I stand {or vessel indicated stands) —
{class indicated) at Lloyd's Qwo

Keep, or,- Stand close in, or. Keep under
the land j». 1 lt

Please stand by me ; I want assistance,

NR
—Stand by to let go.
—Stand closer in.

—Stand in for the land.
Stand nearer the shore {or, bank, or,

reef) ^" fwa
Stand, or. Haul off opc
—Stand oft' and on the land.
Stand off. Get an offing. Put to sea at
once -- -..MG

Stand on ^ mh
Stand on. Cointiuue yourpresen t course,

JSM
—Stand out to sea.

—Stand towards—the.
—Standing order.
—Standing rigging.

Vessel indicated, or, Vessel in company
is standing in for the land qet

Vessel indicated is {or, was) standing
{or, steering)— --VXT

Vessel indicated is standing into danger,
KLJ

—Will stand by you.
You are standing into danger jd

Standard.
FLAG.

Royal Standard. Royal

Standard, or. Support.

StandaKd, or, Pole compass jib

Star-ry.
Pole, or. North star SJO

—Starlight.

Starboard. {For Starboard Helm, see
below.

)

Breakers, Reef, Rock, or. Shoal on star-
board bow .-HFE

Cast to starboard ief
Convoy to keep on starboard side of
leader (or, escort) iy

Hard-a-starboard ! ( Urgent. ) Head to
go to port me

N. B.

—

To be kept flying until the course
is sufficiently altered.

Haul your wind on starboard tack .-Lo
Heave-to on starboard tack osp
Keep buoy {or, beacon) on yoxa star-

board hand gal
Keep more to starboard pza
Keep on starboard side of channel .-LW
Keep on starboard tack pzg
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STARBOAED—STATION.

WQT

WQU

WQV
WQX
WQY
WQZ
WRA

WRB

WRC

WtlD

WRE

WRF
WRG
WRH

Stakboaki>—Continued.
Leave buoy (or, beacon) to starboard,

MA
List to starboard -Qvp

—Not too much to starboard.
On starboard beam . ..j.._.gav
On starboard bow . hop
On starboard quarter '....uer
Pay out starboard hawser. {See Tow-
ing Signals, page 35. ) . .

"
,

Shorten in starboard hawser. (See Tow-
ing Signals, page 35.

)

Starboard. Helm to starboard. Head
to port wj

—Starboard a little. Head to go to port.

Starboard anchor.. - eju
Starboard boiler gxl
Starboard boiler defective gxm
Starboard bow ' hct
Starboard bow light (lantern, or, lamp)

,

HCU
Starboard broadside hjr
—Starboard engine.
—Starboard gun.
—Starboard screw.
—Starboard side.

—Starboard tack.

Steer more to starboard mk

N. B.

—

To he kept flying until the course

is sufficiently altered.

Veer starboard hawser. {See Towing
Signals, page 35.

)

Starboard helm.
Alter course one point (or number in-

dicated) to starboard JZE
Hard-a-starboard! [Urgent.) Head to

go to port ME

K. B.

—

To be kept flying until the course

is sufficiently altered.

Keep more to starboard pza
My helm is hard-a-starboard; ship's

head going to port ^-WH

Not too much to starboard wqt
Starboard. Helm to starboard. Head

to go to port WJ
Starboard a little. Head to go to port,

WQU
Starboard helm- wrb
Steady your helm Ml

Steer more to starboard mk

N. B.

—

To be kept flying until the course

is suffiHently altered.

You are steering too much to starboard,
wui

Start-ed-ing.
Breakfast before you start hfJ

—Have started.

I shall not weigh until I get a favorable

gjjart ZAW
Prepare for sailing. Get ready for

sea ''^^

—Start at —

.

Start-ed-ing engine mbw
Started a rivet uyn
—Starting gear.

—Starting gear out of order.

—Starting shaft.

WRI

WRJ

WRK

WRL

WRM

WRN

WRO

WRP

Starve-d-ing-ation.
Short of provisions; Starving nv

State. {See also Condition. )

In the same state as before vgk
Present state of affairs dpf
Signal, or, I am going to signal the

state of the weather outside {or at
place indicated)- wde

State of affairs—at dpi
State remains unaltered tps
What is the state of health of the fleet

at —? ORC
What is the state of health of the troops

at —? YBR
What is the state of the market?- ..rlp
What state does {or, do) the battery

{or, batteries) appear to be in?. ..pyv

State-d-ing, Statement. To State.
Muster statement gzb

State {Oovemment)

.

Chief of the State (President, Em-
peror, King, Queen, etc.) in — has
{or, is) lOR

Royal Navy, or, State Navy— . sfc
Secretary of State vmo

—Statesman-ship.
State Department, or. Foreign Office,

NKR

State Room. {Cabin) hQj

Station-ed-ing-ary.
j

Asks name of ship {or, signal station)

in sight VG
At, or. In station ---: fip
Calls attention of shore signal station,

do
Coaling station iwx
Coastguard station - iyq
Enquires name of ship {or, signal sta-

tion)- VG
Forward answer by telegraph to signal

station at— emw
Forward reply to my message by tele-

graph to wt
In, or. At station --._ fip

Indicate name of ship {or, signal sta-

tion) in sight YG
—Is the— light-ship on her station?

Is there a signal station at —?_ .---WCL
Keep station--- ----pzi

Leave' it for me at the railway station,

QLB
Lifeboat station.. QRK

—Life-saving {Rocket) station.

Light-ship at — is out of position, or,

Light-ship is not at anchor on her

station QE
Lloyd's signal station—at — QXB
Meet me at the railway station ROU
Meteorological station -Rso

Naval station sev
Police station - tnx
Preserve station tuh
Quarantine station ---_ ueg
Quit the (or, your) station ufm
Railway station uhd
Return to the {or, your) station-- -UV5
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STATION—STEAMER.

WRQ
"WES

WRT
WRU

WRV

WRX

WRY
WRZ
WSA
"WSB

WSC

WSD

WSE

WSF
WSG

WSH

WSI

WSJ

WSK

Station—Continued.
Semaphore station vow
Send reply to my message to signal sta-

tion at— -- VQD
Signal station (or, staff) wdc

—Station master.
—Stationed at —

.

Submarine signal station znt
Telegraph station (or, office) ..xme
The light-ship— is not at anchor on her

station {or, is out of position) QE
To, or, At the railway station uhb

. Torpedo station xwy
What is the name of the signal station

(or, ship) in sight ? VQ

Stationery.

Statute-cry.
Statute adult dmt

Stave-ing.
Boat is stove ar
Stove WYA

STAY-ED-mO. To STAY. (SfeaZsOREMAIN
and Wait. )

Stay on board gqz
Stay, or, Remain where you are upm
—Will you stay, or, wait?

Stay-ed-ing. To stay. {In tacking.
)—In stays.

—Make sure of her staying.
Missed stays evz
Will your vessel stay? vyh

Stay. {Support, or Rope.)
Backstay fqo
Diagonal, or, Triatio stay kyq
Porestay njc
Jackstay pui
Mainstay rgv

—Stay light (lantern, or, lamp).

Staysail.
Fore staysail njd
Fore topmast staysail njm
Main staysail ._ egw
Main topmast staysail rhd
Mizzen topmast staysail rxa
Staysail sheet vux

—Storm staysail.
—Topmast staysail.

Topmast staysail sheet vwa

Steady-ily-iness.
Barometer is steady t^k
Steady your helm mi
Under steady helm otu
Wind appears to be steady zfh

Steax,-ing. Stole-n.

Steam-ed-ing. To steam.
Blow off your steam. goa
Blow siren {or, steam whistle) at inter-

vals WD
Can you steam ahead—of? ...dve

—Can not get sufficient steam.
Qi-et steam up as fast as possible kl
Get steam up ; report when ready.

.

.km

WSL

WSM
WSN
wso
WSP
WSQ

WSR
WST

WSU
wsv
wsx
WSY

wsz
WTA
WTB
WTO
WTD

WTE

WTF

WTG

WTH

Steam—Continued.
Keep steam up (or ready) kq
How long will you be getting steam up?

VY
Is steam up? Are you at full speed .vz
Proceed under steam txp
Proceeds under her own steam met
Rate of steaming uim
Require steam—for utc
^hsijl I blow off my steam? goj
Shall I get up steam? wa
Shall I send you a steam tug? vqo
Shall signalwith siren {or,steam whistle)
during fog {or, darkness) we

—Steam. ( Vapor of boiling water. )

Steam capstan hwb
Steam chest ion
Steam coal ixj
Steam collier jaq
Steam cone jnp
Steam crane kbg
Steam cutter's engine mbx
Steam gauge. {See Manometer) _ -ejw
Steam is not ready ; •will beup in—. .wb
Steam is ready wc
Steam is up... wc
Steam launch's engine mby
Steam log book gzh
Steam piimace's engine mbz

—Steam pipe.

Steam pipe burst tko—Steam pipe damaged,
—Steam pipe leaky.
—Steam port.
—Steam pressure.
Steam pressure gauge. Manometer,

KJW—Steam siren.

—Steam steering gear.
Steam steering gear disabled mz—Steam steering wheel.

—Steam surface.
—Steam surveyor.
—Steam trial.

Steam tug ydr—Steam whistle.
—Steam will (or, can)be up in— minutes.—Steam winch.
—Steam windlass.
—Steaming light (lantern, or, lamp).
Under steam yhj
With steam up .' ylw
Working steam pressure—is tus

Steamer. Steamship.
Board {or, visit) steamer {or, vessel).gpv—By steamer.
Came, Coming, by steamer jci—Fishery steamer.
Government steamboat ofx
Have passed steamer with machinery

disabled mt
Have passed steamer with steering gear

disabled . mu
Have you seen disabled steamer? ...mv—Hired steamer.
Mail steamer rfk
Mail steamer arrives-d— at— efl
Mail steamer reported lost rfm
Mail steamer sails-ed rfn
Mails go by steamer bpq
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STEAMEE—STERN.

WTI

WTJ
WTK

WTL
WTM
•VTN
WTO
WTP

WTQ

WTJR

WTS

WTU

WTV

WTX
WTY

WTZ

Steamer—Continued.
Merchant steamer (or, ship) bpz
Paddle-wheel steamer. {Horse-power to

follow, if necessary) ... szh
Passed disabled steamer at — MX
Pilot boat {steam) gub
Salvage steamer vgf
Screw steamer. (Horse-power to folloiv,

if necessary) vkj
Send a steamer . vpn
Steamboat {large), Launch guv
Steamboat {small). Cutter, or, Gig.GUW
Steamboat, Steamer is aground duw
Steam collier.. jaq
Steam cutter, or, gig guw
Steam guard-boat Gux
Steam launch guv
Steam lifeboat guy
Steam pilot boat gub
Steam pinnace Guz

—Steam trawler.
Steam vessel (ship). Steamer w^tb
Tank steamer xkl
Twin-screw steamer yfl
Use steamboat—^for ...gvd
You can not have a steamboat GVJ

Steel.
—Bessemer steel.

Cast steel iek
Siemens-Martin steel wbs

—Steel-built vessel.

—Steel mast.
—Steel plate.

—Steel-wire hawser.
—Steelyard.
Tincture of steel ...xub

—^Whitworth steel.

Stbep-ness.
Reef, or. Shoal is steep to the — -.vyw

Steeple.

Steek. {See also Couese and Helm. )

Am I steering a proper course? jzr

At— o'clock I shall steer— iuq

Damaged rudder; cannot steer —-..bi

—Direct me how to steer.

Does disconnecting affect your steering?
LDO

Enemy's cruisers have been seen to the

—, steering to the — of

Enemy's fleet have been seen to the —

,

steering to the— oo
Enemy's torpedo boats have been seen

to the—, steering to the — oh
Hand steering gear - - -oma
Have passed steamer with steering gear

disabled mu
Headway, Steerage way oqt

—How are you steering?

—How is {or, was) stranger {or vessel

indicated) steering?

How was convoy steering? JUR
I am in danger {or, shoal water) ; direct

me how to steer.- nl

I am in difflculties; direct me how to

StBGI* !
- KZU

I have a pilot ; steer after me dru
—I shall steer— during the night.

WUA

WUB

"WUC
WUD
WUE
WUF
WUG

WUH
WUI

WUJ
WUK
WUL

WUM
WUN

wuo

WUP
WUQ

Steer—Continued.
Is my present course a correct one?
Am I steering a proper course? ( The
course steered to follow, if necessary),

JZF
Saw the enemy's fleet off — steering —

,

NET
Saw the enemy's fleet steering— LZS

—Shall we steer {or, run) for — {place
indicated) ?

Steam steering gear wst
Steam steering gear disabled Mz
Steam steering wheel wsu
—Steer after me.
Steer after me ; I have a pilot DRU
Steer course indicated as per compass

signal --JIF

Steer directly for the buoy {or, beacon),
GAM

Steer directly for the light-ship....qth
Steer more to port. Head to go to port*,

MJ
Steer more to starboard. Head to go

to starboard* mk
* To be kept flying until the course is

sufficiently altered.

—Steerage.
—Steerage passengers—for —

.

—Steered-ing. To steer.

Steerageway. Headway oqt
—Steering gear.

Steering gear disabled mz
^Steering to the —

.

The course steered is the best for the
present (or until time indicated) . .jzm

Vessel is {or, was) standing {or, steer-

ing) — VXT
What course are you {or, they) steering!

JZO
What course shall you {or, they) steer?

JZP
What course were you {or, they) steer-

ing?... -— -JZQ
You are steering right into the center

of the hurricane {or, cyclone) .-.pan
—You are steering too much to port.

^You are steering too much to starboard.

Stem (bow).
Carried away stem icp

—Stem seriously damaged.

Stbm-med-ming. To stem.
Can not stem the tide {or, current) .kfx

Step-pbd-ping.
—Step of the — mast (tabernacle).

Stbre. (Cubic measure) ath

Sterling.
£ (pound) sterling

Stern-ly-ness.

Stern. The stern. Stbrnmost.
By the stern ; — inches by the stem.HPN
Come under the stem JCO

I have stern way Code Flag over k
Main shaft broken in stem tube ...RGT
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STERN—STORE.

WUR
"WUS
W'UT
WUV
WUX
WUY
WUZ
WVA

WVB
"WVC

wvb
WVE

WVF
WVG

WVH

WVI

WVJ

WVK
WVL

WVM
WVN.

wvo

"WVP

WVQ
WVR
wvs

WVT
WVU

wvx
WVY
WVZ

WXA

Stern—Continued.
Moor head and stern Rzj

—Name on the stern.

—No name on the stern.

—Stern frame.
—Stern gland defective.—^Stern lantern (light, or, lamp).
—Stempost.
—Stern tube.
—Stem tube damaged.

Stern way. Going astern fhr

Stevedore.

Steward.
Purser's steward (or, assistant) uco
Send the steward ...vqk

-^Stewardess.
—Steward's small stores.

SlICK-nSTG-Y-INESS. STUCK.

Stiff-ly-ness-en-ed.
A stiff breeze hfx
Is, or, Are not stiff under cainvas - - hvf
Is, or, Are very stiff under canvas -Hvg
Stiff clay iso

Still.
Still under examination. -MK»

Stink-dtg. Stank. Stunk. •

Stipulate-d-ing-ion.

Stock-ed. (See also Supply.
)

Can I procure stock? txn
—Live stock.
Someone to look after stock rad
Stock (supply) — of — XEU

—Stock all gone.
—Stock of goods.

Taps, Stocks, and Dies kzb
Well stocked with.

Stock. Anchor stock ehi

Stock. (Shares.)
Stock-jobber (or, broker) pvy

Stockade-d-inq.

Stockholm tar.

Stockings. (Socks.)

Stokb-d-ing.
—Stoker.
Leading stoker qjr
Stokehole. _ oxe
Stokehole compartment jha

—Stokehole full of water.
—Stokehole ventilator carried away.
—Stoker mechanic.

Stole-n. Steal-ing ^wsi

Stomach.

Stone. (Measure of weight) bcl

WXB

WXC

"WXD

WXE

WXF

WXG

WXH

WXI
WXJ
WXK
WXL
WXM

WXN

WXO

WXP
WXQ
WXR
WXS
WXT

Stone-y.
Coarse bottom. Coarse sand and stones,

hax
Have you. sand and holystones to spare?

oxi
Pumice stone uba

Stood. (;See Stand) wqa

Sxop-piNG-PAGE. (See also Remain and
Wait.)

Can you stop the leak? qg—Can you stop till?

Canjiot ^op the leak qh
Communication by telegraph is stopped,

ws
—Full stop.

Have you materials for stopping the
leak? ^.. Qjw

How long shall you stop? qyp
I am going to stop ; machinery requires
adjusting RK

—I can not stop.

I can not stop to have (or, receive) any
communication if

I prefer stopping on board gql
—I will stop.
Leak is stopped qk
My engines are stopped.

Code Flag over u
Obliged to stop engines.
Stop engines to adjust towing cabtes,

DKH
Stop her ly^

Stop her instantly. ( Urgent) mn
Stop, Heave-to, or, Come nearer ; I have
somethingimportant tocommunicate.

Code Flag over h
—Stop the sailing of—

.

—Stop until (or, for).

—Stop valve.
—Stopped.
—Stopper.
Stopping only for small adjustment to
machinery rdy

You will be stopped by the blockading
ships GNR

Stopa. (Measure of length) awv

StORE-D-ING. To STORE.
Artillery, or. Ordnance stores ezw
Boatswain's stores Gvo

. Carpenter's stores ibv
Commissariat stores jpb
Condemned stores ,imn

Engineer's stores MCU
Government stores ofy
Gunner's stores oke
Have military stores on board ETV
—Have stores for you.
Medical stores.. rol
Military stores... rub
Naval stores .sew
Stewai'd's small stores wve
—Store. (A store.

)

—Storehouse.
—Storekeeper, ,

—Storeroom.
—Storeship.
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STOEM—STRICT.

WXU

WXV
WXY
WXZ

WYA

WYB
WYC

WYD
WYE
WYG
WYH
WYI

WYJ

WYK
WYL

WYM
WYN

WYO
WYP

WYQ

WYE.

WYS

WYT

Storm-Y. (See also Weather and Gale. )

Storm center in

—

(direction indicated)

;

probable course toward — (direction
• indicated) .igy

—Storm sail.

Storm staysail wsp
—Storm trysail.

—Storm warning.
Stormy, Boisterous weather from the -^,

zi
There has been, or. We have had a storm

of thunder and lightning qtl

Stout. Porter tpi

Stove.
Boat is stove ar

Stove. (Fireplace.

)

Stow-inq-age.
Badly stowed - frk
Cargo so badly stowed I am not sea-

worthy LAG
Stow anchor, or. Anchor is stowed,ehJ

—Stowed.

Stowaway.

Strain-ing.
Great strain (or, stress) on— ohj

—Strained.
—Too much strain on —

.

Strainer.

Straight.
—Straightforward.

Strait, or, Channel op ilg

In the strait (or, channel) of ilm

—Through the strait of.

Strait-en-ed-ing.

Strake ZNJ

Sheer strake - -VUM

Strand-ing.
—Stranded. t

Towing cable is stranded (or, damaged),
HRX

Strange-r-ly. y „ ..„ 1.

Ask stranger (or vessel indicated) it he

will commtmicate ht

Be very careful (or, guarded) in your

intercourse with strangers ES

—Do not haveanything to do with stranger

(or vessel indicated)

.

Do you know anything of strange sail?

QBU

Hail the strange vessel, and ask if —

,

EDO

How is (or, was) stranger (or vessel in-

dicated) steering? wty
I am a stranger here ; will you let me go

ashore with you? ooh

—It is very strange.

Ship indicated to examine strange vessel

and report-- - -MKf
—Strange sail.

WYU

WYV
WYX

WYZ
WZA
WZB
WZC

WZD

WZE
WZF

WZG

WZH
WZI

WZK

WZL
WZM

WZN

WZO

WZP

WZQ

WZB

WZS
WZT

Strange—Continued.
Strange sail (or vessel indicated) is bound
to—..- --HBT

—Strange sail (or vessel indicated) is

from —

.

Strange sail (or vessel indicated) is in
distress lhm

—Strange vessel following convoy.
Strange vessel hove in sight _.ozs

—Stranger belongs to —

.

Stranger doeS not understand your sig-

nal WDJ
—Stranger has.

—Stranger is.

Stranger is chasing int

—Stranger is gaining.

—Stranger is not gaining.

Stranger (or vessel indicated) is sus-

picious gh
Stranger (or vessel indicated) will not
take any notice of signal- -.wdk

—Stranger (or vessel hearing —) wishes
to communicate.

There is a strange sail on —(bearing

indicated) em
•Very strange-ly.
What do you make of stranger?

Strap-ped-ping.
Eccentric strap broken Lsz

Straw.

Streak-ed-y.

Stream.
Against the current (or, tide) dse
Athwart the tide (or, stream) eji

—Gulf Stream.
—In the stream.
Stream anchor, or. Small anchor.

( Weight in cwts. , if necessary) - _ -BJV
Stream cable. Stream chain hrt

Streep. (Measure of length) awp

Street.

Stremma. (Square measure) axj

Strength-en-ed-ing.
Feather strengthening muo
What is the strength of the tide?--.xsp

Stress.
Driven by stress of weather yza
Great stress (or, strain) on ohj
Stress of weather yze

Stretch-ed-ing.
Reef, Rock, or. Shoal stretches a long

way out-- GE

Stretcher.

Strict-er-est-ly.
Be very strict.

Keep a strict watch all night pyj
Pay strict attention to signals during

the night dt

76564—09 26
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SUE—SUPERSEDE.

XCL

XCM

XCN

XCO
XCP
XCQ

XCB

xcs
XCT

XCU
xcv

xcw

XCY
XCZ

XDA

XDB

XDO

XDE
XDF
XDG
XDH
XDI

-kDW

StFE-D-INQ.

Suet.

suffer-ing. to suffer.
Crops have suffered severely.

—Have you suffered 1

—Suffered.
^Sufferer.

SuFFiciENT-LY-CY. (See also Enough.
)

Authority sufficient for the occasion-fmp
Barely sufficient fws
Can not get sufficient steam wsk
Certificate is sufficient _-_ ihx
Have you sufficient towline? quk
Have you sufficient {or, enough) ?.-MDJ
I have not sufficient {or, enough).-Mdq
I have sufficient {or, enough) mdn
Is answer suitable {or, sufficient)?. .end
Isitenough(suitable,or', sufficient) ?-MD0
Is it sufficiently secure ? VMZ
—Is, or, Are not sufflcient-ly.

—Is, or, Are sufficient-ly.

Is there sufficient depth of vrater?--KVC
Not sufficient distance lgj
Not sufficient room uzs
Not sufficiently cautious iqb
Not sufficiently comprehensible. It is

impossible to comprehend jlp
Quite sufficient {or, enough) mdx
Sufficient caution.. IGC
Sufficient distance lgk
Sufficient, or. Enough room mdc

—Sufficient water.
—Sufficiently strong.
The cause, {or, reason) assigned is suffi-

cient IFU
Tug has not sufficient power yds
Will be sufficient {or, enough) meb

suffocate-d-ing-ion.

Sugar.
—Can you supplyme with sugar? {Pounds

weight may he indicated.

)

Hogsheads of sugar ovz
Sugar crop kdy

Suggest-ED-iNG-iON. (Propose) tzj

SUICIDE-AL.

SUIT-ED-ING-ABLE.
I have no spars suitable for — wly
Is answer suitable {or, sufficient) ?-End

Is itenough (suitable, or, sufficient) ?mdo
It isnot suitable. It willnot answer-ENP

Suitable boat for landing must be sent

from the shore - El

When will the tide suit? xst

Will the tide suit? xsu

Suit. {A suit of.

)

Coaling suit .-- - rwY

SULPHUR-OUS-IC.
—Sulphate of copper.

—Sulphate of iron.

—Sulphate of zinc.

—Sulphuric acid.

XDJ

XDK

XDL

XDM

XDN

XDO

XDP

XDQ

XDE,

XDS
XDT

XDU

XDV
XDW
XDY

XDZ
XEA
XEB
XEC

XED

XEP

XEG

XEH
XEI

XEJ

XEK

XEL
XEM

XBN

XEO

SULTAN-A.

SuLTCHEK. {Measure of capacity) - - -azf

sultry-iness.

sum-med-ming.

summary-ily.

Summer.
Last summer ---QGN

—Next summer.
Summer clothing rvw

SUMMON-ED-ING.

SUMMONS-EDING.
Sumner's line, or. Double altitudes -Edi

Sun. [Measure of length) awx

Sun-NY.
After sunrise - DRI
After sunset dej
At sunrise Piv
At sunset fiw

—Before sunrise.

—Before sunset.

By the sun hpo
—Sunlight, sunshine.

Sunrise. At sunrise pit
Sun's altitude edm
Sunset. At sunset fiw
Sunstroke xed

—The heat of the sun.

—The temperature in the sun is —

.

—What is the temperature in the sun?

Sunday. Sabbath vct
Last Sunday QGO

—Next Sunday.
—Sunday morning.
—Sunday night.
—Sunday week.

SuNK-BN. (See Sink) wen

Sunrise. {See Sun) fiy

Sunset. (See Sun) fiw

Sunstroke.

Sup-PED-piNG. {See also Supper.)

Supercargo.

Supbrheat-ed-ing.
—Superheater.

Superintend-ed-ing-ence.

Superintendent. Overseer.

superior-ity.
—Superior force.

Supernumerary.

supersede-d-ing.
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SURRENDER—SYSTEM.

XGE

XGF

XGH

XGI

XGJ
XGK

XGL

XGM

XGN
XGO

XGP

XGQ

XGR

XOS

XGT

XGU

XGV

SURRENDEB-BD-ING.

SURBOUND-ED-ING.

SUETEY-ED-ING. TO SURVEY.
Attend survey fky
Board of survey gpb
—Did not pass survey.
Engineer surveyor --MCT
—Has been surveyed.
—Has not been surveyed.
Lloyd's surveyor qxc
Medical survey ROM
Passed survey tcs
Please send off Lloyd's surveyor... qxg
Regular survey necessary troc

Regular survey unnecessary tjod

Special survey wmo
Steam surveyor wsx

—Survey. (A survey.)
Survey chain cable hrv
Surveyed by Lloyd's agent. —QXI

—Surveyor.

Survive-d-ing.
—Survivor.

StrsPECT-iNG. (See also Suspicious. )

Ports suspected of cholera, etc ipt

—Suspected. Suspicious.

SUSPEND-ED-ING.
Bank indicated has suspended payment,

FUX
Certificate suspended IHW
Person indicatedhasnot suspendedbusi-
ness HOC

Person indicated has suspended busi-

ness HOD
Suspended business hoe
Your agent (or agent specified) has sus-

pended business DTG

Suspicion.

Suspicious. {Suspected) -.--xgq
Stranger (or vessel indicated) is sus-

picious OH
Suspicions craft kbd
Suspicious papers tao

—Very suspicious.

SUSTAIN-ED-ING.
Did you {or vessel indicated) receive

any damage? kjp
What damage have you sustained?.kjs

SWALLOW-ED-ING.

Swam. (See Swim) ...xhm
Swam to the — ....XHO

XGW SWAMP-ED-ING.
Boat swamped -A-S

XGY

XGZ

Swamp. {Morass) Rzs

SWAY-ED-ING.
Sway-ed-ing across dhx

—Sway beam.

XHA

XHB

XHC

XHD

XHE
XHF

XHG

XHI

XHJ
XHK

XHL

XHM
XHN
XHO

XHP

XHQ

XHR

XHS

XHT

XHU

XHV

XHW

XHY

XHZ

XIA

XIB

SWEAR-ING. SWORE-N.

SwEDE-N. ' Swedish colors.

SwBEP-iNG. Swept.
Chimneysweep {or, smith) ipb
Sweeping tubes (flues, or, funnels) .nfz

Sweeps.

sweet-ly-ness.
Sweet oil.

SwELL-ED-iNG. Swollen. To swell.

Swell. {Movement of the sea.

)

A heavy swell. ota
Ground swell OIH
Much swell on ur

—Some swell.

—Too much swell.

SwiFT-LY-NBSs. {Speedy.) wmu

Swifter. {Shrouds.)

SwiM-MiNG. Swam.
—Does he, or, Does it still swim?
—Swam to the —

.

SwiNG-iNG. Swung. To swing.
Must be swung to adjust compasses,

JHY
Not room to swing uzr
Room to swing.-- UZT
Was swung for adjustment of compasses
at— JIM

Swiss.

Swivel.
Mooring swivel RZK
Take mooring swivel off .

RZM

SwooN-ED-iNG. {Faint) zni

Sword.

Syllablb-ic.

Symbol-ical.

Symptom-atic.

Syndicate.

Syphilis-itic.

Syphon.

Syeinge-d-ing.

System-atic-al-ly.
Metrical system RSU
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SYSTEM—TAKE.

XIC
XID

XIE

XIF

XIG

XIH

XIJ

XIK

XIL
XIM

System—Continued.
—New system.
—Old system.

T. (^Letter.) {For new method of spell-
ing, seepage 13.)

Tabernacle. {Step of the mast) ...wun

Table-ulae.
Alphabetical table {see page 15) ebo
Azimuth table pqg
DeYLation table jho
Have you a book of navigation tables ?

EN
Logarithm—table qyi
Navigation tables sfb
Numeral table {seepage 33) sln
Spelling table {seepage 15) ebo
Table-land qes
Table sauces vhz
Tide table xso

—Time table.
Turn table yel
Use alphabetical (spelling) table --Wnf

Taoit-ly.

Tack-bd-ing. To tack.
Do not stand too long on your present
tack jzi

Fetch on the other tack mwc
Fetch on this tack mwd
Fore tack nje
Get her on the other tack as fast as pos-

sible NY0
Get her on the other tack or you will be
on shore LP

Haul your wind on port tack ln
Haul yourwind on starboard taok...LO
Heave-to on port tack ose
Heave-to on starboard tack osp
I shall not go on the other tack unless I

fall off—to — MEU—I shall tack—at — o'clock.
I will show a light to-night when I tack,

QX
Keep on port tack pzp
Keep on starboard tack pza
Main tack egx
Make short tacks -. eip—Not able to make such short tacks.
Port tack.
Starboard tack ..wea

XIN
XIO

XIP

XIQ

XIR
XIS

XIT

XIU

XIV

XIW

XIY

XIZ

XJA

XJB

XJC

XJD

XJE

Tack—Continued.
Tack instantly ..- mo
Tacks and sheets vuy
Water shoaling ; I must tack ywm

—We shall do better'on the other tack.
—When do you tack ?

When I tack to-night I will show a light,

QX
When you alter course {or, tack) to-
night show a light jzs

Tackle.
Do not risk an anchorage iinless you
have ve^gr good ground tackle px

—Ground tackle.
Ground tackle not good enough ou
Ground tackle very good oik
Luff tackle ecu

—Reef tackle.
—Relieving tackle.
Runners and tackles vcG—Tackle, or. Purchase carried away.
Tackle falls. Purchase falls ttby
Top tackle pendant - xvn
Winding tackle zfe

Tact-pul.

-AVC

Tactic-al.

Tael, or, Leang. {Coin) .

Tapfeail.

Tail.
Tail end of main shaft broken lyo

—Tail shaft.

Tailor.

Taint-ed-ing.

Take-ing.
An alteration has taken place ebx
As much as can be taken pba
Blockade is not taken off _ _ . gnd
Blockade is taken off gne
Can I take {or, forward) any letters for
you? NMV

—Can, or. Will take.
Can, or. Will you point out {or, take
me to) a good anchorage? eks

Can you supplyme with anyone to take
charge {or, act) as engineer?- eh

—Can, or. Will you take—any—

?

Can you take me in tow? xu
Can not save the ship ; take people off.nb
Cannottake anything largerthan—-qpn
Can not take you in tow xv
Caution is requisite; take care ft
Did boat take —? .gso
Did boat take blue light (lantern, or, any
means of making a signal) ? gsp

Did boat take water? gsq
Do not interfere with {or, take the
matter out of the hands of) Lloyd's
agent qwh

Embargo is not taken off lwd
Embargo is taken off.-- lwe
Every j)reoaution has been taken. ..mje
Fire gains rapidly; take people off.-NG
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TAKE—TAP.

XJF

XJG

XJH

XJI

XJK

XJL
XJM

XJN

XJO
XJP
XJQ

XJR
XJS

Take—Continued.
Funeral takes place at — {place) and

at — {time and date) ntk
-Has bqen taken—into ^.
Has embargo been taken off at—t.iswQ
Has taken a partner tcb
Has the blockade been raised {or, taken

off)? .- GNL
Have lost all boats; can you take off

crew? Ni
Have you taken observations for varia-

tion? JHS
Heave-to, or take the consequences.osa
How did it take place? omk
How many tons do you take? xu

v

How many tons measurement of goods
can you take? oev

I am taking in {or, discharging) pow-
der, or, explosives.

Flag B, or. Code Flag over b
I am {or vessel indicated is) water-
logged ; take people off ywt

I can not take you in tow, but will re-

port you at —, and send immediate
assistance- xyq

I have taken— {quantity indicated) of

fish — NCB
I took advantage of dns

—I will take her in tow.
I will take mails for you QP
—I will take you in tow.

I wish to be taken in tow xw
Is embargo likely to be taken off?--Lwi

Is it necessary {or. Does the navigation
require me) to take a pilot? sey

It is expected embargo vnll be taken
off L"WJ

Must take in more ballast fts

No alteration has taken place ecs
People going on shore to take their

dinners with them lau
Person to take charge ..ime

Police {or other) authorities have taken
some of the crew out of the ship-KDH

Quarantine is taken off xjed

Send boat to take off the crew gup
Shall I take you in tow? xy

—Shall, or, Will take.

Take, or. Make a copy {or, dupli-

cate) -JWD
Take advantage—of dnv
—Take as much as.

Take care, or. Be careful—of ; caution

is requisite ft

Take care range is clear hym
Take charge—of imf

Take command—of JEG

Take despatches kxc
—Take her in tow.

Tsilc© m
Take iii a reef {indicate if more than

one) :— .UMQ

—Take in light sails.

Take in sail — vet

—Take in studding sails.

—Take in topgallant sails.

—Take in tow.
Take letter {or, despatches) KXC

- Take mooring swivel off kzm
—Take no notice.

—Take notice.

XJT
XJU
XJV
XJW

XJY

XJZ

XKA

XKB

XKC
>

XKD

XKE
XKF
XKG
XKH

XKI

XKJ

XKL

XKM

Take—Continued.
—Take-n, Took off.

—Take papers.
—Take passage—^to {or, for).

—Take-n, Took place—on.

Take possession—of -- ...tpz
Take rooih enough mdy

—Take telegram—to {or, for).

Take your choice ipx
—Taken.
Taken aback cxg
The tide will take her off nfe

—Took.
Took place in consequence of jqe
Trial takes place on the — yaw
Utmost care must be taken hyq
Want lighters to take my cargo QTE
Was taken by a privateer. twm
What has taken? zcd
What is the lowest price you will take?

TVTT

What vessel takes the next mail? ..bpy
—What will you take?
When did it take place? tlo
When did the collision take place?. -JB

a

When is the embargo to be taken off?

LWN
When will funeral take place? ntl
When will it take place? tlp
Where did the collision take place?-JBO

Where did you take your last departure
from? KTY

Where is it to take place {or, be done)?
LIV

Which channel shall I take? ilw
Which passage did you take? tdj
Will take time—to complete JKW
—Will take you{orshipindicated)va.toyr.
Will you take a bill on — ? gkn
Willyoutake letters {or, despatches)?,jy—^Will you take me {or vessel indicated) in

tow?
Will you take my bill? gko
Will you take my pilot? tjv

* You had better take a pilot at once.TJX
You must take a p^lot tjy

Tale.
—Telltale.

Talk-ed-ing

Tall.

Tallow.

Tally-ied-ing.

Tan. (Measure of weight) bcm

Tank.
Cable tank hqu
Filter tank - mye
Bequire water tank {or, boat) GUJ

—Tank steamer.
Water ballast tank ftw
Water tank • ywd
Water tank is empty lxz
Water tank leaky ywe

Tap-ped-ping.
Taps, Stocks, and Dies kzb
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TAPE—TELEGRAPH.

XKN

XKO

XKP

XKQ

XKR

XKS

XKT

XKU

XKV
XKW
XKY

XKZ

XLA

XLB

XLC

XLD

XLE

XLF

XLG
XLH

XLI

XLJ

XLK

XLM

XLN

XLO

XLP

Tape.

Tapioca.

Tar-eed-ring-y. To tar.
Coal tar iws
Stockholm tar wvr

—Tar barrel.

Tarbrush hkr

Tare.

Target.

Tariff.

Tarpaulin.

Tartar-ic. Tartaric acid.

—Cream of tartar.

—Tartar emetic.

Task.

Tastb-d-ing-ftjl-ly.

Tattoo.

Taunt-ed-ing.

Taut.
Haul taut. Tauten hawser opd
Heave taut osb

Tavern.

Tax-ed-ing-ation.
Income tax p<;s

TOHEKI. {Measure of weight) bav

TCHO, or, Cho. {Measure of length) .avr

Tea.
—Teapot.

Teach-ing. Taught.

Teak.

Teae-ing. Tore-n.

Tedious.
A tedious passage I-.-TDA

Telegram. (See also under Telegraph
below.

)

Tblegraph-ed-ing. To telegraph.
Admiralty, or, Navy Department tele-

graph-ed-ing dlv
Answer by telegraph. Telegraph reply,

WQ
Answered, or. Replied bytelegraph.EMQ
By telegraph hpi
Cablegram hqv

—Can I telegraph — to?
Can telegraph message be forwarded
from—1 WR

Can you forward my communication by
telegraph? hu

XLQ

XLR

XLS

XLT

Telegraph—Continued.
Communicate by telegraph jfp
Communication by telegraph is jfs
Communication by telegraph is restored,

JPT
Communication by telegraph is stopped,

ws
Does telegraphic communication go all

the way? jfy
Engine-room telegraph MBJ
Foreign telegram nkt
Forward answer by telegraph to signal

station at — emw
Forward following message by tele-

graph — to— NMW
Foward following telegraphic miessage
by signal letters, instead of writing it

at length xb
Forward my communication by tele-

graph and pay for its transmission.hy
Forward reply to my message by tele-

graph to — WT
Have orders {or, telegram) for you. .sm
Have you anymessage (telegram, orders,

or, communications) for me? IB

I am going to signal the contents of an
important telegram, to be communi-
cated to you IE

—I am laying (repairing, or, picking up)
a telegraph cable. Keep out of my
way.

I have orders to telegraph your passing,

so
I have picked up telegraph cable ...wu
I have telegraphed for further orders

{or, instructions) = stw
I have telegraphed for your orders ST

—I will telegraph.
I will telegraph for your orders if you

will await reply sv
I will telegraph message immediately,

RQO
In anchoring, look out for telegraph

cable -- wv
Is there a telegraph cable near me?.HRj
—No telegraphic communication.
Open telegram for me and signal its

contents wx
Order-ed-ing by telegraph (telegram),

SUD
Replied by telegraph bmq
—Report by telogrnph.
Report me by telegraph to — usa
Report me by telegraph to Lloyd's..UD
Report me by telegraph to my owner

{or, to Mr. — ) at— ue
Report me by velegraph to owner {or,

to — ) at UE
Report me by telegraph to "Shipping
Gazette" uf

Report me to owners on leaving usB
Send boat for telegram gum
Send following message by telegraph to
owner {or, to—) at— XA

Send following message through the
telegraph by signal letters instead of
vsrriting it at length xb

Send following telegram to owners {or,

to Mr. — ) at — • XA
Send my message through the telegraph
by signal letters XB
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TELEGRAPH—TENSILE.

XLU

XLV

XLW

XLY

XLZ
XMA

XMB
XMC

XMD
XME

XMP

xMa

XMH

XMI
XMJ

XMK
XML

XMN
XMO
XMP

XMQ
XMB

Telegraph—Continued.
Send telegram yqh
Shall I open telegram for you and sig-

nal its contents xc
Shall I send message by telegraph?-RQS
Shall I telegraph for yonr orders tb

-Shall I telegraph owner?
Signal the name of place where yon wish

to be reported by telegraph wdf
Take telegram — to (or, for) xjy

Note.—In signaling a telegram to be
sent, signal—

1. Ship's name.
2. Name of person to whom telegram

is to be sent.

3. Text of telegram.

Telegram arrived from— jx
—Telegram received from —

.

Telegraph address. djp
—Telegraph Admiralty, or. Navy Depart-
ment to —

.

—Telegraph buoy.
Telegraph cable hrw

—Telegraph clerk (or, official).

—Telegraph code.

Telegraph following message to— {ship

or person named) at — xd
Telegraph instruction (order) to

—

..tc

—Telegraph instruments.
—Telegraph out of order (or, stopped).

Telegraph reply. Answer by telegraph,
WQ

—Telegraph ship.

—Telegraph station (or, office).

Telegraph to my agents dsv
—Telegraph to my family at — the fol-

lowing message.
—Telegraph to my owner.
Telegraph to my owners to send my let-

ters tome at— vqp
Telegraph wire zoo
Telegraphic communication lvc
Telegraphic despatch arrived from —

,

JX
Telegraphic message x;ln

Telegraphic news—arrived from—--JX

There is a telegraph cable on —(bearing

indicated) .-
-^n

—To whom shall we telegraph that all is

well on board your vessel?

Vessel desires to be reported by tele-

graph to owner (Mr. — ) at — usp

"Will you telegraph to —(ship or person

named) the intelligence I am about to

communicate? IM

—You can telegraph as far, as—

.

—You can telegraph from.

Telephonb-d-ing. Telephonic.

—Can I telephone to —

?

i Diver's telephone --- -

—Telephonic communication.

I

—Telephonic message.
j —You can telephone to —

.

Telescope-ic. Spyglass.

—Water telescope.

XMS

XMT

XMU

XMV

XMW
XMY

XMZ
XNA

XNB

XNC
XND

XNE
XNF

XNG

XNH

XNI
XNJ
XNK

XNL

XNM

XNO

XNP

XNQ

XNR

XNS

XNT

XNU

XNV

XNW
XNY

XNZ

XOA

Tell-ins. Told.
Can, or. Will you tell (or, make known)?

QOL
—Can not tell you.

Desires me to tell you kwo
—Did you tell?

Poretell-ing-told nkb
—He (or person indicated) told.

Tell my owner ship answers remarkably
well - ENO

—Tell —(person indicated)—to.

—Tell —(person indicated) not to —

.

Tell -^(person indicated)not to forward
anymore letters for me QS

Telltale xke
Tell them to recover my anchor ...ejw

—Who told (or, said so) ?

—You were told.

Temper.

Tbmperate^ly-ance.
—Temperate zone.

Temperature.
—Have you tried the temperature of the

sea?

—The temperature by wet bulb is —, and
by dry bulb is —

.

—The temperature in the shade is —

.

The temperature in the sun is— -.xdw
—The temperature is at —

.

—The temperature of the sea is —

.

—What is the temperature? What is the

thermometer?
—What is the temperature by wet and

dry bulb?
—What is the temperature in the shade?
What is the temperature in the sun?

XDY
Tbmpest-uous.

Template.

Temple.

Temporary-ily.
Engines broken down ; under temporary

repair mck
Engines under temporary repair. _-MBK

—Temporary light shown at — (place

indicated)

.

Under temporary repair yhk

Temporize-d-ing.

Ten-th-ly.

Tenant.

Tbnd-bd-ing.

Tender-bd-ing. To tender.
Mail tender

Tennis. Lawn tennis .

Tenon.

Tensile.

.RFO

.-QIP
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TENSION—THE.

XOB

XOC

XOD

XOE

XOF

XOG

XOH

XOI

XOJ

XOK

XOL

XOM

XON

XOP

XOQ
XOR
XOS
XOT

XOU

Tension.

Tent.
Send tent on shore VQi

Tbnuek.

Terms.

Tebminate-d-ing-ion.
Termination of articles ezm

Terminus.

Terrace, or, Boulevard hbp

Terrible-Y.

Territory-ial.

Test-hd-ing.
Test battery .

—Test coil.

Testament, or, "Will.

Testipy-ied-ing-mony.

Testimonial.

Texture.

Thaler. (Coin) ...avd

Than .^ ckf
Less than qnl
More than rzu
Than the ckg
Than these (or, those) ckh
Than they (their-s) cki
Than we (our-s) ckj
Than which (or, what) __ckl
Than yon-r-s ckm

Thank.
—Thank you.
—Thanked.
—Thanking.

Thankpul-ly-ness.

That ckp
After that (or, this) ckn
Before that (or, this) cko
By that (or, this) bjt
Can, or. May that (or, this)? ..bki
Could, or. Might that (or, this)?--_BLE
Do, Does, or. Did that (or, this)?.._BMj
For that (or, this) : bpp
From that (or, this) bpr
Had, Has, or. Have that (or, this) -BQW
If that (or, this) bzx
In that (or, this) cdm
Is that (or, this) ? cdv
May, etc. (See Can, above.)
Might, etc. (See Could, above.)
Must that (or, this)? cex
Not that (or, this) CFZ
Of that (or, this) .cgq
On that (or, this) chb
Ought that (or, this)? chu

XOV

XOW

That—Continued.
Shall, or. Will that (or, this)? civ
Should, or. Would that (or, this)?-_cijs
That CKP
That, or, This can (or, may) ckq
That, or. This can (or, may) be ckr
That, or. This can not (or, may not) .cks
That, or. This can not (or, may not) be,

CKT
That, or. This could (or, might) CKU
That, or. This could (or might) be.CKV
That, or. This could (or, might) not be,

CKW
That, or, This had (has, or, have) -Ckx
That, or. This had (has, or, have) been,

CKY
That, or. This had (has, or, have) not
been ckz

That he (she, it, or persons or things
indicated) cla

That his (her-s, it-s) clb
That I (my, mine) old
That, or. This is cle
That, or. This is not clp
That it is clg
That it is not clh
That, or. This must cli
That, or. This must be CLJ
That, or. This must not clk
That, or. This must not be clm
That, or. This shall (or, will)be cln
That, or. This shall (or, will) not be,

clo
That, or. This should (or, would) be.CLP
That, or. This should (or,would) not be,

CLQ
That the clt
That these (or, those) CLU
That they (their-s) CLV
That, or. This was clb
That, or. This was not. CLS
That we (our-s) clw
That which (or, what) CLX
That with cly
That you-r-s CLZ
This cma
To that (or, this) coa
Was, or. Were that (or, this) coz
With that (or, this) cwj

Thatch-ed-ing.

Thaw-ed-ing.

The cME
After the CMB
And the AMD
Are„ or. Is the ben
Be the bfe
By the bju
Can, or. May the? hue
Could, or. Might the? blf
Do, Does, or. Did the? bmk
Each of the (or, them) lqu
Either of the (or, them) lue
For the bpg
From the bps
Had, Has, or. Have the? bqx
If the BZY
In the CDN
Is, etc. (See Are, above.

)
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XOY

XOZ

XPA

XPB

The—Continued.
May, etc. (See Can, above. )

Might, etc. (See Could, above.

)

Must the? CEY
Not the CGA
Of the _ COR
On the CHD
Ought the? CEV
Shall, or, Will the? ciw
Should, or. Would the? cjt
Than the ckg
That the clt
The CME
The most saw
The same as vgn
The same description kwg
The same kind—as qay
To the CNX
To the rear uko
Was, or. Were the? cow
What, or, Which of the? CQi
When the csr
Where should (or, would) the? Ctw
Where the .- cty
Will the? (See Shall, above) ciw
With the-- cwi
Would the ? (See Should, above).. -cjt

Theatre-ical.

Thept. Thievino.

Their. (See They) cnl

Them. (See They) cnl

Then.

Thence.

XPC Theodolite.

There cmf
Are, or. Is there—any? bep
By there bjw
Can, or, May there be? bfi

Could, or. Might there be?- bfp
Do, Does, or. Did there? bml
From there.- - bpu
Had, Has, or, Have there? bqy
If there cab
Is, or, Are there — any — ? bep
Must there be? cez

Not there cgb
Shall, or, Will there be? bhe
Should, or. Would there be? bho
There cmf
There are (or, is) -CMG
There are (or, is) not cmh
There can (or, may) cmi

There can (or, may) be. ---CMJ

There can not (or, may not) CMK
There can not (or, may not) be cml
There could (or, might) cmn
There could (or, might) be cmo
There could (or, might) not be cmp
There had (has, or, have) cmq
There had (has, or, have) been cmr
There had (has, or, have) not been-CMS
There is nothing CMT
There shall (or, will) cmu

XPD

XPE

XPF

XPG

XPH
XPI

There—Continued.
There shall (or, will) be cmv
There shall (or, will) not cmw
There shall (or, will) not be cmx
There should (or, would) cmy
There should (or, would) be cmz
There should (or, would) have been-CNA
There should (or, would) not cnb
There should (or, would) not be---CND
There should (or, would) not have been,

ONE
There was (or, were) CNF
There was (or, were) not CNO
Was, or. Were there? 1 cox

Thereabouts.

Thereby.

Therefore.

Thermometer. (For TJiermometer Table
according to Fahrenheit, Centigrade,
and Reaumur graduations, see page
60.)

—Have you a thermometer?
—I have no thermometer.
The thermometer by wet bulb shows—

,

and by dry bulb shows — i:ng

The thermometer in the shade is—.xnh
The thermometer in the sun is

—

--XDW
The thermonieter is at — xni
What is the height of the thermometer?
What is the temperature? xnk

What is the height of the thermometer
by wet and dry bulbs? xnl

What is the height of the thermometer
in the shade? xnm

What is the height of the thermometer
in the sun? xdy

These. Those cni

After these (or, those) cnh
Are these (or, those)? beq
By these (or, those) bjx
Can, or. May these (or, those)? bkj
Could, or. Might these (or, those) ?.blq
Do, Does, or, Did these (or, those) ?-BMN
For these (or, those) --- bpi

From these (or, those) bpv
Had, Has, or. Have these, (or, those)?

BQZ
If these (or, those) cad
In these (or, those) cdp
May, etc. (See Can, above.

)

Might, etc. (See Could, above.

)

Must these (or, those)? cfa
Not these (or, those) cgd
Of these (or, those)-- -.cgt
On these (or, those) chf
Ought these (or, those)? chw
Shall, or. Will these (or, those)? _-Cix
Should, or. Would these (or, those)?

CJU
Than these (or, those) ckh
That these (or, those) OLU
These cni

Those CNI

To these (or, those) cnz

Were these (or, those)? CPG
When these (or, those)? csg
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These—Continued.
Will, etc. (See Shall, above.)
With these (or, those) owl
Would, etc. {See Should, above. )

They. Them. Their-s cnl
After they (them, their-s) cnj
And they elm
Are, or, Is their-s, or, Are they? .--BEO
Before them (their-s, they) cnk
By them (their-s) .- bvj
Can, or, May they (their-s)? bkl
Can, or. May they not? bkm
Could, or. Might they (their-s)? ...blh
Do, Does, or. Did they (their-s)?-_-BMO
For them (their-s) bph
From them (their-s) bpt
Had, Has, or, Have they (them, their-s) ?

BRA
Had, or. Have they been? bft
Had, or. Have they done? bmu
Had, or, Have they had? brc
How are they? bxh
How will they? bxy
If they (their-s) -Cae
If they are cap
If they are not cag
If they can (or, may) cah
If they can not {or, may not) cai
If they could {or, might) caj
If they could {or, might) not Cal
If they do (or, did) cam
If they do {or, did) not can
If they had {or, have) Cao
If they had {or, have) not cap
If they shall {or, will) caq
If they shall (or, will) not... car
If they should {or, would) cas
If they should (or, would) not cat
If they were Cau
If they were not cav
In them (their-s) cdo
Is, etc. {See Are, above. )

Let them be bgw
Let them have brv
Most of them sax
Must they (their-s)? cfb
Not they (their-s) cge
Of them (their-s) CGs
On them (their-s) che
Ought they to? chx
Shall, or, Will they (their-s)? CIY
Shall, or. Will they be? bhf
Shall, or. Will they do it ? boa
Shall, or. Will they not ? ciz
Shall, or. Will they not do it? boc
Should, or. Would they (their-s)---CJV
Than they (their-s) cki
That they (their-s) CLV
They, Them, Their-s cnl
They are __. beu
They are for cnm
They are from bet
They are not—to bev
They can {or, may) bkt
They can {or, may) be bhp
They can {or, may) have ^-BSP
They can not {or, may not) bku
They can not {or, may not) be bhq
They can not {or, may not) have.-.BSG
They could {or, might) bln

XPJ

They—Continued.
They could {or, might) be. bhr
They could {or, might) not blo
They could {or, might) not be bhs
They do {or, did) boj
They do {or, did) not bok
They had {or, have) bsh
They had {or, have) been bht
They had {or, have) done bol
They had {or, have) had - bsi
They had (or, have) not bsj
They had {or, have) not been bhu
They had (or, have) not done bom
They had 4or, have) not had bsk
They must- cfg
.They must be bhv
They must not cph
They must not be ..bhw
They ought to cie
They ought not to CIP
They ought not to be bhy
They ought to be. bhx
They shaU {or, will) cjp
They shall {or, will) be ---Bhz
They shall {or, will) not CJG
They shall {or, will) not be bia
They should {or, would) cjy
They should {or, would) be bio
They should {or, would) have bsl
They should {or, would) not CJZ
They should (or, would) not be bid
They should (or, .would) not have-.BSM
They were coj
They were not COK
They were not to be blp
They were to be bie
To them (their-s) cny
Was, or. Were they (their-s)? coy
Were they? cph
Were they not? CPI
What, or, Which do {or, did) they (we,

or, you)? CQE
What, or. Which shall {or, will) they

{or, you) do? cqn
What, or. Which shall {or, will) they

{or you) have CQO
What, or. Which should {or, would)
they (or, you) do? - CQS

When do {or, did)they {or, you)? .-CRF
When shall {or, will) I (they, we, or,

you) do? CRV
When shall {or, will) they? cry
When shall {or, will) they {or, you)
have -CRZ

When they (their-s) CSH
When they are csi

Where are they? CST
Where do {or, did) they {or, you)?--CSZ
Where shall {or, will) they? ctp
Where shall {or, will) they {or, you)
have? CTQ

Where should {or, would) they (their-s)?

CTX
Where they (theirs). CTZ
Where they are CUA
Why they (their-s) cvw
With them (their-s) CWK

Thick.
Delayed by thick fog. Detainedby thick
fog KSE
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XPK
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THROTTLE—TIFFm.

XRF
XRG

XRH

XRI

XRJ

XRK

XRL

XRM
XRN

XRO

XRP

XRQ
XRS

XRT
XRU
XRV

XRW
XRY

XRZ

XSA

XSB

Thbottle-d-ing.
—Throttle valve.

Through.
Can one break through the ice? hey
Do you think I could get through the

ice? -PBH
The ice is so solid I can not break
through; send help pcp

Through, or, Into the channel ILV
Through the day knw
Through the fog nqo
Through the strait wym
Through the water .-.-, yvl
Through the winter zgj

Throughout.

Throw-n-ing. Threw.
Enemy is throwing up batteries FYS
Have you any means of throwing a

line? QUJ
Mortar for throwing a line sap
Obliged to throw overboard smy
Rocket to throw a line. L. S. A. rocket,

UZG
Was thrown on her {or, my) beam ends,

GAX

Thrum-med.

Thrust.
Thrust bearing GBQ
Thrust block broken gmz
Thrust block damaged gna
Thrust-block rings defective gnb
Thrust collars damaged jad

—Thrust shaft.

—Thrust shaft broken.

Thumb.

Thunder-ed-ikg.
There has been, or. We have had a
storm of thunder and lightning- -Qtl

-QGP

Thursday.
—Before Thursday.
Last Thursday

—Next Thursday.
—Thursday morning.
—Thursday night.

Thus.

Thwakt-ed-ing. To thwart.

Thwart. {Seat of a boat.)

TiOAL. {Coin) AVE

Ticket.
Pay ticket ter
Ticket of admission dme

Tide.
Against the tide (current, or, stream),

dse
As soon as the flood tide makes pbp
Athwart the current (tide, or, stream),

FJI

XSC

XSD

XSE

XSF
XSG

XSH
XSI
XSJ
XSK
XSL
XSM
XSN

XSO

XSP

XSQ

XSR

XST

XSU
XSV

XSW

XSY

xsz

Tide—Continued.
Bar impassable for boats on the ebb

tide eq
—By to-morrow's tide.

Can not stem the tide {or, current) -KPX
Do not abandon the vessel until the tide

has ebbed ad
Do you know the tides? qby
Drop down with the tide loc
Ebb tide lsn
Eddy tide ltg
Flood tide nfo
Half tide oln

—High tide.»

How is the tide? What tide have we
now? xp

Keep out of the tide {or, current).-.xa
Lee tide qmi
Neap tide spd
—Next tide.

Race. Tide race-- ugh
Spring tide wox
Spring tides rise— feet WOY
The tide will float her off npb

—This tide.

—Tidal.
Tidal dock um

—Tide flows at —

.

—Tide has fallen — feet.

—Tide has risen — feet.

Tide is falling.

—Tide is rising.

Tide rises — feet.

Tide rode.
Tide, or. Current sets to the — kgk

—Tide tables.

Tide, or, Current will run very strong.
{Miles per hour may follow) kgb

Try the current {or, tide) egp
Was the tide high when you grounded?

ci

Was the tide low when you grounded?
CJ

Weather tide yzt
What is the rise and fall of tide? XH
What is the set and rate of tide {or,

current)? __- -KGJ
What is the strength of the tide?
When is the highest tide? ovh
—When the tide.

When the tide slacks wps
—When the tide turns.
When will the tide ebb? xi
When will the tide flow? XJ
When will the tide suit?
When will the tide turn? XK

—Will the tide suit?
With the tide.

You will not lie afloat all the tide-_DQG

Tidings.
Have you any tidings of the crew?-KDB

TiE-D-iNG. To tie.

Tier.
Ground tier oil

Tierce. {Measure of capacity) azs

TiPPIN. LuNCH-- RDJ
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TIGHT—TO.

XTA

XTB
XTC

XTD

XTE

XTF

XTG

XTH

XTI

XTJ
XTK

XTL

XTM

XTN

TlOHT-LY-NESS-EH.
Air-tight dwj
—Packed-tight.—^Water-tight.
Water-tight compartment jhb
Water-tight door lks

TiGHTEN-ED-ING.

Till. (See also Until) ...:ylc
Can you stop till —1 wxd
Will hold together till — owy

Tiller.
Tiller rope vab

Timber.
Baulk of timber fzg
Timber cargo hzn

—Timber ship.

Time.
(For Hours and Minutes seepage 58.)

About the time dab
Another time - eml
Apparent time erm
Asks precise time of high water and
minimum depth at that time -— xe

At all times dyj
—At any time.
At no time pil
At the same time. The same time-VGP
At the (^or, that) time specified pja
At what time (.or, hour)? rjc
At what time do you expect? .mnd
Barely time to save the mail ^-REY
Best time ghy
By what time? hpt
Can I depend upon your time? RS
Can you depend upon your time? - _kue
•Can you fix any time for—

?

—Can not fix any time—for —

.

During the time in harbor. ._ lpv
Enough time mdz
Every time mjp
First time _-NBH
Forward message immediately without

loss of time -_nmy
—From time to time.
Have been on short allowance for some
time DZi

How long a time? -- Qyl
—How many times?

I can not depend upon my time kuh
If time will admit -.dmc
In a short time -VZT

—In time.
Is there time ball at —? pth
Last time QGb
Latest posting time—is QHG
Local time Qxw
Long time—ago. Long ago dtl
-Lose no time RAP
Lose no time in getting to the anchor-

age ^LC
Lose no time in shoring up CP

Lose-ing, Losttime... Ras
May I depend upon your time? RS

Meantime RNP
Minute of time... -^ RVE

XTO
XTP

XTQ
XTR

XTS
XTU
XTV

XTW
XTY
XTZ

XUA

XUB

XUC

XUD

XUE

XUP

Time—Continued.
My chronometer is fast of Greenwich

(or, first meridian) mean time gr
My chronometer is slow of Greenwich

(or, first meridian) mean time gs
My first meridian (or, Greenwich) mean
time is — xl

Next time (or, opportunity) sry
—Not time enough. ,

Short time.
Sometime wjs
Sometime ago {or, since) dto
The best time ghy
The same time. At the same time.VQP
-There will be time—to (or, for)

.

This time.
Time appointed etc
Time ball pti
Time ball drops at— ptj
Time enough ^ mdz
Time fuze nva
Time-table xig
—Time will be gained—by.
—Time will be lost.

—Timely.
What are the time arrangements for—

?

EXL
What is the precise time of high water,
and minimum depth at that time?-XE

What time is dinner? law
When does time ball drop? ptk
When were your last observations for

time? --RY
When will be the best time for crossing
the bar?-- XM

Will take — time to complete jkw
Will you show your Greenwich (or, first

meridian) mean time? xn

Timely xtv

Tin.
Tinned, or. Canned -

—Tinplate.
—Tinsmith.

Tincture.
—Tincture of henbane.
Tincture of rhubarb UWQ

—Tincture of steel.

TiP-PED-PING.
Coal tip IWT

TiRE-D-ING.
Much tired ( or, fatigued) mtx
Too tired (or, fatigued) mty

Title.

ij^ CNO
Am, is, or, Are to beh
Am I to? bep

As to --PB6

—Does not belong to.

Heave to osc

Heaving, Hove-to osd

Lay to — QJC

Me to CEF

Not to CGP

Not to be CGH
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TO—TOO.

XUG

XUH

XUI

XUJ

XUK

JUL
CUM

XUN

To

—

Continued.
Not to be done .- cgi

Not to be had cgj
To--- CNO
To be CNP
To be at cnq
To be done cnr
To be had CNS
To-day --,-- ...knx
To-day's post kny
To do-- CNT
To have cnu
To him (his, her-s, it-s) CNV
To leeward qml
Tome (my, mine) cnw
To-night-'s XUQ
To-night's post xus
To rendezvous at — -.1 UQO
To see you vob
To the - --- CNX
To the buoy : hmx
To, or, For the eastward. _ lse
To the island ptk
To, or, For the northward sjp
To, or, At the rendezvous - uqp
To, or, For the southward .-WLK
To, or. For the westward ZBS
To, or. By the wind hpq
To them (their-s) cny
To .these (or, those) cnz
To this (or, that) coa
To us (our-s) COB
To which (or, what) cod
To whom (or, whose) cob
To windward zfy
To you-r-s COF
Went—to ZBQ
Wrote to— on — zjv
You are ordered to — suz

TOBACCO-NIST.
Tobacco pipe tkn

To-day knx—To day-'s.

To-day's post - kny
What is the meteorological report for
to-day? ZK

Toe.

Together.
Let us keep together for mutual protec-

tion IN
We can defend ourselves if we keep
together pye

Will hold together till— owy

TOGQLE-D-ING.

Told. (See Tell) * xms
Who told (or, said so)? xmz

Tolerable-y.
—Tolerable observations.
Tolerably healthy. Tolerably well.OQZ

Toll.

Toman. (Coin) avf

TOMME. (Measure of length) awy

xuo

XUP

XUQ
XUR
XUS

XUT
XUV

xuw

XUY

xuz

XVA

XVB

XVC

XVD

To-morrow.
Before to-morrow . SAH
By to-morrow's post. To-morrow's post,

TQH
By to-morrow's tide xsc
The day after to-morrow drv
To-morrow afternoon drz
To-morrow evening mil
To-morrow morning sae

—To-morrow night.
To-morrow-'s post. By to-morrow's post,

TQH
What is the meteorological forecast for
to-morij)w? ZL

To-night.
—I sail to-night.
—To-night's post.

Ton. (Measure of cubic capacity) ...ayi

Ton. (Measure of weight) bat
Coals — shillings a ton at — gz

—How many tons—of?
—How many tons do you take ?

How many tons dead weight of cargo
must you have? ias

How many tons measurement of goods
can you take?. oev

—Ton measurement.
Ton of coal--- IXK
Ton measurement of goods oey

—Ton of water.
Want — tons dead weight of cargo. -IBE

ToNDE. (Measure of capacity) azt

Tongue.

Tonic.

Tonnage.
Registered tonnage—is unt
Tonnage burden hnb
Tonnage gross oiD
What is your (or vessel's indicated) reg-

istered tonnage? unv

Tonne. (Measure of weight) bay

Too.
Too big GJN
Too close (or, near) ivj
Too dear kov
Too deep : ^ krb
Too far off . mtd
Too far to the eastward lsf
Too far to the northward SJQ
Too far to the southward wlm
Too far to the westward . zbt

—Too few.
Too large gjn
Too large a number (or, quantity) of,

QFV
Too late. qhi
Too little. Too small qvx
Too long ...qyx
Too low RBX
Too much (or, many) rks
Too much disabled lbx
Too much scope vjQ
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TOO—TORPEDO.

XVE
XVF

XVG

XVH

XVI

XVJ

XVK

XVL

XVM
XVN
XVO

XVP

XVQ
XVR
xvs

XVT
XVU

xvw

Too

—

Continued.
Too much sea -. tiv
Too much surf XFU
Too m.uch swell xhk
Too much wind zfb
Too near ivj

—Too old.

—Too short.

Too small (gr, little) qvx
Too soon .-- ...WKB
Too thin xpe
Too tired (or, fatigued) mty

Took. (See Take) xka

Tool.
Carpenter's tools ibw
Caulker's tools ifk
Cooper's tools jvk
Engineer's tools mov
I have not carpenter's tools. Want car-

penter's tools : rex
—I have not tools. I have no tools.

Let them bring their tools with them,
HJD

Painter's tools (or, brushes) hkp
Vessel named can lend you carpenter's

tools ---IBZ

—With tools.

Tooth.

Top-PED-iNG. To top.
At top of FJB
Foretop njf
I can not make out the top flag ndi
Maintop RGY
Military top EUC
Mizzentop ewm

—Top. ( The summit of. )

Top up boat GVB
—Top rope.
—Top-tackle pennant.
—Top your lower yard.

Topgallant.
Fore topgallant mast njg
Fore topgallant sail .-. njh
Fore topgallant yard. nji

Jigger topgallant yard and sail pvt
Main topgallant mast egz
Main topgallant sail eha
Main topgallant yard ehb
Mizzen topgallant mast rwv
Mizzen topgallant sail ewx
Mizzen topgallant yard Rwy
Set topgallant sails vep
Take in topgallant sails xjp

—Topgallant mast.
—Topgallant rigging.

—Topgallant sail.

Topgallant sheet vrrz

—Topgallant studding sail.

—Topgallant yard.

Topmast.
Fore topmast --- njk
Fore topmast sprung njl
Fore topmast staysail Njm
Main topmast RHC
Main topmast staysail ehd

XVY
XVZ

XWA
XWB
XWC
XWD

XWE
XWF

XWG
XWH
XWI

XWJ

XWK
XWL

XWM

Topmast—Continued.
Mizzen topmast .ewz
Mizzen topmast staysail rxa
Topmast backstay fqp
Topmast cap hvm
—Topmast crosstrees.
—Topmast rigging.
Topmast staysail wso
Topmast staysail sheet -.-- -.vwa
—Topmast studding sail.

Topsail.
—Back the main topsail.

Double topsails lkz
—Double topsail yard.

Fill the main topsail myb
Fore topsail Njo
Fore topsail yard njp
GaflE topsail nvg
I have carried away topsail yard- _ -ZKN
I have sprung (or, damaged) lower top-

sail yard ...kji

I have sprung (or, damaged) topsail

yard kjm
I have sprung (or, damaged) upper top-

sail yard --_ -- kjn
Jigger topsail yard and sail pvu
Keep main topsail shivering pz

j

Keep mizzen topsail shivering pzk
Lower fore topsail yard nki
Lower main topsail yard egf
Lowpr mizzen topsail yard Ewo
Lower spanker topsail yard wltj
Lower topsail hch
Main topsail --RHE
Main topsail yard : khf
Main topsail yard sprung ehg
Mizzen topsail RXb'
Mizzen topsail yard Rxc

—Shift a topsail.

Topsail sheet vwb
—Topsail yard.

Upper fore topsail yard nkj
Upper main topsail yard ehk

—Upper spanker topsail yard.

—Upper topsail.

—Upper topsail yard.

Topside. Topside planking.

ToEE. Torn xlk

Tornado.

Torpedo.
Beware of torpedo boats xo
Beware of topedoes ; channel is mined,

XP
Boom for torpedo net gzy

—Directible torpedo.

Enemy's torpedo boat lzm
Enemy's torpedo boats have been seen

to the — , steering to the — oh
First-class torpedo boat - gsx

Have you seen any torpedo boat?--.-XE

Howmany torpedo boatspassedin sight?
gtk

Is there danger of mines (or, torpedo

boats)? ^s

Line of torpedoes QUR
Locomotive torpedo QYD

76564—09 27
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TRADE—TRINITY.

XZL

XZM

Trade—Continued.
Coasting vessel. Coasting trade ship,

lYB
—Foreign trade.
Freetrade-r npv
Home trade.--. oxk
Opium trade srp
Slave trade-- wga
Trades union- yjd
—Tradesman.

XZN Trader.

xzo
XZP

XZQ

XZR
xzs

XZT

xzu

xzy

xzw

XZY

YAB

YAC

YAD

YAE

YAF

YAG

YAH

Trade-mark .-- Rln
What trade-mark (or, brand)? hdy

Trade WIND.-- zfc
During the monsoon {or, trades) -..ryj
Had the monsoon (or, trade winds) set

in? RYK
Where did you fall in with the trade {or,

monsoon)? -RYM
Where did you lose the trade {or, mon-

soon)? KBI

Traffic-ed-ing.
—Traffic interrupted hy the snow.

Train. {A railway train.)

Armored train evz
Special train -.wmp

—Train leaves for— at—

.

—When do the trains leave for—

?

Train-ed-ing. To traix.
Training ship -VXF

Tramway.

Transact-ed-ing-ion.
Business transaction -- hnw

Transatlantic.

Transfer-red-ring-encb-ablb.
Have shipwrecked crew onboard {num-

ber to follow) ; wili you let me trans-

fer them to you? KDA
Vessel seriouslydamaged ; wish to trans-

fer passengers.-- -- ---HM

Tranship-ped-ping-ment.

Transit.

Translate-d-inq-ion-or.

Transmit-ted-ting-ssion.
Forward my communication by tele-

graph and pay for its transmission-HY

Transom.

-DSX

Transport.
Military transport
Transport agent
Government transport {or, ship) ..opw

Transport-bd-ing-ation.

YAI

YAJ

YAK

YAL

YAM

YAN

YAO

YAP

YAQ

YAR

YAS

YAT

YAU

YAV

YAW
YAX

YAZ

YEA

YBC

YBD

YBE

YBF
YBG

Trap.
Mess traps. rqi

Travel-ed-ing-er.

Traveler. {Horse) oyq

Trawl-bd-ing-br.
Steam trawler.- wti

Treachery-ous-ly.

Treason-able.

Treasure-er.

Treasury.

Treat-ed-ing-mbnt.
Hospital treatment oyt
Medical treatment Ron
Require hospital treatment --Oytj

Treaty.

Treble. {Triple) — ybi

Tree.
Cross-trees keh
Trestle-trees - yau

Tremble-d-ing. Tremor.

Trend-ing.

Trestle. Trbstle-tbees,

Trial.
I am on full-speed trial-Code Flag overa
Steam trial wsy

—Trial takes place on the —

.

Triangle-ular-ly.
Triatic, or, Diagonal stay kyq

Tribe-al.

Trice-d-inq—UP.

Trifle-ing.
Damage trifling - kjb

YBH

Trim.
Coal trimmer iwu
Lamp trimmer -- Q^l

—Trimmed.
. , .i.

Trimmed by the head ; — mches by the
IjQO^ --- """ *^^^

Trimmed by the stern ; — inches by the

stern ^^^
—Trimmer.
—Trimming. . .

Yourlightsare out {or, wanttrimmmg).

Made hy flashes, or hy

blasts of a steam whistle.

Trinity House, or. Lighthouse Board,
GPN

—Trinity pilot.
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TUESDAY—ULLAGE.

YDJ
YDK
YDL

YDM

YDN

YDO
YDP

YDQ

YDE
YDS

YDT

YDU

YDV
YDW
YDX

YDZ

YEA

YEB

YBC

YED

YEF
YEG
YEH

YEI
YEJ
YEK

YEL
YEM
YEN

YEO

YEP

YEQ

YER

Tuesday—Continued.
Last Tuesday qgs
—Next Tuesday.
—Tuesday morning.
—Tuesday night.

TuG-GED-GlNG. To TUG. {For signals
between ships towing and being towed,
see page Z^:)

—Do you want a tug?
Government tug -.ofz
—Is tug {indicated) engaged?
—Send a tug (indicate if more than one)

to me (or to vessel in direction pointed
out).

—Sending, Sent tug.
Shall I send you a tug? tqo
There are no tugs available xz
—Tug. Tugboat.
—Tug has not stifllcient power.
Tug is disabled tBY
Tug is going to you --ya
Want a tiig (if more indicate number),

YP
"Want another tug (indicate if more
than one) ytr

Tumbler. ( Olass.

)

TuNis-iAN. Tunisian Coloks.

Tunnel.
—Tunnel shaft.

—Tunnel shaft broken.

Tunny.

Turban.

Turbine.

TURBOT.

TuEK-isH. Turkish Colors.
Bank of Turkey - fuv

Turn.
—In turn.
—It is your turn.

TURN-ED-ING. To TURN.
—Can turn.
—Can not turn.

Turn electric lights—on lyk
Turn oflE electric light - ...lvj

Turnscrew yeq
—Turntable.
—Turning circle.

—Turning gear.

When the tide turns -XSR
When will the tide turn? XK

—Will turn.

Turnip.

Turnscrew.

Turntable .

Turpentine.

YES
YET

YEU

YEV

YEW
YEX
YEZ
YPA
YPB
YFC
YED
YPE
YPG
YPH
YPI

YFJ

YEK
YFL

YEM
YPN

YFO

YEP

YPQ
YER

XFS

Turret. Turret ship.

—Turret gun.

Turtle.

tutor-ition.

Twelfth.

Twentieth.
—Twenty-first.
—Twenty-second.
—Twenty-third.

—Twenty-fourth.
—Twenty-fifth.
—Twenty-sixth.
—Twenty-seventh.
—Twenty-eighth.
—Twenty-ninth.

Twice. Two.—; ypp

Twilight.

Twin screw.
—Twin-screw steamer.

Twine-d-ing.
—Twine, needles, and palms for repairing

sails.

TWIST-ED-ING.
Cotton twist Jxu

Two. Twice.
Between the two giw
Two blades of propeller broken gmc

Type.
—Typewriter.

Typhoid fever mws

Typhoon. Hurricane pax

Typhus fever.

YET

YEU

YEV

U. (Letter.) (Fornew method of
seepage 13.)

Ulcer-ATE-D-iNG-ioN.

Ullage.
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ULTIMATUM—UNDERRATE.

YEW
YPX

YPZ

YGA

YGB

YGC

YGD

YGE

YGP

YGH

YGI

YGJ

YGK

YGL

YGM

YGN

YGO

YGP

YGQ

YGR

YGS

YGT

YGU

Ultimatum.

Umbrella.

Umpiee-d-ing.

Unable—to.

Am, Is, or. Are unable—to cyg
If —{persons or things indicated) is

{or, are) unable to — (can not) - -BYO
Inability .-ppw
Lifeboat unable tocome er
Passed a wreck {date, latitude, and lon-

gitude to follow, if necessary) but was
unable to ascertain whether any of
the people were remaining z

w

Shall, or, Will be unable to - . . CYS
Sorry I am unable to comply with your
request USX

—Unable for want of.

Unable to arrange exk
Unable to ask fdr
Unable to comply—with ; can not _ -jlc
Unable to weigh anchor - _ _ ejy
Vessel, or. Person is not able (unable)

to comply ...jlg

Unacquainted—with.

Unadulterated.

Unaided.

Unalterable-y. Unaltered.
Position remains unaltered tps

Unanimous-i.,y.

Unanswbred-able-y.
Signal is not answered enm

Unarmed.

Unauthorized, or. Without authority,
FMZ

Unavoidable-Y.

Unaware.

Unbend-ing-bbnt.
Unbend cables hry

—Unbend sails.

Unbit-tbd.

Uncertain-TY. Not certain ihm

Uncivil-ly-izkd.

Unclaimed.

Uncle.

Uncomfortable-y.

Uncommon-ly. {Unusual) yln
«

Unconcern-ed-ly.

Unconditional-ly.

YGV

YGW
YGX

YGZ

YHA

YHB

YHC

YHB

YHE

YHP

YHG

YHI

YHJ
YHK

YHL
YHM

YHN

YHO

YHP

YHQ

Unconscious-ly.

Uncover-ed-ing.

Uncultivated.

Undeceive-d-ing.

Undefended,

Under.
Buried under hno
Cargo underweight iaj
Come under stem jco
Donot anchor. Keep underweigh _ehw
Engines under'temporary repair mbk
Is, or, Are not stiff under canvas - -HVF
Is, or, Are very stiff under canvas-HVG
Keep under the land. Keep, or. Stand

closer in lt
Keep underweigh. Do not anchor.ehw
Need be under no anxiety about .

.'

. . EOJ
Not under control. {Two black balls or
shapes vertical) jed

Not under control lights (lamps, or,

lanterns) jec
Rock under water uyx—Under all sail.

Under arrest exr
Under blockade gnp
Under bond gyq
Under care {or, charge)—of hyo
Under command—of jeh—Under consideration.
Under cover—of kao

—Undercurrent.
Under easy sail I lrz—Under experiment.
Under fire—of- nas—Under ground. *

Under jury masts rmd
Under no anxiety—to (for, or, about),

EOK
Under no circumstances irj—Under-ofiScer of.

Under orders of suR
Under orders—for(oj', to)— suQ
Under steady helm otu—Under steam.

—Under temporary repair.
Under the battery ftu
Under the circumstances irk
Under the engine room mcb

—Under the necessity of.

—Under water. {Depth to be indicated,
if necessary.

)

Under way . yxa
Under weigh. Aweigh fpr
Under weight yia
Under your care. Under your charge,

HYP
Undercurrent yhe

Underoo-ing-ne.
Is obliged to undergo repairs smt

Undermine-d-ing.

Underneath.

Underrate-d-ing.
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imUSUAL—USUAL.

YLN
YLO

YLP

YLQ

YLR
YLS

YLT

YLU

YLV

YLW
YLX

YLZ

YMA

YMB
YMC
YMD

Unusual.
—Very unusual. Is very unusual.

Unwell.

Unwholesome-ness.

Unwillinq-ly-ness.
—They are unwilling—to.

Up.
Bear up—for gbr
Bear up instantly --.lb
Beating up gob
Bore up—^for gbs
Bound to be given up hbw
Bound to give it up - .- hbx
Brace up .-.hdp
Brail up hds
Breaking up hex
Bring up hiw
Clearing up ITJ

Come up JCP
Get steam up; report wten ready -.km
Haul up .-- OFF
Heave up --. OSH
Helm hard up -- Otn
Hoist up owj
I shall bear up gbt
I shall not bear up gbu
Is steam up ? Are you at full speed 1

vz
Keep steam up (or, ready) kq
May, or, Can I bear up gbv
Much cut up KHP
Pick up boat-- --- gty
Shall I get up steam? wa
Shall we bear up? Gbw
Steam is not up ; vsdll be ready in —

,

WB
Steam is up.- -WC
Up and down—the lmn
—Up channel.
Up the river uyl
—Upwards.
Vessel indicated was compelled to bear

up ^^-^

When do you intend to bring up ?- -EKF

Where do you intend to bring up ?- -ekh
Will you require shoring up? vzp

—With steam up.

Upon.
Call upon -

—HTB

Decided upon kpr
Fire upon ' ^^^

Upon condition ...-JND

Upon no pretense whatever tuz

Upon what pretense? tva

Uppbe.
Upper deck kqe

Upper fore topsail yard.-. nkj

Upper main topsail yard RHK

—Upper port.

Upper sail. Light sail Qsv

Upper spanker topsail yard xwg
Upper topsail xws

—Upper works.
—Upper yard.

—Uppermost.

YME

YMF

YMG

YMH

YMI

YMJ

YMK
YML

YMN
YMO

YMP
YMQ
YMR

YMP

YMT
YMU
YMV

YMW

YMX

YMZ

Upright-ly-ness.
Perpendicular.

Upset-ting.

Upright . TGL

Upside down lmo
Your flags seem to be incorrectly hoisted

(or, hoisted upside down) owm

Uptake.

Upwards -

Urge-d-ing. To urge.

Urg^jst-ly-ncy.
Permission urgently requested to enter I

harbor pd
Urgent orders (or, instructions) --.pnl

Urinal. (Latrine) ---Qig

Ukuguay-an. Uruguayan Colors.

Us. (-See also OuR-s and We) cog

Usage.

USE-ING.
Boat cannot be used GRJ
Have all your anchors and cables ready

for use EiG

I am using variation of — degrees. -JHT

—In use.

—Is not used.
It will be of great use (or, service) _ -OHL

—May, or. Can use (or, be used).

—Must use.

—No use.

'

No use appealing --ERS

No use carrying so much sail ved
Of any use epu

—Quite useless.

Ready for use UJV
To be used (or, employed) lxt
Use Alphabetical (Spelling) Table.wnf
Use every precaution .- tsd

Use flashing signals wdn
Use Morse Code sal
Use steamboat—for— ." gvd
Use utmost endeavors (exertions, or,

efforts)—to— --LTY
Use your own discretion ldx

—Use your search light.

—Use your siren.

—Used — for —

.

Useful. Serviceable vsc

Useless. Unserviceable ykt
Useless to attempt (or, try)—to—--FKS

—Usefully.
What coins are used? IZQ

Will it be of any use? epx
Will use Morse code sam
You may go by soundings if you use

care - ,---WLa

USHR-BL-GHIRSH. (Coin) AUK

USUAL-LY.
According to the usual practice deo

As usual ^BT

—The same as usual. Usual way.
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UTMOST—VEDRO.

YNA

YNB

YNO

YND

YNE
YNF
YNG

YNH

YNI
YNJ
YNK
YNL
YNM

YNO

YNP

YNQ

YNR

YNS

YNT

Utmost.
Do the utmost you can to ensure hold-
ing on ; everything will be wanted,

MEX
—Do your utmost.
Of the utmost importance (or, conse-
quence) JQC

—To the utmost.
Use utmost endeavors (exertions, or,

efforts)—to — - LTY
Utmost care must be taken hyq
Utmost endeavors ltv

V. (Letter. ) (For new method of spell-

ing, seepage 13.)

Vacant-cy—FOR.
—Have no vacancy.
—Have you vacancy—for?

Vaccinate-d-ing-ion.
Vaccine lymph bdn

Vacuum.
—Can not get a vacuum.
^Good vacuum.—^Indifferent vacuum.
—Vacuum gauge.

Vain-ly.

Valid-ity.

Valley.

Value-d-ablb.
A visit from a Protestant clergyman
would be much valued ity

A visit from a Roman Catholic priest
would be much valued tvy

Of no value. .Worthless zik
Valuable cargo- l._ ibc
What is the price ? What is the value

of? TVW

Valuation.

Valve.
Air valve. dwk
Bilge-pump valves out of order gjw
Blow-off valve .-- gmz
Clack valve mu

YNU

YNV

YNW

YNX

YNZ

YOA

YOB

YOC
YOD

Valve—Continued.
Discharge valve out of order lcr
Escape valve mow
Expansion valve out of order mna
Peed-check valve out of order iod
Feed valve out of order mvc
High-pressure valve out of order. ..guy
Kingston valve qbd
Main-check valve out of order ioe
Safety valve vdi
Safety valve out of order vdj
Sea-inlet valve (or, cock) broken (or,

damaged) vla
Shut-off i^lve WAT
Slide valve woi
Slide valve broken woj
Slide-valve gear wgk
Slide-valve gear damaged (or, out of

order) wgl
Slide valve out of order wgm
Slide-valve rod wgn
Slide-valve rod broken :.wgo
Sluice valve whj
Sluice valve out of order whk
Snifting valve wm
Stop valve wxk
Throttle valve .xrg

Vane.
Distinguishing vane ..lgy

Vang.

Vapor-ize-d-ing.

Vara. (Measure of length) axb

Variable. (See Vary) yoc

Variation.
Have you taken observations for varia-
tion? JHS

I am using variation of— degrees-.jHT
I have had no observations for variation

lately... jhv
Is there any variation 1 jhw
No variation, jia
Variation by azimuth fqJ
Variation of the compass jik
What is the variation? jin
What variation do you allow? jip

Various-ly. Variety.

Varnish-ed-ing.

Vary-ied-ing.
Meteorological report for to-day gives
winds variable from — (direction
indicated) rsj

Meteorological report for to-morrow
gives winds variable from— (direc-
tion indicated) ...rsn

—Variable.
^Variable wind.

Vat. (Measure of capacity) ayz

Veal _. .znd

Vedro. (Measure of capacity) azw
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VEER—VESSEL.

YOE

YOF

YOG

YOH

YOI

YOJ

YOK

YOL

YOM

YON

YOP
YOQ
YOB
YOS
YOT
YOU
YOV

YOW
YOX
YOZ

YPA

YPB

YPC

YPD

YPE

Vebr-ed-inq.
About to veer cable hqm
—Can not veer any more.
Can not veer any more cable hqy
Driving ; I can veer no more cable ; no
more anchors to let go nk

—I shall veer to.

Veer a breaker astern rxz
Veer a rope astern vac
Veer cable to — {number of shackles

indicated)^ - -_hsa
Veer boat astern gve
Veer both hawsers opz
Veered-ing my cable. (Indicate which,
and number of shackles, if necessary),

HSB
Veer more cable ku

Vegetable.
Fresh beef and vegetables qdc
Fresh vegetables to be obtained nrb

—No vegetables to be obtained.
Preserved potatoes tum
Preserved vegetables tug—^Vegetable oil.

Vegetation.

Velocity. (Speed) wmu

Venereal disease leb

Venezolano, or. Dollar. (Cenn).. _atj

Venezuela-n. Venezuelan Colors.

Venomous. Venom.

Ventilate-d-ing-ion-or.
Stokehold ventilator carried away.wvY

Venture-d-ing.
—Did you venture ?

—Do not venture.
—I have ventured to.

—I shall venture.
—I will not venture.—

"Will you venture ?

Venus. (Planet. )

VERBAIi-LY.
—Verbal order.

Verdict.

Verify-ibd-ino-ication.

Veritas. French Lloyd's. —nqp

Vermilion.

Vbrshok. (Measure of length) axc

Verst. (Measure of length) axd

Vbrtical-ly.

Very.
A very satisfactory— ven
Affairs are very unsettled dpa

YPF

YPG

YPH
YPI
YPJ

YPK
YPL
YPM
YPN
YPO
YPQ
YPR

YPS

YPT

ypu

YPV

YPW

Very—Continued.
Be very strict wzt
Boiler burst; very slight damage.-GVW
He, She, or. It is very bad frn
Is, or, Are very stiff under canvas . .hvg
Is, or , Are very zealous zmc
It is very strange wys
Not very narrow sea
Very acceptable dbx
Very anxious—about -__- daj
Verybad-ly feu
Very bad draught fry
Very bad weather pew
Very busy-ily hog
Verydifflcult (or, great difficulty).kzt

—Very excusable.
Very fair draught ...lnb
—Very few.
Very few arrivals eyt

—Very fine.
—-Very fortunate.
—Very glad.
Very good oel
Very good chart mz
Very good draught lnf
Very happy-ily omt
Very healthy oea
Very heavy sea uw
Very kind-]y 1 Qax
Very likely ypo
Very little Qvy
Very much sbv
—Very narrow-ly.
—Very near-ly.

—Very often.

—Very particular-ly.

—Very probable-y (or, likely).

—Very quickly.
—Very rocky.
Very rough vai
Very sickly wbj
Very slack wfr

—Very slowly.
Very smartly wht
Very sorry wkh
Very strange-ly wze
Very suspicious-ly xgt
Very nnusual-ly —ylo

—^Very weatherly.
Very well zbn
Very well done lit

—^Very wrong-ly.
Work-ed-ing very badly fey
You are in a very fair berth ghj

Vbry's pistol light.

Vessel. (See also Ship. )

A square-rigged vessel wpm
A vessel (or vessel indicated) aground
near (m\ on) — ch

Abandon the vessel as fast as possible,

AB
Am a merchant vessel RPW
Are you (or. Is —, vessel indicated)

aweigh? zm
Are you (or vessel indicated) in a condi-

tion to proceed? an
Are you (or. Is ^, vessel indicated) in

want of coal? GW
Armed merchant vessel Euw
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VESSEL.

Vessel—Continued.
Aviso, or, Despatch vessel kwy
Beach the vessel. Eun on the beach,

FZS
Beach the vessel where flag is waved

(or, light is shown) ....fzt
Beach your vessel at all risks .-.ki
Belayed to vessel GEO
Board (o)'. visit) vessel (or, steamer) .gpv
Bomb vessel GYi
Calls attention of vessel whose distin-
guishing signal will immediately be
shown DR

Can, or, "Would — (vessel indicated)
weather the gale? nvu

Can not save the ship ; take people off,

NB
Coast-defence ship ixv
Coasting trade vessel. Coasting vessel,

lYB
Could any vessel have got away after
you? OFO

Could she (vessel indicated) have got to
any place of shelter? ofd

Crew (number to be shoum) have left the
vessel KCP

Crew will not leave the vessel kcx
Despatch vessel. Aviso kwy
Did you leave many vessels (or vessel

indicated) at — ? qkp
Did you (or vessel indicated) receive any
damage? kjf

Did you see a vessel in distress? nd
Did you see anything of

—

(vessel indi-
cated)'! VNI

Do not abandon the vessel AC
Do not abandon the vessel until the tide
has ebbed ad

Donot have anything to do -with stranger
(or vessel indicated) wyk

Do you (or vessel indicated) call any-
where (or, at —)? HW

Do you think we ought to pass a vessel
in this distressed condition? ...ne

Does embargo extend to vessels under—
flag? Lwc

Each vessel--- lqy
Enemy's vessel (or, cruiser) lzk

. Fire ship (or, raft) mzw
Fishing boat (vessel, or, craft) kaz
Foreign-going ship : nkq
Pour-masted ship npd
Pull-rigged ship nsu
Funnel of— (vessel indicated) is— .ntp
Govei-nment hired-vessel ofu
Government vessel opw
Hail the strange vessel and ask if—

,

FDD
Has she (or vessel indicated) been long
abandoned? cxn

Has the vessel with which you have been
in collision proceeded on her voyage ?

HG
Has vessel signaled her number? .-slf
Have any vessels been captured ?---Hxt
Have (or vessel indicated has) not pra-

tique TRZ
Have they advertised for any vessel to
carry the mails? dof

Have you, or, Has — (vessel indicated)
got pratique? opi

Vessel—Continued.
Have you passed any vessels (or vessel
indicated) 1 woe

Have you seen a pilot vessel (or, boat)?
TJ

Have you seen (or, heard of) a vessel
wrecked (or, in distress)? zu

Have you seen any vessel since your
departure? ktu

Have you spoken any vessels (or vessel
indicated)"! -__ woe

Hospital ship oys
How does— (vessel indicated) sail?

s VDX
How many days since you passed —

(vessel indicated)"! knh
How many vessels? vxk
I do not intend to abandon the vessel,

AP
I have been chased by a disguised war

vessel iNP
I have reported you to the vessel I spoke

;

she is bound to — (place indicated),
UET

I have sunk (or, run down a vessel) -HK
I must abandon the vessel ag
I saw war vessel disguised off— . - -LEN
I 'shall abandon my vessel unless you

will keep by us ah
I shall assist you (or, vessel in distress),

FGI
I will not abandon you (or vessel indi-

cated). I will remain by you ai
If you part, endeavor to beach your ves-

sel where people are assembled (or as
pointed out by compass signal from
you) Fzu

Intend to abandon ship-to Lloyd's agent,
CXP

Is it confirmed that— [vessel indicated)
has foundered ? joc

Is not vessel seen (bearing — ) in dis-
tress?-. NT

Is she (or vessel indicated) abandoned?
AK

Is the vessel (object, sail, etc.) worth
examination? mkc

Is (vessel indicated) likely to supplyme?
FGK

Is — (vessel indicated) on fire? nal
It is expected the vessel (or vessel indi-

cated) will be allowed to leave dzj
Keep a good lookout, as it is reported
enemy's ships are going about dis-
guised as merchantmen oj

Keep by the vessel pyn
Keep the vessel under command LX
Keep to leeward of vessel chasing- . pzn
Keep to windward of vessel chasing.pzo
Large ship. (Estimated tonnage to fol-

low) QFP
Light-ship. Light-vessel qtg
Lose-ing, Lost sight of — (vessel or ob-
ject indicated) raq

Merchant steamer (vessel, or, ship)..EPZ
Met with a vessel from — , or, Met with
a vessel of — rqz

Met with— (vessel indicated) rsa
Mortar vessel ! ..SAQ
Natives do not like vessels watering
without payment- ywq
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VESSEL.

Vessel—Continued.
Neutral vessel. Vessel is a neutral,

SHC
No intelligence obtained from vessel
boarded :.-..pog

Passed a good many vessels too
Passed a war vessel disguised; funnel

(or, funnels) — . {Here give the color
or design, or line that it may be an

' imitation of ) ... ' leo
Passed, or. Saw some war vessels . . tce
Passed the derelict vessel — on the —

,

KVT
Passed the {vessel or place indicated),

TOV
Passenger vessel tdq
Petroleum vessel thg
Quarantine at— {place indicated) is—
days for vessels from — {place indi-

cated) UEC
Quit the vessel as soon as possible. - -AB
Relieve vessel in distress lhk
Remain by the vessel kh
Report — {vessel indicated) all well, in
— {latitude and longitude indicated)
on the — {date indicated) UN

Report when vessel denoted is sighted,
USD

Revenue vessel {or, cruiser) kpc
Run on the beach. Beach the vessel,

FZS

Sailing vessel vxb
Scout, or. Lookout vessel Qzx
See a vessel — {indicate where) tny
Send me {or vessel indicated) a pilot,

TJQ
Several vessels becalmed off — gcj
Several vessels in sight vsr
Signal your vessel's official number
to— DV

Small ship. Small craft. {Estimated

tonnage to follow) kbo
Spoke several vessels during the pas-

sage ^^^
Spoke the — {vessel indicated) WOG
Square-rigged vessel wpm
Steam vessel wte
Steel-built vessel .—wtl
Strange vessel following convoy. . _WYV
Strange vessel hove in sight ozs

Stranger {or vessel indicated) is suspi-

cious ;""'"iV'^^
Stranger {or vessel indicated) will not

take any notice of signal wdk
Stranger {vessel hearing —) wishes to

communicate ytzd

Telegraph following message t.o — {ves-

sel or person named) at — . .xd
Telegraph vessel xmd
There is a strange vessel bearing— . -EM

Timber vessel -^t'J

To whom shall I telegraph that all is

well on board your vessel ? xmh
Torpedo gunboat {or, vessel) xwu
Troop vessel -_ybm

Try to make out the name of vessel in—
{direction indicated) -- --- sdp

Vessel and cargo have been seized.HXU

Vessel bearing — appears to be — .esh

Vessel chasing is a friend inu

Vessel chasing is an enemy inv

Vessel—Continued.
Vessel desires to be reported by tele-

graph to owner (Mr. — ) at — ..-TJSP

Vessel disabled. Will you tow me irito

—
• {port indicated)''. my

Vessel {indicated, if necessary) has got
off NZE

Vessel has no signals wdo
Vessel has not made her number.. -Slh
Vessel has struck on the bar fwb
Vessel in distress {or indicated) wants
immediate assistance nw

Vessel in sight is — vxo
Vessel in sight is an enemy OL
Vessel, or. Person indicated agrees.dub
Vessel indicated appears in distress .NX
Vessel indicated {hearing, if necessary)

appears to be — esh
Vessel, or. Vessel indicated ashore near

{or, on) — CH
Vessel indicated bears — gbl
Vessel, or, Person indicated declines.KQJ
Vessel indicated does not require fur-

ther assistance FGQ
Vessel indicated—is — vxp
Vessel indicated has — funnels ntu
Vessel indicated has altered course.ecu
Vessel indicated has been detained —
dayswindbound at

—

{place indicated),
KYE

Vessel indicated has been in collision,

JAZ
Vessel indicated has been wrecked. . zix
Vessel indicated has got off - nze
Vessel indicated has hove-to OSQ
Vessel indicated has lost her rudder.rbe
Vessel indicated has not been heard of,

ORQ
Vessel indicated has not been heard of

since — {date indicated) ; she is sup-

posed to be — ORS
Vessel indicated has {or, I have) not
pratique trz

Vessel indicated has pratique ts

Vessel indicated has sprung a leak . .ql

Vessel indicated has struck on a shoal,

VXQ
Vessel indicated is— vxp
Vessel indicated is at anchor {or, an-

choring) EJZ

Vessel indicated is aweigh pps

Vessel indicated {bearing, if necessary)

is capsized hvy
Vessel indicated is in quarantine . .ueh
Vessel indicated is, or, I am in want of,

YTN
Vessel indicated is not abandoned., cxe
Vessel indicated is on fire _..-0T

Vessel indicated is out of sight vxr
Vessel indicated is showing a light.QSN

Vessel indicated is sinking vxs
Vessel indicated is {or, was) standing

{or, steering) — vxt
Vessel indicated, or. Vessel in company

is standing in for the land QET

Vessel indicated is standing into danger,
KLJ

Vessel indicated is supposed to have
foundered noy

Vessel, or. Person indicated is unable

to comply JLG
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VESSEL—VINGEEHOED.

YPX

YPZ

Vessel—Continued.
Vessel indicated not likely to supply {or,

assist) you _-.._ fgr
Vessel indicated parted from her an-
chors EKA

Vessel indicated reckons from the me-
ridian of EQE

Vessel indicated to examine strange
ship, and report -^ mkp

Vessel indicated wants assistance ..FOS
Vessel indicated wants boats tk
Vessel indicated wants immediate as-

sistance NW
Vessel indicated was compelled to bear
up OBX

Vessel indicated was minutely exam-
ined; no person to be seen; nothing
visible mki

Vessel indicated was most likely burnt,
HNQ

Vessel indicated will be neaped see
Vessel is a foreigner nkv
Vessel is in gunshot- okn*

—Vessel is insured.
Vessel is on the rocks tjza

Vessel is very crank kbt
Vessel looks like a man-of-war epn
Vessel on— {hearing indicated) is mak-
ing signals of distress wdp

Vessel seen {or, indicated) is vxu
Vessel seen (or, indicated) is a native

craft SEG
Vessel seen is a privateer vxw
Vessel seen {or, indicated) lost her
masts RBF

Vessel seriously damaged; wish to
transfer passengers hm

Vessel will be sold vot
Vessels from— did not get pratique at— when I left tsa

—Vessels in the roadstead.
Vessels indicated are {or, were) ready

for sea UJZ
Vessels, or. Ships indicated may part
company JGU

Vessels just arrived show your ensigns,
DY

Vessels just arrived make your numbers
{or, distinguishing signals) DX

Vessels just weighed {or, leaving) make
your numbers {or, distinguishing sig-

nals) DZ
Vessels of — {nations specified) were all

leaving _-_qlm
Vessels that wish to be reported all well
make your numbers {or, disting^uish-
ing signals) dyt

Vessels wishing to be reported on leav-
ing make your numbers {or, distin-
guishing signals) EB

Vessels wishing to be reported show
your distinguishing signals ba

Vessels with combustibles not allowed
in HS

Waterlogged vessel ywu
We hold our own with vessel chasing,

INW
Were there any vessels, or Was — {ves-

sel indicated) expected at — ? mnu
Whaler. Whaling vessel _ vxg
What do youthink of vesselchasing? .inx

TQA

YQB

YQC

YQD

YQE

YQF

YQG

YQH

YQI

YQJ

YQK
YQL
YQM

YQN

YQO

YQP

YQR

YQS

YQT

Vessel—Continued.
What is your vessel's registered ton-
nage?- xmv

What vessel? vyf
What ship did you speak ? vyg
What ship is that {indicate bearing, if

necessary) 1 ---EC
What vessels have you boarded?- ._grd
What vessel takes the next mail? --rfy
What vessels did you leave in— {port or
place indicated)'! qls

Where do you {or, does —, vessel indi-
cated) belong 1. -- GEY

Where is the vessel that collided with
you?--*- — JBD

Where shall I find— {vessel indicated)^
MYXr

Will you telegraph to — {vessel or per-
son named) the intelligence I am
about to communicate ? im

Will your vessel stay? vyh
With what vessel have you been in col-

lision? HN

Veterinary.

Veto.

Vex-ed-ing-atiotjs-ly. {Annoy) emc

Viaduct.

Vibrate-d-ing-ion.

ViCE-IOtrS-LY.

Vice-President.
Vice-admiral dln
Vice-consul jrq

Viceroy-regal.

Vicinity.
Derelict reported off — (or, in the vicin- (I

ityof —) JF

Victim.

VioTOR-ious-LY. Victory.
Gained a victory nvo

Victtjal-led-ling. {See also Provision. )—Am, Is, or. Are victualled for.

—Victualling yard.

ViEW-BD-ING.
With the view {or, object) smk

ViGILANT-LY-CE.
Cruisers are very vigilant kez
The greatest vigilance (care, or, caution),

HYN
Villa.

Village.

Vine. Vineyard.

Vinegar.

ViNGEEHOED. {Measure of capacity) .AYR
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VINTAGE—WAIT.

YQU

YQV

YQW
YQX

YQZ

YRA
YEB

YRC

YRD

YRE

YRF

YRG
YRH
YRI

YRJ

YRK

YRL

YRM

YRN

YRO

YRP

YRQ

YRS

YRT

YRU

YRV

Vintage.

ViOLATE-D-ING-ION.

ViOLENT-LY. Violence.

ViSIBLB-Y.
Scarcely visible viw
Vessel indicated was minutely exam-

ined; no person to be seen; nothing
visible mki

—^Visible from tlie masthead.

Vision.
—Color vision.

Visit-ed-ing-oe. (See also Board. )

A visit from a Protestant clergyman
wonldbe much valued --.i ity

A visit from a Roman Catholic priest

would be much valued . tvy
Board {or, visit) steamer (or, vessel),

GPV
Have you been visited by Lloyd's agent ?

QWI
Have you boarded {or, visited)? gqi

—Will visit {or, board).

Vitriol.

Vizier.

Vocabulary.
—In the Genera] Vocabulary.—^Vocabulary signals.

Voice

volcano-ic

Volley.

Volt. {Measure of electrical pressure. )

Voltaic

volume-inous.

voluntary-ily.

Volunteer-ed-ing.

Vomit-ed-ing.

Vote-d-ing-r.

vouch-ed-ing.

Voucher.
Salvage voucher vgh

Voyage '^^'^

A pleasant passage tcz

During the voyage {ov, passage) - .. - -lpu

First voyage --Nbi

Has the vessel with which you have

been in collision proceeded on her voy-

age? - - H^
How long have you been on the voyage?

qyn

YEW

YRX

YRZ

YSA

YSB

YSC
YSD
YSE
YSF

YSG
YSH
YSI
YSJ

YSK

YSL

YSM
YSN

YSO

YSP

YSQ

YSR
YST
YSU
YSV

YSW

Voyage—Continued.
Last voyage QGT—^Next voyage.
Open, or. Proceed on your voyage.-TXB
Pleasant voyage (or, passage) - TCZ
What sort of voyage {or, passage) have
you had? TDi

Wish you a pleasant voyage {or, pas-
--- tdl

Vuloanize-d-ing

W. {Letter.) {For new method of spell

ing, see page 13 )

Wad-ded-ding.

Wade-d-ing.

Waft, or, Wheft.
—A waft {or, wheft) above.
—A waft {or, wheft) at the.

—A waft {or. wheft) under.
Hoist a waft {or, wheft) owd
Hoist a waft <or wheft)whenready-OWE

Wages.
—Struck for more wages.
—Wages very high.

—What wages?

Wagon.

Waist.

Wait. {See aZsoAwait,Remain, and Stop.)

—Am I, or, Is — {person indicated) to

wait {or, remain)?
Are you going to wait for orders? --STM

—Can wait.
Can youwait forreply (or, answer)?.emv

—Do not wait.

I am waiting for your answer bmz
—I can not wait.

I wait for advice doi

—I will wait until.

—I will wait whilst you write.

—If you will wait a little.

—Shall, or. Will wait.

Waitfor arrival—of fpo

—Wait for {or, J}0).

Wait for answer {or, reply) tx
Waiting for cargo ibd

Wait for despatches --kxd
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WAIT—WANT.

YSX
YSZ

YTA

YTB

YTC

YTD

YTE
YTF
YTG
YTH

YTI

YTJ

YTK

YTL

YTM

YTN

Wait—Continued.
—Wait for high water.
—Wait for me.
Wait for orders — te
Wait for the attack fke
Wait off here for orders., sut

—Wait for passage to— (or, for).

Wait until weather moderates gk
—Waited-ing. To wait.
Weigh, Cut, or, Slip ; wait for nothing,

KW
—What are you waiting for?
Will await answer (or, reply) TZ
Will you wait (or, stay)? wry

—Will you wait for the mail?

Wake-ing. Woke zhl

Wake. Wake—of.

—In my wake.
—In the wake—of.

—In your wake.

Wales.
Wales, H. R. H. The Prince of ovm
Wales, H. R. H. The Princess of -.ovk

Walk-ed-i ig.

Wall-ed-ing.

Walnut.

Want-ing.
Accident; want a surgeon (or, doctor),

AM
Aground : want immediate assistance,

NA
Am drifting ; want assistance cm
Am in want of sailmakers vfb
—Are you in want—of —

?

Are you, or. Is — (vessel indicated) in
want of coal GW

Are you in want of provisions? tn
Are you in want of water? yz
Copy will be asked for (or, wanted) .jvz
Describe exactly what you want (size,

weight, etc.) kwc
Distressed for want of coal lhd
Distressed for want of food lhe
Distressed for want of water lhf
Do not require (or, want) assistance.CR
Do the utmost you can to insure hold-
ing on ; everything will be wanted,

MEX
Do you want a lifeboat? ez
Do you want a pilot?- Tiz
Do you wanta tug? ydn
Do you want (require) assistance (or,

help)—from? cs
Do you want coal? __.gw
Do you want to be towed? xyo
Dying for want of water np
Engine wants repair mbl
Fire, or. Leak; want immediate assist-

ance _.NH
How many lighters do you want? --Qta
I am attacked ; want assistance. Help

;

I am attacked -.^ nj
—I am in want of —, or, Vessel indicated

is in want of —

.

YTO

YTP

YTQ

Want—Continued.
I am in want of a doctor (or, surgeon)-,

FGL \

I am in want of channel pilot—for —

,

tjb
I am in want of oil for machinery..rdu
I am in want of petroleum ---Thf
I am in want of powder and shot ..trf
I want a pilot- --S, or, Code Flag over s

See Pilot Signals, page 8.

I want assistance ; please remain by me,
NR

I want plank — feet long, — inches
wide, — inches thick

,
tmd

I want — (number indicated) lighters,

QTB
In distress ; want assistance - ...ns
In distress ; want immediate assistance,

NC
See Distress Signals, page 1.

In need (or, want) of sge
Inwantofammunition efw
In want of an anchor yc
In want of artillery ezx
In want of biscujt gln
In want of cartridges icw
In want of coal. (Stafe amount) hb

—In want of refitting.

In want of reinforcement roK
In want of repair urd
In want of seamen vlp
Light-house, or, Light-ship at — wants
immediate assistance cw

Machinery wants repair mbl
Make a signal when you want a boat,

GTU
No want of artillery ezy
—Not much wanted.
Person indicated is wanted on shore.tgs
Pump wants repairs ubs
Ship indicated wants boat pk
—Should you want.
Surgeon, or. Doctor wants assistance,

fgp
Unable for want of ygb
Vessel in distress (or indicated) wants
immediate assistance nw

Vessel indicated is (or, I am) in want
of — YTN

Vessel indicated wants assistance .-FGS
Vessel indicated wants boat fk
Want a boat gvf
Want a boat immediately (if mora than

one, number to follow) yg
Want a boat; man overboard bt
Want a cable (size to follow) yb
Want a cable and anchor yd
Want a chain cable yb
Want a hemp cable hsc
Want a pilot s, or, Code Flag over s

Want a pilot pt
Want a police ofdcer yn
Want a surgeon. Medical assistance
wanted _.. fgl

Want a surgeon; send one from the
nearest place wo

Want a tug (if more than one, indicate
number) yp
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"WANT—WAS.

YTR

YTS

YTU

YTV

YTYT

YTX

YTZ

YUA

YUB

YUC

Want—Continued.
Want a warp run out yq
Want an anchor yc
Want an anchor and cable yd
—Want another tug (indicate if more

than one).
Want assistance yk
Want assistance; mutiny yp
Want bread -GLN
Want carpenter.- ibt
Want carpenter's tools ibx
Want chart of harbor (channel, etc. ) -yh—^Want clothes.

Want coals immediately yi
Want confirmation jog

—Want food.
Want food immediately yd
Want food. Starving ...nv
—Want gear—for —

.

Want hands {xpecify number and par-
ticulars, if necessary) yj

Want immediate instructions yk
Want immediate medical assistance-YL
Want immediately - pdm
Want lighter immediately {if more than

one, number to follow) ym
Want lighter to take my cargo qte
Want men kpj

—Want money.
Want more support Rzx
Want my papers -_-ITR

Want No. — canvas {length indicated),
HV.J

Want of funds : ntg
—Want of judgment.
Want official confirmation joh
Want pilot--- — -PT

Want pilot s, or Code Flag over s

See Pilot Signals, page 8.

Want pistol (revolver) cartridges. -TKV
Want police yn
Want provisions ytu
Want provisions immediately yd
—Want shipwrig;hts.

Want to come into harbor onc
Want — tons dead weight of cargo-IBE

Want to purchase ucd
Want tug {if more than one, number to

follow)-^ YP
Want water boat {of, tank) guj
Want wator ; dying of .thirst nb'

Want water immediately yr
Want you to send me a pilot tiw

—Wanted.
What assistance do you require? What
do you want? fgt

What cargo do you want? ibf

What size do you want? . wez
—^You are wanted at the — office.

Your lights are out [or, want trimming).
(Made by flashes, or by

blasts of a steam whistle.

)

War. (See also HostHjE.)
Am a man-of-war RPM
Any chance of war? eoq
Are there any men-of-war about? SA

Are there any men-of-war now cruis-

ing? KEX

76564—09 28

YUD

YUE

YUF

YUG

YUH

YUI

YUJ

YUK

YUL

YUM

YUN

YUO

War—Continued.
]

Civil war irs
Council of war jyc
Did you fall in with any men-of-
war? - MRN

During the war :_.-Lpw
Has war commenced? or. Is war de-

clared? Ytr

Have you seen (or, spoken) any men-
of-war? If so, report their names (or,

nation) vnm
Hostilitiescommenced—between—.ozc
I have been chased by a disguised war

vessel -_-iNP
I saw disguised war vessels off —--LEN
Ironclad men-of-war evs
Is war declared? or. Has war com-
menced? . YU

Keep a good lookout, as it is reported
enemy's war vessels are going about
in disguise of merchantmen oj

Man-of-war - rpl
Man-of-war ensign mep
Passed a war vessel disguised; funnel

{or, funnels) —. (Here give the colors

or the design, or the line that it may
be an imitation of) leo

Passed, or. Saw some war vessels- -TCR
Ship of war - rpl
Vessel looks like a man-of-war rpn
War between — and — yw—^War expected.
Warhascommenced(or, is declared) -YX
War office- sea
War rocket. Explosive rocket moz

—Warlike.
What men-of-war did you leave at —

?

QLR
Ward.

Warder.

Wardroom.

Warehouse.

Warm-ed-ing-ly-th.
Warm, or. Winter clothing—for ivx,

Warn-bd-ing.
Storm warnings wxz

—Warning (notice) has been given —
of—.

Warp-bd-ing. To warp.
Gruess warp OJG
Run out a warp -.- yop
Want a warp run out yq

—Warp. (A warp.

)

Warp out to fair way mrh

Warrant-ed.

Was, or, Werb - com
He, She, It (or persons or things in-

dicated) was (or, were) bvt

He, She, It {or persons or things in-

dicated) was (or, were) not bvu
He, She, It (or persons or things in-

dicated) was (or, were) not to be..-Bvx

He, She, It {or persons or things in-

dicated) was (or, were) to be.j—bvw
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WAS—WATER.

Was—Continued.
How was (or, were)? Bxw
I was -COH
I was not _..i-: coi
If he (she, it, or persons or things in-

dicated) was {or, were) ._ ---BYT

If he (she, it, or persons or things in-

dicated) was {or, were) not byu
If I was - .-- ._ BZT
If I was not Bzu
If they were oau
If they were not cav
If we were cbn
If we were not : cbo
If you were cdq
If you were not - cdh
That, or. This was CLB
That, or, This was not -- ^ cls
There was {or, were) cnp
There was {or, were) not cng
They were COJ
They were not cok
They were not to be bif
They were to be bie
Was, or. Were com
Was, or. Were done {or, doing) bon
Was, or. Were for _'..cop
Was, or, Were from COQ
Was, or. Were, he (she, it, or persons

or things indicated) 1- Bwx
Was, or. Were, lie (she, it, or persons
or things indicated) not? bwy

Was, 01% Were his (her-s, it-s)? cor
Was, or. Were I (my, mine) cos
Was I? COT
Was I not? cou
Was, or, Were not - cov
Was, or, Were not done {or, doing) .bop
Was, or, Were the?--- cow
Was, or. Were their-s (they)? coy
Was, or. Were there? cox
Was, or. Were this (or, that)? coz
Was, or. Were to be big
Was. or. Were we (our-s)? cpa
Was, or. Were with cpb
Was, or, Were you-r-s? cpd
We were cpe
We were not _. .._.cpp
We were not to be " biw
We were to be -. biv
Were there? ..cox
Were there any bpw
Were these {or, those)?-- cpg
Were they? cph
Were they not? .., cpi
Were we? Cpj
Were we not? . cpk
Were you? cpl
Were you boarded? gbc
Were you not? -- cpm
What, or, Which was {or, were)?.-CQT
When was (or,- were)? CSJ
Where was {or, were)? c0B
Who was {or, were) cuw
Why was {or, were)? cvx
Why were you? cvz
You were cpn
You were not ^.. cpo
You were not to be -... _.bjp
You were to be j bjo

YUP
YUQ

YUR

YUS

YUT

YUV

Wash-ed-ing-er.
—Black wash.
Can I get clothes (or, linen) washed?.!^^

—Washed overboard.
Whitewash zdo

—Whitewash-ed-ing. To whitewash.

Waste-d-ing-pdl-ly-ness.
Cotton waste {or, tow> -

—Waste pipe.

!
Watch ( Timepiece)

-JXV

.ZNH

YUW I Watch. ^
Afternoon watch...- drx
Anchor watch ;^ ehk
Dog watch LKB
First watch nbj
Forenoon watch .nkz
Keep a strict watch all night pyj
Middle watch etp
Morning watch sac
Night watch siG
Officer of the watch spm

YUX i—Watch-ed-ing. To watch.
YUZ ' —Watch and watch.
YVA —Watch below.

Watch the barometer l'_ fxm

YVB

YVC

YVD
YVE
YVF

YVG

YVH

Water.
Are you in want of water? yz
AbJcs precise time of high water and
minimum depth at that time xe

Note.—Reply mil be:—
1. By an hour signal. {Seepage 58.)

2. By a numeral signal denotingfeet.

Bar, or, Entrance not safe except just
at slack water {or, at — , time in-

dicated) pvt
Between wind and water giy
Bilge water gjx
Bread and water hel
Breakwater hfm
Cask of water idy
Complete with water jko
Deepest water is in the — channel..ilr
Deepest water is nearer the reef {or,

bank) fvb
Deepest water is nearer the shore..kqv
Did boat take water?-- ._- gsq
Distressed for want of water lhf
—Draught of water.
Dying from want of water nf
Engine room full of water mbg
Engine room has — feet of water in it,

MBH
Freshwater NEC
Full of water nse
Good water. Water is good yvs

—Good water can be got at —

.

—High water.
—High-water mark.
Hold on till high water. kp

—I am getting short of water, and must
endeavor to get some.

I have only— days' water. - za
Is the water shallow? vtn
Low water _ ebt
Low-water mark..- ebu—^No water to be had.
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WATER.

YVI

YVJ

YVK

YVL

YVM

YVN
YVO

YVP
YVQ
YVR
YVS
YVT
YVU
YVW
YVX
YVZ
YWA
YWB
YWC
YWD
YWE

YWF
YWG
YWH,
YWI

"Water—Continued,
Of water.
Plenty of water. ywj
Requife, or, Send water tank {or, boat),

GUJ
Send for water vpy

—Sending a water boat.
Shallow water is vto
Shallowest water is — vtp
Short of water wab
—Slack water.
Soda water wjb
Stokehole full of water wvx
Sufficient water. "Water enough - . . xcu
Supply of water is small, not exceeding
— {quantity indicated) a day ywr

The water is shallow vtq
—Through the water.
Tons of water xuy
Under water. (^Depth to he indicated,

if necessary) ^-- yhm
Wait for high water ysx

.

Want water ; dying of thirst. - n'f

Want water immediately yr
Water-ed-ing. To water ywp
Water ballast ' ftv
Water-baUast tank ftw

—Water barrel.

Water bottle- hau
Water can readily be obtained yws—"Water can not be obtained.

—Water course.
Water enough xcu

—Waterfall.
—Water gauge.
—Water gauge out of order.

—Water is good.
—Water is not good.
—Water line.

—Waterlogged.
Watermark ywv

—Water police. River, or. Harbor police.—"Water pressure.

—Waterproof-ed-ing.
—Waterspout.
—Water surface.

—Water tank.
Water tank is empty lxz

—Water tank leaky.

"Water telescope xmr
Water-tight xtc

Water-tight compartment JHB

"Water-tight door.- lks

—Watering party.

—Watering place.

—Waterman.
—Waterway.

. „, . , ,

What is the precise time of high water

andminimum depth at that time ? . .xe

What quantity of water 1 -upv
You will have great difficultym obtain-

ing water ..laf

DEPTH OF WATER (SOUNDINGS).

Note.—DejoWi of water in always to he

shoum in feet.

I

Apparently shoal water to the — _. -ERO

At high wat«r you will have — feet,

KUY

"YWJ

YWK
YWL

YWM
YWN

Water—Continued.
At low water you will have •— feet,

KUZ
At — (time specified) there will be —

feet of water over the bar fvq
Best anchorage (or, berth) is in— fath-
oms ov

Deep water kqt
Deepest water is in the — channel- -lut
Deepest water is near the bank (or, reef),

FVB
Deepest water is nearer the shore. -KQV
Did boat take water? gsq
Do not come into less than — feet of
water - fv

Draught of water Yvc
Drawing too much water Nz
Dry at low water lop
Entrance, or. Bar is not safe except at

slack water (or, at— , time specified),

FVT
Got bottom—with — feet hba
Have you shoaled your water? VYS
High-water mark yvf
Hold on till high water kp
How many feet at low water? kvf
I am in danger (or, shoal water) ; direct

me how to steer T nl
I am in shoal water vyt
I am in — feet of water VP
I shall not go into less than — fathoms

of water, whether I make the land or

not QDY
Indicate the depth of. What depth?

KVB
Is there sufficient depth of water?, .kvc
Low-water mark RBU
My draught of water is — feet aft and
— feet forward . OA

My draught of water is— feet— inches
aft - LNC

My draught of water is— feet— inches
forward - __-LND

No bottom with — feet hbe
Not water enough mdv

—Plenty of water.
Proceed at high water ovf
Proceed at low water .._ twz
Rise and fall of water is about — feet,

UXT
Rock under water uyx
Shallow water—is _- vto
Shallowest water is — vtp
Shoal water, or. Danger in

—

(direction

indicated) .__ ..Gf

Shoal water, or. Danger to leeward-KLH
Shoal water, or. Danger to wind-
ward -- KLI

The deepest water kra
The depth of water here (or at place

indicated) is— feet at low water.KVD
Under water. (Depth to he indicated,

if necessary) 1 yhm
Wait for high water YSX
Water is shallow vtq

—Water is shoaling. (Depth of water at

last east may be shown. )

—Water is too deep.

Water is too deep to anchor ekb
—Water shoaling. I must tack.

—Water's edge.
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WATER—WE.

YWO

YWP

YWQ
YWR
YWS

YWT

YWU
YWV

Water—Continued.
What are your soundings? What water
are you in? {Answer in feet) vs

What depth? Indicate the depth of-KVB
What draught of water {in feet) could
you lighten to? ob

What is depth of water alongside the—

?

KVI
What is the depth at high water?, .kve
What is the depth at low water? .-KVF
What is the depth of water in feet at— ?

KVG
What is the depth of water on the bar

{in feet)"! . VQ
What is the dep'th of water over the

sill? KVH
What is the least water we Shall have

{or, ought to have)? vr
What is the rise and fall of the tide?-XH
What is your draught of water? oc
What water do we {or, shall I) have at
high water? kve

What water dc we {or, shall I) have at
low water? kxf—-What water shall I come into?

When will it be high water? ovi
You will be aground at low water . - kx
You will get into shoal water, or. You

will shoal your water vza
You will have less than— feet of water,

KVJ
You will have water enough over the

bar. {Depth in feet may be shown) .vt
You will not have less than — feet of
water vu

You will not have water enough over the
bar {or, into the harbor). {Depth in
feet may be shoum) fwe
— feet of water in the hold qm

water-kd-ina. to water.

Watering place ywg
Beach indicated is good for watering,

FZO
Beach indicated is not good for water-

ing.^. FZP
Best watering place—is ght
Is there a convenient watering place?

JTN
—Natives do not like ships watering with-

out payment.
—Supply of water is small, not exceeding— {quantity indicated) a day.
—Water can readily be obtained.
Water can not be obtained yvn
You will have great difficulty in obtain-
ing water laf

Waterlogged yvw
—I am {or vessel indicated is) waterlogged

;

take people off.

—Waterlogged vessel.

Watermark.

WaTEEISPOUT YWB

Waterway ywi

YWX Wave-d-ing. To wave.
Beach the vessel where flag is waved

{or, light is shown) . _ fzt
Boats should endeavor to landwhere flag

is waved {or, light is shown) jz

YWZ Wave. {Sea.)

YXA Wax-en.

YXB

YXC

YXD

YXE

YXF

YXG

YXH
YXI
YXJ

Way.
Best way

'

ghz
By way of hps
Can I procure any assistance in the way

of — ?! CN
Cross way kei
Does the telegraph communication go

all the way? jfy
Each way ...lqz
Fairway, or, Channel ikz
Gangway nwr
Gather-ed-ing way nxh
Get under way as fast as you can kn

^Give way.
Headway. Steerageway oqt
I am laying (repairing, or, picking up)
a telegraph cable. Keep out of my
way XLQ

I have headway Code Flag over j
I have stemway Code Flag over k
In a had way fro
—In the way.
Leeway' qmk
Long way qys

—Make way.
Midway rtm
—On the way—to.

Out of the way ...swd
Rocks. Reefs, or, Shoals stretch a long
way out GE

Slip way _. wgz
Sternway. Going astern fhr
The best way ghz
The same way VGQ
The way is oif my ship ; you may feel

your way past me hl
—Under way.
Usual way. The same as usual ymz
Waterway ywi
—What way ?

—Which way 1

—Wrong way.

We. Our-s. {See also Our) cpq
After we (ours, us) oil
Are, or. Is our-s, or, Are we? bem
As we (our-s) fbu
Can, or, May we (our-s)? bkn
Could, or, Might we (our-s)? bli
Do, Does, or. Did we (our-s)? bmp
Had, Has, or. Have we (our^s)? brd
Had, or, Have we been? bpu
Had, or. Have we done? bmv
Had, or. Have we had? bre
How shall {or, will) we? bxt
If we (our-s) caw
If we are cax
If we are not ^..cay
If we can {or, may) 1..CAZ
If we can not {or, may not) cba
If we could {or, might) cbd
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WE—WEATHER.

Wb—Continued.
If we could (Or, might) not cbe
If we do (fir, did) cbf
If we do (or, did) not , cbg
If we had (fir, have) -__ cbh
If we had (or, have) not cbi
If we shall (or, will) cbj
If we shall (or, will) not cbk
If we should (or, would) cbl
If we should (or, would) not cbm
If we were cbn
If we were not cbg
May, etc. (See Can, above.

)

Might, etc. (See, Could, above.)
Must we (our-s)? cpd
Ought we (our-s)—to? ciB
Shall, or. Will we (our-s)? cja
Shall, or. Will we be? bhg
Shall, or. Will we not? cjb
Should, or. Would we (our-s)? cjw
Than we (our-s) ckj
That we (our-s) CLW
Was, or. Were our-s (we)? cpa.

We CPQ
We are bkw
We are not bex
We can (or, may) bkv
We can (or, may) be _---. bih
We can (or, may) have bsn
We can not (or, may not) bkw
We can not (or, may not) be bij

We can not (or, may not) have bso
We could (or, might) blp
We could (or, might) beJ bik
We could (or, might) not blq
We could (or, might) not be bim
We do (or, did) boq
We do (or, did) not bob
We had (or, have) bsp
We had (or, have) been bin

We had (or, have) done bos
We had (or, have) had bsq
We had (or, have) not bsr
We had (or, have) not been >--BI0

We had (or, have) not done bot
We had (or, have) not had est

We may, etc. (See Can, above.)

We might, etc. (See Could, above.

)

We must CFi

We must be bip

We must not cfj

We must not be .- biq

We ought—to CIG

We ought not—to ciH

We shall (or, will) — cjh

We shall (or, will) be bib

We shall (or, will) have bsu

We shall (or. will) not CJI

We shall (or, will) not be bis

We shall (or, will) not have bsv

We should (or, would) cka
We should~(or, would) be bit

We shcJuld (or, would) have esw
We should (or, would) noii ckb

We should (or, would) not be Biu

We should (or, would) not have ...bsx

We were—to cpb

We were not—to cpf

We were not to be biw
We were to be .......biv

We who CPE

YXK

yxL

YXM

YXN
YXO

YXP

YXQ
YXR

YXS

YXT
YXU

YXV

YXW

YXZ

YZA

We—Continued.
Were we—to? CPJ
Were we not—to? cpk
What, or. Which do (or, did) they (we,

or, you)? CQK
What, or. Which shall (or, will) I {or,)

we do?
f CQL

What, or. Which shall (or, will) I (or,

we) have .. cqm
What, or. Which should (or, would) I

(or, we) do? cqr
When are we? ^..- '- CQX
When do (or, did) I (or, we)? cbe
When shall (or; will) I,(or, we)? ..cru
When shall (or. Will) I (they, we, or,

you) do? --'- CRV
When shall (or, vn)X) we have? csa
When we (our-s) CSK
When we are csl
Where am I (or, are we)?.. CSQ
Where do (ori did) I (or, we)? csy
Where I am (or, we are) ?, ^_- . ctg
Where shall (or, willj I (or, we)?-.CTN
Where shall (or, will) we have? ctr
Where we (our-s) cud
Why we (our-s) cvy
Will, etc. (See Shall, above.

)

Would, etc. (See Should, above.

)

Weak-ly-ness.
Weak crew. Short manned kdj

Wealth-y.

Weapon.

Wearing. To wear.
—Are to wear.
Barely room to wear -_-Uzo

—Do not try to wear.
Have I room to wear? uzp
I shall not wear—until — yle

—I shall wear at — (or, when —).
^—In wearing.

Not room to wear mb
—Shall wear as soon as weather permits.

Wear instantly mp
—Wear short round.
—When do you wear?
Wore ZHS

Weab-ing. Wore. 'Wort'I (of clothing).

Weathbb.
A regular break-up. An end to the fine

weather hev
Bad weather zb

Bad weather is expected ...pp

—Changeable weather.
Cold weather izx

Do not trust to the weather ; it has not

done yet fy
—Driven by stress of weather.
Every appearance of foul weather. -ERZ
Fine weather myz
Foggy weather zc

Heavy weather coming; look sharp .fz

Hot weather OZF
I do not like the look of the weather.zE
I shall weigh as soon as the weather per-

mits , - zo
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WEIGHT—WHAT.

ZBF
ZBG

ZBH

ZBI

ZBJ

ZBK

ZBL
ZBM

ZBN

ZBO

ZBP

ZBQ

Weight—Continued.
How many tons dead weight of cargo
must you have? ias

Indicate weight—of pic
Measure of weight. (See page 53) -A^x
—Net weight.
—The weight is.

Under weight. Short weight yia
Want — tons dead weight of cargo -Ibe
What weight {how heavy) is —? otb
What; weight is your screw? tkl

WELCOME-D-INa.

Weld-ed-ing.

Well {of water).
Pump well UBO
Screw well. Screw aperture era

Well.
All well—at -- DYE
Are you all well? dtf
Are your passengers all well? dtg
As well as- — fbt
Captain is well -- hwp
Cafgo sold well iah
Cattle all well — ifc

Do quite well ufo
Doing well lin
Fit-ted-ting very well ncm
Is my family well? msk
It will do very well - lib

—Not doing well.—^Not so well—as.

Report me all well .-..uez

Report— {vessel indicated)all well in—
{latitude and longitude indicated) on

the— {date indicated) tjn

To Whom shall I telegraph that all is

well on board your vessel? xmh
Tolerably healthy {or, well) oqz

Very well.

Very well done -LIt

Vessels that wish to be reportedall well

show your distinguishing signals-DYT

Was all well when you left? QLN

Was well when I left QMO
Well done -LIU

Well known QCJ

Will do his (or, its) duty very well-LQF

-Work-ed-ing well.

Your family are all well msl
— was well when I left QMO

Welsh-man.
Welsh coal

ZBR

ZBS

Went—to.

Was on board, or. Went on board- -GRB

Your letters went by the — QOS

Were. (See Was) com

West. (
Compass in degrees) amh

West. {Compass in points)

Alongshore to the westward of

—From the westward.
On, or, At the west coast of —
To, or, For the westward.

-ASD
-EAR

...lYM

ZBT

ZBU

ZBV

ZBW

ZBX
ZBY

ZCA

ZOB

West—Continued. '

—Too far to the westward.
West Indian cargo hzo
West longitude , Qzi

Westem-erly-ing-ward.
(See Compass Signals, pages 45, 46.)

Wbt-ted-ting.
Wet-ted clothes ivy
Wet dock Ljo

Whale.
Whale boat. Whaler gvh
—Whale fishery.

—Whale oil.

Whaler. Whale ship VXG

Wharp-age.
Alongsidethewharf (jetty, or, pier) .eat
Gun wharf ojw

What cpu
After what (or, which)? CPS

At what hour? EJC
Before what {or. which)? cpt
By what {or, which)? bjz
By what means? RNV
By what time? hpt
Do we feel any current? What is the

current? kgi
For what {or, which)? bpk
From what {or, which) ? bpx
How is the tide? What tide have we
now? XP

In what condition—^is— ? - .JMZ
In what manner? RJS

In what quarter? hep
Of what (6n which)? --CGr
On what {or, which)? -Chg
Somewhat 'wjt

Then what (or, which) ckl
That what {or, which) .-. clx
To what {w, which).-- cod
What age? dsi

What alteration? Kcw
What, or. Which am I? cpv
Whatamount—of ? egm
What answer {or, reply) ? enp
What, or. Which are (or, is)? cpw
What, or. Which are (or, is), he (she, it,

orpersons or things indicated)"!-Cp:^

What, or,Which are (or, is) you-r-s?.CPY
—^What are the marks?
What are you about? -Dak
What are you waitmg for? ytc
What are your orders? suv
What arrangements—to {or, for)? -BXM
What assistance do you require? What
do you want? pgt

What bearing shall I keep the light {or,

landmark) on? Qr

What brand? hdy
What, or. Which can {or, may)?.--CPZ

What color:—- J^q

What, or. Which could(or, might)?-CQA

What condition? JNA

What current {rate and direction)do you

expect {or, reckon on)? kgh
What day? -.-Knz
What depth? Indicate the depth. .kvb
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WHAT—WHEN.

ZCD

What—Continued.
What did he say? vim
What difference? kzr
What distance? How far? mta
What distance ofif is —? -LGM
What, or, Which do (does, or, did).CQB
What, or. Which do (or, did) they (we

or, you)? CQE
What do you make? Rix
What, or, Which does (do, or, did) he

(she, it, or persons or things indi-

cated)'!. CQD
What else?.- lvx
What force? nhz
What, or,Which had(lias,or',have)?-C<jF

—What has taken?
What, or. Which is? (See Are, above),

cpw
What is amiss? efn
What, or. Which is (or, are) he (she, it,

orpersons orthingsindicated) 1.--CFX

What is her name? sdq
What, or, Which is it? CQQ
What is the amount of?.- —egn
What is the cause of your putting back?

XJDE

What is the current? Do you, or. Do
we feel any current? kgi

What is the depth of water on the bar
(infeet)t vq

What is the matter? kmy
What is the motive? --Sbd
What is the name—of? SDR
What is the name of the ship (or, signal

station) in sight? ^'- yo
What is the nature of? sej
What is the meaning of?- _ _ _ rnt
What is the range? xihy
What is the reason—of? ..-.irv
What is the sea like? - rx
What is the sickness? vd
What is the state (condition) of? .- jnb
What is the temperature? Wliat is the
height of the thermometer? xnk

What is the variation? jin
What is there to pay? teu
What is your complement? jkf
What is your name (or, number)? -_sdt
What is your opinion—of? srn
What kind (or, sort) of qaz
What length—^is — ? qnp
What loss? RBH
What, or. Which may? (,SVe Can,

above) cpz
What, or, Which might? (See Could,
above) cqa

What, or. Which must? , cqh
What number (or, quantity—of— have
you? TJDW

What, or, Which of the — ?-,. CQi
What, or, Which ought to? cqj
What port? tov
What proof is there? tys
What quantity—of? - tjdx
What quantity of water? udy
What rate (speed)? , tjin

What, or. Which shal^or, will)

—

I?-CQK
What, or. Which shall (or, will) I (or,

we) do? OQL
What, or. Which shall (or, will) I (or,

we) have? cqm

ZCE

ZCF

zca

ZCH

ZCI
ZCJ

What—Continued.
What, or, Which shall (or, will) they

(or, you) do? -.-CQN
What, or. Which shall (or, will) they

(or, you) have? CQO
What shape—is? ' vtw
What ship? vyp
What ship is that? (Indicate bearing,

if necessary) .::_ eo
What, or.Which should

(

or,would) ? .CQP
What, or. Which should (or, would) I

(or, we) do? .-.cqr
What, or. Which should (or, would)
they (ort you) do? CQS

What size do you want? wez
What sort (or, kind) of— ? --.qaz
What success have you (or vessel indi-

caied) had? -__ XCD
What variation do you allow? jip
What vessel have you boarded? ord
What vessel takes the next mail? . -RFT
What wages? ysj
What, or. Which was (or, were)? -.cqt
What -way? yxh
What width (or, breadth)? het
What; or. Which will—I? (See Shall,

above) ..._ iCQK
What will you take? xkb

—What winds have you (or vessel indi-

cated) had?
What, or, which would? (See Should,

above) ' cqp
—Whatever-soevBr.
Which CUG
With what (or, which)? own

Wheat.
Wheat cargo hzp

Wheel-ed-ing.
Cogwheel izm
Handwheel - - oma
Let your screw (or, wheels) revolve
without disconnecting qob

Paddle wheel szg
Paddle-wheel steamer. (Horsepower to

follow, if necessary) szh
Pinion wheel __- tkh
Steam steering wheel wsu

—Wheel. ( The wheel.

)

—Wheel rope.

Whept. (See Waft) ysc

When cqu
When am I to? CQV
When anchored ekd
When are (or, is)? CQW
When are we? CQX
When are you? cqy
When can (or, may)? CQZ
When could (or, inight)? ,_-.CR.4.

When did he (she, it, or, they) leave?
QLt,

When did it happen? OMQ
When did the accident happen? BD
When did you arrive? byV
When did you ground? CK
When, or. What did you hear last—of

(or, from)? obu
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WHEN—WHERE.

ZCK

When—Continitied.

When did you leave? qlu
When did yon pass?. ..^ tcw
When did you part company—from— ?

•i.5> • m
When did you sail? so
When did you see — ?-.-.. u-i^ voc
When did you (or, they) separate? .vrj
When did you ^vrite? J_, zjp
When do (does, or, did)? ....crb
When do (or, did) I (or, we)? crb
When do {or, did) they {or, you) . . crp
When do {or, did) you expect? mnw
When do you go—to? odb
When do you intend to bring up? __ekf
When do you leave? .1 qlu
When do you sail? zt
When do you tack? xio
When do you think I am likely to fall in
with — {vessel indicated)''. 'j msa

When do you wear? . —.yxu
When does (do, or, did) he (she, it, or
persons or things indicated)''. crd

When does he (she, it, or vessel indi-

cated) sail? _• VEY
When does it begin {or, commence)?

GDX7

When does the blockade commence?
GNQ

When done—with .. CRa
-When empty-ied.
When fiiiished Mzi
When finished coaling ixp
When first seen nbm
When going—to ode
When had (has, or, have)? —crh
When had {or, have) you? CRI

When he (she, it, or person s or things
indicated) is {or, are) crj

When his (her-s, its) .-.crk

When I (my, mine) crl
When I can {or, may) crm
When I have run my distance I shall put
her head off until — lgp

When is? (See Are, above) CQW
When is {or. are) lie (she, it, or persons
or things indicate.d)1 CRN

When it lulls ,-- eda
When last seen QGY
When may? CQZ

When may the bar {or, entrance) be
attempted? fwd

When might? '^Ra

When moored -. - ezn
When more moderate RXN
When most convenient JTP

When must? cro
When ought? crp
When ought I to see {or. sight)?.--VOD

When ought the next mail to leave?-RGB

When ready—to {or, for) uka
When shall {or, will)? crq

When shall {or, will) be? CRS

When shall (or, will) he (she it, or per-

sons or things indicated)'! CRT

When shall {or, will) I {or, we)? --CRU

When shall {or, will) I (they, or, we) do?
CKV

When shall {or, will) I have? CEW
When shall {or, will) it be done? _.CRX

When shall {or, will) they? cry

ZCL

ZCM

When—Continued.
When shall {or, will) they {or, you)
have? CRZ

When shall we be at the rendezvous?
UQR

When shall {or, -wfill) wq,have? csa
When shall {or, will) you?.. -.csb
When shall {or, will) you be? csd
When should {or, would)? cse
When the _ csp
When the breeze goes down hgi
When the captain hxl
When the sea has gone down lmp
When the tide..- xsq
When the tide slacks wfs
When the tide turns xsr
When these (or, those) osG
When they (their-s) -.. csh
When they are.-^ csi

When was (or, wer«)? CSJ
When was the battle fought? pzb
When was the last death? koy
When we (our-s) csk
When we are csL
When were your last observations for

latitude? Qip
When will? {See Shall, above) crq
When will be the best time for crossing

the bar? XM
When will it be high water? ovi
When will it end? lyp
When will it take place? tlp
When will the end (or, last) be?-_-LYP
When will the tide ebb? -. xi
When will the tide flow? XJ
When will the tide suit xst
When will the tide turn?- XK
When will you be afloat? dqe
When will you {or, it) be finished?.MZJ

When will you be ready—for? ukc
When will you be ready for sea?---UKB
When will you board? grb
When will you complete—with? _..jktj

When will you have the cargo? ibk
When wind changes.., zpe
When would? {See Should, above) .csE
When you-r-s .-- .csM
When you are csn
When you are complete—with jkv
When you float nfg
When you meet zls
When you please tmv

Whence.
From whence {or, where) bpy

Whenever.

Where ...cso

Anywhere e<jr

Anywhere else eqs
Beach the vessel where flag is waved {or,

light is shown) --PZT

Elsewhere. -. lys
Everywhere mjc
From whence {or, where) bpy
Nowhere sky
Somewhere .wju
Where am I {or, are we)? CSQ

Where am I? What is my present posi-

tion? .- KZ
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WHERE—WHITWORTH.

Where—Continued.
Where are (or, is)? CSR
Where are they? CST
Where are you bound? --SH
Where are you from? si

Where are you going? csu
Where can (or, may)? -. csv
Where could (or, might) ? csw
Where did you cross the equator?. -KEM
WTiere do (does, or, did)? csx
Where do (or, did) I (or, we)? csy
Where do (or, did) they (or, you)?-CSZ
Where do you (or vessel indicated) be-

long? GEY
Where do you intend to bring up? -EKH
Where for? cta
Where from? Prom where ? bpy
Where had (has, or, have) ? - - ctb
Where he (she, it, or persons or things

indicated) is (or,^ are) ctd
Where his (her-s, it-s). ctb
Where I (my, mine) - --CTP
Where I am (or, we are) ctg
Where is? (See Are, above) csr
Where is (or, are) he (she. it, or per-
sons or things indicated) 1 cth

Where is he (she, or, it) gone (or, go-
ing)? ---- ODF

Where is it to take place (or, be done)?
LIV

Where is the admiral (or, senior officer) ?

SJ
Where is the captain? hxm
Where is the Commander-in-Chief?.low
Where is the commanding officer? ..jei
Where is the, or, Where shall we ren-

dezvous? , TJQS
Where is the — army? ewp
Where may? (See Can, above) csv
Where might? (See Could, above) .csw
Where must? CTI
Where ought? ctj
Where shall (or, will) ctk
Where shall (or, will) be? ctl
Where shall (or, will) he (she, it, or,

Woersons or things indicated) ? ^ . .ctm
here shall (or, will) I (or, we)?..CTN

Where shall I find — (vessel indicated) ?

MYU
Where shall (or, will) I have? cto
Where shall (or, will) they? ctp
Where shall (or, will) they (or, you)
have? CTQ

Where shall (or, will) we have? ctk
Where shall (or, will) you? CTS
Where shall (or, will) you be? ctu
Where should (or, would)? CTV
Where should (or, would) the? OTW
Where should (or,would) they (their-s)?

CTX
Where the ...j. cty
Where they (their-s) CTZ
Where they are cua
Where was (or, were)? cub
Where was the battle fought? fzc
Where we (our-s) '. cud
Where we are ctg
Where will you cross the equator? .ken
Where you-r-s cue
Where you are ^...cuf
Whereabouts .'...csp

ZCN

ZCO

ZCP

ZCQ

ZCR

ZCS

ZCT

ZCU
ZCV

ZCW

ZCX

ZCY

ZDA

ZDB

ZDC
ZDE

ZDF
ZDG
ZDH
ZDI
ZDJ
ZDK
ZDL

ZDM

ZDN

ZDO

ZDP

WHEEEABOUTS CSP
Do you, or. Did you get a good look at
the land to know exactly whereabouts
we are? py

Whereas.

Wherein. Whereof.

Wherever.

Wherry.

Whether. ,

Which. (See What) cug
Before which cpt
Which do you think the best? gie
Which is (or, are) the best? Which, or.

What is the best? gif
Which is the easiest? lsa
Which is the road to — ? uyq
Which, or. What of the — ? .,.- CQi
Which side? - wbo
Which way? Yxi

Whilb-st.
Between while gix

—It is not worth while.
While he oqd

—While I.—^While you (or, your).
Whilst in harbor one

Whip.

Whiel-ed-ing.

Whirlpool.

Whirlwind.

Whistle.
Blow steam whistle (or, siren) at inter-

vals WD
Shall signal with steam whistle (or,

siren) during fog (or, darkness) ..we
Steam whistle wsz

—Whistle-ing. To whistle.
—Whistling buoy.

White.
—White buoy.
—White flare.

—White lead.

—White light.

^White paint.

—Whiten-ed-ing.
Whitesmith zdn

Whitehead torpedo.

Whitesmith.

Whitewash.
Whitewashed-ing. To whitewash .yds

Whiting. (Cleaning substance.)

Whitwoeth Steel wtq
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WHO—WILL.

ZDQ

ZDR

ZDS

ZDT

ZDU

WHO-M -- CUH
By whom (or, whose) bka
For whom {or, whose) bpl
From whom, {or, whose). bpz
Of whom {or, whose) cgv
On whom {or, whose) CHi
To whom, {or, whose) coe
To whom shall I telegraph that all is

well on hoard your vessel? xmh
We who - CPR
Who, Whom CUH
Who are {or, is)? cui
Who are your owners? .- ..sym
Who can {or, may)?- --.cuj
Who could {or, might)? CUM
Who do (does, or, did)?. cuo
Who else? lvt
Who had (has, or, have)? CUP
Who is? --- CUI
Who is dead? kon
Whom is it for? Whom for? nhs
Who is Lloyd's agent? ^ QXJ
Who is the captain of— {ship indi-

cated) 1 or, Who is yonr captain?-HXN
Who may? -- -CUJ
Who might? CUM
Who must? CUQ
Who ought? CUB
Who shall {or, will)? zep
Who should {or, would)? cuv
Who told (or, said so)? xmz
Who was {or, were)? cuw
Who will {or, shall)? zef
Who would? CUV
Whom does it belong to? Gez
Whom does she {or vessel indicated)

belong to? QFA
Whose? ZDU
With whom {or, whose) cwo

Whoui-ly.
Annul the whole signal vf
Privy to the whole afEair dph

—^Whole gale.

Wholesale.

Wholesome-ly-ness.
Not wholesome,

ness -

Whooping (Hooping) cough-

Whose. (See also Who. )

Why? .

Why
Why
Why
Why
Why
Why
Why
Why
Why
Why
Why
Why
Why
Why
Why

Unwholesome -

YLQ

ZDV

ZDW
ZDX
ZDY

ZEA

ZEB

ZEC

ZED

CUX
amYto?! —CUY
are {or, is)? cuz

are you '^^^

are you not? CVB

can (or, may)? hup
cannot {or, may not)? cvd

could (or, might)? cve

could {or, might) not? cvp

do (does, or, did)? CVG

do (does, or, did) not? cvh

do (or, did) you? cvi

do {or, did)you not? cvj

do you not sail? '^^Z

do you put back?— -UDE
had (has or, have)? cvk

ZEF

ZEG

Why—Continued.
Why had (has, or have).not? CVL
Why had (or, have) you? CVM
Why had (or, have) you not? CVN
Why is? cuz
Why might? cvE
Why must? cvo
Why not? CVP
Why ought? CVQ
Why shall (or, will)? cvr
Why shall (or, will) not? cvs
Why should (or, would)?...- CVT
Why should (or, would) not? cvu
Why they (their-s) cvw
Why was {or, were)? cvx
Why we (our-s) cvy
Why were you? cvz
Why will (or, shall)? cvR
Why would? CVT
Why yoti-r-s.-.:- cwa

Wick.
Lamp wick- -QDJ

Wide. Width.
How broad—is— ? hjn

—It is not wide.
—It is wide.
What width (or, breadth)? het
Wide berth ghf

—Widely.

WiDEN-ED-ING.

WiDOW-ER.

Wipe.

WiGTjE. (Measure of weight) ban

Will. (See also Shall) cwb
How will they? bxy
I will give you oah
I will if lean bks
I will wait until ysr
It will do.. BNV
Not willing. Does not agree dtz
Request you will UST
Request you will not usv
Shall, or. Will wait ysv
There will be time—to {or, for) xtq
Weather will be yzw
What, or,Which shall (or,will)—I?.cqk
When will it be done? CRX
When will you (or, it) be ready for (or,

to)—? UKC
—Who will, or, shall.

Will, or. Shall arrive—at byw
Will assist fgu
Will be ready—to (or, for) ukd
Will be sent yqr
Will be suflBcient (enough) meb
Will be unable—to OYS

—Will close (or, be closed).

Will it be? BIX

Will it be safe? vdl
Will it do? liou

Will it have? cwd
Will it prevent? tvm
Will not ciu

Will not do? EOV
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WILL—WIND.

ZEH

ZEI

ZEJ

ZBK

ZEL

ZEM

Will—Continued.
Will not succeed xbz
,Willput - UDP
Will remain by you upk
Will rendezvous at {or, in) uyT
Will set in vsg
Will shift VXA
Will soon ._- WKC
Will stand by you wqm
Will succeed xca
Will they act? dio
Will visit YRD
Will you act for me (or,—)? dip
Will you assist me (or vessel indicated)^

DE
Will you be on shore today? {Specify

hour, if necessary) '.
, _koo

Will you breakfast with me? hpl
Will you {orperson indicated) buy?-UCF
Will you come? jdq
Will you {orperson indicated) come on
board? grp

Will you do it? owe
Will you get? _ nzg
Will you give me {or, my)— ? oan
Will you go? ODG
Will you leave? qlv
Will you make? riy
Will you make an offer? riz
Will you permit? dzq
Will you please? tmw
Will you put? UDG
Will you send? _. vqtj
Will you send for him {or, it, or, her)?

vow
Will you stay {or, wait) ? wry
Will you support us? xpb
Will you {or person indicated) under-
take it? YHX

Will you venture? yov
Will you wait for the mail? ytd
Will you write? zjQ
Yes, I will ZLH
Yes, it will _zli

Will, or, Testament xol

WiLLING-LY-NESS.
Unwilling-ly-nes3 ylb

WiN-NiNG. Won.— has won a great battle at — , with a
loss of killed and wounded reported
.at — , FZD

WiNOH.
Steam winch wtb

WiND-iNG. Wound. To wind.
Winding tackle zfr

Wind. {See also Force op Wind. )

Anemometer. Wind gauge - elo
Baffling wind ...fsc—Before the wind.
Between wind and water giy
By the wind hpq
Calm and light winds __htm
Delayed by contrary winds ksd
Detained by contrary winds ksd
Pair wind .

." mre
Force of wind nia

ZEN
ZEO
ZEP
ZEQ
ZER
ZES-:
ZET

ZEU

ZEV

ZEW
ZEX
ZEY
ZPA

ZPB
ZFO

ZFD

ZFE

Wind—Continued.
Foul wind nom
Gale of wind nvs
Harbour, or, Anchorage is good enough
with winds from— ox

Harbour, or, Anchorage is safe with all

winds _...oz
Haul your {or, to the) wind opg
Haul your wind on port tack ln
Haul your wind on starboard tack . _lo
Head to wind oqm
Head wind oqn

—How have you had the wind?
—How is the wind outside?
—How shall we have the wind?
—If the wind abates {or, lulls).

—If the wind continues as at present.
—If the wind shifts.

—If the wind should freshen.
If you lose the wind rao
In a gale of wind nwb
Is the anchorage {or, my anchorage)

safe with all winds? {Specify which,
if necessary) pb

It is dangerous to lose the wind GC
—Keep before the wind.
Keep head to wind pyt
Meteorological or weather report for
to-day gives moderate winds from—
{direction indicated) rsh

Meteorological or weather report for
to-day gives strong winds from

—

{direction indicated) rsi
Meteorological or weather report for
to-day gives winds variable from

—

{direction indicated) rsj
Meteorological or weather report for
to-morrow gives moderate winds
from — {direction indicated) rsl

Meteorological oi: weather report for
to-morrow gives strong winds from— {direction indicated) rsm

Meteorological or weather report for
to-morrow gives windsvariable from— {direction indicated). _ . .'. rsn

—More rain than wind.
Not wind enough mdr
Nothing but gales of wind nwc
Off, or. From the wind nry
Running before the wind vch
Shift of wind--- _ vwz

—Should the wind.
—The wind is —

.

—The wind is going to change.
—The wind will come from the —

.

To, or. By the wind --HPQ
—Too much wind.
—Trade wind.
Variable wind yod

—What wind leads through the passage
{or, entrance)?

What winds have you {or vessel indi-
cated) had? zcE

When it lulls. The -first lull rda
When the wind [or, breeze) hgj

—When wind changes.
Where did you fall in with the trades

(or, monsoon)? rym
Where did you lose the trades {or
monsoon)? rbi

Whirlwind _ zda
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"WIND—"WISH.

ZFG
ZFH
ZFI

ZFJ
ZFK

ZFL
ZFM
ZFN
ZFO

ZFP

ZFQ

ZFR

ZFS

ZFT

ZFU

ZFV

ZF"W
ZFX

ZFY

ZGA

ZGB

ZGC

ZGD

"Wind—Continued.
"Wind a gale nvs

—Wind and weather permitting.
—Wind appears to be steady.
—Wind fresh.

Wind gauge. Anemometer elo
—Wind has abated outside.

—Wind has not abated outside.
Wind is going to change zey

—Wind light.—^Wind strong.
—Wind will freshen.
—Winds from the —. With wind from

the—.
—Winds have mostly been.
Windsail ." zpv

Wind gauge. Anemometer elo

WlNDBOUND—AT.
I have been, or, "Vessel indicated has
been detained^days windbound at

—

{place indicated) kye

Winding TACKLE. (See a/so Tackle.)

Windlass.
Bring it to the windlass him
Damaged the windlass kje
Steam windlass "WTC

Windmill.

Window.
Cabin window hqg

Windsail.
Hoist windsails owic

Windward.—^Beat (work) to windward.
Far enough to windward mdg
Keep more to windward pzb

Keep to windward l"*"

Keep to windward of vessel chasing,
pzo

Keep to windward until you are picked

up PZ«

Let your boats keep to windward until

they are picked up pd

Look out to windward Qzw
Shoal water, or. Danger to windward,

KLI

—To windward.
We are to windward of the harbor {or,

anchorage) ELI

Work-ed-ing (beat) to windward. --ZFX

Wine.
Australian wine i'mh

—Burgundy vnne.
Champagne ikc

Claret — ^^^

Madeira wine kej

Port wine '^^'^

—Rhine wine.
Sherry— ^"*^k

Spirits of wine ""^nt

—Wine gla'ss.

ZGE
ZGF

ZGH

ZGI
ZGJ

ZGK
ZGL

ZGM

ZGN

ZGO

ZGP

ZGQ

ZGR

ZGS

ZGT

ZGU
ZGV

Winter.
—Had, or. Has winter set in at — 1

Has the ice broken up ? Has the winter
broken up—at — ? pbj

—In the winter.
Last winter qgw
—Next winter.
—Through the winter.
Warm, or. Winter clothing for ivx—"Winter has regularly set in at —

.

—Winter quarters.

Winter-ed-ing. To winter.

Wire.
Insulate-d-ing wire {or, cable) pnt
lilagnesium wire RKO
Steel-wire hawser wto

—^Telegraph wire.

Wire cable {or, hawser) hse
—Wire rigging.
Wire rope vad

WisE-LY. Wisdom.

WisH-iNG

—

to {or, for).
Admiral, or. Senior ofiQcer wishes- -DKY
Admiral, or. Senior of&cer wishes to

know--- -— •-- DKZ
Admiral, or. Senior officer wishes to see

you {or person indicated) dla
Admiral, or. Senior officer wishes to see

you as soon as convenient dlb
—Do you wish ?

Do you wish to be reported? ub
Do you wish your arrival reported ?-EYC—^Does not wish— it {or,- that).

I do not wish to show a light QRX
I should wish to know the nature of the

sickness, if any, before I send my boat

{or, communicate) EC
I wish for orders from Mr.— , my owner,

at — sw
I wish to be taken in tow .-.xw
I wish to buy hoy
I wish to communicate ; close lux
I wish to communicate personally- -JGC

I wish to land passengers : QEG
I wish to obtaia orders from my owner,
Mr. —, at— sw

I wish to see you before you go on shore,

OCN
I wish to see you on shore VNtJ

I wish to signal ; come within easy sig-

nal distance "^J

I wish to speak to you "wthk

—If you wish—^it (or, that).

—It is my wish—that.

Owners wished me to inform you..SYK
Signal thename of place where you wish

to be reported by telegraph wdf
Stranger, or. Vessel bearing — wishes

to communicate wzd
They, (yr, I wish to abandon, but have
not the means aj

"Vessel seriouslydamaged ; wishto trans-
fer passengers - HM

Vessels that wish to be reported all well,

show your distinguishing signals -DYT

Vessels that wish to be reported, show
your dis'tinguisbing signals ea
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WISH—WORK.

ZGW

ZGX
ZGY

ZHA
ZHB

ZHC

ZHD

ZHE

ZHP

Wish—Continned.
Vessels that wish to be reported on

leaving, show your distinguishing
signals eb

Wish tocommunicate—by (or,with ) _jgf
Wish to enter port or dock tm
Wish to get a rate for my chronometer,

GU
Wish to see you - - voe

—Wish to speak—to {or, with).
Wish you a pleasant voyage (or, passage),

TDL
—Wish you would.
—Wished.

With cwf
Are, or, Is with ber
Me with - CEG
Not with CGK
That with cly
Was, or, Were with cpb
When done—with CRO
With , cwp
With all sails set vfa
With arms.-, a evq
With complete success jkx
With him (his, her-s, it-s) cwa
With me (my, mine) cwh
With moderate-ion rxo
With much pleasure tmx
With passengers tdw
With pleasure. I will accept . . J . - .dca
With steam up ^ - ymc
With that (or, this) CWJ
With the cwi
With the captain hxo
With the tide xsv
With the view {or, object) _ _ -SMK
With them (their-s) cwk
With these {or, those) owl
With tools XVI
With us (our-s) cwm
With what {or, which) --. cwn
With whom {or, whose) cwo
With you-r-s __ cwp
With your permission . tgj

WlTHDRAW-N-ING-DREW.
—Have, or. Has been withdrawn.
Light-ship has been withdrawn on ac-
count o£ice PBC

Shall, or, Will.be withdrawn.

WiTHHOLD-ING-HBLD.

Within.
Come within hail .- ...jda
I shall pass within hail olb
Keep within hail olf
Keep within sight—of WCB
Pass within hail olg
Send a boat within hail gui
Within range uhz
You are within range of the batteries

{or, of the guns) go

Without.
Date not known. Without date _ _Kt,w
If it can {or, may) be done without risk,

UTA
Not vsrithout permission tgf

ZHG
ZHI

ZHJ

ZHK

ZHL

ZHM

ZHN
ZHO

ZHP

ZHQ

ZHR

ZHS

ZHT

ZHU

ZHV

Without—Continued.
Without a doubt- _-."_--. lmb
Without any motive she
Without arms ygj
Without assistance.-- fgx
Without authority, or, Unauthorized,

FMZ
Without damage kjt

—Without fail.

—Without favor.
Without hesitation --.cum
Without loss--- RBj
Without payment •-- tev
Without permission -_. z--tgk
Without rifk uye

Withstand-ing-stood.

WiTNESS-ED-ING.
Eyewitness - mqi

Woke. Wakeing. {See also Awake. )

Woman.
Clothing for female passengers.
Women's clothing IVK

Females on board mvq
Have you any women on board?j--GQH
I have no women on board gqk

Won. (See Win) zei

WOOD-BD.
—Can not procure wood.
Dyewood ---LQK
Firewood nac
You can get any quantity of firewood,

NAT
WoOL-iY.

Woollen.

word-bd-ing.
Byword hpu
Password tdy

Wore. {See also Wear. )

Work-ed-ing. To work.
Bell buoy damaged; not working-.gen
Board of Works gpf
Boiler working on seating gwr

—Can work up to—revolutions.
Ci'ew disaffected ; will not work kon
Crew discontented; will not work-KCO
Day's work , knd
Dead works {of a ship)-.. -.kol
Earth work lrq
Engine does not work well - . mbd
Engine works very well mbn
Engines working badly fem
Engines working on seating mcp
Fireworks nad
Have you anyone that can work at a

forge? NLE
Light on—^is not working satisfactorily,

QSH
My working pressure is tus

—No boat fit for the work.
One screw disabled ; canwork the other,

MW
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WORK—WRITE.

ZHW
ZHX
ZHY

ZIA

ZIB

ZIC

ZID
ZIE
ZIF
ZIG

ZIH

ZIJ

ZIK

ZIL

ZIM
ZIN

ZIO

ZIP

Work—Continued.
Propeller worked loose tzc
Upper works 1 ymb
What is your working pressure? TUV
Work badly frx
Work exjjansively mnb
—Work-ed-ing in.

—Work out.
—Work pump.
Work, ovi Beat to windward zfx
Worked-ing very badly fry
Worked-ing well zbo
Working her own engines mcf
Working one engine -Mca
Working party - - tcp
Working steam pressure—is TUS
You may work the semaphore vo

Workman-SHIP.

World.

Worm.
Worm-eaten lsj

Worn —

-

yxv
Pump gear worn out (or, defective) -Ubj

Worse. Worst.
—Could, or. Might be worse.
—^It will be worse.

I

—Much worse.

I Worth.
i Is it worth while shifting berth?. . . gfv

I

It is not worth while ...zct

—It is worth.
1 Not worth getting ofl
I Not worth getting ofE {or, afloat) .-DQC
' Seaworthy —"s^i

WORTHLESS-NESS.

Would. (See Should) cjo

I would shift my berth as soon as pos-

sible GFT

Wish you would ZGX
Would recommend. Would advise .dor

WOUND-ED-ING.
Anyone hurt (or, wounded)?- eqb

Badly, or. Seriously wounded frl

Boiler burst; — men killed, —others
wounded '•,-.„--:— -^Y

Boiler burst; number of killed and

wounded not yet known ax
Boiler burst ; several men wounded. .az

Dangerously wounded (or, hurt) ; acci-

dent -- ^L
Gunshot wound. Accident happened,

DCI

—^How are the wounded?
—^How many wounded?

Is anyone wounded {or, hurt)? eqb

—Killed and wounded.
Many wounded. -;. ...rkn

None wounded sjp

Number of killed and wounded not yet

known Q-*^^

Slightly wounded wgs
—The wounded are.

ZIQ

ZIR
ZIS

ZIT

ZIU
ZIV

ZIW
ZIX

ZIY
ZJA
ZJB
ZJC
ZJD

ZJE

ZJF

ZJG

ZJH

ZJI
ZJK
ZJL
ZJM

ZJN

Wound—Continued.— has won a great battle at — with a
loss of killed and wounded reported
at — FZD—
'slossesin ki ii°dandwoundedreported
at — ,

-.QAR

Wove. {See Weave) zab

'Wkap-pbd-ping-er.

Wreck.
—^A complete wreck.
Have you seen {or, heard of) a vessel

wrecked (
or, in distress) —zu

I am {or vessel indicated is) a complete
wreck .— —jkp

—I shall stand about to see if I can pick

up anything from wreck.
Is, or. Was there anyone on board? .eqc
Lost sight of wreck ray

—Off the wreck.
—On the wreck.
Passed a wreck ..TCP
Passed a wreck (daie, latitude and longi-

tude to follow, if necessary), but
could not render any assistance;

people still on board zy
Passed a wreck (dafe, latitude and longi-

tude to follow, if necessary), but was
unable to ascertainwhetheranypeople
were on board -. zw

Passed a wreck {date, latitudeand longi-

tude to follow, if necessary) ; no one
onboard zx

Pieces of the wreck have been found {or,

picked up) tib

Receiver of wreck - ulg
Shipwrecked vyl

—The wreck of —

.

—Vessel indicated has been wrecked.
What has become of wreck? gcq
Will you go to the assistance of wreck?

{Bearing to folloie, if necessary)..zy—^Wreck buoy.
—Wreck is being pillaged.

—Wreck will be sold.

—Wreck-ed-ing. To wreck.
—Wrecked on the coast.

Wrecker.

Wrist.

Writ.

wlute-ing-ten. wrote. to write.

Do you intend to write from —? pos
Forward following telegraphic message

by signal letters instead of writing it

at length , xb
—Has he {or, she) or. Have they written?

—Have, or, Has not written.

—Have, or. Has written.

—I have written.

I intend writing Pow
I will wait whilst you write. yst

—In writing.
Send following message by post to own-

ers {or, to Mr. — ) at— , by signal let-

ters instead of writing it at length.wz
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WRITE—YARD.

ZJO
ZJP
ZJQ
ZJR
ZJS

ZJT
ZJU
ZJV

ZJW

ZJX

ZJY

ZKA

ZKB
ZKC
ZKD

ZKE
ZKF

ZKG

Write—Continued.
Send following telegraphic message by

signal letters instead of writing it at
length - XB

—Shall I write?
—When did yon wi-ite?

—Will you write?
—Write immediately.
—Write to the owner.
Writing. (Mamiscript) rkc
—Writing paper.
—Written orders.

—Wrote to — on —

.

Writer.
Type'flrriter yfr

Wrong-kd-ing. To wrong.

Wrong-ly.
Anything wrong with the engines?, .rd
I have wrong papers on board tak

—I was wrong.
Very wrong-ly ypu
—Wrong meaning.—^Wrong place.

—Wrong side.

Wrong way yxj

Wrought.—^Wrought iron.

X. (Letter. ) (For new method of spelling,
seepage 13.)

ZKH

ZKI

ZKJ

ZKL

ZKM

ZKN

ZKO

Y. (Letter. ) (For new method of
seepage 13.)

Yacht-ed-ing.
Lloyd's Yacht Register ..qxe
Royal yacht : vbc
Royal Yacht Squadron... ..wpg
—Union des Yachts.
Yacht club. _- iwb

Yam.

Yard. (Measure of length) axe
Cubic yard aye
Square yarfl axz

Yard. (Ship's. )

Brace round your head yards hdo
Can I get a mainyard at —? nyg
Can I get a spar for a fore yard at—?.Nis
Crossjack yard kef
Dimensions of — yard are — feet in
length ; — inches in the slings. - . lak

Double topsail yards xwd
Fore royal yard niz
Fore topgallant yard .nji
Fore topsail yard njp
Fore yard- njq
Fore yard gone in the sling njr
Fore yard sprung njs
Haulyard, or, Halliard olq
Head yard oqp
I have carried away fore yard nkh
I have carried away main yard egk
—I have carried away topsail yard.

I have sprung (or, damaged) fore yard,
KJH

I have sprung (or, damaged) lower top-
sail yard kji

I have sprung (or, damaged) mainyard,
KJL

I have sprung (or, damaged) topsail
yard kjm

I have sprung (or, damaged) upper top-
sail yard KJN

Iron yard ptb
Jigger royalyardandsail pvs
Jigger topgallant yard and sail pvt
Jigger topsail yard and sail... pvu
Jigger yard and sail pvw
Lower fore topsail yard nki
Lower main topsail yard rgp
Lower mizzen topsail yard rwo
Lower spanker topsail yard wlu
Lower yard rci
Main royal yard rgp
Main topgallant yard rhb
Main topsail yard rhp
Main topsail yard sprung rhg
Mainyard rhi
Main yard sprung khj
Mizzen royal yard rwu
Mizzen topgallant yard., rwy
Mizzen topsail yard u-_.l EXC
Royal yard .. vbd
—Spritsail yard (or, gaff)

.

Sprung, or. Seriously damaged lower
yard (or spar indicated) rck

Steel yard wtp
Top your lower yard xvo
Topgallant yard xvu
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YARD—YOU.

ZKP
ZKQ

ZKR

ZKS

ZKT

ZKU
ZKV

ZKW
ZKX

ZKY
ZLA

ZLB

ZLO

Yard—Continued. ,

Topsail yard xwf
Upper fore topsail yard ..nkj
Upper main topsail y&rd _ _ _rhk
Upper spanker topsail yard xwa
Upper topsail yard xwi
Upper yard ymo
What are the dimensions of main yard?

LAO
What are the dimensions of yonr fore
yard? lap—^Yard arm.

—Yard rope.

Yard. Ship yard. Shipbuilding yard,
VXY

Dock yard ljt
Victualling yard yqm

Yarn.
Spun yam.

Yaw-ed-ing.

ZLD

ZLE

ZLF

ZLG
ZLH
ZLI

ZLJ

ZLK

Yawl.

Year.
—Half year-ly.

Last year -QGX
—Leap year.

—Next year.
Several years vsT
—This year.
—Yearly.

Yeast.

Yellow.
Has yellow fever diminished at —? MWI
Has yeUow fever disappeared at—? MWJ
I have had cases of yellow fever on
board mwk

I have had no cases of yellow fever on

board mwl
Is there yellow fever at — ? mwo
Yellow fever mwt
Yellow fever has diminished at— mwu
Yellow feverhas disappeared at — mwv
Yellow fever is raging at — irwx

—Yellow paint.
.— men of the crew have been ill ot yel-

low fever {number to follow) - .mwy
— passengers have been ill of yellow

fever {number to follow) Mwz

Yen. {Coin) ^ -^-VG

Yeoman-ry.

-C, or, Code Flag over c

HUG

Yes.- --

—Yes, I am.
Yes, I can --

—Yes, I have.

—Yes, I will.

—Yes, it will.

"Vl?STERDA.

Y

The day before yesterday . -- KNU
Yesterday afternoon dsa

Yesterday evening MIN

Yesterday morning SAF

—Yesterday's post.

ZLM

ZLN

ZLO

ZLP

ZLQ

ZLR

Yet.
By and bye. Not yet -hpx
Do not begin yet gdq
—It is not yet.

Not begun yet gdt
Not yet. By and bye hpx
Nothing decisive yet kpv

—She is {or, has) not yet.

The cargo is not yet sold IBa

Yield-ed-ing.

Yin. {Measure of length) -

yoke-d-ing.

Yonder.

You-R-s - CWT
After you-r-s cwr
Are, or. Is you-r-s -BES
As you-r-s few
Before you-r-s ows
By you-r-s - bkc
Can, or. May you-r-s? bko
Could, or. Might you-r-s ? blJ
Do, DoeS, or. Did you-r-s? bmq
For you-r-s bpm
From you-r-s bqa
Had, Has, w. Have you-r-s? brp
Had, or. Have you been? bfv
Had, or. Have you done? BMW
Had, or. Have you had? - brg
How are you? bxi
How do {or, did) you? --^ bxm
How shall {or, will) you? bxu
If you-r-s —GBP
If you are cbq
If you are not Cbr
If you can {or, may) CBS
If you can not {or, may not) cbt
If you could {<yr, might) cbu
If you could {or, might) not cbv
If you do {or, did) Cbw
If you do {or, did) not Cbx
If you had (or, have) cby
If you had {or, have) not Cbz
If you shall {w, will) Cda
If you shall {m-, will) not cdu
If you should {or, would) Cde
If you should {or, would) not cdf
If you were cdg
If you were not - ---CDH

In you-r-s cdr
May, etc. {See Can, above.

)

Might, etc. See Could, above.)

Must you-r-s? cfe
Not you-r-s cgl
Of you-r-s--- - CGW
On you-r-s Chj
Ought you-r-s to? cid

Shall, or. Will you-r-s? __-CJD

Shall, or, Will you be? bhi

Shall, or, Will you do it ? bod
Shall, or. Will you not? cje

Shall, or. Will you not be ? bhj

Shall, or. Will you not do it? boe
Should, or. Would you-r-s? CJX

Than you-r-s Ckm
That you-r-s clz

To you-r-s COF

76564—09 29
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YOU—ZANZIBAR.

ZLS

You—Continued.
Was, or. Were you-r-s? cpd
Were you? cpl
Were you not? -- -- cpm
What, or. Which are {or, is) you-r-s?

CPY
What, or, Which do {or, did) you (they,

or, we)? CQE
What, or. Which shall {or, will) you {or,

they) do? cqn
What, or. Which shall {or, will) you {or,

they) have? CQO
What, or, which should {oi', would) yon

(or, they) do? CQS
When are you? cqt
When do {or, did) you {or, they) ?- -CRP
When had {or, have) you? cei
When shall {or, will) I (you, they, or,

we) do? CRV
When shall (o?% will) you? csb
When shall {or, will) you be ? csd
When shall {or, will) you {or, they)
have? CEz

When you-r-s csm
When you are csn
—When you meet.
Where are you from? si

Where are you going? csu
Where do {or, did) you {or, they)?--CSZ
Where shall {or, will) you? cts
Where shall {or, will) you be? CTU
Where shall {or, wiU) you {or, they)
have? CTQ

Where you-r-s cub
Where you are cuf
While you (or, your) zcv
Why are you? cva
Why are you not? CVB
Why do {or, did) you? cvi
Why do {or, did) you not? CVJ
Why had {or, have) you? ovm
Why had {or, have) you not? cvn
Why were you? .cvz
Why you-r-s? -.cwA
Will you do it? cwe
With you-r-s -CWP
You-r-s CWT
You are bey
You are not '- bez
You are to put udh
You can (or, may) bkx
You can (or, may) be biy
You can {or, may) have bsy
You can not {or, may not) - . bky
You can not {or, may not) be Bjz
You can not {or, tjuly not) have bsz
You could {or, might) blr
You could {or, might) be bja
You could {or, might) not bls
You could {or, might) not be bjc
You do {or, did) bow
You do {or, did) not box
You had {or, have) bta
You had (or, have) been bjd
You had {or, have) done boy
You had {or, have) had btc
You bad (or, have) not btd
You had (or, have) not been bje
You had (or, have) not done boz
You had (or, have) not had bte
You may, etc. {See Can, above.)

ZLT
ZLU

ZLV

ZLW

ZLX

ZLY

ZMA

Yov—Contimied.
You might, etc. {See Could, above.)
You must Cfk
You must be bjf
You must not cfl
You must not be bjg
You ought to --- cij

You ought not to - cik
You ought not to be bji

You ought to be bjh
You shaU (or, will) cjk
You shall (or, will) be bjk
You shall (or, will) have btp
You shall (or, will) not cjl
You shall (or, will) not be bji.

You shall (or, will) not have btg
You should {or, would) ckd
You should {or, would) be bjm
You should (or, would) have bth
You should (or, would) not— cke
You should {or, would) not be bjn
You should {or, would) not have bti

You were cpn
You were not cpo
You were not to be bjp
You were to be bjc
You will, etc. {See Shall, above.)
You would, etc. (See Should, above.

)

Your ability to cyd
Your absence dbg
Your boat .- gvk
Your departure ktz
Your instructions {or, orders) pnm
Your man _. .- epk
Your order {or, instructions) pnm

Young.
—Younger-est.

Yourself.
Avail yourself of— fod
Place yourself .tlk

Youth-pul-ly-ness.

YouYOU. {Small boat.)

Z. {Letter. ) {For new method of spelling,

seepage 13.)

Zac. {Measure of capacity) ayz

Zanzibae-ee. Zanzibab Colors.
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ZAEF—APPENDIX.

ZMB
ZMC
ZMD

ZME
ZMF

ZMG

ZMH
ZMI

ZMJ

ZMK

ZML

ZMN
ZMO

ZMP
ZMQ

ZMR

Zaef. (Measure of capacity) AYR

Zeal-ous-ly.
—Is, or. Are very zealous.

—YoTir zeal has been particularly noticed
by-.

—Zenith.
—In the zenith.

Zephyr.

[Zee, or, Guz. {Measure of length)..Awc

Zero.
degrees below zero.

Zigzag. ,

Zinc.
Chloride of zinc ,-

iph
Sulphate of zinc xdh

—Zinc plate.

Zodiac.
—Sign of the zodiac.

ZOLOTNICK. {Measure of weight) bcn

Zone.—^Frigid zone.
Temperate zone xnd
Torrid zone. Torrid — xyc

ZOOLOQY-ICAL.

ZNA

ZNB

ZNO

ZND
ZNE
ZNF
ZNG
ZNH
ZNI
ZNJ
ZNK
ZNL
ZNM
ZNO
ZNP
ZNQ
ZNE
ZNS
ZNT

APPENDIX.

-Report me to Maritime Association,

New York.
-Report me to Maritime Exchange, Phil-

adelphia.
-Report me to Pacific Shipowners' Asso-

ciation, San Francisco.
-Veal.
-Hardware.
-Chapel.
-O'clock.
-Watch. {Timepiece.)
-Faint-ed-ing. (Swoon.

)

-Strake.
-Kroner. {Coin.)
-Doppelzentner. {Measure of weight.

)

-Cubic centimeter.
-Cubic millimeter.
-Cubic meter.
-Submarine signal.

-Submarine signal bell.

-Submarine signal receivers.

-Submarine signal station.



GEOGRAPHICAL LIST.

NAMES OF PLACES ARRANGED IN THEIR ALPHABETICAL ORDER.

Notations.

B. Bay.
C. Cape, Capo, Cap.
Gil. Cnannel.
r. Fort.
G. Gult
Hd. Head.

Hr. Harbor.
I. Island.
Lt. Light.
Lt. V. Light vessel.
Mt. Mount, Mont.
P. Port, Porto, Puerte.

Pt. Point, Pointe.
R. River.
Sh. Shoal.
Str. Strait.

AALB^K—ALBATROgS.

Aalbsek adqm
AalbOTg ADPV
Aale Hd adhm
Aalesund aboj
Aardals .^bqx
Aarhus adkc
Aas Vser abke
Aaro I AD6N
Aarosund adgm
Aasgaardstrand abxt
Abaco AxiK
Abaco I., Great axin
Abb6, Pont L' aolu
Abbeville, P. d' apyn
Abd-al-kuri amok
Aberaeron aest
Aberbenoit, L' agjk
Aberdeeh afip
Aberdeen DockSjHongkong.ANYE
Aberdovey aesv
Abergele abty
Abervrac'h R agjh
Aberystwith aesu
Abo (Africa) alov
Abo (Baltic) acqg
Abomeh, or, Abomey alob
Abrolhos Rocks avwm
Absecon azmf
Abu Ail Is AMEW
Abukir B akub
Aburatani B aovg
Aburatsu Hr aoym
Abu Thabi amte
Abydos Castle ajxe
Abyssinia amps
Acajutla auqh
Acapulco auob
Aceitera Sh ahfk
Acheh Hd., or, Achoen Hd..APQj
Achill Hd APRv
Aci Reale aiky
Acklin I AXKH
Aconi Pt BCTi
Acre AKSN
Acul AXTQ
Addlia AKQC
Adams, P aokh
Adams Pt aude
Adda ALNM
Addison Pt baun

Adelaide aeux
Adelaide, P aeut
Adelaide R aejt
Aden amse
Aden, G. of amol
Adige R aitm
Adin Kerke abhp
Adler Grund Lt. V adbn
Admiralty G arkp
Admiralty Hd atzm
Admiralty I aqus
Admiralty Inlet atzg
AdoiU- R AGTP
Adrianople akbn
Adriatic aiql
Adra ahid
Adrampatam anpo
Adramyti akntj
Adventure B asgl
Adventure, P .athc
.^belo ADHB
iEgina ajod
.^roskiobing adie
.^tna, Mt AiKz
Afehanistan .am^n
Anandshage adoc
Africa aktb
Africa, British Central . . .

.'. ambs
Africa, British East amlu
Africa, German East amjv
Africa Rock ahzb
Agadir alcf

I amiw
AQVN

;ira B ajou
Agate Hr beoh
Agay Road ahus
Agde AHQG
Agdenes ablx
Agerness adji
Agerso admb
Agger ADRB
Aghaliman akqm
Agiabampo aumh
Agon ACLS
Agon, Pt. d' AGEj
Agropoli Aijp
Aguada B anbj
Aguadilla axwb

(452)

Aguilar, C. D' anyx
Agulhas, C ALWY
Agweh ALNS
Anlbeck aczj
Ahorcados I ahnv
Ahuriri Bluff atle
AhUB ACFQ
Ahwaz AMUR
Aian, P aosd
Aichiu AOLE
Aigues-Mortes ahqt
Aiguille, C. de 1' akyg
Aiguillon agpc
Ailly, Pt. d' APYV
Ailsa Craig aexz
Air Pt aeud
Aird R aqtb
Aitodor, C akhp
Aix, He d' agqv
Ajaccio AiBE
Ajano, P AKNX
Ajighiol Spit Lt. V akgj
Ajuda AHCM
Akabah G amrb
Akaroa Hr , atjc
Akashi apbn
Akassa alot
Akba ALMi
Akedo ALOR
Akerman akfu
Akishi APLJ
Akka AKSN
Akkra alnh
Akroteri, C ajrv
Akyab ankz
Alabama axcu
Alabama City axcv
Alagoas Province avyz
Aland Isles acpx
Alandskar aoie
Alas Str aqns
Alaska atpi
Alassio AHWP
Aldya 1 AKQO
Albai A«FZ
Albani R almp
Albania .ajgm
Albany arpq
.Albany F beyx
Albatross I amiv
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ALBEMARLE—ANKATSAOKA.

Albemarle Canal aywf
Albemarle I auvj
Albemarle Sound aytl
Albenga ahwi
Alberoni aitr
Albert, P. (N. Z.) atbl
Albert, P. (Victoria) asbm
Alberton (Pr. Ed. I.) bdbv
Alberton (Queensland) asqz
Alberton (Victoria) asbo
Albino Pt ALUE
Albir Pt AHJV
Alboran I ahib
Albrahoa B i avti
Albreda alhw
Albue Pt ADMs
Albufera ahkn
Alcala B akzx
Alcanada Islet ahot
Alcantara awcz
Alcatraz I (Africa) alix
Alcatraz I (Cal.) augj
Alcudia ahos
Aldabra I amji
Aldan B aozl
Aldborough apom
Alderney agcw
Alegre, P .^vrk
Aleutian Is atro
Alexander, F atrk
Alexander, P alud
Alexandretta akro
Alexandria (Egypt) akuc
Alexandria (Va. ) .4.zce

Alexandrina, Lake akvw
Alexandrovsk akgw
Alexandrevsk (Kola) abfq
Alexandrovski aorf
Alfaques, P ahle
Alfred , P. ( Africa) alyd
Alfred, P. (S. Australia") arul
Algajola aicb

Algarrobo avpq
Algeciras ahfq
Alger AKYN
Algeria akwy
Alghero aiey

Algier akyn
Algiers awyk
Algoa B ALXY
Algodonales B avct
Alguada Reef anlw
Alhucemas akzu
Ali-Agha P akob
Alibagh amzi

Alicante ahjq
Alicudi AioM
Alistro AHZX
Aliwal " ALXK
AliwalSh alyw
Alkmaar adzo
AlKatif - AMUC
Al Kuweit Hr amue
AUegranza alec
AUeppi ANCS
Alligator R "arjd

Alligator Reef axhm
Alloa AFJ0

AUor AQOL
Allsta, or, Hallsta acki

Almadabra ahkf
Almadabra (Morocco) albc
Almadi, or, Almadies Pt. . . . algb
Almagrundet Lt. V aciv
Al Manima amtz
Almeida B amcn
Almeria ahij
Almina Pt albf
Almirante B awof
Almissa ajdt
Almuiiecar ahgt
Alnses abol
Alnmouth afky
Alno ACMB
Alonyi '. ajzl

Alpena begl
Alprech, : . apyi
Alps AIUT
Als adp«
AIb I adgb
Alsentia " atsd
AIb Sound adgh
Altagracia awlm
Altacarry Hd aftl
Altamaha R aykx
Altata AUMN
Altea AHJW
Alten Fiord abgp
Alten ABGT
Althorpe I artm
Altona ADUW
Altwarp Aczi

Alvarado awsv
Al Wakra amts
Amahlongwana R alyv
Amahoi aqpz
Amai, P : apcj

Amalfi aijb

Amaliopolis ajvd
Amara^ao awct
Amargoso R awcf
Amastra akno
Amazon R awej
Ambavarane amdw
Ambavatobi B amgn
Amber, C amdr
Ambemo R acjtx

Amboina aqpr
Ambondro R amfn
Ambong apyw
Ambre amdr
Ambriz B alsv

Ambrizette alsr

Am6d6el : aqyr
Ameland adyv
Amelial ayjz

America B - acqs

America, Central auqf

America, North atoz

America, South adwo
American Shs axhg
Ametlsle bcwx
Amherst (Moulmein) anoj

Amherst Hr. (N. S.) boat

Amherst (Pr. Ed. I.) bdfn

Amica Pt ajct

Amirante Is amjd

Amok..-- AQNi

Amokwa almg
Amorgo ajrp

Amour Pt beqj
Amoy AOBi
Ampenan B i aqnm
Amping aock
Amposta ahlk
Ampurias ahnd
Amrun I adsp
Amsterdam aebd
Amsterdam I amju
Amur B aops
Amur R aorg
Anaa atoll argv
Anacapa I aujy
Anadolu Hissiri I akcn
Anadyr R apoe
Anaga Pt alfc
Anam anvw
Anama Hr aply
Anama saki spit Lt. V apkt
Anamaboe alnf
Anamba Is apxu
Anamur C akqh
Andpa akjb
Anaphi ajrx
Anastasia B ajke
Anastasia I. (Fla.) ayje
Anastatia I. (Black Sea) akdo
Anatoh, C , akcz
Anatolia aknm
Anclam Aczs
Anclote cays axfb
Ancon auyr
Ancona aisb

Ancud AviH
Andaman Is anmt
Andenass Lt abhl
Andramatuba amgw
Andrava B ambb
Andreievsky atqn
Andreas, C akrh
Andros ajqp
Andros I axjc
Androth I andg
Ane, L'.Bank ahtq
Anegada axz«
Aneityum aqyg
Ange Gardien, L' bdsu
Angeles, Los (Cal.) auiy
Angeles, P. (Mexico) auol
Angeles Pt avfe
AngeloB, P. (Wash.) aucp
Anger apus
Angermannaelf acmh
Angers agpm
Angiang anvp
Anglesea abtj

Angoche R ambz
Angola ALSQ
Angra aldc
Angra dos Reis avtk
Angra Pequena ALua
Angsa Pulo anro
Anguilla aybc
Anhatomirim Islet avsb
Anholtl ADPH
Anliolt Knob Lt. V adpi

Anjer apus

Anjer, New apuv
Anjer, Old aput
Ankatsaoka B amfh
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ANKOBRA—AUSTRALIA.

AnkobraR alms
Ann, C BAJF

Anna B aonv
Annade Chaves B alqg
Anna Maria B : argl
Annapolis fMd.) azdl
Annapolis (N. S.) bcfd
Annatim aqyg
Annatto B axbb
Annesley B ampo
Annisquam bajl
Annobon I . alqh
Annunziata, P. Torre del. . .aihq
Ano Nuevo Pt .auhm
Anse, L' beot
Anse de Perros aghr
Anse du Pouldu agmo
Ansiola Pt ahpb
Antibes ahve
Anticosti I bdlh
Antifer, C. d' afze
Antigonish - bcvw
Antigua aycn
Antioch... akbq
Antioche. agqs
Antiparos ajrl
Anti-Paxo ajhw
Antipodes Is aton
Antivari ajgk
Antofagasta avde
Antongil B amef
Antonio, P axrc
Antsirana amdv
Antwerp (Anvers) , aegs
Anvil Pt. AEMS
Anzio AiGJ

Aomori aotq
Aotea atmf
Aotea Hr. atcf
Apaiang. aqwo
Apalacnicola axet
Aparri aqez
Apenrade adgi
Apia AREJ
Apollo B ARXU
ApoUonia akst
Apple Hd BCAZ
Appledore aepo
Appomattox R aywu
Apruague R awfq
Aquin axvc
Arabat B akim
Arabia amsd
Arablar ajzp
Aracaju, P ..avyp
Aracati awcj
Arafura Sea aqph
Arago, C , aueh
Arakan R anlc
Arama aqzo
Aranci B aidf
Arang Arang Anchorage anrx
Aransas awty
Arari apgs
Arauco avhi
Arbe P ajbn
Arbroath afiv
Arcachon agti
Arcadia G ajlv
Arcadins axti

Archer Pt asyh
Arctic Ocean abcd
Ardglass Hr afue
Ardmore afwn
Ardnakinna Pt afqb
Ardnamurchan afbz
Ardrossan (Clyde) abyk
Ardrossan (S. Australia) abun
Arecibo axwp
Arena Pt. (Cal.) aupq
Arena Pt. (Cent. Am.) auwk
Arenas Pt auky
Arendal abwf
Arendsee adcg
Arensburg acud
Arenys de Mar ahml
Arequipa avbp
Ares AGXS
Argao Pt AQis
Ai^entario Mt aipr
Argentiera C. . .

.' aifd
Argentina avkx
ArgOS AJNL
Argostoli AjKG
Allelic Pt.... Aun-
Arguin B alfv
Argyle bcgz
Arholma ackd
Arica avcd
Arichat bcpz
Arildslage acdl
Arizona aulq
Arkhangel abeo
Arklow afvk
Arklow Bank, North, Lt. V.afvp
Arklow Bank, South, Lt. V.afvb
Arko acip
Arkona, C adbm
Aries AHRE
Armeghon angm
Ar-Men Rock .vgld

Armenia. aklz
Armenisti, C ajrc
Armi, C. dell' aikg
Amam R aosj
Arnaut Kioi akby
Arnauti, C .vkqw
Amel Pt AiiDi

Amemuiden aepw
Arnhem B arip
Amis adfe
Amo R AHXw
Arosa agyw
Ar-Rabbah. amos
Arran aezj
Arran Is afrl
Arranmore ( .A_ran I

,
) .\fsp

Arrecife Pt albm
Arroroi aqhk
Arroyo axwz
Arm Is .\Qpr

Arsa Canal aixu
Arsachena G aics
Arsila albn
Arsuf AKST
Art I AQZK
Arta G ajig
Artaki B ajzt
Arthur, P .aokm
Arthur, P. (Tasmania) asgz

Arthur R asfc
Arvoredo I avsf
Arzeu, or, Arzew akyx
Arzic Pt.... AGNO
Arzila albn
Arzobispo aqvp
Asab AMPj
Asaba

.
, aloz

Asafi ALBZ
Asan Anchorage aolv
Ascension I alux
Ashanti alng
Ashburton atiz

Ashley R aype
Aihrafi Reef amqi
Ash-Shehr amsi
Ashtabula bedv
Asia AMQu
Asia Minor '. akjm
Asinara I aipe

Askevold abpz
Askold I AOQM
As Ness ADLS
As Rocas awby
Aspra Spitia ajli

Assateague azqx
Assens adhq
Assini R almk
Asso AJIZ

Assumption I .\mjh

Astoko AJKU
Astoria (N. Y.) azpo
Astoria (Or.) atjdg
Astrolabe B aqtr
Astrolabe Road aten
Asturias agwi
Asuncion avpe
Atacames auvb
Atdfu atoll ABES
Atalaia Pt awdq
Atami.- aphb
Atchafalaya R awxs
Athens ajop
Athos, Mt AJWD
AticO AVBH
Atkinson Pt atuy
Atlantic City azmc
Atlantic Ocean alck
Atsuta , APrn
Attu I atrs
Aucanda Islet ahot
Auckland atms
Auckland Is atoj
AuCUtta I ANDI
Audierne agin
Aue AQZL
Augusta (S. Australia) arsIi

Augusta (Me.) balh
Augusta, P. (Sicity).' aile

Augusta, P. (B. C.) ATVW
Augfustenburg adgf
Au]ouan I jvmde
Auray agob
Auiich ADXU
Auskerry afex
Aussen Jade Lt. V adwm
Austral Is arhs
Australia arhw
Australia, North abhx
Australia, South .-.'^.rqg
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AUSTRALIA—BARQUE.

Australia, West arkg
Austria aivb
Ava ANMO
Avatcha B apnh
Aveiro ahbk
Avenza ahxs
Avemako adhv
Avery awxm
Avery Rock bate
Avignon a'hrj
AviKs AGWK
Avola. AiLO
Avolos I. (Torre Avolos) ailf
Avon R. (England) abqg
Avon R. (N. S.) bcel
Avonmouth aeqi
Avranches ages
Avreas B aqwx
Awaji Sima apdl
Awanui R atny
Awarua * atgn
Awarua Lt. V atgo
Awatere R atjw
Axim ALMT
Axmar aclj
Ayamonte ahdo
Ayas AKRj
Ayer Bangles aptz
Aylen B aoin
Ayr AEYG
Ayre I ahpg
Ayre Pt aewx
Azamushi aotn
Azimur albv
Azizieh ajpi
Azores alcm
Azov AKIZ

Ba B AQZx
'B.aago ADHO
Baba I aqpb
Baba, C aknr
Babac I ajcx
Bab el Mandeb C amsb
Bab el Mandeb Str ampb
Babi I Apuz
Babushkin G aosk
Babuyan Is aqfq
Baccalieu I bevr
Baccaro Pt bchb
Bachian aqro
Bacht Ninh anwx
Back R AYXG
Backofen Lt acvb
Backstairs Passage arym
Bacton afns
Badagri aloc
Badalona ahmp
Badia P ajes
Bado P Aixs
Badong B aqnk
BaflBnB bezm
Baffin Land beyp
Baffle Creek astp

Bafra C akmq
Bagacai Pt aqiy
Baganioyo amkx
Bagasse Pt akqo
Bagdad AWTG
Baghddd amun

Bagnara aijz
Bagnkop adil
Bagno P AiHB
BagOt Pt BDLN
Bagur, C ahms
Bahama Bank aexh
Bahama Is axil
Bahia avxs
Bahia Blanca avmz
Bahia Blanca Lt. V avmy
Bahia de Cadiz cay axng
Bahia Honda (Colombia)..awlq
Bahia Honda (Cuba) axod
Bahia Honda (Panama) ausr
Bahiret el bu Grara akvg
Bahrain Hr amtx
Bahydarat B abcu
Baia aiiif

Bail, P AGED
BaUa AMWi
Baimsdale. ascb
Baioli, C ahpd
Baker I. (Me) basi
Baker I. (Mass.) baiw
Bakit B aqch
Baklar, P ajwq
Baku aklv
Baldbac I apzh
Balade aqzs
Balaklava akho
Balambdngan I apzg
Balang Nipa .\qmt
Balasor anim
Balbriggan afus
Balclutia athw
Bald Head Ch ayqo
Balearic Is ahno
Baleines Pt agqh
Balete, P aqkp
Balga - AOXE
Bal-haf amsg
Bali AQNO
Balieira Pt ahdb
Balique I awfg
Baliik akdw
Ballang R apyi
Ballast Pt AUJM
Ballina (Ireland) apse
Ballina (N. S. W.) asop
Ballinskellig apqj
Ballona P auix
Ballycastle aptn
Ballycottin I afwp
Ballyshannon apsi

Balmain askx
Balso ACLZ

Balstad abiv

Baltal apgu
Baltic Sea - - . aceu
Baltic, P ACTJ

Baltic & North Sea Canal. . . adup
Baltimore (Ireland) afxh
Baltimore (Md.) azdp
Baltrum I adxq
Baluchistan amwc
Bana Pt ahlg
Banana Creek alsb
Banana Is aljy
Banar^ B aqzj
Banche, La agpb

Banda aqpn
Bander Abbas amvp
Bander Marayeh amor
Bandol ahsv
Bandon anty
Banes, P axmd
Banff AFiB
Bangaai Archipelago aqmi
Bangalong aub
Bangkok ancj
Bangkok River Lt. V anuk
Bangor TWales) aetq
Bangor (Ireland) aptv
Bangor (Me.) baqd
Bang pa Kong R antjl
Banguey I apzd
Panholm admo
Banjarmasin aqbn
Banjuwangi apwx
Banka apkz
Banka I j aqmb
Bankot P amzv
Banks, C. abws
Banks Is aqwt
Banks Peninsula atje
Banks Str asdg
Bannow B afwb
Bansering apwu
Bantam apux
Bantayan I aqil
Bantry B afpw
Banyuls .' ahpd
Bar Hr baso
Baracoa, P axlm
Baracoon Pt alot
Barahona Axuv
Baranju Hd aslu
Baranof I atsl
Barataria B awyb
Baratti P ahyj
Barbacoas B awmv
Barbados aygp
Barbary Coast alfz
Barbas, C alfs
Barberyn I aneb
Barbuda aych
Barcelona (Spain) . . .< ahmc
Barcelona (Venezuela) awjo
Barclay Sound atxs
Bardsey I .- abtd
Barfleur agch
Barfleur, C agci
Bari aiqt
BariB ...i aqop
Baridi, C amrp
Barili aqin
Barisal anjx
Barito R aqbm
Barques, P. des agqu
Barka amtd
Barletta aieb
Barmouth aesx
Bamegat azmo
Barnstable bago
Barnstaple aeph
Baroda amyi
Baron Korfa G apnv
Bar Lt. V. (Mersey) abul
Baros apug
Barque Cove aydk
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BAKQUERO—BESSIN.

Barquero agxb
Barra afdk
Barra Str bctu
Barracouta Hr aorb
Barra Grande avze
Barragua Lt. V anly
Barram R apyk
Barrancas awij
Barrancas F axeb
Barranquilla. .., awmd
Barrels Rock Lt. V Arvw
Barren Is aoef
Barrier I., Great atmp
Barrington B echo
Barrow aewg
Barrow, Pt atpk
Barry Docks aerb
BarBeback ^ aceo
Barso adgj
Bartika awib
Barth adbu
Bartlett Reef Lt. V aztp
Barton, P aqce
Barunguba I asij

Baruva (Barwa) anho
Bas, He de agiq
Bascunan, C avdy
Baseleghe P aiuo
Bashi R alyq
Bashee Is aqfk
Bashika B aknp
Bdsidu AMVJ
Basilan I aqu
Basin of Mines bcdn
Basque, P besu

Roads AGQU
AMUI

Hr ANQH
Bass R BAED

Str ASCN
da India amhb

Bassein R. (Burma) anlu
Bassein (India) amzb
Basseterre (Guadaloupe) . . . aydm
Basse Terre (St. Kitts) aybz
Bastia ., ahzu
Bastion, C anxt
Basto ABXV
Bata ALQT
Batabano axoz
Batan Is aqpi
Batan P (Panay) aqhx
Batanga alqm
Batangas aqgy
Batavia apve
Batavia R arib
Bateman B asit
Bath (Netherland) aegh
Bath (Me.) bamr
Bath (N. C.) AYST
Bathurst (Canada) .bdiz
Bathurst (Cape Colony) alyf
Bathurst (Gambia) alhu
Bathurst, C atpc
Batonga Roadstead alqp
Battery Pt bcsz
Batticaloa Roads anpd
Battle I bemp
Batu Bara aprb

Batu Is APUD
Battim aklp
Batur ALip
Bauld, C BEHD
Bavaria acvs
Bay City bega
Bay of Islands bbsp
Bay R aysn
Bay Rock aswv
Bayas akrm
Bayona agzn
Bayonne '. agtq
Bazaruto C alzx
Bazit Pt AKRS
Beachport arwp
Beachy Hd aklp
Beale, C atxu
Bear, C. (France) ahp«
Bear, C. (Pr. Ed. I.) ..bdal
Bear I abdm
B6arn ahpq
Beaver, P amkj
.Beaufort (N. C.) ayrg
Beaufort (S. C.) aynu
Beaufort I aomt
Beaufort, P alxd
Beaujeu Ch bdre
Beaumaris abtu
Beauport bdsx
Beaver Hr baxy
Beaver I bcmz
Bebek akbz
Bee de I'Aigle ahsr
Bee Helen Pt agmv
Bedeque B y bczi
Bedford Basin bcls
Bedloe I azoh
Bedout I ARLO
Bega AsiH
B^gleguer Pt aghy
Beglitzkaia Lt. V akiv
Beg Meil Pt aglz
Beg Morg Pt agml
Behkeimisaki apmx
Beian ablv
Beikos akce
Beipur anco
Beira ambi
Beirut aksp
Beit Hr amxi
Bekkervig abrt
Bel Sound abdc
Bel-Air Pt: amhi
Belem ahcb
Belfast (Ireland) aptr
Belfast (Me.) bapo
Belfast (Victoria) a rxk
Belgium aego
Belgrano, P avmz
Beliling Roadstead aqnh
Belillo AWMJ
Belimbing aptb
Belitung I apsi
Belize awrc
Bell Rock AFiw
Bellavista, C aids
Bellechasse I bdsf
Belle-Ile (France) agnk
Belle Isle beqs
Belle Isle Str bepo

Belleville bdws
Bellinger.R asod
Bellingham B atyp
Bello, P. (Colombia) awno
Belle, P. (Philippines) aqjh
Belmonte avwy
Belmore Hr amcj
Belo Pulo I AJNF
Belvedere Tower ailk
Bej6bridge aemk
B^nard Pt aoez
B6nat, C AHTw
Bender Erekli aknf
Benevente avut
B^gal B anio
Ben Ghazi akut
Bengo B alsz
Benguela alts
Bengut, C akyh
Benicarl6 ahlb
Benidorme ahju
Benin R aloh
Beni Saf Hr akzh
Benkulen apth
Bfoodet agli
Benti Pt aljq
Benzert akwm
Beppu Aozc
Berau G aqsb
Berbera amou
Berbice awhk
Berck afym
Berdiansk '. akir
Berdugil ajpb
Berehaven afpz
Berenice (Tripoli) akut
Berenice P ampz
Beresow abcp
Berezan I akpz
Berg ABHi
Bergen (Germany) adbi
Bergen (N. J) azoe
Bergen (Norway) < . . abrl
Bergen-op-Zoom aefk
Bergudden Pt acmx
Bergues afxn
Berguglie B ajck
Berhala Str aprv
Berhanipur anhs
Bering I apnq
Bering Sea apnw
Bering Str apom
Beriuch Spit akip
Berlevaag abgc
Berlin acvx
Bermeo agut
Bermuda ayhq
Bemam R anrk
Berne ahvr
Bernieres agbs
Berry Hd bcoe
Bersimis R bdny
Bertheaume agjz
Berville afzn
Berwick afkr
Bes6s R AHMD
Bessaker abln

ahql
Bessarabia akpq
Bessin, P. en agbt
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BESUKI—BOTAPOCH

.

Besuki apwo
Betanzos ; aqxv
Bethune Pt aogh
Betsiboka R ampx
Betts Cove bexh
Betty I BOLD
Beundo R alqo
Buz6val Pt AGBH
Bezerta Grande . aldy
B6ziers ahqc
Bhagwadandi amyp
Bhamo anmr
Bhatkul Cove anby
Bhaunagar Creek amye
Biafra, Bight of alpw
Bianca I aidk
Bianche Pt ajcp
Biarritz agts
Bias B anzi
Bic I BDOT
Bicquette I bdoq
Bidassoa aguf
Bideford aepn
Bidston aeun
Bielosarai Spit '.. .akit

Bienhoa anvo
Big Arrow I bcqo
Bihit Pt AGIO

Bijouga Is ALiu
Bilbao - -AGUZ
Billhook I BDEj
Billingsgate I -.

bagl
BiUingsport azlb
Billiton I Apsi

Biloxi AXBz

Bima aqnv
Bimlipatam anhi
Bingo nada apdy
Binue R alpc

Bio Bio R AVGT
Biorko acrp
Biorn ackz

Biornabben Rock acgx
Biorneboi^ acpo

Biomo ABJH
Birch Pt BDHY
Bird Island Lt. (C. Br. I.)--bcua

Bird I. (Cape Colony) alYc
Bird I. (C. Verde Is.) aigx

Bird I. (Mass.) azyu
Bird Rock (Bahamas) axkf
Bird Rock (C. Br. I.) bctf

Birkenhead aevk
Birmingham aevt
Biscay, B. of agjs

Bisceglie aiqx

Bishop and Cl6rks badu
Bishops and Clerks (Wales) . .absm
Bishop Rock (Scilly Is.). .

.

aeow
Bishop Sound arbt
Bismarck Archipelago aqtjc

Bissao I ALiQ

Bitter Lake, Great aktq

Bitter Lake, Little aktr

Biuro (Biuro) Klubb acnf

Bizerta akwm
Bjornsund abni

Bjoro
Bjur6

Blaavarid Pt adrp
Black Deep Lt. V... aeir
Black Head afts
Blackpool aevtj
Black R. (Jamaica) axsb
Black River B amiq
Black Rock Hr. (Conn.) azsx
Black Rock (N. S.) bcdh
Blackrock Pt. (C. Br. I.)....BCTn
Black Sea akdb
Blacksod B afrx
Blackstrap B ahgb
Blackwall aeix
Blackwater Bank Lt. V apvm
Blair Hr anth
Blair, P. (Andaman) anmw
Blakeney, P atum
Blakistone I ayzw
Blanc, P aghq
Blanc Nez, C apxz
Blanche B. (New Pom.)

—

aqtjh
Blanche P. (S. Australia) ... arqs
Blanco, C. (Cent. Am.) atjrq

Blanco, C. (Or.) auel
Blanco, C. (Palma) ahof
Blanco, C. (W. Africa) alpu
Bla*nes ahmq
Blankenberghe aehk
Blankenese adtjr

Blavet AGNF
Blaye ...agsx

Blegen Lille absv
Blenheim atkb
Blfeve Reef amel
Blexen advs
Blight Boat Entrance aszg
Blixvser abjo

Block I. AZUT
Blonde Is aoku
Bloody Foreland afsn

BloSCOn Pt AGIN

Bluefield awov
BluefieldsB axry
Blue Hill B barq
Blue Mountain axsv
Blueskin atil

Bluff Hr ATGN

Bluff, The ALYZ

Blunt I ATZB

Blyth AFLB

Bo ^^"^^

Boar I. (Burgeo) betg

Boars Hd bcfp

Boca Chica awmt
Boca del Tore awoh
Bodalla asin

Bodega B aufw
Bodiel AYTi

Bodo ABJG
ADHE

.ABLI
ACNF

Boggonosky

.

Boghazi P..

.

AKGS
AJTS

AWMB
Bogoyavlensk akgp

Bogskar acqk

Bohemia acvr

Bohull AQIZ

BohusB ABZj

Boigul AQSN
Boisdale, Loch afdj

Bois Rouge Pt —
Bojador, C
Bojana R
Bojeador, C
Bokel cay
Bolinao
Bolivar Pt. (Tex.)
Bolivar (Venezuela)
Bologna
Bol Shuzhmui I

BoltHd
Boma, P
Bom Abrigo I

Bomarsund
Bombah G
Bombay
Bombay Hook
Bombetoke B
Bombori F
Bomma
Bommelo
Bon, C
Bona
Bonacca I

Bonaire I

Bonaventura Cove
Bonavista (C. Verde Is.).

Bonavista, C
BondgR
Bondulan Pt
B6ne l

Bo'ness
Bongao I

Bonham I

Boni
Bonifacio
Bonifati, C
Bonin Is

Bonita Pt
Bonne B
Bonny R
Bon Portage I

Boeby I

Boom
Boompjes I

Boon I

Borcea
Borda, C
Bordeaux..;
Bordentown
Borgholm
Borga
Bormquen, C
Borja B
Borkum Flat Lt. V . —
Borkum I

Bormes Road - - -

Borneo
Bornholm
BSroholm

. Borrowstounness

Bosch - -

Bosnia
Bosphorus
Bossiljina

Boston (England)

.

Boston (Mass.)

Boston Lt. V
Botafoch I

-AMHK
. -ALFQ
..AJGP
-AQEX
.AWQV
. .AQEL
. -AWVI
. .AWIN
..AISR
..ABET
.ABNR

. .AXLK

. .AVSR

. -ACQO

. .A] TTJ

. .AHZD

. . . AZIT

, .AMFU
. .AKLH
. ..ALSI

. .ABSR

.AKWD
. .AKXD
. -AWPI

, .AWKP
. .AWOB
. .ALHP
. .BEWC,
. . AQZP

. ..AQIG

..AKXD
. .AFKC
. . AQLV
..AOEY
. .AQMR
. .AIBM
. . . AIJQ
. .AQVP
..AUGD
..BERZ
. . .ALPJ

. . .BCHI
. . .ASZIT

..AEGV
, . .APVJ
. .BAKS
..AKEU
. .ARTW

. . .AGTD

. ..AZKP
..ACOW
..ACRH

. .AXWD

. . .AVJH

. . .ADYP
. .ADYE
..AHUE

. ..APXF
. ..ACEY
. ..ABMJ
. . .AFKC
. ..AIEV
. .ADUG

. . .AJGE
. . .AJZX
. . .AJDN
. . . AFNI

. . .BAHS

. ..BAGY

. . .AHNY
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BOTANY—BURNETT.

Botany asjq

Bothnia, G. of acko
BOUC AHRP
Bougainville Str aqxf
Bougainville I aqwn
Bougaroni, C akxv
Boughton R bdcg
Bougie AKYB
Boulogne afyg
Boundary B atyb
Bounty Is atop
Bouquet, P arbi
Bourchier Group aoky
Boursefranc agrl
Bouzarfeah akyl
Bovalino aipm
Bovbierg adrl
Bowen aswo
Bowen, P asvj
Bowling Green, C aswq
Boyanna B ampr
Boyne R. ^Ireland) apuq
Boyne R. (Queensland) . . - .astz
Boz Bumu AJYR
Brabant, C amij
Bradford apmt
Bradley Hd Xskh
Braganza Shoal Lt. V awdu
Brahestad acom
Brahniaputra R ankc
Braila akbs
Brake advx
Brameya R aljg
Brandaris adzb
Brandinchi, P . . . .\, aidm
Brandao ".

. adgq
Brandy Pots , bdpo
Brandywine Sh azib
Brantevik acft
Bras d'Or bctl
Brass R alpi
Bratholm abqj
Brava I aihs
Brawa amny
Brazil avqt
Brazos R awut
Brazos Santiago awtp
Brazza I ajdv
Brazzaville .' alsj
Breaker Pt anzq
Breaksea Pt aerc
Breaksea I arpl
Breaksea Lt. V aerd
Breakwater Hr azhv
Bredasdorp alxc
Bredskar acmk
Breede R alxe
Br6hat I aohj
Bremen adwc
Bremer B arpv
Bremerhaven advr
Bremerton aubq
Bremo aclw
Brenton Reef Lt. V azxk
Brescou I ahqk
Breskens aepz
Bressay I apgn
Brest AGKH
Brest, Rade de agkm
Bretagne aget

Breton, C agto
Breton, P agpv
Breves awbh
Brevik abwx
Brevilacqua . , ajch
Brewer baqq
Brewer Str aprp
Bridgeport (C. Br. I.) bcsk
Bridgeport (Conn.) aztd
Bridgetown aygj
Bridgewater (England) aepz
Bridgewater (N. S.) bcjq
Bridlington afmi
Bridport (England) aenb
Bridport (Tasmania) asdo
Brielle aedh
Brierl bcfs
Brighton (England) abli
Brighton (N. Y.) azqd
Brigus B BEVi
Brill Rk aqmy
Brin Factory alio
Brinatauri R aqsw
Brindisi aiqk
Brioni Is aiwz
Brisbane asqp
Brisbane Road Pile Lt. Ho. .jUsql

Bristol (England) abqc
Bristol (R. I.) Azws
British Columbia atsx
British Guiana awhi
British Honduras awql
British New Guiana aqrv
Briton Ferry aern
Brixham aenk
Broach amyo
Broadhaven apsc
Broad Mount Hr asuy
Broad Sound asvn
Broadstairs . . , abki
Brockton Pt atvd
Brockville bdvt;
Broken B . ; asly
Bronno abkn
Bronnosund abkl
Brooklyn Azpp
Broome arlm
Brothers (China) aobe
Brothers Lt. (N. Z.) atdu
Brothers, The (Red Sea) amqp
Broughton Hr. (Korea) aomx
Broughton, P arsi
Broughty Ferry apiz
Brouwershaveh abec
Brow Hd appv
BrownsvUle awtm
Bruceport aucv
Bruges aehl
Bruit R APYG
Brul6, C BDRW
BruloS AKTX
Brunet I betm
Brunei apyn
Brunsbiittel adue
Brunsbilttelkoog aduc
Brunshausen adum
Brunswick ayku
Brunswick Dock aevh
Brunswick R asov
Bruny I aspw

Brusa ajyw
Brusc < AHSZ
Brussels aegz
Briister Ort acwt
BuaC AQGT
Buaro I aqwp
Buccaneer Archipelago arld
Buccari B aiyt
Buchan Ness apin
Bucharest akph
Buchupero avgi
Buckminster I aogt
Bucksport BAQj
Buctouche R bcyk
Bud? ABNG
Budapest .aiyn
Budd Inlet aubz
Buddon Ness apix
Budrum akpp
Budua AJGC
Buenaventura adtq
Buena Vista aqht
Bueno Rio axrm
Bueno R avhx
Buenos Aires avod
BuSalo BDZS
Buffalo R ALYM
Bug R AKGL
Bugia. ., AHCL
Bugio (Madeira) aldz
Buholm ABKj
Buitenzorg .' .\pvg

Buk Pt.-«... ADCI
Bukas Is '. AQjz
Bulama aliv
Bulari B aqys
Bulbineh alji

Buleleng Roadstead aqnh
Bulgaria akdt
Bulbar amov
Bulk Pt ADEW
.Bull B aypq
Bull Pt. (C. Verde Is.) alge
Bull Pt. (England) abps
Bull Rock AFQG
BuUer R atfi

Bulsar .amyt
Bulusan aqqb
Bulwer Pilot Station aspy
Bunbury arop
Buncrana afsv
Bundaberg astl
Bundoo asiv
Bunga B aptq
Bungo Ch , . AOYT
Buol AQLO
Burai, P aqyz
Burano '. aitz
Burges asen
Burgess Islet atne
Burghaz B akdm
Burght ABGU
Bunas I aqgo
Burin I bbuh
Burketown arig
Burleigh aspi

Burling I ahbp
Burlington azks
Burma anky
Burnett Hr asgt
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BURNETT—CARLISLE.

Burnett R astj
Burnham aepx
Burnt I. (G. of Aden) amos
Burnt I. (Me.),. banp
Burnt Is. (India) anbh
Burntcoat Hd bcbp
Burntisland apjp
Burra alzv
Burrard Inlet atvb
Burriana ahks
Burrow Hd aexq
Burruni R asth
Burry P aeru
Bum I AQEE
Burwell, P .' beai
Bushire amvb
BusioS C AVUB
Buskar I acbq
Busselton arow
Bustard Hd astr
BUSO, P AIUY
BuStO, C AGWO
Busuanga aqck
BuSUm ADTIi

Butang Group anqd
Bute Docks aeqx
Buton AQML
Butt of Lewis apcv
Butuan aqkh
Buyuk B AKCi
Buyuk Chekmejeh. ajxs
Buyukd^r6 akcg
Buzzards B azxw
By Lt. V AOSN
Bynoe Hr arjt
Byron, C asot

Caballeria, C ahpl
Caballo I aqdo
Caballo Pt agvi
Caballos Pt awpu
Cabanal ahkr
Cabanas P axob
Cabedello awbc
Cabello, P awkp
Cabeza de San Juan axwl
Cabonico axlw
Cabot I BEWM
Cabot Str bctjv

Cabral aqdg
Cabral B avws
Cabrera ahoz
Caccia,C aifc

Cacheo R a.mk

Cacilhas Pt ahcn
Cadaqu^B ahng
Cades Pt aycp

Cadiz AHEP
Caen agbn
Caermarthen abrx
Caesarea aksr

Cagliari aidy

CaiCOsIs AXKN
Cairns :

asxy

Cairo aktd

Cala,C AHOJ

Calabar alpn

Calabazas Isles aqhz

Calabria "pk
Calaburras Pt AHOt,

Calafat akpd
Cala Grande I aipq
Calagua aqfo
Calais afxy
Calamianes Group . . . acjcn
Oalandorang B aqbc
Calarasi akex
Calapan aqcz
Calbayoc aqjm
Calbuco Ch avij
Calcasieu R awxd
Calcutta ANji
Caldera, P avdq
Caldwell alki
Caldy I aery
Caledonia Hr awng
Caledonian Canal apbr
Calella ahmn
Caleta Buena avcn
•Calf of Man abwy
Calicut ANCM
California auex
California G auld
California, Lower aukj
Calimere, Pt anfp
Callao AUYT
Calle, La akwz
Calliope R asug
Calonge agsq
Calonna R axov
Calpe AHjY
Calshot Lt. V , ABLY
Calumbo alti

Calumet bbjo
Calvi AiBY
Camaguan awip
Camamu ,.

avxm
Camana avbj
Camarat, C ahuj
Camaret agku
Camargue ahrc
Camarmas aoyf
Cambay G amyg
Cambodia anvd
Cambridge G arki
Cambrils ahlq
Camden (Me.) bapf
Camden (N. J.) azkv
Camden Haven asni

Camiguin aqfh
Caminha agzu
Cammin acyr
Campana avol
Campanella Pt aihw
Campbell, C atjtt

Campbell I atol

Campbell, P. (Andaman) ..anmx
Campbell, P. (Victoria) ABxa
Campbelltown (Canada) bdje

Campbelltown (N. Z.) atgl

Campbelton aezn

Campeche awry
Campen adyn
Campo alle Serre ahyq
Campo R "QR
Campobello I baxj

Campos ..AVUJ

Canada bawl
Cananea avst

Canary Is albb

Canaveiras avxb
Canaveral, C axih
Cancale agev
Candas. ..'. aowe
Candia ajpd
Candia Town ajpm
Candolu Islet aqjt
Cani Is akwj
Cannes ahxjw
Canning (N. S.) bcbr
Canning F. (Singapore) ansu
Canning, P. (India) anjt
Canonnier Pt amif
Canso Bcoj
Canso, Gut of bcoy
Cantick Hd '.apew
Cantin, albx
Canton any:
Canton R anyj
Cantyre, Mull of aezp
Canzirri .'.

. aikr
Capalonga aqfp
Cape Breton I bcpn
Cape Colony alvm
Cape Town alwi
Capel rosso Pt ahzk
Cape Verde Is algo
Capis AQHY
Capocesto ajdh
Capones Pt ^ . aqbb
Caporosso Pt ahzg
Cappuccini, Mt aisg
Capraia ahzl
Caprara, C aifh
Caprara I airp
Caprera I , aicw
Capri AIHX
Capricorn, C asuk
Capucins Pt agkt
Carabobo Province awkb
Caracas (Ecuador) auvd
Caracas (Venezuela) awjy
Caracol ^ AXTr
Caracoli awmh
Caraga B aqkl
Cara-Irman akei
Caraminal agytj

Caraquette I bdik
Caravellas avwk
Carbon, C '- akyd
Carbonara, C aidt

Carbonear I bevo
Carboneras ahiq
Carcar aqiv
CArdenas axnq
Cardiff abqw
Cardigan (Wales) aesq
Cardigan B. Lt. V absr
Cardigan B. (Pr. Ed. I.) bdab
Cardwell asxi

Carena Pt aihy
Carentan agbx
Cargados Carajos amiv
Cargodo I aomw
Canaco awjg
Caribou bcwu
Carimata Str apxj
Carleton bdka
Carlingford afuj
Carlisle abwt
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Carlisle B. (Barbados) aygh
Carlisle B. (Jamaica) axsh
Carljohansvsern abxy
Carlo Forte aieq

Carloway afcu
Carlso ACHG
Carmanah , atxq
Carmel auhw
Carmel, C aksp
Carmen I awsp
Carnarvon (Wales) aetf
Carnarvon B. Lt. V aetg
Carnarvon (W. Australia) . . . abmk
Carnero ahfo
Camsore Pt apvu
Carolina Is aqux
CarolLnensiel adxm
Carouge R bdtm
Carpentaria G arhy
Carraca ahev
Carranza, C avgf
Carriacou aypw
Carrickfergus aftu
Can-il agyx
Carrizal Bajo B avdu
Cartagena (Colombia) awmr
Cartagena (Spain) ^ ahiz
Cartaya ahds
Carteret, C. de agbb
Carthage, C akwg
Cartwright Hr. bexv
Carupano awjc
Carvoeiro, C. (Portugal, S.^.ahdc
Carvoeiro, C. (Portugal, W.).ahbe
Carysfort Reef axhp
Casablanca avfi
Cascaes B ahbx
CaSCO B BALZ
Caacumpeque Hr bdes
Casilda, P axpo
Casma B. atyf
Caspian Sea akls
Casquets ac.cx

Cassanha altn
Oassie Pt bcyh
Cassis AHSQ
Castellamare (Italy) aihs
Oastellamare (Sicily) ainh
CaStelli, Pt. du agox
Castello Mt ahzm
Castellon de la Plana ahkt
Castel nuovo (Spalato) ajdq
Castelnuovo (Cattaro, G.)...ajfv
Castel Sardo aifo
Castiglione ahyo
Castillo B .WQR
Castine bacjs

Castle B , afdl
Castle Haven azfh
Castle I AXKj
Castlemaine apcio
Castletown abxc
Castries B acre
Castries, P ayfi
Oastropol agwd
Castro Urdiales agvc
Castua aiyk
Cat I. (Bahamas) axjw
Cat I. (Miss.) AXBT
Cataingan aqhp

Catalina Hr bbvx
Catanduanes aqfx
Catania ailb

Catanzaro aipk
Catastrophe, C aesb
Catbalogan aqjn
Catherine Hill B asmd
Cathlamet audi
Catlin R - . atho
Catoche, C iawrm
Cattaro ajfz

Cattewater abnx
Cattolica P. .

.

'. aism
Catu4ma avzw
Caucasus : akjn
Caudebec afzr
Cauto R - AXQF
Cavalaire ahui
Cavalifere, C akql
Cavalleria, C ahpl
Cavallo I AiBH
Cavallo Bianco Pt aipd

Cavallo Pass awue
Cavalo, C aibv
Cavetta Canal aiuk
Cavite aqds
Cavoli I aidu
Cavvanba asox
Caxias (Observatory) ahcj
Caxine, C akyo
Caybarien, P axnc
Cayemites axvo
Cayenne awpu
Cayes axvg
Cayeux afyr
Caymanera axqt
Cay Sal Bank axjg
Cayutlan Lagoon aunm
Ceari awcn
Cedar Keys axfb
Cefalu AINT
Celebes aqly
Celestun awru
Central America auqf
Centre I atgd
C^p(5rou F awgb
Cephalonia ajiy
Ceram I aqps
Cemavoda akew
Cerigo I ajmx
Cerigotto ajnc
Cerro Azul auze
Cerros I ai;kv
Cervera P aiwn
Cervia P aisq
Cesenatico P aisp

Cette AHQP
Ceuta albe
Ceylon aneg
Chabarova abdy
Chabrol Hr aqvb
Chacahua B avoh
Chagos Archipelago amjl
Chagres awny
Chagu Chien Dogu aonk
Chahbdr B amvk
Chaki Chaki amlk
Chala ABVF
Chaleur B bdicj

Chalmers, P atih

Chamatla R aumt
Cham6 B ausv
Chamela aunb '

Champbome Pt amhn
Champerico aupm
Champion B armw
Champlain bdts
Champoton awsd
Chanak ajxb
Chanaral avdm
Chancay auyp
Chandbali anik
Chandeleur Is awzc
Chandemagore anjp
Chanaler B '. bavc
Chang I ANUQ
Channel Is agcu
Channel Rk. Lt. V asyq
Chanonry Pt afhy
Chapel I AOBF
Chapeo Virado Lt awdx
Chaptico AZBD
Chapu ADEN
Chaquamegon Pt bens
Chdrak amvf
Chardak Pt akjz
Charente, La, R agqz
Charles, C azgo
Charles C. Lt. V azgp
Charleston ayos
Charleston Lt. V ayoq
Charlestown (Mass. ) bahv
Charlestown (W. I . ) aycd
Charlotte, P aezt
Charlotte Amalia axzd
Charlotte Hr >axfw
Charlotte Town bdac
Charters Corner bcae
Chasseloup B aqzd
Chassiron agej
Chateau, Le agei
Ch&teau B beqp
Chateau d'lf I ahsg
Ch4teaudin Road Axyi
Chateaulin agkq
Chatham (Canada) bdhg
Chatham (England) aejy
Chatham (Mass. ) baeg
Chatham I. (Galapagos, Is.).auvl
Chatham Is. (New Zealand) ator
Chatte, C bdnj
Chaucbu fu ANZV
Chauda, C akhx
Chaul, P AMZR
Chausey Is agen
Chauveau Pt agqj
Chay AGRz
Chebek akuw
Chebucto Hd , bclm
Chedabucto B boos
Chediiba Str ani.m
Chefoo AOiw
Chefuncte axbd
Chejin aomp
Chelindreh P akqj
Cheltau aolg
Chelyuskin, C abce
Chemoulin Pt agpi
Chemulpo aolr
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Chenampo aolg
Ohentabun R anup
Chepo R AUTE
Chepstow AEQR
Cherbourg agcm
Cherchell akyr
Cheribon apvm
Cherryfield baub
Cherrystone Inlet azgl
Cherso aiyv
Chesapeake and Albemarle

Canal. aywp
Chesapeake B ayuv
Chesme akot
Chestakof, P aonr
Chester (England) aeui
Chester (N. S.) bckl
Chester (Pa.) azju
Chester R azes
Chesterfield Inlet bezi
Chetican Pt bcuy
Chetko R AUEV
Ch6vre C agky
Chiappa Pt aibe
Chiaruccia Tr aefy
Chiavari ahxf
Chiba APiH
Chicago BEji
Chichagoft I atsj
Chichakoff C aoye
Chichester aelo
Chicken Rock aewz
Chicijima (Beechy Group) . . aqvt
Chico Bank Lt. V avnq
Chico P Auvp
Chico R AVLi
Chicoutimi bdpf
Chidley C beyk
Chignecto B bazc
Chilachap Inlet apwz
Ohilaw aneJ

Chilca Auzc
Chile AVBZ
Chiletu B apxd
Chilka Lake anhw
ChUoango R aleu
Chiloe I :..'... AViB

Chiludn I ambe
Chimbote, P auxy
Chimo F beyn
China anxj
China Bakir '. anmb
Chinchals auzi

Chinchu aobj
Chincoteague Inlet azgu
Chinde R ambk
Chin Do aomn
Chinhai aobl
Chinkiang fu aopz

Chioggia P aitn

Chipiona ahel
Chiriqui Lagoon awod
Chita APFV

Chitando Inlet apxc
Chittagong ankh
Choiseul I aqwm
Choiseul, P ameg
Choptank R azpe-

ChorillosB auyz
Chorrera ausx

Chowan R aytx
Chrietchurch (England) abmp
Christchurch (N. Z.) atji
Christiana Creek azji
Christianburg awhs
Christiania abyi
Christiansand abvt
Christianso / . . . acfi
Christianstad acfs
Christiansted axzw
Christmas I. (China) aohd
Christmas I. (Indian Ocean) apun
Christmas I. (Pacific) arbw
Chuen I ANUO
Chungking achy
Chukiang anyj
Chupat R AVMP
Church Pt BCGH
Churchill F bezp
Chiu:ubash akig
Chusan Archipelago aobd
Cibil Dock avqb
Ciboux I bcua
Cienfuegos axpm
CieS I AGZM
Ciotat AHSU
Circassis), : akjo
Circeo (Circello) Mt ai<?k

Circle City atqu
Cispata, P awmz
Cittanuova aiwl
Citta Vecchia ajep
City Pt AYWX
City, The aehx
Ciudad de David ausp
Ciudadela ahpk
Civita Vecchia aipv
Clare afro
Clare I afrp
Claremont I. Lt. V asyt
Clarence B aluz
Clarence, P, atpw
Clarence R asoh
Clarence Str amvn
Clark Pt azyp
Clayton bdwa
Clear, C appr
Cleveland, C aswr
Cleveland (Erie) beds
Cleveland (Queensland) asqt
Clew B AFRT
Cliffy I asbb
Clifton (Canada) bdit

Clifton (N. Z.) ATER
Clinton arup
Clinton, P beoz
Cloch Pt AEYM
ClonakUty afxc
Clonmel I asbk
Cloudy B ATKP
Clyde Canal afjy

Clyde R.(N.S.W.) asiv

Clyde (Scotland) abyf
Coacoacho B bbpu
Coall AVTX
Coanza R altg

Coast Castle, C alnb
Coatzacoalcos R awsp
Cobden atfq
Cobequid B bcdt

Cobija B avcu
Coburg BDXN
Cocague bcyj
Cocanada anhd
Cochin ANCE
Cochin China anvj
Cochinos B axpi
Cockatoo I ASKZ
Cockbum Hr axkp
Cockbum Sound arob
Cockle Lt. V AFNz
Cockspur I AYMW
COCOS Is APTX
Cod, C bafw
Codera, C awjs
Codling Bank Lt. V afvj
Codolar Pt ahnr
Codrington aycj
Coffins I BCJH
Cognena G aide
Cohansey azlk
Coilnapatam andx
Coilsinipatam andw
Colasi AQBV
Colastine avop
Colberg acyn
Colbome, P .bdzv
Colchester appj
Cold Spring Hd bcxm
Colerame afti
Colerun angb
Colima auno
Coll.- afbx
CoUingwood (Huron) behp
CoUingwood (N. Z.) atev
CoUinson, C anyz
Collioure ahpt
CoUo AKXS
Colombia awlo
Colombo ANEM
Colon AWNQ
Colon, P AHOW
Colonia avpg
Colonna, C ajos
Colonne, C aipt
Colonsay afbl
Colorado G aurw
Colorado R. (Argentina) avmt
Colorado R. (Mexico) atjlo

Colorado R. (Tex.) awuk
Columbaia I aind
Columbia azck
Columbia R. (Or.) Aucz
Columbia (S. C.) ayqf
Columbia Falls bauq
Columbretes Is ahkw
Colville R BDCJ
Comacchio aisy
Combahee R ayod
Combermere B anle
Comboyuro Pt aspw
Combrit aolv
Comino I aioy
Comino, C aidp
Comisa ajem
Commandatubu avxc
Commercial Docks abjm
Comoro I . (Comores) amcy
Comorin, C andb
Comox atvy
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.

Compare, C aixh
Comptroller B argk
Conanicut I azvl
Concameau agmd
Conceicao R ambq
Concepcion (Chile) avgp
Concepcion B . (Mexico) auli
Concepcion (Uruguay) avpq
Conception Ft auin
Conchali B aven
Concord : - - - bakj
Concordia, La (Cent. Am.).AUQN
Concordia (Uruguay) avpu
Conducia B amch
Cone, The anov
Conejera I aho'b

Conero, Mt aisd

Coney I azpx
Conference Group aolz
Congaree R ayqf
Conil AHFG
Conimicut Pt azvr
Coningbeg Lt. V afvx
Connahs Quay aeup
Connecticut azso
Conquet P agjv
Constantine akxp
Constantinople akbi
Cohstantza akeh
Constitucion avgb
Constitucion Hr avcz
Contarina aitj

Contas 1 avxk
Conte, P • AiEZ
Contis agtm
Conway aetb
Cook, B ACIXY
Cook Is AEHO
Cook Str ATDQ
Cooktown ASYN
Cooper R ayph
Coosa R AXDj
Cope AHiv
Copenhagen adom
Copiapo AVDS
Coppename R awgv
Copper Hr beok
Copper I APNB
Coquet I APKz
Coquille R auej
Coquimbo avbp
Corabia ^ akfc
Corbay Pt eelz
Corbifere, La agdh
Corcubion agyl
Cordouan agru
Core Sound ayrp
Corentyn R awhc
Corfu AjHO
Coringa B anhb
Corinth ajld
Corinto, P aurc
Corisce B alqw
Cork APWB
Cork Lt. V AFPD
Corme agyc
Comer Inlet asbg
Cornfield Pt. Lt. V azto
Cornwall (Canada) bduw
Cornwall (England) abod

Corny Pt arti

Coro Province awkl
Coromandel Hr atmh
Coromandel Coast , anpr
Corona Hd avip

Coronados, Los aukl
Coronel avhc
Coronie^ awgz
Corosal awre
Corpus Christi awts
Corral avhs
Corregidor I aqdn
Correnti I ailt

Corrientes avox
Corrientes, C. (Argentine) ..avne
Corrientes, C. (Cuba) axon
Corrientes, C. (Mexico) aumz
Corrientes, C. (Africa) alzt
Corrobedo, C agyt
Corrotoman R ayzk
Corse AHZP
Corse, C ...AHza
Corsen Pt agju
Corsewall Pt aex.u
Corsica ahzp
Corsini, P. . . , aisv
CorSO, C AHZQ
Oortellazzo P aiuj
Cortez, P Awpy
Corton Lt. V Xpod
Coruiia agxy
CorVO ALCN
Cosmoledo Is amjo
Cossack arlx
Costa Rica awol
Cotinguiba R avyn
Cotrone aipv
Cottage City bado
Coubre Pt agrq
Coudres I bdqj
Country Hr bcnu
Couronne, C : ahrs
CourseuUes agbp
Covelong anqi
Covesea apid
Cowan Cowan Pt asqb
CoWCOlli ANIZ
CoweS ABMC
Cowitchin atwv
Cox Baz4r ankr
Coxen Hole awpo
Coy Inlet avlb
Cozumel I awri
Cozzo Spadaro ailr
Craiova akpj
Cranberry I boom
Crane I bdrn
Craney I ayvq
Cranmar avkr
Cranoe I ajmt
Cranz acws
Crapaud bczu
Cr6ach-ar-Maout aghn
Cr^ac'hmeur Pt agkb
Creac'h Pt agjr
Creighton Hd bcqp
Crescent City aupc
Creston I aumr
Crete ajpd
Creus, C ahni

Creux Hr agdm
Crib pt ARZW
Crimea akhe
Crinan Canal. ., .apbi
Croatia aiyp

Cfoc Hr bexd
Crocus B AYBD
Croisette, C ahsn
Croisic, Le agoy
Croix AGMU
Croix de Vie agpy
Croix Rocks aghi
Cromarty aphu
Cromer apnq
Crool#d Island Passage axkd
Crookhaven appt
CrOS P AHUB
Crosby Lt. V aeuo
Cross I BCJZ
Cross Ledge Sh azin
Cross R ALPT
Cross Rip Lt. V baes
Cross Sand Lt. V apoh
Crouchers I bckx
Crow Hr bcop
Crowdy Hd asng
Crozet I AMJQ
Cruz, C AXQL
Cruz del Padre Cay axnk
Cruz Pt ALDV
Cuasenta Dias P avhf
Cuba AXLC
Cuddalore angd
Cudillero agwn
Cuirassier Bank Lt. V avno
Culebra, P. (Costa Rica) aurc
Culebra (W. I.) axyq
Culebrita axys
Culiacan R auml
Culion I AQCP
Cullera ahkl
Cuman4 awji
Cumarebo awkj
Cumberland aewh
Cumberland B avfo
Cumberland Basin bcan
Cumberland Sound ayjw
Cumbraes aeyr
Cumplida Pt alpn
Cunene R altjg

Cunhahu R awbk
Curasao I •. awkt
Curanipe avgk
Curaumilla Pt avfg
Curritia Pt aipj

Curtis I Ascu
Curtis, P ASTX
Curzola ajbo
Cuttack ANic
Cuttyhunk bacf
Cuvier I atmd
Cuxhaven adty
Cuyuni R awhy
Cygnet, P asgh
Cypres Mort awxp
Cyprus AKQT
Cyrene akur

Dabai amtq
Dabhol AMZX
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Dacca 'l ankg
DsedaluB Sh amqc
Dagerort, C actw
Dago ACTS
Dd,haiiu AMYw
Dahomey alnz
Daila P aiwh
Diantree R - . .asyf
Dairi aovy
Dakar algk
Dalaro acjp
Dale abqc
Dalhousie, C atpe
Dalhousie, P. (Ontario) bdxz
Dalhousie (St. Lawrence) . . . bdjl
Dalmatia ajcl
Dalni Pt apni
Dalrymple Hr. (Jolo) aqln
Dalrymple Pt aswm
Dalrymple, P. (Tasmania), .asdq
Daly, P ARJH
Daman, P amyv
Damaraland aluh
Damariscotta band
Damascus '. aksg
Dame Hd adcy
Dame Marie, C axvm
Dame Pt - - . ayjn
Dames, Pt. des aqpu
Damietta aktu
Damkut amsp
Dammal aqpb
Dammdm amub
Damman acgl
Dampier Archipelago armc
Dampier Str aqru
Dana Pt ajnz

Dand6 Pt alsw
Danger Pt. (Africa) alwx
Danger Pt. (N. S. W.) asps
Danube akfg
Danzig acxp
Dapitan B aqkd
Dardanelles ajwk
Dar el Beida albt
Dar es Salaam amkw
Dargaville . . . : atbj

Darien, G. of awnc
Darien Hr auti

Darling Hr askt
DarsPt adbx
Dartmouth (England) aenl
Dartmouth (N. S.) bclv

Dartuch, C ahpj

Darvel B. apzu

Darwin, P ahjk

Dassen I alwc
Dassow ADCP

Daudai aqsp

Daunt Rock Lt. V afwx
Dauphin, F. (Haiti) axtw
Dauphin, F. (Madagascar), .amfb

Davao aqks

Davey, P asfm
Daviken abpk
Davis Inlet beyf

Davis Str bezk

Dawson Aias

Dayyir amvc
DaZolB AQEK

Dead Sea aksz
Deal abkn
Deal I Ascz
D^COIM Pt AGFO
D6d6agatch ajwm
Dee Lt. V aeuc
Dee R abub
Deer I. (La.) awyn
Deer I. (Me.) : baeh
Deer I. (Mass.) bahd
Delagoa B alzk
Delaware Breakwater azhy
Delaware City azjc
Delaware ( State) azhm
Delaware (Va.) ayxp
De Lemmer aebu
Delfshaven abcz
Delfzyl ; adyk
Delgada Pt. (Azores) aldg
Delgada Pt. (Argentina) avmj
Delgada Pt. (Canary Is.) aled
Delgada Pt. (Magellan) avjp

Delgado, C amjw
Deli River Lt. V apqy
Delia Bocca I aidh
Dellys. .

.
, AKYE

DeloS AJRF
Demata B ajil

Demarara awhn
Demerara Lt. V awho
Denia ahkb
Denison, P ; aswk
Denmark adgs
Dennis I '- amiz
Dent Haven apzt

Dent I Aswi
D'Entrecasteaux Ch asfq
Departure B atwf
Deptford abjc

Derby (B. C.) atvr
Derby (W. Australia) arlj

Demah akuo
Derwent R ason
Desecheo I axvs
D^sirade : - - aydu
Desire, P avlm
Destruction I aucn
Detour Passage bbgk
Detroit bbch
Deuthero Cove ajwg
DeviR ANHz
Devil I BCMH
Devonport abny
Dhamra R anih
Diamant, Le ayfc

Diamond Hr • anje

Diamond I anlv
Diamond Pt apqs

Diamond Rock ayfc

Diamond Shoal Lt. V aytb

Diana cay - - - -axnm
Dianna ' alig

Dibba amti

DiceHd baqp

Diego Garcia amjn

Diego Ramirez avkg

Diego Suarez B amds

Dielette, P. de agdy

Dieppe apyu

Dievenow acyq

Difnein I ampr
Digby BCFG
Digdequash R bawx
Dikili .'.. .AKNV
Dilam amux
Dil Burnu ajyo
Dilhi AQOS
Dillon B AQXU
Dinagat I aqjv
Dinan agpk
Dinard agpl
Dinding R anrc
Dingle B APaN
Dingwall afhw
Dinlleyn Forth aeth
Diomede Is atpu
DirkHartogI armn
Dirkoomsduin '. abby
Dirschau acxo
Discovery I atxc
Discovery, P atzk
Disko B BEzs
Dismal Swamp Canal aytjg
Diu AMXS
Dives agbi
Divi Pt ANGT
Dix Cove ALMY
Dixon Entrance atud
Djerba akvf
Djibouti AMOz
Djidjelli akxw
Djursten acku
Dnieper R akfy
Dniester B akfr
Dobbo AQPL
Doboy Sound ayld
Dobrogea akfg
Doce R. AVWG
Dodd I aobk
Dodman Pt aboi
Doel ABGJ
Dog I ATGR
Doha AMTV
Dohan Asian Bank Lt. V ajxi

Dolga Spit AKJG
Dolin I ajbo
Dolma ABKS
Domburg aepn
Domesness aous
Dominica aYep
Don R AKjc
Donaghadee afty
Doncella Pt ahgf
Dondo (Africa) altk
Dondo B (Celebes) aqnf
Dondo B (Flores) aqoj
Dondra Hd anew
Donegal afsj

Dongara arnj
Donnseso. abkg
Donsol AQGL
Doob Pt AKJS
Dorchester (England) ased
Dorchester (N. S.) bcah
Do'dogne R. agtb
Dordrecht aedx
Dorei, P aqub
Doris G AKPN
Dornbusch Pt adbp
Dornoch aphq
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DoroCh AJQU

Douarenez aglb

Double I ANOQ
Double Island Pt asrk
Douflan agmn
Douglas Inlet ( Korea) aomy
Douglas (Isle of Man) aexf
Douglas P. (Queensland).. -ASYB

Douglas, P. (S. Australia) ..arqy

Dourga Str aqsi

Douro R AHBG
Dove Pt. Beacon aohi
Dover (England) aekv
Dover Hr.Lt. V aekw
Dover (N. S.) bcla
Dovercourt afoy
Downs, The aeko
Dowsing, Inner, Lt. V apnd
Dowsing, Outer, Lt. V aenc
Dragons Mouth ayhm
Dragonera I ahok
Dragor, or, Drogden Lt. V. .adog
Drammen abyd
Drammond, C ahur
Dranske adbs
Drayton Hr atyd
Drepano, C. (Candia) ajpe

Drepano P (Greece) ajit

Dresden acwd
Drewin alme
Drobak abyl
Drogden Ch adoe
Drogheda. .

." afur
Dubh Artach afbu
Dublin afvb
Duddon R aewi
Dudgeon Lt. V afng
Due Odde acfm
Du6ni Cove amdc
Duhnen adtw
Dui AORN
Duino AivL
Duiven I apwt
Dukati, P ajgy
Dukato, C ajir
Duke Town alps
Dulce, G. of AUSF
Dulce, R Awap
DMcigno AJGO
Duluth BEMX
Dumaguete aqir
DumankilasB aqlb
Dumaran I aqcl
Dumbarton aezb
Dumfries aexj
Dumpling Rock azyc
Dunamund F acvg
Diinamund I acuo
Dunbar afkn
Duncan City bego
Duncannon afwh
Duncansby Hd apbg
Dundalk , afuo
Dundee afjc
Dundrum B apui
Dunedin atu
Dungan R aonq
Dungarvan afWK
Dungeness (England) aelb
Dungeness (Queensland) ...asxb

Dungeness (S. America) avjq
,

Dunkerque afxl
Dunkirk bepd
Dunmore afwj
Dunnet Hd afeb
Duperr6, P amc
Durazzo - - - ajgt

Durban alzb

Durian Sabatang anrh
Durian Str aprh
Durnford B alze

Dumford, P amnt
Duroch, C AONJ
D'Urville I ateb
Dury Voe apgq
Dutch Guiana awgn
Dutch I Azvi

Duxbury Pier bagu
Dvale Crround Lt. V adqp
Dwarka Pt amxl
Dwina, N., Lt. V abem
Dwina R. (Riga) acul
Dwina R. (White Sea) abbn
Dyck Lt. V AFXT
Dyer B batp
Dyre Fiord bpam
Dzunan Is apir

Eads, P AWYT
Eagle Hr beod
Eagle Hawk B asgw
Eagle I. Beacon (China) aohc
Eagle I. (Ireland) afrz
Eagle I. (Me.) bare
Eagle Nest Pt arxz
East Arm (Canada) BcWL
East C. (Asia) apos
East Ch. (Kattegat) acbl
East Chop Pt BADi
East Goodwin Lt. V aeke
East Pascagoula axci
EastPt. (Pr. Ed. I.) bdcp
East Pt. (Queensland) aswc
EastPt. (Saturnal.) atwr
EastR. (N. Y.) azpi

Eastbourne ablh
Easter I arhu
Eastern Ch. Lt. V anis
Eastern Grove Lt anmh
Eastern Pt. (Mass. ) bajc
East India Docks abjh
East Ironbound I bcko
East London alyk
East Main F bbyt
Eastport bawc
Ebeltofte.-. adkj
Ebro R AHLJ
Ecija, Nueva aqfc
Eckernforde adby
Ecr^hos, Les agdi
Ecuador autw
Edam (Holland) adzw
Edam I. (Java) apvc
Eddy Pt bcpb
Eddystone aent
Eddystone Pt asho
Eden ashy
Edenton aytu
Edgar Town badl
Edie Rajut R apqt

Edinburgh apjw
Edinburgh Ch abif

Edisto R AYOM
Edithburgh arup
Edo ABMR
Edwardsburg bdvi

Eeragh afri

Efate, or, Sandwich I aqxn
Egedesminde bbztt

Egense - adps

Egg Hr AVLW
Egg I. (Bahamas) axjq
Egg I. (N. S.) BCMN
Egg I. (Ontario) bdxh
Eg| I. (St. Lawrence) bdmx
Egg Rock (Mass.) baih

Egg Rock (Me.) bath
Eggegrundet acli

Eggemoggin Reach barb
Egmond aan Zee abcf
Egmont, C (N. Z.) .'

.

.

atcv
Egmont, C.(Pr.Ed.I.) bczp

Egmont cay axph
EgrUar akov
Egypt AKTC
Ehrenberg auly
Eider Canal adtg
Eider Galliot Lt. V adte
Eider, Outer, Lt. V adto

Eider R adsz

Eight Degree Ch andp
Eisk spit] akje
Eijerland adzg
Eke Fiord abpu
Eken Sound adft

Ekero abuk
Ekersund abul
Ekerums acgu
Eknas acqt

El Amaid akue
Elaputi B aqpx
El Araish albo
El Arish aktf
Elba I AHYR
Elbe No. 2 Lt. V adts

Elbe No. 3 Lt. V adtu
Elbe No. 4 Lt. V. adtv
Elbe Pilot Galliot adtq
Elbe, Outer, No. 1 Lt. V adtp
ElbeR ADTO
Elbing ACXK
Elbow cay axip

Elburg AEBM
Elena, P aurm
Eleos I AJTZ

Elephant B altw
Elephant Pt. (Burma) anmp
Elephant Pt. (India) ankt
Eleusis AJOL

Eleuthera I axjs
Elizabeth B alut
Elizabeth, C. (Me.) balw
Elizabeth, C. (Asia) aorx
Elizabeth City ayud
Elizabeth, P alxz
Elizabeth R ayvt
Elizabethtown azny
Elk R AZEi
El Kamela akwh
Ellen, P AEZS
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ELLENBOGEN—FATHER PT.

Ellenbogen adsk
EUensburg auep
EUesmere Pt aevc
EUewoutsdijk aefy
EUice Is AREu
EUinggaard Kilen abyr
^Elliot, P AUVQ
Ellis, B , BDLZ
Ellsworth BARZ
Elmina alnc
Elobey I - - alqx
Elopura apzq
El Portillo AXQN
El Rincon ausj
El Roque, P avvkd
Elsfleth ADVY
Elsinore adoy
Elys^e AGBc
Embiez I ahtb
Embomma alsi

Emden adyg
Emineh, C akdq
EmmaHr apoj

Empedocle, P aime
Empire City adef
Empress Augusta R ,.aqtw
Ems Jade Canal adwx
Ems R adyb
EndauR anm
Endeavor R asyl
Endeavor Str aszq
Endelave I I.adjq

Endermo Hr apkz
Endoerodde - - adjf.

Enfant Perdu awfy
Engano, C. (Haiti) Axr

j

Engano, C. (Philip.) aqfd
Engelholm acdk
England aehr
English and Welsh grounds

Lt. V AEQU
English B atvf

English Bank Lt. V avnm
English Ch aehs
English Hr ayct

English R alzn

English Road alhg
Enkhuizen adzt

Enos AJWN
Enrage, C bayz
Ensenada (Mexico) aukn
Ensenada de Barragan avns
Enskar acpw
Entrance I atlw
Entry I bo™
Ephesus AKPB

Epil AQXL
- Equitorial Ch ands

ErcoleP aifu

Erekli ajxq

Eriboll Loch afdv

Priceira ahbt

Erie City bedy
Erie, Lake bdzp

Erith AEiu

Eritra a^or

Erkno ABOG

Eromanga aqxt

Erqui ^"''^

Erronan a«ye

Ervily, P. de 1' aglm
Erzerum akmd
Esbjerg adry
Escala, La ahnc
ESC0C6S, P AWNE
Escombrera ahjc
Escondido B auoj
Escondido P axur
Esconil, L' aglt
Escudel AHLO
Escuminac Pt bdgi
Esmeralda atjty

Espalamaca Pt alct
Espanola Pt auwi
Esperance B arpx
Esperance, P asgd
Espevser absw
Espichel, C ahcp
Espiguette Pt ahqx
Espirito Santo B avuz
Espiritu Santo I aqxd
Espoir, C. d' bdkm
Esquimau Hr atxg
Essequibo R awhu
Essington, P atui
Estaca Pt agxe
Estacio AHji

Estanques B awli
Estepona . .,

ahgi

Est&O AUST
Esteros auif

Etang de Thau ahqr
fitangdu Nord bdfw
Etang, L', Hr baxg
Etaples apyj

Eten Pt AUXE
Etretat apzc

Euboeal ajuw
Eucla ARQB
Eugenie Archipelago aoqi

Eume R agxr
Eupatoria akhg
Euphrates R amuot

Eureka ^Cal.) aufi

Eureka (Mexico) aulw
Euripo Ch ajoy

Europal amgz
EuropaPt ahfx
Europe abdt
Evangelistas avje

Evanston '- bejf

Everard, C ascd

Eversand adwh
Execution Rocks azsi

Exeter asef

Exholm ACSY

ExmOUth : AEND
Expedition B aopi

Exumal axjy

Eyemouth afkq

Eyre, P ^^qi

Ezaro - ^0^0

Faaborg adhu
Faber,Mt answ
Fseno - ^dhj

FkO ABTK

Fa;rder abxo
FagnetPt afzb

Faichaburi anub
Fair I afgj
Fairhaven (Mass.) azyo
Fair Haven (Ontario) bdyu
Fairhaven (Wash) atyj
Fairy, P arxi
Fakarava atoll . argw
Fakir Pt anld
Fakkebierg adio
Falaise, La agrw
Falcon, C akze
Falcone Pt aicn
Falconera P aiun
Falifa Hr arel
Falkenberg acbz
Falkland Is avkl
Falkner I aztm
Fall River azxb
Fallos Ch AviE
Falluden achy
Falmouth (England) aeoj
Falmouth (Jamaica) axro
Falmouth (Tasmania) ashk
False B. (Africa) ; alwt
False B. (India)

' anif
False C. (New Guinea) aqsh
False C. (Va.) ayus
False Duck I '. bdwy
False Pt AiND
Falster admz
Falsterbo aceq
Falsterboref Lt. V aces
Famagusta akrf
Fame Pt bdlb
Fanad Pt afsu
Fanar Adasi Islet ajzh

Fanaraki akcj

Fanar Burnu ajxw
Fanemotra B amfk
Fangaloa B aren
Fangar, P ahlp
FangoPt AHLO
Fano P. (Adriatic) aisj

Fano (Denmark) adrx
Fano I. (Ionian Is.) ajhk
FanrangB ,.anvz

Fao AMUG
Farafangana amew
FarallonI '..avpi

Farallon Sucio awnm
Farallones Islets auhi

Faraman. . 1
ahrc

Farasina aiyf

Far6Hr aehj

Farewell, C bezy

Farewell Spit C atex

Farin alin

FarinaP akwi

Farm Cove askr

FarnI afkx

Faro (Baltic) acho

Faro, C. (Italy) ahwx
Faro, C. (Sicily) aikm

Faro (Portugal) ahdf

Faroe Is afhe

Farquhar Is amje

Farsund - -abux
Fasana r

^.ixd

Fastnet ^^^^

Father Pt bdoe
J

76564—09 30
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FATOUVILLE—FRKDRIKSHALD.

Fatouville afzm
Pavignana aimq
Favone ahzy
FaXO ADNU
Fayal alcr
Fear, C ayql
Fecamp afyz
Fedderwarder Siel adwj
Federal Pt ayqu
Fehmarnbelt admt
Fehmarnbelt. Lt. V adel
Fejan acjw
Felixsto-we afpb
Femern I adec
Femern Sound adek
Femris abjs
Fenaio Pt '.

. ahzf
Fenar Pt ajwl
F#nMve amen
Feno, C aibn
Fenwick I. Shoal Lt. V azhj
Per, C. de akxj
Fermo Aisc
Fernanda Pt alpy
Fernandina aykc
Fernando Noronha I awbu
Fernando Po alpx
Fernand Vaz alrk
Ferraione, C ahzo
Ferrajo, P ahys
Ferrara aitk
Perraria Pt , aldk
Ferrat, C ahvj
Ferret, C agth
Perro (Canary Is. ) alfj
Perro, C. (Italy) ahwx
Ferro, C. (Sardinia) aicz
Perro Castel ahic
Ferrol agxl
Ferrol B auyb
Perryland Hd bbuw
Fez ALCD
Fianona aiye
Pidonisi aken
Pidra afkm
Fife AFjL
Fife Ness afjg
Pigari, C aidc
Figeholm acgp
Figueira ,.. .ahbn
Fiji Is ARBZ
Fiksdal abnx
Pila Hr aqxo
Pildtvedt abyh
Filey afme
Filsand acub
Pingal Pt asoz
Pinisterre, C aqyk
Finkenwerder addz
Finland acod
Finland, G. of acqy
Finmarken abft
Finngrundet Lt. V aclk
Finngrund West Lt. V acln
Pino P AHXB
Pinsch Hr aqto
Fire I azqj
Fire I. Lt. V azms
First Pt APUK
Fischausen acwy

Fishbourne I aoft
Fisher I azuh
Fishguard aeso
Pitzhugh Sound atuk
Pitzmaurice R arjz
Pitzroy I aogw
Pitzroy Dock aslc
Pitzroy R. Lt. V asuq
Piumara Grande aigk
Piume aiyr
Piumicino aigb
Five Fathom Bank Lt. V azhp
Fjeldo ABTS
Fjeldvik abkr
Flaavser abos
Fladda Hr afbj
Fladen Lt. V acbw
Fladholm abty
Flado lABHz
Flagstad abh
Flamanville, C. de agdz
Flamborough Hd afmg
Flamenco, P avdo
Flannan Is afcy
Flat C Apsz
Plat I AMip
Flat Pt BcsN
Flatholm aeqb
Flattery, C aucj
Flat-Top I Asvx
Fleetwood aevw
Plekkefiord abup
Flensborg adfr
Flinders arqu
Flinders B arph
Flinders I asdc
Flint AETz
Flint Ch. (Plintrannan) acef
Flint I BCRV
Florence ahyb
Flores (Azores) alco
Flores (E. Archipelago) aqob
Flores I. (Uruguay) avqf
Ploriana aids
Florida axdv
Florida, C axhv
Florida Str axhy
Florida, East Coast ayil
Floro ABPR
Pliigge ADEi
Flushing aefu
Fly R.,. AQSz
Focardo F ahyv
Foggia Nova akod
Fogo Hr. (Newfoundland). -BBws
FogO I ALHQ
Pohr ADsr
Folgero abrv
Folkestone abky
Folly Pt bazo
Ponseca, G auqr
PonskoV Pt ADHK
Pontana, C akfv
Fontane aiwq
Froa I... ALDR
Forcados IJ alo.t

Foreland Bluff alst
Foreland, The aepv
Forest, La agmc
Porio aihb

Pormby Lt. V aeur
Pormentera I ahnq
Pormenton, C ahop
Formica , aimy
Pormigaa aldp
Formosa (Brazil) awbi
Formosa (China Sea) aobs
Formosa, Mt. (Singapore) ansi
Formosa, C alpg
Pornaes adkp
Pornelli Road aifk
Fornells, P aepn
Fort de France ayen
Fort de France B ayel
ForfPt. (Cal.) augh
Fort Pt. (E. India) anqs
Forth, .Pirth of afjh
Forth Bridge afjq
Forth & Clyde Canal afj

y

Fortune B bbtp
Poujes AKOE
Foula afgy
Foulepointe anbp
Foulweather, C aud.s

Foulwind, C atpm
Fouquets Isle amid
Pour, Le (Bretagne) agjn
Four, Le (Qiliberon B) agot
Pouras AGQW
Pouches Mt AHTY
Fourchu, C bcgn
Poiu-teen-feet Bank azih
Fourth Pt Apus
Foveaux Str atgb
Fowey aeoh
Powey Rocks Beacon axhs
Fowler B arqk
Pox I bdgo
PoXtOB ATDX
Poyle, Lough aptb
Foynes Hr afqy
Poz AHEM
Prancavilla airy
Prance afxj
Frances cay axmz
Frances I avur
Franyois ayex
Franklin Hr aesh
Franklin I bany
Franklin Sound asde
Franz Josef Land abcw
Fratelli Rocks akwn
Fraser R atvi-

Fraserburgh afij

Prauenburg acxh
Pray Bentos avpo
Frederichsted Axzu
Prederich Wilhelm Hr aqts
Fredericia adgu
Frederick, P asbp
Frederick Henry B asgv
Frederick Henry I aqsf
Frederiksberg adop
Frederiksburg '. ayzn
Frederikshavn adqj
Frederikssund adlc
Frederikstad abyx
Predrichstadt adti
Fredriksborg acjk
Fredrikshald abze
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FREDRIKSHAMN—GIBRALTAR.

Fredrikshamn acrl
Fredriksvsern abxg
Freeman Oh asqh
Free Town auw
Fr61iel, C agfq
Freiburg adui
Fr^jUS AHTJO
Fremantle arnx
French Pass atef
French Pt alrz
French Guiana , .awfo
Frenchman B basr
French Town azbm
Fresvik. . . , abqs
Friedrichsberg adfi
Friedrichsort adeu
Friedrichsschleuse adxl
Frikes P ajko
Frio, 0. (Africa) altji

Frio, C. (Brazil) avty
Frioul, P. du. , ahsj
Frontera awsl
Frontignan ahqt
Fruholm abgn
Frying-pan Shoals Lt. V . . .ayqr
Fuchau fu AODi
FuengLrola ahgm
Fuenterrabia agui
Fuerteventura alep
Fuglenses abgq
Fukabori aoxi
Fukai Aowz
Fukuoka aowd
Fuk ura apdn
Fuku shima apko
Fukuyama (Honshu) apbh

Fukuyama (Hokoshu) apkm
Fulehuk abxs
Fuller Rock azwg
Fumboni B amdc
Funabashi apig

Funakoshi apkb
Funchal aldt
Fundukli akbu
Pundy, B. of baye
Fungasar Hr areb
Funk I BEWN
Funkenhagen acym
Funta B amx
Fuokbinkiang Lt aNvs
Fumi AJTE

Furon acgo
Furugrund aonh
Fusan aond
Fusan Kai - aonp
Pushiki AOUB
Fusi yama apit

Futsu saki apim

Futuna aqye
FuyanI aodp
FuyenHr anwf
Fyen ,

adgz

Fyne, Loch aezg

Gabbard, Outer, Lt. V afoz

Gabes akvi

Gabol ASCH

GaboP AQjw
Gaboon R alqz

Grabovacatrida ajbp
GachoUe, La ahqz
Gadaro I ajtjo
Gadji ARBP
Gaet, La agst
Gaeta aign
Gage Road arnt
Gaida,ro Islet ajqx
Gainsborough afmy
Galantry Hd beud
GalApagas Is auvii
Galata: akbr
Galata, 'C akdu
Galatz AKBR
Galaxidi ajlf
Galdobin, C aoqd
Gralea agux
Galera Pt. (Chile) avhw
Galera Pt. (Trinidad) ayhk
Galera de Zamba B . . . , awmp
Gal^ria aibu
Galets, Pt. des amhx
Galibi Pt awgr
Galimi ajzg
Galiola Is

'. aizo

Galita (Gralite, La) akwr
Gallegos, P avlc
Galley Hd afxd
Gallipoli (Italy) aiqb
Gallipoli (Turkey) ajxh
Gallipoli, P. (Asia Minor)....AKPi
Gallo, C. (Adriatic) aiqn
Gallo, C. (Sicily) ainl
Galloo I BDZG
Galloper Lt. V afpn
Galloway, Mull of aexr
Galveston awvc
Galveston Lt. V awvd
Galway - -afrk
Gambia alht
Gamla (Old) Karleby acor
Gamova B aopq
Gamvig abgd
Gana Gana alom
Gandia ahki
Ganges R anjy
Gan]am anht
Gannet Rock baxp
Gap Rock ANYU
Garcia de Avila avyh
Garde, C. de akxg
Garden I. (N. S. W.) askn
Garden I. (W. Australia). . .arno
Garden Reach anjg
Gardiner I azqs

Gare Loch aezc

Gargano Hd airg

Garonne R agsz

Garoupe avhc
Garpen aggh
Garraway alkw
Garrison Pt aeik

Garrucha ahis

Garston aeuw
Gascogne, G. of agjs

Gascoyne Road armi

Gasoren acng

GasparStr apse

Gaspar, Lower, L. V aniu

Gaepar, Upper, Lt. V aniv

Gasparilla I axft
Gasp6 BDKV
Gasp^ B. Lt. V BDKU
Gasp6, BDKT
Gata, 0. (Cyprus) akqy
Gata, C. de (Spain) ahil
Gatcombe Hd astjc
Gatteville agck
Gavazzi Pt aiod
Gavdo I Ajpw
Gaviotas Lt. V awdv
Gavrion P ajqs
Gawler, P aruv
Gay Hd bacx
Gaya B apyt
Gayo, P AJHU
Gebi I AQRM
Gedney Ch aznd
Geelong aryq
Geelvink B aqty
Geestemtinde advw
Gefle ACLF
Gellen adwt
Gellibrand Pt aryv
Gellibrand Pt. Lt. V aryw
Gelsa AjBi
Gemlik ajys
Genesee R bSyl
Geneva ahvs
Genius Bank Lt. V adxc
Genoa ahwr
G6nois, F AKXP
Geneves ahim
Gensan aonl
Gdographe B arotj
George B. (Canada) bcvn
George B. (Tasmania) ashm
George, C bcvz
George R as.tu

George I bcly
George Town (Africa) alxo
Georgetown fAscension).. ..altjy

Georgetown (Demerara) awhq
Georgetown (Malay Pen.)..ANQO
George Town (Pr. Ed. I.)..bdau
Georgetown (S. C.) ayqc
Georgetown (Tasmania) asdw
Georgia (Asia Minor) aklx
Georgia (State) aykf
Georgia, Str. of attjw
Georgian B behm
Georgina Pt atwp
Geraldine arms
Geraldton (Queensland) asxq
Geraldton (W. Australia)... arnb
Geresik apwh
Germando acns
Germein, B arsn
Germany aovp
Gerso adjh
Ghelenjik B akjy
Ghenitchesk Str. .' akin
Ghent abgy
Ghijinsk B aosl
Ghubbet Hashish amsu
Giannutri ahzi
Gibara, P axmj

Gibbs Hill ayhs
Gibraltar ahfu
Gibraltar (Erie) bear
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GIEDSER—GEECALE

.

Giedser Pt. Lt. V adne
Giedser Reefs Lt. V adnc
Gienner Fiord adgk
Giens ahtb
Gighiga aosn
Giglio AHZD
Gijon AQWD
Gilbert Is aqvz
Gilbierg Hd adkw
Gill B AVLY
Gilleskaal abjv
Gillolol AQRI
Gillolo Passage aqrt
Gimso ABiR
Gioiosa Jonica aipn
Gioja aijy
Giova Pt AKPR
Giovinazzo aiqtj

Giraglia I ahzs
Girdle Ness amr
Girdler Lt. V abu
Girgenti aimo
Gironde R agrp
Gil-van aeyb
Gisborne atls
Gisund abht
Giudecca Canal aiub
Giurgiu akez
Gjerrild Lt adpo
Gjesvier abgm
Gjoeslingerne abkx
Gladstone asue
Glandore afxg
Glarenza ajlo
Glas I Ai'cw
Glasgow (Ontario) bdyr
Glasgow (Scotland) aey.z
Glasgow, P. fN. Guinea) aqti
Glasgow, P. (Scotland) aeyw
Glavina Pt. aiyx
Glenelg : .arvc
Glenelg R arwz
Glengariff Hr afqe
Glopen abiz
Gloriense Isle amdn
Glosholm ACRE
Gloucester (England) aeqn
Gloucester (Mass.) baiz
Gloucester (N. J.) azky
Gliickstadt aduj
Goa ANBM
Goapn4th Pt amxz
Goat I. fCal.) augl
Goat I. (Me.) balk
Goat I. (N. S. W.^ aslg
Goat I. (R. I.)...' AzxH
Goch6 Aocr
Godavari R angz
Goderich eehj
Godhavn bezq
Godley Hd atjk
Godnatt 'Rock. . acfy
Godrevy I ... J aepo
Goedereede aedk
Goeree aed.i

Goes ae™
Gogaligyun anou
Gogha AMRC
Gohren adbg
Goiana R avzy

Gold Coast ALMW
Golden Horn akbo
Golden Horn Hr aoqb
Golden I aoge
Goldsboro ayse
Goletta AKWB
GolfitO AUSL
Gomb^ Pt ALRC
Gomen B aqzp
Gomena, C ajew
Gomenizza P j...ajhp
Gomera alph
Gonaives axtk
Gooch B ATjs
Goode I ASZK
Good Hope, C. of alwq
Good Hope, C. (China) anzr
Goodwin, East, Lt. V aekr
Goodwin, North, Lt. V aekl
Goodwin, South, Lt. V aeks
Goodwin Sands .aekm
Goole AFMS
Goolwa ABVY
Goose C BDQG
Goose I ASDF
Gopalpur anhr
Gorda Pt axpe
Gordon R asfk
Gore B atjm
GoriSe ALGj
Gorey agdt
Gorgona I ahyf
Gorino aite
Gorizia, or, Goritz aivk
Goro, P aqyl
Goro Pt AITD
Gorontalo aqmf
Goshkcvitch B aonz
Gota (Gotha) Canal acim
Gotland achd
Goto, C— aowy
Goto Is AOWT
Gotska Sandon achq
Gottenburg acbr
Gough I alvk
Goulburn asji
Gouldsborough ' b.atm
Goulette, La akwe
Goulfar B. (Talut Pt.) agnr
Goulven agix
Gourock aeyn
Government Hill anqm
Governors I azpc
Goyder R ariu
Goza Hr apfc
Gozier I aydcj
Gozo aioz
Graa Deep. adbv
Gracias a Dios, Cape, Hr . . .awoz
Graciosa (Azores) alcx
Graciosa (Canaries) aleg
Gradaz P aixv
Grade P aivd
Grsesholmen abon
Grafton asol
Grafton, Cape asxw
Grahanj, P atsf
Grahams Town (Africa) alyg
Grahamstown (N. Z.) atml
Grain Coast alme

Gran I aclv
Granatello aihn
Granada ahgy
Granada, Nueva autm
Gran Canaria aler
Grand B (Mauritius) amig
Grand I. (St. Lawrence) bdpu
Grand I. (Lake Superior). . .bepf
Grand Banc Lt. V ages
Grand Bassa alko
Grand Bassam almj
Grand Bourg ayed
Grand Cayman axqv
Gr^d Haven bekm
Grand Jardin Islet agph
Grand L^jon agfv
Grand Manan I baxs
Grand Mont Pt agoh
Grand Port (Mauritius) amik
Grand Port (New Cal.) aqyp
Grand Ribeau I ahtu
Grand Rustico bdcy
Grand Sesters alkv
Grand Surrey Canal ,aejq
Grand Turk I axkt
Grande B aybj
Grande Banc acrs
Grande, P. (C. Verde Is.)..algw
Grande P. (Stephens B.) . .

.

auvn
Grands Cardinaux agou
Grangemouth afkb
Granite I beoz
Granitola, Cape aimk
Grant Beach Lts bdha
Granton Hr afkq
Granville (New Guinea) aqtg
Granville (France). 1 ageo
Grao de Valencio ahkp
Grasgard^ acgz
Grassy B ayid
Gratiot, F befw
Grave Pt agnb
Grave Pt. (France) agsf
Grave Pt. (B. C.) atwj
Gravelines afxu
Gravesend aeIp
Gravosa, P ajfn
Gray Hr aucp
Great Basses anfb
Great Belt adln
Great Bird Rock bdfz
Great Borris Hd adfv
Great Britain aehq
Great Captain I azsl
Great Duck I basp
Great Fish B alup
Great Fish R alyh
Great Hr axwn
Great Inagua I axkv
Great Isaac axiw
Great Kapuas R apxm
Great Namaqualand aluv
Great Orme Hd aetw
Great Ribaud I ahtu
Great Round Str. Lt. V bafk
Great Sandj^ Str asho
Great Skarcies R aur
Great Swan P ashg
Great Wall of China aojw
Grecale, C aipe
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GRECO—HAMPTON

.

Greco, akrb
Greco, Torre del aihp
Greece ajie
Greek Archipelago ajpx
Green B bbid
Green, C ashu
Green Hr sou
Green I. (C. Br. I.) bcqi
Green I. (China) anyv
Green I. (N. S.) bcoa
Green I. (Lunenburg) bcka
Green I. (St. Xawrence) bdpi
Green Pt alwp
Greenhithe aeis
Greenland bezo
Greenly I bbqg

.

Greenock aeyv
Greenore (Carlingford) afuk
Greenport azrh
Greenspond bewj
Greenwich aeiy
Greenwich (R. I.) azvu
Greenwich Observatory aejb
Gregory, C. (Or) aueh
Gregory, C. (Magellan) ayjn
Gregory, P aemu
Greifswald aczv
Greifswalder Oie aczp
Grenaa adko
Grenada (Spain) ahoy
Grenada (W. I.) aygb
Grenadines, The aytu
Grenville Hr bdba
GrepenLt. V ackw
Grey, P. arnf
Grey R atfo
Greymouth atpu
Grignano B .- aivm
Griko, P AjTB
Grimsby afmp
Grimskar acgi
Grimstad abwe
Grindel Pt bapl
Grindstone I. (N. B.) bazi
Grindstone I. (P. Ed. I.) bdpq
Grino abjx
Grip ABMU
GrisNez, C apyb
Grissellhamn ackg
Grohara - acqv
Groix I AGMR
Groniiigen adyu
Gronningen abvq
Gronskar acjh

Gronskaren abzy
Grori Sound adnj
GrOS, C ; AHLU
Grosa Pt. (Iviza) ahnz
Grosa Pt. (Majorca) ahon
Gross Ziegenort acyo
Grossa I AJCM
Grossbruch acxb
Grossel bdpt
Grosse Isle bdet
Grosses Haff acyv
Grosso, Mt AiBZ

Grosso Pt AiMX
Grouin Pt agbx
Grovenor P alys

Gruizza, or Grucia I aizr

Grundkallen Lt. V ackv
Griinendeich aduo
Gryto ABHY
Guadalcanar I aqwi
Guadalquiver R ahbg
Guadalupe R awub
Guadeloupe aydc
Guadiana B axoj
Guadiana R aiidm
GuahybaR avri
Guaira, La awju
Guardafui, C amog
Guajan I aqvl
Guajara R awed
Guam I AQVL
Guama R aweb
Guanape Is auxs
Guanica, P axyk
Guanta B awjm
Guantanamo axqr
Guarapari avtjx
Guardia, La agzr
Guardia Pt aigp
Guardiana I .ajki
Guardia Vecchia Hill aicv
Guatemala aupi
Guaytulco, P auop
Guayanilla, P axyi
Guayaquil auvz
Guaymas aumd
Guduat AKLi
Gudvangen abre
Guerbaville apzs
Gu^rin I aomb
Guernsey agdb
Guetaria agum
Guia AHCG
Guia F anyh
Guiana awfm
Guildford aroc
Guilfinec aglr
Guimaris , aqib
Guinchos cay axmv
Guinea G almx
Guisanburg awfs
Guiuan aqjo
Guldborg Sound admx
Gulf Stream , ayij
GuU Lt. V AEKQ
Gull I BEWY
Gull Rock , Bcip

Gumaka aqfm
.Gun cay axiv
Gunfleet afph
Gunieh- .aklr
Gureina akur
Guruni Hd ajvl
Gurupa R awbn
Gurupi R AWDM
Gustaf Hr aybp
Gutvik abkq
Gutzlaff I AOFB
Guyon I > bcrg
Guysborough bcov
Guzerat amxj
Gwa ANLQ
Gwddar amwd
Gwatar B amvz
Gythium aims

Haaks Lt. V abcd
Haaler Is abzf
Haarbjerget abhm
Haarlem aeck
Haber Ness adfq
Habana axnw
Habibas Is akzf
Habitants Hr bcpw
Hacha, La awls
Hachken R apcb
Hacking, P asjo
Hadersleben adgo
Hadlock, P atzq
Haedik I agol
Hafringe acir
Hagi Aovc
Hague, C. de la agcq
Hague, The aeco
Haidar Pasha akbb
Haiderabad amwu
Haifa akso
Haifong anxc
Hainan anxl
Hains Pt aogp
Haisborough Lt. V afnr
Haitan Str aobr
Haiti AXTC
Haiti, C AXTS
Haiyang aoil
Haiyuntau I ackv
Hakata aowe
Haken acdx
Hakluyts Hd abdg
Hakodate apks
Hales Bluff asmb
Half-Moon cay awqn
Half-Moon Shoal Lt awvl
Halfway Rock bamf
Halifax bclp
Halifax B aswx
Haiki ajyb
Hallam adyw
Hallands Wadero acdg
Hallo abzr
Hall Sound aqte
Halmstad acdf
Halong B anxf
Hals ADPW
Halskov ADLW
Halten Is ablm
Halys Pt AKMQ
Hamada aouy
Hamamatsu apge
Hamanaka aplk
Hambantotti anez
Hamburg aduv
Hamelin B aepd
Hamilton (Bermuda) ayih
Hamilton (Ontario) bdxw
Hamilton (Queensland) asui
Hamilton, P aomu
Hamilton Inlet beya
Hammamet akvz
Hammero abhx
Hammer Pt acfg
Hammerfest abgr
Hammershus acfb
Hamnskar acbe
Hampton bajx
Hampton Roads ayvn
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HAN—HOBRO.

Han R anzw
Hancock, C audc
Handa apfy
Handkerchief Lt. V baem
Haneda aphy
HangchauB aobr
Hangklip, C alwv
Hango ACQP
Hanish Is amrx
Hanko abys
Hankow aohx
Hand I acfu
Hanobugten acfp
Hanoi anwv
Hanois agde
Hanover advc
Hanstholm adqv
Hanswest (Hansweerd) aegd
Haonbaikan I anvm
Haparanda acnv
Hapsal ACTP
Haradsskar acij

Harbour Grace bevl
Harbour 1 axjo
Harburg advb
Harcourt B aqzn
Hardanger Fiord abrz
Harderwijk aebl
Hardwick aymb
Hardwicke B artg
Hardy, P atbd
Hare B bexn
Hare I aneb
Harfleur apzj

Harg ACKQ
Haringhdta R anju
Harlem azor
Harlem Ship Canal azps
Harlingen adzc
Haro, C aumb
Haro Str atwz
Harrington (England) aewm
Harrington Inlet asne
Harrington (Me.) bauh
Harstad abhu
Hartland Pt aepk
Hartlepool aelu
Harvey Corner bazp
Harwich apos
Hasenore Hd adkl
Hasle ACFD
Haasel abhr
Haste Aftera Sh ahbs
Hastellic Pt agnq
Hastings (Sussex) aelc
Hastings asgb
Hastings Hr anpc
Hastings, P bcpq
Hastings R asno
Hasvig ABGU
Haszard Pt bdap
Hatanga R apqo
Hatholm abve
Hatien anuy
Hatinh anwp
Hatteras, C aytc
Hatteras Inlet aysz
Hattes, Les awgl
Hatzfeldt Hr aqtu
Haugesund absz

Haulbowline I apwt
Haulover Isthmus bcqu
Hausui B ANxa
Haut Banc du Nord agqi
Haute 1 bcda
Havannah Hr aqxs
Have, La, R bcjn
Havelock atdy
Havosund abgk
Havre afzh
Harve Bouche bcpk
Havre de Grace azdx
Havre du Robert ayev
Hawaii abez
Hawaiian Is arby
Hawke, C asnc
Hawkes B atli
Hawkesbury, P bcpt

Hawkesbury R aslw
Hawksbury atjp
Haya saki Ch aoxn
Hayatomo Str aovx
Hayle aepf
Hayti aysk
Heard I amjs
Heath Pt bdlk
H^aux de Br^hat aghm
Hebert, P bcis
Hebrides afcq
Heceta Hd audy
Hector atfg
Heda Hr apgr
Hedjaz Province amqy
Heiligenhaten adem
Heisternest acxy
Hekkingen abhb
Hela Pt Acxw
Helder. adzk
Helensburg aezf
Helensville atbh
Helgeraaen .abxd
Helgoland advj
Helle ABWR
Hellehavn Pt adnl
Helleholm admb
Helles, C ajwt
Hellevik aboc
Hellevoetsluis aedo
Hell Gate azpr
Helliar Holm apbp
Hellig Veer abjl
Helliso ABRF
Hellman acqd
Hellville amgr
Helsingborg acdv
Helsingfors ACQX
Helsingkallan acox
Helsingor adoy
Helwick Lt. V aers
Hempstead azsc
Hen Pt AOGZ
Hen & Chickens Reef Lt. V. .azxt
Hendrick Hd bamx
Henlopen, C azhs
Hennings Vser abiq
Henry, C ayvb
Henzada anmi
Heongsan, P aocb
Hepburn aplp

Heppens adwq
Heraklea aknf
H^rault, R ahqp
Herbert asvb
Herbert R asxc
Herbertshoh aqug
Herbes, Pt. aux axbe
Hereford Inlet azlt
Herkla (Hergla) akvy
Herm agdj
Hermit Is aquw
Hermopolis ajqy
Hermoso, Mt avmx
Hernosand acmf
Hefon I BDji
Heron Neck (Green I.) bark
Herradura, P. (Cent. Am.)..AUSB
Herradura, P. (Chile) aveh
Hervey B astp
Herzegovina ajgp
Hesselo I adks
Heste Hd adng
Hestskjser abmz
Heugh AFLV
Hfeve, C. la afzg
Hever R adsy
Hewittville asvf
Hexham a8me
Heyst aehi
Hibi Ch AOWM
Hiddensee I adbq
Hiechechin B anzl
Hielm adkn
Hierapetra ajpt
Hierro alfj
Highlands bafw
Higuera, C aguh
Higuerita Bar...-. , . . .ahdq
Hi]i AOZD
Hijo AQKR
Hiku sima aovq
Hillsborough bazr
Hillsborough B Bczx
Hillsborough I. (Baily Is.)..aqvs
Hillswick AFGV
Hilo ARFB
Hilton Head I aynr
Himesima aozg
Hinchinbrook aswz
Hindo ABQP
Hingham bahm
Hinlopen Str abdh
Hino misaki apek
Hiogo .\PBS

Hirado aowe
Hirado no Seto aowq
Hirosima aozu
Hirota B apjs

Hirsova, or, Hirssova akev
Hirtshals adqe
Hirtaholm adqk
Hisaka sima aowx
Hitokatpu B apmc
Hittero abuq
Hiva Oa aroe
Hjelm ADKN
Hobart asgp
Hoboken azoq
Hoborg ACHF
Hobro ADPN
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HOBSON—INDIO.

Hobson B aryt
Hodeida amrv
Hoedekenskerke aegb
Hoek AEBF
Hog I. Lt. V Azwp
Hoganas acdr
Hogan Group ascw
Hogland : . .acsu
Hogsholm. ABOY
Hogsten, or, Hogstenen abok
Hohe Weg Flat adwi
H5ien adqo
Hoievarde abtn
Hoihau B anxp
Hokianga R atbd
Hokitika atfw
Hokushu APKJ
Holar BFAQ
Holbek ADLG
Holdfast B ARVE
HoUsender Deep adot
Hollam's Bird I alum
Holland (Mich.) bekj
HoUen abvm
HoUesley B afor
Holmedal absn
Holmengraa abrd
Holmestrand abyo
Holmogadd aomt
Holmon acmz
Holmudden achp
Hoi Ness ADFS
Holsteinborg bezw
Holtenau adet
Holy I - APKu
JEolyhead aetl
Homborgsund abwc
Hommelviken abmh
Honawar anbx
Honda - - .awmf
Hon Dau I axxb
Hondeklip B alvu
Honduras awpb
Honfleur agbe
Honga R azfk
Honghai B anzj

Hongkong anym
Hon Kobe, P anwc
Honmoku Lt. V aphs
Honolulu AHFX
Honshu AOTB

Hood Canal atzu

Hood, P BCVK
Hoogly ANIR

Hook of Holland aecv
Hook of Schouwen aepd
HookPt AFWG
Hooper Str azfn

Hoorn adzv
Hopedale beyg
Hope I ANHC
HopePt ATPO

Hope, P BDXQ
Hora AJXN

Hormigas, Las ahjg

Hom,C AVJY

Horn I AXCR
Hornbsek adpe

Horn Reefs Lt. V adrs

Horsburgh Lt ansz

Horsens adjp
Horst ACYP
Horta ALcs
Horten abxw
Horton bceu
Horup Haff adgb
Hougue, La agcb
Hourtin r ; . agtf
Houston AWVF
Houtman Rocks army
HOV Huk ADJR
Hov Sand .adir
Howe, C '. Ascj
Howe Ch ASQP
Howrah anjl
Howth Bailey afux
Hoy APES
Hoya B aqpw
Hoyer adsl
Hoylake aeuk
Huacho . . • AUYL
Huafo I AVIM
Huaheine I arhg
Huaina Pisagua B avch
Huanchaco: auxm
Huanillos avce
Huarmey auyh
Huasco, P AVDW
Hubbard Cove .^cktj

Hudiksvall aclt
Hudson B beyl
Hudson City azon
Hudson R azow
Hu6 , ANWM
Huelva ahdu
Hueneme Pt auit
Huertas, C ahjr
Huevos I AVEP
Hufvudskar acjd
Hligli Pt ANJF
Hdgli R ANIR
Huilingsan Hr anxz
Hukau AOHM
Hull (England) afmr
Hull (Mass.) bahj
Humacao axwr
Humansdorp alxu
Humber R afmn
Humboldt aupg
Humt Adjim akvh
Hunchun aopg
Hungary aiyl

Hunghwa Ch aobn
Hunstanton afnm
Hunter Cove aubr
Hunter I asez
Hunter Pt. Dock (Cal.) augk
Hunter R asmn
Hunting I ayog
Huntington azet

Huntly ATBW
HuonR ASGP

HurlockB aptl

Huron I bbow
Huron Lake befq

Huron, P "efr

Hurst Castle aemg
Hump ADPR

Husevegg abtjh

Hussein Pt akpe

Hustad ABNF
Husum adsx
Hutt, P ATOV
Hven I ACDY
Hvidingso abth
Hvidsteen abym
Hwangchau aohw
Hwanghai aoij
Hyannis badx
Hydra .' ajnu
Hyferes ahtv
Hylleholt adnt
Hythel asfy

ana R apoz
ba AQED
bn HS,ni Pt akrt
bo AMCE
brahim, P amqp
braila akes
Ca AUZM
CaCOS Pt AYHI
cacos Road awqx
celand bfac
chabo ALup
chang fu aoif
da '. ALPB
do ACID
eraka P ajng
ero P AJUB
er6s, C akmf.
Iggesund aclu
flesias aieb
ata, P APCi

ki sima aowg
pa R amfy

lay AVBN
lette Pt 1 AHVB
Ifracombe (England) aept
Ifracombe (Tasmania) asdy
Iha Grande avtg
lin I AQcu
Uinois

^
BEJL

locos .' aqer
loilo AQID
mabari apeb
maidzumi gawa apju
mari aowp
mbetiba avud
mbituba avrs
mbros ajup
mperatore Pt aiho
mperial Hr aorb
imperial R avhp
imuruk Lake atpy
nacceasible I alvh
nada akdf
nch Keith afjm

n chon aoln
n Dail Loch. aezw
ndependencia B auzs
nderamayu Pt apvk
ndia amwl
ndian I baoz
ndian R axie
ndian Tickle .bexy
ndiana '. .beju
ndianola awun
ndigirka R apox
ndioPt. Lt. V avno
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INDRAGIRIE—KAILUA.

Indragirie R aprt
Indus R AMWR
Ineboli, C akmx
Infreschi, P aijl

Ingonish bcug
Ingornachoix B berw
Ii^amboio ambk
Inisheer afhh
Inishgort afrq
Inishowen Hd aftd
InishtrahuU afsz
Injeh, akmw
Injir B akcp
Inkerman akhl
Inland Sea aozf
Innambin R alzw
Inner Road ahtm
Inokushi, P aoyp
Inskip Pt ASRCi

Intermediate Lt. V anit
Inuboye saki apiu
Inverary aezh
Invercargill atgj
Invergorden afhv
Inverness afhz
Investigator Str arto
lomfruland abws
lona APBT
Ionian Is ajhg
Ipsera Islet akpo
Ipswich fEngland) : . . .apov
Ipswich (Mass.) bajo
Ipswich (Queensland) asqr
Iquique avcp
Ireland afpo
Ireland I ayip
Iris R. AJM0
Iro saki. . ; apgv
Iroquois Pt belw
Irrawaddy R anlx
Irvine aeyj
Isaac Hr bcnx
Isabela, P aqlk
Isaccea '. akeq
Isaki AOZJ
Ischia 1 ..uGz
Ise Fiord adlb
Ise Sea apfi
Ishikari R apmq
Ishima. apdc
Ishi no maki apje
Isidore B ajli
Isigny agbw
Iskanderdn akro
Iskanderdn G akrn
Islands, B. of atnm
Islay (Peru) avbn
Islay (Scotland) aezr
Islay Sound apbe
Isleta Pt alet
Ismailia aktm
Ismid ajyl
Isola AIVY
Isonzo R AivG
Ispe Pt ACGT
Israelite B ' arqo
lese H'd adju
Istapa AUQB
Istria Aivu
Istria, C. d' Aivx

Isumi Str apcb
Itabapuana avun
Italy AHVW
Itamaraca I avzu
Itapacaroya B avsh
Itaparica I avxw
Itapemerim avup
Itap^rina B amey
Itapuan Pt avyp
Ithaca I ajiCm

Ivi, C .'..... .AKYU
Iviza AHNS
Ivory Coast almq
Iwaga saki apik
Iwanai B apmv
Iwo sima aoxh
lyo nada aozq
Izabel Awaj

Jablanaz, P ajbr
Jackson • awzu
Jackson, F. . . , aync
Jackson, P asjw
Jacksonville ayjk
Jacmel axuz
JaCobstadt acou
Jade R , adwk
Jsederens Pt abue
JAfafebad amxu
Jaffa, C ARWP
Jafnapatam anfk
Jaguarybe R... awcl,
Jaltepeque Lagoon auqp
Jaluit aqvy
Jamaica axqz
Jambie B apru
Jambu Ayer apqs
James B beyr
James P azrn
James R aywl
James Town alvd
Jamestown Hr. . : aqvd
Jammer B acqs
Jammerland B adlu
Jandia Pt aleq
Janet, C ahru
Janjira Hr amzs
Jan Mayen I bpau
Japan aosz
Japara Islet apvw
Jar Fiord abpv
Jardeheu Pt agcs
Jarman I arlt
Jarrow afln
Jdshak, C AMVT
Jasmund ' adbl
Jassy AKPi
Java apuq
Javea ahkb
Jeba R alir
Jebeil akse
Jebel Teir amrt
Jebel Zukur amry
Jeddah amrj
Jeddore Rock bcmk
Jekoits Hr aqvd
Jelai R. aqb v
Jella Koffi ALNP
Jerba, C. el akxt
Jerba I akvf

Jeremias Anchorage albk
Jericho aksv
Jersey agdn
Jersey City azok
Jershoft acyj
Jerusalem aksx
Jervis B asje
Jervis, C arvk
Jezirat NAbiyu Tanb amvl
Jezirat at Tawfla amvo
Jezireh akbj
Jibuti AMOY
Jidda amrj
Jidjelli AKXw
Jinoiiuen aoln
Jobabo AXQB.
JoboS, P AXYC
Johanna I amde
John R BcxD
Johnstone R asxo
Johore R ansy
Joka sima aphp
Joliette Basin , . .ahsd
Jolo AQLI
Jondal ABSP
Jones Pt ~. AZDo
Jonquifere, C aorm
Jordan R bcig
Jouan G ahuz
Jourimain I bcxv
Juan de Fuca Str atxk
Juan de Nova I amhc
Juan Fernandez I avpm
Juana apvy
Juba AMNW
Jubal, Str amqj
Jubia B agxn
Juby, C ALci
Jucar, R ahkj
Jucaro axpy
Judith Pt Azuw
Jugru R ANRV
Jmst I ADXT
Juja Pt AJDZ
Jdldia Hill ankl
Juneau atqk
Juniskaren acmd
Junin Avci
Junkseylon anpm
Jupiter Inlet axib
Jura Sound aezv
Jutland ADJM

Kabelvaag abil
Kabinda alkw
Kabes akvi
Kada B apex
Kadiak I atrw
Kadi Kioi akbd
Kadosh Pt akjz
Kaffa AKHW
Kaffu- Kuyl B .\lxh
Kaffraria alvq
Kage acnl
Kageno sima aoxf
Kagoshima aoyc
Kaiiilui Hr arfk
Kaibobo Road aqrb
Kaikoura atjq
Kailua arpg
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KAIPARA^KEWAUNEE.

Kaipara Hr atbb
Kaisariyeh aksr
Kaiserfahrt aczf
Kaiser Hr adwe
Kaiser Wilhelm Canal aduf
Kaiser Wilhelmsland aqtn
Kaitan athy
Kakesuka minato apqf
Kalagaan R apzn
Kalaioki acoq
K£(lama ^ audk
Kalamaki ajog
Kalamata ajmi
Kalamuti Hr ajwi
Kalantan antu
Kalazak ajzk
KalMdenLt. V..: acre
Kalgalaksha abfd
Kaliakra, C akdy
Kalibia akwb
Kalimno ajsq
Kalingapatam anhk
Kaliu aquo
Kaliwan R aoct
Kalix. ^ ACNz
Kalk Ground Lt. V adfp
Kalkgrundet Lt. V acek
Kallo I ACPB
Kalloni, P - - -Ajtw
Kallundborg adlr
Kalmar acgj

Kalmar Sound acgp
KaloB ADKE
Kaiolimno (Archipelago)— ajsp

Kalolimno (Mammara) ajyv

Kalomo ajix

Kalpi Anchorage anjc

Kaltura anep
Kalvebodeme Lt. V ados

Kamaishi apjw

KamaoPt anvd
KamaranHr amrq
Kamatasaki apdb

Kamchatka apne

KamchyR akds

Kamerun R alqj

Ka,mir ajzw

Kamish akif

Kamo AOTW
Kamoisaki apmu

Kamorta anod
Kamouraska bdpx

Kampen (Netherland) aebn
Kampen (Schleswig) adso

Kampong Ton R anuw
KamrangB anwb
Kanagawa aphw
KanahenaPt arfn

KanaisG akup

KanalaB arbd

Kanazawa aoui

-Kanburi anuf

KandalakG abfg

Kandalaksha abfi

Kandavu ,-
arcb

Kandeliusa ajsl

Kandi ANBO

Kandilli akcl

KanedaB aphj

Kangan amvd

Kangaroo I artu
Kangio Bank anvr
Kangdn amvd
Kankao R anuz
Kannanur anci
Kanonsaki aphl
Kanso acbp
Kapau AQSE
Kapiti I ATDM
Kappel Pt ACGY
Kappeln adpc
'Kapsali B ajnb
Kapury apng
Kara, C ajvx
Kara Sea abdo
Kara Str abds
Kara-Agatch aknb
Karabane I alib
Karabuga ajzu
Kara Bumu (Black Sea) akdc
Kara Bumu (Levant) akqd
Karachi _ amwp

' Karadash Bumu akqr
Karaga Hr apns
KaraghatchHr akpu
Karaginski I apnu

i Kara-Herman akei
Karakaiki B aqoi
Karamania akps
Karamea R atfc

Karamusal ajyn
Karang Mas apws
Karatsu - .aowi
Klrikal anfx
Kariya aowl
Karlo ACOL
Karlshamm acfv
Karlskrona acfw
Kamafuli R ankj
Kar Nicobar anob
Karquines augz
Karrebsek admi
Kartal ajyb
Kariunbhar I amxb,
Karun R amuo
Karwar Hd anbt
Kaeado sima aozp
Kasamanze R alhy
Kashi no saki aper
Kasko Acpj

KasomR anpw
Kassandra G ajvz

Kassar actv

Kasserodde adgw
Kastelorizo I akpx
Kastri Pt ajhl

Kastro (Khios) ajto

Kastro (Lemnos) ajui

Kastrup adoi

Katakami apbj

Katakolo ajlp

Katang Islet apvt

KatauR aqsw
Kataura aoxz

KatavitiB acjzc

Katland abuy

KatoreiB aptm

Kats6p6 AMGD

Kattegat acbj

Kattoji saki apkr

Kaua R aqsv
Kauai argb
Kaukhali aniz
Kaulung anyq
Kaunakakai arft
Kaupanger 1 •. . ab«v
Kavak Bumu akbp
Kavala ajwh
Kavfcna akdx
Kawaihae arfe
Kawa saki aphx
Kawatsi apbu
Kawau atnc
Kawhia atoh
Kawur aptf
Kayeli B aqrf
Kazakavitch aoqe
Kealakekua ' arfi
Keats, P ARjx
Kebula B aqom
Kedah R anqi
Ke Diilan I aqpm
Keeling Is aptx
Kefken, C aknh
Kega Pt ANVX
Kel R ALYN
Keiskamma R alyi
Keke Ness adez
Kelumpang B aqbh
Kelung Hr aobt
Kem ABFc
Kema aqmd
Kemi acoe
Kendari B aqmj
Kenmare afqh
Kennebec R baml
Kennebunk .' . . bale
Kennedy, P. (Queensland). aszo
Kennedy, P. (W. Aust.) arm
Kennedy R asyr
Kenosha beiz

Kent Group: ascx
Kent I AZEV
Kentish Knock Lt. V afpk
Keonga B amjx
Kephalo, C '. ajur
Kephez Pt ajwy
Keppel C ASUM
Kerama Group aoyk
Keramot Saki apli

Kerassond (Kerasunda) akmi
Kerdonis Pt agns
Kerempeh, C i akmy
Kerguelen I -—amjr
Kerhuon agko
Kerisoc Pt agjd
Kerkenah Is akvo
Kermadec Is arbx
Kernic agiv
K&oman agne
Kerpenhir Pt agnz
Kertch akih
Kerteminde adiy

Kervasara ajif

Kerynia akqu
Kesennuma apjr

Ketchumville atqf

Keti AMWT
Keum gang aolx
Kewaunee beih
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KEWEENAW—KRA.

Keweenaw B beoq
Key West axqu
Keyham aboc
Kezil Pt AKOS
Khaidari P ajnp
Khamthalia amxp
Khamir amvk
Khania ajpe

Khanlijeh akco
Kharag (Kharij ) I amuy
Khelidromi I ajvm
Khelong B anpk
Kherson akgz
Khersonese, C akhm
Khios AJTM
Khor Fakin amth
Khori R amwy
Khor Rabij amvx
Khorya Morya Is amsq
Khramtshenko atri
Khristinestad acpl
Khunbandar amyf
Khwa anlq
Kiahtsz anzm
Kiama asjk
Kiangyin aofs
Kichau aohv
Kidderpur anjo
Kidderpur Wet Docks anjh
Kidorong Pt apyj
Kiel ADEO
Kiel and Eider Canal adtg
Kienchufu anxo
Kieuhien aogs
Kii Ch APEi
Kikik B anwj
Eliladia P ajnq
Kilcradan Hd apqw
KUdonan Pt aezm
Kilia Mouth akeo
Kilia Pt aknl
Kilifi R AMNH
Kilimdn R amby
Kilindini, P amnb
Kiliomeli, C ajvb
Killala afsd
Killary, B afro
Killybegs afsl
Kiloarda, C akqf
Kilwa Kisiwani amki
Kilwa Kivinje amko
Kimanis B apys
Kimberley (N. Australia) arif
Kimberley (W. Australia), .arlh
Kina Balu apzc
Kinabatangan R apzs
Kinashiri aplt
Kinburn akgi
Kincardine : behg
Kinchau aoki
Kingani R amky
Kingchu fu aojy
King George Sound arpj
King I Ascp
King Pt ARPN
King Road aeqj
KingBCOte arty
Kings Lynn afnk
King Sound arlp
Kingsport bceo

Kingston fJamaica) axsr
Kingston (Ontario) bdwm
Kingston (S. Australia) arwd
Kingstown (Ireland) apvg
Kingstown (St. Vincent) ayfs
Kinhon Hr. (Thinai Hr.). . .anwi
Kinkuwasan apjg
Kinn abps
Klinnard Hd afig

Kino ACUH
Kinsale. afwy
Kinsale, Old Hd. of afxb
Kinservik absj
Kioge ADNY
Kios AJYS
Kipini amnl
Kirchdorf adcl
Kirkcaldy afjo
Kirkcudbright aexn
Kirkeby adsg
Kirkwall i afeq
Kirpen I aknj
Kisaradzu apil
Kish Lt. V AFuz
Kishin amsk
Kishm AMVO
Kisimayu B amnv
Kissa AQox
Kistna R angs
Kistrand abgi
Kiswere Hr amkh
Kita kami R apjm
Kiti, C AKRC
Kitries, C ajmk
Kitta ALNQ
Kiukiang aohr
Kiungani amlc
Kiushan Beacon aofp
Kiushu Aovs
Kiutoan Lt. V aofg
Kiyerr Inlet asib
Kizil Irmak arms
Kizu gawa apbw
Kjeldsnor adim
Kjengskjser ablt
Klagstorp aceo
Kladesholm acbd
Klang ANRQ
Klazati ajzk
Kleines Haff acyw
Kleven abvh
Klinkowstroem B apop
Klinte adjl
Klintehamn achi
KlitmoUer adqw
Klondike R atqo
Klong Bagatae anpl
Klutz Hd ADCN
Knivaia abfh
Knivaniemi acoi
Knocke aegp
Knubble, The baky
Knuds Hd. . 1 adiu
Knysna Hr alxp
Kobberdal abkh
Kobber Grund Lt. V adqg
Kob6 APBR
KocM APcx
Koepang aqop
Koh Chang anuq

Koidzumi apjq
Koko Reef apwk
Kokotoni Hr amlf
Koksi, P , AOCH
Kokskar acsz
Kokuntau Is aomc
Kokura aovz
Kolaba Pt amzo
Kolaba Oby amzp
Kolachel ancy
Kolding ADGT
KoUefjord abge
Kolmakoff F atrg
Kolokithia (Archipelago) ajtq
Koltkithia (Greece) ajmp
Kolorat Hr aizl
Kolyma, R... apow
Komandorski Is apnm
Komatsushima Anch apdh
Komo R ALRE
Konakri aljm
Kondia P ajug
Konge Deep ador
Kongo Free State alsd
Kongo R ALRY
Kongoni ambp
Konigsberg acxd
Konig WiUielm Canal acwh
K6-je Do AOMW
Konstantinovski akgv
Koombanah B .arom
KOOS R. (Coos) AUED
Kopah Inlet anpi
Kopalin acyb
Kopparstenarne Lt. V achs
Korableny Lt. V acsi
Kordion B Iajqt
Korea aolp
KomUoE G aonx
Koroni. .- ajmf
Kororarika B atns
Korsakovsk aorw
ICorshagen adlj
Korshavn adjb
Korso ACQi
Korsor adly
Korsor Road Lt. V adlx
KOS AKPJ
Kosedo Str aov.n
Koseir amqe
Koshiki Is aoxw
Koshiki-sima aowu
Kosi R ALZi

Koslu B AKND
Kosounai aorp
Koster I abzl
Kota Baharu aqbj
Kota-batd aqey
Kota Raja apcjm

Kotawa B aphb
Kotawaringin R aqbu
Kotelnoi I apqc
Kotka I '.

. ACRJ
Kotonu ALNX
Kottapatam. angp
Kotzebue Sound atpq
Kourland acuv
Kowie R ALYB
Kowno Acvi
Kra. - ANPE
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KRAGCHENBURG—LEITH.

Kragchenburg abbt
Kiagero abwq
Kran Fiord abwo
Krasnaia Gorka acsm
Kraut Sand Lt. V aduk
Kraxtepellen Acwu
Kresta G apoh
Krimea akhe
Krimon Java Is apvs
Krionero Pt ajkk
Krishna Lt. V anlz
Kristianstad acfs
Kristiansund abmw
Kro6 apte
KromB alxt
Kronborg adoz
Kronslot acsk
Kronstadt acrv
Kru ALKS
Krusenstem B abct
Kuahoi R anwr
Kua Kam R anwy
Kual5:ue B arbk
Kuantan R antq
Kuaua B aqzy
Kuchinotsu aoxj
Kudat B APYx
Kuga sima aowx
Kuilu R ALRP
Kuji B APED
Kullen ACDN
Kultuznay B apnv
Kumai R aqbs
Kum Kalessi ajwv
Kumagsi. .' alni
Kumpta ANBV
Kum Pt AKPL
Kundapur anbz
Kundari I amzq
Kunfida amro
Kunsan aomd
Kuper Hr aomq
Kure Apcs
Kuri, C AKDG
Kuriat Is akvs
KurU Is APLU
Kurong aqot
Kuru R AWGP
Kuru Chesmeh akbw
Kusaie I aquy
Kush abbv
Kushiro aplh
Kusilvak atqj
Kusimoto APEO
Kuskino abci
Kuakoquim R atre
Kustenjeh. (Kustendji) akec
Kutabdia I ankp
Kutali Road ajzo
Kutch G AMWZ
Kutpur I AMXW
Kuwana appr
Kuweit Hr amub
Kvsernholm abnz
Kvalbein abui
Kvilio abttw
Kvindherred absc
Kvitholm abne
Kvitnes abmy
Kwachau aogb

Kwala Kangsa anrj
Kwala Lumper anrt
Kwamera aqyc
Kwangchauwan anxv
Kwikambo altp
Kwanglotau I aoks
Kyauchau Hr aoik
Kyauk Pyu Hr anlg
Kyholm awy
Kykduin aebx
Kyle Akin apcj
Kyparissia ajlw
Kyz Aul Pt AKHY

Laaland admk
Labiau acwo
Labo ADEN
Labrador bexq
Labdan apyo
Labuan Amok aqni
Labuan Tering B aqnp
Labuk R apzl
Laccadive Is .and]?
Lacepede B arwb
Lachine Canal bdut
Lacre Pt awkr
Ladrone Is. (China) anye
Ladvik abqm
Lady Elliot I astn
Lae o ka Laau arps

adqb
Channel Lt. V adqe
Rende adpz

;oa dos Patos avrg
(Africa) aloe

Lagos (Portugal) ahcy
Lagosta ajbu
Lagostini I ajfk

ar ACQL
B AQJS

Laguerre, P aqyv
Laguinmanoc, P aqgu
Laguna B asrg
Lagundi Str apsw
Lahaina arpm
Laka P ajhs
Lake Borgne awzi
Lake Reeve asbu
Lakhpat R amwy
Lakon antw
Lakona B aqxc
Lamb I bemi
Lambayeque auxg
Lambton Hr atkx
Lamentin aydi
Lamlash aezk
Lamock Is aobc
Lampedusa aipb

Lampon, P aqfl
Lamu AMNP
Lanai arpo
Lancaster aevy
Landerneau agkp
Land's End aeor
Landskrona aceb
Landsort aciu

Landunevds Pt agjm
Langat R anru
Langeland adih
Langenuen .' abry

Langeoog I adxj
Langesund abwu
Langkat R apqw
Langkawi I anqb
Langkiangki aogz
I^angksa R apqu
Lang Ness aexd
Langore adjv
Langotangen abwv
Langshan Crossing aopm
Langston Hr aelp
Langwas I apsh
Lannion aohz
Lantau anyl
Lanvaon Height agji
Lanzarote . . . : aleh
Laon AQjD
Lapland abpk
Lappe Grund Lt. \' adpc
Lara Pt avob
Larangeiras avsn
Laraquete avhg
Laredo agve
Larnaka akrd
Larne aptq
Ldrut R ancjx
Lasserre Pt avkp
Lassan..; •= aczr
Latakiyah akrv
Latham I amku
Latimer Reef azub
Latour, P bchu
Lauersvcelgen abzg
Laumuho aojs
Launceston asej
Laurkollen abyq
Laiirvik abxi
Lauterbach adbh
Lauwerzee adyr
Lavaca awtjq
Lavaissiere B arbe
Lavandou ahup
LavEipi^ Pt avhk
Lavata B avdi
Lavezzi I aibj
Lavrova Hr apny
Lazaref , P aonp
Lazaret Basin ahsc
Lazaretto Road ahti
League I azkd
Leander Pt arnh
Leander Tower akbh
Leasowe aeum
Leba acyp
Lebak, P aqkv
Lebbin acze
Lebesby abgp
Lebidah akvb
Lebu P AVHM
Led Sund acqm
Leeds apmx
Leer adyi
Leeuwin, C arpp
Leeward Is AxitM
Leghorn ahyc
L6gu6, Le agpt
Leichau anxxi
Leipzig ACWB
Leite aqjf
Leith APKD
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LEIXOES—LOOKOUT.

Leixoes P ahbf
Leka abkp
Lekanger aboz
Lekhanger abqr
Lekki alod
Lema Is anyt
Leman & Ower Lt. V afnv
Lemantin Pt axtg
Leme Ch aiwt
Lemnos ajue
Lemvig adrk
Lena R apqe
Lenha, P. da alsp
Lensviken ably
Leonardstown B azbg
Leones Isle avmb
Leopoldville alsm
Lepanto ajle
Lepreau Pt... bayh
Lepsorev abod
Lequeitio aguq
Lerdalsoren abqw
Lerhamn acdq
Lerici ahxr
Lero (Archipelago) ajsu
Lero (Bergen) abrm
Lervig abrw
Lerwick ; afop
Lesina ajed
Leskar ' acnp
Leton Ek alhp
Letti I AQOz
Leucate ahpx
Leukungtao aoit
Levanger abmi
Levant akpq
Levant Is ahud
Levanto ahxk
Levanzo aimw
Leven, P amdz
Levi, C AGCL
L^vis BDTG
Levitha ajse
Levuka aecn
Lewes azib
Lewis afcs
Lewiston bdyi
Leyden abcm
Leyre R agtk
Liakhov apqb
Liant, C anum
Liauho aokb
Liautishan Promontory aokl
Liautung Province aojx
Libau AcvF
Libby I. ; bavp
Libeccio Pt aimu
Liberia alkh
Libertad auql
Libreville .... alrd
Licata ailz
Licosa Pt AUG
Lidung B apec
Lievely P bezq
Liffey R afvb
LignanoP aiur
Ligua B avet
Liim Fiord adpu
Likuri Hr ...arcp
Lildstrand adqt

Lille Blegen absv
Lille Feisten abud
Lillesand abvz
Lillo AEGQ
Lima auyv
Lima R agzy
Limasol akqz
Limeni P ajml
Limerick aprd
Limhamn acen
Limon, P awon
Limones R axqj
Limpopo R ALzs
Linano B aqkw
Linaro, C aifw
Lincoln, P arsp
Lindaas abrh
Linde R .ambx
Lindesnses abuz
Lindi R '. .amke
Lindos . ajrz
Linga aprl
Lingan Hd .^ bcsh
Lingayen i-. aqep
Lingi R anrz
Linja amvh
Linnhe Loch apbn
Linosa aipf
Linschoten Is aoyg
Lions Rump alwk
Lipari I aio"E
Lipso I Ajsv
Liptrap ^ aezy
Lisbon ahce
Lisburne, C atpm
Liscanor afeg
Liscia P aicr
Liscomb Hr boni
Lisle AFXM
L'Islet BDRK
Lismore I afbcj
Lissa AJEK
Lister abue
Lister Deep adse
Lith AMEL
Little Basses anfc
Little Belledune Pt bdpj
Little Belt adgy
Little Cayman axqw
Little Cumberland I aykl
Little Curacao I awkx
Little Denier I bewg
Little Egg Hr azml
Little Fish B alub
Little Gull I azqy
Little Hope Islet bgiv
Little Karas I aprn
Little Popo ALNu
Little Ross aexm
Little Sando abnc
Little Sea Hill asho
Liusne aclq
Livadhi, P ajqe
Livadia B ajsg
Liverpool (England) aeuv
Liverpool (N. B.) bcyq
Liverpool (N. S.) bcje
Liverpool, P amgy
Liverpool R ariw
Livingstone awqh-

Livisa axly
Lixuri ajkh
Liyushan aoht
Lizard, The aeol
Lizard I asyp
Ljugarn achw
Llanelly aerw
Llanes agvw
Llansd AHNL
Llarga Pt ahon
Llico AVFY
Llobregat ahmb
Lloret AHME
Lloyd, P AQvu
Loanda I alte
Loanda, P. of altb
Loango B alrq
LobitO B ALTR
Lobos de Afuera auxf
Lobos i; (Canary Is.) alen
Lobos I. (Uruguay) avqj
Lobos cay axmt
Loch Fyne aezg
Loch In Dail aezw
Lockeville arcs
Loc-Maria agnm
Lodbjerg adqz
Lodingen : abid
Lofoten Is abic
Lofsta aclb
Logan R asqx
Loggerhead cay axgo
Logstor adrg
Loneiya amrp
Loire, R .agpp
Loka I AOEG
Lokiang , . aocg
Lolo I AftTC
Loma Pt AUJK
Lomaloma ardm
Lomas (Cape) Roadstead...avbd
Lombardy aiuw
Lombok aqnl
Lomma acbh
London aehv
Londonderry afte
London Docks abjn
London Sh acsl
Long Branch t..AZMR
Long Hope afeu
Long Hr bets
Long I. (Bahamas) axkb
Long Island (N. Y.) azpl
Long Island Hd bahg
Long Island Sound azqk
Longone, P ahyt
Long Pt. (Erie) bbap
Long Pt. (Mass.) bagi
Long Pt. (Tasmania) ashi
Long Pilgrim I bdpr
Long Sand Lt.V.(Bengal)....ANiw
Long Sand Lt.V. (England), .afpe
Longships Lt aeoq
Longstone apkv
Longueuil bddk
Lonsdale P aryb
Loo Rock ALDS
LoOgP AQHD
Look6 P AMDX
Lookout, C ayrm
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Loop Hd APQu
Lopakta, C apnq
Lopez, C. (Africa) alri
'Lopez I. (Wash.) atyz
Loppen ABGW
Loqu6 AMDX
Lorain bedp
Lome P bcPa
Lourenfo Marquez alzo
Lorient agnd
Lord Howe I. akbw
Los, Isles de aljh
Los ViloS AVEO
Lota -.AVHB
Louis, P. (France) agmz
Louis, P. (Mauritius) amib
Louis, P. Lt. V amic
Louis, P."(W. I.) AYDO
Louisburg Hr bcrj
Louisiade Archipelago aqtm
Louisiana awvx
Louttit B AKXW
Lovisa ACHi
Low Hd ASDP
Low i ASYD
Low Pt AOHU
Lower California aukj
Lower Pt. Clear axbk
Lower Traverse Lt. V bdqs
Lowestoft: apoi
Lowly Pt ARSJ
Loyalty Is arbq
Luanco agwp
Luarca agwq
Lubang I aqde
Llibeck (Germany) adcb
Lubeck (Me.) bavx
Lucietta I ajdg
Lucifer Lt. V apvn
LuCOn AGQD
Lucrecia Pt axmp
Ludington beky
Ludlam Beach azlw
Ludlow, P ATZS
Luikangtao aoit

Lulea ACNT
Lundo ABLQ
Lundy I aepm
Luneburg advf
Lunenburg bcjw
Lungmun Hr aoiu

Lungo, P. (Dalmatia) ajco

Lungo P. (Istria) aiyb

Lungo ACMG
LuparR apyc
Lusaran Pt aqih

Lussin Piccolo aizk

Lutke Hr apor
Lutostrak I ajcp

Luz, Pdela aleu

II Luzon I ACJDJ

Lydo ADHS
Lyen abmq
Lyme Regis abnc

Lymington aemf
Lynchburg awve
Lyngen
Lyngor
Lyngsbek
Lynn

ABGX
ABWM
.ADKI
.BAIK

Lynn Haven ayve
Lynn Well Lt. V afne
Lynus Pt aetv
Lyon AHRL
Lyon, G. of ahqi
Lyse Ground adkt
Lysekil I .' acbp
Lyser Ort acdx
Lythap aevp
Lyttolton , atjg
Lytton ASQN

Maas Lt. V abcp
Maas R jaecq
Maasluis aedf
Maatsuyker I aspo
Maba Road aqrj
Mabou ; BCVH
Macah6 avup
Macao anyg
Macapa awel
Macareo R awir
MacAu AWCG
Macclesfield Bank anxi
Macdonnell, P arwx
Macdonnell Sound aruh
Macedonia ajvq
Macei6 avyx
Machias bavo
Machiasport bavl
Machias Seal I baxm
Machichaco, C aguv
Machipongo Inlet azgr
Macin aket
Mackau I aomj
Mackey aswe
Mackenzie R asuw
Mackenzie R. (Alaska) atpq
MacKinnon Hr bctx
Mack Reef aubt
MacLean asoj
MacLeay R asny'
Macoripe Pt awcp
Macoris axun
Mac'quarie Pt askd
Macquarie Hr aspg
Macquarie I atox
Macquarie, Lake asmh
Macquarie. P asnm
Madagascar amdo
Maddalena I aict

Maddy, Loch apdb
Madeira aldq
Madeira R awfi
Madison, P aubn
Madoc, P ' aesy
Madonna I ajht

Madonna Pt aiwc

Madraga B albc

Madras angj
Madrid agud
Madryn, P avmh
Madural apwf
Msesholm adfl

Maestra Pt aith

Mafia I AMics

Magadoxa amoc
Magallanes aqhi

Magdalen, C bdna
Magdalen Is bdph

Magdalena B. (Mexico) aukz
Magdalena B abde
Magdalena R awly
Magellan Str avjg
Magerosund abgj
Magnisi '., ailh
Magnok B aqgp
Magothy R azdb
MaMbalipur Pagodas angh
Mahakan R aqbe
Mahambo Pt ambo
Mahanadi.R anib
Mahanoro ames
Mah6 ANCL
Mahe I amjb
MaMbourg amil
Mahedia akvr
Mahi R amyj
Mahon, P ahpb
Mahone bckf
Mahukona arpd
Mahuwa amxv
Maidens aptp
Maikulaung anud
Mai Kussa aqsm
Maine bakp
Maintirano amfp
Maisonneuve bdun
Maitencillo - avel
Maitland asmt
Maitland, P bead
MajambarB amge
Majar B akov
Majorca ahod
Makalla amsh
Makambi R ampt
Makarska ajdu
Makassar aqmx
Makassar Str aqmu
Makil AMUX
Makisar aqox
Makrin Coast...' amvu
Makri Hr akpw
Maksa amvt
Maktan I aqio
Makung Hr aovc
Malabar Coast anch
Malabar Pt amze
Malabata Pt albg
Malabrigo Road auxk
Malacca ansc
Malacca Str anpz
Malago AHGO
Malaita I aqwj
Malalag P aqku
Malamocco P aito
Malampaya Sound aqcf
Malangen abhd
Malaspina, P avlq
Malay Peninsula anph
Malcolm Pt arpz
Maldive Is andk
Maldon appm
Maldonado- (Mexico) auop
Maldonado (Uruguay) avqh
Mile andm
Malea, C ajnd
Maleg Hr afce
Malekula aqxh
Malemba B alrv
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MALFATANO—MATIFU.

Malfatano, P aieo
Malheureux C amib
Malimba R alqk
Malin Hd afsy
Malindi, amnj
Malinska P aizx
Mallagoota Inlet ascf
Mallawall6 I apzf
Mallicolo aqxh
Malmo ACEj
Maloren acnx
Maloyama apmt
Malpeque bdbp
Malsoro B aqmw
Malta aioq
Maltezana ajsi

Malw;an anbg
Mamanguape awbg
Mamberonmo R aqtx
Mambolo. aljs
Mambulao P acjfe

Mamuju B aqmz
Mamutzu amdk
Man, Isle of aewu
Manado • aqlz
Manacle Rks aeok
Mana Dock avqd
Managua aure
Mananjara R amet
Mangos awfc
Manapad Pt andv
Manar •. ..anep
Manar, G. of andt
Manati R axwh
Manawatu R atdi
Manchac, Pass awzk
Manchester aevs
Manchester Ship Canal ... .aeux
Manchuria aopc
Manda Roads amnq
Mandal abvp
Mandalay anmp
Mandalike I apvx
Mandao aqhl
Mandarin ayjq
Mandavi R anbl
Mandinga Hr awnk
Mandinga Pt auwg
Mandraki ajnx
Mandri, P ajov
Mandurah arok
Mandvi amxb
Manfredonia airc
Mangalia akef
Mangalore ancf
Mangareva Is argt
Mangarim aqcv
Mangolia akef
Mangrol amxq
Manhattan azqg
Manicouagan bdnv
Manila aqdt
Maninzari amet
Manistee beld
Manitou R bdmr
Manitou I beon
Manitoulin I begx
Manitowoc beik
Manly Beach aslq
Manna R alkd

Mannefjord abvi
Manning R asnf
Manningtree afow
Mano R alkx
Manokin R azfw
Manora Pt amwq
Manta B auvf
Mantanzas ayiv
Manukau atbn
Manzanilla B aunk
Manzanilla I awns
Manzanillo (Cuba) axqh
Manzanillo B. (Haiti) axty
Manzo ajcq
Maplin Sands aeib
Maputa R alzp
Maquereau Pt bdkg
Maracaibo awlk
Marad amzt
Maranhao awdc
Marano aius
Marans. agqp
Marawang Road apso
Marbella ahgk
Marblehead (Lake Erie) bbdg
Marblehead (Mass) bAia
Marchesa B apzj
Marcus Hook azjo
Mare I augt
Marennes agrd
Margarita I awje
Margate aekf
Maria, Loc agnj
Maria, P axrg
Mariager adpm
Marianas acjvk
Marias R asnq'
Maria Teresa Mole aiys
Maria Van Diemen, C aszy
Marie Galante ayeb
Mariel, P axny
Marien adef
Marifjseren abhc
Marigot aybh
Mariguana I axkl
Marin (Spain) agzj
Marin (W. I.) ayez
Marina I aqxd
Marinduque I aqgr
Marine City befk
Marine Transport Railway, .bcaq
Maritime Basin ahrz
Maritime aimt
Mariupol akiu
Mariveles, P aqdw
Marjoribanks Hr aolw
Markelsdorf Pt adeg
Marken I aebc
Market Rock acqb
Markhab akrw
Marmara I ajzc
Marmarice akpt
Marongo amou
Marohi amcz
Maroni R awgj
Marquesas Is argc
Marquette bepa
Marsa el K6bir akzc
Marsala ; aimo
Marsa Omrakum akug

Marsa Scirocco aiow
Marsa Sousah akup
Marsa Tebruk akui
Marsa Zafran akuw
Marseillan ahqm
Marseille ahrw
Marsha I ambc
Marshall Is aqvx
Marshall Pt baoe
Marstal adig
Marsten abrp
Marstrand acbi
Martaban G anof
Martina-, C alty
Marthas Vineyard bacu
Martigues ahrq
Martin, C ahvn
Martin, R bdng
Martin Garcia I avpk
Martinique ayej
Martinscica (Martincica ) P.

.

aizh
Martins Industry Lt. V aynl
Martin Vas I awcb
Marudu B apzb
Marugame apdx
Mary R asrw
Maryborough ashy
Maryland .iZCQ

Maryland Pt azbv
Maryport aewp
Marysville aubf
Masanpo aonb
Masbate I aqhj
MSseskar abzt
Mashike apml
Mashonaland ambo
Masinglok P aqeh
Masio, P AXPQ
Masfra G amsv
Maskat amtb
Maskhal I ankq
Maski APML
M&sknuf Adiz
Masnou ahmi
Maspalomas Pt alex
Massab^ alrs
Massachusetts azxq

Lubrense aihu
ALTJ

Massaua Hr ampt
Masuji R APSL
Masuliptam angv
Mata, P 1 Axu
Matagorda awuh
Matakong I aun
Matamoros awti
Matane bdnp
Matanzas axntj
Matanzas Caleta (Chile) avft
Matapan, C aimo
Matapwa R amng
Matar6 .\nMK
Mataura R atgp
Matchedash B behs
MaternilloB Pt axmp
Mathew Town axkz
Mathias Pt azbm
Mathurin B _.amit
Mati aqkn
Matifu, C AKYJ
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MATILDA—MISCOU.

Matilda bdve
Matinicus Rock baon
Matitanaaa R amexj
Matochkin Shar (Strait) abdq
Matoya apI'd

'

Matsugatiama B aplx
Matsumai apkm
Matsu shima apiy
Matsiiyama _

apbc
Mattapoiset azyr
Mattinata aird
Matupi I AQUJ
Matura anev
Maturin awiv
Mauger beach Lt bome
Majiger cay ._. awqt
Maui I -" arfj
Mauka Cove aors
Maullin avhy
Maumusson Ch agrm
Maurice R azln
Mauritius amhz
Maurizio ahwb
May, C AZLQ
May I AFJK
Mayaguez axvy
Mayo AFRY
Mayo I ALHJ
Mayor, C agvp
Mayorga ahfp
Mayotta amdg
Maysi, C axle
Mayu R ankv
Mayumba-B ---, alrn
Mazagon amzj
Mazaroni R awid
Mazarron ahix
Mazatlan - -aump
Mazeppa Pt alyp
Mazighan albw
Mazimbwa B amcs
Mazzara aiml
Mazzone Pt aikn
Mbau Waters arcl

MbauB ARCY
McArthur Hd afbc
McArthurB aril

McCluer Inlet aqsb
MchingaB amkf
Meares, C audq
Meat Cove bcum
Mebondo alqv

Mecattina beqc

Mekka amrk
Mechigme B apon
Mecklenburg adby
Medal ahmz
Medan apqx

MedanoPt avng

M6dee Rock agme
Medemblik adzs

Medford bahy
Medina amrh
Mediterranean ahfz

Medni ^^^^

Medolino G aixn

MedomakR bang

Medway bcjk

MedwayR aylp

Medway, The aejr

o Kastron ajpm
.0 Nisi I AKDJ

Meganisi Ch ajiq
Meghna R ankd
Mehediya albp
Meiaco sima Is aocx
Meinderts Reef apws
Mejillonea Cove avcl
Mejillones del Sur B avcx
Mekari seto apbe
Mel I Avsp
Melabu B apuk
Melbourne arzd
Melbourne P arzh
Mele, C ahwe
Meleda I ajfd
Meli Anchorage aqxp
Melilla akzr
Melinka P avid
Mellakori R aljo
Mellum Flat adwl
Melneraggen acwg
Melo, P AVLU
Meloria Sh ahye
Melstenen abko
Melville, C aqby
Melville, C. Lt. V asyq
Melville I arjb
Melville, P •- - . alzr
Memba B amcl
Memel acwf
Memel R acwl
Menadou Passage bcrp
Menai Str aetp
Mendocino C aufo
Menelaus Hr akul
Mengka aobx
Menjawak apvj

Menschikoff Pt aorc
Mentawi Is apti

Mentone (Menton) ahvo
Menzaleh, Lake aktl
Meoko Hr aqul
Mercer atbu
Mercury B atly
Mergui anox
Mferida awsb
Merigomish bcwf
Merimbula asif

Merka amnz
MerleraPt Aixa
Mermerj ik B ajzf

Merminji, C akoh
Merrill Shell Bank axbq
Mersey aeus
Mersev Bluff asbr
MersinP akow
Mersina akqp
Mesa de Roldan ahip

MescoPt ahxl
Me Sima Group aoyl
Messaragotsem Pt acur
MeBsemvria - -akdp

Messier Ch avix

Messina aiks

Messina, Str. of aiko

Mestre aiuc

Mesurado, C alkj

Metbie apji

Metis Pt BDNS

Meuangpran antz
Mevatanana amfz
Mew I AFTW
Mexico AUKH
Mexico, G. of awkz
Meyers Ledge ahwg
Mfeze AHQO
Mezen abeg
Mgau Mwania amkd
Miautau Is aoiy
Michael (Pissen) acuw
Michigan (State) beck
Michigan City bejr
Michigan I benp
Michigan, Lake behy
Michipicoten I bema
Middelburg abfv
Middelfart adhg
Middelgrund adol
Middelhamis aedr
Middle Bank Lt. V arsi
Middle Hr aslo
Middlesbrough aflz
Middleton R alon
Miho B Aoux
Miike aoxm
Mij ella ajvd
Mikawa apfz
Mikindani Hr amkb
Mikomoto apgw
Milcuni aouj
Milan Aiux
Milazzo ainy
Mileto Pt AiRT

Milford Haven aesf
MilkR AXSF
Millbridge baty
Millier Pt aglc
Millwall Docks abjl
Milna ajdx
Milo AJPY
Milonia R akzn
Milwaukee beit

Minatitlan awsr
Min R AOCY
Minch, The afoo
Mindanao I aqkc
Mindoro aqcs
Mine Hd afwl
Mines, Basin of bcdn
Mingan Hr bdml
Mingan Pass aodg
Minikoi I andj
Minnesota bbmu
Mino R -AQZV

Minorca ahpc
Minots Ledge ' bagx
MinOU Pt AGKD
Miquelon betv
Minquiers agdx
Minsener Old Oog adxe
Minsener Sand Lt. V adwo
Mira bcrs

Miramba P amoh
Miramichi B bdgf
Miramichi B Lt. V bdcv
Mirik, C alfw
MirsB ANZH
Misamis, P aqkg
Miscou Hr bdie
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MISENO—MUGERES.

Miseno, C aigt

Misiina nada aozt
Mispillion Creek azik

Misratah akux
Miesiesey ahtp
Miesipezza Bk aiqj

Miasissauga I bbgu
MisBiasippi awzf
Miasiaaippi City axbw
Miaaolonghi ajky
Miaumi Hr aoxq
Mitaziri aozl
Mitchell R (Carpentaria) aeic

Mitchell R (Victoria) asby
Mitford Hr apze

Mitho ANVB
Mitauga hama aped
Mitylene ajtv

Mitzura aozx
Miwara aozy
Miyadsu aour
Miyako apkp
Mizzen Hd appx
M'Kenzie Ft bcqx
Mlui R ambz
Moar R anse
Mobile Axcw
Mocha I (Chile) avho
Mocha fRed Sea) amrz
Mochiiria P awjk
Moda Liman ajkv
Modeate I aomi
Modyugaki I abex
Moella I Avsz
Moen ADNK
Moeraki atir

Moerdyk aedw
Mogador alcb
Mogdiahu amoc
Mogotea Ft avnc
Mohaka R atlk
Mohawk I bdzy
Mohilla I (Moh^li) amdb
Mohoro B. amkq
Mojacar ahir
Mojanga ampv
Moji AOVT
Mokambo, F amcd
Mokau R , ATcj
Mokha AMRZ
Mokihinui atfe
Mokpo AOMP
Mola AiQP
Moldava akfn
Molde abnm
Molde Fiord. abno
Moldo .' ABPG
Molenpolder aedl
Molfetta AiQW
Molino Ft -. . . ..AHMV
Molle ACDO
MoUeBdo, P AVBR
Moller B abdr
Mbller, P atrm
MoUo ABZV
Molokai arfq
Molucca Fagsage aqrn
Molyneux B athu
Mombaaa amly
Mona Axvcj

Monach la afde
Monaco ahvl
Monaatir akvu
Moncton bazu
MondacaR agus
Mondego, C ahbl
Mongat Ft ahmg
Mongunui Hr atnw
Monhegan I baod
MonieB azpt

Monkey B awqz
Monmouth aeqo
Monomoy Ft baej
Monopoli AiQO

Monroe becn
Monroe, F ayvh
Monrovia alkn
Montagu I asij

Mont' A16gre awbt
Montauk Pt azqm
Monte Chriati axub
Monte Christo (Cent. Am.), .axjvr

Monte Chriato (Italy). ahzc
Monte Groaao ahyu
Montego axrq
Monteleone aijv

Montelungo aiqf
Montenegro ajgh
Montepefe B amcq
Monterey auhs
Montevideo avpy
Montgomery axdg
Montpelier ahqu
Montreal bduq
Montrose afit

Monts, Pt.de bdmn
Montaerrat aycx
Montt, P AvrL

Monze, C amwk
Moody, F ATVJ
Mooen abns
Mooloolah R • asre
Moon ACUF
Moon Islet amsf
Moonta arsz
Moorowie, F artq
Mooae F beyz
Moose-a-bec Beach bauz
Moose Peak (Mistake I) bauw
Morant axst
Morant Cays axsz
Moratabas Entrance apyb
Moray Firth afhs
Morayra ahjz
Morbihan agop
Morbyianga acgs
Morea ajme
Morecambe B aewb
Morehead City ayrj
Morellganj anjw
Moreno B avdc
Moreaby, P aqtf
Moreaby R asxk
Moreton B aspq
Moreton, C aspu
Morgan City awxv
Mori APKX
Morlacca Ch ajbo
Morlaix agij
Mornington arzj

Morocco. AKZM
Morondava ampl
Moroto Saki apcz

Morpeth Dock aevl
Morris, P. - -' azpu
Morrisburg bduz
Morrison B anoz
Morristown bdvr
Morro (Cano) Pt aheb
Morro Ayuca auot
Morro San Paulo avxo
Morrosquillo G awmx
Mors ADRH
MorUr I aizo

Mortella Ft Aicr

Morter ajdb
Morup T^nge acby
Moruya asir
Morzhovetz I abei
Moacenice aiyg
Moacow acsb
Moskenses abiy
Mosquito Coast awox
Mosquito Inlet ayip
Mosoen abki
Moss ABYO
Moasamedes aluc
Moasel B alxm
Moataganem akyw
Moatardas aveo
Moster absq
Mota I AQXB
Mothoni atM(;

Motrico AGUP
Motril AHGW
Motueka R ,. atel
Mouill6 Pt ...-ALWN
Moule, F , ayde
Moulmein anoh
Moultrieville aypb
Mount, C ALKF
Mount Desert Rk bart
Mount Hill AYHU
Mounts B AEON
Moura B aotm
Mourillon ahtn
Mourilyan Hr asxm
Monro I agvn
Mouae Lt. V abid
Mouaset agse
Mouton F BcrY
Moutons, He aux agmh
Moville AFTH
Mowila AMRC
Moyne R arxm
MOZ, P do AWEP
Mozambique amce
Msimbati Hr amjz
Muara I apym
Muar R anse
Mucaras Reef axme
Mud Pt ANJB
Muda R ANQJ
Mudania ajyt
Mudros B ajup
Muendu B aqyw
Mu^O F AQZB
Muertos I axyb
Mugardos agxp
Mugerea Br awek
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MUGGIA—NEUFELD.

Muggia Aivp
MUghu AMVG
JViuhammera amup
Muiden aebh
Muka Hd anqb
Mukden I aoke
Mula, P AXYw
Mulata AxoF
Mulaya R akzp
Mulgrave, P. (Alaska) atsh
Mulgrave, P. (N. S.) bcph
Mulgrave R asxu
Mulki Rocks ance
Mull APBY
MuUHd APGH
Mulo I AJDL
Mulpy ANCD
Mumbles aerp
Mungopani amlg
Mum alqy
Munich acvy
Munkholm abme
Muntok APSB
Mura Hr apez
Murano aitx
Murchison R armp
Murmagao I anbp
Muros agys
Murray Hr bdao
Murray R aevt
Murro di Porco, C ailn
Muscangue Pequena avtx
Muskegon bekp
Musquash Hr .' bayk
Musselburg afki
Mutenia akfm
Mustang I awtv
Mutlah Lt. V ANjs
Mutaure aovk
Muttum Pt . ; ANCz
Mvita AMLZ
Mwambi B amco
Mwana Mwana amle
Myanterano R amfp
Myhlenfels Pt axzi
Mykoni, ajrb
Myriophyto ajxm

Naaf R anku
Naarden aebi
Nab Lt. V AELT
Nabe sima apdt
Nadjini aony
Naga AQiw
Nagahama apeh
Nagar ' anfw
Nagara Kalessi ajxe
Nagara Liman ajxd
Nagasaki aoxe
Naga sima aoxv
Nagoya apps
Naguabo, P axwp
Nahant bain
Naibo Hr apmd
Nain beyh
Nairn afib

Naju Group aomb
Naka Hr apiv

Nakai aoup
Nakala P amci

Nakashimagawa apdg
Nakatsu aozh
Nakke Hd " adpp
Nakskov..... admr
Namaura aowv
Nambuckra R asob
Nam Dinh anwt
Namkwan Hr aodq
Name Hr anyo
Namoa I anzy
Namsos ablc
Namu Hr attjo
Nanaimo Hr atwh
Nanao ague
Nandi B arcx
Nandi Waters arco
Nangamessi B aqnz
Nankauri Hr anoo
Nankin aogj
Nanoose Hr atwd
Nansemond R aywi
Nansha _ . .aocq
Nantai I aodk
Nantes agpl
Nanticoke R azfq
Nantucket.... baey
Nantucket Shoals Lt. V bapb
Nanuku Passage ardi
Naos I autc
NaOS, P ALEK
Napa Auox
Napanee R..., ...bdwp
Napier atlg
Naples AiHL
Napoule G ahuv
Narainganj . . 1 ankf
Narakal ancq
Naranjo P axmh
Narbada R amyn
Narbonne ahqb
Narendri amgi
Narenta Ch ajey
Nares Hr aqut
Naresto abwi
Nargen I actp
Narragansett B azvf
Narraguagus R batv
Narrows (N. Y.).. aznm
Narrows, The (Bermuda)...ayhw
Narsapur angw
Naruto Passage apdk
Narva acst
Narvick abjf
Nash I BAUT
Nash Pt aerp
Nasilai arck
Nass B ATuc
Nassau axjm
Nassau R ayjt
Natal (Africa) alyx
Natal (Brazil) awbq
Natal (Sumatra) apijc

Natalie B apob
Natashquan R bdmi
Nateva B ardg
National Basin ahry
Natuna Is apxv
Naturaliste, C aepb
Naufragados, Pt. dos avry
Nauplia ajnk

Nauset Beach bapq
Naussa P .ajhh
Naustdal abpy
Navallo, P .' Iagoc
Navarin

, ajlz
Navarin, C apod
Navas, P axlq
Navassa I axtd
Nave.sink azmu
Navia • agwr
Navibandar amxo
Navidad B auni
Navinar Pt amxd
Nawanagar amxh
Naxia ajro
NaXOS AJRM
Nazareth B alrh
Naze, The abuz
Ndoni ALOW
Neath aeel
Nebel adsq
Neddick, C baky
Neeah B adch
Neebish Rapids beln
Needham Pt aygl
Needles, The aemh
Neerstrand abtg
Negapatam anfs
Negombo anek
Negrais, C ; anlr
Negril Hr axhu
Negrito B Auwx
Negritto Pt aizv
Negro, C akwu
Negro I bapc
Negro I. (N. S.) bchx
Negro R awfe
Negropont ajuw
Negros I aqij
Neguac guUy bdhp
N6hou6 B AQZG
N^k^t^ B ARBG
Nelligan asix
Nellore ango
Nelson Town (N. B.) bdhm
Nelson (N- Z.) atej
Nelson, C arxb
Nelson, P arky
Nemina agyi
Nemoro Anchorage aplq
Nemours akzl
Nena, P avhn
Neo Kastro ajlz
Nepean Pt arzp
Neponset bahp
Neptune Battery anet
Neptune Is aesg
Nerang R aspk
Nera Pt aixz
Nerbudda R amyn
Nerja ahgs
Nerva Rock acsp
Netherlands adyj
Neuendorf ^ acys
Neuenfelde adus
Neuf P BDOH
Neufahr acxv
Neufahrwasser acxq
Neufeld adtm

76564—09- -31
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NEUHARRLINGERSIEL—NORWAY.

Neuharrlingersiel adxn
Neuhaus adub
Neuse R ayrv
Neustadt adcv
Neuwerk advh
Neuzen aegp
Neva ACSE
Neva Lt. V acsi

Nevez, P agis
Nevis AYCB
Nevis, Loch afog
Nevlunghavn abxb
New Amsterdam awhm
Newark azob
Newarp Lt. V afoe
New Bedford azyi
New Berne aysb
New Besca ajbc
Newbiggin afld
New Brighton aznv
New Brunswick bawo
Newburg afio
Newburyport bajr
New Calabar R alpk
New Caledonia aqyj
New Carlisle bdju
New Castle (Del.) azjf
Newcastle fEngland) aflo
Newcastle (N. B.) bdhj
Newcastle (N. S. W.) asml
Newcastle Hr. (Ontario) bdxk
Newchwang aokc
Newchwang Lt. V. aokd
New Dungeness aucd
Newfoundland ^ . . . beqy
New Glasgow bcwo
New Granada awlo
New Guinea aqrv
New Guinea, British aqrw
New Hampshire baju
New Haven (Conn.) aztj
Newhaven (England) aelo
Newhaven (N. Z.) athq
Newhaven (Scotland) afkh
New Hebrides aqws
New Jersey azkj
New Jahore •...ante
New Langley atvr
New Liverpool bdtj
New London azts
New Mecklenburg aquk
New Orleans awyh
New Plymouth atcr
New Point Comfort ayxs
New Pomerania. . . . , aqud
Newport (Bristol Ch.) aeqs
Newport ^CalJ aujb
Newport (R. I.) azxe
Newport (Wales) aesp
Newport News aywr
Newport Rock Lt. V amqo
New Providence I axjk
New Ross AFWC
New Rotterdam awhe
Newry aftjm
New Siberia Is apqb
New Smyrna ayis
New South Wales ashq
Newtonquaddy bcnf
Newtown almo
New Westminster atvn

New Whatcom atyh
New York State azos
New York City azot
New Zealand aszw
Nexo ACFK
Neyba B axut
Neyland aesg
Nez de Jobourg agct
Ngaloa Hr arcd
Nganking Reach aohb
Ngaukiang aodu
Niagara bdyp
Nicaragua Auqx
Nice AHVF
Nicholson, P atkl
Nickerie R awhg
Nicobar Is anmy
Nicolas Ch axji
Nicosia akqv
Nicoya G aurs
Nidden acWr
Nidingen acbv
Nieuport aehn
Nieuwe Diep adzl
Nieuwe Maas aedg
Nieuwe Sluis abgl
Nievre, P amdt
Nifu ALKT
Niger alop
Nightingale I alvi
Nigisi APHQ
Niigata Roadstead aotz
Nikaria ajtd
Nikolaev , akgf
Nikolaev F akgt
Nikolaevsk aohj
Nikolaistad acpe
Nikolo, P Ajpo
Nile R AKTW
Nimmersatt acwe
Nimiod Sound aoec
Nine Degree Ch ando
Ninghai aoju
Ningpo fu AOEM
Nio AJRT
Niort agqr
Nipe, P AXMB
Nipisighit B bdiw
Niseros ajsm
Nisita AiHK
Niaqually aubv
Nitendi Is aqwo
Nitheroy avtu
Nine, I ardv
Nivaa adov
Nizampatam angr
Noarlunga, P ahvf
Nobby Hd asmj
Nobska Pt baco
Nodendal acqe
Nohechi aotj
Noire, He ' agie
Noirmoutier I agpt
No Kinasi ardc
Noli AHWJ
Nolloth, P ALVT
Noorder Hoofd abcs
No Point, Pt AUBJ
Norddeich adxs
Norden adyf
Nordenham advt

Nordemey I adxr
Nordemey Lt. V adxw
Norder Piep adtk
Nord Fiord abph
Nordland abhn
Nordmaling acmp
Nordoeme abst
Nordoeme (Vigten Is.). . . -abku
Nordre Rose adoh
Nordstrand I adsv
Nore Lt. V abih
Norfolk AYVW
Norfolk I ARBV
Norfolk Navy Yard aywc
Norman, C berk
Norman R. Lt. V arib
Normanton arid
Norrbyskar acmu
Norrkoping acin
Norrskar acoz
Norretelje acjx
Norrsund aclo
Norstromsgrund Lt. V acnr
North America atoz
Northampton : arnd
North Berwick afkl
North C. (C. Br. I.) bcuj
North C. fN. Z.) atof
North C. (Norway) abgl
North Carolina ayqi
North Ch aori
North Dock (Liverpool) aevj
North-East Crossing Bn. Lt. V.

AOHJ
North-East End Lt. V azhq
North East R. (Md.) azeg
Northern Two cays awqp
Northfleet abiq
North Foreland aekh
North Friesland adxp
North Goodwin Lt. V aekl
Northhaven bapi
North Hinder Lt. V aegh
North Holland Canal adzn
North Kalian I acpd
North Post Signal Station, .ayhe
North Pt bdfb
North R. (N. C.) aytjm
North Reef Lt asvh
North Rona apdq
North Ronaldsay afoi
North Ronner adqe
North Saddle I agez
North Sea adsb
North Sea Ship Canal aeci
North Shields aflj
North Shoalhaven R asjg
North Sydney bcsq
North Tree Beacon aofn
North Uist afcz
Northumberland, C arwu
Northumberland Str bcwr
North Vorupor adqx
North Wall (Mersey) aeuq
North Watcher Lt apsk
North West Lt. V aeuj
Norton B atqb
Norwalk azsu
Norway *. abfs
Norway Is anxd
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NOSHAPP—ORSO.

Noshapp Saki aplo
Nosi-Be AMGQ
No sima saki apiq
Nosi Vauru amgs
Nossa Senhora do Desterro . .avrw
NOSB Hd AFHN
Nossyab, C apmh
Noto Peninsula (Japan) aotjc
Note (Sicily) ailp
Notoro, C AORT
Notske B APLS
Noumea P aqytt
Nourse R alug
Noup Hd APGD
Nouvelle, La ahpy
Novalja ajbt
Nova Redonda alto
Nova Scotia boad
Nova Zambia abdp
Novgorod AOPK
NOVI P AJBP
Novik B AOQF
NovoP. (Africa) alny
No\oP. (India) angc
Novorossisk akjw
NOVOSUZOV C APMTJ

Nowikakat atqr
NoyO ATJFM

Niibel adpu
Nueva Carceres aqftj

Nueva Ecija aqpc
Nueva Granada atjtm

Nuevitas, P. axmn
Nl^et Pt ATHS
NuKialofa akdt
Nukuhiva argj
NulatO ATQP
Numadsu apgn
Nun Entrance alos

NunR ALCH

Nunez R aliy

Nunivak I atrc

NusaHr aqtjm

Nuyts Archipelago aeqm
Nwalabo anov
Nya (New) Karleby acov

Nyassa Lake ambv
Nyborg adiv

Nyholm abjk

Nykiobing (Falster) adnb
Nykiobing (Liim Fiord) adrj

Nykiobing (Zealand) adlh
Nykioping acit

NymindeGab adro

Nystad (Finland) acpv

Nysted (Laaland) admw
Nyukcha abbw

Oahu AK^^

Oak I AYQX

Oakland augn

Oamaru •*-''^^

Oban AFBM

Obdorsk ABCO

Q^ ABCM

obiat::;.'.^-!---
^mod

Obidos A^^^
Obitotchna Spit akiq

Obokh AMPB

Obrestad abug

Obstruction Pt ampi
Ocean City (Md.) azhg
Oceania aqur
Oceanside auji
OcMkov AKGE
OcboRiosB axri
Ockseu I , aobm
Ocos R aupk
Ocracoke Inlet. ayrs
Odawara '. aphc
Odde f absm
Oddero abvr
Odemira ahct
Odense adjg
Odens-holm actl
Oder R acyu
Odessa akfw
Odiel R AHDV
Odzuchi Apjz

Oe Fiord Bpao
OfferWadham I bewp
Ofoten Fiord abje
Ofunato B apjv
Ogdensburg bdvl
Ogeechee R aylv
Oglak I AKOF
OgOw6 R ALRG
Ohama aoup
Ohata APKi

Ohio BBCT
Ohora R atob
Oita AOZB
Oitavos ahbw
Okatsu APji

Okayama apbi

Okhotsk AOSG
Okinawa sima aoyj
Oki sima aous
Okkak BEYJ
Okuchi B. (Honshu) apfm
Okuchi B . (Shikoku) apcn
Okusiri apmy
Oland ACQQ
Olands Ostra aogy
Old Basin ahse
Old Calabar R alpq
OldCastleHd aesc

Oldenburg adws
Old Harbour B axsl

Old Hd . of Kinsale apxb

Old Pt. Comfort ayvk
Old Providence Is awpo

Olden ABPN
OlehlehB apcin

Olen ABSO

Oleneka R apqp

Oleron, lied' agrb

OlgaB AOQV
OlifantR alvw
Olinda avzs

Olipal AJPL

OliutorskiC apnz

OlivaRoad.., avdp

Olivenca avxo

Oliveri ainx

Olivi Islet Aixr

Olongapo, P AQDX

Oltenia akfl

Olteniza akby

Olympia '''"^^

Omai saki apgi
Omdn, G. of amsz
Omasaki sima aote
Ombai aqol
Ominato aoth
Omo ADMF
Omoa AwcjB
Omura aoxb
Ona abnj
Onagawa apjh
One-and-a-Half Degree Ch..ANDR
One-Fathom Bank Lt. V anrp
Onega abbtj
Oneglia ahwd
Onehunga atbp
Onitsha alox
Onomichi no seto apbd
OnsI agzh
Ontario, Lake bdwj
Ontonagon benv
Ooltgensplaat abds
Oo sima APBQ
Oo-Ura B apbm
Oparo I arht
Opobo R ALPO
Oporto ahbj
Opotiki R ATLU
Oppa B APJL

Opua ATNO
Opunake atcx
Or, C. d' bcdb
Oran akzb
Orange Free State alvn
Orange R altjw

Orangestadt awlb
Orange Town aybv
Oranienbaum acsh
Orbetello aifs

Orcas I ATYR
Ord R ARKL
Ording Pt adsw
Oregon aucx
Oregon Inlet aytf
Oregrund acks
Oretli R atgh
Orford C aubl
Orford Ness afon
Orford P aubn
Orignaux Pt bdqa
Orilla AUNS
Orinoco R awih
Oristano aibt

Orkney Is afek
Orland baqm
Orland B ablu
Orlando, C ainu
Orleans I bdrz
0rl0V,C ABPM
Orlovka abfo
Ormdra, amwg
OrneR agbl
Ornsay I afci

Omskoldsvik acmo
OroR AHEF
Oropesa C ahkv
Orotava P alfe

Orrio de Tapia I agws
Orsera aiwr
Orskar acky
Orso, C Aijc
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ORSTEN—PARAMABIBO.

Orsten abou
Orsvaag abip

Orta Kioi akbv
Ortegal, C agxf
Ortona aiex
Omba I : AWKz
Orwell R apou
Osa ABUC
Osaka apbv
O Sima Aozw
Osborne '

-aemb
Oscargrundet Lt. V acem
Oscarshamn acgm
Osel ACTY
Ose saki aowy
Osima aoyn
Osima (Inland sea) aozs
Ossabaw Sound ayls
Ossero aizg
Ostende aehm
Ostenso ABSi
OsteReefLt. V adtz
fistergarn achu
Osterrenden acbl
Osthasselstranden abut
Ostia AiGr
Ost-Pic Rock AGHD
Ostrejm abkg
Ostro, Pt. d' AJFS
Osumi Str AOYr
Oswego BDYX
Otago Hr atid
Otago Lt. V atiq
Otawa AOXD
Otchisi saki apln
Oterranai apmr
Otranto aiqg
Ottawa BEFz
Ottawa (Canada) bduo
Otter Pt AOHK
Ottero ABKY
Otway, C ARXS
Otway P Aviw
Oudon ANVH
Ouelle R.. bdqm
Ouessant, Isle d' agjo
Oueticiue I .bcra
Ou Kiang .aodv
Oura Anchorage aovf
Ouro R alfr
Oussa ABEC
Ousuri B AOQL
Outer Apostle I benm
Outer Lt. V. (Bombay) amzf
Out Skerries, The afgt
Oversay I aezx
OwaraB apfi
Owari apfj
Owasi APEY
Owers Lt. V aelk
Owharre akhj
Owikino attjcj

Owls Hd BAOQ
Owyombo R amni
Oxelo AciQ
Oxhoft Pt ". Aoxs
0x6 .ABVP
Oyama apgd
Oyapok R awfk
Oyeatreham agbk

Oyster B. (N. Y.) azrw
Oyster B . (Tasmania) ashb
Oyster Beds aymt
Oyster Hr atwn
Oyster I ankx
Oyster Rock anbq

Pabellion de Pica avoo
Pabou , - : bdkj
Pacasmayo Atrxi

Pacific Ocean * aqur
Padang apts
Padaran, C anvy
Padilla atyl
Padrao alsb
Padre, P axml
Padre Santo Pt ahed
Padron agyz
Padron Pt also
Padstow. ABPi
Padua aiue
Pagadian B aqlb
Pagania P ajhd
Pagata anok
Pagbilao B aqgv
Pagen Sand adul
Page I AJBS
Pago Pago Hr arbc
Pagoda Anchorage aodh
Pahang R antj
Pahoturi R aqsv
Paihia atnq
Paimboeuf agpk
Paimpol aghc
Paita Atrwz
Paix, P AXTO
Pajaros Islets aveb
Pakan antl
Pakchan R anpg
Pakefield afoj
Paker Ort acti
Pakhoi ANXK
Palais, Le agnt
Palak . . . ; AQKz
Palamos • ahmu
Palanog, P aqhm
Palao Is AQVj
Palapa P aqjr
Palascia Tower aiqh
Palatia B ajzd
Palawan I aqcd
Palazzo, P. . . AJFB
PalembangR apry
Palermo ainp
Palermo, P (Turkey) ajhb
Palestine aksw
PAlilug. .

.'. ASZK
Palima aqmo
Palinuro, C aijh
Palios Pt AjzQ
Palk Str ANFj
Pallada Road aopl
Pallice, P. La agqm
Palliser, atlc
Palma, P. (Adriatic) ajpg
Palma (Balearic Is.) ahoe
Palma (Canary Is. ) alfm
Palma (Sicily) aimb
Palmajola I. . , ahyw
Palmaria I ahxn

Palmas alev
Palmas B aieh
Palmas, C alkz
Palmasola B axpn
Palmeirinhas Pt altf
Palmer I azyl
Palmer Ort adbc
Palmerston arjo
Palmetto Pt aycl
Palmitp AUMV
Palmnicken acwv
Palm Oil Rivers alof
Palmones R ahfm
Palmyra Pt anfi
Palmyras Pt anig
Palmyre Pt agrv
Palo R apxh
Palomera ahlw
Palopo aqmn
Palos (Celebes) aqnb
Palos (Spain) ahdy
Palos, C AHJE
Paluan B aqcy
Palumbo I , . ainc
Pamanzi Road amdj
Pamban anbd
Pambuang aqbe
Pamlico aysq
Pampanga aqec
Panama ausn
Panarukan apwq
Panay I aqhr
Panbula asid
Panchur Tanjong ansg
Pandan aqhu
Pan de Azucar avdh
Pandelemona P ajkv
Panderma ajyx
Panela Rock Lt. V avpw
Panga R anpy
Pangani amlq
Pangasinan I aqlp
Panjang I. (Borneo) apxl
Panjim anbk
Panmure Hd bdca
Panne La ."abhp
Panomi Pt ajvt
Pantellaria aiph
Panti Barat aqni
Panzano B aivh
Paoushan Pt aofk

, C AJIN
I AKDO

Papa Stour I afhc
Papayes, Butt aux amij
Papenburg adxv
Paphos AKQX
Papiet6 Hr arhe
Paposo Mines avdk
Papua (New Guinea) aqrv
Papua, G. of aqsx
Papudo, P AVEX
Pard AWDY
Paracas atjzo
Paracel Is anxg
Para Guassu avyd
Paraguay : avoz
Paraniba R awbe
Pard, R awds
Paramaribo awgt
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PARANA—PIOO.

Parana Avon
Paranagua avsl
Paranahyba awcr
E^"^^} AVTE
Paredon Grande cay axmw
ParekMaP ajrk
Parenga renga Hr , atod
Parenzo P aiwp
PargaP ajhy
PargoPt ALDu
Paria G awit
Paris AFzw
Pans I.... ,. AYNo
Paros AjRG
Parramatta aslk
Parrsboro bcdq
Parry bbhv
Parry I abdk
Partridge I bayq
Pasages, P aguk
Pasakao Anchorage aqgm
Pasewark acxl
Pasha I. ajtn
Pasha Liman ajzm
Pasig R aqdu
Pasindava B amgo
Pasir AQBi?
Pasman ajcy
Pasni amwe
Paspargo I ajtr
Paepebiac bdke
PaBsage I bbmw
Pass I. BETJ
Pass a Loutre awyz
Passamaquoddy B bawr
Passarge R acxg
Passaro, C ails
Pastolik ATQji
Pasuruan apwl
Patagonia avkz
Patapsco R azdu
Patea R atcz
Paternoster I (Pulo Jenga). .aqnx
Pateriioster I (Russia) actm
Pater Noster (Sweden) acbh
Paterson Inlet athe
Patiras I agsw
Patmos Ajsw
PatOS I ATYP
Patras ajlb
Patrick, P. (Pacific) aqyh
Patrick, P. (Scotland) aext
Patta AMNB
Patterson, P a...rjv
Patteson, P aqwy
Patti AiNv
Patuxent R azct
Pauhenehene Spit atmn
Pauillac aqsv
Paulo Lima6 ajyg
Pawan R apxi
Pawtucket azwd
Paxo I ajhq
Paysandu avps
Payung I - apvb
Paz, La (Argentine) avot
Paz, B . La (Mexico) aulg
Pease Creek axfz
Peases I bcgq
Pechany Lt. "V akjd

PechiliG aojb
Pechiquera Pt alei
PeconicB azre
Pedena Pt aixb
Pedra Branca Lt ante
Pedraa, P. de avzc
Pedro Bluff axsd
Pedro Pt ANPG
Peedee R , aypz
Peel I. (Beechy Group) aqyt
PeeneR aczm
Peenemiinde aczn
Peerd Pt adbb
Pegasus, P ATGz
Pegolotta Pt AiWE
Pegu ANLS
PeihoR AojG
Pekalongan apvo
Peking.

: aojp
Pelago I Ajvo
Pelagosa I airq
Pel6e I AGCo
Pel^e Pt BEAD
Pelew Is AQvj
Pelican Spit Lt. V '.

. akoi
Peling I AQMH
Pellegriho, M ainm
Peloro, AiKM
Pelotas AvRE
Pelworm I adsr
Pelzer Pt acdx
Pemaquid Pt banv
Pemba amlj
Pembroke Dock aesh
Pembroke, C avkn
Pefia Blanca Cove avdl
Penai Pt akju
Penang anql
Penartn aeqz
Penas, C agwj
Penas G avip
Pencarrow Hd atkn
Penco AvGL
Pendik ajyf
Penedo avyt
Penerf agoj
Penfeld R agkl
Penfret I agmi
Penguin I arwn
Peniche ahbs
Peniscola ahkz
Penjinsk G aosp
Penlan Pt agok
Penmarc'h aglq
Pen Men Pt agms
Penn Grove azle
Pennsylvania (State) azjr

Penobscot baqv
Penpoull AGiK
Pensacola axdy
Pentland Firth afeh
Pentland Skerries AFEt

Pentwater bekv
Penzance abom
Pepe, C axop
Pera akbq
Pera, C ahov
Perak R anrp
Peramo B aizb

Perc6 BDKP
Percte Pt AGBv
Percy, C bory
Percyl asvb
Perekop G akhc
Penco I Ausz
PtogOtB ARGP
Perim amph
Perlas Is autk
Pernambuco avzo
Pernau acui
Pi^rouse, La, Str aoru
Perpignan ahpu
Perroquets Lt bdmo
Perros-Guirrec aght
Persia amut
Persian G amtj
Perth (Scotland) afjd
Perth (W. Australia) arnz
Pertusato, aibk
Peru AuwQ
Pervicchio I ajbl
Pesaro P aisl
Pescador Pt agvj
Pescadores Is aocu
Pescara airz
Peschici aire
Pestchanii Pt aoqz
Pestchannui Pt aopv
Petala P ajkw
Petali G ajox
Petalidi ; ajmg
Petaluma augr
Petang aojci
Petchora R abdz
Peter Pt. (N. B.) bdks
Peter Pt. (Ontario) bdxe
Peterhead apil
Peter the Great B aoqj
Petersburg aywo
Petitcodiac R bazl
Petite Terre .aydw
Petit Manan bats
Petit Passage bcfm
Petit Rocher Lt bdjc
Petropavlovsk apnk
Pettini I ajpo
Peyri^re, La agni
Pezzo aikd
Phaeton, P arhp
Phalerum B ajon
Phanari P ajic
Philadelphia azkq
Philippeville akxm
Philippine Is aqbx
Philipsburg aybl
Philip, P aryc
Phleva I AJOR
Phoenix Is aret
Pi, P AHOI
Plana I akwh
Piankatank R ayzb
Pianosa I. (Adriatic) airo
Pianosa I ahyx
Piave R aiui,

Piave Vecchia P aiug
Picacho ahdz
Pichidanque B aver
Pichilemu avfw
Pico ALCU
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PICTON—PRIBILOFF.

Picton ATDW
PictoU BCWI
Piedmont ahws
Piedra Pt aqem
Piedraa Blancas auib
Piedras cay (Cuba, N.) axno
Piedras cay (Cuba, S

.
) axpg

Piel Hr aewc
Pierowall Road afgc
Pierre de Herpin agew
Pierres Noires, Les agjy
Pietermaritzburg Aizc
Pigeon I BDWv
Pigeon Pt AUHK
Pihmatsui aogk
PijU B AQNR
Pilier I agpr
Pillar, C avji
Pillail : Acwx
Pilot Station book
Pilots Bidge Lt. V anip
Pilsum ADYM
Pinarello B aibd
Pine, C BEUQ
Pine I ASVT
Pines, Isle of (Pacific) arbm
Pinos, Isla de (Cuba) axor
Piney Pt ayzt
Pingyang Inlet aoli
Pinos Pt axjhq
Piombino Pt ahyk
Pioneer R asvz
Piopetto Pt AiGX
Piper Is. Lt. V asyv
Piraeus ajom
Piram I amyb
Pirangi R awbm
Pirano aivz
Pirholm abrq
Pirie, P arsp
Piring, C apwd
Piru B AQRc
Pisa AHXY
Pisang B aqsj
Piscataqua R bakm
Pisco AUZK
Pisinchau aogf
Pistolet B berh
Pitcairn I abgs
Pitea ACNO
Pitre, Pt. d aydo
Pitsunda Pt akle
Pitt Passage aqrg
Pitt R ATVP
Pitt Water asgx
Pituni atkz
Piura R auxc
Pizzo AIJT

Pjasina R abch
Placentia Hr beuk
Pladda j aezl
Plana I ahjn
Planier I ahsm
Planumi I ajqn
Plata, La avnw
Plata, La, I auvt
Plata, P AXUD
Plata, Pt AXLO
Plata R AVNK
Platana akme

Plati AJWE
Plaunick I aizm
Pleasant R bauk
Plettenberg B alxq
Plevna ..acog

Ploumanac'h aghu
Ploun6our agty
Plouzec Pt aghb
Plum I AZQV
Plum Pt Axsp
Plymouth (England) . . : aenu
Plymouth (Mass.) bagr
Plymouth fMontserrat) aycz
Plymouth ( N. C.) ayto
Plymouth (Tobago) aygx
Po R AISZ

Pocomoke R - azgf
Peel ADCJ
Poge, C BADR
Pogon P Ajoc
Poile, La, B betc
Point de Galle anes
Pois, P. des AGKX
Pokemouche • bdhv
Pokesudi I. Lt bdih
Poklib I AJBX
Pol Pt ADGC
Pola AIXE
Polak AQDB
Poland AcvL
Polenia B aqxw
Policastro aijn
Poliki B AQGC
Pollensa ahor
Pollock Rip lit. V BAFN
Polonio, C AvQP
Pomarao ahdn
Pomba B amco
Pomfegues I AHSL
Pomerania aoye
Pomona apeo
Pomoni Hi amdp
Pomquet bcVT
Pondicherri •. ange
Ponapi I AQvc
Ponce axyo
Pond I, BAMO
Pondang Islets aqme
Ponente Pt ajun
Ponga R ALjc
Ponghau Hr Aocw
Pon-pon R ayoj
Pontchartrain, Lake Awzo
Pontevedra '. agzi
Pontianak apxn
Pontusval agiz
Ponza AiGO
Poolbeg AFvn
Poole AEMQ
Pope Hr BCMT
Porbandar amxx
Porer Rock aixk
Porirua Hr atdo
Porman B ahjp
Pornic agpq
Poros Pt. (Black Sea) :. akdl
Poros (Greece) ajny
Porphyry Pt beml
Porpoise Hr baln
PorqueroUes ahtz

Porsgrund abwz
Portage I bdgu
Portage Lake Canal beny
Portalegre avwi
Portarlington aryo
Port au Port besi
Port au Prince axte
PortboU AHNM
Portendick alpy
Porthcawl aerh
Porth Dinlleyn aeth
Portici (Black Sea) akbj
Portici (Naples) aihm
Portimao ahcz
Porfltshead aeqp
Portiza akej
Portland (England) aemw
Portland (Me.) i bamc
Portland (Oreg. ) audm
Portland (Victoria) arxg
Portland Bight axsj
Portland Bill aemx
Portland I atlm
Portneuf (Quebec) bdtp
Port of Spain ayhc
Porto Rico I Axvu
Portree apcn
Portrieux agpx
Portsmouth (England) aels
Portsmouth (N. H.) bakg
Portsmouth (Va.) ayvz
Portugal agzt
Portugalete aguy
Portzic Pt AGKE
Posiette B aoph
Possession I alut
Postillion Is , . .aqog
Poti F AKLO
Potomac R ayzq
Potta Road- aqoh
Pottinger I aopv
Pouebo AQZT
Poul^azec Pt agiu
Poulgoazec aglp
Povorotny Pt aoqt
Poyang Lake aohn
Pozzalo AILV
PoZZUoli AIHG
Prado Avwo
Prsesto ABNS
Prague aiyo
Prah R.. alnd
Prasonisi C ajsc
Pratas I anxh
Pravia R .4.gwm
Prawl Pt AENP
Praya aldb
Praya, P alhm
Preguiza alhc
Premuda ajcs
Prerow adbv
Prescott BDVo
Prestenizze Pt aizb
Preston aevr
Preston Beach Lts bdgIi
Preston, C arme
Prevesa ajid
Priaman aptv
Pribachi '. akdh
Pribiloff Is ateq
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PRIETO—RAS.

Prieto (' AGVY
Prim Pt (N. SJ bcfj
PrimPt. (Pr. Ed. I.) bdai
Primaro aisw
Primeira Rocks ance
Primel Pt , aoid
Primero P aivf
Prince Edward I bcyw
Prince Edward I (Ind. Oc.).amjo
Prince Frederick Hr arkw
Prince J6r6me G aolt
Prince of Wales C atps
Prince of Wales Ch aszi
Prince's Ch aeig
Prince's Dock abvf
Princes Dock (Bombay) amzl
Princes I. (Africa) alqc
Princes I. (Dardanelles) ajxz
Prince's Landing Stage aevd
Princess Royal Hr arpt
Principe Pt axvk
Prinkipo ajyc
Prior, C AGXH
Priorino, C agxk
Probbemau acxj
Problaka B ajwc
Probolingo apwn
Piocida AiGV
Proctorville awzl
Progresso awhq
Prome anmj
Promontore C aixm
Prony B aqtm
Propriano aibq
Prorer B adbb
Prospect Hr batj

Prosperous B alvb
Prosser B ashc
Protil AJLX

Proudfoot Shoal Lt. V aszv
Providence azwj
Providence B apoi

Providence Ch axit

Providence & St. Pierre Is.-amjk

Provincetown Hr bagf
Province Wellesley anqt
Prudence I azwv
Prussia acvq

Psara ajtk

PubnicoHr bchf

PuchepoPt AVGH
PuchoCO AVGZ

Puercas, Ijas aiipb

Puercos I ahnw
Puget Sound aubl

Pugwash Bcxj

PujadaB aqkm
PuketHr anpu
Pulicat ANGK
PulithraP ajnh

Pulo Angsa anro
Pulo Batam apej

PuloBrani ansp

Pulo Bras apqk

Pulo Buru A.PQO

Pulo Oeicer de Mer anvu
Pulo Condore anvi

P\ilo Dapur apsd

PuloJarak apre

Pulo Katang Katang aptr

Pulo Katak anee
Pulo Lada anqf
Pulo Laut AQBI
Pulo Leat apsj
Pulo Nias APUF
Pulo Mendanao apsg
Pulo Pangkor anrb
Pulo Pisang ansk
Pulo Pisang Hr aptd
Pulo Sapatu anvt
Pulo SaU APRQ
Pulo TikuS APTG
Pulo Tonga aqnx
Pulo Undan ansh
Pumpkin I baqy
Puna AUWE
Plindi ANHM
Pundu APSV
Pungue R ambh
PunO AVBX
Punta .Arenas avjm
Puntadura ,

ajcg
Puntales Castle ahex
Purflect AEiT
Puri ANHX
Pumea B ajuk
Putiatin I aoqr
Putlam ANBi
Putzig Acxa
Putziger acxt
Puuloa ARFZ
Puysegur Pt atfy
Pwllheli -,

ABSZ
Pyrenees agty
Pyrgos ajlr
Pyrmont a.skv

Quaco bayw
Quaker I bcki

Quarnero G aixr
Quartu aidw
Quebec bdta
Queenborough aeju
Queen Charlotte Is atue
Queen Charlotte Sd. (B. C.) .atus

Queen Charlotte Sd. (N. Z.) .atds

Queenscliff aryi

Queens Dock aevg
Queensferry afjs

Queensland aspg
Queenstown afws
Queijal Pt agyp
Quelpart I aoms
Querqueville, Pt. de agcp

Quexo C agvl

Quiberon (Loc. Maria) agnw
Quidico.P AVHN
QuietoP Aiwj

Quilan, C avid

QuilcaR avbl

Quilimane R amby
QuillebcEuf afzq

Quilon : ancv

Quimper agly

Quimperl6 R agmq
Quindalup aroy
Quintero B avez

Quiriquina I avgr

Quito AUWC
QuoddyHd bavb

Quoin Is AMTL

R&4 ACDW
Rabat albs
Rabaz P aiyc
Race, C beut
Race Is atxi
Race Pt BAPZ
Race Rock azty
Rachado, C anby
Racine beiw
Racoon cay aypw
Radama, P amol
Rade de Brest agkm
Raffles Lt ansr
Ragai G aqgp
Ragged Island Hr bcim
Ragged Pt aygp
Raglan atcd
Ragusa ajfp

Ragusa, Old (Vecchia), ajfr
Raiatea I arhk
Raine I asyx
Rajang R apyb
Rajapur anbe
Rajpuri amzu
Raleigh (N. Z.), aton
Raleigh (N. C), aysh
Rami. Reef Lt. V azub
Rambha anhv
Raminitok B amgj
Ramkine I akso
Ramree Hr anlk
Ramsgate aekj
Ramso ablk
Ranee R., La agfi
Randers adpl
Ranea acnw
Rangaunu atny
Rangitikei R atdg
Rangitoto I atmx
Rangoon anmd
Ranob6, P amfi
Rapa I ARHT
Rapallo AHXB
Raphti, P Ajow
Rappahannock R ayze
Raritan azng
Rarotonga I arhp
Ras Afia akxz
Ras al Bir ampd
Ras al Hadd amsw
Ras al Kha,ima amtn
Ras al Kuh ^ . .amvq
Ras Alula amoq
Ras Asir amog
Raschgoun I akzi

Ras Engela akwo
Ras Fartak amsl
Ras Guarib amql
Ras Hafun amoe
Ras iil Hadik albx

Ras Kanzi amkv
Ras Kegomacha amln
Ras Madraka amse
Ras M'Kumbi amkt
Ras Muwari amwk
Ras Nungwe amu
Ras Radressa amoj
Ras Rakkin amtw
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RAS—KOSARIO.

Ras Raweiya ampx
Ras Upemba ... . amlo
Ras Zafarana amqn
Ras Zorug akdy
Rat I APTG
Ratal Apsu
Ratan acnd
Ratburi anub
Rathlin I aftj
Rathlin O'Birne I afsm
Rathmullan , afsw
Ratnagiri anbd
Ratoneau I ahsi
Rattlesnake Sh aypn
Rattray Hd afik
Raumo : acps
Rauna abuj
Ravenna aisu
Ray, C BESO
Raza, I AVTO
Raz de Sein, Bee du aglk
Razzoli I Aico
R6, He de agqe
Re, P AiYu
Real, P AHET
Real R avyj
Reale Road Airj
Rebecca Sh axgr
Recherche B asfu
Recife, C alxw
Red B BEQM
Red Islet Bank Lt. V bdow
Red Islet Lt bdox
Redang Is ants
Redes agxt
Red Fish Bar Lt awvo
Redland asqv
Redon agoq
Redonda aycv
Redoute Kalessi akln
Red Sea ampf
Reedy I aziw
Reef I ANOu
Reerso adlv
Refunsiri I apmj
Reggio AiKE
R%n6ville agbk
Reme abix
Reisen abhj
Reitz, P AMNC
Reke Fiord abuo
Reko ablh
Relandersgrund • acpt
Rema B , aknz
Rembang apwb
Remesvigen abvd
Remine asfe
Rendsburg adeq
Renesse aedz
Rennes agos
Renong anpd
Renskar acqu
Repulse B ..aswg
Repvaag abgh
Restigouche R : bdjo
Restinga Pt aqdl
Retchnoi I aopw
Retimo ajpk
Retiro B awch
Reuben Pt alzm

Reunion I amhd
Revel ACTB
Revellata Pt aibw
Revel Stone Lt. V actd
Revsnses adlq
Revilla Gigedo Is aunc
R^ville AGCF
Rewa ARCJ
Reyes Pt augb
Reykjavik bpae
Rhenea '. ajrd
Rhine R aecu
Rhio Str apbk
Rh6da ajzs
Rhode Island azijQ
Rhodes ajry
Rhodesia alzj
Rh6ne R ahed
Riachuelo R avop
Ribble R aevo
Ribnitz adce
Rich Pt BBRQ
Richard agsm
Richelieu I bduh
Richibucto Hd bcyn
Richmond (N.B.) bdjx
Richmond (Va.) ayxd
Richmond Hr. (Pr. Ed. I.), .bdbm
Richmond R ason
Riga ACUM
Rigas. ...^ APUL
Rigolets, The axbh
Rigoulette, The .bbyc
Rikuoku G aotp
Rimini P ; aisn
Rimmen adpy
Rimouski bdon
Ringholm abms
Rio Colorado avmt
Rio de Janeiro avtq
Rio del Rey alpu
Rio Grande de Cagayan aqey
Rio Grande do Norte awbo
Rio Grande do Sul avqx
Rio Grande , awte
Rio Negro (Parana) avmn
Rib Santiago P avny
Riou I AHSP
Rio Vista auhe
RipOStO. AIKW
Risano ajpx
Risiri I APMK
Risor abwn
Rithymno ajpk
Riudsu saki apcv
Riu Kiu AOYi
Rivadeo aqwv
Rivadesella agvz
Riverhead azrq
Riverton atgp
Rivifere du Loup bdpl
Rivoli B ARWL
Rixhoft Acxz
Riyoishi apjy
RizO AKMB
Rizzuto, C AiPS
Roancarrig I afqc
Roanoke R aytr
Roatan I awpk
Robben I alwe

Robbing I asbx
Robbins Reef Lt azop
Robe ARWJ
Robert Hr , alus
Roberts Pt atxy
Roc Pt AGEP
Roca, C AHBV
Roca, Partida awst
RocaS AWBY
Rocchetta Ch : aitq
Roche Bernard, La agop
Roche Bonne Lt. V agql
Rochefort agqy
Rochelle, La agqn
RocBe Pt Apwv
Roche He Beacon amin
Roches Bonnes agpb
Roches d'Ouvres aghl
Rochester aekc
Rockabill apuv
Rockall AFDP
Rockhampton asvd
Rockingham arog
Rockingham B asxg
Rock I apgw
Rockland baot
Rockly B AYGB
Rockport BAOw
Rocky I ASYj
Rod ABNT
Rodberg ablz
Rodby • ADMv
Rodd Hr astv
Rodkallen acnq
Rodo abjy
Rodoni, C ajgs
Rodosto Ajxo
Rodriguez I ; amis
Rodsbugt ABNK
Rodskar acsv
Rodtangen abyg
Rodven abnw
Rodvig ADNW
Roe I AUHC
Roeboume aelz
Roebuck B arlk
Rogosnizza ajdi
RojO, C AXVW
Rokuren I aovj
Rom I adsc
Remain, C aypt
Roman Rocks alws
Romanzof , C atqv
Romblon, P acjhe
Rome AiGD
Rompido Pt ahdr
Romso ADiz
Ronciglio Pt ainf
Ronehamn achx
Ronne acez
Ronnen adlk
Ronze Aixo
Roper. ARIN
Roque, Pt. de la apzo
Roquetas ahig
Eorvig ABKW
Rosa, C AKXC
Rosario avon
Rosario cay axpc
Rosario Str atyn
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goeas AHNE
Roscanvel agks
RoSCOff AGIO
Roseau ayeh
Rose Blanche B besx
Rose, C AKXc
Roselier Pt agpw
Rosetta aktz
Roseway, bcid
Rosholm .ABOF
Rosia B AHFW
Rositten acwq
Roskilde adlf
Ross Cove F aufs
Ross I ABDL
Rossa B AiED
Rossa I AiBx
Rossa Pt AIRP
Rosello, C AiMF
Rosslare afvq
Rosso, P AJEV
Rost -.ABJR
Rostok ADCH
Rostov AKIY
Rota AHEN
Rothe Kliff ; adsm
Rothersand advn
Rothesay aeyq
Rothsay Pt atsr
Rotoava Anchors^e argx
Rotterdam aecw
Rotterdam Canal, New aecr
Rotti... AQOU
Rottnest I arnl
Rotumah ardo
Rouen afzu
Roumania aked
Roumelia ajvs
Round, C BCQL
Round I. (England) aeoz
Round I. (Miss.) Axco
Rousse I AicB
Rovar abtc
Rovigno Aiwu
Rovondrau B arct
Rovuma R amjy
Rowley Shs arlv
ROXO, C ALIH
Royal Albert Docks *.ejd

Royal Sovereign Lt. V aeld
Royal Victoria Docks aejg
Royal, P. (Honduras) awpm
Roval, P. (Jamaica) axsn
Royal, P. (S. C.) ayni
Royale Isle bemv
Royalist, P aqcm
Royan agsd
Rozel AGDU
Rozier, C bdky
Rua I AGZE
Ruad I akrz
Ruapuke I atgv
Ruden I aczk
Rudha Mhail afbd
Rudkiobing adik
Rufiji R ' AMKR
Rufisque algn
Rugen I Aczw
Riigenwalde acyl
Rugsund ABPi

Ruke-Ruku B abdb
RukyiraB amkn
Riim I AFCD
Rumili AKCX
Rumili Plissar akcb
Rumili Kavak akgw
Runcorn abvb
Rundo ABOP
Runo I ACUQ
Rupert's House bbyv
Rusftnovka abef
Rusaro AccjR
Riiso Bank abvg
RUSS , AOWK
Russell P ATNS
Russia ABDu
Russian Tartary aopd
Ru Stoer afdt
RUVU R AMKY
Ruytingen Lt. V. . l afxq
Ryan, Loch abxv
Ryde aelz
Rye AEZL
Ryvarden absx
Ryvingen abvj

Saadani amlp
Saba I AYBR
Sabalanga Is aqog
Sabang B apqr
Sabbioncello ajfb
Sabi R ambd
Sabinal Pt ahif
Sabine awvu
Sabine Pt .'

. . . azvx
Sabinilla ahge
Sablayan aqow
Sable, C. (Fla.) axgi
Sable, 0. (N. S.) bchl
Sable I. (N.Atlantic) bcln
Sable, Pt. an bepi
Sables d'Olonne agqc
Sacatula R aunq
Sacketts Hr bdzj
Sackville bcak
Saco balt
Sacramento auhg
Sacratif, C - . - ahgx
SacrificioB auon
Sada AGXw
Sadashivgad anbr
Saddleback Ledge barn
Sadineiro (Lobera) agym
Sado I AOTX
Saedenstrand adru
Ssetteriet Road adkz
Safatu Hr areh
Safi ,ALBZ
Sag Hr AZRB
Sagami ura ^. apgz
Sagano seki aoyx
Saginaw B begf
Sagres ahgx
Sagro, C AHZT

Sagua la Grande, P axne
Saguenay R bdoz
Sahib, P AKOP
Saibai I aqst

Said, P AKTG
Saida... : aksi

Saigo Hr aout
Saigon anvl
Saiki AOYS
Saintes ' agrb
Saintes, Isle des ayds
Saintes Maries ahqy
Sakai (Isumi Nada) apby
Sakai (Mikuni) aouj
Sakaide apdw
Sakata aotv
Sakhalin aork
Sakitsu ura aoxs
Sakonnet Ch azxn
Sakoshi B apbl
Sal I ALHE
•Sala

, . ANuv
Salamis B '. .ajoh
Salang I anpm
Salaverry auxo
Salayar— , : aqmv
Salcombe aenq
Saldanha B alwb
Sale ASBw
SaMe R aolp
Sal(3m (Mass.) bait
Salem (N. J.) azlh
Salengketa Pt aqms
Salerno aijd
Salgar awmn
Sali ALBS
Salina.1 aiol
Salina Cruz auov
Salinas B. (Peru) auyn
Salinas B. (Cent. Am.) aurk
Salinas, C ahgx
Salinas Pt altu
Salisbury bazx
Sallis (Alt Salis) acuj
Salmis : acnu
Salobreiia ahgu
Salomague, P aqev
Salona G ajlh
Saloniki ajvt
Salou AHLS
Salsang alim
Salt I ALHE
Saltees : afvz
Salten Fiord abji

Saltholm adok
Salt Lake B bdlci

Saltney abug
Saluafata Hr arek
Salut Is AWGD
Salvador auqd
Salvage Is alpo
Salvora I agzd
Salvore Pt aiwd
Salwatti aqrx
Salween R anol
Salzhorn advo
SamanA B axuf
Samana Pt ajgu
Samanco B auyd
Samar • aqjk
Samarai I aqtk
Samarang apvr
Samarowsk aboq
Sambar Pt apxh
Sambas R apx«
Sambro I - bclj
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Sambulauan, P aqld
Saminos atwx
Samoa Is ardx
Samos (Archipelago) ajtp
Samos (Greece) ajkc
Samothraki ajus
Samothraki I ajhm
Sampit AQBP
Samsa Inlet aodl
Samshui anzd
Samso ADJT
Samsun akmp
San Aleixo I avzk
San Andrea I aiqo
Sanary ahsw
San Antioco I aiej
San Antonio C. (Arg.) avni
San Antonio C. (Cuba) axol
San Antonio 0. (Spain) ahkd
San Antonio del Petrel avfx
San Antonio Nuevo avph
San Antonio, P. (Are.) avml
San Antonio, P. (BsQearic Is.)

AHNU
San Antonio, P. (EggHr.) . .avlw
San Antonio Pt. (Adriatic) .. ajcd
San Antonio Pt. (Brazil) avxu
San Antonio Pt. (Chilte) avfs
San Bartolomd, P aukx
SanBenigno, ahwx
San Benito ,.aupg
San Bento R alqu
San Bernardino Str aqgd
San Bias Hr. (Arg.) avmp
San Bias (Mexico) aumx
San Bias, C axen
San Buenaventura auib
San Carlos Hr axgp
San Carlos Pt ahpp
San Cataldo Pt aiqs
San Christoval I aqwp
San Ciprian aqwx
San Clemente I aukd
Sancti Petri ahpe
Sand cay axhd
Sand I. (Ala.) axdm
Sand I . (Superior) benj
Sanda aezo
Sandakan Hr apzo
Sandalo, C aiep
Sandarli G akny
Sandefiord abxl
Sandeid abtf
Sandesund abyz
Sandgate Road aekz
Sandnammar Pt acex
Sandhamn acji
San Diego aujo
SandnsBs abtx
Sando abot
San Domingo (Cent. Am.), .aush
Sandoway anlo
Sandridge arzh
Sands Pt azqp
Sandtorr abhp
Sandusky bedj
Sandviken abyk
Sandwich B bexz
Sandwich I aqxn
Sandwich, P aqxk

Sandy C astd
Sandy Hook azmx
Sandy Hook Lt. V azmy
Sandy I aycr
Sandy Pt. (Queensland) aspo
Sandy Pt. (S. America) avjm
San Felice aiql
San Felipe B aulm
San Feliu de Guixols ahmt
San Fernando Pt aqet
San Fernando (Spain) ahez
San Fernando (T>inidad)...AYHG
San Francisco augf
San Francisco Lt. V auge
San Francisco R avyb
San Francisco do Norte R. .avyr
San Gallan I auzq
San Giovanni di Pelago aiwy
Sanguinaire I ;AIbs
Sanibel I axgc
San Isidro, C avjo
Sanjak Spit Lt. V akoj
San Jeronimo aitpw
San'Joao I awdi
San Jorge alow
San Jose (Costa Rica) awop
San Job6 de Guatemala axjpy
San Jos6 del Cabo B aule
San Jos6 Ignacio Pt avql
San Juan Pt. (Cal.) aujg
San Juan (Mexico) aupc
San Juan Bautista awsn
San Juan del Norte awor
San Juan del Sur aurg
San Juan de Nicaragua R . . .awot
San Juan I atyx
San Juan, P. (B. C.) atxo
San Juan, P. (Peru) auzy
San Juan, P. (P. R.) axwj
San Juan R. (Cent. Am.) . . .auto
San Julian ahci
San Julian, P avlk
Sankaty Hd bafh
San Lorenzo auqv
San Lorenzo, C auyx
San Lucar ahej
San Lucar de Barrameda ahei
San Lucas, C aulc
San Luis (Cent. Am.) aupo
San Luis Pass awuz
San Luis Pt auih
San Luis D'Apra, P aqvo
San Luis Obispo auij
San Marco C aiett
San Marcos B awdg
San Martinho ahbo
San Miguel alde
San Miguel B. (Cent. Am.), .autg
San Miguel B aqpt
San Miguel F altc
San Miguel I aujq
Sanmun B aody
San Nicola I airm
San Nicolas avoh
San Nicolas I aukp
San Nicolas, P auzw
San Nicolo Del Lido P aitv
San Pablo B augp
San Paola I aipx
San Pedro (Cal.) auiz

San Pedro (Spain) ahin
San Pedro do Sul avqz
San Quentin B aukr
San Remo ahvz
San Roman, C awlg
San Roque ahpt
San Salvador axju
San Sebastian (Cadiz) ahpc
San Sebastian{Canary Is. ) . . . alfi
San Sebastian (Spain, N.C.) .agul
San Sebastian, ahmx
Sanoery ahsw
Sansego aizp
Sansego I aizp
San Simeon auid
Santa , auxw
Santa Ana Hr awkv
Santa Anna I awcx
Santa Barbara Oh auip
Santa Barbara B aumf
Santa Barbara, P axuh
Santa Catalina aukb
Santa Catharina I avru
Santa Clara B axni
Santa Croce, C aild
Santa Cruz (Azores) alop
Santa Cruz (Cal.) auho
Santa Cruz (Canary Is. ) alpd
Santa Cruz (C. Verde Is.). . .algt
Santa Cruz (Morocco) alcp
Santa Cruz (Philippines) aqei
Santa Cruz (W. I.) axzs
Santa Cruz B avwu
Santa Cruz del Sur Axpz
Santa Cruz F avsd
Santa Cruz F. (Rio de Janeiro),

AVTS
Santa Cruz I. (Cal.) aujw
Santa Cruz Is. (Pacific). . . .aqwo
Santa Cruz, P. (Arg. ) avlg
Santa Elena auvx
Santa Elena, P avmd
Santa F6 R axot
Santa Isabel alqb
Santa Luzia algz
Santa Margherita ahxc
Santa Maria aheo
Santa Maria, C avqn
Santa Maria de Leuca, C aiqe
Santa Maria I. (Azores) aldm
Santa Maria I. (Chile) avgx
Santa Marta awlu
Santa Marta Grande, C avrq
Santa Maura ajin
Santa Monica auiv
Santander agvm
Santapilli anhj
Santa Pola ahjo
Santa Quaranta ajhc
Santarem awev
Santaren Ch axje
Santa Rosa B axoh
Santa Rosa I..- aujs
Santa Rosa R auwm
Santa Rosalia aulk
Santa Teresa Gallura aicl
Santa Venere, P auu
San Theodoro Pt ajkd
Santiago (Chile) avfk
Santiago, C aqdk
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Santiago de Compostella agyq
Santiago de Cuba axqp
Santo Antonio B alqd
Santo Domingo Hr axup
Santo, P. (Madeira) aldx
Santo, P. (Venezuela) awix
Santona agvh
Santorin ajru
Santos I Avsx
San Vicente de la Barquera -Agvt
Sao Francisco. . .• avsj
Sao Jos^ do Norte avrc
Saolara amfg
Saona I axul
Sapangar B apyv
Sapeh B aqnw
Sapetang anqv
Sapolo AYLJ
Sapetiba avtm
Sapienza I ajmb
Sapri Aijp

Sapudi APWG
Saputi R Apso
Saracen Hd aocp
Saraceno Mt aioh
Sarco AVDj
Saramacca R awgx
Sarasota B axpq
Sarawak apxz
Sardao, C ahcu
Sardina Pt aley
Sardinia aicj

Sardinierfes Pt ahun
Sari Siglar ajwz
Sar Kioi ajxk
Samia beft
Sarpsborg abzc
Sarstoon R awqm
garu A.PLB

Sasardi B awni
Saseno I ajgw
SaskaB ajbv
Sassafras R azep
Sassandra almf
Sassari aipn

Sassnitz adbk
Sastmola acpn

Sata no misaki aoye
SaudeDock avtw
Saugatuck - bekg
Saugor ANix

Saunders, C atib

Saunders, P beet

SauoB Aocs

Sault Sainte Marie belt

Sauzon agnv
Savaiil areo

Savanal axzp

Savanilla a.wml

Savannah aymn
Savannah-la-Mar axrw
Savaradrug ^mzw
SavitriR amzv

Savona ahwn
SavuSavuB arcw

SawaiHr aqpt

SaxbiNess actq

Saxkiobing admn

Saxony •^'^'^'^

Scalambri, C ailw

Scaletta aiku
Scalloway afgx
Scarbrough (England) afmd
Scarbrough (W. I.) aygt
Scario aijm
Scarpanto ajsd
Scarweather Lt. V abrj
Scatari I ...bcrm
Scattery I afqx
Schank, C arzs
Scheldt aefg
Scheveningen aeon
Schiedam aecy
Schiermonnikoog adyq
Schiewenhorst acxn
Schilbols Nol adzi
SchUlighorn adwz
Schleswig adfh
Schleswig-Holstein adcu
Schokland aebq
Scholpin acyh
Schooner Cove bcse
Schouwen aedy
Schouwen Bank Lt. V aefh
Schulau Lt. V ' aduq
Schultz Ground Lt. V adkr
Schuylkill R azjx
Schwarzort acwp
Sciacca aimg
Scilla AiKC
ScUly Is ABOT
Sciroccb, Marsa Aiow
Scio AJTM
Scotland abxi
Scotland Lt. V aznb
Scrabster afdy
Scranton axcl
SCUSO, P AIEM
Seaham apls

Seal I. (N. S.) bcgt
Seal Rocks (W. I.) aybe
Searsport bapr
Seattle aubp
Sea Wolf I BCVB
Sebastian Viscaino B aukt
Sebenico ajdc

Sebert Cove aqyn
Sebu AQiM
Sedhiu alif

SedimiB aopu
SegaarB acjry

Segerstad achb
Segna ajbi

Segoro Wedi B apwy
SeguinI bami

SeguraR ahjm
Seguro, P. (Africa) alnr
Seguro P. (Brazil) Avwa
Seidis Fiord bfas

Sein, He de aglf

Seine R atzk

Seiro adlo

Sekondi alnb

Sekru a«sd

Seldngor R anrl

Selatan, aqbl

SelkerLt. V aewn
Selsea Bill aeln

Selsovik abjz

SelvaP AHNJ

Selve AjcB
Selvi Burnu akcs
Semangka B apsy
Semao aqot
Semaphore aruz
SBmeni R ajou
Sena ambt
Sendai B apix
S^n^gal R algb
Senegambia algf
S6n6quet, Le ageh
S6n6tose Pt aibo
Senigallia P aish
Sen Zaki uchi aovd
Seoul AOLM
Sepet, C AHTB
Sept-Iles, Les aghv
Seraglio Pt ajzy
Serantes R agxo
Serdze Kamen, C apot
Sergipe avyl
Serk AGDL
Serpents I aken
Serpent Mouth ayho
Serpho ajqc
Serrat, C akwp
Servia ajgl
Servola aivq
Serwatti Is aqov

R AftBD
AUPCJ

Seskar'! acso
Seskaro acob
Sesters, Grand alkv
Sestri Levante ahxg
Sestroretzk acru
Seto Uchi aozf
Sestos R alkr
Settle R ALRM
Setubal ahcq
Seudre R agrn
Sevast6pol akhj
Seven Is., The abdi
Seven I. B bdmu
Seven Stones Lt. V abpb
Severn, F beza
Severn R. (England) aeqk
Severn R. (Md.) azdo
Seville ahek
Seychelles amiy
Seyne B., La ahtk
Sfax AKVN
Sgeir Maiole (Sgeir Vuile). .apbh
Shableh, C. akeb
Shadwan I amqg
Shakotan Hr aplw
Shaliutien I aojr
Shambles Lt. V aemy
Shanghai aofj
Shanhainuan aojv
Shannon R afqt
Shantarski Is aory
Shantung Promontory AOi«

Shdrja AMTO
Shark B armg
Shark Pt alsb

Sharps I azfb
Sharpness Docks aeqm
Shastri R anbc
ShaSze aoig
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SHATT-AL-ABAB—SNIPE.

Shatt-al-Arab amuf
Sheboygan bein
Shediac bcye
Sheerness aejt
Sheet Hr bcmw
Sheet Rock bcmx
Sheffield afmv
Sheik ul Abu ampn
Shelburne bcia
Sheldrake I bdgx
Shelikoff Str atbu
Shemogue boxy
Shepherd Hr awoj
Shepstone, P alyt
Sherbro R Auz
Sherbrooke bcnr
Sherki I akvq
Sherm Wej amrd
Shershel akyr
Shetland Is afgl
Shidzukawa apjn
Shields, North afu
Shields, South aflm
Shieldsboro axbn
Shikoku APCG
Shimabara aoxl
Shimidzu Hr : .: apgm
Shimonoseki aovp
Shimonoseki Str aovu
Shinagawa apib
Shinda amtf
Shingle Pt amhx
Shiogama apiz
Shiokubi mi saki apku
Ship Hr bcmq
Ship I Axcp
Ship John Sh aziq
Shippigan bdin
Ship Island Sh awxy
Shipu Hr aodz
Shipwash Lt. V afoq
Shiranai B aotl
Shirasu aovl
Shir6 R....- ambw
Shiriya saki apkh
Shitama, P apcm
Shizuoka apgk
Shoals, Isle of bakd
Shoalwater auot
Shoalwater B asvl
Shoeburyness abil
Shoreham., aelj
Shortland Bluff aeyg
Shortt I ANij
Shovelful Shoal Lt. V babp
Shubenacadie R bcdz
ShummA I ampl
Shuya abez
Siaelland adkv
Siselland Reef Lt adlp
Siak aprg
Siam ANui
Siargao I aqjx
Siassi AcjLT
Siberia aosf
Siboga APui
Sibonga aqiu
Sibpur anjk
Sibu Is ANTF
Sibuko B APZY

Sibutu I Apzx
Sibuyan I aqhg
Sici6, C AHTD
Sicily AiKJ
Sidby ACPM
Sidero, ajps
Sidmouth aseb
Sienniumiao aogc
Sierra Colorado Pt awlc
Sierra Leone aljv
Siete Pecados aqic
Sighajik P akoz
Signal Mt. (Mauritius) amid
Sigri P AJTX
Siguapa axns
Siguenza Pt axdp
Sihuatanejo aunw
Sikia, P AKOX
Si Kiang anzb
Sikijor I aqjb
Silam Hr apzw
Silivri ajxe
Silleiro, C agzq
Silloth AEwe
Silver I aopx
SimS ACQH
Simoda apgx
Simons B alwu
Simpnasklubb acke
Simpson, P atsz
Simrishamn acpo
Sinai, Mt amqx
Sind Coast amwv
Sines, C ahcb
Singapore ansm
Singapore New Hr ansv
Singapore, Old Strait of antd
Singatoka R...' arcs
Singkel apuj
Singo APEV
Singora antv
Singti Reach agio
Siniscola aido
Sinjai aqmt
Sinkeamun Hr aoeh
Sinmororan apkz
Sinnamar awgh
Sinope (Sinub) akmt
Siphano ajqb
Sippican azyx
Sirakami, C apnd
Sirakami saki apkn
Sirik, C apyf
Sir James Hall Group aolj
Siro simas aovh
Siru unku apmv
Sirunoki '. aplg
Sisal AWRs
Sisargaa I agyb
Sisimiut bezw
Sisiran P aqfv
Sissibou R bcge
Sitges AHLY
Sitia, C AJPR
Sitka ATSN
Sittang R anog
Siversov akgr
Sivota I AJHX
Sivriji Pt aknt

SivutchB
Siwo misaki
Six-Fours
Sizepoli

Sjelanger
Skagen
Skagens Hamn.

Skagganas
Skala
Skala Nuova G
Skalgrund
Skalskar
Skano
Skarsinde
Skaw, The
Skeena R
SkelderB
Skelleftea
Skelligs

Skerda I

Skerries
Skerryvore
Skiatho
Skibotten
Skielskor
Skien
Skilling_R
SkiodsHd
Skiold Ness
Skira
Skokomish
Skomvser
Skongsnaes
Skopelo
Skoven
Skraaven
Skrypleff I

Skudesnses
Skulmartin Lt. V
Skutari
Skutari (Bosphorus).
Skutari (Greece)
Skutskar
Skye, Isle of

Skyro
Slavianski B
Sletten

Sletterhage
Slevik
Sliema
Sli(Schlei) Fiord....
Sligo

Slimiinde
Slitehamn
Slotterb

Sluis

SlyneHd
Smalls
Smith I

Smiths Knoll Lt. V.

.

Smoky C
Smorhavn
Smyge Pt
Smyrna
Smyth Ch
Snares, The
S. Nlkolo, P
Snipan Lt. V
Snipe I

. .aonu
. . -APEM
. . .AHSY
. .aedh
. ..abrj
. .ADQN

. . .ACML
. ..ABXF
. ..ACGK
. . .AJSY
. . .AKPC
...ACPI
. . .ACPZ
. . .ACBP
. .ACHN
. .ADQN
. .ATUG

. ..ACDJ
..ACNK
. .AFQK
..AJBW
..ABTN
..AFBV

. ..AJVH
..ABGV

. . . ADLZ
. .ABXC
. -ABSU
. .ADKP

. . .ADIB
. .AKVJ
. . ATZW

. ..ABJP
..ABPD
..AJVK '

. . -ADJC

. ..ABIP

. .AOQH
. .ABTJP

. . .AFTZ
. .AJGQ
..AKBI
. .AJMQ
..ACIiB

. .AFCM

..AJVG
. -AOPE
. .ADOX
.ADKH

. .ABYU
. .AIOV
. .ADFJ
. .AFSH
. .ADFB
. -ACHT
..ABES
.ABGN

. .AFRM

. .ABSK
. .ATZE
.AFNX
.ASNU
-ABPM

. .acet'

.AKOM

. .AVJC

. .ATHI

..AJIM
.ACNB
.AODT
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SNOHOMISH—ST. GEORGE.

. AUBH
-APXB
-AKLB
.AKLB
-ABGZ
-AGTX

- -ACJV
ACLR

.AMTE
ABKD
AMOH
.AICW
AELX

Snohomish..

.

SnouTv Lt. V
SochaBitkePt'.'".'.'.'.",

Sochinski
Society Is
Socoa
Soderarm
Soderhamn
SoderWng '.".'."..'..Tcil
Seder Skars acrd
Sodertelje aciy
boduspomt BDYO
SofalaR ."."."."ambg
Soggendal strand abun
Sogndal abqt
Some Fiord abqi
Sohar
Soholm
Sok6tra I

Solaro, Mt
Solent, The [

Seller, P AHOM
Solomon Is aqwe
^°l°rJ-V AQOD
Solo Rock ARCF
Solovetzki abek
Solvesborg acfr
Solvorn abqz
Solway Firth aewq
Somali amon
Somaliland, Italian amnx
Sombrero cay axhj
Sombrero I axzy
Somers Cove azgc
Somerset asyz
Somes Hr basl
Somes I ATKP
Sommars acsq
Somme R afyo
Somo Somo Str aedh
Sonapur anhp
Sonderburg adfx
Sondervig adrn
Songka R. anwp
Songchiu aons
Songhoi R anwr
Songa Songa I amkp
Songvaar Lt abvl
Sonsonate auqj
Sooke Inlet atxm
Soon ^byn
Sophiko P; AjoB
Sordwana Road alzh
Sorel BDUE
Sorell, P ASEL
Sorelle Rocks akws
Sorhaugo abtd
Sorio AONG
Soroka abey
Sorrento (Italy) aiht
Sorrento (Victoria) aezn
Sorsogon aqgk
Sorte Ch adob
Sorvaag abjo
Sosnovetz I abfl
Sosti I ajkz
Soton antjt
Sottile, Pt. (Austria) aivt
Sottile Pt. (Sicily) aims
Soudan alnj

Soufrifere B .

,

Sound, The.
Souria.

AYPM
ACDM

Q „ - BDCM
f°Urop, C ACTH
gOUfe. AKVW
Souter Pt APLQ
South America '.'/auwo
Southampton (England). , . .aelw
Southampton (Huron) behc
Southampton Road anlh
South C AQTJ
South East.P_ '. AMiu
Southend aeim
Southerness.' aexl
South Foreland aeku
South Goodwin Lt. V aeks
South Haven bekc
South Head (Inner) '.'. asjy
South Joggins bcaw
Southold AZEK
South Carolina aynp
South Carolina I ambc
South Joggins bcaw
South Orkneys avkj
South Pass AWYQ
Southport' ^England) abvn
Southport (N. Australia). . . . arjq
Southport (Queensland) aspm
South Pt. (Amherst I.) bdfo
South Pt. (Anticosti) bdlt
South Pt. (Barbados) aygn
South Rock Lt. V afub
South Ronaldsay afel
South Shetland avkh
South Shields aplm
South Solitary I asof
South Stack

, . . . aeti
South Uist '.

. . afdg
Southwest Prong Lt amzh
Southwest Pt bdlw
SoUthwold AFOL
Sovde ABOX
SowandPigsLt.V.(N.S.W.) .askf
Sow and Pigs Lt. V. (Mass.).BACi
Soya saki apmg
Spadillo Pt Aipj
Spain AGUE
Spalato AjDR
Spalmadori Ch ajec
Sparo ACHZ
Sparta ajmw
Spartel, C albj
Spartivento, C. (Italy) aikh
Spartivento, C. (Sardinia).

.

.aieb
Spathi, C AJMY
Spear, C beuz
Spencer B aluo
Spencer, C. bayt
Spencer G. arsd
Spencer Rock aghg
Sperone, C aiel
Spex Str ADwQ
Spezia ahxp
Spezzia I ajnr
Sphakia ajpv
Spiekeroog I adxi
Spinalonga, C

.,
ajpn

Spithead able
Spit Lt. V ANME
Spitzbergen abcy

Split, C BCDK
Spotomo AHWK
Spotsbierg adkx
gPr0?O ADIW
Spuria AiKft
Spurn Lt.V afmq
Spurn Pt APMG
oquillace..... Aipo
Srjgina I '.I'.akxcj
Srira, La akvj
St. Abb's Hd .".'.'"

"apkp
St. Agnes abov
St. Agostinho, avzm
St. Alban's Hd aemt
St. Ambrose I advx
St. Andrew (N. B.) .bawu
St. Andrew, C ampg
St. Andrew City (Fla.) axeh
St. Andrew Ch bcto
St. Andrew Pt. (Pr. Ed. L).bdax
St. Andrew R almf
St. Andrew Sound (Ga.) ayko
St. Andrews afje
St. Ann, C alkb
St. Anne (Alderney) agcx
St. AnnoHr. (C. Br. L)....bcud
St. Anns axbk
St. Ann's Hd aesd
St. Antonio algp
St. Aubin agbo
St. Aubin (Jersey) agdq
St. Augustine ayjb
St. Augustine B amfd
St. Barbe Pt agtv
St. Bartholomew aybn
St. BeesHd aewk
St. Benoit amho
St. Blaize, C. alxj
St. Briac agfm
St.Bride'sB aesl
St. Brieuc agfu
St. Carlos ahlf
St. Cassano, P ajcw
St. Cast Pt AGFP
St. Catherine B agdv
St. Catherine Pt aemo
St. Catherine Sound aylm
St. Christopher I aybx
St. Clair bepn
St. Clair Lake befh
St. Clement B ayzx
St. Croix I Axzs
St. Croix R bawp
St. Cruz de la Selva ahnj
St. Denis amhe
St. Duka F AKLD
St. Elia, C AiDx
St. Elmo Aiou
St. Esprit BCED
St. Eustatius aybt
St. Famille bdso
St. Florent aicg
St. Francis, C. (Africa) alxs
St. Francis, C beyp
St. Francis, P bdty
St. Francois bdsc
St. George (Grenada) aygd
St. George (N. B.) baxd
St. George Basin arlb
St. George, C. (Fla.) axew
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ST. GEORGE—STENJER.

St. George Hr besl

St. George Hr. (Bermuda). . . ayib

St. George I amcp
St. George Mouth akel
St. George R banj
St. Georges Ch - . - aesi

St. Georges Hd asjc

St. Georges, P agsk
St. Georges Reef. . : auez
St. Georgio Islet ajpz

St. Georgio, P ajel

St. Germain agef
St. Giacomo Pt ahwz
St. Gildas Pt agpo
St. Gillies sur Vie agpz
St. Giovanni, P ajib

St. Helena alvo
St. Helena B alvz
St. Helena Sound aynx
St. Helens aeml
St. Helier agdp
St. Hospice Pt AHVK
St. Ignace bdrh
St. Ives AEPD
St. Jacques agir
St. JagO ALHK
St. James, C anvq
St. Jean bdsi
St. Jean de Luz agtu
St. Joao da Barra avul
St. John (N. B.) BAYN
St. John B BERN
St. John, C AJPN
St. John Hr. (Antigua) aycp
St. John Hr. (Staten I.) avkd
St. John I. (China) anyd
St. John I. (Red Sea) amqb
St. John I. (W.I.) AXZK
St. John R. (Africa) alyr
St. John R. (Fla.) ayjh
St. Johns (Newfoundland) . . aeva
St. Johns I AMQB
St. Johns Pt AFUG
St. Jorge dos Ilheos avxi
St. Joseph (Mich.) bejx
St. Joseph (Fla.) axek
St. Katharine Docks aejp
St. Kilda AFDO
St.KildaPier(Melbourne). . .arzg
St. KittS I AYBX
St. Laurent bdsl
St. Lawrence (Queensland) . ..\svp

St. Lawrence, C bcup
St. Lawrence, G. of bdgc
St. Lawrence I apol
St. Lawrence, R bdmp
St. Leonards aslm
St. Leu AMHS
St. Lewis Sound bbxt
St. Louis (Africa) alod
St. Louis (N. B.) BCYT
St. Louis (Reunion) amhs
St. Louis B vxve
St. Louis Canal ahrn
St. Louis F ayep
St. LuceaHr axrs
St. Lucia B . (Africa) alzp
St. Lucia (Madagascar) amex
St. Lucia (W. 1.1 ayfg
St. Malo afcg

St. Marco, C aimj

St. Marcouf agbz
St. Margaret B bckr
St. Margaret's Hope apjt

St. Marguerite He ahux
St. Mane amhp
St. Marie, C amfc
St. Marks axez
St. Martin (W. I.) aybp
St. Martin de la Arena . . ... . agvq
St. Mary B bcfv
St. Mary (Ga.) ayki
St. Mary (Newfoundland) . .beun
St. Mary, C. (Africa) altx
St. Mary, C. (Madagascar) . . . amfc
St. Mary, C. (Portugal) ahdi
St. Mary I amej
St. Mary, P amek
St. Mary R. (Mich.) belk
St. Mary R. (N. S.) bono
St. Marys I. (Scilly) abou
St. Mary's Road aeoy
St. Mathieu Pt agjw
St. Matthews I atqx
St. Maximo ahum
St. Michael P atqw
St. Michaels (Azores) alde
St. Michel, Mt agee
St. Nazaire (Loire Inf.) agph
St. Nazaire (Fr. Pyr.Orient) .ahpw
St. Nicholas Lt. V afoc
St. Nicholas alhb
St. Nicolas AGSB
St. Nicolas Pt Apuw
St. Nicolas, P AHZW
St. Nikolas ajql
St. Nikolo, P Ajcji

St. Orlovsk ATSB
St. Paul (Reunion) amht
St. Paul B bdqp
St. Paul, C. (Africa) alno
St. Paul, C. (Black Sea) akid
St. Paul de Loanda altb
St. Paul Hill ANSD
St. Paul Hr. (Alaska) atry
St. Paul I. (C. Br. I.) bcus
St. Paul I. (Indian Ocean) . . amjt
St. Paul Rocks awcb
St. Peter B bcqr
St. Peter Hr bdcs
St. Peter P agdc
St. Petersburg achy
St. Pierre (Newfoundland), .bety
St. Pierre (Oleron I.) agrh
St. Pierre (Quiberon) agnx
St. Pierre (Reunion) amhr
St. Pierre (St. Lawrence) . . .bdsr
St. Pierre (W. I.) ayer
St. Pierre de Royan agsb
St. Pietro (Adriatic) ajdy
St. Pietro di Nembo aizq
St. Pietro I. (Sardinia) aien
St. Pol de L6on agim
St. Quay agpy
St. Raphael ahuq
St. Roque, C awbs
St. Rose AMHP
St. Sampson's agdh
St. Sauveur agpw
St. Sebastian B alxg

St. S6bastien„ • amgv
St. Servan agfe
St. Simon Sound aykk
St. Stefano aicx
St. Stephen bawi
St. Suzanne amhj
St. Thomas (St. Lawrence) .bdrq
St. Thomas (W. I.) axzb
St. Thomas Bight awcd
St. Thomas Peak aqer
St. Thom6 ALQP
St. Thom6, C AVUH
St. Tropez ahuk
St. Tudwall Roads aetc
St. UfeS AHCQ
St. Vaast AGCD
St. Valery apyq
St. Valery-en-Oaux afyw
St. Vincent (C. Verde Is.) , .algt
St. Vincent I. (Fla.) '.

. .axeq
St. Vincent (W. I.) ayfq
St. Vincent, C ahcv
St. Vincent G arud
St. Vincente, P aqpb
St. Vito, C. (Italy) aipz

St. Vito, C. (Sicily) aing
St. Vladimir B aoqw
Staaken adcz
Stabben abpq
Stade adun
Stagno Ajpi

Stambul akbj
Stamford Hr azsr
Stampalia ajsh
Stamphani I ajks
Stamsund abiu
Stangate Creek aejx
Stangholm abhv
Stanislav akox
Stanley asev
Stanley Hr avkp
Stanley Pool .' alsn
Stanley, P. (Erie) beal
Stanley, P. (Pacific Is.) . ...aqxj
Stanley R bdbg
Stapleton aznp
Starhejm abpl
Starkenhorst acyz
Stark Pt. (England) aenm
Stark Pt. (Orkneys) afgb
Stat ABPC
Staten I. (N. Y.) ' aznj
Staten I. (S. America) avkb
Stathelle abwy
Statland abld
Stauns Hd adpj
Stausernsodden abxh
Stavanger abtw
Stave ABus
Stave I BATD
Stavehes abmv
Stavoren aebv
Stavros, P „ ajsz
Stedsholm acib
Steep I AOBV
Stefano Pt ajxu
Stege adnq
Steilacoom aubt
Steinort, C acve
Sten jer abmp
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Stenkyrkehuk achm
Steno Pass ajqo
Stenskar ; aosx
Stensundeno abqg
Stephansoit '. .aquf
Stephens B auvn
Stephens, C ateh
Stephens, P. (Falkland Is.) .avkt
Stephens, P. (N. S. W.). . . .asmx
Stephens Pt asmv
Stettin ACYX
Stevns C. (Klint) adnx
Stewart I atgx
Stiff Pt aqjq
Stig Ness ADMG
Stikine R atsp
Stinking I bewl
Stilow Beacon acyd
Stirling amx
Stirrup cays axiz
Stirs Pt. ACRS
Stockholm acjq
Stockton (Australia) asmp
Stockton (England) afly
Stockton (Me.) bapu
Stokkoen ablr
StoUergrund adex
Stoltnen abth
Stolpmiinde acyi
Stoncica Pt ajen
Stonehaven apis

Stonehouse aenv
Stone Pillar bdqy
Stonesbotten abhg
Stonnington azuk
Stono Inlet. .-. ayop
Stony Pt bdza
Stor R ADUH
Stora AKXN
Stpra Fiaderagg .acmw
Stbrjungfrun _ aclp

Storkalla^nd acph
Storklappen acik

Storm B asgr
Stornoway apcr
Storskar acoy
StoschCh AviT

Stotsund ABJT

Strahan aspi

Straitsmouth I baji

Stralsund adbt

Strandebarm absb

Strangford apud
Stranraer aexy
Strasburg acvz

Stratford Shs aztg

StrathiePt apdx

Strati AJUC

Streaky B ARfto

Streckelsberg aczt

Strelna acsp

StrelokB aoqn

StribPt ADHP

Stroma apec

Stromboli I aioj

Strome Ferry apcK

Stromness afet

Stromo A™M
Stromstad abzm

Strongilo I ajux

Stronsay . .-. apem
Strontian I bedc
Strood abjz
Strovathi I ajks
Strukamp Pt adej
Struys B alwz
Stryensas aedu
Stuart I ATYV
Stubbekiobing adnh
Stylida G ajuy
Suakin ampw
Sual AQEO
Suances agvr
Suberbieville amgc
Subig, P AQDY
Succonnesset Shoal Lt. V...baev
Suchau AoiH
Suda B AjPH
Sudak AKHT
Sudder-ghat ankm
Sunderhoft adtb
Sudero afhk
Suder Piep adtn
Sudzu misaki aoug
Suez .AMQS
Suez B AMQT
Suez Canal akti
Suez G AMQK
Sugarloaf I anzs
Sugarloaf Pt asmz
Suga sima apph
SugUt R APZK
Sujak B : AKJ

w

Sukkiim B aklj
Sule Skerries apdw
Sulina Mouth akem
Sulisker apdr
Sulitjelma Mines abjm
Sullivan basx
Sultan Shoal Lt ansq
Sultans I ANDM
Suma ABEX
Sumatra apqi

Sumaya aguo
Sumbal aqny
Sumbawa aqnu
Sumburgh Hd afgm
Summerside bczl

Sumter F ayov
SundaStr Apsa
Sundarbans, The anjcj

Sunderland aflr
Sundet Acnm
Sundsvall aclx

Sundt ACDM
Sungi Banju Asing. . . : aprx
Sungi Sungeang apry

Sungi Rokan aprd

Suira alcb

SunkLt. V AFPG

Sunk Rock Lt amzg
Sunmiyani B amwh
Sup6 AUYJ

Superior City benc

Superior, Lake belq

Sur (Arabia) amsy

S(ir (Syria) aksl

SurPt auhy
Surabaya apwj

Surat AMYS

Surigao aqki
Surinam R. Lt. V awgp
Sur-Kenis B akvm
Surry barw
Suruga G apgj
Susa (Tunis) akvw
Susa, P. (Japan) aovb
Susaki ^Tokyo G.) apho
Susaki (Shikoku) apct,
Susan, P aubc
Susquehanna R.

.
, azbd

Sutherland apds
Sutherland Dock asle
Sutsini APLC
Sutt B APMX
Suva ARCH
Suvarov Is arhn
Suvero, C aijr
Suvorovski akgd
Suwo nada aozk
Svaneke acfj
Svangen abzp
Svano abpv
Svartkiubben ackh
Sveaborg acqz
Svelvik ABYE
Svendborg adhw
Svendseyre bfah
Svenoer abxj
Svenska Bjorn Lt. V aciu
Svenska Hogarne acjt
Sviatotroitski akgn
Svinbaden Lt. V acds
Svinor , abvc
Svolvser abim
Svyatoi Nos abfp
Swakopmund Road aluj
Swalfer Ort ague'
Swan B - .aseh
Swan I. (Tasmania) asdm
Swan I. (Victoria) aryk
Swan R arnq
Swanage abmr
Swansea (England) '. . . aero
Swansea (N. S. W.) ashd
Swanterwitz Lt. V aczh
Swatau ANzu
Sweden abzh
Swettenham, P anrs
Swilly, Lough afsr
Swinemiinde aczb

Swine R aczd

Swin Middle Lt. V afpl

Switzerland ahvq
Syauki Pt aobv
Syd Krogo ablp
Svdney askb
Sydney (C. Br. I.) bcsw
Sydostbrotten Lt. V acmq
Syltl ADSH
Symi AiSN

Synaes aboh
Syra ajqw
Syracuse ailj

Syria : akri

Syrsan acig

Taa hu ku B argh
Taal aqgz
Taars admp
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TAASINGE—TERRIBLES.

Taasinge I adu
Tabarca I ahjn
Tabarka akwv
Tabasco awsj

Tablas I aqhc
Tablas, Las awil
Table B alwg
Table Bluff aufk
Table C aset
Table I anmv
Taboria aljd
Tabu almc
Tabuan ,. apwt
Tabuia aljd
Tachibana ura apdp
Tachin E, anug
Tacking Pt asnk
Tacloban aqji

Tacna avcf
Taco, P AXLS
Tacoma aubr
Tadousac bdpc
Tadri R anbu
Taganrog akix
Tagbilaran aqjb
Tagliamento R. aiup
Tago B APGT
Tagus R AHBz
Tahiti. . . , arhb
Taiaroa Hd atif
Taiho I ANYL
Taillefer Pt agnp
Taimur G abcp
Tai oa, P argn
Tai-o-ha6 argl
Taiping fu aogm
Taipu Pt. Lt. V AWDV
Taitai B aqcj
Taitan I aobh
Taitzuchi Beacon aogx
Taiwan fu. . . : aocj
Taize Ura .apeu
Tajer, P ajde
Tajura amoz
Takamatsu apds
Taka Ramata aqmy
Taka sima aowj
Takasimacho aphu
Takau aocl
Taketoyo apfw
Takhkona Pt. ; actr
Takly, C akib
Ta ko ho aojp
Taku AOJH
Taku Bar Lt. V aojk
Takush B akxi
Taku Shan aokz
Talamone B ahyp
Talanta B ajoz
Talara auwv
Talauer la aqlx
Talautse Is aqlw
Talbot I AQSN
Talbot, P AERK
Talca AVGD
Talcahuano avgn
Talienwan B aokn
Talindak aqci
Talkna Fiord bpak
Tallais Bank Lt. V agsi

Taltal AVDG
Talus, La beqv
Talut Pt. (Lorient) agmy
Taman Lake akji

Tamandare avzi

Tamar, P avjl
Tamar R asdu
Tamatave ameq
Tambelan Is apxs
Tambo R avbt
Tambo de Mora P auzg
Tamise i aegx
Tampa axfk
Tampico awtc
Tamrfda amoi
Tamsui Hr aobw
Tanabe apkl
Tana Fiord abpy
Tana R amnk
Tanamo, P axlu
Tananarivo amdp
Tandine B arbu
Tanga B ; amls
Tangalle anex
Tangaluma Roads asqd
Tanganyika Lake amne
Tangier albi
Tangier I azgi
Tangkiang aocn
Tangoa aqxg
Tangola tangola B auor
Tang;tang. ameh
Tanjong BuluB ansl
Tanjong Datu apxw
Tanjong Priok apvp
Taniore anft
Tanlcar aoot
Tankari amyk
Tanl<5 B aqzh
Tanna (India) amzc
Tanna (Pacific) aqxz
Tanon Str aqip
Tanso abqe
Tantu AOFW
Tani-Keli Islet amgu
Taormina aikv
Tapagipe B avxy
Tapajos R awex
Tapanuli B apuh
Tappi Saki aotr
Tapti R amyr
Tapul Group aqls
Taranaki atcr
Tarang anqb
Taranto aipw
Tarapur Pt amyx
Tarascon ahrg
Tarbert aprb
Tarbet Ness aphr
Tarifa ahfl
Tarkhan, C akhf
Tarpaulin Cove bacl
Tarrafal B. (St. Antonio) algs
Tarrafal Pt. (St. Jago) alho
Tarragona ahlt
Tarraville asbq
Tartary, G. of aoqx
Tartus akrx
Tasanho aojf
Tasiko I aqxl

Tasman Hd asgj
Tasmania asdk
Tatamagouche bcxa
Tate ishi zaki aouk
Tate yama apio
Tatoosh I AUCL
Tatsing;ho aojc
Tatsupi, C .AOTR
Tauan aqsr
Taukopah anpk
Taunton R azwy
Taupiri atby
Tauranga atlw
Tausk B AOSH
Taviit, AHDJ
Taviuni : ardk
Tavolara I aidl
Tavoy anot
Tawi Tawi ^qlu
Tay R apjb
Tayabas R aqgx
Tayangho .....' aolb
Taylorville atps
Tchio ARBH
Tearaght I afqp
Teavarua Hr arhl
Tecoanapa auod
Tecojate aups
Tees R ; aflw
Tegal APVN
Teheran amuw
Tehmaki Str atmr
Tehuantepee Atroz

Teignmouth aeng
Teignouse, La agnj
Tekfur Dagh ajxo
Tellicherri anci
Telok Anson anrg
Telok Betung apsr
Teluti B AQpw
Temriuk B , akjh
Tenacatita B aung
Tenasserim anoy
Tenby aesb
Tendra B akhb
Tenedos ajul
Tenerife alez
T6nfez, or, T^nes akyt
Tengchaufu aoix
Tenkitten acwz
Tennant Hr baoh
Teodo B Ajpw
Tepa AQPC
Tequepa B auny
Terang B aqoe
Terceira alcy
Tereboli akmg
Terkolei I apro
Termini Imerese ainr
Terminos Lagoon awsh
Termoli airu
Ternate aqrp
Temeuse aegf
Terningen abmn
Terracinal aiom
Terranova (Sardinia) aidg
Terranova (Sicily) ailx
Terre-Negre aqry
Terribles, The anli
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TERSCHELLING-TRANSVAAL.

Terschellmg adyz
Terschelling Bank Lt. V. . . . adyx
Terstenik I aizt
Testa, C aick
leste de Buch, La agtl
Testigos Is Awiz
Tete AMBu
Tete de Plandre abqt
Tetuan akzy
Tetulia R ankb
Teuk cham aobz
Teulada, C aieg
T^vennec aolh
Tewantin

, asm
Texas awtk
Texel, The .....adzj
Texel I ADZH
Thaipeng anqz
Thames R. (Conn.) aztv
Thames R. (England) aehu
Thames R. (N. Z.) atmj
Tharda Hr anpv
Thaso I AJUT
Thayetmyo anml
Themistocles, C ajoq
Theodosia akhw
Therapia akcp
Thermia ajqf
Thiessow aczy
Thinai Hr anwi
Thisted adrp
Tholen aefj
Thomas I alqp
Thomas Ft azdi
Thomaston banm
Thorbjoms Kjser abyw
Thornton R ambl
Thornton Haven aokw
Thoro ADHY
Thorshavn aphi
Thousand Is., The bdvx
Three Hummock I aspb
Three Points, C almu
Three Points, C. (Arg. ) avlo
Three Rivers bdtv
Throgs Neck azsp
Thunder B begi
Thunder C ; bemo
Thuno adjz
Thursday I aszm
Thurso afdz
Thybo Ron adrc
Tibbett Pt bdzm
Xjber R aipz

Tiefen Hafen actx
Tiemunkwau aojd
Tienpak Hr anxw
Tientsin aojl
Tierra del Fuego avju
TLflis AKLW
Tigani, F ajth

Tigil R AoaQ
Tignish bdey
Tignoso I AJTHP

Tigris R amus
Tihenpien Hr anxw
Tikao AQGr

Tiko AFrw
Tilat AQHT
Tilbury Docks aeio

Tilig.P AQDP
Tillamook Rock audo
Tilsit ACWN
Tilt Cove BEXK
Timaru , atix
Timballier I awyb
Timmendorf adck
Timor aqon
Timor Laut aqpp
Timsah, Lake akto
Tina Mayor agvu
TinghaiHr .".'.aobi
Tinol AHXO
TmOS AJQK
Tmoso, C... AHiY
TintoR AHDw
Tintingue ameh
TiparaB arsx
Tipaza P AKYQ
Tiri tiri Matangi I atmz
Tistlarne acbu
Tizenko B aont
Tiznitz alcg
Toamasina ameq
Toba apfe
Tobacco P., R azbp
Tobago AYGR
Tobako R aqpy
Tocantins R awep
Tocopilla avcr
Todos Santos B aukp
Togo ALNT
Tokarofski, C aopy
Tokelau arep
Toku shima apdj
Tokuyama ; aozn
Tokyo Apic
Tolboukin acrw
Toledo beco
Tolero P ajez
Tolkemit acxi
Tolkeshwar Pt amzy
ToUe AiTP
Tolmeita akus
Tolon B AJNM
TolstOnOW ABCL
Tolten AVHQ
Tomaga sima apbz
Tomales B '. aufy
Tomari ura aoyb
Tom6 AVGJ
Tomil B , AQVH
Tomo APBP
Tompkinsville azns
Tona Canal apjd
Tonala atjpe
Tondi ANPM
Tone gawa

,
apif

Tonga Is ardq
Tong Aing anop
Tongass P atsv
Tongatdbu I ards
Tongka anps
Tongoi, P; AVEJ
Tongsang Hr aobd
Tongshu I AODM
Tongue Lt. V abic
Tonkin G , anwo
Tonning adtf
Tonquet afyk

Tonsberg. abxn
TopcheB AJYP
Topdals Fiord abvx
Topkhana akbs
ToplaB .'.AJFT
Topolobampo B aumj
Tor. AMQW
Tor Pt AFTO
Toragy Pt. asip
Tor B. (England) aeni
TorB.(N.S.) BCOD
Tordera ahmp
Tore ACNY
Torgauten abyv
Torinana, C agyh
Tormentine, C bcxs
Toro Pt AWNU
Toronto bdxt
Torquay abnh
Torre aiwm
Torre dell' Annunziata, P. . .aihq
Torre Orlando aigq
Torres, P aifm
Torres Str aszb
Torrevieja ahjk
Torrox ahgq
Torruella ahmy
Tortola , . . axzm
Tortoll AIDQ
Tortoralillo avbd
Tortosa, C ahlm
Tortuga I (Haiti) axtm
Tortuga I (Venezuela) awjq
Tortugas Is axgl
Torungen abwg
Tory Ch. . . . ; atkj
Tory I. AFSQ
Tougourski 6. aosb
Toulinguet Pt agkw
Toulinguet I bewv
Toulon AHTP
Toulouse AHQD
Touquet, Pt. du afyk
Tourane anwk
Tour de la Lande agih
Tourneville agel
Tourville '. agel
Touzla ajyi
Tova I AVIS
Toward Pt aeyo
Townsend bans
Townsend, P atzo
Townsville aswt
Toyohashi apgb
Tracadie (N. B.) bdhs
Tracadie(N. S.) bcvq
Tracadie (P. Ed. I.) bdcv
Trade Town alkp
Trsen I abkc
Trafalgar, C ahfi
Traiventos avnu
Tralee afqs
Tramontana Pt aimp
Tranekioer .\ adip
Tranholm abml
Trani aiqy
Trano (Nyleden) abru
Trano abhw
Tranquebar an pz

Transvaal alvp

76564—09 32
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TRAPANI- -UEAGA.

Trapani ainb
Traste ajgb
Trau A3DP
Travancore Coast ancu
Travemiinde adccj

Trave R adct
Traverse C. (P. Ed. I.) bczo
Traverse, Lower Lt. V bdqs
Traverse, Upper, Lt. V bd«v
Traverse City belh
Trebizond akmc
Tred Haven Creek azey
Tre Forcas, C akzt
Treguier .aghp
Treisseny, P agjc
Trekroner adoq
Trelleborg aoee
Trembles Sh bdtn
Tremiti Is airl
Trenton (Erie) beau
Trenton (N. J.) azkm
Tr6port, Le afys
Tre Porti P aitw
Tre Pozzi P ajer
Tres Marias Is. , las aumy
Tres Montes, C avin
Tres Puntas, C avlo
Tr^vignon Pt agmj
Trevose Hd aepj
Triagoz aghx
Trial B..-. asnw
Trichinopoly , anfv
Trieste Aivo
Trieux R aghf
Trincomali anfe
Trindelen Lt. V adqi
Tringano •. antr
Trinidad (W. I.) aygz
Trinidad de Cuba axps
Trinidad, G. of aviz
Trinidad Hr. (Cal.) aupb
Trinidad Is. (S. Atlantic). . . awcd
Trinity B., La ayet
Trinity B aopm
Trinity Hr bevu
Trinkitat Hr ampv
Tripoli (Africa) aktjn
Tripoli (Syria) aksb
Tristan da Cunha alvg
Tristoma ajse
TristomoB akpy
Triumpho .avrm
Trivandrvtm '.ancw
Trocadero ahew
Troense adhz
Troja I AHYN
Tromlien I amix
Tromso abhc
Trondhjem abmd
Troon aeyi
Troubridge She arts
Trouville 1 agbf
Truk Is AQVP
Truro -bcdw
Trussan B aftn
Truxillo (Honduras) awpg
Truxillo (Peru) auxq
Tsarigrad Mouth akfs
Tryon bczr
Tsauhia I aogi

Tsaulianghai - .aond
Tsientangkiang ages
Tsingseu I aobg
Tsu : APPN
Tsuda B APDQ
Tsugaru Str aotc
Tsukiji APiD

Tsukumi aoyv
Tsuno sima aouw
Tsuruga B aoun
Tsurugi saki aphg
Tsuru sima apeg
Tsu sima aonc
Tuamarina atkd
Tuamotu Arch argq
Tuban apwc
Tubuai arhs
Tucker Beach azmi
Tubud Pt AQKE
Tudor, P AMND
Tugela R alzd
Tula AMxu
Tulang Bawang R apsm
Tulalip AUBD
Tulang R apsm
Tulcea akep
Tulcha AKEG
Tullear amph
Tumaco, P auts
Tuman B avfu
Tumen R., or, Tumen Ula. . aope
Tumbez auws
Tuma Pt Axwv
Tunara '. . .ahgc
Tunas axpu
Tungao anzo
Tungchau aojm
Tungenaes abtu
Tunghi B amov
Tungkuen aodc
Tungliu AOHE
Tunglotu Beacon aofr
Tungsha aodb
Tungsha Lt. V aofe
Tungting Lake aoie
Tungyai R anur
Tunis .-.ARVD
Turanganui R atlq
Turiamo, 'P awkf
Turin ahwu
Tui'k Is a.xkr
Turkey ajvp
Turnabout I aobp
Turnberry Pt aeyd
Turnefte Is awqr
Tuftier B bclg
Turnu-Magurele akpb
Turnu-Severin akfe
Turos Inlet asil

Turton, P -vrtk

Turyassu awdk
Tuscany ahxv
Tuskar Rk afvs
Tusket R - BCGW
Tuslinski Lt. V akic
Tuspan awsz
Tuticorin andz
Tutoia Awcv
Tutuila I AKuz
Tutukaka Hr atni

Tutun Liman ajyk
Tuxpan awsz
Tuzla (G. of Ismid) ajyi
Tuzla Bank (Kertch Str.). . .akjq
Tuzla C. (Roulnania) akeg
Tvedestrand abwk
Tweed R. (England) apkt
Tweed R. (Queensland) aspc
Twofold B. . ; : .ashw
Tybee aymq
Tyka aocd
Tylo ACDE
Tyne R ..aflh
Tynemouth afli
Tyre* aksl
Tyroom Road asru

Ua Huku I ABGO
Ua Pu I AEGP
Ubas Pt Aixw
XJbati AQzn
IJbatuba avtc
tjckermiinde aczu
Uddevalla abzu
Uddyhoj Lt adpk
Udsire abtl
Udski B Aosc
Uea ARDw
Ugi I AQWG
Ukinsk B apni-

Ulbo ajbz
Uledborg acok
Ulenge. .

.''. amlt
Ulfsten ABoa
Ulko Kalla acop
UlladuUa asiz
Ulianger acmj
Ullensvang absk
Ulua R Awps
Ulvesund abpe
Ulvshale adno
Umago.

. , \... . AiwG
Umea acms
Umpanbinyoni R alyu
Umpqua R aueb
Umur Banks Lt. V akct
Una AVXE
Una R : AVZG
Unalaklik F atqd
Understen ackl
Underwood, P atkh
Unie I AizD
Unieh \ akmo
Union B avjjr
Union City atzy
Union Iron Works Docks. . .augm
Union Is arep
Union, P. La auqt
Union River B basc
United States azcn
Unkofsky B aonh
Unst AFHD
Uomo-Morto Pt Aioc
Upolu I areg
Upper Cedar Pt .azbs
Upper Traverse Ll . V bdqv
Upright, C AVJK
Upsala 1 ACLG
Urado Hr apcw
Uraga Ch aphk
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URA—VINCENT.

Ura Kami Hr apet
Urakawa ,. aplb
Ureparapara I aqwv
Urk AEBR
XJrsbolm ABZN
Ursvik ACNj
Uruguay avpm
Urup I APMP
UrZUf AKHS
tJsedom aczq
Ushant agjo
Ushibuka Hr aoxu
Ushinish apdh
Ushuwaia avjw
Usk AEQT
Uson B AQHO
Ustica I AiNz
USU, C. APLN
Usuki AOYw
Ut Grumden Lt. V acge
Utholmen achk
Utilla I awpq
Utklippan acpz
Utlangan acgd
Uto ACCJH

Utrecht aebj
Utsire abtl
Uvita Hr ausd
Uwajima apcr

Vacche I aicp

Vada AHYG
Vaderoarne abzx
Vaderobod abzq
Vaddo ACKB
Vado AHWM
Vadso ABFW
Vaeggen abie
VseU-O ADMJ
Vaeroerna abmo
Vailoa aret
Vakalpudi anhp
Valberg - - abit

Valdemarsvik acih

Valdersund abls
Valdivia avhu
Valenga (Brazil) atxq
Valenga (Portugal) agzx
Valencia ahko
Valentia - afql
Valetta aior

Valle Grande ajbci

Vallejo AUGV
Vallifere Ft agsj

Vallo ABXQ
Valona B ajgx

Valparaiso avpc

Valsche, aqsh
Vamadori Ch apjg

Vancouver atvh

Vancouver I atuv
VanDiemenG ariy

Van Diemen Str - - - - aoyp

Vanga amlw
Vangsnses abqo
Vanikoro I aqwr
Vannes - agoe

Vao ARBO
Varnia Levu - - - arcu

Vanua Mbalavu ardl
Varanger Fiord abfu
Varzze ahwo
Vardar Bank Lt. V ajvtj
Vardo abfx
Varel adwu
Vareler Siel. adwy
Varella, C anwe
Vares, C agxc
Varna akdv
Vame Lt. V aekx
Varsko adnp
Vasili R ajmu
Vasilina, <_' ajvc
Vasto airv
Vatersay I afdn
Vathi, P. (Archipelago) ajti
Vathi, P. (Greece) ajkn
Vathy, P ajrq
Vaticano, C aux
Vatomandri amer
Vato ACjY
Vaxholm acjm
Veblungsnses abnp
Vecchio, P ahyl
Vecchio, P aibf
Vedbsek adou
Vedelsborg Hd adhn
Veere aef«
Vefring abpw
Vegesack adwb
Veglia aizu
Veile ADjN
Veis Ness adif
Vekens B aptj
Vela, C. La ,. . .awkn
Velasco awuv
Velez de la Gomera akzv
Velez Malaga ahgp
Velo, P AWNO
Vendres, P ahps
Venerc, P ahxj
Venezuela ,- . .awif

j

Vengurla anbi
Vengurla Rocks anbh
Venice aits

Ventimiglia Anfy
Ventosa B auox
Ventoso Mt agxj
Ventotenc I aigs

Venus Hr arqw
Venus Ft arhc
Ver, Ft. dc '. .agbr

Vera Cruz awsx
Verawal amxr
Verbenico F aizy

Verboska ajeh
Verde, C algi

Verde I ahfs
Verga, C aliz

VerlM Matala Lt . V acrcj

Vermilion bedm
Vermilion B awxj
Vernon, Mt azby
Vernon R aymb
Versailles afzy

VertC ALOi

VerteB "cxp

Veruda, F aixj

Ve Skerries afgz

Vestborg Ft adjx
Vesteraalen abhq
Vesterrenden acbm
Vesterwik acib
Vestmanhavn aphj
Vestra Banken Lt. V acln
Vestro Havn abvw
Vesuvius, Mt aiho
Vianna ahbc
Viareggio ahxt
Vibberodden abum
Viborg ACRN
Vicenza aitjp

Vicksburg '. awzx
Victor, F ARVO
Victoria (Australia) arxc
Victoria (Brazil) avwe
Victoria (B. C.) atxb
Victoria (Hongkong) anyp
Victoria B aokq
Victoria Dock (Bombay)...amzk
Victoria Hr afyr
Victoria Haven 1 abjf
Victoria I bemr
Victoria, Mt. (Auckland)...atmv
Victoria, Mt. (Wellington).. atkr
Victoria Nyanza Lake amnp
Victoria, P. (England) abjv
Victoria, P. (S. Australia). . .artc
Victoria, P. (Seychelles) amjc
Victoria Pier bcst
Victoria R arkc
Victorovski akgb
Vicuna Hr ardb
Vieille, La agli
Vienna Aivc
Vieques I axytt
Vierge I agje
Vieste aibh
Vieux F AYFO
Vifsta (Wifsta) wharf acme
Vig ABUF
Vigan AQEU
Vigie Summit aypk
Vigo AGZP
VigBnses Mines abto
Vigten Is abkt
Vikor ABSG
Viksoren abqn
Vilaine, La, R agon
Villa (Norway) ablf
Villa (Finland) acrm
Villa de Conde ahbe
Villa do Porto aldn
Villa Franca aldh
Villagarcia agzc
Villajoyosa ahjs
Villano, C agyd
Villanueva ahlx
Villa Pillar avcp
Villa Reale ahdk
Villaricos ahit
Villa Velha B avwc
Villaviciosa agwb
Ville-es-Martin agpd
Villefranche ahvg
Villegagnon F avtr
Vin I- bdgr
Vinaroz ahlc
Vincent, C bdwg
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VINCENT—WIGTON.

Vincent, P aruj
Vineyard Haven bade
Vineyard Sound Lt. V.' baci
Vinga ACBN
Vingaskar acdi
Vingorla anbi
Virama axqd
Virgin Gorda axzo
Virgin Is axyo
Virginia ayup
Virgins, C avjs
Visby ACHL
Viscaya agvd
Visdal ABNV
Vistula R ACXM
Viti Levu Lt. V. . .•. arcg
Vivero agwz
Vizagapatam anhg
Vizeu AWDO
Viziadrug anbf
Vlaardingen abdb
Vladivostok aopz
Vlieland ; adzf
Vliko P AJip

VLissingen aefu
Vogesland adtx
Vonimao B . (Vohemar) amec
Volano aitb
Volcano B apkw
Volden abow
Volga R AKLT
Volo AJVP
VoloBCa AIYJ
Voloshski, w, Voloshskaia. .akgo
Volta R ALNK
Voltri AHWQ
Vona B akml
Vonitza ajih
Voorne Canal abdp
Vordingborg adnp
Vorona Islet amgs
Vostitza AJLK
Vourlah akon
Vrsengen abxp
Vresen adit
Vulcano I aiog
Vungchao anwg
Vungkuit ANwj
Vurko B Ajiv
Vyl Lt. V ADRT

Wada no misaki apbq
Waddington bdvc
Waddo ACKB
Wade I AOGL
Wade Pt AYuj
Wadi Draa '. alch
Waglan Islet anzp
Waialua arpw
Waiauoua R atjo
Waigatch I abdv
Waigiu I aqbs
Waihau Hr atmh
Waiheke Ch atmp
Waikato R atbr
Waikawa athm
Waikouaiti atin
Wailangilala I ardj
Wainfleet apnh

Waipaoa R atlo
Waipapapa Pt atb:k
Wairau R atjy
Waitapu atep
Waitara R atcl
Wakamatsii aowc
Wakasa B aoum
Wakayama apcp
Wakefield arus
Walcheren aepo
Walcott, P ARLQ
Walde AFXV
Wales AEQv
Walfisch B ALUK
Wallace bcxg
Wallaroo -

. - . AHSV
Wallis I ARDW
Walney I aewd
Walton BCEi
Wandelaar Lt. V aehp
Wando R aypk
Wandsbek adux
Wangaehu atde
Wanganui atdc
Wanganui Inlet atez
Wangeroog I adxf
Wani B aqnc
Wantaokwan aoeq
Warberg ' acbx
Wardell asor
Wari ALOi
Warkworth aplc
Wambro Sound arnv
Wamemiinde adcp
Warner Lt. Y .aelv
Waro .acbt
Warren azwm
Warrender, P. .'. arks
Warrington axds
Warmambool ahxo
Warsaw acvm
Warsaw Sound aymh
Warn B AQPV
Wasa Acpp
Wash, The apnb
Washington (D. ('.) azch
Washington (N. C.) aysw
Washington F azcb
Washington G aomk
Washington, P beiq
Washington State atxw
Washishti R amzx
,Wash-sheecootai B bepr
Wasin amlx
Wassi Kussa aqsl
Watagheistic Sound bepx
Watchet aepw
Watch Hill Pt azun
Waterford (Ireland) afwe
Waterford (Queensland) asec
Waterview B asli
Watling I Axju
Watson B askl
Watum ADYO
Waukegan beja
Wauraltee arte
Wea Sisi ,.aqyd
Weda aqek
Wedge I BCNL
Weener adxz

Weihaiwei aois
Welchpool , bavu
Weld, P ANQV
Welland Canal bdyc
Wellesley Is aru
Wellington atkv
Wells APNP
Welshpool ASBi
Wenchau B aodx
Wenchau fu •.. .aodb
Weser Lt. V advl
Weser R advk
Wessel, C aeis
West C. Howe arpi
West Channel (Kattegat). . .acbm
West Chop Pt badc
Western P arzu
Westeiplatte acxr
West Blinder Lt. V aehi
West India Docks aeji
West Indies axu
West Ironbound I bcjt
Westkapelle aefr
Westminster. abhw
West Pt. (Anticosti) bdmc
West Pt. (P. Ed. I.) BCYz
West Pt. York R. (Va.) ayxm
Westport (Ireland) afbu
Westport (N. Z.) atfk
West R anzb
West Sand -\rym
West Sister I .becw
West Volcano I aoew
Wetta I AQow
Wexford afvo
Weymouth (England) aemu
Weymouth (N. S. ) ecfy
Whaingaroa Hr atcb
Whale Rock azvc
Whalsey : . . .apgr
Whampoa anyk
Whangarei Hr atng
Whangaroa (Chatham I.s.)...atov

Whangaroa (N. Z.) atnu
Whangaruru Hr atnk
Whidbey I atzc
Whitby APMB
White Fish Pt bepl
Whitehall beks
Whitehaven aewl
Whitehead I. (Me.) back
Whitehead I. (N. S.) bcog
White I. Reef Lt. V bdpm
White Sea abed
Whitianga atmb
Whitsand B abof
Whitstable aekd
Whyda. alnv
Wick (Scotland) afho
Wickford i azvo
Wickham, C ascr
Wicklow AFVi
Wicomico R azbj
Wide Bay Hr asrm
Widnes _abuz
Wielingen Lt. V abhd
Wieringen adzr
Wifsta Wharf acme
Wight, Isle of AEMj
Wigton ABXP
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WIJU—ZENGG.

WlJU AOLH
Wlk ADES
Wiken acdtj
Wild Boar Reach aogv
Wilhelmsliaven adwp
"Willapa R auck
Willemsoord adzp
Willemstad aedt
William, P afbp
William Pitt B .\mgw
William, P athg
Williamstown aryx
Wmiamstown Docks arzp
Willoughby C vtsub
WiUunga arvg
WUmington (Cal.) aujc
Wilmington (Del.) azjl
Wilmington fGa.) aymk
Wilmington (N. ('.

) ayrd
Wilna A,cvj

Wilson Promontory asbc
Wilson Pt ATZi
Windau acuz
Windenburger aowj
Windmill Pt ayzh
Windsor (England) aehz
Windsor (Erie) becd
Windsor (N. S.) bcex
Windward Is aypb
Winga ACBN
Wings Neck bacd
Winnissimmet baie
Winter Hi batg
Winterport bapx
Winter Quarter Sh. Lt. V. . .azhd
Winterton apnu
Wisbeach apnl
Wiscasset bamu
Wisconsin bbng
Wise Mt aenz
Wismar adcm
Withernsea afmk
Wittower ' adbo
Wivenhoe afpi

Woitzig Lt. V ACZG
Wokam I aqpj
Wolf I aylg
Wolf Rock AEOS
Wolf Trap Shs ayxv
Wolgast Aczo
Wollin ACYT
Wollongong asjm
Wolves Is BAXV
Wonsan aols
Wood End bago
Wood I BALQ
Wood Holl BACK
Woody I astb

Wooloomooloo B askp
Woolwict aeiw
Workington abwo
Worm's Hd abrt
Wormso actn
Worthing-. ablm
Would Lt. V AFNT

Wrangel, P atsp

Wrangell I apov
Wrath, C apdu
Wreck B auvp
Wremen Tief advp

Wuchang fu aoib
Wuching AGHP
Wuchu fu ANZB
Wufu AODB
Wuhu '. AOGN
Wurtemberg acvw
WuStrOW ADCB
Wusueh AOHS
Wusung ACPI
Wyandotte beax
Wyk ADSU
Wyndham abkn
Wyre R aevx

Xagua, P AXPK
Xeres aher
Xeros, G. of ajwp
Xingu R ; . .awer

Yafa , AKSU
Yalahau awro
Yali B akqb
Yalmal Promontory abcs
Yalta akhq
YaluR AOLD
Yamada (Owari B.) appl
Yamada apkb
Yamadori Ch. apjg
Yanaon angx
Yanez B avhl
Yangtse R aofd
Yankalilla arvi
Yap I-. AQVG
Yaquina audw
Yarbutenda alhx
Yarmouth (England) afny
Yarmouth (N. S.) bcgk
Yarra R arzb
Yate, P arbi,

Yatsushiro aoxr
Yawatahama Hr apck
Ydre Mokkelas abwj
Y6 ANOR
Yebnah aksy
Yebosi I aowh
Yellaboi Sound alju
Yellow I ATWB
Yellow R Aojc
Yellow Sea i aOij

Yemen Province amsc
Yenbo amrg
Yenchu aoetj

Yengen acjzw

Yenikale C akil
Yeni-Kioi akce
Yenisei abcj
Yeni-Shehr, C ajwu
Yeno ura apgo
Yentoa B aoke
Yerimo saki aplp

Yesan Saki apkv
Yesashi apmz
Yetorup I apmb
Yeu, lie d' : agpx
Yingtsu : aokc
Yinkoa aokg

Ylo Road avbu
Ymuiden. aecg
Yobuko AOWK
Yoehau fu aoid
Yokka ichi apfq
Yokohama fRikuoku G.) aoti
Yokohama (G. of Tokyo) apht
Yokosuka aphn
Yola. '. ALPE
Yonesiro Gawa acts
Yongsangang R aomg
Yonodzu, P. . . : AOYR
York (England) ..'. apmj
York, C Aszc
York Factory bbzc
York R. (Me.) bakv
YorkR. (Va.) ayxj
York Sound arku
Yorktown ayxl
Yoshida, P apco
Youghal APwo
Ysabel I aqwk
Ystad AOEV
Ytapere .amey
Ytteroerne abpo
Yucatan awrg
Yuensan aonl
Yugorski Str abdw
Yukon R ATQL
Yukyeri Pt aknq
Yule Roads asqj
Yulinkau B anxs
Yuma AULS
Yumuri B axlg
Yunan. anms
Yungchiiig aoip
Yung R AOEJ
Yura Hr j apdo
Yzeren Baak aedn

Zaandam adzx
Zafarin I akzq
Zaftarano, C ainq
Zaglava Rock aiyw
Zambales Province aqeg
Zambezi R. ambn
Zamboanga aqlp
Zand B apxd
Zanddijk aebz
Zandvoort aecj
Zannone aigr
Zante ajkq
Zanzibar amlb
Zaole Aivs
Zara ajcu
Zarza R axpw
Zarzis akye
iZaudzi Road amdj
Zaverda B ajiu

Zea AJQG
Zealand adkv
Zebayir Is amru
Zeberjed I amqb
Zebu AQIM
Zeeland aegk
Zeila amow
Zeitun, G ajuy
Zengg aibi
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ZHIZHGINSK—ZWAANTJIES.

Zhizhginsk I
,

abbq
Zierikzee abfi
Zighinkor .alio

Zimnegorski abej
Zingst adbw

Zinnowitz aczl
Zirona ajdm
Zoutelande aeps
Zoutkamp adys
Zuider Zee aebp

Zuluiand alvb
Zumaya agtjo
Zurva, C ajnv
Zuydcoote afxp
Zwaantjies Drooghte Lt apwk
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PART III.

STORM-WARNING DISPLAY STATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES.

ATLANTIC COAST.

Eastport, Me.

Portland, Me. (Center.)
* West Quoddy Head, Me.
* Cutler, Me.
* Machiasport, Me.
* Bangor, Me.
Whitehead, Me.
Marshall Point Light, }ie.

Booth Bay Harbor, Me.

Boston, Mass. (Center.)

Portsmouth, N. H.
* Seaveys Island Navy Yard, N. H.
* Jerrys Point, N. H.
* Rye Beach, N. H.
* Wallis Sands, N. H. > ,

Newburyport, Mass.
Gloucester, Mass.

* Thatchers Island, Mass.
Marblehead, Mass.
Hull, Mass.
Race Point, Mass.
Provincetown, Mass.
Highland Light, Mass.

Wellfleet, Mass.
Chatham, Mass.
Monomoy, Mass.
Hyannis, Mas^.

* Nantucket Shoals Light-ship, Mass.
* Cross Rip Light-ship, Mass.

East Choj>, Mass.
Nobska Eight, Mass.

Tarpaulin Cove, Mass.

Cuttyhunk, Mass.

New Bedford, Mass.
* New Bedford Yacht Club, Mass.

Fall River, Mass.

Newport, R. I.

Point Judith, R. I.

Saunderstown, R. I.

Stonington, Conn.
New London, Conn.

Nantucket, Mass.

Providence, R. I. (Center.)

Providence Yacht Club, R. I.

Block Island, R. I. (Center.)

Southeast Light, R. I.

New Haven, Conn. (Center.)

New Haven Light, Conn.
Bridgeport, Conn.

New York, N. Y. (Center.)
* Greenwich, Conn.
New Rochelle Yacht Club, N. Y.
Center Island, Oyster Bay, N. Y.
Sewanhaka Yacht Club, N. Y.

* Mdntauk Point, N. Y.
* Ardsley on Hudson, N. Y.
* Yonkers Yacht Club, N. Y.
Fort Schuyler, N. Y.
Governors Island, N. Y.

* Sea Gate, N. Y.
* Princebay, N. Y.
* Raritan Yacht Club, N. Y.
* Bay Shore Yacht Club, N. Y.
* Perth Amboy, N. J.

Sandy Hook, N. J.

Long Branch, N. J.

Atlantic City,,N. J. (Center.)
* Little Egg Life-Saving Station, N. J. ,

* Great Egg Life-Saving Station, N. J.

* Ocean City Life-Saving Station, N. J.

* Corson Inlet Life-Saving Station, N. J.

* Townsend Inlet Life-Saving Station, N. J.

* Hereford Inlet Life-Saving Station, N. J.

Cape May, N. J.
* Cape May Point Life-Saving Station, N. J.

Philadelphia, Pa. (Center.)

Port Norris, N. J.

Bivalve, N. J.

Reedy Island, i)el.

Delaware Breakwater, Del.

Baltimore, Md. (Center.)

Oxford, Md.
Annapolis, Md.
The Anchorage, Baltimore, Md.
Baltimore American Building, Baltimore, Md.

Norfolk, Va. (Center.)

Fort Monroe, Va.
Newport News, Va.

Cape Henry, Va.
Elizabeth City, N. C.

,
Edenton, N. C.

Columbia, N. C.

Manteo, N. C.

Washington, N. C.
* Diamond Shoals Light-ship, N. 0.

Hatteras, N. C.

' Cooperative.
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Wilmington, N. C. {Center.)
* Newbern, N. C.
* Cape Lookout Life-Saving Station, N. 0.

Beaufort, N. C.

Morehead City, N. C.

Southport, N. C.
* Oak Island, Life-Saving-Station, N. C.

Charleston, S. C. (Center.)

North Island, S. C.

South Island, S. C.

Georgetown, S. C.

Moultrieville, S. 0.
* Charleston Light-vessel, S. C.

Youngs Island, S. C.

Savannah, Ga. (Center.)

Port Royal, S. C.

Tybee Island, Ga.
* Thunderbolt, Ga.
* Montgomery, Ga.
Darien, Ga.

* St. Simons Light, Ga.
Brunswick, Ga.

Jacksonville, Fla. (Center.)

Femandina, Fla.
* Fernandina Quarantine Station, Fla.

Mayport, Fla.
* Cummers Mill (Jacksonville), Fla.

St. Augustine, Fla.
* Daytona, Fla.

Miami, Fla.
* Puntarasa, Fla.
* Punta Gorda, Fla.
* Port Inglis, Fla.

Cedar Keys, Fla.

Jupiter, Fla. (Center.)

West Palm Beach, Fla.

Key West, Fla. (Center.)

Sand Key, Fla.
Dry Tortugas, Fla.

Tampa, Fla. (Center.)
* St. Petersburg, Fla.

Egmont Key, Fla.

Port Tampa, Fla.

Clear Water, Fla.
* Anclote, Fla.

Pensacola, Fla. (Center.)

Carrabelle, Fla.

Apalachicola, Fla.
* Bagdad, Fla.

Mobile, Ala. (Center.)

Fort Morgan, Ala.
Scranton, Miss.

* Biloxi, Miss. «
Gulfport, Miss.

New Orleans, La. (Center.)

Pass Christian, Miss.
* Bay St. Louis, Miss.
* Salmen, La.
Morgan City, La.
Pilottown, La.
Burwood, La.

Galveston, Tex. (Center.)
* Sabine Pass, Tex.
* Port Arthur, Tex.
* Seabrook, Tex.
* Velasco, Tex.
Matagorda, Tex.

. Port Lavaca, Tex.
Point Isabel, Tex.

Corpus Christi, Tex.
* Rockport, Tex.
Tarpon, Tex.

(Center.)

GREAT LAKES.

Oswego, N. Y. (Center.)

Oswego Life-Saving Station, N. Y.

Rochester, N. Y.

Buffalo, N. Y. (Center.)

Buffalo Life-Saving Station, N. Y.
Ogdensburg, N. Y
Cape Vincent, N. Y.
Sacket Harbor, N. Y.

* Stoney Point, N. Y.
North Fair Haven, N. Y.
Sodus Point, N. Y.
Fort Ontario Life-Saving Station, N. Y.
Charlotte, N. Y.
Fort Niagara, N. Y.
Tonawanda, N. Y.
Dunkhk, N. Y.

Erie, Pa.

Cleveland, Ohio. (Center.)

Soldiers' Home, Erie, Pa.
Conneaut Harbor, Ohio.
Ashtabula, Ohio.
Fairport, Ohio.
Cleveland Life-Saving Station, Ohio.
Lorain, Ohio
Huron, Ohio.

Cleveland, Ohio—Continued.
Marblehead, Ohio.
Kelleys Island, Ohio.
Put in Bay, Ohio.

Sandusky, Ohio.

Toledo, Ohio.

Detroit, Mich. (Center.)
* Smiths Coal Docks, Detroit, Mich.

Port Huron, Mica (Center.)
* Kendalls Wharf, Port Huron, Mich.
* Millers Dock, Port Huron, Mich.
Lake View Beach Life-Saving Station, Mich.
Harbor Beach, Mich.
Point aux Barques, Mich.
Bay City, Mich.

Alpena, Mich. (Center.)

Tawas, Mich.
East Tawas, Mich.
Oscoda, Mich.
Thunder Bay Island, Mich.
Middle Island, Mich.
Presque Isle Light, Mich.
Cheboygan, Mich.

* Cooperative.
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Orand Haven, Mich.

Chicago, III. {Center.)
Mackinac Island, Mich.
Mackinaw, Mich.
Harbor Springs, Mich.
Charlevoix, Mich.
St. James, Beaver Island, Mich.
Church Hill, Beaver Island, Mich.
JNorth Manitou Island, Mich.
South Manitou Island, Mich.
Olen Haven, Mich.
Frankfort, Mich.
Manistee, Mich.
Manistee Life-Saving Station, Mich
Big Point Sable, Mich.
Ludington Life-Saving Station, Mich.
Ludington, Mich.
Muskegon, Mich.
Macatawa, Mich.
Holland, Mich.
Saugatuck, Mich.
South Haven, Mich.
St. Joseph, Mich.
Michigan City, Ind.
Chicago Life-Saving Station, 111.

South Chicago Life-Saving Station, III.
Red Wing, Minn.
Lake City, Minn.

Milwaukee, Wis. {Center.)
Kenosha, Wis.
Racine, Wis.
Milwaukee Life-Saving Station, Wis.
Sheboygan, Wis.

Milwaukee, Wis.—Continued.
Manitowoc, Wis.
Kewaunee, Wis.
Sturgeon Bay, Wis.

Green Bay, Wis.

EscANABA, Mich. {Center.)
Menominee, Mich.

* Gladstone, Mich.

Sault Sainte Marie, Mich. {Center)
Detour, Mich.

'

Whitefish Point, Mich.
Deer Park, Mich.
Grand Marais, Mich.
Munising, Mich.

Marquette, Mich. {^Center.)

Presque Isle, Mich.

Houghton, Mich. {Center.)
* Pequaming, Mich.
Eagle Harbor, Mich.
Ship Canal Life-Saving Station, Mich.

* Ontonagon, Mich.

DuLUTH, Minn. (^Center.)

Ashland, Wis.
Washburn, Wis.
Bayfield, Wis.
Superior, Wis.

* West Superior, Wis.
Two Harbors, Minn.

PACIFIC COAST.

Tacoma, Wash.

Seattle, Wash.

Port Crescent, Wash.

Tatoosh Island, Wash.

North Head, Wash.

Portland, Greg. {Center.)
* Tacoma Tug and Barge Co. Office, Wash.
* Everett, Wash.

~ * Bellingham, Wash.
* Bellingham, Station A, Wash.
* Blaine, Wash.
Anacortes, Wash.
Port Townsend, Wash.
Port Angeles, Wash.
East Clallam, Wash.
Neah Bay, Wash.
Aberdeen, Wash.

* Cape Disappointment Life - Saving Station,

Wash.
* Point Adams Life Saving Station. Wash.

Astoria, Oreg.
* Tillamook, Oreg.
Marshfield, Oreg.

Eureka, Cal.

San Francisco, Cal. {Center.)
* Humboldt Bay Life-Saving Station, Cal.
* Oil Port, Cal.
* Table Bluff, Cal.
Eureka Life-Saving Station, Cal.

* Fort Bragg, Cal.
* Mendocino, Cal.

Point Reyes Light, Cal.
Mount Tamalpais, Cal.
Sausalito, Cal.

* Mare Island Navy-Yard, Cal.
* Goat Island, Cal.

Point Lobos, Cal.

Southeast Parallon, Cal.
* Port Harford, Cal.

Santa Barbara, Cal.
* Port Los Angeles, Cal.
* San Pedro, Cal.

San Luis Obispo, Cal.

Los Angeles, Cal. {Center.)
* Redondo, Cal.

San Diego, Cal.

Cooperative.

Note.—The attention of mariners is invited to the fact that at any regular Weather Bureau Station, by
application to the Weather Bureau officials, they may have their barometers compared. This service will
always be rendered without compensation.
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EXPLANATION OF STORM WARNINGS.

Warnings of the approach of windstorms will be published by the display of flags

by day and lanterns by night, in connection with the bulletins posted and the reports

furnished to newspapers, mariners, and others interested.

The warnings adopted by the United States Weather Bureau for announcing the

approach of windstorms are as follows:

The Storm Warning (a red flag, eight feet square, with black center, three feet

square) indicates that a storm of marked violence is expected.

The Red Pennant (eight feet hoist and fifteen feet fly) displayed with the flags,

indicates easterly winds—that is, from the northeast to south, inclusive—and that the

storm center is approaching.

The White Pennant (eight feet hoist and fifteen feet fly) displayed with the flags,

indicates westerly winds—that is, from north to southwest, inclusive—and that the storm

center has passed.

When the Red Pennant is hoisted above the Storm Warning, winds are expected

from the northeast quadrant; when below, from the southeast quadrant.

When the White Pennant is hoisted above the Storm Warning, winds are expected

from the northwest quadrant; when below, from the southwest quadrant.

Night Storm Warnings.—By night a red light will indicate easterly winds; a while

above a red light will indicate westerly winds.

The Information Warnings have been discontinued at all storm-warning display

stations, and such advices as were previously given in information orders will be furnished

hereafter in advisory messages.

The Hurricane Warning (two storm-warning flags, red with black centers, dis-

played one above the other) indicates the expected approach of a tropical hurricane or

of an extremely severe and dangerous storm.

No night Hurricane Warnings are displayed.
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TIME SIGNALS OF THE UNITED STATES.

Signal station
latitude and
longitude.

Place

42 21 30 N..
71 03 30 W.

Boston, Mass.

Signal adopted.

Black ball (di-

ameter 4 feet)

.

41 29 15 N ...

.

71 19 37 W.
(Goat Island
light.)

40 42 38.1 N .

.

74 00 35.7 W

39 56 58 N...
75 08 54 W.

Newport, R.I..' Blaclc ball (di-

ameter 3J feet)

NewYork,N.Y. Black ball (di-

ameter 3J feet)

Vhiladelphia.Pa
;

Black ball (di-

ameter 4 feet).

39 17 22 N..
76 38 38 W.

38 53 51.8 N ..

77 02 19.16 W

36 59 59 N.
7(i 18 44 W.

36 50 30 N.
76 17 30 W.

(.Vpproximate.)

36 58 47 N..
76 25 52 W.

(Approximate.)

32 04 52 N
81 05 22 W.

Baltimore, Md.. Black ball (di-

ameter 47

inches).
I

Washington.
D.r.

Situation of time
signal.

Black ball (di-

ameter 2 feet

7 inches)

.

Roof of Ames Build-
ing 41 feet above
the roof; 263 feet
above water; 228
feetaboveground.

Machineshopat tor-
pedo station; 75
feet above water;
68 feet above
ground. (Drop
15 fe'et.)

Staff on tower of
Western Union
Telegraph Build-
ing; 286 feetabove
water; 277 feet

above ground.
(Drop 25 feet.)

On a shelter house
on the SE. comer
of the Philadel-
p h i a Bourse;
height above
water 189 feet;

above the ground
169 feet 10 mches;
above the roof 42

feet. (Drop 29
feet.)

Roof of Baltimore
American Build-
ing; 235 feet
above water; 212
feetaboveground.
(Drop 27 feet.)

Department of the
Navy; 197 feet

above water; 150

feetaboveground
(Drop 21 feet.)

Time of signal being
made.

G reenwich Standard
mean time, mean time.

Fort Monroe. Va Telegraphic tick

Norfolk, Va

Newport News,
Va.

Savannah, Ca.

Black ball (di-

ameter 4 feet).

Black ball (di-

ameter 4 feet).

Black ball (di-

ameter 3 feet)

.

Time signal-service

office. Govern-
ment building.
Fort Monroe
wharf.

NW. comer Citizens'

Bank Building,
No. 191-195 Main
street; 137 feet

above the land;
147 feet above the
water. (Drop 30

feet 1 inch.)

Silsby Building, cor-

ner 27th street

and Washington
avenue; 121 feet

above the land;

151 feet above the
water. (Drop 31

feet.)

Cotton Exchange;
110 feet above wa-
ter; 98 feet above
ground. (Drop 16

feet.)

h. m. s.

5 00 00

5 00 00

00 00

ft. m. s.

00 00

OO 00

5 OO 00

00 00

00 00

00 00

00 00

00 00

00 00

Additional details.

Ball hoisted 5 minutes before
signal. Ball dropped (by
electricity from Washing-
ton Observatory) at noon,
mean time of the 75th me-
ridian.

It signal f^ils, ball lowered
slowly 5 minutes after noon,
mean time of the 75th merid.

[Note.—Signal not made on
Sundays and holidays.]

. , Do.

Ball hoisted 5 minutes. before
signal. Bail dropped at
noon, mean time of the 75th
meridian.

It signal fails, ball lowered
slowly 5 minutes after

noon, mean time of the 75th
meridian.

[Note.—Signal not made on
Sundays and holidays.]

Telegraphic time signals re-

ceived in office from 11.55

a. m. to noon mean time
oi the 75th meridian.

[Note.—Signals not received

on Sundays and holidays.]

Do.
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Signal station
latitude and
longitude.

Place. Signal adopted.
Situation of time

signal.

Time of signal being
made.

Greenwich Standard
mean time, mean time.

Additional details.

I

24 33 29 N..
81 48 24 W.

29 56 59 N..
90 03 47 W.

29 18 17 N .

.

94 47 26 W.

42 53 ION....
78 52 40 W.

41 30 03N.
81 41 28 W.

41 53 06 N..
87 37 38 W.

46 30 06 N . .

.

84 20 40 W.

Key West, Fla.

NewOrleans.La

Black ball.

Galveston, Tex.

Buflalo, N. Y. ..

Cleveland, Ohio.

Black ball, (di-

ameter 2 feet
8 inches).

Black ball (di-

ameter 4 feet)

Black ball (di-

ameter 3J feet)

Black ball (di-

ameter 4^ feet).

Chicago, 111.

SaultSte. Marie,
Mich.

Red ball (diam-
eter 4i feet).

Black ball (di-

ameter 3 feet)

.

40 47 00.81 N.. Duluth, Minn..
92 06 06.54 W.

Red ball (diam-
eter 4 feet).

Roof of Equipment
Building; 91 feet
above water.

On the roof of the
American Sugar
Refining Company
Building; 174 feet
above water; 163
feet above ground
(Drop 18 feet 6
inches.)

Levy Building, SE.
corner 23d (Tre-
mont) and 1)

(Market) streets;
111 feet above the
land; 118 feet
above the water.
(Drop 27 feet.)

SE. side of tlie Pru-
dential Building
on the SW. cor.
of Church and
Pearl streets; 188
feet above land;

227J feet above
water. (Drop 181
feet.)

Arcade Building;
239 feet above
water; 159 feet
above ground.
(Drop 19 feet 1

inch.)

Masonic Temple;
350 feet above
water; 334 feet
above ground.
(Drop 26 feet.)

NW. corner News
Building, No. 115
Ashmun street;
85 feet above the
land ; 100 feet
above the water.
(Drop 20 feet.)

SW. comer of Tor-
rey Building, No.
316 W. Superior
street; 168.5 feet

above land; 200.3
feet above water.
(Drop 31 feet 6
inches.)

h. m. s.

5 00 00
h. m. s.

00 00

11 OO 00

5 00 00

5 00 00

11 00 00

6 00 00 00 00

6 00 00 00 00

Ball hoisted 5 minutes before
signal. Ball dropped at
mean noon of the. 75th me-
ridian.

[Note.—Signal not made on
Sundays and holidays.]

Ball hoisted 5 minutes before
signal. Ball dropped at 11
a. m., standard time of the
90th meridian.

If signal fails, ball lowered
slowly At Uh. 05m. 00s.,
standard time.

[Note.—Signal not made on
Sundays and hoUdays.]

Do.

Ball hoisted 5 minutes before
signal. Bail dropped (by
electricity) at noon, stand-
ard time of the 75th merid-
ian.

If signal fails, ball lowered
slowly o minutes after noon.

[Note.—Signal not made on
Sundays and holidays.]

Ball hoisted 5 minutes before
signal. Ball dropped at
noon, mean time of the
90th meridian.

If signal tails, ball lowered
slowly 5 minutes after noon,
mean time of the^OOth me-
ridian.

[Note.—Signal not made on
Sundays and holidays.]

Do.

Ball hoisted 5 minutes before
signal. Bail dropped (by
electricity) at noon, mean
time of the 90th meridian.

If signal fails, ball lowered
slowly 5 minutes after
noon, mean time of the
90th meridian.

[Note.—Signal not made on
-Sundays and holidays.]

Ball hoisted 5 minutes before
signal. Ball dropped (by
electricity) at noon, mean
time of the 90th meridian.

Should ball fail to drop, it is

slowly lowered; immedi-
ately rehoisted, and
dropped at 12A. OSm. 00s.,

mean time of the 90th me-
ridian. Should ball drop
at wrong time it is again
mastheaded and levered
at 12h. 05m. 00s.

[Note.—Signal not made on
Sundays and holidays.]
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Signal station
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UNITED STATES NAVAIj WIRELESS TEIiEGRAPH STATIONS.

Annapolis, Md. (Naval Academy) QG
Arguello, Point, Cal TK
Beaufort, N. QS
Blanco, Cape, Oreg TA
Boston, Mass. (Navy-Yard) PG
Bremerton Navy-Yard SP
Oavite, P. I. (Navy-Yard) UT
Charleston Lt. V QV
Charleston, S. C _. QU
Cod, Cape, Mass PH
Culebra, W. I SD
Diamond Shoals Lt. V QP
Dry Tortugas, Fla RF
Elizabeth, Cape, Me PA
Farallon Ids., Cal TH
Fire I., N. Y....; PR
Goat I., Cal TI
Guam I UK
Guantanamo, Cuba SI
Henlopen, Cape PX
Henry, Cape QN

Call letter.

Jupiter Inlet, Fla RA
Key West, Fla RD
League I.j Pa PV
Loma, Point, Cal TM
Mare Id. , Cal. (Navy-Yard ) TG
Nantucket Shoal Lt. V PI
New Orleans RO
Newport, R. I PK
New York (Navy-Yard) PT
Norfolk, Va QL
North Head, Wash SX
Oahu, H. I UC
Panama Canal Zone SL
Pensacola, Fla. (Navy-Yard) RK
Portsmouth, N. H. (Navy-Yard) PC
St. Augustine, Fla « QX
San Juan, P. R SA
Sitka SO
TableBluff, Cal TD
TatooshI SV
Washington, D. C. (Navy-Yard) QI

The following regulations governing the use of the U. S. Naval Coastwise Wireless

Telegraph stations are hereby established:

1. The facilities of the naval coastwise wireless telegi'aph stations (including the one
on the Nantucket Shoal lightship), for communicating with ships at sea, where not in

competition with private wireless telegraph stations, are placed at the service of the pub-
lic generally and of maritime interests in particular, under the rules established herein,

which are subject to modification from time to time, for the purpose of

—

(a) Reporting vessels and intelligence received by wireless telegraphy with regard to

maritime casualties, derelicts at sea, and overdue vessels.

(6) Receiving wireless telegrams of a private or commercial nature from ships at sea,

for further transmission by telegraph or telephone lines.

(c) Transmitting wireless telegrams to ships at sea.

2. For the present this service will be rendered free. All messages will, however, be
subject to the tariffs of the ship stations and land lines. Arrangements have been made
with both the Western Union and Posta,l Telegraph companies for forwarding messages
received from ships at sea. When a message is not prepaid the company delivering it

will collect the charges. Shipowners should arrange with companies operating the land

lines as to tariffs and the settlement therefor. Messages will not be accepted for trans-

mission to ships whose owners have not agreed to accept unpaid messages, imless a suffi-

cient sum is deposited to cover all charges.

3. The Nantucket Shoal Lightship station will report vessels and transmit messages
from them, if the signals are made by the International Code or any other known to the

operators on the lightship.

4. When notified by the Weather Bureau of the Department of Agriculture, naval

wireless telegraph stations will give storm warnings to vessels commiznicating with them
by mreless telegraphy. Sform warnings will soon be sent to the Nantucket Shoal light-

ship by wireless telegraphy, and storm signals furnished by the Weather Bureau will be
displayed therefrom to warn passing vessels.

5. All vessels having the use of the naval wireless telegraph service are requested to

take daily meteorological observations of the weather when within communicating range,

and to transmit such observations to the Weather Bureau by wireless telegraphy at least

once daily, and transmit observations oftener when there is a marked change in the

barometer.

6. Arrangements for a time signal service by wireless telegraphy are now being made.
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7. All shipowners desiring to use any special code of signals for communicating with
the Nantucket Shoal Light-ship station or any of the shore stations, or make any other
special arrangements, are requested to communicate with the Bureau of Equipment Navy
Department, "Washington, D. C.

x-
, j

8. All chambers of commerce, maritime exchanges, newspapers, news agencies, and
others desiring to have vessel reports and general marine news forwarded to them regu-
larly are requested to communicate with the Bureau of Equipment in order that necessary
arrangements for the service may be made. In no case will an operator attached to a
station be allowed to act as an agent for any individual or corporation, but all vessel
reports and marine news not of a private nature will be supplied to all apphcants so long
as this service does not too greatly tax the personnel of the stations, when it will be neces-
sary for those desiring information involvmg much time for its distribution to appoint
agents who will be allowed access to the station bulletins.

9. Naval wireless telegraph stations are equipped with apparatus of several systems,
and can communicate with all the principal wireless telegraph systems now in use if tuned
to the same wave length. The Department is desirous of cooperating with all shipowners
wishing to avail themselves ,of its vsdreless telegraph service, and, judging from its experi-
ence with numerous systems, it is believed that there will be little or no difficulty in
arranging for communication between its stations and ships equipped with apparatus of
other systems if the owners of the apparatus as well as the owners of the ships are desirous
of establishing such communication.

10. Vessels desiring to make use of this service regularly must agree to transmit and
receive all Government messages free.

The Bureau of Equipment expects to erect wireless telegraph stations at the principal

points along the coast of the United States and at points ia its insular possessions. As
fast as they are completed they will be open for public use under the regulations established

herein.

Notice will be given in the "Notices to Mariners" when stations are put in operation

or withdrawn from the service for any reason.

The Nantucket Shoal light-ship will transmit its messages to the Torpedo Station,

Newport, R. I. All messages intended to be sent via this light-ship to ships at sea should

be sent to the Torpedo Station.

Arrangements have been made with the Weather Bureau for the transmission of mes-

isages between Cape Henry wireless telegraph station and Norfolk. All messages intended

for the Cape Henry station should be sent via the Weather Bureau, Norfolk, Va.

All messages intended for Dry Tortugas should be sent via the Naval Station, Key
West, Fla.

The station at Goat Island, Cal., can be reached by either the Postal Telegraph or

the Western Union system, and the one at Mare Island by the Western Union.

The Farallon station will communicate with Goat Island, Cal.

INSTRUCTIONS TO GOVERN COMMUNICATION BY WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY BETWEEN
WIRELESS TELEGEAPH STATIONS AND SHIPS.

I. A vessel wishing to communicate wit"h a station, and having ascertained by " listen-

mg in" that she is not interfering with messages being exchanged within her range, should

make the call letter of the station at a distance not greater than 75 miles from it.

11. The call should not be continuous, but should be at intervals of about three min-

utes, in order to give the station a chance to answer.

III. After the station answers, the vessel should send her name, distance from station,

weather, and number of words she wishes to send ; then stop until the station makes O. K.,

signals the number of words she wishes to send to vessel, and signals to go ahead.

IV. Then the vessel begins to send her messages, stopping at the end of each 50 words

and waiting until the station signals O. K. and go ahead; when all messages have been

76564—09 33
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sent she will so indicate. If the sender desires to designate the Western Union or Postal

Telegraph system for further transmission of his message, he should do so immediately

after the address; as, for example, "A. B. C, Washington, D. C, via W. U. (or P. T.)."

V. When a vessel has indicated that she has finished, the station will send to the ves-

sel such messages as she may have for her, in the following order.

(a) Government business, viz, telegrams from any Government Departments to their

agents on board.

(6) Business concerning the vessel with which communication has been established,

viz, telegrams from owner to master.

(c) Urgent private dispatches, limited.

(d) Press dispatches.

(e) Other dispatches.

VI. In the case of the Nantucket Shoal light-ship, it will, immediately on receiving

the vessel's call, acknowledge, and (after receiving vessel's name, distance, weather report,

and number of words she wishes to send) transmit the first three to Newport, and then tell

the vessel to go ahead with her messages.

VII. After receiving these and sending the vessel any message on file fon her, the

light-ship will transmit to Newport messages received from the commimicating vessel in

the following order:

(a) Government business.

(6) Urgent private dispatches, limited.

(c) Press dispatches.

(d) Other dispatches

VIII. A naval wireless telegraph station has the right to break in on any message
being sent by a vessel at any time, and the right of way may be given at any time to a
Government vessel or one in distress.

IX. When two or more vessels desire to communicate with a naval wireless telegraph

station at the same time, the one whose call is first received will have the right of way, and
the others will be told to wait and will be taken up in turn. Vessels having been told to

wait must cease calhng.

X. In case communication is not established with any ship for which messages are on
file, the naval wireless telegraph station will notify the telegraph company from which the

messages were received, giving sufficient information for them to identify the telegrams
and notify the sender.

XI. In order to obtain the best results, both sending and receiving apparatus should
be tuned to wave length of 320 meters.

XII. Until further notice the speed of sending should not exceed 12 words per
minute.

XIII. In order that all messages received at naval wireless telegraph stations may be
forwarded to ships for which they are intended, and in order that all ships equipped with
wireless telegraph apparatus may receive storm warnings, they should always report when
in signaling distance of a naval wireless telegraph station.

XIV. The service being without charge at present,the Government accepts no respon-
sibiUty for the reception or transmission of messages from or for passing vessels. Every
effort will be made to transmit all messages without error and as expeditiously as possible.

It must be remembered that errors are not uncommon in ordinary telegraph and cable
messages, so that due allowance should be made.

XV. In order that the service may be made as good and as useful as possible it is

requested that complaints should be promptly reported to the Bureau of Equipment as
soon as possible after the cause therefor, giving date, hour, and other details, to enable
the Bureau to investigate the case.

XVI. Information regarding the naval wireless telegraph service will be published in
"Notices to Mariners."
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P^
LIFE-SAVING DISTRICTS AND STATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES.

^\ '^^^f
Life-Saying Stations of the United States are equipped with Inter-

national Code flags, and are prepared to send or receive signals in that code or by means
ot the United States Army and Navy Wigwag Code. They are in many cases, however
unprovided with means of telegraphic communication.

lilFE-SAVING SIGNAIjS.

The following signals, recommended by the International Marine Conference for
adoption by all institutions for saving Ufa from wrecked vessels, have been adopted by
the Life-Saving Service of the United States:

1. Upon the discovery of a wreck by night, the hfe-saving force will bum a red
pyrotechnic Ught or a red rocket to signify, "You are seen; assistance will be given as
soon as possible."

2. A red flag waved on shore by day, or a red light, red rocket, or red roman candle
displayed by night, wiU signify, "Haul away."

3. A white flag waved on shore by day, or a white hght swung slowly back and
forth, or a white rocket or white roman candle fired by night, will signify, ' 'Slack away."

4. Two flags, a white and a red, waved at the same time on shore by day, or two lights,

a white and a red, slowly swung at the same time, or a blue pyrotechnic hght burned
by night, will signify, "Do not attempt to land in your own boats; it is impossible."

5. A man on shore beckoning by day, or two torches burning near together by night,

will signify, "This is the best place to land."

LIFE-SAVING DISTRICTS AND STATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES.

l-IBST DISTRICT.

COASTS OF MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Name of station.

Quoddy Head
Cross Island

Great Wass Island

.

Cranberry Islands.

.

White Head;

Burnt Island

Damiscove Island .

.

Hunniwella Beach .

.

Cape Elizabeth-..,.

Fletchers Neck

Jerrys Point.,

Wallis Sands

Bye Beach

Hampton Beach

Locality.

Me I Carrying Point Cove

Me i
Off Machiasport

Me Off Jonesport

Me ' Little Cranberry Island, oft Mount Desert

Me ' On southwest end White Head Island :.:.:.. . I". - - .

.

Me Oa mouth St. Georges River ....:.;-.

Me On the west shore of Damiscove Harbor

Me On west side mouth Kennehec River

Me Near the Lights

Me Biddeford Pool, Fletchers Neck

N. H Southeast point Great Island, Portsmouth Harbor.

.

N. H li miles south of Odiomes Point

N. H North end of Rye Beach

N. H IJ miles north of Great Boars Head

Approximate position.

Latitude, Longitude,
north. . I west.

48 40

30 45

28 00

15 30

58 40

52 20

45 20

46 00

33 58

26 30

03 .30

01 15

59 30

56 20

66 58 50

57 16 30

07 35 30

68 12 40

69 08 do

69 17 40

69 37 00

69 46 55

70 12 00

70 20 30

70 42 46

70 44 00

70 45 20

70 47 40

(515)
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SECOXD DISTRICT.

COAST OF MASSACHUSETTS.

Name oX station.

Salisbury Beach _-.

Newburyport Mass..

Plum Island Mass.

.

Straitsmouth » Mass..

Gloucester Mass.

.

Nahant

City Point

Point AUertou

North Scituate Mass.

.

Fourth Clifl Mass..

Brant Bock

Gurnet

Manomet Point ; Mass,

Wood End Mass

Race Point ' Mass

Peaked Hill Bars Mass.

.

High Head
HighJand

Pamet River Mass..

Cahoons Hollow

Nauset Mass.

.

Orleans
|

Mass-

.

OldHarbor ' Mass..

Chatham Mass.

.

Monomoy Mass.

.

Monomoy Point Mass.

Coskata Mass..

Surfside Mass..

Maddequet Mass.

.

Muskeget Mass..

(GayHead Mass..

Cuttyhunk Mass.

.

Locality.

ii
mile south of State Une

North end ol Plum Island, mouth of Merrimac River

On Plum Island, 2i miles from south end

J mile west of Straitsmouth hght

Old House cove, westerly side of harbor, li miles from town.

On tlie neck, close to Nahant

Floating station in Dorchester Bay, Boston Harbor

1 mile west of Point Allerton «. . - -

2i miles south of Minots Ledge light

South end of Fourth Cliff, Scituate

On Green Harbor Point

4J miles northeast of Plymouth ,

6J miles southeast of Plymouth

J mile east of light

If miles northeast of Race Point light

2J miles northeast of Provincetown

3i miles northwest of Cape Cod light

I mile northwest of Cape Cod light

3J miles south of Cape Cod light

2J miles east of Wellfleet

li miles south of Nauset lights

Abreast of Ponohet Island

i mile north of Chatham Inlet

li miles south-southwest of Chatham lights

2i miles north of Monomoy light

J mile southwest of Monomoy light

2i miles south of Nantucket (Great Point) light

2J miles south of the town of Nantucket i

6 miles west of Surfside

Near west end of Muskeget Island

Near light

Near east end Cuttyhunk Island

Approximate position.

Latitude,
north.

42 bl 40

42 48 30

42 44 00

42 39 30

42 35 30

42 2S 4S

42 18 20

42 14 00

42 09 30

42 OS 30

42 00 10

41 5S 30

42 01 IS

42 04 45

42 04 40

42 03 55

42 02 55

42 00 00

41 56 45

41 50 40

41 45 35

41 41 45

41 39 10

41 35 25

41 33 10

41 22 00

41 14 30

41 16 OS

41 20 20

41 21 04

41 25 25

Longitude,
west.

70 49 00

70 49 00

70 47 15

70 36 00

70 41 10

70 58 00

70 54 00

70 45 30

70 42 10

70 38 40

70 36 10

70 32 40

70 11 30

70 13 15

70 09 50

70 06 50

70 04 20

70 01 15

69 59 05

69 56 45

69 5S 55

69 56 00

69 57 10

69 59 10

70 00 20

70 01 15

70 06 00.

70 12 30

70 18 60

70 50 08

70 54 45

THIRD DISTKICT.

COASTS OF RHODE ISLAND AND FISHERS ISLAND.

Brenton Point
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Name of.station.

Amagansett

Georgica

Mecox

Southampton

Shinnecock

Tiana

Quogue

Potunk

Moriches

Forge River

Smiths Point

Bellport

Blue Point

Lone Hill

Point ot Woods..

Fire Island

Oak Island

Gilgo

Jones Beach

Zachs Inlet

Short Beach

Point Lookout. .

.

Long BesMh

Far Rockaway " .

.

Rockaway
Rockaway Point.

Coney Island h - .

.

Eatons Neck

Rocky Point

FOURTH DISTRICT—Continued.

COAST OF LONG ISLAND—Continued.

State.

N. Y..

N. Y..

N. Y..

N. Y..

N. Y..

N. Y..

N. Y.

.

N. Y..

N. Y..

N. Y..

N. Y..

N. Y..

N. Y..

N. Y..

N. Y..

N. Y..

N. Y..

N. Y..

N. Y..

N. Y..

N. Y..

N. Y..

Locality.

N. Y..

N. Y..

Abreast oJ the village

1 mile south o{ village ol East IlamRton

2 miles south of the village ol Bridgehampton

.

J mile south ol the village

2 miles east-southeast of Shinnecock light

2 miles southwest of Shinnecock light

i mile south ot the village

IJ miles southwest of Potunk village

2i miles southwest of Speonk village

31 miles south of Moriches

Abreast of the point

4 miles south ot the village

^ miles south ot Patchogue

8 miles east ot Fire Island light

4 miles east of Fire Island light

i mile west of Fire Island light

East end ot Oak Island

West end of Oak Island

East end of Jones Beach

West end of Jones Beach

J mile east of Jones Inlet

2 miles west of New Inlet

Near west end ot Long Beach

Near the village of Rockaway

West end of Rockaway Beach

Manhattan Beach

East side entrance to Huntington Bay, Long Island Sound

Near Rocky Point, Long Island Sound, about 4 miles northerly
from Greenport.

Approximate position.

Latitude,
north.

40 58 00

40 56 40

40 54 10

40 52 10

40 50 40

40 49 40

40 48 20

40 47 30

40 46 30

40 44 30

40 44 00

40 42 40

40 40 40

40 39 40

40 38 50

40 37 40

40 38 10

40 37 20

40 36 40

40 36 10

40 35 30

40 35 10

40 35 10

40 35 30

40 34 10

40 34 20

40 57 10

41 08 20

Longitude,
west.

FIFTH DISTRICT.

COAST OF NEW JERSEY.

Sandy Hook
Spermaceti Cove..

Seabright

Monmouth Beach

Long Branch

Deal

Shark River

Spring Lake

Squan Beach

Bayhead

Mantoloking

Chadwick

Toms River

Island Beach

Cedar Creek

Forked River

Barnegat

Loveladies Island

Harvey Cedars...

Ship Bottom

Long Beach

Bonds

o Station by sudden

On Bay side, i mile south of point of Hook.

21 miles south of Sandy Hook light.

About a mile south ot Navesink light

.

About a mile south ot Seabright.

Greens Pond

.

Asbury Park.

Near the mouth ot Shark River

2J miles south of Shark River

1 mile southeast of Squan village

At the head of Barnegat Bay

2i miles south of head ot Barnegat Bay

Smiles south of head ot Barnegat Bay

On the beach abreast mouth Toms River

l^niles south of Seaside Park

5| miles north ot Barnegat Inlet

2 miles north ot Barnegat Inlet

South side of Barnegat Inlet

21 miles south ot Barnegat Inlet

51 miles south ot Barnegat Inlet

Midway ot Long Beach

If miles north of Beach Haven

2i miles south of Beach Haven

gale while being moved across the water to new site.

40 27 51
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FIFTH DISTRICT—Continued.

COAST OF NEW JERSEY—Continued.

Name of station.

Little Egg
Little Beacli

Brigantine

South Brigantine

Atlantic City

Absecon

Great Egg
Ocean City

Peeks Beaoli

Corson Inlet

Sea Isle City

Townseud Inlet.

.

Avalon

Tathams

Hereford Inlet. .

.

Holly Beach

Two Mile Beach.,

Cold Spring

Cape May
Bay Shores

State.

N. .T

N.J
N.J
N.J
N.J
N. J

N.J
N.J

N.J
N.J
N.J
N.J

N.J
N.J
N.J
N.J
N.J
N.J
N.J
N.J

Locality.

Near the light north of Inlet

South side of Little Egg Inlet

54 miles north of Absecon light

3i miles north of Absecon light

At Absecon light

2J miles south of Absecon light

6| miles south of Absecon light

South side of Egg Harbor Inlet

3J miles north of Corson Inlet

Near the Inlet, north side

3J miles north of Townsend Inlet

Near the Inlet, north side

3} miles southwest from Ludlam Beach light

2i miles northeast from Hereford Inlet light.

Near Hereford light

6 miles northeast of Cape May City

4 miles northeast of Cape May City

J mile east of Cape May City .'

Near the light

2i miles west ol Cape May City

Approximate position.

Latitude, ' Longitude,
north. west.

30 10

27 30

25.30

24 00

22 00

20 60

19 00

17 00

14 SO

13 10

09 40

07 30

05 60

02 30

00 20

58 40

.57 10

56 00

55 40

66 40

74 17 30

74 19 30

74 20 30

74 22 30

74 24 50

74 27 40

74 31 10

74 34 00

74 36 50

74 38 20

74 41 05

74 42 45

74 43 10

74 45 50

74 47 20

74 49 50

74 51 10

74 54 30

74 57 30

74 58 10

SIXTH DISTRICT.

COAST BETWEEN DELAWARE AND CHESAPEAKE BAYS.

Lewes

Cape Henlopen

Rehoboth Beach.

.

Indian River Inlet

Fenwick Island

Isle of Wight

Ocean City

North Beach

Green Run Inlet. .

.

Popes Island

Assateague Beach.

Wallops Beach. . .

.

Metomkin Inlet. .

.

Waohapreague

Parramore Beach.

Hog Island

Cobb Island

Smith Island

Del.

Del.

Del.

Del.

Del.

Md.

Md.

Md.

Md.

Va..

Va--

Va..

Va..

Va..

Va..

Va..

Va..

Va..

2 miles west from Cape Henlopen light.

.

I mile southerly of Cape Henlopen light.

Opposite north end of Rehoboth Bay . .

.

North ol Inlet

li miles north of light

3 miles south of Fenwick light

At village

10 miles south of Ocean City

13i miles northeast of Assateague light .

.

10 miles northeast of Assateague light.

.

14 miles south of Assateague light

14 miles south of Chincoteague Inlet

On Metomkin Beach, near the Inlet

South end of Cedar Island

Midway ol beach

South end of Hog Island

South end of Cobb Island

At Cape Charles light

38 46 60
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SEVENTH DISTRICT—Continued.

OOAST BETWEEN CHESAPEAKE BAY AND THE NORTHERN BOUNDARY OF SOUTH CAROLINA-Continued.

Nam6 of station.

Poyners HiU.

Cafleys Inlet

Paul Gamiels Hill.

Kitty Hawk
Kill Devil Hill?....

Nags He.ad

Bodie Island

Oregon Inlet

Pea Island

New Inlet

Cbicamacomlco

Gull Shoal

Little Kinnakeet.

.

Big Kinnakeet

Cape Hatteras

Creeds Hill

Durants

Hatteras Inlet

Ocracoke

Portsmouth
Core Bank

Cape Lookout

.

Fort Macon

Bogue Inlet...

Cape Fear

Oak Island

@tate. Locality.

Approximate position.

Latitude,
north.

fij miles south of Currituck Beach light

10| miles south ol Currituck Beach light

5 miles north of Kitt.v Hawk
On the beach abreast of north end of Kitty Hawk Bay
4\ miles south of Kitty Hawk ..

.

9 miles north of Oregon Inlet

J mile northeast of Bodie Island light

J mile south of Oregon Inlet

2 miles north of New Inlet

* mile south of New Inlet.

5 miles south of New Inlet

11 J miles south of New Inlet

11 J miles north of Cape Hatteras light

5J miles north of Cape Hatteras light ,

1 mile south of Cape Hatteras light

4 miles west of Cape Hatteras light

3 miles east of Hatteras Inlet

li miles west of Hatteras Inlet

Smiles northeast of Ocracoke Inlet

Northeast end of Portsmouth Island '.

On Core Bank, opposite Hunting Quarters, about halfway
between Ocracoke Inlet and Cape Lookout.

1J miles south of Cape Lookout light

Beaufort Entrance, J mile north of tort

Inner shore of Bogue Banks, J mile east of inlet

On Smiths Island, Cape Fear

West side mouth Cape Fear River

3B 17 10

36 13 40

36 08 00

3U 03 50

3(i 00 10

36 56 00

3.5 49 40

3.-. 47 30

35 43 16

3.'', 40 10

3.5 36 40

33 29 50

35 25 00

35 20 00

36 14 20

35 14 30

35 12 35

36 11 00

35 06 55

36 04 00

34 61 30

34 36 30

34 42 00

34 39 00

33 60 40

33 53 20

Longitude,
west.

EIGHTH DISTRICT.

COASTS OF SOUTH CAROLINA, GEORGIA, AND E.\STERN FLORIDA.

SulUvans Island i S. C.

Bulowa Fla..

Mosquito Lagoon" Fla..

Chester Shoal" Fla..

Cape Malabar 6

Bethel Creek* Fla..

Indian River Inlet » Fla .

.

Gilberts Bam
j

Fla.

.

Jupiter Inletc ' Fla..

Orange Grove d Fla..

Fort Lauderdale <t
' Fla..

BiscayneBaytt .' Fla..

AX Moultrieville, Sullivans Island, at north end of harbor jetty

.

20 miles south of Matanzas Inlet

On beach outside the lagoon

11 miles north of Capo Canaveral ,

16 miles north of Indian River Inlet
,

South side of inlet

At St. Lucie Rocks, 2 miles north of Gillierts Bar Inlet.

4 miles north of New River Inlet.

6 miles north of Norris Cut

32 45 30

29 26 10

28 51 30

28 36 40

27 40 00

27 29 45

27 12 00

26 06 46

25 54 10

NINTH DISTRICT.

GULF COAST OF UNITED STATES.

Santa Rosa.

.

Sabine Pass.

Galveston...

San Luis.

Velasco

Saluria

Aransas

Brazos

Fla
' Santa Rosa Island, 3 miles east of Fort Pickens

Tex
I

West side of pass, south of light

Tex East end Galveston Island

Tex
I

West end Galveston Island

Tex i 2i miles northeast of mouth of Brazos River

'Pcx ' Northeast end Matagorda Island

Tex I Northeast end Mustang Island.'

Xex ' North end Brazos Island, entrance to Brazos Santiago.

.30 19 00

29 42 27

29 20 10

29 07 00

28 57 45

28 23 00

27 51 00

26 04 00

a House of refuge; no crew employed.

6 Discontinued March 30, 1891.

c Discontinued January 21, 1899.

d Discontinued October 1, 1896.
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TENTH DISTRICT.

LAK^ES ERIE AND ONTARIO, AND A STATION AT LOUISVILLE, KV.

Name of station. State. Locality.

Approximate position.

Latitude,
north.

Longitude
west.

Big Sandy ,

Salmon Creek a

.

Oswego

Charlotte

Niagara

Buffalo

Erie ,

Ashtabula

Fairport

Cleveland

Marblehead

Louisville

N. Y. North side mouth of Big Sandy Creek, Lake Ontario.

NY..
N. Y..

N. Y..

N. Y..

Pa....

Ohio..

Ohio..

Ohio..

Ohio..

Ky...

East side entrance of Oswego Harbor, Lake Ontario. .

.

East side entrance of Charlotte Harbor, Lake Ontario .

East side entrance of Niagara River, Lake Ontario

South side entrance of Buftalo Harbor, Lake Erie

North side entrance of Erie Harbor, Lake Erie

West side of Ashtabula Harbor, Lake Erie

West side entrance of Fairport Harbor, Lake Erie

West side entrance of Cleveland Harbor. Lake Erie

I'oint Marblehead, near Quarry Docks, Lake Erie

Falls of the Ohio River, Louisville, Ky

ELEVENTH DISTRICT.

LAKES HURON AND SUPERIOR.

Lake View Beach

Harbor Beach

Pointe aux Barques.

Port Austin

Tawas

Sturgeon Point

Thunder Bay Island

Middle Island

Hammond
Bois Blanc

Vermilion

Crisps

Two Heart River

Deer Park

Grand Marais

Marquette

Portage

Duluth

Mich.

Mich.

Mich.

Mich.

Mich.

Mich.

Mich.

Mich.

Mich.

Mich.

Mich.

Mich.

Mich.

Mich.

Mich.

Mich-

Mich.

Minn

5 miles north of Fort Gratiot light

Inside Harbor Beach Harbor, Lake Huron
Near light, Lake Huron
About 2 miles northeast of Port Austin, and about 2 miles south-
east of Port Austin Reef light, Lake Huron.

Near light. Lake Huron

Near light. Lake Huron

West side of island, Lake Huron

North end of Middle Island, Lake Huron

Hammonds Bay, Lake Huron

About midway east side of island, Lake Huron

10 miles west of Whitefish Point, Lake Superior

18 miles v/est of Whitefish Point, Lake Superior

Near raouth of Two Heart River, Lake Superior

Near mouth of Sucker River, Lake Superior

West of harbor entrance

Near light, Lake Superior

Old Portage Lake Ship Canal, J mile from north end, on east
bank.

On Minnesota Point, Upper Duluth

TWELFTH DISTRICT.

LAKE MICHIGAN.
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TWELFTH DISTKICT-Continued.

LAKE MICHIGAN—Continued.

Name of station.

Holland

South Haven
Saint Joseph

,

Michigan City

South Chicago
,

Jackson Park

Old Chicago

Evanston

Kenosha.

Racine

Milwaukee

Sheboygan

Two Rivers

Kewaunee

Sturgeon Bay Canal

Baileys Harbor.

Plum Island

State.

Mich,

Mich.

Mich

Ind.

111...

Ill . .

.

lU...

111..

Wis.

Wis.

Wis.

Wis.

Wis.

Wis.

Wis.

Wis.

Wis.

Locality.

In the harbor, south side

North side entrance of harbor

In the harbor, north side

East side entrance of harbor

North side entrance of Calumet Harbor
About 7 miles S. by E. of Chicago River light.

In the harbor

On the Northwestern University grounds
In the harbor, on Washington Island

In the harbor, adjoining light

Near entrance of harbor, south side

Entrance to harbor, north side

North side entrance of harbor.

North side entrance of harbor.

Eastern entrance of canal, north side

On easterly side of harbor.

Approximate position.

Latitude, Longitude,
north. west.

Near northeast point of island, 2 miles northwest of Pilot Island
light.

THIRTEENTH DISTRICT.

COASTS OF CALIFORNIA, OREGON, WASHINGTON, AND ALASKA.

Nome.

Neah Baya.

Grays Harbor

WiUapa Bay.

Ilwaco Beach

Cape Disappointment

.

Point Adams
Yaquina Bay
Umpqua River

Coos Bay
Coquille River

Humboldt Bay
Arena Cove

Point Reyes

Bolinas Bay &

Point Bonita

Fort Point

Golden Gate

Alaska..

Wash. .

.

Wash...

Wash...

Wash...

'Wash...

Oregon.

Oregon

.

Oregon.

Oregon..

Oregon -

.

Cal

Cal

Cal

Cal

•Cal

Cal

Cal

Southside. Cal

.

.\t Nome.

Just south of Grays Harbor light

Near light-house boat landing

13 miles north of Cape Disappointment

Bakers Bay, § mile northeast of light

5 mile southeast of Fort Stevens

About l.mile south of harbor entrance

Near entrance of river, north side

Coos Bay, north side

In town of Bandon

Near old light-house tower, north side entrance Humboldt Bay..

3 miles southeast from Point Arena light

3J miles north of light

Near Point Bonita light..

i mile east of lights

On beach in Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, 3 mile south Point
Lobos.

3% miles south of Golden Gate Life-Saving Station

46 53 ir,

4Ci 43 00

46 27 50

46 16 40

46 13 00

44 35 30

43 42 00

43 22 50

43 07 00

40 46 00

3s 54 50

3S 02 20

37 47 50

37 48 10

37 46 10

37 43 IS

165 23 00

124 07 15

124 03 00

124 03 25

124 03 00

123 57 00

121 03 64

124 10 30

124 IS 00

124 25 00

124 13 00

123 42 30

122 59 30

122 31 40

122 27 50

122 30 30

122 30 18

a Discontinued December 17, 189a b Destroyed by fire.
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LLOYD'S SIGNAL STATIONS.

UNITED KINGDOM.

Southend Pier.

Dover (day and night station).

Sandgate.
Dungeness.
Beachy Head.
No-Man's Fort, Spithead (day and night station).

St. Catherines Point, Isle of W%ht.
The Needles, Isle of Wight.
Portland Bill.

Prawle Point (day and night station).

The Lizard (day and night station).

Penzance.
Scilly Islands.

Lundy Island. '

Barry Island.

Mumbles Head and Pier.

St. Anns Head, Milford Haven.

Roche's Point (Queenstown).
Old Head of Kinsale (day and night station).

Fastnet (day and night station; W. T.. Marconi).
Brow Head, County of CosJc (day and night station).

Tory Island, County Donegal.
InishtrahuU (day and night station; W. T., Marconi).
Malin Head, County Donegal (W. T., Marconi).
Tor Point, County Antrim.
Kildonan, mouth of the Clyde.
Stornoway.
Butt of Lewis.
Dunnet Head, Pentland Firth.

St. Abbs Head.
Tynemouth.
Flamborough Head.
Spurn Head.
Aldborough.

EUROPE—NORTH AND WEST COAST.

Fserder.

0x6.
Vinga.
Hel^ingborg.
Krasnaja Gorka (G. of Finland).
Fornaes.
Hammershus.
Hanstholm.
Hirtshals.

Skagen.
Elsinore.

Helgoland.
Holtenau.
Brunsbuttelkoog.

Cuxhaven.
Rothesand.
Hohewee.
Hook of Holland.
Flushing.
Zeebrugge.
Gris Nez.
Creac'h Pt., Ushant.
Cape Finnisterre.

Oitavos.
Peniche.

Tarifa.

MEDITERRANEAN AND BLACK SEA.

Gibraltar (Admiralty Signal Station, Windmill Hill).

Pomegues.
Cape Corse.

Cape Pertusato.
Malta (Admiralty Signal Station, Castille).

Cape Testa.

Cape d'Armi.
Fort Spuria.

Pantellaria I.

Cape Bon;
Zea Island.
Dardanelles.
Kom-el-Nadura (Alexandria).
Mex (Alexandria).
Port Said (W. T., Marconi).

AFRICA—WEST COAST.

Cape Spartel.

Tenerine.
Point Ferraria (St. Michaels).

Point do Arnel (St. Michaels).

I

Capellinhos Pt. (Fayal).

Lafi Palmas.
j
Ascension.
St. Helena.

CAPE COLONY.

Cape Point.

Cape Agulhas.
Cape St. Francis.

Cape Recife.

Cape Hermes.

(522)
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AFRICA—EAST COAST.

Bluff (P. Natal).
Fort San Sebastian (Mozambique).

Flat Island
Butte aux Sables
Butte aux Papayes .

.

Port Louis Mountain

Mauritius.

Port Tewfik (Suez) (W. T. Marconi).
Perim (day and night station).

Jask 1

Henjam [-Persian G
Bushire

J

False Point.
Sandheads
Sauear Island . .

.

Mud Point
Diamond Harbor Hughly R.
Hughly Point

.

Achipur
Budge Budge .

RED SEA.

j

Aden.

INDIAN OCEAN.

Amherst 1

Diamond Island [Burma.
Elephant Point. .J

Point de Galle (day and night station).

Sabang Bay, Pulo Weh (day and night station).

Penang.
Malakka.

F^rtSingjS-gapore.
Anjer.

AUSTRALIA.

Rottenest Island (day and night station).

Breaksea Island (day and night station).

Cape Leeuwin (day and night station).

Cape Naturaliste (day and night station).

Point Moore (day and night station).

Cape Borda.
Cape WQloughby.
Cape Jervifi.

Cape Northumberland.
Cape Nelson.
Cape Otway.
Point Lonsdale.
Cape Schanck.

Cape Maria van Diemen.
Farewell Spit.

Nugget Point.

Wilson's Promontory.
Gabo Island.
Qdeensclift.

Table Cape.
Mersey Bluff.

Low Head.
Eddystone Point.

Cape Sorell.

Cape Wickham.
Curry Harbor.
Bruni.
Kent Group.
Goode Island.

NEW ZEALAND.

Bluff Hai-bor.

Norfolk Island.

SOUTH AMERICA.

Point CuraumUla.
Point Tumbes.
Cape San Antonio.

Mogotes Point.

Morro Castle, Habana.
Monk's Hill

]

Goat Hm - . . [Antigua.

Rat Island . . J

Penguin Island.

Cape Virgin.

Fernando Noronha.

WEST INDIES AND BERMUDA.

Turks Island.

Gibbs Hill, Bermuda.

STATIONS MAINTAINED BY CANADIAN GOVERNMENT THAT REPORT TO LLOYD'S ON THE
blAliUJNfe MAi-M

^^^^ CONDITIONS AS LLOYD'S STATIONS.

Belle Isle, Labrador.

Cape Race, Newfoundland.
Cape Ray, Newfoundland.
St. Paul Island, Cape Breton Island.

Cape St. Lawrence, Cape Breton Island.

Heath Point, Anticosti.

South Point, Anticosti.

Southwest Point, Anticosti.

West Point, Anticosti.

Cape Rosier, Gasp6 Coast.

Fame Point, Gaspd Coast.

Cape Magdalen, Gasp6 Coast.

Amherst Island, Magdalen Islands.
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SIGNALS USED AT LLOYD'S SIGNAL STATIONS.

Part III.

This signal indicates that the station at which it is hoisted is tem-

porarily closed, and that no commuiiication can be held.*

This signal indicates that telegraphic communication is interrupted,

and that messages can not he forwarded by telegraph, but will be

forwarded by other means as soon as possible.*

* These signals will be kept up until the signal station Is again occupied, or until telegraphic communication is again possible.

These stations are available to shipowners for reporting the passing of their vessels.

At these signal stations the International Code is the only code recognized, and
vessels of any nation may make their names known by means of this code, and thus

secure the immediate publication of the announcement in the '

' Shipping Gazette and
Lloyd's List" and "Lloyd's Weekly Shipping Index." Cases of wreck or other acci-

dents at sea should always be made known by shipmasters to the signal stations with

which they communicate.

Night signals at special stations.—The apparatus used for the signals will be a

flashing lamp.

A series of continuous short flashes is to call the attention of a passing vessel.

A series of long-short flashes, repeated as often as may be necessary, indicates that

a vessel's signals have been seen and recognized.

If a signal shown by a vessel has not been understood the lamp will be kept dark

until the vessel repeats the signal.

Special night signals at certain stations.—Also, to denote telegraphic interruption

during the night, the signal stations at the Old Head of Kinsale and Brow Head will

show S green lights, arranged in the shape of a triangle, apex upward; and to call

attention to this signal a Roman candle will be burnt if the vessel can be recognize.d-
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Part III. PLATE V. 527

GENERAL ALPHABETICAL TABLE FOR MAKING THE INTERNATIONAL CODE
SIGNALS BY MEANS OF DISTANT SIGNALS BY FIXED SEMAPHORE.

'Peepaeative," "Answering,"
or "Stop" after each com-

plete signal.

Annul the Whole Signal.
!-

Y
1 1 2

I

1 2

B

1 2 1

^'

^•

V-

\2 Q

i 3 3
32

J

3 13

1 :> 2

32

D

1 3 3

^'
32

^

K

3 14
^'
32

^
^

Y

3 2 3

R
T

^

L

i 3 1 ^^

E

1 2 4

IV'

F

1 3 2

M

2 2 3 ^

s

4 1 ^'

T

4 2

z

3 2 4

k

SPECIAL.

u

2 4 \

2-2 4

1 4 2

fl

1 1

k^ o

2 3 1 ^?

P

2 3 2 ^

V

3 1 2

I

Code Flag
Sign.

4 2 1

4

u2
^'

Alphabet-
ical Sign.

4 2 2

4

j2

32

Numeral
Sign.

4

n2

%

w
3 2 1

Ks
^^

X

3 3 2

r
%

4 3 ^1
FimsMng sign after

completion of word or

number,when spelling

or making numeral
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GENERAL ALPHABETICAL TABLE FOR MAKING THE INTERNATIONAL CODE
SIGNALS BY MEANS OF DISTANT SIGNALS BY SHAPES.

'Preparative," "Answering,"
OR "Stop," after each

complete signal.

Annul the Whole Signal.

f^-^

1 1 % 3 12 ^^
Q

2 3 n 3 2 3 h
B

12 1 ^ : a [^- . 3 4
|[t'

3 2 4 %
c

12 2 f^

D

1 2 1^^

2 14 ^^;.R^ SPECIAL SIGNS.

2 2 1 f^' 2 4 2

Ik 5 Code Flag Jk^

E

12 4
l^-'

M
2 2

u

2 4 Pf:

Alphabetical 1^ "^

Sign. n^^

4 2 2 \\\

F

1 3

N

2 2 4 I
V

1 2

Numeral
Sign,

4 2 3 ^
G

14 2 1^^

o

2 3 1

II

2 11 2 3 2 I

w
3 2 1 Pi^

X
3 2 2 I^^

4 3 2 1^-

Finishing sign after

completion of word or

number when spelling

or making numeral
signals.

If no cones are available, a square flag may be substituted for the cone point upward, a pennant lor tbe cone point downward, and
a wheJt for the drum. (See page 529.>
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DISTANT SIGNALS.

1. Distant Signals are required when, in consequence of distance or tlie state of

the atmosphere, it is impossible to distinguish the colors of the flags qf the Inter-

national Code, and, therefore, to read a signal made by those flags; they also provide
an alternative system of making the signals in the Code, which can be adopted when
the system of flags can not be employed.

2. Three different methods of making Distant Signals are explained below:

(a) By Cones, Balls, and Drums.

(6) By Balls, Sqiiare Flags, Pennants, and Whefts.

(c) By the Fixed Coast Semaphore.

The last method (Fixed Coast Semaphore) is not necessarily a method of making
Distant Signals, as it can be, .and is, used at close quarters and under conditions when
flags could equally be employed, but it has been placed here under the heading of

Distant Signals for ease of explanation.

3. The Characteristic of Distant Signals is the Ball; oiie ball at least appearing

in each hoist of the Distant Code. In the case of the Semaphore the ball is replaced

by a Disk.

4. Hitherto only three Symbols have been required for Distant Signaling, but

the increase made ii?. the number of flags of the International Code renders four Sym-

bols necessary, in order that it may be possible to provide a distinct hoist to represent

each of the flags of the Code {i. e., letters of the alphabet).

5. Distant Signals are made
From a ship—by hoisting shapes.

From the shore—by hoisting shapes, or by the position of the arms of a

Semaphore.

6. The Shapes used as Symbols are

:

.
(a) A Cone point upward,

A Ball,

A Cone point downward, and

A Drum. ( The Drum should he at least one-third greater in height

than the Ball.

)

(6) A square Flag may be substituted for the cone point upward.

A Ball,

A Pennant may be substituted for the cone point downward, and

A Pennant with the fly tied to the halyards, or a Wheft for the drum.

(A wheft is any flag tied in the center.)

As in calms, or when the wind is blowing toward or from the observer, it is impossible

to distinguish with certainty between a square flag, pennant, and wheft, and as flags

when hanging up and down may hide one of the balls and so prevent the signal being

understood, the system of cones and drums is preferable to that of flags, pennants,

and whefts.

(c) In signaling by the Semaphore, the positions of the arms represent

the shapes.

(529)
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7. To simplify the "Taking in," "Reporting," and "Reading off" of the Distant

Signals, the four positions of the Semaphore Arms, and the four Symbols have been

numbered 1, 2, 3, 4.

1 representing the Semaphore Arm pointing upward, on

the opposite side to the indicator, a Cone with the

point upward, or a square Flag.

v
Indicator

2 representing the Semaphore Arm pointing horizontally,

on the opposite side to the indicator, or a Ball. ,

Indicator 1

8 representing the Semaphore Arm pointing downward,

on the opposite side to the indicator, a Cone with

the point downward, or a Pennant.
Indicator

or

or

TJ or

4 representing the Semaphore Arm pointing horizontally, 4^
on the same side as the indicator, a Drum, or a Pen- or

nant with the fly tied to the halyards, or a Wheft. •

Indicator

8. To facilitate signaling by Semaphore or Shapes, the signals representing the

letters of the alphabet have been arranged in numerical order, the figures represent-

ing the signal for the letter A being the first in numerical sequence.

Thus A is represented by 1 1 3.

Thus B is represented by 1 2 1.

Thus C is represented by 1 2 2,

etc., etc.

The signals representing the letters from A to G begin with 1,

Those from H to U begin with 2,

Those from V to Z begin with 3,

And the Special Signs {i. e.. Code Flag, Alphabetical, Numeral, and Finish-

ing Signs) begin with 4.

{See plates V and VI.)

9. The Code Flag Sign 4 2 1 {see plates Y and VI) is always to be shown before

signals taken from the General Vocabulary of the International Code are commenced.

10. When signals are made by the Semaphore the disk is always to be kept up
until the signal is completed, and the hoist is to be read from the top arm downwnrd.

11. The Stop Signal or is to be made at the end of each complete signal.
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12. With two Balls, two Cones, and one Drum, every signal in tlie International
Code can be made, each hoist representing one letter of the two, three, or four letters

forming the signal.

EXAMPLE OP A SIGNAL FROM THE INTERNATIONAL CODE

MADE BY FIXED SEMAPHORE OR BY DISTANT SIGNALS.

4 2 1—Code Flag
Sign, indicating that
the signal which fol-

lows is taken from
the General Vocabu-
lary of the Interna-
tional Code.

^^or ^
s 1

1 2 3—D.

^^ or ^B

T

2 3 4—

N

C"\

2 1 2—1.
2—Stop, i. e. Sig

nal is ended.

Looking DNI out in the International Code, we find it to he " Pilot boat is advancing toward you.'

ALPHABBTICAIi DISTANT SIGIfAIiS.

13. When it is desired to spell a word by Distant Signals, the Alphabetical Sign

4 2 2 (see Plates V and VI) is to be shown first. All the hoists which follow until

the Finishing Sign 4 3 2 (see Plates V and VI) is shown are to be understood as rep-

resenting the particular letters of the alphabet allotted to them in Plates V and VI,

which, wheti combined, spell the word which it is desired to signal.

NTJMBEAL DISTAKT SIGNALS.

14. When it is desired to signal numbers by Distant Signals, the Numeral Sign

4 2 3 (see Plates V and VI) is to be shown first. After that sign has been shown, and

until the Finishing Sign 4 3 2 (see Plates V and VI) is shown, the hoists representing

the various letters of the alphabet (see Plates V and VI) are to be understood as hav-

ing the numerical values which are allotted to the particular letters under the system

of making Numeral Signals by flags, which is explained on page 32.

Thus, after the Numeral Sign 4 3 3 has been shown, the Distant Signal hoist rep-

resenting'the letter A will mean the number 1, that representing B will mean 2, that

representing K will mean 11, and so on as in the Numeral Table on page 32.

SPECIAL DISTANT SIGNALS.

15 As shown in the Example to Paragraph 12, above, signals from the General

Vocabulary of the Internatiojial Code require to be made by more than one hoist, which

involves loss of time. Arrangements have, however, been adopted by which thirty-

seven important signals (see pages 527-531) can be made by one hoist only These

thirty-seven signals are called "Special Distant Signals," and are represented by the

numbers explained in Paragraph 7, page 524, and not by letters.

16 The Special Distant Signals are distinguished from Distant Signals taken from

the General Vocabulary of the International Code by the fact (1) that they are not

preceded by the Code Flag Sign (see paragraph 9), and (2) that the Stop Signal imme-

diately follows the single hoist representing the particular "Special Distant Signal

which is being made.



532 DISTANT SIGNALS.

EXAMPLE OP A SPECIAL DISTANT SIGNAL

MADE BY SEMAPHORE OK DISTANT SIGNALS.

Part III.

/ or or

3 4 1 Stop.

Looking 2 4 1 out in the Table of Special Distant Signals (page 535), we find it to be "Can not dia

tinguish your flags; come nearer or make Distant Signals."



Part III.

SPECIAL DISTANT SIGNALS.

MADE BY A SINGLE HOIST FOLLOWED BY THE STOP SIGNAL. ARRANGED
NUMERICALLY FOR READING OFE A SIGNAL.

These signals may be made by the semaphore, by cones, balls, and drums, or by
square flags, balls, pennants, and whefts.

Signal.

h

Meaning.

"Preparative," "Answering," or, "Stop," after each complete signal.

h 1 2 Aground; want immediate assistance.

a

\\
2 1 Fire, or, leak; want immediate assistance.

o

h 2 2 Annul the whole signal.

h 3 3 You are running into danger, or, Your course is dangerous.

N 2 4 Want water immediately.

Short of provisions ; starving.

h 4 3 Annul the last hoist; I will repeat it.

N 1 1 3 I am on fire.

N 12 1 I am aground.

76564—09 34

a See Distress Signals (page. 7).
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Signal. Meaning.

1 3 3 Yes, or. Affirmative.

1 3 3 No, or. Negative.

1^
13 4 Send lifeboat.

N 13 2 Do not abandon the vessel.

1^
1 4 3 Do not abandon the vessel until the tide has ebbed.

N 3 1 1 Assistance is coming.

N 3 13 Landing is impossible.

N 2 1 3 Bar, or. Entrance is dangerous.

1 4 Ship disabled ; will yon assist me into port ?

^ 2 3 1 Want a pilot a.

IV
3 3 3 Want a tug; can I obtain one ?

I)
3 3 4 Asks the name of ship (or, signal station) in sight, or. Show your distin-

guishing signal.

a See Pilot Signals (page 8).
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signal.

h

h
h

N

2 3 1

2 3 2

2 3 3

2 3 4

Meaning.

Show your ensign.

Have you any despatches (message, orders, or, telegrams) for me 1

Stop, Bring-to, or, Come nearer ; I have something important to communicate.

Repeat signal, or hoist it in a more conspicuous position.

h 2 4 1 Can not distinguish your Hags ; come nearer, or make distant signals.

h

2 4 2 Weigh, Cut, or, Slip ; wait for nothing ; get an offlng.

2 4 3 Cyclone, Hurricane, or, Typhoon expected.

h

h

f\

N

^

3 12 Is war declared 1 or. Has war commenced ?

3 2 1 War is declared, or. War has commenced.

3 2 2 Beware of torpedoes ; channel is mined.

3 2 3 Beware of torpedo boats.

8 2 4 Enemy is in sight.
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Signal. Meaning.

K

h

3 3 3 Enemy is closing with you, or. You are closing with the enemy.

3 4 2 Keep a good lookout, as it is reported that ememy's men-of-war are going
about disguised as merchantmen.

4 13 Proceed on your voyage.

The following distant signals made witli flag and ball, or pennant and ball, have
the special signification indicated beneath them

:

\r
You are running into

danger.

\m
Fire, or, Leak ; want im-

mediate assistance, a

r
Short of provisions.

Starving.

r
Aground ; want immedi-

ate assistance, a

aSee Distress Signals (paee 7),
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SPECIAL DISTANT SIGNALS.

MABE BY A SINGLE SIGNAL FOLLOWED BY THE STOP SIGNAL.
ALPHABETICALLY FOE MAKING A SIGNAL.

AEEANGBD

ABANTDON—IMMEDIATE.

13 2
14 2

12 2

1 2
1 2 1

4 2

2
12 3
12 2

1 2
2 11

3 1

2 14

12 4

2 2 4

2 3 1

2 13

12 4

2 18
3 2 3

3 2 2
3 3 2

3 2 4
3 4 2

2 12
2 4 3

3 2 1

2 4 2

2 3

Abandon.
—Do not abandon the vessel.
—Do not abandon the vessel until the tide

has ebbed.

Affirmative, or. Yes.

Aground.—^Aground; want immediate assistance.*
—I am aground.

Annul.
—Annul the last hoist ; I will repeat it.

—Annul the whole signal.

Answering Signal.
—ISo, or. Negative.
—Yes, or. Affirmative.

Assistance.
—Aground; want imnaediate assistance.*

—Assistance is coming.
—Fire, or. Leak; want immediate assist-

ance.*
—Ship disabled ; will you assist me Into

port?
—Send life boat.

Attention, or, Demand.
—Asks the name of the ship {or, signal

station) in sight, or. Show your dis-

tinguishing signal.

—Show your ensign.

Bar.—^Bar, or. Entrance is dangerous.

Boat.
—Send lifeboat.

Caution.
—Bar, or. Entrance is dangerous.

—Beware of torpedo boats.

—Beware of torpedoes ; channel is mined.

—Enemy is closing with you, or, You are

closing with the enemy.
—Enemy is in sight.

—Keep a good look-out, as it is reported

that enemy's war vessels are going

about disguisod as merchantmen.
—Landing is impossible.

—Typhoon, Hurricane, or. Cyclone ex-

pected. ,

—War is declared, or,War has commenced.

—Weigh, Cut, or, Slip; wait for nothmg;
' ^et an offing.

—^You are running into danger.

3 2 2

2 11

2 3 3

1 3

1 2

2 3

2 3 2

2 14

2 4 1

1 2
1 1

3 1

3

3

2 1

112

1 2
3 1

3 4

Channel.
—Beware of torpedoes ; channel is mined.

Coming.
—Assistance is coming.

Communicate.
—Stop,, Bring-to, or. Come nearer; some-

thing important to communicate.

Danger.
—Bar, or. Entrance is dangerous.
—Landing is impossible.
—You are running into danger.

Despatches.
—Have you any despatches (message,

orders, or, telegrams) for me?

Disabled.
—Ship disabled; will you assist me into

port?

Distant Signals.
—Can not distinguish your flags; come

nearer or make distant signals.

Distress.
—Agi'ound; want immediate assistance.*

—Fire, or. Leak ; want immediate assist-

ance.*
—I am aground.
—I am on fire.

*

—Ship disabled ; will you assist me into

port?
—Short of provisions. Starving.

—Want water immediately.

Enemy.
—Beware of torpedo boats.

—Beware of torpedoes ; channel is mined.
—Enemy is closing with you, or. You are

closing with the enemy.
—Enemy is in sight.

—Keep a good lookout, as it is reported

that enemy's vessels are going about
disguised as merchantmen.

want immediate assist-
FlRE.
—Fire, or. Leak;

ance.*
—I am on fire.

Immediate.
—Aground; want immediate assistance.*

—Fire, or. Leak; want immediate assist-

ance.*
—Want water immediately.

*See Distress Signals, page 7.
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LANDESTG—YES.

3 13

3 1

1 3 4

3 3 3

13 3

3 4 3

3 3 1

3

4 12

8 3

2 4

4 3
3 3 4

3 3

13 4

4 3

2 3
3 3 4

3 4 1

1 3 3

Landing.
—Landing is impossible.

Leak.
—Fire, or, Leak; want immediate assist-

ance.*

Lifeboat.
—Send lifeboat.

Message.
—Have you anymessage (telegram, orders,

or, despatches) for me?

Negative, or. No.

Offing.
—Weigh, Cut, or. Slip ; wait for nothing

;

get an offing.

Pilot.
—Want a pilot, f

Preparative Sign.

Proceed.
—Proceed on your voyage.

Provisions and water.
—Short of provisions. Starving.
—Want water immediately.

Repeat.
—Annul the last hoist ; I will repeat it.—Repeat signal, or hoist it in a more con-

spicuous position.

Run.
—You are running into danger.

Send.
—Send lifeboat.

Signals. '

—Annul the last hoist ; I will repeat it.

—Annul the whole signal.
^Asks name of ship (or, signal station)

in sight.

—Can not distinguish your flags; come
nearer or make distant signals.

—No, or. Negative.

3 3 4

3 2 4
2 3 1

3 3 3

12 2

3 2

2 3 2

3 2 3

3 2 2

2 2 3

1 3

3 1

3 3
2 3 1

2 2 3
3 4

3 1 2

3 2 1

3 4

3 4 3

3 4 3

1 2 2

Signals—Continued.
—Repeat signal, or hoist it in a more con-

spicuous position.

—Show your distinguishing signal.

—Sbow your ensign.
;

.

—Stop, Bring-to, or. Come nearer ; I have
somethingimportant to communicate.

—Yes, or. Affirmative.

Starving.
—Short of provisions. Starving.

Stop after each complete signal.

Telegram.
—Have you any telegram (message, order,

or, despatches) for me?

Torpedoes, or. Mines.
—Beware of torpedo boats.
—Beware of torpedoes ; channel is mined.

Tug.
—Want a tug ; can I obtain one?

Want.
—Aground ; want immediate assistance. *—Fire, or. Leak ; want immediate assist-

ance.*
—Short of provisions. Starving.
—Want a pilot, f—Want a tug ; can I obtain one?
—Want water immediately.

War.
—Is war declared? or. Has war com-

menced?
—War is declared, or. War has com-

menced.

Water.—^Want water immediately.

Weather.
—Cyclone, Hun-icane, or, Typhoon ex-

pected.

Weigh.
—Weigh.-Cut, or. Slip; wait for nothing;

get an offing.

Yes, or. Affirmative.

* See Di.stress Signals, page 7. t See Pilot Signals, page 8,
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SEMAPHORE SIGNALS.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE OF THE BRITISH MOVABLE SEMAPHORE,

THE llSrrHCATOR.

Tlie Indicator denotes from which side the signs are to he read, but when first

shown it is to call attention, and may be considered the preparative signal. When
closed it denotes the finish of the communication.

HOW TO SEMAPHORE.

The person intending to Semaphore will make the International Code Signal VOX
(I am going to Semaphore to you), and set his Semaphore at the alphabetical sign (see

Plate VII) with the Indicator out, and wait until the person to whom the Semaphore

signal is to be made hoists his answering pennant close up. Then he will proceed

with the communication by spelling, making a momentary pause between each sign or

letter ; the arms are to be dropped between each word or group, the Indicator alone

remaining out.

Should the answering pennant be dipped by the person taking in the signal, the

last TWO words are to be repeated until the answering pennant is again hoisted close up.

When in the middle of a spelling signal numerals have to be made, the Semaphore

is to be put at the numeral sign (see Plate VII), and the number then made. When
the numeral signal is finished the alphabetical sign is to be made and the communi-

cation by spelling proceeded with.

HOW TO ANSWER AJSTD TAKE IN" SEMAPHORE SIGlSTAXiS.

The answering pennant is to be hoisted close up by the person taking in the

Semaphore signal, thus denoting he is ready to read and write down the signal.

It is to be "dipped" when a word is lost, and the person making the signal is then

to repeat the two last words until the answering pennant is hoisted again CLOSE UP.

In answering by the Semaphore the And in position (3) the <\

arm in position ( I. ) represents the an- ^ answering pennant close \^
swering pennant at the dip. i /y up.

SEMAPHORING BY HAND FLAGS.

(1) British Method.

The British method of Semaphoring by flags held in the hand which is shown in

plate VIII is exactly the same as the British Movable Semaphore system, which has just

been explained the positions of the apparatus which denote the letters, numbers, and

special signs being, it will be seen, identical in each case, and the only difference bemg

in the apparatus employed.

(3) French Method.

The French method of Semaphoring by flags held in the hand {see plate IX) is

based on the same principle as the British method, but the positions in which the flags

are held to denote the letters, etc., are different.

(539)
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THE BRITISH MOVABLE SEMAPHORE.

Semaphore Signs. Governing Signs.

Indicator.

V

Preparative.
When closed

it denotes
the finish.

Signs.

Alphabetical
Signification.

Numerical
Slgnlflcation.

Alphabet-
ical.

Numeral.
Annul

or
negative.

A \ I / K^

A B C D E G H

Signs.

Alphabetical
Signification.

Numerical
Si^lfication.

^r^^ ^. 0=

K M
Also the alpha-
betical sign.

N O Q R

Signs.

Alphabetical
Signification.

=K M V k ^ \=

S T U V w X Y
Note.—II a numeral signal is to be followed by words, the end of the numerical signification of the slens is shown bv tbn

alphabetical sign being made, Indicating that spelling is again to commence. For instructions as to use see page 539.
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SIGNS.

Alphabetical
Signification.

Numeral
Signification.

BRITISH METHOD OF SEMAPHORING BY HAND FLAGS.

B C D E F

SIGNS.

Alphabetical
Signification. G H K
Numeral

Signification.

ALSO
AlPHABBTICAL

SIGN.

SIGNS.

Alphabetical
Signification.

SIGNS.

Alphabetical
Signification.

SIGNS.

Signification.

M N O

u V

Q

w

R

X

Y ALPHABET-
ICAL.

NUMERAL. ANNUL.

For instructions as to use see page 539.
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FRENCH METHOD OF SEMAPHORING BY HAND FLAGS.

SIGNS.

Alphabetical
Signification. B C D E

Numeral
Signification.

SIGNS.

Alphabetical
Signification. G H K
Numeral

Signification.

SIGNS.

Alphabetical
Signification.

M N O Q R

SIGNS.

Alphabetical

Signification.
s u V X

SIGNS.

Signification.
DO NOT

TINDEESTAND.
NUMBERS. ATTENTION. END OF WORD

OR PHRASE.

Note.—The W is made by means of two consecutive Vs. To indicate the finish of a Numerical Signal the Number sign I

again made : thus the number sign begins and ends Numerical Signals.
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FRENCH SEMAPHOEE STATIONS.

Semaphore stations and vessels at sea may exchange either "semaphore telegrams"or messages

/. Semaphore Telegrams.

Definition.—The semaphore telegrams are those which are sent partly over the tele-graph wires. Semaphore telegrams sent from vessels at sea are accepted for all countrieswhich have signified their adherence to the Telegraphic Convention of St. Petersburg andwhich are named in the following hst:

Argentine RepubUc.
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All charges for semaphore telegrams intended for ships at sea must be paid by the

sender. The charges for telegrams coming from vessels must be paid by the persons to

whom the telegrams are addressed.

II. Messages.

Definition.—Vessels passing French semaphore stations may exchange messages (1)

either by communications to be sent to their destination or to be forwarded by post with-

out making any use of the electric telegraph wires; or (2) by communications deposited

at the semaphore stations, or addressed to it by post, for transmission direct to the vessel

at sea.

The messages may be worded either in French or in the signals of the International

Code.

The charge is five centimes per word, with a minimum of fifty centimes, and is pay-

able by the sender in the case of messages addressed to vessels at sea and by the receiver

in case of messages coming from such vessels.



Part III.

UNITED STATES ARMY AND NAVY SIGNAL CODE.

Comnniiiication may be had by this code with the United States Army, ISTavy,
Revemie Cutter, and Life-Saving services. {Seepage 515.)

A -
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TO SEND A MESSAGE.

"To call" a station, signal its initial or call letter until acknowledged. To
acknowledge a call or receipt of a message, signal " I understand."

Make a sligM pause after each letter and also after "front." If the sender

discovers that he has made an error, he should make the "front" and "13.12.3," after

which he proceeds with the message, beginning with the word in which the error

occurred.

FLASH SIGNALS WITH LANTERN, HELIOGRAPH, OR SEARCH LIGHT.

Use short flash for "1," two short flashes in quick succession for "3," and a long

steady flash for "3." The elements of a letter should be slightly Jon^er than in sound
signals.

To call a station, make the initial or call letter until acknowledged. Then turn

on a steady flash until answered by a steady flash. The calling station will then

proceed with the message.

All other conventional signals are the same as for the flag.

SOUND SIGNALS WITH FOG WHISTLE, FOG HORN, OR BUGLE.

Use one toot (about half second) for "1," two toots (in quick succession) for "2,"

and a blast (about two seconds' long) for "3." The ear and not the watch is to be

relied upon for the intervals.

The signal of execution for all tactical or drill signals will be one long blast

followed by two toots in quick succession.

In the use of any other appliance, such as a bell, by which a blast can not be given,

three strokes in quick succession will be given in the place of the b|last to indicate "3."

When more than two vessels are in company, each vessel, after making "I
understand," should make her call letter that it may be certain which vessel has

acknowledged.
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MORSE SIGNAL CODE.

indicates a LONG- of about 3 seconds' duration.

- indicates a SHORT of about 1 second duration.

Preparative Signal to attract attention etc.

Answering Signal, or, I understand etc.

Interval between each flash or sound 1 second.

Interval between each letter 3 seconds.

Interval between each word 6 seconds.

A ...-.

B-
C

^ --
E -

F

G
H
I

J —
K ^

M
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After making a few rapid short flashes or sounds as an acknowledgment, the

receiver must watch or listen attentively until the communication is completed, when
he must make the sign indicated below, showing that t^ie message is understood.

If tlie receiver does not understand the message, he must wait until the signal is

repeated.

Duration of short flashes or sounds — -- 1 second.

Duration of long flashes or sounds —— , 3 seconds.

Interval between each flash or sound _ 1 second.

Answer, or, "I understand"- ^— — ^^— — ^^— — ^^— — etc.

SIGlSTAIiS.

You are standing into danger — — ^—
I want assistance ; remain by me _ _ -« __
Have encountered ice .- — •^^ ^—
Your lights are out (or, want trimming) — ^— —— —
The way is off my ship ; you may feel your way past me — —— —
Stop, or, heave to ; I have something important to communicate — — — —
Am disabled

;
Qommunicate with me — — —— —

When a vessel is in tow, the following signals made by flashes of light may be

used between her and the tug or towing vessel

:

Steer more to starboard —
Steer more to port -- -- — —
Cast off hawsers _ — _ —

(6) FLAG WAVING.

INSTBUCTIOOSrS FOR COMMUINICATING BY FLASHING SIGNALS WITH A
FLAG (GENERALLY TERMED FLAG WAVING).

The system used is the Morse Alphabet, the letters being made by groups of long
and SHORT flashes caused by moving a flag through a long or short arc, as described

below.

The signalman may work from left to right, or from right to left, as shown in fig-

ures 1 and 2, according to convenience and direction of the wind.

{!>«

^^/

Figure 1. FiGUKE 2.

In the normal position (a) in the above figures, the flag should make an angle of
25° with a vertical line through the center of the body.

The pole should be kept high enough to permit seeing underneath the flag while
in motion.
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TO MAKE A SHORT FLASH OR DOT.

The flag is waved from a to h, and without any pause back again to the normal
position;

TO MAKE A LONG FLASH OR DASH.

The flag is waved from a to c, and after a short but distinct pause at c brought
back to the normal position.

W^HEN SIGNALING A LETTER.

When signaling a letter the flashes representing it should be made in one con-
tinuous wave of the flag, taking particular care that no pause is made when at the
normal position.

Example.—To make R - -^— - wave the flag from a to 6 back to a- and with
out a pause down to c, making there a short but distinct pause (vide instructions for

long flash) back to a, then without a pause to h and back to the normal position a.

HOW TO SIGNAL. .

A paiise equal to the length of a long flash should be made at the normal position

a between each letter of a word, or letter of a group of letters.

When the word or group of letters is completed, the butt of the staff is to be

brought to the ground, and the flag at the same moment gathered in.

A slight pause should be made at the normal position before commencing a word

or group of letters.

In receiving a message the flag should be lowered and gathered in until required

for answering.

POSITION OF THE SIGNALMAN.

The signalman should stand square to the station to which he is signaling, and

the pole should be kept as upright as possible while in motion, the point never being

allowed to droop to the front.

In order to keep the flag always exposed while moving it across the body to form

the flashes, the point of the staff should be made to describe an elongated figure of 8

in the air.

76564—09 35
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COITTESTTIOSrAL SIGNALS: THEIR EQUIVALENT LETTEBS ANI> THE
METHOD OF ANSWERING THEM.

Meaning.

Preparative.

Answer.

Sign.

etc.

Equivalent letter and
how made.

By a succession of
E's in one group.

T (singly).

How answered.

By the general an-
swer T.

Break sign. 1 1 as separate let-

ters.

Stop. I I I as separate
letters.

Finish of a mes- V E as one gi'oup.

as separate letters.

Erase sign. etc. By a succession of
E's as separate
letters.

By a succession of
E's as separate
letters.

Annul. W W WW as onegroup. By W W as one
group.

Bepeat word aft-

er — (when a
single word is

required).

M
W

I

A

followed by the word preceding
the one required.

IM I as one group.

W A as separate
letters.

By the general
answer T.

Repeat all after
— (if more than
one word is re-

quired).

M IM I as one group >

A A as separate
f

letters. )

By the general
answer T.

Repeat all (if the
whole message
is to be repeat-
ed.)

M IM I as one group.

A L L as separate
letters.

By the general
answer T.
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THE USE OF THE SPECIAIi SIGNS.

THE PREPARATIVI^.

Is used to call attention, and is answered by the General Answer

THE GENERAL ANSWER.

Is made by a long flash , or letter T.

THE BREAK SIGN.

Is to be used between the address of the receiver and the text of the message, and,
after the text, if the name of the sender is signaled.

THE STOP.

Is made by three separate letter I's.

THE FINISH.

Is to be made by V E in one group at the completion of a message, and is to

be answered, if the message is understood, hj R D in separate letters. F. B.

—

R D
means Read.

THE ERASE.

Is made by a series of E's as separate letters, and is used to erase a word or group
that has been wrongly sent, and is to be answered by the Erase.

THE ANNUL.

Is made by W W in one group, and is used to negative all the message that has

gone before, and is to be answered by the Anual.

METHOD OF ANSWERING.

Each word when understood is to be answered by one long flash (T).

If a word is not answered, the sender is to repeat it until answered by a long flash.

At the end of the message, if understood, receiver will make —-

(or R D), meaning Read.

The Erase and Annul signs are to be answered by their own signs.

METHOD OF SIGNALING NUMBERS.

All numerals, whether representing time, distance, numbers, etc., are to be spelled

m full.
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METHOD OP ASKING FOR REPETITION.

If the receiver requires any word to be repeated, he makes

Repeat. W A
(or, repeat word after) the word— (or, if necessary, words) preceding the doubtful word.

Note.— When W A is only sent, the Repeat sign is implied.

If the receiver requires the remainder of the message, he makes

Repeat. A A
(or, repeat all after) the word — preceding the doubtful ones.

If the receiver wants all the message repeated, he makes

Repeat. A L L
When he requires no more repetition, he makes — —— — •^— — — (or, R D),

which means the signal is read.

IF A MISTAKE IS MADE IN A WORD.

The sender makes the Erase sign etc., E's as separate letters, which
is to be answered by the Erase sign.

N. B.—This only applies to the last word made.

IF A WHOLE MESSAGE REQUIRES TO BE NEGATIVED.

The sender makes the Annul - (or,W W as one group),
which is to be answered by the Annul.

o
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